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'. ····The:teis a.n.lrie:teal31ngdppClrturritY toobtiiin 'tnforma:t±oiJ.
from~atabases:for.:patent. .Lnformation. in pur c;!p.i.l:y>wOPk
on"pat:lant:9...:rn .this arti9""c:ha:racteristic:,s?f
databases wiil be anaiyzed h'oma. practiCal point of

.view; basad,upon the>:t.esu.l:ts .ofi. oUP inyestigatd"on; of; .the
re.newa:I. '. ffla<;IuE:!.I1C:Y' r , ' and .c:?yerage ! 9c?!lt:ent: of tIlE:! ma±.l'l
databases for . patent . information; . This article' also

;··describes; .;·.theiresul.ts ..>of our.;··study Onihowy;,ppi:or.,apt
sea+:chesi.n f±liIl<Janc;!pr0geclltiOnshould b",ca,rri",d out
'from the viewpoint of the searchers, searcht±meallct the

~~w.~.._~.w~.__w_._".ClC22L.".",.de.gree of,;:cbmpJieti,on:.o.£. pnopoaa.Ls ;fr.ornJ.inv:,ent'Pr.s;..;:..:;;T.lJ,1..s .
a:rtic;le. ;fu:r;t:.hE:!l:Ill?rec~m:sic:lerstl1",.irpfJ,u,enc:eonpripr F:rt
searches 'of- revisions' of' the Japanese Patent . Law;

. .• e f fect.ive,. sine.e.':ep.:t"ly· ·thi9)nyep.p , "in .wh1.ch 'J\:!llenc;lJlleJlt:s: .Cl.+:;§!
+:est:ri.ctEJd..

1. Introduction

In±:outin~ ~ofk; forfii±ng and prose!'C::u.tIng patent

a.pplic::aHons, the pat~!Jotdepa.±:tmerrtliHHzes patent

.. _.iriidritlat.i.bn. fbJ:jtJ.c;!cfirtg whethi;;r tHi;;;a.ppliCa.tiorr:Lil· 'te{ PEl., ._,;;
.;;;~._-;;~;-; ih~<t;·,it~R':rff~r;drn'Eoi.:;i~~i1i'iif:t;a~ro;.rt""";tit~;k;-fi:Eft#d~1't-';;"arra;"';;¥6'r~;-=~-;---~--;. ----

~ia:nh:irt<J:poii<::iE!sfd:tobtdirringpa.tefti:iHghts. . Inadd.ition;

th~'\\f0±:ki.~f Sb-c~11ed pa:eHFc]jeia.raIlC~;wheifeiby . deveiioped

products'wHltiotinfiirigethE! patelitH<JhtSo:E 'cbihpe'Ht6'I:s';

'.i.r iriifia:t~d :frbmpaterit'a4ht sea.rch.Eis. . Further, III
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deciding subjects. for re~earch and development in the R&D

department, patent irlformation is s ome't.Lmes utilized for

investigating technical trends within certain fields. As

such, patent information has both the characteristi.c of

information on intellectual rights and the characteristic of

technology, and has become a neces.sIty for R.s.D and patent

work. In recent years, patent information searches have been

available in quicker and easier ways as a result OfPFo,gre/3.s

in database technology and,the!:"efore, patent information has

beenmore.,anp. more actively utilized.

Among patentsearchesofcorllpetitors' patent rights for

p:r~;'ent.iriglri.fringeIllent.and.c>fpriorar't· dClcuiit~Ilt~at the

filing stage,whicharerelatedto the Patent· Department,

this article discuss.es p:r:iora.rt Sf3a,rch.es.,focllsin<;l, On .the

business from filing to patenting, which the First Committee

is in charge of. One of tll~6bjec::t~6fill?ri<:>:cart~earch

concerning patenting is to judge whether the application Is

to be.. filed inyiew of .patent.apili,tY.E!othat; the.number of

unnecessaryapplicationswithlittlepossibili~YOf being

pa,teIlt~d ClFedec:r~as~dand"tot;al filingcos.ts can' be •.saved.

Another object is to utilize the results of '. prior art

searches on the C::ontentof~l?ec:if.i.C::a,ti9ri.k13.ri.<:l.the claims, so

thattheposs1ble coverage of the Lnvenr.Lon. is clarifIed and

a E!pecIficatiop with more "su1?sd~tialit:Y ,and higher

possibility of being patented can be drafted. The latter

object 113 now of <;lrei:lt .irllportaXlC::~l?~i-tiC:ulaFlY(i~•., Japan

becaueevemendment.s have become rest'ricted.·a)s· a.' result of the

revision of the Japanese Patent Law effected' earlier this

year.

In this article, .. t;her.esultsof our studies of when and

how often information is renewed and on the ext.ent; of

coverage of.the information in main patient;
"..•.,,_.....~...,.;..,"'.,,""...'o-~...._." >,>r_,",>. ,' .." "''''-,.,,';,.', ,,,,"·~~,.o~~ ,;···•.;.'.'.·"'·:,·4~·~;..,.;-o,·,',J;;,;;. .. _0_',;';"':O""','Ch_ ~.<,,:·~:Jr<":· _, ,h;'.".., ,,,,,,.,,,.;~,",,.;...) .•.;..,_,.";,

databases¥hichare. currently in, . use. ¥illpe

t.h~ opjec:tof cont r Lbut.Lnq to the. utili.zation· of prioF art

searches. in the member companLes of the PI.PA. It wIll also

describe the characteristics of each of the. diltabilsesfrorn a

practic:al>point >Of vie¥. Further, it will introduce the
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systems of those countries where the submi.s s Lonvofva prior

art search is obligatory~Moreover, the result of our study

on how prior art searches should be carried out from the

production of the invention until ~pplication will be

discussed from the standpoint of the searchers, the search

stage, and the degree of complet~on of documents from the

inventors, taking Lnt;o sonsideration t,he LnfLuencevof the

revision of the Japanese'pat,eritsystem.

2. Databases Related to Patents

When conducting a prior art seart:h~the llseof §D:"'line

databases is one of the most effectj,VELmeans. There afl'!"t:wo

types of databases related to patents. One is that.wl1.iC::h

solely y.ornP#S.efil patent information while the otl"ier·· ~s~h~~.,.

wherein patent information is included as a part of technical.
,- .· ·.._,·".""_'_""M__m",.._"~."_".,~O",,__,,_,,,,"',"_,,_,,_~~'~;.,_,".""_•."~~'"~ __,,-;"'_"",,_,, ',~, _,_,,.__. .""."_, __ ,, .. , -..-, "_""""""'-_"_Y-'~~_'''''_'_' ''C'"---''' ----"" '-," _, ..,,, .. ,•.•.•..•...--,' -,- ' .. -,' -.- ". ", ',- "-',' -,."" ",."".,' "" -_ -. ',"" ",," "" .•

Uterat.ureinf.orma.ti.on... .Represent~tive examples of .patent

.orienteddafB:Basesare giveninT~ble I. .AmCl!l~:them, only CA

is within the latter category while all othersCare,withirit,h,e

. forinercategory. Innorinal patent searches, there are many

cases ;where .onLy databas.es .belong:iilg to the former category

'al~e u$ed,althoughdependi,nguponmthe subject to be searched.;' ;

the latter may be an effective means. In~Ilyi::ase, there is

a limi.t to t.he coverage 0.£ each dat.abaae and, therefore, it

is necessa.ry to select the databases C::arefull.Ym and

search.

M~nyct¥ta.l:>ases inthetableare.ayailablevia different

.on-line systems. When two or more databases are'accessible

by one of· tl1.e on-line systems ,it· is possible t.o : condll,yta

cross file search while checking a patent family for example.

Ac:cclrciillg:1y, the strategy wherein which databases are to be

manner. Fig. I shows which database is accessible by which

system.

-3~
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. ..
Chargefor onlinedisplay 60yen{2GO yenfor informationon $1.90

•

$1.70 so.ss
(fo{,onefuIlOrei:o~ ... entire proc~ITlgs) '.' . .'. (DIALOG) .... .(DIALOG); •••••••• • • •. (QUESTEl)

Organiz~t1on"ln charge CJ:f JAPIO (Japan Patent Inform"tion perwent {United, Kingdom) (Age;nt,ln IFrlPh~nu"l Data (lJ· S.A..).:, INPI O=rench Intellectual
.........

preparing data Organization) Japan: NGB CorpOration [Derwent' , PropertY Office)
S~I(>nD... .,

...
Remarks fI terms and FI symbols which Searchingpatent family ispossible. Sinee 1971.aHclaimsand Almcsrnctime lag.

are the resultof the paperless There are two levelsof member Informationon front pages Details of legalstatusare
planof the JPO are input and countries- -major- and "miner". (excluding drawings) are available.
can be usedas keysfor searches. and input data differsbetween the covered. observing the progressof
Legal status of Japanese two. Generaland mechanical Ratherold patents examinations ispossible on
applications are Input indetail. patents fromJapan are not covered. retrospectiveto 1950are the basisof an SOl service.

Theoriginaltitles are modified to searchable.
more informativeones.

.... 4~



EDOC JAPIO CA

Monthly. Weekly.
Time lag isabout ten months.

Japanese patent applications in
all areas (October 1976-).

Patents, EPpatents, per
applications and QAPI

applicationsfJledby the
eighteen Industrialized
countries.(1960 mayvary
depending upon country)

Monthly.

1

.

Twenty-nine countries and

organizations. Areasof
chemistry and of chemical
engineering (1967-).

I

o o o

: "

:_, '

.
,

,

0. ,

.,

,

:

,

01

o

0
0
0

.',

o ('TN) .
.

..' .

" ,
,

,

,

o
o
o

o (90~ or more) ,

.

Typeof documents.

o

o

JAPIOclassifications.
iAplO keywords

o
o .

Information on
reexamlnations,lItlgatlons
and cancellations.and

". releasesof claims.

, ",0'

o
o
o

'" 0 .
, . ' .

,I. ,0

. ,I ..

.

, 0 ":

Derwentabstract numbers;
CA abstract numbers;

• JAPIQabstract numbers;
legal status (for 16countries).

" ..' .' / ! 0 ..: i

Typesof patents.

$0.25 $20.00,.,3yenltine $0.80 $1.15.::".
(QUESTEl) (OIALOG) ..... (LElSlNEI') I .•.• (OJALOG)' , (DIALOG)"

.

o

o

.

-Eu"r"ope-it-i1-,iassificat-ion;-Beriin
classification and Dutch
classification.

" •
English English English English

.
English

. $155 $120 . ' 36,000yen $120 .
$120

1

Patent family.searchJs
possible.
Coveragemainly comprises
numbers,countriesand
dates.

Searchingpatent familyis
pcsslble becauseofwide
coverage of countries

All texts of U. S.patents are
Input.
Informationon changes of
right after issue(e.g.
assignmentrecords, litigation
notices,terminations,
reexaminations,etc) is
seacheble.

• Accessto leld-open
Informationof Japanese
patent applications in Engfish
ispossible.
Noabstract isavailablewhen
applicant isa foreigner.

.

• .searcb from namesof
compcundsaridfrom
chemical structures is
possible.
Patent Informationin
chemical literature filesin
general.

.
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Thecharacteristics~ofeachof these databases will be

given briefly below.

<PATOLIS (for Japanese patents and utility models»

PATOLIS covers all Japanese patent and utility model

applications, The :ntost significarit feature of this database

is'that search by and output in Ja.paneseletters is~pdss,ible.

mhis'\'isan':Oindispensablesystem "for~Japanese searchers;~~ ~~ It

is of course pdssible to search using keyWords andIPC and,

iri addition, FIsyffibols and' Fterms which are used during

examination procedures at the JPO are partially avaLl.abLe 'and

utilizable;'\Amongthese, the F<termsare assigned no't; only

to the art covered by the claims but 'also to the art

disclosed in the text, if any, and therefore, F terms are

suitable for prior art searches.

'Ariothercharacter':i.stic 6f~~PATOLISis thaVtheprogres s

of exafuiriatlorisaridappeal tr.i:als'at~theJ:PO~~ are covered as

well.

<JAPIO>

and their corresponding patentsareiSriput

tal, perfOrm searches "'£rom'commori,'pat.ent

correspondirig patent (patent 'family)

Both abstracts

and it is possible

s'earches to', the

searches.

JAPIO covers information on Japanese laid-open patents

in English but, unlike PATOLIS, there is a signifiCant time

'lag! "irifozmat.Lori subsequent ,ito' '1.ayirig"'operi ':ls'not' avad, lable

and Fterms\areriot 'used. "Neverthe'less',it. i'shelpful ,for

'<:WPI>

WE is 'm<fstwidely used irisearching'patentapplicat'idns

infuajor 'couritries a.round t.he'wo:tld,inCluding Japa.ri.

Original'ly,however,WPTstartedasadatabasefor'covering

the chemical field, and consequently some Japanese patents in

the mechanical and electrical fields are not

-7-



Forchero,ica,land electricalpa,tents,Codes excLus i,vely

for members are available, whereby more pr<=c.i:sersea,rches,ar<=

made possible. Only members are entitled to use such codes.

<CLAIMS,:LEXPAT>

In searching U; S . patents, it Ls of course possible to

use WPl <but, when CLAIMS is used"., it ," is possible to search

older pat.ent.s . ForU. S . pat.ent;s "regist<=r<=d in, recent years,

full textf> are available.i:n LEXPAT and.i:nU.S" FUI,LTEXT,( not

listed .Ln Table 1) ,., which are uSeful, in terms ,of both ,seerch

and output.

In LEXPAT, informatipn on' changes,topateIlts after

,is,suance is available.

<EPAT>

For Europea,nPat<=ntsearches,; EPAT, if> ,usefuL as well as

WPI. The main feature of EPAT, is that there .Ls .eLmoat; no

time lag. For patents which were filed designating some

countries belonging to the EPC, there is greater possibility

of detecting them first by means of EPAT.

<IN:PADOC,EDOC>

For so-called, patent;:f:amily search<=s for the namef> ,of

the countries in wh,ich pa,tents peingsearched have been

filed, IN:PADQC and EDOe can, be used in addition to wpI.

INPADOC is particularly useful because it covers as many as

5 8 countries. However, abstracts are not available in

IN:PADOC aI'ldEDOC aI'ld,tI:1ere:f:ore,it is, not possible to search

patentsfroro 'th,eir,technical content. Accord,ingly, these

da,tabaf>escanb<=used pnlyforf>earchingpClt<=I'lt families.

CA is a file for g<=I'l<=ra,],ch<=micaJ, litera,tp.re, patent

information being included as pa,rtther<=of. Since

Lnfozmat.Lon such aspatentfClInili<=f> is not;;aya,ilable,itis

rec::oIllffiended that cross file ,searches witI:1 otI:1erpateIltc

oriented databases be performed.

-8-



In the chemical field, this database is used quite often

for searching thEi related prior art 'fr~m the names of

compounds and chemical structural formulae.

In conducting a prior art search, it is common to use
..............

PATOLIS <infi/or, ,"i'(PI. by:rn.eaIls of .IPC followed !?yth", U:O"'; of key

words, appl~t:a~ts,..~inTe~~or~~; F:;terIllS({d~PATOLIS~~IY) and
other·search:keysforpfurtheri~oiatingthesubjebt.'FOra.. .

more prec:is~ 13Ei¥:Cc:h,.. 90tiritrX... :oile9ifis:. st<ita,bases ,stiCh as

CLAIMS for u.s. patents, maybe used. When the aub.j eot;

pat~ht~af<3det~ct..¢cl,.ilat~!lts·C::~r:'rE!Sporidi.Ilgth~retoariel those
, ". ',., _,.i'.,,;'" c- .. '. h ;." -.<. , .. i .. , .:....; -',.,' ',',' '- ,,' , d; ,-,' f':.,~ ,_ " , ,"':,"".-:.:: '

cited.duririgexaminationare; sea.r:ched.aswell, so that the

related .prior. ar.t: caribes~a:c'c::h~d'mor~ broaClly .

. 3. Patent Systems i~ Several countries Reiating tOl'riof
'Art 'Searches' ... . .. "P.p;.._.. ~..

Submission of information on prior art searches is

obligatory. ;only in the..United States .... , This :oyst",:rn" (rules

amended on March 16; 1992) is summarized in Tables 2-1 to

2- 3 . Further, the system f or search, rep9:t:'tsin j;;uropean

countries, etc. and the ". system .for submissidridf the

examination status of corr~fjpo#cl.i..n~L pa):erit$ in other

countries adopted in North European and Asian countries are

respectively summarized in Table$ 3 arid Iri.:ra'pa'Il> ther~

.~.~~._••m ••••••;'='~ a, E~glll,<it:;!()]rl~ ..!lj,c:.~L reads" ..~.'.~.":'.~.~.;
. prior art is available,. theti t.Les . thereof.

pr"'t"'5a.b~Y: ~.i$ciOsed."(c:f. NO.t:..E!S'iri?E:0I:lTl2.9 of

under the Patent Law).

-9-



Table 2""1: Duty to disclose information material to
pat.errt.ab.LlLt.y in..theVnited s>t;ate15 (RuJ..e 56)

No consideration will be
made even if an IDS is
submitted, therefore a
continuation application
is necessary.

IDS i15sHblllittedwith
payment of $200~ with
certi.f.ication'( *)

n.o charge

IDS is submitted with
payment of $130 and
certification (*) and a
petition for considera
tionof .. the i:O:f'p:Q!Ii'l,-!::;LoJ:l

IDS (Information Disclosure Statement) in
accordance with Rules 97 and 98 must be
submitted.

Individuals associated withthefilintJ' or>
prosecution of the V.S. patent application
(inventors, attorneys/agents, assignees,
etc. )

AUirlforrriat{()D. .wllichisthollghttobe
material to the lfnpatE;>ntabili,tyof the
invention of the patent application

Inf()rmation';o[hichisnot. cUIllu.lativ-eancl (1)
which establishes'a prima facie case'of
unpatentability.for a claim or (2) which. is
in,co:015~st;ent with.. thep()siti,on, .tCikeIJ.byt)'1e
applicant in (i) opposing an' argument of ".
unpatentability reliedon>by'.the :Office,or
(ii) assE;>rting, patentabili,ty

Vp.t;ilJ.. j;,hemailin,gciate;.
of a final action or of a
notice of allowance after
(I), whichever is earlier.

-10-

Before payment of the
issue fee after (2)

Before issuance of the
patent, after payment of
the issue fee

Submission within three
fuortt:hs f:tbmtheV. S. .
filing:.date (date of. entry
at thElnat.~ona:L.sti'1gE) iIJ...
the case of'PCT applica"
tions) and before the
maU~ng.date o~a first
offTcial action on the
merits>whichevertt·occ:urs
last.

Table 2"-2: Terms for Submitting the IDS (Rule 97)

(3 )

(2)

( 1)

(4 )

Information
to be
DisClosed

Criteria
for
Vnpatent~

ability

Persons
Responsible

Method of
Disclosure



*) what is to bece:ttified is that (a) the personslI1volved

with the application did not know of the requirement to

submit within three months before the date of disclosure of

information or (b) none of the references was cited in a

ccunt.erpart f oz'eLqn application within three months before

the date of disclosure of information [i.e. the charge is

free when submission is made within three.months from the

mailing dat;e "for the literatllre which was .cit.ed in the search

report orin the. offiqialactionj .

. .
'l'llis -, lsI1oii?9lf,gatory,
tl1Qllg11.,sub.lllis~ionis
necessFrywh~tl1:.p.e
information is within the
possession of or is readily
available to the persons in
Rule 56.

Duplicated submission is not
necessary for cumulative
information;
S.ubmission is not necessary
for copies of specifications
of U.S. patent applications.

English
translation of
non-'English ' '
document

( 1) Lis.t of patents,
publiqations, etc.
to .oesubmit.ted

(2) Copies of the
dooumerrts listed
.in( l)

( 3 )

Table 2,..3.:Ccmtentof the IDS. (Rille. 98)

u.s. Patents (patent numbers,
dates .of Ls aueiand
assigne.es);
Foreign patents ,,(countries, ~~~~~~~~

-~~~~~I--,~I-~-'...",----,,~~~~-----..:,.j~tto~cumE:!ntc-numb-ers~and~d'ate-s~or---~

issue) ;'
pUblications.( authors,
titles, . pubLf.cation •. dates,
Page numbers,. ei:.c. ) .

of the
Concise
explanation
non-English
information

( 4 ) Unnecessary when English
translation is submitted;
when the search report
written in English for the
counterpart foreign
application shows its

~._~~,._-'-" ,__" ,_, _' "~ " __d~"'~'~"''''''''''''''''''''''''''''_',.J:lele'll'anee"",submi-s,sdoon".o,f,,,,.on.l¥..,,.• ,,_~== =,=~...j,~_"'"

the search report will
suffice.

-11-



Table 3: Search Report Systems in Several. Countries

. . .
EPC The search report 1S laid open together with

the laying-open of the application after 18
months from the priority date or filing date.
A request for substantive examination is to
be filed within 6 months from the laid-open

. date. •.....":

Great A preliminary examination and search are to
Britain be requested withinl2 months from the ... .:

priority date or the filing date. The search
report is laid open together with the ..
laying-open of the application after 18
months. A request for substantive

.. examination is to be filed within 6 months
. from the laid-open date.

.

A request is to be made within 7 years from
the filing di;l.te. Otherwise, the applit::ation .
becomes invalid. • .. . •.. .. . . .

-12-

~ .
.. A "novelty aea.rch v is to be requested within .•

7 years.from the filing date.

..~ .
., A>searchreport Ls prepared within 3 months •

from ~henthe international searChing
a)lthority receiyes. the search,copy.or ~ithin .
9 months from the priority date.

• . ·d··· '·h· 18·A noveltyse~ft::h .is to be requeste W1t 1n
months from the priority date or the filing

•... date;

In principle, preparation.ofa"literature
notice" is to be requested on the filing date·
or within 18 months from the priority date.

.. A aea.roh: report is laid open together with
. the laying-open of the application.

.

France

Germany
>.

BelgiJ].l1l

The Neth
erlands......

- ~ -

PCT



Table 4: Obligations f.or , Submission '. of the Examinati.on
Progress Reports, Lis.ts of .Cited Refer",nces,
etc. for Corresponding Foreign Applications

Canada Report on the examination status in
corresponding foreign applications may be
requested. When the application has already
been issued in the United States, the U.S.
application claims. may be substituted.

E;ubmission ofseaI:"Cllr",pori::sfgrth",
corresponding foreign applications is
obligatory. Submission of official actions
in basic foreign applications upon which tll",
priorityis claimed is reql.1estedand, .at .the
same time, submission of information on cited
refer~n~esinforeignapplicatic>nsis
suggested.

TheE:lxam.ination progress iI1:Ja.pan,etc; IIlay'
betilJcen Lnt;o consLdez'at.Lon .

A copybfact.ionsfor e:orrE:lspondingfore.ign ...•
applicai::ionoe must be submitted.

When request1.Ilgfhe sUbit~Iltiv-e.gl!;?-Il\.i11?-t;~()n,
it is necessa:r::y to submit prior art ...
literatllreahdcitatibhsandresliitsof
exami.nat.Lons in '. correspond+11g foreig11
applications. Otherwise, the application
will be <deeIl1ed<withdraWll.

A report on the examination status of
corresponding foreign applications may be
requested. .

Results of' examinations of .C:orrE,,~ponding
foreign applications must be reported.

Submission of a list ofthe'priorart
]..ite:r:atur~.f;earche~bY~().:r:~ignpatentoffices
or organizations for the corresponding
foreign applicationsmay.berequested;When

. any gIl~ of the correoeponciiIlg~pplicatioIloein
U.S.A., Great Britain, Canada; New Zealand or
the EPC hasbeenpatentedi the Australian.
applicaticm +~ pateni::Elci pI:"gyidedthat:t~~

.~.".'.••........•• "'1 specification··is······made····cons.i:stentwiththe
Australian format (a modified examination)

Norway

China

Australia

Sweden

F.inland

Denm?-:t:"k

••.••~~~~.,~~ ,,"Ml'rll'lys~ra~e1 'fCj;t'll:t'rdrtS"f'·arrd7're'su']rts"""o'f"C't'he'··eX'aIl1:1::na't:·ion""'~'R'S"C"",,I""~~'=·="·"~'~·='~,-=

prpg:r:~ss. i 11 correoeponcii11g ~preign applica-
tions may be requested. .

-13-



4. Objects· of Prior Art Searches and Utilization Thereof

4-1. Objects of Prior Art Searches

Objects of prior art searches which are conducted before

filing patent applications are as follows.

(1) Judgement as to whether the application shall be filed:

A prior art search is carried out before filing the

patent application for judging the possibilityof patent from

the standpoint of the patentability oftheinvention(s)in

consideration of filing, then it is decided whether the

application is to be filed. Applications focus only On

inventions which are potent.iallypai::entable, whereby the

applicant is able to improve cost performance.

(2) Drafting of claims and the body of the specification:

Based upon the prior art detected as a result of the

search, claims which are capable of asseitingthe

patentability of the .applicatiqn are draft.ed. Then the

technical matter 9ft.he application based upon t.he prior .a;r;t,

the functional effects ofi: the application with ;r;espect

thereto and embodiments which support the scope of .the.claims

are fully ir'Vestig!it~4, and a specific!ition which can

withstandreject.ionsand oppositions is prepared.

wl'1ent.hespeqific::ati()Il.isdrafted bClsedupon the prior

art which is .•. most· c1osely.relatedto . the ·.invention, the

possib.i.lity of the ClpplibatiOn· being patented is much higher.

(3) bisclosure Clfprio;r;·art literature wnen·fiTing the
application: .

It is recommended t.hat thepriorari::W'hic::h was found as

a result of t.he search be described· in the specification,

indicating the patent pubJ.ic!ition<Il.umbelSs,the names of the

documents, etc .. t.ogether with. the cont.errts thereof. ThUs,

the

examiner so that examinert.he

invention easily ahdaccu.ratelY, by c()Il.I3~d.ering the prior

art.

-14~



4-2. An.tiCipatedFIClw of Practice

The practiCe from the prior·art search to the drafting

of the specification will be exemplified by classification

into cases where the prior art searCh is conducted by the

inventors and where it is conducted by the patent department.

A.·· where prior art·· search is conducted byihventors
(cf. TableS..,l)

Step 2.:

Step 3:

Step 4:

Step S:

The inventors carry out a prior art search after

defilling the. covera,geof the search (e. g. period

covered and c Las s LfLcat Lonsj.. Out of a number

of..prior ii,rtdOcJl¥lelltp,th<3Y sp~c::ify the ones

which are related to the invention invented by

them.

The inventors judge wh<3i;he,rtlt<3 invention is

patentable in view of the above-specified prior

art and.decide whether the Lrrverrt.Lon ahaLl, be

proposed as a patent applica.tioncfo:r'.f:iliiig'.

If the inv'El!1.tlo!1.· is to be ·propbsEld, the

.·:Lnventorfldecide t.h~ ol:>jec~(s) dfthe inveri~ion

and the means for achieving it/them (that is, a

the claims well) based

a

the

which support the above means.

The R&D department evaluates whether the

invention is worth filing based upon drafted

specification, from a business point of view.

When it is decided that tile LnverrtLon is worth

department.

The patent department deCides whether the

invention shall be filed after judging its

-15-
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B. Ina case where the prior art search is conducted by the
patent department

B-1. When a letter of proposal from the inventors is a
specification draft ref. Table 5-2)

Step 6:

Step 1:

Step 2:

St§!P 3:

patentability based upon the specification draft

forwarded from the R&D department. If it is

decided.to file it, the patent department checks

and drafts the claims, judges the d§!greeto

which the claims are supported by the

embodiments, and prepares the body of the

specification. When it is decided that the

invention has little or no patentabilictyorwhen

the disclosure in the specification drc\fFis

Lnsuf f Lc.Lerrt :after being checked by the patent

department, the draft is returned to the

inventors for further consideration.

The patent department prepares the specification

based upon the specification draft and files the

.application.

The inventors prepare a specification draft for

the invention invented by them.

The R&D department evaluates whether the

invention is ~orthy filing a patent application

based upon the prepared specification draft from

the standpoint of the line of business. When

the invention is decided to be worthy filing

from the standpoint of the line of business, the

specification draft is sent to the patent

department.

Based upon the specification daft forwarded from

the R&D department, the patent department

(including the search company) conducts a prior

art search after defining the coverage f9r the

search (e. g. coverage period and classifica-



Step 4:

Step 5:
-----

t.Lon j , Out of the prior art documents found,

the ones which relate to the invention are

specified.

The patent department judges the patentability

of the invention based upon the specified prior

art and decides whether it shall be filed. When

-i.t is decided.,that the· invention has littll90r

no patentability or when the disclosure in the

specification daft is insufficient after being

cheCked by the patent department;. the draft is

···returned, to·.the i: inventors ..for .further consider

at.Lcn ,

The patent department prepares the. specification
._- - ------~--j~

·based upon the specification draft.

·B"'2. When" the letter of proposal from the inventors is an
in~entionreport (d..T.:ible 5-3)

S;tep 1: The Lnvent.ors prepare .~n i,nyenti0nreport (about

one A4 size phE:)l9t of PCiper) in,jlhich the summary

of the inyenil()ninve~ted.):)ythl9misdescribed.

Step]:

Step 3:

Based¥Ponthe ~bove~prepared ~nvention report,

of the line of business whether the invention is

1rlPI,:1;l:lY tHing.... ,Whe:tl i t isgeF~gi9g. to be worthy

tiling from the standpoi,nt; of the line of

business, the invention report is sent to the

pat;entclE;partmi9nt;.

Based upon the invention report forwarded from

(including the search company) conduct a prior

art search after defining the coverage for the

search (e. g. covering period and classifica

tion). Out of the plural prior art literatures

detected, the ones which relate to the invention

-17-



are specified and the result is returned to the

department where <<the invention waS invented.

Step 4: Depending upon the patentability, the

department decides whether a draft for

invention is to<bedrawnup.

R&D

the

<Step«S:

Step 6:

Step 7:

The inventors decide <the objeCt(s) of the

invention and the means for solving them (that

isa policy for drafting'theclaims as well)

based upon the prior a<rt and; in addition,

prepare a specification draft, after trying to

fill up the working examples which support the

above solving means followed by submitting it to

the patent <department.

The patent department decides whether the

invention shall <be filed after judging the

patentability. When it is decided to be filed,

th&patent depahment che<::k~ alld drafts th~

c Lafms, judg~s the d~greeof the support by the

embodiments and prepares the story of the

specification. When the invention is decided to

be with little or no patentability or wh~I1the

disclosure in <the specifi.<::ation draft is

insufficient after being CheCked by the patent

departIllent, the draft is returned to the

inventors:Eorfurther collsiderat1.on.

The patent department prepares the specification

based upon the specification draft.
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Table 5~1: Flow of Practice when Prior Art Search is
Conducted by the Inventors

Step Action Conducted by Remarks

Based upon>tJ1e prior art, a
"specifica'tion,li1<e" draft is
prepared

DecI<ii,igtl'l" objects and
meansforsolvin,g.the
problems (claim policy).;
~ub~t~n~i~ti~g,th~
embodimerrt s and drafting
claims ..

Dec LdLng whether the
sp'ecificati6ndraft is
acceptable based upon the
degree of patentability

Judging whether support for
the claims is sufficient; If
insufficient, amendment- is
requested of the R&D Dept.

Evaluating whether it i~
worth filing based upon the
specification drFft

R&D Dept

R&D Dept

R&D Dept

R&D. Dept

R&DPept

Pat Dept

Patent Dept When little or no patent
+PatDept) .. " abilityri).returntothe .R&D'I "''''''''''''''''" 1",,+"+""""

Dept or ii) prepare
patentable claims in Pat
Dept; incase ii),the
prepared cl.a ims ,maybe. 'sent
tOj:heR&D Dept for
evaluation from business
viewpoint

-------~~------~-(1) Decision
on the body of
a specifica-

..·tion 'draf,t

Prior art searc~;

Specifying the
priorart .

Creation of
invention

(2) Preparing; R&D Dept
specification
draft

Preparing a
specification
draft

Evaluation from R&D Dept
business viewpoint

Submission of the
specification
draft to patent
dept

Judging
supportability 6f
the embodiments

·Judging .pa tent
ability; 'Deciding'
whether the
specification
draft is
acceptable

1

5 Judging patent
---~--~-~·I"" "~I a bHi,Jo.y..·.. "'.,

JUdging •• and Pat IiI prac tice,' .thi's is not
'"""~~S~'~~~"~"""""d"d'pr'Erpa:l'f'ffg"'t'1j'e:0'bOay"I""~~'~"""""""""+'d'f's'c'(jnne'Cte'd"'f'rom'the"'0<~'~"'0<""I""""..s",""'~"'M<"""""'"

of the specifica- evaluation of patentability
tion and on supportability by

embodiments

6 Preparing a
specification for
filing with the.
application

pat Dept
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Remarks ·

·

. '. .Preparlng·a .
:p_':..:.~~~_"-':.~±5'.:::.~±te__~:.:'_~~

Judging whether support
of the claims is .
sufficient; When .
insufficient, amendment
is requested of the R&D
Dept.

Eva~~ating'whethe~ it is
worthy filing based upon
a specifiGation draft .

.... . .

In practlce, this is not
disconnected from the
evaluati:ons.':'of'xc'" . ......
patentability and
supportability by the
embodiments

·
·

..' .... .

'd" • .Con uctlng a prl0r art .
·search based upon the

specification draft .

. .

R&D Dept

R&D Dept

.
Pat Dept

Pat Dept.. When little or no .
..... patentability, i) return

to the R&D Dept or ii)
preparing the patentable
claims in Pat Dept; in
caseii), the prepared .
claims.may be'sent to
the R&D Dept for
evaluation from business
viewpoint

R&D Dept

Pat Dept

Pat Dept

Pat Dept

ConduCted by

R&D Dept Deciding t.he objects and
means for s9lving. .
problems (claim policy);
substantiatihg the .
embodiments and drafting
the claims .

-------------~-- -----------------------------
R&D Dept

Flow of Prac t Lce when Prior Art Search is Conducted by
Patent Department (where the letter of. proposal is a
specification draft)

.

Action

.

Submissioh of the ....
specification draft to
patent dept

Preparation of a
sp=~~_f_~~~!_~~~_~~~~! _

(1) D<aS;isi9nonbpdy
of .t.he specificati9n
draft

Evai~ation'frout':btisiri'ess
viewpoint

Prior art search

Judgihgthe
supportability of the
embodiments

Preparing a
specification for filing
with the application

=20=

---------------------------
(2) Preparation of
the specification
draft

1 . Creation of invention

5

Judging and preparing
the body of the

. •s.pe·cifi.c·ation".·.. " ..Ode '''•••

Table 5-2:

.'

.1--+------,.,---,.,---,.,---,.,-+----+===:....-,-------'1

•.'------'l..:..::..~:..;c;..:....~...:..::...:..;....:..:.:.:..:..:-_...L_ ---L '__ '____~____'

2

,

3

4

,



Table 5-3: Flow of
Conducted
letter of

Practice
by .tl"le

proposal

when Prior Art Search is
Patent Department. (where a
is an invention report)

Ste Action Conducted b Remarks

1 Creation of
invention

R&D Dept

Preparation of
invention
re or.t

R&D Dept On about one sheet ofpaper(A4
size)

2 Evaluation from
-hus-irie's s J
viewpoint

R&D Dept Evaluatin&whetller it is worth
fHinghased upon the invention
report rearranging and unifying the
inventions '. ,', '. ' .

Deciding whether the invei"riticiri
report is acceptable based upon the
degree of patentability

Based UPOI),.th" prLorvar t , a.i.'
speFif~cationdra,ftisprepared

Decidingth" objects and means
solving the' problems (claim
policy); sUbstantiati~g the
embodiments. and drafting the
c:LaiJ)ls;forpreparation of a good
quality. s.pecLf i.cat.Lon , judgement by
the Pat Dept is to be preferably
taken' :into--consideration-------------------------------------------

Wherilittle or no patentability. i
return to thE! R&D Dept or ii)
prepaJ;epa.tentable,cla-ims in Pat
Dept; incase ii), the. prepared
claims may be sent to the R&D Dept
for evaluation· from businessvi.e . oInt; - ---- ""._.',

'Returning the search result .to the
R&D Dept --

R&D Dept

R&D Dept

Pat Dept

R&D Dept.

Pat Dept

Pat Dept

R&D Dept

Pat Dept

Pat Dept

Prior art
search

Judging
patentability

Judging patent
ability;
Deciding
whether
Lnverrt.Lon
rE!port is
acce table

Submission of
the invention
report to
atent de 10

Preparing. a
specificatioI)'
draft

-(i)--D;~I;i~;-

on the bOdy
of the .
specification
draft

Judging Jud~il1g-W"h"thersupportfor the
supportability clalms is sufficient; When
by the i~sllf.fici"nt. amendment is
embodiments requested of the R&D Dept.

Preparing a
specification
for filing with
the ap lication

(2) Preparing
a specifica

~--- 'tion--draft -'-'

6

Judging and In practice. thi B is, not
__,_~_=~_~_~=~I-~,---,-I-pr-e paring _thl'L., •_1 , ~0'_ , I_d,illJ:,OI)I),e.c,te.d__--f.r_o,!!!__t,llE!, _e_yA1u"_tho_I)§ I~_~_~ =_, -__-F---

body of the on patentability and supportability
s ecification b the embodiments
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Table 6: Comparison According j:o Searcher

4-3. Merits and Disadvantages.inthe.Plow of Practice

4-3-1. Comparison of the Search Results

Table 6 shows the results of a.comparison from the point

of view of the search, precision of the search result, and

merits for each of the R&Dand patent departments. When the

precision of the search result is taken into consideration,

it is advisable that it be conducted by the patent

departmenj:, where professional knowledge of pat.ent.s Ls

a.vaiiabl~

in

is

Patent right-qriented

Patent Department

Because they are
experts in the search
system and have
knowledge of patent
laws,. a search taking
even the inventive
steps. into
considera.tion is
possible;

They are not experts
the technology when
compar-ed•... i:0 .:the
inventors, precision
low when technology
concerning the
invention is not so
well grasped or
understood.

Because they are
familiar with the
technology, precision
is high when
technology which. is
the same as their
invention is searched,

R&D dept can grasp the
related technology.

Because of scant
knowledge of patent
laws,searc:hfroIll the
inventiyestepis
difficult.. .

-22-

Since precision for the
prior art. is high,
there are less measures

Preparati.onofthe for rejection, etc.
sEecific:atiohafj:erfiling and the
refIectIl1~f'the"prIor""""'procedure ~for···pateii.ti.rig'·
art is possible is easier.
(provided that the
inventors are
well-educated)

Due·to scant knowledge
of the sea.rchsystem,
precision.isnotso
high in technical
fields different froIll.
that of the invention.

Viewppirit Technology~oriented
for the
Search

Searcher Inventors

Precision
of the
Search
Result

Merits



4-3-2. Comparison in Terms of the Content of the
Specification Draft

Table 7 shows results of a comparison in terms of the

reliability of the search, coverage of the search, influence

on the specification, work of the inventors for preparing the

paper and the degree of ease with which the application is

ceased.

When the influenceo:Ethe prior art search on the

specification is taken into consideration, it is desirable to
. , .'

prepare a specification draft after conducting a prior art

search based upon an i.nvention report and taking the detected

prior art into consideration fully ra.ther t.han coriductingthe

prior art search <3'fterprepar{rigthe specification draft.

Table 7: Content of'theLsttsr for Proposal

Sj?ecific;ation "Draft

Narrow: Thus, since
the invention can be
speci"fi:ced·;- concentrated-I· :.e" .eu.... +,.,u"":':

search is possible and
prior art detected is
comparatively-less. '

Difficult

High: Thus, since the
details of the
i.nvendonai.i,bl.i,al::,
reliability ,i.'shigh.

Easy

Inyention,gej?ort

Broad: Thus, since
the invention cannot
he·'·speecifc£ed~;,,·-thee'"

coverage of the search
is bro~d and m~ny'
prior art documents
a:redetected.

Low: ThUS, since the
details of the
Inv.i,ntidn <3're not
clear", the; invention
ganl}Pt be spegified
and reliability is .
low.

TYP~,Of
the

Letter

Influence
onth.i, .
Specifi"';
cation

Reliabih
ity()f
'Sea.rch

Coverage
of the

C~~~'~~~,_.~-Search

LittleWork of Much. Unq.er certain
the condLtions, the work

mu_m__m'_~uu~_~- ~l'nverrBor&'.I"b ",d .._m __~.~~·__-_.·q". 4'-_'_'_'_*d~ u-.""-~I~f0-r·--pr~paoJO':iong~~n-he.c'---'k~ .-~_I__~_u_. , {__..,_
specification draft
might be wasteful.
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4-3-3. Considerations

In preparing a specification which can withsta.nd reject

ions and oppositions, it is essential that the specification

be prepared on the basis that (1) the prior art closest. to

the invention has been detected before filing the application

and (2) the prior art is used as a basis for preparing the

specification.

In order to meet the requirement of (1), it is desirable

that the. patent department (including search companies), who

have professional knowledge of patents, conducts the prior

art search with the cooperation of the inventors, who are

specialists on the technology.

In order to meet the requirement of (2), conducting the

prior art search based on the invention report is believed to

be effective for prep~rin9 a specification which duly

.reflects the prior art.

The conclusion when the above facts are takeh into

consideration is that the flow. of practice given in Table 5-3

(where the prior art search is conducted by t.he .pateht

department-when the letter of proposal is an imrention

report) will result in the preparation ofa .substantially

good qualit; specification which can withstand rejections and

oppositions.

5. Influence oithe Revision of the Patent Law

5-1. Restriction of the Amehdments

5-1-1. Amendments where New Matter.is Added

In the former system, addition of new matter to the

specification or the drawings in the amendrnentpriorto

Kokoku publication was allowed so far as it did. not change

the gist of the specification or the drawings. Under such a

syst.em, ho~ever, i,twas pointed out that
~,...,.,..",." ,."., " -'.""'6" .~., -.j>._ ',0,,,, "·.o·..··_"'_·"",..,~;· ....~o, ..~,,~,,'_,,,·,'~"., .._,,-.,, ..

which disclosure of the invention at the filing stage

insuffic:ientare apt to be filed and that patent right might

be granted on matter which was not disclosed therein at the

time of filing. In addition, amendments adding new matter

are not allowed in most other countries.
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In the revised patent law of Japan,. amendments adding

new matter are no longer allowable (Article 1? / paragraph 2)

from the standpoint of .,international he.rmond.aetLcn. of patent

systems, promptness in. granting. patent rights,. realization of

equitabilityinhandling.patentapplications,etc.

5'"'1~2.AInendmentoftheClaims

In the former system, amendment prior. .t.o. publication

including expansions and alterations of the claims was

allowed .evenafter .issuance of official actions 'E'urther,

there was no .restriction·.on the frequency oLamendments and,

accordingly, claims could be amended· each ,t·ime.. :an·official

action was Lssued.iao far as the gist of t.he invention. was not

changed.

The· revised law.provides regulations for· countermeasures

by classificationint.o:casesMhere· "when the ·firstactionis

received "·and"whenthe,finalac.tion is·received" and, w·ith

respect to aIllendment:of.the claims after the final action is

received, amendment is restricted to the cancellation of the

claims or to thereduction... of the coverage of .tihe claims so

that mere repetitionof>theexaJ!lination is prevented ecL

Article,1? bisy.paragraph 3},'

5-2. Influence of ·thePriorArt· Search OIL the Specification

In .the revised law, .amendmerrts caddLnqinew ,matte:r- to the

specification are no longer allowable. Therefore iunlike

under the former law, adding or changing the embodiments and

the objectlillmerits after filing the. application is

restricted, AccordinglYi it.isnecessaryto make the prior

art and the objects clear atthe.applic.ation filing stage.

Convent:j.onal ..priOr<. art, saanches... have.. ; be.en conducted

judge whether the application or the request·. for examination

La. necessary. After th.e revis.ion of the:pa.tent;>lawi: howevez.,

emphasis may be put on the:priorar.t...sear'ch: incluqing . the

inventive step search, whereby the body of the specification
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can be well prepared and the specification is more

substantiated.

rt seems that, in preparing a specification 'which duly

reflects the prior art, the time for conducting the prior art

search will be shifted to the time before commencement of the

preparation of the specification. It would be desirable to

conduct the prior art search before the'inyeIltorsprepare the

specification draft.

5'-2~2. ' Searcher" for Conducting the Prior Art Search

As'mentioned already, it, is necessary to 'conduct a prior

art search paying due attention to the' inventive step as well

after' therevis'ion of the patent law. For engineers in the

R&D department in general, howevez , it is difficult to

compare the proposed invention from "the viewpoint 'of an

inventi:ve stepwi:thprior· art documents detected .by the

search. Inadditioni for ,conducting a precise >search, ,i:tis

.requested that the searchers be familiar with the patent

Lnfozma't.Lorr<s'yatiem ,

As such, prior art searches 'under the present

circumstances require a professional' knowledge of> patent

examination practices, the system fors.earching >information,

etc. Accordingly, it is desirable that the patent department

or the' search. company, (WhichM.smore p:rofessionalkIlowledge

than the R&D department) takes thele<l-din·tl:le jucigmentof

prior art searches, particularly the judgment of the result

of the search;

5-2-3.'How to Reflect the Search Result in'theSpecification

The result of the prior art search can be reflected in

the specification in the following ways.

art search the can

be cbrrectly'\Jrasped, whereby the subject of the invention

can be made more adequate. When the result of the search is

highly precise/there Will be no-concern about the alteration

of the bodyof'thespecification.
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b) A correct grasp o f the prior art as a result of the

prior art search can make the claims moreadeqllate. It is

possible to make the coverage of the request Iorpatent clear

before examination.

6. Conclusions

Firstly in this articlef'the' characteristics oI'themaln

-dat.abaaes for patent Tnformation 'have been "compa.red; AS'a

reslilt, i twas made c lear 'that EPAT iSSllitable' for obtaiIl.irig

patent information>forEuropeari couritries at ariearlystage,

'thatWPI and'INPADOCiwhichiIl.pllt'paterit Lnforma't.Lon f rommariy

JcOuhnries are suitable forobta'ininginformatiori onpateIl.t

famiTies, and that LEXPATis suitable fOI: obtainingflill

texts of U. S . patent specifications. In addition':' as

mentioned in Chapter 2, each of these databases has its own

features and, if they are utilized after considering how to

make the most of the result, it is believed that a

considerably efficient and detailed patent service can be

carried out.

With respect to patent systems, U.S.A. is the only

country where the submission of information on the prior art

is obligatory, while many other countries such as Canada and

those in Northern Europe have an obligation to submit status

reports of examinations conducted in other countries.

,
reports.

Finally, a discussion was made on how the prior art

search should be. Comparison was made between cases where

the prior art search is conducted by the R&D department and

by the patent department and also between cases where the

letter of proposal is merely the inventive report and where

it is the sPecification

Japanese Patent Law, which was revised earlier this year,

where the amendment of the specification is nOW rather

restricted, it is necessary to make the description of the

prior art, sUbject matter, etc. of the specification clear at
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· the filing stage , Accordingly, it is believed that the

target of the prior art search will shift . from a novelty

search for judging whether the application is to be filed to

a search including consideration in the inventive step·with

the object of preparing the body and substantiation of the

specification. Consequently, after revision of the law, it

.isnecessarytq conduct more pr13cise •. and professional prior

.azrt; searches .because searches whtch tncludean inventive step

must.now be conducted. .It is therefore believed that the

department in charg13q:f judging the search :resllit. wiU.be

moy-ing frqm the R&P departmenttoth13.pi'l.tent.departmentan,d

that the stag,efor th13<searc:hwill chanqe ,from thetime.of

completion of the specification draft to. the time before

preparation of the specifici'l.tion. ·draft.
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A survey is done on prior art searches being conducted by
companies belonging to PIPA Japan Chapter in relation to the
patent' appl i.catrfons. Interesting. < results (were '. obtained as
summa,rizedbelo~:

'.. ....Bflsedol1t.hef;e reslIlcts,t..he c()llIpal1~Els Cl::r:e tollold panel
discussion on ways of conducting prior art searches at the
general meeting

·~·~~··~~~l)-·-.'.·Th<::l·'·(Jrea·te:i··thenUlllber·o·f·.pa·tentappl-icat-ians·j····the.,.maEe'.Ehe···
timing-for.conciuctil'lg. l?:r:iorart .,sElarch.es .t.e ncis. to Gel1te:s011..t.he
time of the filing of the request for examination, leading to
their concurrent use as searches before, application, filing.
2) The manpower and cost spent per search by the chemical
sector companies are considerably bigger than those spent by the
companf.es .in the<electricandmechanicaL sector.
3) .111, the case of thElcomPCl.J1,~esil1t.hEle:lectI:.".i,c:/mesllanical

.sector, searches'are carriedolitbefore the time of'the request
fOr examination, and invalid patent applications ·'·are . removed
effect~'lTElly. ..... ,.,... , .'" , .• .• .......;.. .
4) . The electric/mechanicaLsector companies which have searches,.

···············don-e-···by···the±r·-l1Cftetft"'··d¥v'1."S·i"0"n·/d'ep'a·rtmen't"··'o·rr'"01:I'tfs±de~eareh¥Fl'g·····'--·~········~._,-=

Compfll1,iestElnd to be. satisfac:torily .ab.Le to remove invalid pat.ent;
applications. .
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1. Preface

It goes without saying that prior art searches are important

for obtaining effective patent rights. A sufficient knowledge

of the prior art makes it possible to clearly distinguish the

invention of a patent application from the prior art and to

obtain a wide and effective patent right.

Cost reductions required for overcoming the recent economic

recession are a very Lmpor-cant, matter also to intellectual

property division/departments. But it is not an easy task to

limit the number of applications just to reduce costs while still

effectively protecting highly sophisticated and diversified

technologies.

Against this background, .PIPA ..committee No.1 are planning

a panel discussion to stuciyon the effective and useflllways arid

means for conducting prior art searches based .on knowledge of the

actual situation in prior art searches being done by t;h~ PIPA

member companies.

The present report summarizes the resufts'of aquest:ionnaire

survey carried out in order to get a pi.ctureiofi.c()mpanies~· prior

art search usage to be used as basic material for the panel

discussion mentioned above.

2. .Summaryof:theresultsc·of ;the questionnaire, ,

The questionnaire was sent out to PIPA Japari Chapter m~~er

companies. There are 71 respondents, of which.37 were·in the

chemical settor and 28 in the electric/mechan,ical sector ,wh.tle

the remaining.6werecinother sectors.

given priority answer

points ... and the (n-th) pOin:tshighest p:tlo:L-it:y answer 1 pblIlt.

The totals are shown as "points obtained".

This t.Lme, we arialyzed ten<:i~ncies.in prior art searching

mainly as seen through the number of patent applications. and as

<Appendix 1> shows the questionnaire;used this time.

':Ph€! surVey-results are illllstratedinFig.lthrough Fig.48

in ,<Appendix 2>. In the questions. where multiple answers were



3.' OVerall analysis"

3-1 Purpose of prior a.rt: searches

Figs. 1 and 2 show a summary of the specific purrpoaearof

prior art searches intended by each of the respondent companies.

Fig'. 1 shows .the .: purposes as 'of 'beforethe preparation of

specification drafts,while Fig. 2 shows thbse after the

preparation of spedfication drafts. -; The "specificationelraft "

lrieansandraft o'f'aspecHication havin'g an cappeara.ricesim{lifr

to a' fOrmaF specIfIcation·ofapa'tent>applica.tiOri. ; Mariyof,rthe

questions in' ·the"questionnairewere div£dedintotwo categorTes',

namely into before and after bth:e preparationofspecif{cati6n

drafts. The 'reason 'f6rthIswas r that we th6ughttheremight be

~.~.~~-~.·~~s;ome"·ciif;f'ei·errces\·'fIr·'apprcdsa:1:··;in······tlie'"'£:1:oW"'of""'specf:Eicat'fon"

preparatiOri,consIdeI'fng the 'fact··thattherearetwocases 'Where

the Sl?edficat'ionciraHs'aredi'rectlyJCs'ubrnitted'by'the department

'to which the inventor 'belongs'and cases where they' are prepared

by Other departments startingftom·a·merno~likeiriveritionproposal

colriing from the in'ireritor.

There were no ;majOr difference f ound'irithepllrpose'of prior

a:r:t searches between before and after the prElparatipn'of ....•.
\····~·~·~\"'Tstr€!c'I'f'ICatIuff.wd'f'a"fFs":~LU'61?f¥I'g·"l'W··('jI~'l:m\rr·"ir\\Fs\'73.'Ppa'Y'·entrtlfa't~tffe·\··~·\·~'~~\~'·\~W"~""

judgment on whether or not appL'i.ca t.Lori should be done plays a big

'rOH~ beforethepreparati:on Of speCifiCation dzaf-ts. Afterthe

'preparation, however', the stress isnOrrnally'giveri to finding

priorartrefererices/ to the 'preparat£Orio.f claims and creating

seen through the rate of pubLj.cat.Lon Of exam£nedapplicatioris.

This is because the former was thOught likely to be a factor that

strongly influences how searches'are conducted, while it was

thought that the latter would be useful basic material for

studying what are effective ways of searching. In both cases, as

trend differences between iridustry sectors was anticipated,

analysi'swas made: by separating the sectors'into two'grollps" Of

ccmpanf.ea , namely the chemical sector and the electric/mec:hanic:al

sector. Nowithe Overall analysis foLl.owed by the arialySiS of

number of patent applications and the analysis by rate of

publfcatlOri'Ofexamiriedapplications'are d,iscussed 'belOW.'
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the 'story'of the specification.

The reason why there aI:"e no ma jor differences in the

,objectives of :;;earches between before and ai:ter the preparation

of specificationdraftsi:;; consider~d to be that searches after

the draft preparation are regarded as supplementary to ,the ones

conduct.ed before the drraf t, preparation, As is evident from the

entireques,tionnair~,thisis also supported by the fast that the

form pf" the search~:;; carried out after preparation .of

specification drafts -. is!lotclearlyr~flected in, t.he rate of

public(ition of examined applicat,ions. The fact, that many

compani~s,make,the>judgmenton ",hether or, not; t.o prpce~d,,,,ith ,the

application for a patent after the preparation of specification

drafts seems to reflect that searches perform~d before the

preparation of apec.Lf Lcat.Loncdxaft.s. aI:"~ <;>ften n<;>t'!lec~ssarily

sufficient.

3-2. :IlnPOl:tant factors, and ppint,s of, ciissatisfaction in prior

art searches

:Figs. 3 to 5 show what the, :;;)l,ryey f ound the respondents

think ,important in conducting ,prior art,seaI:"ches. It. is evident

that,especia:j.ly" t;hecpmp:j.et;~ness Of information g(ith~red and

speed, ,a:!:,e, of, ,importan,ce . Th~I:"e ,are: ,. IUa!ly ,pompanies t.hatmi:l:ke

re:j.a:tively little 0:1: manpowez andvco.s.t..

Fig. 6 indicat;es t~e points of diss(itisfaction ,felt by .t.he

re:;;pondent;s in conduct.Lnq prior art searches . The biggest

dissatisfaction,liesiIltlle,intensivecostaIlcl time reqlJ,irement.

J'lJ,dging,frpm(iH.t;hese ,r~sults, ,itcanl:?eint~I:"pI:"~t,~,clthat

although many, ,companie:;;"aregellerally<:iissi:lt;isfied about; the

expensive manpower and cost;r~quirements{or conducting prior .ar-t

searches, they have no intention of riskingt~e accuracy.of the

,se'arches byattemptiIlg ,to mak:e.redustionsin the manpower and

,Fig. 7 shows the dis,satisfactionespecially regarding

on-line, data base .see.rches . In comparison ",ith Fig. 6, the

dissatisfaction ismost:j.y due to the insufficient technical

skills of patent searchers, in the case of on-line data base

searches. On.vt.hLs point, w~ ,preslJ,lTlethatthis re,flects the
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difficulty inperfomingthorough on-s Lf.ne data base searches

withbut· any omission of important ••prior art references.

seenasprior art searches

applications

4. Analysis of tendencies in

through the nwnber of patent

4-1. Timing of searches

Figs. 8 and 9 show the timing of the searches conducted by

thecompanies'irlthe . chemi.ca-L,sector; and thexel,ec1;:.ric/mechanical

sector. Figs. lO'and ll'showwhen the .respondents think,it ideal

to. conduct. prior art searches .. The.companiesboth in the chemical

xindustryc;sector and in ,the electric/mechanical sector seem.cto

think it··.idealtoconduct xpriorcart·, searche.s .Ln .the phaae before

.the· preparation of specificatibnXdraftsand before the t.Lme .of

filing applications for foreign.patents .. Especially, t.hoae

companies not having. many. patent applicationsnomally tend to

conduce prior art· searches in the'phase before filing

applications for patents (that is to say, beforecandaf.ter .. the

preparation of specification. drafts).

Itis.worthy' ofvrrone . (Fig ..R) . that the companies having more

than.l000 •.patentapplications'inthe .chemical;,sectorarei··in most

cases, comiucting. prior. art"'searches befor.e· the . time when

Tequests·for examinations are filed. These companies ,.hOwever,

have a wider gap between ideality and reality; they think that

the said searches should be done in the phase before filing

prior art searches at the time of filing the. request· for

examinations .. We presume the reason;as follows . Theg:r-eate:p the

nuniber.of applicatibns for patents, the lower' the· quality Of the

prior art. searches per application • .This.isinevitable .•. The

,4,2 Rate ·of, conducting prior ant, searches;'

Figs.;l2 and13;showt. separatelyfor.the companies in the

chemical sectbrand the electric/mechanical .sec.t.or , ther.ate of

.prLox art searche's with respect to the..nuniber.of proposal of

LnverrtLona., preparation of specification drafts and filing of
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·. survey result is, .therefore, appropriate if we .think of the need

to remove invalid patent applications from being filed for

examination. Further, when compared with the companies in the

chemical sector, the rate of prior. art searches before the time

of filing requests for examinations is slightly higher in the

case of the companies in the electric/mechanical sector.

4,. 3Search±ng . system, searchers and patentabiH:tyevaluators

Figs. 14 and 15 show the searching. methods adpptedbythe

. companies in the chemical sector and in the electric/mechanical

.: sector. Especially,' it is more, prevalent for : the companies with

many patent; applications in the: electric/mechanical sector to use

their own searching system. This may be for the reason that they

c::have had to ·.develop their;;ot"7J1l,in~hollse>searching;:sys1::~mbecauae

commercialon..·;l'inedata bases. available 'for searching purpose

were not sufficiently well developed: to satisfy.the needs.vof

electric/mechanical industry..

Figs. 16 and 17 show the results of the survey on searchers

and Figs; :1Band,19on patentability evaluators respectively in

'the companies in the chemical sector and theelectric/mechanical

sector.' The rate of using their own subsidiary searching

organization is . higher in the·' companies .with many patent

applications.

4-4. Time and cost involved in searching

Figs. 20 through 27 show separately the time and cost

involved in the searches' conducted: by their own in~house

searching system and through . outside searching organizations

respectively for the case of the companies in the chemical sector

and in the electric/mechanical sector. Variations due to

differences in the numbez . ()fpatent applications and in.the

notv.evf.dent; .

. there are differences between the two industry sectors .. :The

manpower and cost .involved prior art search are considerably

larger in .the case of the companies in the chemical sector than

. in the electric/mechanical sect.or. This difference suggests. a

large difference inmal1powerand cost burden will exist when: the
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number of patent applications is great.

4-5. Analysis

Judging from the fact that the greater the number ofpaterit

applications ,the higher the rate of conducting prior art

searches at the time of filing requests forexamin.atiori (Figs.

8·an.cl9) is, it is lik.elythatthe c:ompariieshavirig':inany<paterit

app lLcet Lons have a history where they<were compelled tOC:on.duCt

prior art searches mainly at the time of·filing·requests fOr

examinations to cope with the growing number of applications for

patents.

ThechemiC:a.l sect.orvcompanf.es with more 'than 1000 patent

applications tend to have a higher rate of c6ndrictirigpri,orart

searches be:fore th.etime of filingthenrequestsforexamiria.tions;

It is worthy of note that these compani<:s consider t.hat; idea.llY

the time for the searches should bes:Lftedto the phase before

filing an application for a patent (Figs. 8 and 10). We suppose

this tendency reflects anawareriessthatthepdorart:'searches

should be put together ·"sribstan.tially intoiOn.esearchLto be

c::onductedbe:forefiliIlg an appliCationfora. patent, considedng

the burden.o:fmanpower andcostin.volved' This is because the

manpower arid cost involved per' prior art search Ti(corisiderably

largerforthec6mpa.nies iii the chemical sector tharithoseiri;'the

electric/mechanical sector (Figs; 20 to 27)

5, AnalYSis of tendencies in prior art . searches as seen

thEi±'Eifbr the rate of pUblicati6n.of 'exaniiried applications

5-1. Timing of searches

Figs. 28 and 29 show the time when prior art searches are

conducted by the companies in the chemical sector and in the

electric/mechanicalsector; Similarly, Figs; 30 arid 31 show the

examiried applicatiOns are not marked,

5-2. Rate of conducting prior art searches

Figs. 32 and 33 show the rate of prior art searches with
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respect to the number of proposals for inyentions, preparation

of specification drafts and the number of requests for

examination. In the case of the companies in the

electric/mechanical sector, there is a tendency for the rate of

publication of examined applications to be low when the ratio of

prior art searches before the time of filing requests for

exaIl\inatiqnis low. That is to say, by the prior art searches

conducted be:f:or~ the time ...qf filing requests for exami.nat.Lon,

they tend to remove invalid patent applications.

5-3. Searching method

Figs. 34 and 35 show the. findings of the .questicmnaire

regarding on searching methods adopted by the chemical sector

companies and.theelectric/mechanical sector companies. The

yariations . due to. difference in..the rate of .publication of

e~aIl\~ned.applicationsarenot marked.

5...,4. Se.archers. and patentability evaluators

Figs. 36 thI"qugh 39 show th~findingS0:f: the ques:tionnqiI"~

regaI"ciing< on the searchers and patentapility . evaluators· A

diffe.rence. in trend exists. between the chemical. sector and the

e],ectric/mechanical sector ..·In· the. case of.t!:le lattersector, ..at

compqniesreta.ining a certain ratio of publicationofexamiIl~d

applications, there is.a tI"end forpriqr aI"tsearches to be

conducted by their patent department or outside searching

organization.ratherthan bythedepartm~nttowhicht!:le illventors

inquestioIlbelong,No .suchtemcienc:¥' is Seen in the case of the

chemical companies.

5-5. Time and cost for prior art searching

Figs. 40 through 47 show the findings of the survey

respectively by their in...,housesearching departIl\ents and by

outside searching o.rqaru.aat.Lons in the case of the chemical

industry companies and the electric/mechanical sector companies.

Variations caused bydiffer.ences in the rate of publi.cation of

examd.ned applicatioIlsqre not notable..
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5-6. Analysis

It is interesting that the e+ectric/mechanical sector

companies which utilize their in-housei.ntellectual prop.erty

department or ou t s i.da s earohd.nq o.rqanf.zat.Lon for conducting prior

art searches rather than· the department to which the inventor

belongs are satisfactorily able to remove invalid patent

applications. 'I'his may. be because the skill of the searchers

-refJ-ect more.. pnt-he quc;litypf sec;:r;c:h",s··thqn .. iJ<..t:he case o·:fthe

chemical inqust:r;ycompaniesasmore k",ywords are used in the

on-line data base. However,it is not clear.

It· became clear ..' f:r;omth", r",sponsesto the question on who

should idec;llyconduct: .... ptiorart .• seaxcnes . that .many.c.compan.Lea

expect them to be. conducted more. than before byt:hedepc;rtment

to. which t.he ..,Lnvent.oz b",longs( Fig. 48.) ,.

Summarizing the results as mentioned above,it can be said

that although many companies would like to shift the burden of

conducting prior art searches to the department to which the

inventor in question belongs, there might be cases where the

quality of prior art searches cannot be ensured in the case of

the electric/mechanical sector companies in which prior art

searches are conducted by that department. This may suggest that

thorough training will be required when shifting the searching

work to inventors.

The overall impression we obtained from the results of this

questionnaire was as follows:

The greater the number of patent applications, the more the

prior art searches tend to be conducted at a time close to that

when requests for examinations are filed, so as to have them done

concurrently with the searches to be done in the phase before

are

invalid patent applications are removed effectively. However,

a strong resistance does exist in the case of the chemical sector

companies to making use of the searches conducted before the time

of filing requests for examinations concurrently with the ones
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to be conducted before the time of filing patent appliCations,

since the manpower and cost per search are large. It will be

ihterestingtosee that direction the chemical companles alm at

inthefriture forcondrictingpriorartsearches.

Many companies would like to shift the task for condricting

prior art searchestb the departrtlentto which the Lnverrt.or

belongs. However, there might be cases where the quality of prior

art searches cannotbeensllred,if the task is so simplyshlfted.

It wiTI be necessary to givethbrough consLde.re.t.Lon before making

any such transfer.

Torati6nali.2:e searchihgtirtle, searchingrateahd searchers

is an effec::tivemeahs toellminate wasteful patent<applications.

In other "words , the slgnlflcahce of prior art searches will

further be enhanced by their being ',c::arriedout m6re'rationally.



<Appendix1>
Questionnaire

Committee No.1, PIPA

<Please note. the following before answering the questionnaire.>

X 100
The numberofapplica'"

tions withdrawn or
abandoned during

examination (2)

The number of
applications +

finally refllsed
+

The.number of
examined

applications
decided. to

be published

The number of examined applications
decided to be published (()

1. The following terms used in this questionnaire shall have the
meanings as·set forth below.
(Ie) 'iPrior art search"· shall mean a 'general' patent search

conducted before the filing of an application far a patent.
However, state-of-the-art ..search",sand J?atent ihfrin':Jemel1t
clearance searches shall be excluded. ..'. . ... .

(2) "Rate of pub l i.cat.i.on of examined applications" shall
represent a value given by the following formula pursuant to
the AP 80pf the JapanesePaten:t Office:

and shall hereinafter be abbreviated to the "rate of
publication".

'.

(1) The number of examined applications decided to be
publishedisa total number obtained by adding the number
of examined applications decided. after '. an ordinary
examination to be pl1blished, and the number of
applications decided after a preliminary examination',
to'be published,.tothenumber<of·applications decided
after an examination by the Department of Appeal to be

..PEci:>I.!lll1E'!<l, Ii()\'lE!>TE!I:!.i>ppl!c:i>:t!()Il11 \'lI1!c:I1i>I:E!()I1c:E! ..<l.E'!c:!<lE!.<l _ .. __ ......._.•_.
to be published. but are finally. refused based on a
protest filed bya third party shall be excluded.
, Preliminary examination is an examination of an

application once refused by an' examiner ;'conductoed by
that examiner prior to an examination by the Department
of Appeal incasean.appeal brief is filed by the
applicant and amendment is made on the application.

(2) Applications withdrawn or abandoned "during examination"
shall mean applications withdrawn or.abandoned "after the
notification of reasons for refusal" or "at an interview".

(3) "Number of patent searchers" shall be the number of in-hollse
technical staff who is engaged exclusively in patent searches •

.......................... ... .... ..... .....Therefore ,theriumber Of searchers ...• of··.·.butside'search:iJrig"" <Y Y.................................................................• ,.
··_-~·~~~~~~~-~~~orgaiITzatrons···snaTT·DEn~-XCrUa·eo::···-However·;-TCyour-com]5a1:fy~=~·=~-=-_·_~~·_·--··4·.,...•.•-=='

has a subsidiary company which specializesiripatent searches , .
please include the number of technical'staff engaged in
patent searches in that subsidiary company;

(4) "Average search time" shall mean a period of time spent from
the start of a search to the completion of location of
relevantr,eferences and study of' such references located.

(5) "Proposal of invention" shall mean to present and disclose
the critical ideas of an invention by, for example,
submitting,a brief.report of about 'one A4.sizepaper or
re$earchnotebooks, or<instead,making an oral report.
Please note that it shall also include the cases where the
outline of an invention is disclosed in informal meetings.

(6) "Invention report" shall mean a report..briefly describing the
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critical ideas of an invention, organized into about one A4
size paper. It shall not take the form of a specification.

(7) "Specification draft" shall mean an original draft of a
specification of a patent application. It shall take the
form of a specification.

2. When answering the questions in Section I "General Matters",
please note that figures representing company-wide statistics are
required.

3. When answering Question (6) "which industrial category does-your
company belong to?" and Question (7}"What role do inventors play
in your company iI;l preparing a specification"of Section I,
please note that .9,..ma,ip. business or work performed by your
company or by inventors should be considered.

I. General Matters

(1) How many national patentappIicatibhswere filed byyoul:'colllpany
in the year 1993?

o 0-299 0 300...499 0 500...999 .0 1000-2999 0 3000-4999o 5000 or more

(2) What percentage of the national patent applications are filed
for foreign patents?

o 0-3 % 0 3-5 % 0 5~10 % 0 10-20 % 0 20-30%o 30% or more

(3) How large is the rate of pUblication of your company in the
year 1993?

o 0-50 % 0 50-65 % 0 65-80 % 0 80 % or more

(4) )Iow many technical staff is engaged in the patent/utility model
applications filing and maintenance practices in the
intellectual property division of your company'?

o 0-5 0 6-10 0 11-200 21-30 0 31~50 0 51~100o 101 or more

• Those. technical staff engaged exclusively in the patent/
utility model applications filing and maintenance. practices
shall hereinafter be abbreviated to the "application
administration. staff'!.

(5) How many patent searchers (in-house technical staff engaged
exclusively in patent searches) does ,your intellectual property
division have?

o 0-5· 0 6-10 0·lb20 0 21...30 0 31-50 0 51~100o 101 or more

o Mechanical/Metalworking industry

ad Electric/Electronics industry
Chemical industry
Others (

(7) What role do inventors play in your company'in preparing a
.specification?

§ (.a) Preparation of invention reports /proposal· of inventions
(b) preparation of invention reports andspeciftcation drafts
(c) Preparation of· specification.drafts only (Preparation and

submission of invention reports are .leftto·inventor's
discretion.)
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If you check the block (a), it is unnecessary to answer the
questions in Section IV "Matters related to. prior art searches
conducted after the preparation of specification .drafts but
before the filing of patent applications".

(8) If you check the block (c), what is the percentage of the
specification drafts for which invention reports have submitted
beforehand?

o 0 % 00-20 % 0 20-40% 0 40~60% 060~80 %o 80-100%

(9.) Does your company conduct patent searches. at the .start of new
projects/product developments?

If you check "0 %", it is unnecessary to answer the questions in
Section III "Matters related to prior art searches conducted
before the' preparation of specification drafts".

DYeso Other (
o NO

II. General Matters Related To Prior Art Searches

(1) Does your company conduct prior art searches?

8 Yes, at least for important issues.
No (Reasons:

If you check "No",xit is unnecessary to answer the questions
(2) through (8) in this section.

(2) When does your company conduct prior art ~earches?

(Please select 4 phases or occasions in which prior art
searches are most frequently conduct.ed; numbering .t.he following
blocks in the order of frequency.)

8 The phase before the preparation ofspecificatio.n draf't.s
The phase from the completion of specification drafts to

~
~~~n:!;~~~Iic~h~~~1~~it~5i~I~~rp~£~~£~§are·,·.to})e'flied'"
When requests for examinations are to. be filed

,~~~~riJterviewswithexaminers are to be held

(3) When should prior art searches ideally be conducted?
(Please select 4 phases or occasions in which prior art
searches should ideally be Conducted, numbering .the following
blocks in the order of priority.)

;:t:iiX;?,"'-
:;;,.>!-:.",:.,

--"0>':-'-',

"

o The phase before the preparation of specification .drafts
, . 0 The phase from the completion of spec;ification dr,,:!;:ts to. .' '. ' .

"~"'""~~~,=c,:?',,£~.,cO,,··~~n!~~~lsfe~hi3~~~~~~~~~~~·f'f~Ip~t~f~*ar·r;1'tQ"foe·7fJ:led·)·=·s.••~""~~.c•.=~~=~='.r-=
8 When requests for examinations are to be filed' . .

When interviews with examiners are to be heldo Other (

(4) What do you think about prior art searches? If you feel
dissatisfied with the current prior art search practices
rendered, please check one or more applicable blocks.

O~. ' . '·~~i~;f~~~e~~~;!~:~~:~~f~~~:;f~~~~~~~~~~~:~~~::r.
The search result is insufficient in its·accuracy. It is
often found that some of relevant references are not located.
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originality of your company's own
(You may check one or more blocks,

o Due to the .insufficient technical skills of OUr patent
searchers, it is difficult to obtain a sufficient searching
accuracy.

o Although our own systems/tools are available for prior art
searches, the maintenance of those systems/tools is costly.o Other (A definite answer is requested. )

o There is nothing to complain of.

(5) If your company conduct online database searches for prior art
searches and if you feel dissatisfied with the current online
database searches rendered, please check one or more applicable
blocks.

o Online database searches require much time and manpower.

0
0 It is too costly to conduct an online database search.

The search result is insufficient in its accuracy. It is
often found that some of relevant references are not located.o Due to the insufficient technical skills of our patent
searchers, it is difficult to achieve a sufficient searching
accuracy.

o Other (A definite answer is requested. )

o There is nothing to complain of.

(6) If your company uses its own systems/tools for patent searching,
please answer the following questions.

CD Does your company have its own searching systems/tools
developed independent of other systems/tobls available?

BYes
. No (Reason:

If you' check "NO", it is unnecessary to answer the questions
(2) through ® .

(2) In what form are your company's own searching systems/tools
maintained?

o Printed documents (including microfilms)o Electronic information

® What do you think is the
searching systems/tools?
if applicable.)

o They are collected covering information of our own
interest.
They are classified under our own classification system.
They have our own summaries/abstracts.
Other

@Which divisions/departments provide those searching systems/
tools? .

o Research and development divisions/departmentso Intellectual property divisions/departments
o Other (

® Who can use thOse systems/tools?

o Every employeeo Limited employees belonging to particular divisions/
departmentso Employees belonging to searching divisions/departments
only
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(7) What is changed with prior art searches by the 1994 amendment to
the Patent Law? Does your company have any plan to change the
current prior art searching practices?

o Yes (PleaSe answer what is/will be changed,

o No

)

(8) If a decisiof) is made b",sed on a prior art search result that no
;(application should be" filed to cover a particular invention,
does your company modify the relevant project/product
development strategies? '

III, Matters related t? prior art searches conducted before the
preparation of sp",cification' drafts'

The questions in this section relate to the prior art searches
conductedbasedbn inventibn reports before preparing
specification drafts.

(1) On what ,p",rcerr:EageQICtnEnn:venrLonsptopc5seaca:r",tnepri'(fr art
searches conducted?' . " '

o Yes (In what case, for example?

o No

§ 1000 % 0 65, and up to 100 % excl:D35and uptb 6$%
Over a anduptb 35 %excl. ,

% Reason: O,Because,a prior art search is in general
conducted after' a specification draft, is
prepared','o Other'!

)

excl.

If you check any ()f tllebl()cks oth"r than"190 ,%" and "o~n,
for, what ihvent:iol)s doe03ypurcompanyconducti prior art 'searches?

Eji~~:~~~~~~ ~~a;h~~~ ~~k~~~li~a~~o~s~~lfnb~U~i~~~i~~~~cts

a

(2) Who conducts prior art"searchesgenerally?

CD ,Who requestia-pri.or art searches?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs too Intellectual'!?ropertydivi03ion/department

CD Who conducts prior art searches?

eCci"~~'b'~'=~~=":==£=="7~q'r2~tK~I,1fK~tK~~~'JJ~f~~is()fo~9.$~g*,Y];£~l?~~;;g<3..f;~W.2p5"~~$li~:=~'="~:dd==:'=='=~'2~''-~'
o ,Application ,<3.dm~f)is,tration staff
:0 .In-house patent searcherso Subsidiary searching companyo Outside searching organization

® Who evaIuat.es the patentability of anri.nverrti.on?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs too Intellectual propertydivisiori/departmerit

Other (
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(5) Whatqoyou think are the impoKt:ant factors in ponquctingprior
art searches? Please select 4 fa.ctors which you think
important, numbering the following blocks:i.n theorqerof
importance.

literat:ure

outline of descriptiveresults in framing the
specification .
the IDS requirement:

questions relate to general patient;

B·,TO evaluate.the.patentability of··,inyentions
To find prior a.rt references that should be.s;tatedin the
specification

B. ro- evaluate. inventions
To utilize the results in preparing claims· of the
specificationo To utilize the
portion of the

o To comply witho Other (

CD What kind of information,sollrCedo you search? You may, check
one or more blocks if applicable.

o Patent/utility model publications
00 Technical documents other than patent

Product manuals and catalogs

CV Do you limit the search period?

BYe s (How long is it?

o ~~ depends on circumstances.
-44-

(3)13Y whom should a prior art search be conducted ideally?

CD Who should request prior art searches?

o Division/department: which the inventor belongs too Intellectual property division/department

CV Who should conduct prior art searches?

o Inventor/ocher st.aff of the division/department which
tl1einventor belongs too Application administration staffo In-house patent searchers

BSubsidiary searching company
Outside searching organization

aD Who should evaluate the patentability of an invention?

B~*~~~i~~{~:la~;~~~;tih~~ei.~~6117d~~~;~~e~~longs.,..to

(4) what .is the purpose of prior art searches?Rlease select 4
blocks numbering them in the order of priorit:Y.

o Cost

BSaving of manpowers of employees
Speedinesso Completeness of . information gathered

(6) By what method do you conduptprior art searches generaliy?
Please number the following blocks in the order of frequency.

BBy manual searching of pUblications .such as patent literature
By online outside database searching using, for example,
PATOLIS
By using our company's own searching system/tool

(7) The



CD What countries/bodies do you cover in patent searches? You
may select one or more blocks if applicable,

o Japano other (
o USA o EPC o Germany

(8) How long does it take in average to conduct a prior art search?

CD In case your company conducts a prior art search

GD In case you order a prior art search from an outside
searching organization (Please excIuda.rt.he time spent by the
searching organization in searching.)

(9) How much does it cost in average to conduct a prior art search?

CD In case your company conducts a prior art search (Please
exc.lude. thelaborcosto )

B¥.io:6~~D"~26,~6~OO -¥d'~~~e~a~~'~~~ooo;10, 000

o - 30 min.o 120-180 min.

o - 30 min.o 120-180 min.

o 30.... 60 min. . 0,60,.120 min.
o More than 180 min.

o 30-60 min; .0 60-120 min.
More. than ,18,0. min.

GD In case you order a prior art search from an.out.sLde
searching organization (Please include the searching fees
charged by the searching organization;)

o - ¥ 20,000o ¥ 50,000 - ¥100;000
o ¥ 20,000 - ¥ 50,000o More .than. ¥. 10,0,,000

(10) Whichdivisionjdepartmemt maintains the prior art search
results?

BResearch and development division/department
~.~w.••w~~ •• w • • ••.:I:!!1::."'1±."'g1::l,!§l,LEJ;QE"'I1::yL"!:j,y:i,"':i,gnl"!"'P§l,It:rn"'nt' L..•.•..'..•.•••.•••....... _ w

(Including the maintenance.of application>papers files)o Other (

IV. Matters related to prior art searches conducted after the
preparation of specification drafts·but before the filing of
patent applications

.'

The questions in this section relate to the prior art searches
conducted based on specification drafts prepared.

(1) On what percentage of the inventions for which specification
drafts are prepared are the prior art searches conducted?

~"~"'~""5~==··-··D·r6·()""%~-D··6·5·-anQ·upto-nrO-%·excT.··~G·35~ana~·lip''tB--6'!)%~excrr:'-~~--'~'=-'·~·F~·-·='

BOver 0 and' up to 35 % excl.
o % Reason: 0 Because a prior art search is'in general

conducted after a specification draft is
prepared.'o Other (

If you check any of the blocks other than "100 %" and "0%",
for what inventions does your company conduct prior art searches?

D
O Inventions for which no prior art searches are conducted.

Inventions for which inadequate searches are conducted
before specification drafts are preparedo Inventions that are likely to be practiced
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o Inventions of which an application will be filed for a
foreign patent

o Inventions that fall in a particular technical field
o Other (

(2) Who conducts prior art searches generally?

CD Who requests prior art searches?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs to
o Intellectual property division/department

CD Who conducts prior art searches?

Inventor/other staff of the division/department which the
inventor belongs to

Application administration staff
In~house patent searchers
Subsidiary searching company
Outside searching organization

aD Who evaluates the patentability of an invention?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs too Intellectual property division

(3) By whom shoul d ra prior art search be conducted ideally?

CD Who, shouldregilest prior. art searches?

B~~~;~i~~{~:la~~~~;t;h~~~i;~~n~~~~~;:e~~IOngsto

CD Who' should conduct prior art searches?

o Inventor/other staff of. the division/departrnent which the
inventor belongs too Application administration staff

0
0 In-house patent searchers

Subsidiary searching companyo Outside searching organization

aD Who should evaluate the patentability of an invention?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs too Intellectual property division

(4·) What is the purpose of prior art searches? Please select 4
blocks nurnberingthem in the order of priority.

.'

outline of descriptiveresults in framing. the
specification
the IDS requirement

o To evaluate the patentability of inventionso To find prior art references that should be stated in the
····'speCificatidno To evaluate inventionso To utilize the results in preparing claims of the

specificationo TO utilize the
portion of theo To comply witho Other (
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(5) what do you think are the important factOrs in conducting prior
art searches? Please select 4 factors which you think .
important, numbering the following blocks in the order of
importance.

o Cost

8
0 ~~:~~in~~smanpowers of employees

Completeness of information gathered

6 By what, method do you conduct,prior art sea;rches ge:nerally?
Please number the following bloc.ks in the order of frequency.

". , ,' __:" '_', .•.., •..• .' - ," '-", c- ":_ ._ , .•..,. ,'. "_._,'-', _.___ c.,.,-.' ,:-: ,','.- ......,. -.:, ":-"" ,":.,','

o BY,rnan\lal searching of p\lblications sUc::h,aiS patent literatureo By online outside database searching using ,for example , .
PATOLIS' '. . ....

o By using our company's own searchingsystem/tooi

(7) The following questions relate to general patient; searcnes.

CD\'Iha;t .j{ind ofil1£ormatiohso\lrcedoyou searchz You may check
one or more blocks if applicable; ..

BPatent/utility model pUblications
. Technic.a;l d()C::1lments ()ther ,than patent literature
D productma.nllalsal1d c::atalogs . ,

.® Do you limit. the search period?

~.. '~~s (How~ohg is

[j Itdepe:pds on circUmstances.

aD ,What, co~tF~es/bodie:s go you qOVeF ,inR~tehtsearches? YoU
maY-select one oimore blocks ifappl1.cable.

8 Japan
Other (

o USA OEPc o Gerlnany

CD In case your company conducts a,prior art search

® In case you order a prior artsea;rc.h.Irolnar(outside
searching organization (Plea.seexc.l\lde' the..time spent by the
searching organization insearching~)

o 30-60 min. , . D69__1:/O, min.o More than 180 min.8- 30 min.
120-180 min.

- 30 min.

CD Incase your comjJanyconduet:s a prior art search (Please
exclude the labor cost.) .

o - ¥ 3,000 0 ¥ 3,000 - ¥ 5,000 0 ¥ 5;000 - ¥ 10,000o ¥ 10,000 - ¥ 20,000 0 More .than ¥, 20,000

® II1 caseyou Order a prior art search from an out.s i.de
searching orgaI'lization (1;' Lease ,include the searc.hing fees
charged by the searching organization.)'

o - ¥ 20,000o ¥ 50,000 - ¥ 100--000 B¥ 20,000 - ¥ 50,000
More than ¥ 100,000
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o 35 and. up to 65 % excl.

(10) Which division/department maintains the prior art search
results?

D
O Research and development division/department

Intellectual property division/department
(Including the maintenance of application papers files)o Other (

Matters related to prior art searches when requests for
examinations are to be filed. .

V, .'I'h",questions in this SeCUPIl relate t.o the. pri.or art .searches
when requests for examinations are to be filed.

(1) On what percentage oIthe ·inventions·forwhich.it.is decided
whether requests for examinations are to be filed are the prior
art searches conducted?

B~~r%0 9l~pa~~ •j~ ~oe;~~. % excl.
o 0 % Reason: 0 Because a prior art.s",archis ing<meral

conducted after. a >sPecification <'traft· is
prepared. .. ..

o Other (

If you check any 6f the blocks otherthanUI00%'~ and "0 %",
for what inventions does your company conduct prior art searches?

D
O Inventions for which no prior art searches are conducted.

Inventions for which inadequate searcl1es are conducted
before specification drafts are prepared .

D
O Inventions that are likely to be practiced

Inventions of which an application will be filed· for a
toreign patent

D
O Inventions that f"!,lJ.in a particular teGhnH,?-l field

Other ( .

(2) Who conducts prior art searches generally?

CD Who requests prior art searchesv

o Division/departmelltwhich the inventor belongs too Intellectual property division/department

GD Who conducts prior art searches?

o Inventor/other staff. of the division/department which the
inventor b",longs. to

B~~~~~~~;i~~~:~~ii~~;6hl;~n staff
o searching comJ2anyo organization

....................................•..•.............•.... >. . ..•....

aD Who evaluates the paten-tability of an invention?

B~~~~li~~'~~1!i~;6P~;tih~iei~26/nventor b",longs to

(3) By whom should a prior art search be conduct.ed ideally?

CD Who should request prior art searches?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs too Intellectual property <:livision/depa.rt meI1:t
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~ Who should conduct prior art searches?

o Inventor/other staff of the division/department which the
inventor belongs too Application administration staff

ad In~house patent searchers
SUbsidiary searching company
Outside searching organization

® Who should' evaluatethe. patentability ofan.·invention?

o Division/department which the inventor belongs .too Intellectual property division

(4) What is the purpose of' prior art searches? Please.select 4
blocks numbering them in the order of priority.

o To evaluate the patentability 'of inventionso To find prior art references that should be stated in the
•specificationo Toevaluate .i.nverrti.onso To utilize the results in preparing claims of the
specification .

OTO <utilize the .resultsinframingcthe outlineofc:lescriptive
portion of the specific~tion .

BTo comply with the IDS requirement
Other (

(5) What. c:loyouthink· are the important factors in conducting Prior
art searches? Please select 4 factors which you·think
important, numbering the following blocks in the order of
importance.

B'~~~ing of manpowers of employeeso Speedinesso Completeness of information gathered

CD What kind of information source do you search? You may check
one or more blocks if applicable.

[] By manual searching of publications such as patent literature
[] By online outside database searching using, for example,

PATOLIS
[] By using our company's own searching system/tool

(7) The following questions relate to general patent searches.

art searches generally?
the ooff fI·e9'll.enICy.:"". . 'd'~'

(6)

~ Do you limit the search period?

[] Yes (How long is it?
[] No
[] It depends on circumstances.

® What countries/bodies do you cover in patent searches? You
may select one or more blocks if applicable.

[] Japano Other (
o USA o EPC o Germany
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(8) How long does it take in average to conduct a prior art search?

CD In case your company conducts a prior art search

D - 30 min.
D 120-180 min.

D 30-60 min. D 60~120 min.
D More than 180miti.

GD In case you order a prior art search from an outside
searching organization (Please exclude the time spent by the
searching organization in searching.)

D - ¥ 3,000 D ¥ 3,000 - ¥ 5,000 D ¥5,000~¥ lO,OOO
D ¥ 10,000 - ¥ 20,000 D Morethan<¥20,000

GD In case you order a prior art search from an Clutside
searohi.nq organization (Please include the searching fees
charged, by the searching'organization.)

(9) How much does it cost in average to conduct a prior art search?

CD In case your company cOnducts a prior art search (Please
exclude the'labOrcosL)

D 30'"60 min. D 60-120 min.
D •More than 180 min.

D -30'min.
D 120-180 min.

D - ¥ 20,000 D ¥ 20,000 - ¥ 50,000
D ¥ 50,000 - ¥ 100,000 D More than ¥ 100,000

which, division/department maintains the <prior art search
results?

(10)

BResearch and development division/department
Intellectual property division/department

(Including the maintenance of application papers files)
D Other (

Thank you for .. your cooperation
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<Appendix2>
Fig. 1
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I. Introduction
In the patent· strategy of these days, it is important to develop an

active strategy utilizing one's own right as a weapon both domestically
and internationally from the viewpoint of maintaining a priority of
one's own products and entering into a favorable license business.

In this sense, it is required as a matter of course that claim and
specification are prepared taking a specific product. into consideration,
and it will be further required, early in the stage of acquiring a right,
to take necessary means for favorable development of legal. proceedings
considering a infringement suit.

In other words, it is extremely important to understand what is
interpreted by the courts on claim and specification. in the actual
cases-of infringement suit,and c then prepare claim and specification
based on such understanding,

In thisarticle~ first a recent trend of interpretation put by courts
on claim and specification is reviewed by picking up a tmmberofcases
of infr-ingement suitfiledin past, three years in which.p6int.at issue
was interpretation of claim and specification, and then matter's to be
kept in mind at the time of preparing claim in the sta,l1;e of acqUiring a
right are discussed by picking up noteworthy cases and analyzing them
in detail.
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II. Cases picked up in which point at issue was irrterpretationofwhat
is described in claim or specification from among those of Infr-ingement
suit judged in the past three years, andanalysis Of trend in the
judgments.

'categories:
CD Cases in whichthEire was a distinct diUereJicecbetweeJithe'

composing elements described in claim and the defendll.l1t'sproouct.
®casesinwhichthe invention cwasrestrietivEllyiJiterpreted

considering thEide.tailed description'ofthElinveJiticiJia.nd 'knoWn
l'iteratures Ibecauseef indEifinitEForva.gUeexpresSionofelailIl.

® cCasesiJiwhichtheiriventionwas 'restrictively 'interpreted

•• dthere iwas nosupp(jrt'ing" descriptionet6 l\e.doJisiderM or
",there wlis noneedOfconsideriJigsuchdescriptio'it)'!'
@Cases in, which doctrine;ofequivalentswas'appliedstothe
'.descr.iprtion 'of 'claim.'"

1. Cases picked up:
'165 cases in which point at iss@was inter'pretation of description

ofclaimorspecificatioJiarepicked'upfrom"anioJig <the cases 'reported
in the past three years (from Ja.nuary,'1993 rtoApril; 1994) by "The
Inte.lectual Property Judgment Digest" published by the .Industrfal
Property-Related International'Cooperat ionandPraining- Center of ·The
JapanInsti tute of Inventionand Inl1ovation,a.ndclassifiedinto·lhe
£ollowingresearchrterns.

-: Research items
(1) Win or loss of ithepr0prietoriJilawsuit;

(2) Class if'icat'ioncf the :proprietorsiJitona.tUralPersorlrpropf'ietor,
overseas proprietor, and juridrcalPersonpropriEitor.

(3) Subject matters'of ,right 'are classif'Ied into tHe foHowiJig4
industrial categories:

CD ·.mechanical@)"electrical ® -chenical 'a.ndIIlll.Verial'·@Csystem
'l'hef'system" means something of which irtventXveistePis'acknowledged
in the organic association or combination between one aPPatatus\ll.l1d
another;

(4) Whether it is a method claim.
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see Table II-1
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II-2
II-3

II-4
II-5
II-6

see.Table
see Table
see Table

"~ Cases in which doctrine of equivalents was not applied to the
description of claim.

~ Cases in which composing elements of claim were admitted as they
were.

2. Analysis of trend in the judgments:
(1) Percentage by industr-ial category:
(2) Percentage .by·"natural-person proprietor,overseasproprietor,

and juridical person proprietor: see Table
(3) Percentage of method patent: see Table
(4) Percentage of proprietor's win or loss:

(j) Percentage of win or loss of all proprietors
® Percentage of win or loss of domestic proprietors:
~ Percentage of win or loss of overseas proprietors:

(5) Percentage of win or .loss by industr.ial-fiald..

(j).I'ercentage.of proprietor's lVin or loss in the fieldbf
material and chemical industries: see Table II-7

®>Percentage of proprietor's win or loss. in the field of
mechanical industry: see Table II-8

(6) Point of the judgment given by the court in association with

the "desQription of claim: see "Table II-9
;.(7) SJJD\lII8.fy

Matters to be noted from the above~describedanalysis are.as
follows:

(j)Actually .it is presumed that a -large number of cases were settled
in the form of compromise without resulting in a judgment by court.

Such cases as compromised inthecoJIrseofproc~edil)gsarellot

•".reflectedin the analysis herein.
® It is presumed that most oLcJaimsbeing subject to >theanalysis
hereinwereprepirred and filed on the principle of "one application

for onaInvent ion" enforced up to 1988, Asaresult, it maybe
said that allY judgment by.court>giyenafter the.inttodllctionof

~Most of the juridical precedents are Of mechanical field. This
is because mechanicalinyentionisea.sy to "recognize visually and
therefore easy to find an infringement, It is, however, to be
noted that there are a large number of cases in which proprietor



lost his suit. This is because there might be certain cases in
which courts tend to interprete the scope of the invention more
restrictively than the literal expression of calim in their
judgment. For example, in the case that an alledgedly infringing
party has exhibited any prior art in the legal proceedings, since
substantially one claim disclosing one invention was permitted to
be described at that time, it might be necessary for the court to
.interprete therclaimrexcludingtherefrom.,whaV.was·disclosed in the
priOI' art;

@Percentage of proprietor's win is high in the field of chemical
and materiaL industries, Itis necessarytol'eviewaIld study this

<trend by analyzing every.caseofjuridical.precedent·inmore detail.
Itmaybesa.id,however,that, in the judgments by the courts, the
composing elements'of the .invention in these 'industrial categories
tend to be interpreted a little broadly a.scomPared with those of
the mechanical field in which invention is easy to recognize
visually.

(§) In JaPanese courts, the doctrine of equivalents' is merely treated
as just one of a number of .theories, and therefore it Is-general ly
understood that there: may 'be. a case to which this doctrine is .
exceptionally applied if circumstancesrequire"ThUs; ..there is no

'case·ata.ll in which the doctrine of"eqllivalents is positively
adopted in the judgment of inf'r ingeaentvsuit; In fact; there-Is
onlyoneca.serinpa.stthree.years·in'whichthedoctrine"Of
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Ill, Analysis in detai Lofithe cases worthy of note

Case: The Tokyo HighCourtH6.2.3 3(-*')1627
"Endless Slide Ball Spline Bearing"

(2) Gist of the patent
Conpos.ing.elenents are1iummarized. below, and drawings, of, a
preferred, embodiment are also shown.

ElemenkA (in<association withtheoutercylinderil);
·A load' balLguide ·groQve,6 .of. Uzshape in section f,or,transmission
of torq\Je",and a no-load; ball guide-groove fiare al ternateIy.forned

.' axially on the .Inner surface' "
· A citcumferential,groove<70fthe,samedepth.as .deen grOOVe; is
fornedontso .ends,

Element B (in association with a retainer 2);
· Thin parts 12, thick parts 11, and an endless track groove are
formed.
By this endless track groove, balls are movable smoothly into
through holes 6 each provided through a boundary wall located
between the thin part and the thick part as well as into a
no-load ball groove 15 provided in the thick part.

· A plurality of convexes 10 are axially formed so as to mate with
a plurality of concaves formed by the retainer and the ball in the
outer cylinder.

Element D (in association with the entire construction);

1. Outline of the case
(1) History of the case

The appellantTHKCorp.. filed an infringement .suit before the Tokyo
District Court based on their Patent No. 999139 ("Endless Slide Ball
Spline Bearing", the Patent Publication (examined) No.53222208)

against.TSUBAKIMOTO.SEli!:OCO., demanding an injunctionordernto
discontinue act of such .infringement and so on, The demand was,
hosever, dismissed, (S58•.(7)12677) . Tbis case shosn >below is an
appeal filedbyTHlLCorp. before-the Tokyo.HighCountndenanding a
revocat ion QftheoriginaL judgment.
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. The outer cylinder, the retainer, and the spline shaft are
assembledbycombining andlIJil.ting one another to form a complete
unit.

17 )

bail grocive 1.5)

(3) Gist of the al ledgedly
respondent):

. The following drawings show a product which was commercially·
.manufactured and sold by the responde~t (alIedgedly infringing
product) from January, 1983 to Octo~r, 1988.

(Reference numerals: outer retainer 2,
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oncerning the Element A:
Appellant (THK)'s assertion;

2. Point at issue
Main points in the assert.ions Of the appellant and the respondent

are respectively as follows:

(1) The groove "semicircular in section" of the alledgedly nfringing
product fall within the scope of the groove of "U-shape in section".
· As far as the thin part can be accommodated and disposed in the
center portion of the U-shaped groove, shape of the groove has no
technical significance.

· There is. nodiffere~c~Pe~~(j~nthe two grooves .irr the aspect of
function. because both of them:;;erveas a groove havinp; a rolling
surf~c~ to accommodate, a~~;'()fload balls in the two grooYe~.

(2). The "circumferential part 7" of the alledgedly infringing product
falls within the scope of the "circumferential groove".

......... . _ +......,:rhe .,·~Sircumfer(jntialgr?~ve:~~is.;,.int(jnded···to·pwyide.a,pJaG(J.~bere I· ....•....• ·.f••·.·

balls can turn smoothly toa reverse direction for circulation, as
a result of cutting through the top wall of axial braAGh zone
circumferentially on both ends of the outer cylinder.

· The step of about 50 micron provided in the alledgedly infringing
product is in the range of "normal difference in depth" and
therefore falls within the scope of "the same depth".
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FRANKL~ P\ERCE
LAW CENTER UBRARY

CONCORD, N.H.

(1) The groove of the allegedly infringingproduGt does not fall
within the scope of the groove ,of "U-shape insection'\

· In the written reply to the opposition, the appellant (opponent)
expressed that the: groove of"U~shape in section" was an essential
element under the recognition that the groove "semicircular in
section" was known, Therefore, .theappcllanttsessertion .ment.ioned
in above (l).isagainstthedoGtrineiofestoppel.

-The projecting parts formed.rbetween the. grooves "semicircular in
section" operate actively to.retaintheballs,andsuch.operation
cannot be performed if forming the groove of If-shape in section.

(2) The alledgedly infringing product does not fall within the scope
. of"circumferentialgroo"e".

· .Generahly.a groove 'is a structure .havingeaide walls on'. their: both
sides, and there is no such.agroove .in.rhe outer cylinder of the
alledgedly infringing product»!

· The "circumferential part 7" has a no-load ball guide.groove- and ::a
step; and perfOl"nIs only a function of securirig fheteturn.cap 31
without any function in association with turning of the ball to the
reverse direction.

Respondent (TSUBAKIMOTO)'s assertion;

;pncernillg:thee1elIlerit:B:
!J\ppella.rit(THK) 'sassertion; ,"C'

(l).The."plate-clike member''; .'fannularmember",and"projectirig. parts"
iofthe.alledgedlyhfringingproductareeqt!ivalentto<theelemerit B.

--_._.~~~. b ,.c,·",ln""the;.a.1;ledgedl·y,"in£l'inging..product,.,amounting:melIlber~,Gorl'es"".,,-~_-I·, .,-_.....,., ····,·..Jii~,ii;L."
ponding to the thickness :ofthethinpartfor mountirtg:theupper
end oftheprojecting,patt is"providedinthe,idlewrtiorlcof HiM
center part of the '.U'cshaped groove. Such aaodificationwas already
disclosed in U.S. Paterit No. 3398999 a.ridU.S. Patent NO.·3360308 and,
therefore, the '''U~shaped.groove and thin parts" can be eas ily
substituted by the:'lpair ofselIlicircular.groovesand the projecting
parts .betseen the two grooves'u:
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3. Judgment
"The original judgment is revoked." In effect, it was judged by the

Tokyo:Hi:gh;.GOULt::tllat the.'alledgedly. infringing' .product falls::within

(1) The "plate-clikememnber", "annular member", and "projecting Parts"
of the alledgedly infringing product.are not equivalent to the
element B.

. There is no counter-argument as to the existence ofpossibili ty of
substi tusion.
In view of the fact that a direction convertor comprising the

retainer and the return. cap incorporated .in the alledgedly
infringing product is a-patented-technique, it is clear that there
isneither·easiness of substitution nor obviousness.

the technical- scope of' the patentedinvention.
Reasons for the judgment are shown below:
(1) Concerning the elemenLA;
<D The grooves "senicircular in section" fal lsraithin.tthe SCOpe9f

the grooves of "ll-shapa.In section"
(Reason)
. The groove "semicircular in section" of the' alledgedly infringing:
product is simply provided with the projecting.parts\()nthe·bottom/. ;
face of the .• groove. of "U-shape in section";<which has no .technical
significance at all. Therefore, it is reasonable-tcacknosledge
that shape of the groove is substantially the sane.dn.bothproducts..

. Concerning the appl icabi lityof the doctnino: of estoppel, citis
difficult to find in the written.teply of.-the. appellant any
descirptionthat the shape of groove "semicircular in sectdon'l.sas

"deliberatelyexcluded to define it to the."U-cshape"in viewof·the!·;
known arts in the belief that the inventionisccharacterizedbysuch

.Il-shape. Consequently,.the respondent's assertion that the

appellant is against the docc1t;;r;iiIne:io~jf·~i~;:i5,,1it'f~.·~.th1~~.~h:~:·',. j .
The part (c

technical scope of the "circumferencial groove" of the invention.

Respondent (TSUBAKIMOTO)'s assertion



. It will be very easy for a person with ordinarY ski ll in tile art

to substi tute the tllin wrt of the retainer. in. the inventionJlY· tile
projecting.partof tile outer <;ylinder baseQ.pn Whatisd.isclosed. in

(Reason)
. The step of about 50 micron can be said approxiaatelythesase
level as 40 micron which is a work error in the normal cutting work,
and therefore cannot bea reason enough to explain any difference
in the aspect of technical idea.

-Directional conversion, i.e., turning of the1:Jall is performed by
the endless track groove comprising .thet!u'ough.holeandthe no~

loa,dbailguidegroove,and there •. is no descr.iptionat all in the
specification of the invention suggesting that the "circumferential
pa,rt" is an essential composing element therefor. Consequently, it
Isreasonablato a,cknowledge that thecylindricalpart.of the
alledgedly infringingprodu<;t is substantially.t.he same as the .
"circumferential groove" of the invent.ion-froa-the technicalwint
of view.

(2) Concerning the ..elemelltl~;
In thecase that the all,edgedly infringing product perfom all Of

the inpor.tant functions. and effects of thepantented invention.rehi Ie
any particular technical significance sucha,~rernarkableadvanta,ge'

beingnotprovide9-by a pa,rtiallydifferentcompo~ing element of the
alledgedly infringing·produ<;t,aIldthat. iti~.possible to.eas i}y
substitute a, cOmposing. e lement of thepatenteQ. invention bysllcha
pa,rtiallydifferentcomposingeleII\ent1:Jased(ln the sta,te of artat.

the time of filing the application.of.rthepatented .. invention,it

will be reasonable to understand that the alledg~.~edl<1.11.:y~ ~.~.~~I:.i.'.ll~.~~IL....... ..............•...........;~ _.11ZZ;:~:,L."
product falls within the technical scoPeofJhepatented invention,'
resul tinginJnfringement of the.patent.

CD. It shouldbesaidrthat the alledgedly infringing product performs
al.Lof the iII\WrtaIltJW1<;tions aIldeffectsof the invention. Thlls,
therenoisdifferencebetween tile alledgedly infringing product.
and the patented invention in tile ;aspect of 1:Jasic technical problem
to be solved and technical idea forming a base thereof.

@) Substitution can be easily achieved;
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the specification of the U.S. Patent No. 3398999.
. It will be easy for a person with ordinary skiHinthe art to
substitute the construction of the retainer in the invention by
that of the plate-like member and the return cap based on what is
disclosed in the specification of the U.S. Patent No. 3360608.

. The respondent asserts that there is no easiness of substitution
or obviousness in view of the fact that the construction of the
direction convertor is a. patented art. This patented art, however,
is an invention related to a. passage for turning the direction of
ball by a. retainer and a return cap, and does not relate to the
projectingpafts of the outer cyllnderwhichis a. sul>jectmatter of
the mentioned easy substitution. COllsequently, therespondellt's
assertion is not admitted.

4. Points to be aimed and matters to be kept in mind:
We tried to prepare a virtual claim as shown below so as to be

interpreted by thecdutt that the respondent' s product literally
infringes the illvention,keepingthefollowingpoints in mind:

()) COllcerlling the element A;
As for the circumferentia.lgrooveonthe two ends, a. minimum

requirement Of the composing element issatisfiedjustClaiming the
function of preventing the balls from getting out-and the "projecting
parts" which·is at least required-for performing such function, .and
it is Ilotnecessaty to define the shape of the circumferential
groove.

® ConcefningtheelementB;
A minimum requirement of the composing element is satisfied just

by claiming the open portion for-br-inging' the ball iriths Toad ball
guide groove for transmission of torque in contact with the spline
shaft, and the existence Of the closedprotlonforprevent.ing the
no.c:loadballguidegroove for transmission of tdrqtiefromcontacting
the spline shaft.

5. Example of claim prepared in accordance with the points to beainied
and matters to be kept in mind:
Element A (in association with the outer cylinder);
. A load ball guide grooves for transmission of torque and a. little
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deeper no-load ball guide groove for transmission of torque are
alternately formed axially on the inner surface.

· Projecting parts for preventing a ball from getting out are formed
on two ends.

Element B (in association with a retaining member);
• An open portion opposing to the load ball guide groove. for trans
mission of torque, and a closed portion for covering the no-load ball
guide groove are formed.

·;A no-load ball groove opposing to the no-load balLguidagroovefor
transmission of torque, and an endless track groove for allowing.the
ball to move smoothly into theno-Ioad bal l groove are formed.

ElementC (in association withthespline shaft);
· A plural i tyoLconvexes are axially formed so as to mate .with a
plurality of concaves formed between the retainer and the ball in the
outer cylinder.

Element DCinassociationwith the entire construction};
·.Theouter cylinder, retainer,.and the spline shaft are assembled by,
coabiningoneanother to form; a .complete .unit,

It maybe·difficult to prepare such a clain.asdescribedaboveat
the time of filing an appl ication, It willbe,however,necessaryto
claim an invention in. the .fornof thehighestconceptfor covering any
evadingtechniquebY<competitors,andatthesametime,< subclaim
preferable specific form of the invention actually worked, if the

activities developed in the future.

6. Others (process of judging infringement on.thegroundofthe
. doctrine ofequivalents)

As mentioned above, in Japan, the jitdgmenCofinfringementon the
ground of the doctrine of equivalents depends upon whether or not the
following requirements are satisfied:

alledgedly product in the aspect of basic technical
problem to be solved and technical idea forming a base thereof, and
the alledgedly infringing product performs all of the important
functions and effects of the patented invention.
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® Any particular technical significance such as remarkable advantage
is not achieved by a partially different composing element.

@) It is possible to substitute a composing element of the patented
invention by such a partially different composing element based on
the state of art at the time of filing the application of the
patented invention.
~The substitution is easy.

On the other hand, in the United States, a so-called "3-cparts test"
conducted in the judgment process as employed in Graver Tank. More

specifically, "in the case that substantially the sanefunciton is
performed by substantially.the same method, whereby substantially the
same resu.ltisobtained", then existence of infringement is to be
acknowledged on the ground-of the doctrine of equivalents.

It seems that this appeal case of infringement suit satisfies the
requirements ofthe3~parts test. Furthermore; in the United States,
anbtherjudgment process called "virtual claim approach" hasbeenaJso
introduced for judging the equivalency since WilsonGoU Ball, In-this
doctrine, a virtual claim is prepared so as to contain literally an
allegedly infringing product. Thus,in the Case that the virtual claim
has. a patentability over prior arts, it is judged that the product
infringes the. patent on. the ground of thedoctr.ine of equivalents. In
other words, it maybe said that the doctrine of equivalents should not
be applied unless there is a patentability. in the virtual claim. It is
interestingtodiscussincdetail whether or not the virtual claim
proposed above has a patentability over the prior arts U.S. Patent No.
3398999 and No.3306308. Such a discussion or study will be left to the
opportunity in the future.

In addition, this case was further appealed·before·the Supreme Court
by the respondent TSUBAKIMoTOSEIKoCo.
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Case: The Tokyo District Court H5.1.21 1(fJ)6095
"Binoculars"

(Gist of the utility model)

1. Outline of the case
(1) History of the case

This is a case in which the plaintiffs Kuniyoshi MARUYAMA and TOEI
OPTICAL INDUSTRY CO., LTD. filed a suIt~f6re the TOKYO District Court
based on their Utility Model Registration No. 1667334 ("Binoculars")
against the defendent PULSE OPTICALMACHINERY CO., LTD., demanding "a
payment of Five Million Yen andinterest thereon calculated starting
from October 21, 1988 to the payment date at the rate of; 5% perYear~\J,

(2) .Gist; of .the uti! ity modeL and the, a.lledgedly infringing product:

inecularsJn which:
1 a lens tube 2 and a retaining ring 3 arevforned bfsynthetic resin;

said retaining r-ing-Is formed into a cyl indr-ical annular body of
smaH length;.

(aLnotches5 areproyided on the. outer periphery of the retaining
ing3 to.forna-corrugated .. surface;
(b)convexes of said corr)Jgatedsurface are so; formedas.to·have an.i

xternaLdiameter.toJ.>e. pressdittedin.the; inner: walLof:the lens

tulle:2;
3 in the bottom part of the retaining r ing-B

---"'-c~~-I (ata~step~6,js..... provided.Qn~,the.innecperipheryside.;.... ...." ···"·,,···,,······1·,··,.._,,···#;;;;::·:·,,

(b) an outer periphery ring is so formed as to have a diameter smaller

than the annular body; and; , <;,:"".;,. ,
(c) an extending annular Part 7 of sJIllilhll'thickbess than the annular

is solidly formed so as to project therefrom;
4 said retaining ring 3 is .press-f.itted in the lens tube so that said
xtending annular part 7isdisI1<>s()(} ina gap formed between a lens 1

"ltE\d th.e..,lens tube. 2;8;I1d\,.. ,\ .,ii>ii "..,.."..,' .. ,. '.", '.. ,.. ,. ., '.",.... ,.", .. '
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,;;,,,,,,,~~=,,~.;g.,.,th~,;!l!:!1er~LIRPJll:,y~;i%',,~~,,r¥.1l!!~.t~,[!!j=~",;~••~£l1~~,1;9.1l!fLiW1tr.1,:;~I'",.";, •.,"",.~~,,

all of the lens tube by applying an ultrasonic wave or a high-
frequency vibration thereto.'
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inoculars in which:
a lens tube 1: and a retaining ring 2 are formed of synthetic resin;

otches are provided on the outer periphery of the retaininig ring 2
to form a corrugated surface; convexes of said :corrugatedstJrfaceare
so formed as to have an external diameter to be press~fittedinthe

inner wall of the lens tube 1; in thebottolllpartoftheretaining
ing 2, a step is provided on the inner periphery side; an outer
periphery ring is so formed as to have a diameter smaller than the

ular body; an extending annular part 5 of smaller thickness than
the annular body is solidly formed so as to project therefrom, and;
the extending annular part 5 is press-fitted in the lens tube and, lit
the same time,ahultrasonicwave ora high-frequencyvibratiohis
pplied, whereby the outer periphery of the retaining ring 2 is welded

to the inner wall of the lens tube.

!.Uliillilltllllil"i1t111111

(Gist of the alledgedly infringing product)
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2. Point at issue
Whether the word "and" described in claim means a passage of time III

the assembling process, i. e. ,"then"; or means a mere enumeration of
matters.

3. Judgment(Reason)
The word "and" described in claim means "then"• Consequently; the

alledgedly infringing product .does not fall within the.scope. of. the.
claimed utility model,

(Reason)
(1) It is described in claim of the registered utility model that "in
the bottom part of the retaining ring 3, a step 6 is provided on the
inner periphery side, an •outer. per-iphery. ring is so formed as to- have a
diameter smaller than the annular body, and an extending part 7 of
sJDaller thickness than the annular bodY is solidly formed so as to
project therefrom", wherebY configuration of the extending annular part
formed on the bottom' part of the retaining ring .is defined. Besides,
it is further described in: the element @thatc"saidretaining.ring3··
is press-fitted in the .lens tube so that. the extending annular part is'
disposed in a gap formed between a lens and the lens tube", which may

be said a description ofa ,procesS for assembling the retaining ring
into the lens tube; It: is furthernore describedthat. "and.the>ollter
periphery of the retaining: ring is welded .to the inner wall of the lens
tube by applying an ultrasonic wave or ahigh-Jrequency vibration

after disposing the extending annular part ina gap between the lens
and the lens tube and; therefore, the meaning of "and" should-be
interpreted "then",
(2) At the time of publicationofapplicationCexamination), description
of claim was "the retaining-r-ing is pressditted in the lens tube and;
at the same time, an ultrasonic wave or a-high-frequency vibration is
applied, whereby ...", However, a decision ofrefusal was given there-

amended by adding .• the-sording-Fand"; and ., the.detailed. description" of."
the invitation was also amended by adding.a-further problem to be
solved by the invention indicating that "when applying an ultrasonic
vibration while applying a pressure from above to the retaining ring,
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there arises a problem in that a lens is displaced due to the ultra
.sonic vibration and cannot obtain an appropriate optical axis".
(3)· Interpretation of· the meaning of "and" described in claim as "then"
in process order results in that a manufacturing method becomes One of
the composing element. However, even in the case that a manufacturing
method for accomplishing a specific shape or construction of an article
is described in claim, as far as the description of such a method is an
essential composing element of the device, the 'description of such a
method must be taken into consideration as an element for specifying a
final shape or construction of the article, at the time of finally
acknowledging a scope of the claimed utility model.

4. Points to be aimed and matters to be kept in mind at the time of
preparing II specification

The judgment.of not falling within the scope of the claimed utility
modelwas given unfavorably to the plaintiffs: because of the amendment
of claim filed in the coursenf the trial against examiner's deCision
of refusal, apart from whether it is reasonable or not to take the
description of amethod:into consideration for acknowledging a scope of
the claimed utility. model when such a method is described in claim;

I t is certainly disclosed in the Patent Publication (examined) No.
49-3848: cited as a known art that a ring for retaining .lens is press
fitted ina gap formed between the lens and Iensr tube and, at the same
time, the ring for retaining the lens is molten by means of an
ultrasonic heating systeIILwhereby·the .lens, the ring for retaining the
lens, and .the lens tube are welded one another: But any specific form
of the retaining ring 3 (in the bottom part of which a step 6 is
provided on the inner periphery side, an outer periphery r ing is so
formed as to have a diameter smaller than the annular body, and an
extending annular part 7 of smaller thickness than the annular body is
solidly formed so as to project downward) and any specific form of
disposing the extending annular part 7 of the retaining presser in a

registered utility model; are not disclosed in the cited known art.
Consequently, claim shouldthavebeen prepared <keeping these points in
mind.
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5. Example of claim pr~parEJdiIlaccord8.hcelYith thePoints~ aimed and
matters to be kept in mind is as folldws:
Binoculars in which:

<D a lens tube and a retaining ring are formed oFas,Yrithetieresill;
® said retaining ring is formed into a cylindrical annulartbody of

small i~llgtl1;<aIldiIn which;
····(a)notches'ariF providEJdon)the •.. mIter'·PerIphery 6f the retaining ring

to formaGcorrugated<slli'face;··
(b)coIl~exes of said corrugated stirfacearesoforIl1ed as tdhavean

external diameter to be press-fitted in the inner wall of the lens tube
tube;
®in'th~ bdttomPaitof the retainer ring;

(a) a step is provided on the inner periphery side;
(b) an outer per-iphery r irig-is so' formed .'. as<Whaveadiameter

sma.r ler·tharithearillUlar bOdY;<and
(c) all.ektelldirig·ariIluiarPait'()f smal ierthickhess'tMnthearillaTar

body is solidly formed ~oas t()projecFtherefr()ud and
@'saidextertdirig a.nIlUlar. partof.ihefetairiirig ring is welded' iria

gap'·forIl1€dbetweeh··al~lls··.·and..the'··leris.··· to.bebY<applYirig!an til tras()nic
wave orahlgl1-ffeqftencyvibrntioll thereto,
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Case: The Tokyo District Court H5.3.19.4(1J)23205,
''Tape holder with cutting device"

1. Outline of the case
(1) History of the case

The plaintiff Kenji SHINOZUKA filed a suit againstRICOH COMPANY,
·LTD.based.on hisI1atentNo.978602 (''Tape holder with .cutting device";

Patent Publication (examined) No.47-1919),deIllalldinga.payment
equivalent to a reasonable royalty, hut the dE;lmandwas dismissed.

(2) Gist of the patent
What is claimed in the Patent Publicat.ion (exaained) No.47-1919 is

as follows:
"A holder.withcuttingdevice comprising a body 1 for holding a tape
or the like rolled thereon, a drawing port 3 formed on said body and
having a stati()flaI'ycuttingedge.2 and a Inovablecut~ing edge~

rotatably provided for shearing a drawn tapeT or.the like;
charactE;lrizedin that.a.cutting.edge 7.for cutting a.width is fixed
to a .loose support· shaft80f .the movablecutti~edf;e4 having an
operating knob 9, and a pairof.guiqe rClllers5,6.are disposed
between the shaft 8 and the drawing part 3."

(3) Gist of the alledgedly infringing products
The following defendent's products, each being a copying machine,

are the alledgedly infringing products:
Defendent's product "A": Trade name "RICOH PPC900 & BA CHANGER"
Defendent's product "B": Trade name "RICOH PPC900 &CENTER SLITTER"
Defendent's product "C": Trade name "RICOPY PL5000 AUTO"

In the judgment, construction, operation, function and effect of the
entire copying machine being a rather intricated machine are described,
and since they are partially involved in this case, the construction

Description of the construction (see Figs.4 and 5):
(1) A holding plate 24 of a roll paper (copying paper) "c" for
transferring a tonar image formed on a photosensitive dram "d" is
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detachably mounted on the lower part of a main body "a" of the copying
machine so as to be drawn in and out by a pull 25, and the. holding
plate 24 is provided with a stationary cutting edge 21 and a rotatable
cutting edge 22 for cutting the roll paper (copying paper) "c" at a
desired length.
(2) The main body "a" of the copying machine is further provided with
a conveyorToller 23 for conveying the roll paper (copyirig paper) "c",
a belt 30 mountedon.belt conveyer pulleys 29, and a dispenser roller
32. A width cutting section "b" for cutting the roll paper (copying
paper) to a required width and a dispenser tray 33 are provided on the
outside of the main body "a" of the copying ·machine.
(3) An operating knob 40 is.mounted on the. side of thewidth.cutting
section"b" for cuttirigthe roll paper (copying paper) "c",andacam
41 and a cam 50 are respectively mounted ona shaft 43 .suppOrting the
knob 40.

k shaft 44, by. a bearing 47 so as to be movable
verically, .supports rotatably an adjusting screw 52 fdrfixedly
supportirigarotatab1e lower cutting edge 48 and a spring 54, The
rotatable lower cutting edge 48. is movable. horizontally by forming a
slit 53 on a slide plate 51 having a projection.51a to be engaged with
the lower cutting edge 48. The slide plate 51 is also provided with a
projection51atobe engaged withcam50sothat·. the .·lowef cutting. edge
48 ma.ybesecwedby. a .screw.59 to. a .board 58· Jixed to aside .plate
body 57.. A width of the roll paPer (copyingq>a.per)"c'~conveyed

conveying the roll paper "c" is cut by a rotatable upper cutting edge
49,.,and .this Totatableupper.. cutting edge49 ismountedona shaft· 45.
(4) The shafts 44 and 45 for supporting these .rotatablelower.cutting
edge 48 and upper cutting edge 49, and the shafts of the lower roller
55 and upper roller 56 for conveying the copying papers get their
turning force from. a drive motor 42 disposed on .• the •lower part :of the
side plate body 57 through the sprocket and chain (notiHustra.ted)

times during the operation of the copying machine.

2. Point at issue
There isnocontrovEfrsy ,between the parties in the aspect of a
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composing element that "a cutting edge 7 for cut.t inga.widthLs fixed
to a loose .support .shaft 8 of the movable cutting edge 4 having an
operating knob 9".

The plaintiff's assertion against the defendant's product "A" is as
follows:
(The plaintiff's assertions against the defendant' sproducts "B"and "C"
are omitted hereinbecauseithey.are based on the same ground as the
defendant's product "A'';)

Assertion 1 : The "rotatable lowercuttirigedge<48andupper cutting
.. edge 49 serving as a cutter in the device for. cutting a width of

the roll paper c" in defendant' s.product "A" collies under the
"cutting edge 7 for cutting a width"ofthe.registered.device. And
the "shaft 45 supported loosely and provided with the rotatable
upper cutting edge 49 and rotating atalltimes.during the operation"
and the "shaft 44 supported .loosely •• and.provided with the rotatable
lower cutting edge 48 androtating at all times and movable
vertically" in the defendant'vs.produet "A" come under the "shaft 8"
of. the registered.device...

Ass~rition 2: The <"loose. support shaft 8" •of) the registered "device.
.: includes a .loose .• support shaft 8· to which the cutting edge 7 for
. cuttingawidthisfixedianda different loose support shaft8to
which the movable .cutting edge 4 is fixed.

The defendant's defense against the above plaintiff's assertion was
not shown in the judgment.

3. Judgment (Reason)
Because the defendant's product "A" is clearly out of thetechilical

scope of the registered device, .the-plaintiff has no reason for .his

Reason:
Judgment on the plaintiff's assertion 1:

The "shaft 8" of..the registered device is a "loose support shaft 8
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of the movable cutting edge 4 having ancpcrat.ingknobB" alld the "the
movable cutting edge 4" is a "movable cutting edge 4 for shearing a
drawn tape T or the like". On the etherhand," the "shaft 45" ami the
"shaft 44" respectively mounted on the "rotatable upper cut.tingedge
49" and the "rotatable lower cutting ~e48"bfthedefen&nt's

product "A" are different shafts from those of the "statIol1arycutting
edge 2Faridrotatable cuttingedg€l22 for cutt'ingthe rolLpaper

;"(copyingpaperY"c" 'tcades'iredIength'tserving as a length cutting
section. Consequently, it isiilotadinitted that thC construction of
the defendant's product "A" includes the composing element that "a
cutting edge 7 for cutting a width Is fixed to aldose supPort shaft
8 of the movablecuttingedge4havinganopEJrating knob9".

Judgment on the plaintiff's assertion 2:

~~~~~~~The_compo~i~eleIDent~fthe.r~gi~t~re(i dticem~hat_:a cuttinim.-':OOgo;·",·c:e_~~~~ ~~I~';;,.""
'7 for cutting a width is fixed toa loose support shaft 8 of the
IDoVable'ctilting edge4'having allopEJratingkltob9" is a. definite"
composing-eleaent"without ally other meaning, '. 'and" after·exa.millirlg .every
evidence including the specification and drawings annexed to the
applict'icndocuaent, it is impossible to find out ally reason Tor .
adinitting the plaintiff's assertionoillhe"loosesupport shaftS".

'iii' hh'ighbta.1:>1e design'diff~r~ll(:eor''a;in~re'designchaIlge~

The Tokyo High Court judged that there was no roosoll inihe
appellant's assertion.

SHINOZUKA further appealed this case before the Supreme Court, and

Thereafter, this casewasappelliedbefore"· the'Tokyo High C()urtby
SHINOZUKA. Theappellantr'aised .a new'assertion. The new '. asserti()H

~~_·----wasbased.on4h~.ground-thatc.·~l'egistereddevice ..:coJnPl'lslilgLaJsha£ttom_mm_mm.mmm-l;;..'; .:..;:..
which a cutter for cutting a width is fixed and by which a cutter for
cuttinga:;lengthisloosely sUPpQI"ttkr' andthe "product comprisfIlga
shaft on which a cutter for cutting a tapewTdth is mounted a.nd a.
different shaft on which a cutter for cutting a papervlengthLs k()@ted"
are both based on an idellticaFtechilicalidOO; a.nd thesa.me funct ion
and;effeCt 'as the registered device a.repEJrforned;bY the respOndent's
product "A"'alld': cOllseQu~mny; the difference ill the;a.s~ct·()fconst-
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the Supreme Court sustained the original judgment.

.4. Points to be aimed and matters to be kept in mind at the time of
preparing claim
In .the specification of the Patent Publication (examined) No.47-l9l9,

following two inventions are found:
CD An invention of a structure comprising two types of cutter, Le.,
.the cutter 7 for cutting a width. and the cutter 4 for cutting a length,
each cutter being operated by a. separate drive section. By this
invention, a tape. can be cut to a required width or length.

®. Another invention in which the cutter 7 for cutting a width is fixed
to the loose support shaft 8 having an operating knob 9.. By this
invention, a tape can be cut in a required direction by turning the
operating knob.

® As for the arrangement of "disposing a pair. of guide rollers 5, 6
betseen the shaft 8 and the drawing port 3", there is nodescription
about the technical effect of sucharrangeaent .and, therefore, .·this
arrangemellt does .not seem to be an essential composing elem(:lnt.

Considering the invention.as mentioned. above, the two types of
cutters may be coaxially supported by acoDllDon· shaft,butitjsnot
necessary to define claim to such an arrangement. Furthermore, since
the. mentioned twoinventions.(Dand ®. areIndependent, it is not
always llecessarY to take the two.invellti()nsfora .combined invent~onas

is claimed in the Patent Publicaiton (examined) .No,47,19l9.

5. El@IIlple. of claim prepared according to the jlOints to~ aimed and
matters to be kept in mind
What is claimed .is:

A holder with cutting device comprising a.body 1 for holding a
tape or the l ike rolled. thereon, a drawing port 3 formed on said
body and having a stationary cutting edge 2 and a aovable cutting
edge4rotatablyprovidedforshearinga. drawn tape
characterized .in that a cutting edge. 7 for cutting a. width is fixed
to a shaft having an operating knob.
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UTILITY MODEL PUBLICATION NO. 47-1919

FIG.1

FIG. 2

FIG. 3
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N. Matters to be kept ill mind at the time of preparing a specification
III view of the mentioned analysis, matters to be kept innindat

the time of preparing a specificationare hereinafter discussed. ltis
certain that most of the following description may be a repetition of
the matters already pointed out in various articles and the like, but
we would like to hereinafter review the matters as a guideline
extracted from the actual judgments in lawsuit.
(1) Definition of any composing element of claim with some vague or

indefinite wording does not bring any broad interpretation of the
claim. In the case that any composing element of claim is indefinite,
it is a recent trend that the court interprets restrictively the
composing element of claim with reference to relative descriptions in
the specification and other reference data. Accordingly, in the case
that it is unavoidable to define a composing element with indefinite
wording or to describe the composing element with a functional
expression, it is important to keep in mind that preferred embodiments
as many as possible are described in the specification by seizing the
invention from various aspects, so that claim is prevented from the
restrictive interpretation due to the description of the specification.

(2) It is important to grasp an invention in the form of the highest
concept and to establish a series of multi~stage claims covering an
entire scope from the highest concept to the level of preferred
embodiment. This is a guideline to be kept in mind not only at the
time of filing an application but also at the time of amendment of the

stage. In other words, it should be avoided in amendment of claim
that claim is excessively defined to the level of preferred embodiment
due to an easygoing way of thinking. It is important to compare
differences existing between the invention and the cited references
from various aspects so as to ascertain which is the most favorable
difference enabling an argument against the cited references without
negatively affecting the subject matter of the invention and without

(3) In the case that two or more ideas are contained, claims should be
separately prepared so that each claim aims at each individual idea.
In other words, it is not desirable to prepare only one claim in
combination with those ideas. In the case of plural ideas combined
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organically one another, it is necessary to conceive claims as many as
combination of those ideas, . and to put those claims one by one in
preferential order considering their importance, wherebyth~rewillPe

no omission in conposing the invent.ion and it becomes possible to
clearly classify those claims recognizing which is the highest rank
claim.
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V. Conclusion
In this article, cases in which point at issue was interpretation

of what is described in clain or specification have been picked up from
among the infringement suits of which judgments were. given in the past
three years, and essential points of those judgments ~vebeen analyzed
in association with the descriptioncinthe specification. Matters to
be kept in mind at the time of prepa.r'iI1!iaspecification have been also
discussed by picking up three casesypf'lihichjudgments were recently

given. .....
However, matt~rs to be kept in fuindat the time pf preparing claim

may vary case by/case, and it is certain that the three cases discussed
in detail hereinabove do not alway-srepresent every possible case. It
is therefore necessary to studyjutidical precendentsand relative data
as many as possible in order to accomplish more accurate analysis.
Recently, there is an indicationtowa,rd the revision/of the Patent Law

-';', ", -' . . . .'.-.)..j.~ ,",.;' •.;" (".0."->,;, "J ,:,5- >~ ..... ..,1
§ 70 which provides a guideline for interpretationof technical scope
of the patented invention, and there is also a possibility that the
trend in judgments of count varies in the future. Accordingly, it is
definitely necessary for us to pay our attention to the future revision
of laws as well as to the trend in judgments.

We should.feel.•~I'atef1.11,if this. .article pJ'Oye:;;.helpful to every
PIPA member company for carrying out practice in the future.
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TABLE 11-1 PERCENTAGE BY INDUSTRIAL CATEGORY

SYSTEM 3% (5 CASES)

CHEMICAL MATERIAL

8% (13 CASES)

(3 CASES)
r-'-'-'-'-'-'-~~-

MECHANICAL

87% (144. CASES)

TABLE·II--2 PERCENTAGE BY NATURAL PERSON PROPRIETOR·

. OVERSEAS PROPRIETOR, AND JURIDICAL PERSON PROPRIETOR

··NATURAL
PERSON
(DOMESTIC)
28%

41 CASES)

JURIDICAL
PERSON
LI?OI1;I';§'J:'l:cJ
53%
(92 CASES)

NOTE: ALL OF THE OVERSEAS PROPRIETORS ARE JURIDICAL PERSONS.
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TABLE 11-3 PERCENTAGE OF METHO PATENT

TABLE 11-4 PERCENTAGE OF ALL PROPRIETOR'S WIN OR LOSS
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TABLE 11-5

TABLE 11-6

PERCENTAGE OF DOMESTIC PROPRIETOR.'SWIN OR LOSS

PERCENTAGE OF OVERSEAS PROPRIETOR'S WIN OR LOSS
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TABLE 11--'7 PERCENTAGE OFl?ROPRIETOR'S WIN OR LOSS

IN MATERIAL AND CHEMICAL FIELDS

TABLE II-8 PERCENTAGE OF PR:OPRI:E:TC)R" S

IN MECHANICAL FI:ELO

WIN OR LOSS
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TAElLE. II-.9 POINT OF JU.DGMENTBY COURT IN ASSOCIATION
WITH DESCRIPTION OF CLAIM

PROPRIETOR'S WIN ® 3% (1 CASE)

PROPRIETOR'S LOSS

72% (23

(1 CASE)

CD Cases in which the composing

interpreted exclusively

~ Cases in which considering
the detailed de8:cr:lptipulpJfilrlye'll,t:lqll,/!l.Ild.]moINii data because of
indefinite expression df/elairiC/••·•

® Cases in which the ionwas-resbr-ict i
based on the literal expression of claim.

~ Cases in which doctrine of equivalents was applied to the descriprtion
of claim.

~ Cases in which doctrine of equivalents was not applied to the
description of claim.

~ Cases in which composing elements of claim were admitted as they were.
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FORWARD

THE PRESENT ARTICLE IS INTENDED TO BE USED

AS AQlJlCKREFERENCE F()RPROP()SEDAN[))OR

ADOPTED INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY DIRECTIVES

AND REGULATIONS IN THE EUROPEAN UNION.

ONLY SELECTED ARTICLES IN THE VARIOUS

DIRECTIVES AND REGULATIONS ARE DISCUSSED

IN DETAIL.

.. ,/rt ISESS~~TI~(THAT'RE~ERENCE··~~I\I1AD~"O
THE FULL TEXT OF THE PERTINENT

DIRECTIVE/REGULATION WHEN PROVIDING

ADVICE.

AS YOU PERUSE THE ARTICLE YOU MIGHT NOTE

A DISTURBING TREND TOWARD DISCRIMINATION

AGAINST FOREIGN WORKS, TYPICALLY THROUGH

A FAILURE TO GRANT FOREIGNWORKS NATIONAL

. .. ..... . "IBEATMENT.PARTICULARJIEMSTONOIEJN·

THIS REGARD ARE THE DIRECTIVE HARMONIZING

COPYRIGHTIEBM, THE PROPOSED DATABASE

DIRECTIVE, THE PROPOSED AUDIO-VISUAL LEVIES
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DIRECTIVI;;Af'.JOT...I;,.I;I-E"I$IQNBijQADCASTING

DIRECTIVE. ALSO TROUBLING ARE THE

COMPULSORY LICENSE BY-DEFAULT PROVISIONS

SET OUT IN THE UNDERTAKING FOR THE

EUROPEAN TELECOMMUNICATIONSrSTANDARDSci.··.·

INSTITUTE.

AS A FINAL POINT, NOTE THAfTHEC()SfsTR(JCTl.JR~

FOR FULL PA.. Ti:NT .: PROTECTION IN. EUROPE ... I.S....
;::"";,! (:'. ;'S;f :::,';;"~ .~; ~~';(X~ i;::;(}f"i, f,::ji/,";;, ;3fl{) I" ;;::'\{ ;,; 1" !;i'~"t,:, \':,i,'j;--;,:',,',;,;:; ';; ,;;'; i;:~j:':"'i; i):CI'f,J:,)

SIGNIFICANTLY OUT-OF-L1NE WITHIHEPATENTC·Q$T

STRUCTURES OF THE UNITED STATE$AND.JAPANAf'.JP

COULD BE VIEWED AS ArTRADEBARRIER.
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B~t~base··[)ireC:ti~e(Propo~ed)

Cbpyright Term Directive

Audio-Visual Leflding&Rental Directive

Audio-Video Tape Levies (Proposed)

Consumer Contracts Directive

Consumer Warranties (Green Paper)

Customs Regulation (Proposed)

Television Broadcasting Directive

Satellite Broadcasting Directive

Trademarks Regulation

Trademarks Directive

Industrial Designs Directive (Proposed) .

Semiconductor Chips Directive

European Information Infrastructure



The following chart compares the patent fee amounts charged over the life

of a patent for protection in the United States ($7,500), Japan ($11,384), and

five countries in Europe ($55,348). It is clear from the chart that the patent

fees charged in ~urop~ forpate~t~rotection, ~~en when limitTdto th~.five

major industrial <.;ountries~, issignifica.ntly outpf line with ttl~tchargep by

the tJ.S.and Japan. Various industry associations ~re beginning to raise

this fee differential between the regions as an issue.

Note that are the/patent fees for l::Sel!~IUn

Ireland, Luxembourg, Austria, Denmark, Spain, Portugal,

SWeden, Finland, Greece, Switzerland, and the former Eastern OIUI~1\.

countries (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovenia, Romania, Bulgiiria,

Russia, etc.)

*
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710
1,170
5.620

$7,500

COMPARISON OF PATENT FEE AMOUNTS

, Ave. Exchange Rate F'ee in Foreiem Currency Fee in U.S. Delliars
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office ' ' ,

Filing F~e - Large Entity
Issue Fe~ - Large Entity
Mainten~nce Pees - Large Entity

TOTAL - USI?TO

I.....
.~.

I

1
Japanese Pat'Bnt Office

Filing F~e
Examin~tion Fee
Renewal Fees

TOTAL-JPO

European Palent Office
Filing F~e
Search Fee
Examin~tion Fee
Grant Fee
DesignaJion Fee
Year 3 ~PO Main!. Fee
Renewa! Feea- Germany
Renewal Fees ~ UK
Renewal Fees- France
Renewal Fees - Italy
Renewa) Fees - Netherlands

TOTAL-EPO

"\ 110.7300
110.7300
110.7300

1.4883
1.4883
1.4883
1.4883
1.4883
1.4883
1.4883
0.5777
5.0805

1,328.8150
1.6737

21,000
:89,700

1,149,900

600
2,400
2,800

,400
,750
750

22,275
3,870

29,545
10,870,000

22,040

190
810

10.385
$11,384

403
1,613
1;881

941
1,176

504
14,967 "
6,699
5,815
8;180

13.169
$55,348

NOTES l "~I ",', .i .••.,.,,: ,,','.," •
1) The exch~nge rates used were derived by averaging the rates published in the 9/1/92 and 7/28/94 Wan Street Joumal.
2) The USPjr0 maintenance fees include the 3.5, 7.5. and 11.5,year payments. , , • '
3) An of theJPO fees are based on a patent application with two claims. The JPO renewal fees include payments for '

years onelthrough fifteen.
4) TheEPO renewal fees include payments for years four through twenty for the five member nations listed. The designation

, .ree is 3501deutsche marks per country designated.



Agreement Relating to Community Patents

.Done at Luxembourg on 15 December 1989

{89/695/EECl

(Convention .. for. the .. European, Patent for the;

Common Market

{Community Patent Convel11i2nl

At this time only Spain, Ireland and· Denmark have not" ratified the

Community Patent Convention.

. ., ,. .. ...... ......

PatenfRi~ht~-Arti81~s25 and 26 set forth· tile st~r1d~r(fpatentrigllts{o

prevent all third parties from making, offering,~btting ontl1~rr1~rketbrusirig

a product or a process, as well as rights regarding contributory infringement.

revoked or allowed to lapse in respect of the entire E.C.

"franslationinto ~II E.C. l.ahguages~AHicl~S>29 and3bh~quirEnhaf the
claims and patent specification respectively, be translated into the official

~Ul!!~&!J!m~~~tmJ!l- Article 2 creates a single Community Patent
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language of each of the Contracting States. If this is not don~, the

Community patent shall be deemed void ab initio. THE HEAVY COST OF

THIS TRANSLATION REQUIREMENT .. MAY LIMIT THE:WIPESPREAD

USE OF THE COMMUNITY PATENT. Note that where a full set of
,:,-,:,:::",:,,,,:,,,,,,- ,",', ' ",' :', ':: "',' ,:.(""

translations is not submitted, a patent may still be obtained in those E.C.

countries where a timely translation has been filed.

RevocatiOn Procedure.Article8setsupaspecial HevocationDivision to

hear nullity proceedings.

Designation of New Courts of 1st and 2nd Instance - Article 1 of the

"Protocol on the Settlement of Litigation Concerning the Infringement and

)/alidi!y()f.ColTlmul1i!y. PCltent~" requires CqntractingStates to cje~ignatein

their territories a limited number of national. courts .ot .first and second

instance - referred to as Community Patent Courts.

Exclusive InfringementlValiditv Jurisdiction- ArtiC.le15. ()f thi~ prqt()<::()1

states that the designated CCJITIITIunity Patent .COUrtS of First InstCi:n<::8shClII

have exclusive jurisdiction over infringement actions and counterclaims for

revocation. Accqrdingly, both infringement and validi!yissues can bedeCllt

vvith irJ a single court proceeding.

... FirstLevelofAppeals.-Article21.··of· the····ProtQcQlstatesthatthe·firstlevel·.·.·.· .

of appeal is to the designated Community Patent Courtof Second Instance.
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·c~;.:~c;;.,o:~

,

t~;:;~:;:~::;L;:,~'" _.

Common Appeal Court - Article 20f the Protocol requires the

Testablishmentof a. Common Appea.rCourtahd Article 22 bfthe Protocol

gives that Court exclusive jurisdiction to determine infringement and validity

issues on appeal. The Common Appeal Court will also decide on appeals

from'Tdecisions of the Revocation Division <ahd the·'Pa.telltAdministra..tion

Divisibnof •.'the Europea.n Patel1tOffice,per Article <28 olthe' Protocol.

Accordingly, this Court WillhopefullyTellsure some Uniformity intheEuropeah

Unionrega.rdinginfrillgement andva.liditYdeCisioIlS;

>f.rQPosedEul'opeanTechnology .
Transfer Regolation

The Commission has proposed a European Technology Regulation to

replace the Patent Licensing Block Exemption, which will expire in December

. ~994_.~Tbe.EatentLicensiog.Block ExemptLoo Begulatioo.curreotl.}' i~JoLce_~~
sets out a first list of licensing provisions (Article 1) which are declared not

to violate competition Article 85(1) when only two companies are involved so

that there is no need to notify the license to Brussels. The Regulation

includes a second list of licensing terms (Article 2) which may be justified in

appropriate fact situations. Finally, the Regulation includes a third list of

~=~:_~Jf6erisIng.:pi:6YiSior:isJ6aLwQui{;[rai:elY-,JCever',_.pass:'muster:u'iider:ArtlC'le.,.~.~,,-- ...,,'~:~""
>/,::;

85(1).
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The proposed Regulation would replace both the PCitentLicem;irm

Regulation and the Know-How Licensing Regulation and would take effect

on January 11995.

,A.$igllificantc;oncernto industry is th(lt the. prqposE;ld exemption fqrexc;lusive

licenses will only apply Jf the licensee has no more than 40% of-the entire

market forthe licensed product and provided the licensee is not operating

on an oligopolistic market. .For certain other listed license restriction$,the

exemption will apply only where the licensee has a market share of no more

than 20%.

Additionally, there is. some ambiguity regardingwhE;ltherthese market share

tests will be applied only atthe time the agreement is entered into, or

whether they will be applied on an ongoing basis. Problems will also arise

iq determining what constitutes the relevant market that is to be measured

and what products vyill be con~idered equivalent to the licensed pr~duct for

purposes ()f the measurement.

According to the Regulation, Improvement grantback clauses are permitted,

provided they are not exclusive and provided the licensor agrees to license

its own improvements to the licensee.

. ,l\lso,.clauses ..requiringJheJicensee.Joprocure.goOdSOL$ervicesJrom.lhe .

licensor or from an undertaking designated by the licensor are acceptable

provided those goods or services are necessary for a technically satisfactory

exploitation of the licensed technology or are necessary to ensure that the

product of the licensee conforms to specified quality standards.
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Europ~anUnion Directive on Biotechnology Patents

of 17 December 1993

The Directive sets out a cornmoneriteriafo( patel1tiilg biotechnology

inventions:··.

Opposing adoption of the Directive are European ecologists, church groups.

and farming groups on both ethical and economic grounds. The draft

directive lias not yet had its second reading.

Council Directive of 14 May 1991

On The Legal Protection of Computer Programs
::":\,."

--~_.~~._.~ ~ -- ~~-- .. '<91/-259/EEG):---~~- _.._..~..__ __ u... . _.._.~ ~.-::.~_.~

The Directive harmonizes and strengthens copyright protection for computer

programs across the European Union.

.. Literary Work Protection - Article 1.1 requiresall Member States to protect u .

.d~'=dcomPi.lterpr6grams·l5rcoPYfigYiras-litefafrwofRsWitl1ifj·t1renrfeal1fn·!;fof't1re ···_=·········Im·~.-

Berne Convention.
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Originality Only - Article 1.3 requires thaLa program be protected jf it is

original in the sense that it is the author's own intellectual creation. This

provision· requires Germany to lower andharmonize>its/unreaso/lClblyhigh

copyright eligibility criteri;:r.fo~ cqrnputeXPrqgrams.

Exclusive. Rights "J.\rticle .4 harmonizes and provides a minimumseto.f

exclusive rights tor copyright that must be granted by the Member ipta,es.

U lT1ited Dec()mpilation- Article 6 p~rrnits i. 13.i llC1rro.wd~cOll1pHation {igt)t for

.pu.J P.os~s oLachievingtheinteroperability olan independentlYC:featecl.
.... ,', ' ... , ..., ,_,_, .. :: '_", ,_,.;" .. " ',' '. .; ...._ ,".' ',.. " -',,' "':",' .... ,' ., .. ,,' .. "'_ :::. " ,,-' .. '." :. _'0- .... '.... .." - -. _..<.. ".. ..

computer program with a targetW9!:Jf13.%yncler strict c()nditi9ns.w~~~eth~

interoperability inforrnation is not otherwise available, and provided it is not

"used in a manner which unreasonably prejudices the rightholder'slegitirnate

interests or conflicts with a normal exploitation of the computer program."

Copy-~rot~ff.MeCha~ism. -. A..rncle 7 requ..ir.e..s..fv1e.m..ber St.a..•.t.• e.. s to outlaw.. ...,,-, :,' r,','- '; .. cv.. _.'::: :,'". ','",-,: ':"':,' '_',"< : ,,:,-' <' :;' ,/,\,",

equipment, "the sole intended purpose of which .is to facilitate the

unauthorized removal or circurrwentibhbfa.ny technical device which may

have been applied to protect a computer program."

~114~
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Europf:>:1n· Telecommunications·Standards ·Institute

Undertaking

Adopted March 18,1993

The European Telecommunications Standards Institute, .an E.C. chartered,

standards-setting organization used to establish E.C. standards in the

tEllesornmunications. arena, adopted an Intellectual property Rights ("IPRs")

FoHcy and UndElrta~ing ("Undertaking") .on . N1arch 18,<1,993. If the

Undertaking had been.implernemed fully, compapieSwould havebeElP

excl.uded from the European .telecommunications market (and potentiallY

other markEltsusing ETSI'sstandards) unle$sthey had agrElEldto.liyense

thElir telecommunication re.lated IPRs through an upfairand.confiscatory

compulsory licensing scheme,

The. ETSIUndertaking, as envisioned, was a binding agreement required to

pesigned.byall ETSI rnembersto prospectivElly licElnse. patentsthro\Jgha

yompulsory)icepse by-defaultscheme. Under the agrEl~ment signatoriEls

must allow ETSI standards to be based on their proprietary techpologYand

must license all related IPR's to other signatories, unless they identify and

withdraw specific patents within 180 days after a 6-line summary describlnq

a prospective area to be standardized has been approved. No notice is

provided to IPR right holders that their specific patents are being considered

for incorporation into an ETSI standard. Thus, the fundamental objection to
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the Undertaking is that the compulsory licensing scheme, through this failure

to provide notice to the IPR rightholder, deprives the IPR rightholder of its

right not to license its technology where that is in its business interest. The

Undertaking also limits the rightholder's right to negotiate terms and

remuneration for the IPR licensed under the scheme. Also, license terms

and remuneration are subject to binding compulsory arbitration. The

Undertaking's compulsory licensing scheme applies not only in the E.C., but

potentially world-wide, including the United·States and Japan.

The compulsion for joining ETSI is that only members are assured of

licenses in intellectual property rights (IPR's) incorporated into the

organization's standards that will then be used throughoufthe European

Union. And only members are permitted to participate in the standards

setting technical committees which determine which IPR's ate lncorporated

into the ETSlstandards and which receive early information on what

technologies are being considered for standards.

TheETSI Undertaking was brought before the E.C. Commission as a

violation oOha European competition laws (Articles 85/86)pursuanttoa

June 1993 complaint. ETSI members recently voted to withdraw the

Undertaking.
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Council Directive " -'--_

of _

On The Legal Protection of Databases

The proposed directive is designed to protect only databases "stored and

accessed by electronic means, and the materials necessary for the operation

of the database such as its thesaurus, index or system for obta.inihgOr

presenting information; it shall not apply to anycomplJterprograms." The

current draft was completed on October 4, 1993 based on a June 23, 1993

opinion of the Europeall Parli~h,~nt. "

The rationale for the draft Directive is to harmonize" the protection of

electronic da.t£bases throughout the E.C., while atthe same time reducing

the risktti~ttl1econtents of a d~tabase mayb~cJbwnloaded and rearranged

"electronically without authorization to prbduce a database 2ficJ~ritidc11

content, but which does not infringe the copyright in the arrangement of the

database (WHEREAS Clause 27).

Copyright Protection - Article 2(1) clarifies that the original selection or

arYangement'of the 'da.(abaseis proteetedby copyright under' Bern;;;e~'Arli~l;;

2(5).
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Sue Generis Unfair Extraction Right -Article 10 creates a sui generis right

"to prevent the unauthorized extraction or re-utilization, from that database,

of its contents, in whole or in substantial part, for commercial purposes."

This unfair extraction right applies irrespective of the eligibility of that

database for copyright protection, l.e., it covers the database whether or not

there is original selection or arrangement. However, it does not apply to the

contents of a database where these are works already protected by

copyright or neighboring rights.

Unfair Extraction Right Compulsory License - Article 11 states that "if the

works or materials contained in a database which is made publicly available

cannot be independently created, collected or obtained from any other

source, the right to extractand re-utilize...tor commercial purposes, that are

not tor reasons such as economy of time, effort or financial investmE1nt, shall

be licensed on fair and non-discriminatory terms."

The lawful user may also extract and re-utilize "insubstantial Pa,rts of works

or materials from a database for commercial purposes."

Term of Protection - Article 12 clarifies that the term of protection for the

unfair~xtraction right is 15 years fromthe date it is firstl11~d~av~i.labl13 to

...~thep!Jblic.However,afreshperiodofprotectionwillbEJg.in. ·jrtherEJis a,rty······

"substantial change" to the database. "Substantial change" is defined to

mean "the successive accumulation of insubstantial additions, deletions or

alterations in respect of the contents of a database resulting in substantial

modification to all or part of a database."
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No National Treatmenf":Article·13(3)statestha,t the right to prevent

unauthorized extraction mgypnlyMgbtaipedby.an act of Council based on

a proposal frorTlmElc:;()rnmi~s~op,JOLdgtClb9~El~pr()PHc;Eld in countries

outside of th~ .. E:R.bynon-~.c. n~ti?naIS,o~b.YC;~.fTlf~n~~s rfhich are not
formed in accordance with the legislation of anE.C. member state and have

the,ir registered?ffice, central,adfTlin.istr~tion,orp,rincipalplace of,b~siness

within itheCom~u~itY.,WHERE~~ •~Iause ,38 c1arifiesth~t the .• unf~ir
extractio~ ri~~t,~iH onl¥be ext~~dedjfthe tnird,~o~nt~ieSi~yolvedl'off;r
comparable protection to databases producedby nationalsonheMernber

St~t~~6PhabitJalirJ~i'd~~ts ofth~(Comm~flity.;' Thi~is afailJ;~togra.flt
national treatment.

, . . .. .... - .

RetroaCtivity ":Artibl~1~(2}st~tes thatthe provi~ions ofthe'birective shall

be effective for databases created prior to the date of publication of the

Directive.

Other Legal Rights: - Article 15(1 states that this Directive shall be without

~r~jGdig~'it6Gop~right, 0;'any6ther rightsubsisting iflthe wdr~~)6;rrl~t~Pi~l§
incorporated irlt~~ data.base. . . .

Effective Date- Article ·16 -1 January 1995
; ...."..,'
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Council Directive 93/98/EEC

of' 29 October 1993

..Harmonizlllgfhe Termot·Protection'
of Copyrightand Certain RelafedRi~

On October.2.!:}, 1993, the European Community Council adoptsdaD.. irective
.. .. .. .. ,',', '-.,''',_,'' ,-'.0. .. .. .. .. ". .... .... .. "',

that harmonizes copyright term among E.C. member states. The rationale

for the Directive is to avoid differences in member state copyright terms that
.... . "', ", ",' ", .. -. ," __ , -,- .,', '\: ,-'" ,",0 '__ ", ,"'. c··.· ,',".. .: '-, ".. ...•.. _., -', -0 " .. ".' .. , , .. ',' .. ,- '-'." "',',"", -',' e •...• "',"0" "'_"_

would impede the free movement of goods and thereby distort competition.

<- -.'-., ,,':.', ;':" ',.' '. "-'",-':-i:'

Literary Works - Article 1 requires that all E.C. member st~te~rTlust

ha.;rTl~nize<th~ir~opyrighttermSfor literary and artistic.~orks to.lif~·ofthe
author plus 70 years. For legal persons and for collective works, the term

rUQs for 70.year? after the.work is first made avail<:ibleto the pyblic.

computer Programs - Article 11 clarifies that the computer program term

and the term for the rental right is governed by this Directive.

Retroactivity - Article 10 states that this Directive applies to coovrlohts

which have not expired on or before 1 July 1995.
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Non-E.C. Works - Article 7 states that the copyright term for ""ork$

originating outside the European Community, where the author of the work

isnotacomrnunity national, Will be limited toJhecopyrightJermin the

country ohorigin. This is again a failure to grantnationaUreatment and a

discrimination against foreign works.

Note. that. Berne.·Convention·.Aijicle.·. 7(8). appears topermit.·.thi$c:typeof

discrimination against non-Community nationals.

E.C. Council Directive 92/100 EEC of

N.ovember 19..:1,992•. on.Rental Bigtll.
>,,-:.<, "".,,':: •.•. ","', ',.' .', ,.' _,', ',' :-:,.",' .:- , 'c' .., ,';' ", ",' ,., ; ..,' .',' ." :;,', :, Y ,·.: '0,".. ,_ _

Lendingliight and on Certain RiQ.!11§:
_.... .. ...... ,', ',:, ::- ", " ','-_,':.: .. -_,_'_"",', ":,..: ,".,'; '"",' ," '" -,-", ""< c.: " ",....'''.', " ,:, -",,', 'c_ ',: ..

Related to Copyright in the

Field of Intellectual Property

The Direotlve requires Member,States to provide authors; performing artists

in .. respect of '. fixations oftheperforma.noe, .phonogram 2prodlJcers,2arid

or prohibit rental and lending of originals and copies of copyrighted works.

The Directive is,vvithol.lt prejudice to the provisions oflheB:C.:SottWa.rs,'
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Directive. Each of the rightholders has the right to an adequate part ofthe

remuneration, which right cannot be waived, but its administration may be

assigned:

Whetheraspects of the Directive· may be applicable toU:S.· authors.isa

rnatter >oFdebate <and will depend on individual Member State

implementations of the Directive.

The Directive'rnUstbe·· irnplemented'bytheMemberStates by 1•• July.1994.

frQposed E.C. Council Directive

On the Coordination of Certain Rules

Of the Law of Copyright and Related

Bights Applicable to Private Copying

The draft DirectivetI1JPQ$e$qMrmQni:ZE:lqpriV~tE:l.copying levy on blank

video and audio recording media and video and audio recording apparatus

(Al1iqle3(4», "Thepurposeof the. Jevyisto compensate.authors forthe

priyatecopying of works fixedonaphonogrqm or on Jilm. No mention is

Collecting Societies "~ Articles'8and.3(3).clarify;mat, the. levies' will.• be

collected by collecting societies and distributed to natural person authors to
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compensate for private copying. The collecting societies will deterrrHne how

the collected levies are to be apportioned among the authors.

Inalienability - Article 3(2) states thaqhe author's right to levy remuneration

is inalienable9Ddmaynot.be rerpynced.

Computer Programs - Article 1(3) clarifies that the Directive does not apply

to computer programs.

Digital Copy~Protect - Art.icle 12. requires Memb.er States to. talse

apprppriate m!?flslJr!?si.n JIJ~.ir •. nfitipnalla""s.)o Pr!?y!?nt tQe putting prthe

market or the stocking for commercial purposes of any means WQ0ge9ple

aim is to facilitate the unauthorized suppression or neutralization of any

tec.hnical devi.Ce..fi.tted. to prevent. Or limit digital copying aCcording...• to... U:Q
... " .. ; .c' .... .. .... -: ,', : ',': -', -: :.,." ...... , -. :-,: ,' .. ,,:.- .::: ">. .' ,"'-,: .. ;<- "-." ,..... "', ,-, .,., ..,'.... :.,:.:: ", '.. ', ... '.. .. ....

958.

Non Community Authors - Artip!e4(6) states thfit nOI1~Coll1rnunityphysical

or legal persons are not recipients for purposes of remuneration within the

meaning of this Directive. This failure to accord national treatment to non

Communiw.au,QPfS wm. permit Nlernger Stflte~find collepting societies to

fPrth!? priyate.cppying oftheirvvprlssta~ing plflce within tlJeCommunity.

Effective Date - Article 16 sets the effective date for the Directive as 31

December 1994.
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Council Directive 93/13/EEC

of 5 April 1993

On Unfair Terms inConsumefCoritracts

OnApril 5,1993, the European Community Council adopted a Directive that

voids "unfair terms" in standard form contracts between Glseller ora supplier

and a consumer, where those "unfair contractual" terms have not been

.ihdividualh,lnedotiated.: An "unfair term" is one whichca~sesasignifiC~nt

··imb~lancein the parties' rights ancJobligalions tothe···detrim~nt()f· tile

Consumer.

Non~Negotiated Terms - Article 3, which is of particular interest, reads as

follows:

1. "A contractual term which has not been individually negotiated

shall be regarded as unfair if, contrary to the requirement of

good faith, it causes a significant imbalance in the parties' rights

a.r1dOblig~tiBns~risihgunderth~c(mtPa2t, tbfhe detrinl~htOfthe

consumer."

2. . "A term shall always be regarded as not individually neg()ti~ted

therefore not b~~n ~ble to inflLlencethe subst~hCe()ftlleterm,

particularly in the context of a pre-formulated standard contract."
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"The fact thatcertain aspects of a term orone specific term have

been individually negotiated shall.not exclude the application of

this Article to the rest of a contract if an overall assessment of

the contract indicates that it is nEwertheleSsa pre-forfT)ulat§d

standard contract."

"Where any.seller or.sypplier .c;laimsttJata stpndard. terrn has

been individually negotiated, the burden of proof in this respect

shall be incumbent on him."

3. "The Annex shall contain an indicative and non-exhaustive list of

the terms which may be regarded as unfair."

Price Terms - Article 4 clarifies that price term~Ga~notbEl viewed as unfair,

in.and of themselves.

Consumer-Favored Interpretation - Article .s requir§s that all term~J:)e ill

plain intelligible language and states that where J.herEl is cjpupt regarqillg the

meaning of a term, then the interpretation most favorable to the consumer

shall prevail.

Choice of Law - Article 6 clarifies that, if possible, the contract shall

continue to bind the parties, withthe·"unfairterms"strippedout.· The Artlcle

also states that the provisions of the Directive may not be nullified by using

choice of law provisions in the contract.
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Effective Date- Article 1o make the Directive applicable to all contracts

concludeda.fter 31·· December 1994.

Green Paper on Guarantees For Consumer

GoodSElrld AfterSalesServlcescbMUOO·s69 Final

The Commission has issued a Green Paper coverillgexpress and implied

warranties for consumer goods and after-sales service. The paper includes

a d~tahed sUf"\l~y of WarrantY laws a.r11ongthe Member Stales.

Consumer warranties may be the next area of attention for the Commission.

sp~cifid issues that willprooably b~ addressed arettle cre~tion/Of~
Community-wide legal guarantee which will arise as a matter of'law

irrespective of the. sal.eSGOntract,potentially~a~m~nizingl~~s. o.nexpress

warranties, and putting . laws into place to . facilitate . the offering of

CommunitY-wide guarantees.
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frQposal !)f A Council Regulation (EEC).

Laying Down Measures to Prohibit the Release

f6r ·.Fre~.···Ci~ctllati6n,.E)(p()ft···.6rT..~H~W'()f····'··

.Counterfeit and Pirated Goods,

93/C238/15

Submitted by the Commission on 16 August 1993

The proposed customs regulationvvould takethe placebfGblJncilRegulation

(EEG) No. 3842/860f1 December 1986, butvvolJldexpandthesCopeof

customs to cover not only "counterfeit goods," which are defined as goods

.ljearing .anunauthorizedtrademark, butvvolJldalso covernpirated/gobds",

which are defined'as goods made witholJt the consent of aCbpyright·holder.

Trademark Registration "ArtiCle2(a) requiresthatthetradernark'be validly

registered in>respectofthe same type of goods that are being /imported'or

exported.

separate"Trademark LogoslTools,Moulds/packagirig" TheArtic:le2(a.)

presented 'sepatately,asvvell > asnthe too!sandfnolJlds(lJsed'fbF'the

manufacture of the counterfeit trademark, a.ndpackaginglTlateriarbearing

the trademark.
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Copyrighted Works - Article 2(b) clarifies that thElcopyright need notbe

registered under national law in order to stop copyrighted goods at the

border.

Parallel Importation/Exportation - Articleg(3) states that the Regulation

does not apply to goods which bear a trademark with the consent of the

owner or which includ~a. work protected by copyright and made with the

consent of the holder of the right, which are entered for import or export

without the owner's or holder's consent.

Suspension Application/Security - Article 3 states that an owner may

lopgean application to suspend the release.into free Girculationorforexport

of Goumerfeitorpiratedgoods. ASElcurity bond. maybe required.

Penalties .i: . Article 7 rElquires both thedestructioo .on disposal of the

GounWfeit/pira,tElP goods outside of the channels of commerce, and other

measures necessary to deprive those responsible for this

importation/exportation of the economic benefits ot.tho .transaction.Also,

MembElrs States shall imposepenalties to disGouragefurthertransaetlons.of

the same kind. Such penalties must have an adequate deterrent effect.

Names of Importer/Exporter - Article 7(3) requires the. CustomsOfficeto

consignor,importElrorexportElr, the manufacturer and the consignee .of

9009s found to be c.ounterfeit or pira,ted.
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t:.C. Directive

,TelEhiisiol'lWithouliFrol'ltiers 89/552

Adt»pted"30ctot:>er1989

The Directive states that after broadcast licensing permission is granted in

a single Member State,a television channel may be broadcast to all.other

MemberStates.

Note that the Directive requires that a majority of broadcast programming

time be reserved for European works. If that majority programming

, requirement is not practicable, then the proportion of f;:uropegr'lvvorksshould

at least equal the national average for European works. In view of the

convergence ofaudio-yi$ual'and te,lecomrnLJnications,teqhnologies and the

projected increase in, multimeqia products and>$ervices, this restriction

presents a significant trade barrier.
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E.C..Directive onSatellite Broadcastin9

and Cable Retransmissions

Adopted 27 September 1993

TheDirectivestatesthatapprovalfor.a satellitebroadcast must be obtained

fiom the copyiight owners in the country where the broadcast-slqnat.ls-to

originate. The laws of the country of broadcastorigin control the transaction.

Thus, a broadcaster may clear all rights granted to authors,perforrner~,§tc.,

of copyrighted works via the laws of the Member State where they

broadcast.

Community Trademarks Regulation

(40/94/EEC) of ·14 March 1994

The Regulation provides that a trademark holder may file a single application

Member States (Article 115). The European Union will translate the

application into the other 8 languages at E.U. expense (Article 116).
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EffectThroughol.lt the Community - The Community trademarkisbbtained

by registration. Article 1 states that-the Community trademark shall have

equal effect throughout the Rommunity, and must be registered, transferred,

surrendered, revoked, or invalidated with respect to the entire Community.

Likelihood for ··Confusioll· :-Afl:lcle8darifies thstJir"l an opposition, a

trademark registration application will be refl.Jsed ifit isidenticaltb or similar

to an earlier mark for identical or similar goods or services and there exists

.a IikeHhood of confusibnin the territory where the earliel"mark is protected.

Exclusive Rights in the Community - Article 9 confers a variety of

exclusive .rights ·cdvering· lheuse ofidehlical<·trademarks·••• ongbbds.or

serVicesidenticaltd that for. which the Gbmlllunitytra<:lemarkis registered,

ahd··alsoextendsarighttoprevehftheuseofmarksthatare identical 'toor

similartbfheGbrTImunitY trademark bngobdsbrservices<thatareidentical

to or similar to the goods or services coveredby the CommullitY trademark,

where there exists a likelihood of confusion onthepartbfthepublic.

Famous ·Marks"Article :9 alsograntsanexclusive>rig'htbvel" the usebfa

mark Which is identiealto or simllarto aCbmmuniWTrademarkinrelation

to goods or seNicesWflicha.renot similartothosefbr Whichtfle Community

trademark is ·registered, Where the Gomllluhity :trademark has:a'·reputatidn

.. in·theCommunity and where:the:use·of:the:mark:causes::uhfair advanta.ge,

or is detrimental to the distinctive character or the repute of the Community

trademark.
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Exhaustion - Article 13 clarifies that, in general, there will bEl <:;pmmlJnity

wide exhaustion, once the goods have been put on the market in the

Community by the proprietor or with his consent.

Licensing - Article 22 states that the Community trademark may be licensed

for some or all of the goods or servicesJor.which itis r!3gist!3red and fOLt~e

VVhol..El or a part of the Community.

Term-Article 46st9~esth9tthEJregistr9tionis fora p!3riod of.10yearsJrorn

the date of filing of the application, renewable for further periods of 10 years.

Conversion.to NationalApplication- Article 108 permits an applicant for,

ora proprietor of,;:i<:;omrnunity Trademark to request the cOl1v!3rsipnof his

Community trademark appllcatlon or Communitytraqemar!<. into anatipn;:il

traqern;:irkapplicationto the extElnt that theComrnunitytrademark.appliQCltipn

is refused, withdravvn, or deemEldtobe withdrawn,or. tp the extent that the

Community trademark ceases to have-effect,

Courts of First and Second Instance - Article 91JElquires M!3rnbecStat!3S

to dElsignate in th!3ir territories n;:itional courts of First and Second Instance

andArticl!3 92 grants those courts exclusive jurisqictionfor all infringement

.actions, for actlons for declarations ofnon-infringement,ifpermitted,and for
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Council Directive 89/1 04/EEC

Harmoni:Zing Trademark·Protection

Adopted Decembef1988

iThe Directive harmorlizes· the laws of the Member States regarding the

d~finition (jf~tl"ademark,what marks may be regi~trable, the exclusive rights

granted by the individual Member State registrations, and the limitations that

may be placed on those exclusive rights.

- " ... "'_'" '," '0 -, -0-, ..

orNJfP)wmd~1L fP)~~ff® 1{(Pff?l@~IL&.

frQpo~ClI.f()r a EuropeCln Parliam(!nt. and
C~~n~i1l)ir~ctive on the··Legm·

Protection of Desi9!1§.

(3 December 1993)

The proposed Directive would harmonize the national design protection

regimes of the Member States and would allow the co-existence of these

national designprdtectidn regimeswith the CommunitY design tight

·Hatmol1iiZed Defil1itiOri- Article 1 states that "desigli" meanS. the

appearance of the whole or apart ota prodllcfreslliting from the specific
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features of the lines, contours, colors, shape and/or materials oftheproduct

and/or its ornamentation.

Computer Programs- Article.1E)xprElssly .excludesqqrnpl.Jter programs from

protection under the Directive...

Registration - Article 2 states that the Directive only applies to design rights

registered in one or more Member States. Unregistered designs are not
. '. ." ,-' .. ', ' ,'" - .. " .... "'. ,'-', ... '. /'-, ""', :,"',' .. ,- ........

covered.

New/Individual Character - Article 3 states that a design is eligible for

protection to the extent that it is new and hCi~ an.indivictl.Jal character; A

design is considered to have individual Ghar~cter"iftheoveraHimpre~Si(m
it produces on the informed user differ~ significantly from the overall

impression produced on such a usefby any deSign"c:I~sigr1atec:l as prior art.

(Article 5)

Technical Function - Article 7clarifiesthatifatechnical function leaves no

freedom as regards arbitrary features of appearance, then there shall be no

protElction forthat featurEl·

Mechanical Assembly" Article? also clarifies that a design right shallnot
·····subsistiflHdesigntothe· extenHhatitmustnecessarilybe reproduced in its ...

exacUorrn and ctirnensiqns in-order to permit a prqduqtin~hic;hthedElsign

is incqrpqrateq to bE) rnechaniC:Ci"yassernpled.
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Exclusive Rights - Article 12 requires a-set' of minirnumexclusiverigtlts

including an exclusive right of use.

Scope of>,Protection -Article 9 clarif.iestha.tthedesignrigbt\covers any
. .. .. . . ,_ _'," w._ .. ·· ',_ ..

design "which produc!?A;qotheillforrnElc!uAer.9Rignificantly similar overall

impression". The degreegfJreedqrn ot me pesigner in developing his

design shall be taken into consideration in assessing scope.

Term of Protection - Article 10 sets out a term of protection of 5 years,

renewable for periods of 5 years each, up to atot~rt~rrn~{25 ye~r~'fro~
the. filing date.

Invalidity - Article 1 harmonizes the potential grounds for invalidating the

design right.

. .
Repair of Complex Product - Article 14 prevents the design right from

being,exercised after 3, YElars agaiost thirp .' parties.. 'Nh~rlthe .peAign.is

incorporated in a repair part necessary to restore theorigJnal~ppearal'1ceof

a c;omplex product.

Cumulative Protection. - Article 18clarifie.sthat.t...he ..qumulati,,,e applicatic:m

of copyright law desigrl protection law is mandatoryifth~designf~lfilis
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Two-Tier Protection - Article 1.2 sets up a two-tier protection system. The

first tier is an Unregistered Community Design and requires no formalities.

This proposed Regulation is intended to provide a single design registration

th~tgrantsprotectionacross the entire Community. . ,

~osal For A

European Parliament and Council Regulation.

orlthe COl11munity Desigrr

•(3 December 1993)

The second tier is a Registered Community Design, which is based on a

Community registration.

DesignDefinition - Article 3 states that "design" means the appearance of

the whole or a of from the features of

lines, contours,

ornamentations.

Community-Wide Effect - Article 1.3 states that the Community Design

shall have ·effecfthroughout· the Community, and must be registered,

transferred, surrendered or invalidatedwith respect to the enti~~CorrirriJ~ity.



Computer Programs/Semiconductors Excluded -ArticIEl.3 expressly

excludes computer programs and semiconductors frorn-me definition of

"product." However, the notesapoear-tc leave openthe possibility of

protecting specific graphic designssuch>asiconsorrnenus,providecltlw

normal design requirements are met.

New/lnd ividualCharacter -Articles.4-6 .. require that.a,design be eligible for

protection if it is new and has an "individual character". A design is

considered to have an individual character "if the overall impression it

produces .on the informeduserdiff~rs signifiCC3,lltlyfromthe overall

impression pr()duced qnsucnuser byC3,.design".jn. the prior art.

Grace Period - Article 8 provides a 12 month grace period for Registered

Community designs with respect to disclosures made to the public by the

designer.

Technical Function - Article 9.1 clarifies that if a technical. function leaves

no freedom as regards arbitrary features of appearance, then there shall be

no.protection.

Mechanical· Assembly"< Artic:le 9..2 states tha,t.a desi9rl riglJt shall.not

subsistinadesign tojhe.extent that it-must "necElssarilybereproduceclin

design is incorporated or to which it is applied to be meCna,fliCC3,lIY

assembled."
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Scope of Protection -Article 11 .clarifiesthat the design right covers any

designs "which produce orrthe informed usera significa,ntlysimilar overall

impression.": The degree·of freedom of the>designer· ih developing the

designshalFbe taken il'1toaccol.ll'1t ina.ssessing scope.

Term for Unregistered Community Design - Article 12 provides a term of

3 years-frorn the date made: available (to the .publicforah Unregistered

CornmunityDesign.

Term·for RegisteredCornrnunitY Design-Article 13 provides a terrn(of 5

years from the dateoHilihgfor a registered Cornrnunity Design, Which terrn

is renewable for periods of 5 years each up to a total term of 25 years

(Article 53}.

Right Conferred by Unregistered Community Design - Article 20 states

that the right conferred by the Unregistered Community Design is protection

against reproduction. only.

Rights Conferred by a Registered Community Design - Article 21.1·

states that the rightholder of the Registered Community Design has an

exclusive right as regards the use of the design and carl enforce that right

against al'1ysirnilar design, evert Where· the infringing design hasbeell

published.
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Licensing - Article 34 clarifies thafa Community Design may be licensed for

the whole or a part of the Community; .•. .

Invalidity - Article 27 harmonizes the potential grounds for invalidating the

design right.

REma:ir' ofComplex Product·· -. Article~3 prevents thedeSignrighffrorn

being exerCised after 3 years from firstmarketingagainsfthird parties When

the design is incorporated in a repair part necessary to restore the original

appearance of a complex product.

EXhaustion:..: Article·24 creates a CommunitY'Wide.exhaustion ·Ofthe ifight

fOranindividua.lprodue:t thatha.s beellput On the markefin the CommunitY

bythe>righthblder or with his cOnsent.
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Publication Deferment - A.rt.. i.CtE3 52. pe.r.mits .. applicants for a Registered
" ,',:_, . ,:.-0,'.,_,:'_,:.,::,.,,·-.> ,.- .- _',

',"'.- ..... - ,:',. -', ','. i','.',_, '

Community Design to defer plJblic~ti~nf~;~pt030 months from the date of

filing.

Courts of First and Second Instance - Arti6Ieg4reqlJiresM~~b~rSt~tes
to designate i~theirterritories national courts OfFifst~n?;S~C~~~I~st~n~~'

and A.. ·.. rt.· i.. C.·•..I.e .85gran.·t..·.s.·.· t.. hos.e.. co.:urt':s... ex.clu.. sive J.·..u.· ri.s·.d. icti6n fo.··.r.··infrin...•..g..·..e..•••.m.··.. e.....•·•.n•. t•. ··
v ·······actiOrl~,~nd .. actiorisfor·.declarationSOfn()n-irlf~ingemerlt,·· ····actions···f~;

declarations of invalidity, and for counterclaimsf6t~·ae(;i~r~ti6~ o~;in~~lidj~:



Cumulative National & Community >Protection - Ariicle99 permits

rightholders to maintain for the same design parallel protectign consisting of

<;l<Qgmmunity Design and.one.or severalnational registerecl design rights.

Copyright and Other Protection - Article 100 requires Member States to

gr<;lnLcgpyright protection for a design if it meets the normal conditions for

copyright protection set by the Member State. Registrationunderthis

Regulation does not prevent actions .. for .patent,tr<;ldemark infringernent,

unfair competition, etc.

Council Directive 87/54/EEC

on the Legal Protection ofTo~hies

of Semiconductor Products
C_, ," ••••••••••••• _. _,

27 January 1987

This 1987 Directives requires the Member States to protect the topographies

of semiconductor chip products,

Semiconductor Products - Articles 1 and 2 limit protection to products

including a layer of semiconductor material and which are intended to
·_···"-_··-,-,'4:""",,,'-"'_"_>O'_"_""'':''W::"''P''<;;''_'f~r,:~_""""- __ ;,_,_"";"".'~),,,,,"_,,,~,.;_,,,,?/,,,_,",_,,;""-''''''''''+''''_-'V(~'''_'''''':_':''''''''''''",·",,'a.·.,"_W __·'''"_'''__'''''''''"\''"'''_''''";;''''.'_.::L+''·'·'''',;~_:_;,~·~4"< ''' _ . _- ,_,.:,'-",\,',',__..._,_"c:~''"';_-;,~:._"."_.'''_,,·-.~,i'.";,.·,.,,'.-..:"_,__ ..'t"""'- ....._... _· __.__ ;·__ ·_~,,,i"+ ; _ ;:"{ " ):+'j· _-.:.._,·,,~L;.,,··_·_

perform an electrical function.
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RegistrationMay Be Required " Artic.le4 clarifies that Mernb.erStates may

require registration before protection is accorded.

. Reproduction/CommercialExploitation - ArtiCle· 5 defines the minimum

exclusive rights: to rinclude: the:right ofreproductionLand :theright of

commercial·exploitation or importation.

10"Vear Term" Article? provides fora 10 year term of protection.
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The European Commission has indicated that it will be preparing in the

coming months••·aGreenPaper covering·.jntElilectual propertyllsedinthe

European .Information .Jntrastructuretnwith pUblication projected for early

1995. The Green Paper will identitygapsinintellectualpropertyrightsthat

. may inhibit the rightholders of videos, music and software from uploading

their works onto the information highway network in· Europe. For.lhe

European information highway to be successful, laws and technology must

be in place to ensure.that only properly authorized consumers upload or

download works on the network, and to ensure that appropriate

compensation flows back to rightholders who use the network to conduct

transactions. It is expected that some form of transmission right will be

explicitly added to European copyright law and that technology to

circumvent encryption and copy-protect mechanisms that are used by

rightholders to protect their works will be outlawed. A separateGreen Paper

on the legal protection of encrypted broadcasts may be prepared.
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Abstract:

Thetrad",miirk,as it relates tothecommonniime,customarily
used mark and descript..ive terms, of. goods is aproble.m al1r,ays
generated in connection w.ith de t.ermi.na't.Lorr of appropriateness of .its
display.iIladvertisements andothermed.ia, m",aSuresfqrprevent.ion
of. miljor tra~emarks from losing .dis.tinct.iyel1ess, and. other cO~l?~rilte
busiriessact.ivities; Nevertheless, acnumber of· judginent·criterfa
qomplicatedlyinyolYedin it mak",sit,impossibletO dealwith:thiit
.issu~ uniformly, thus. constitut.ingan annoyil1g matter to trad~.mq~k

managers. In addition, nothing has beendone;sirice 1959 when the
Trademark Law now in forc", was iidopted, with r",spect to
administrat.ion. of the system at issue ... Th", system, as i t . .is,d9~s
not· aeem always to be compatible with the prevail.ing market
s.ituat.ion. In th.is thes.is, we hayetr.ied... t.ovfLnd out., us.ing.a

.9:u.~~tionna.ire form, ··how· ou.rm"'mbercomIJaIl.i~~1l.r"'<:l",alingw.it.hth.is
part.icular . .issue; .in the hope of .identify.ing a ·desirable
administration sys t.emvtio cope withthe preseIltsit.uat.Lon , Also·,
w.it.hresp~ct tothe cu~renttrademar:J<;s:yst~m, .. 90l1t!:-overs.ie~ have
beeri made from the v.iewpoint of prevent.ion of trademarks from loss
ofd..ist.LnctLvanass. Forth.is. reason·,. we will offe.r a few. proposals
.in an attempt to d.i~cuss wh~thertrade.milrkr.ightswh.ich have lost
dist.inct.ivenessshouldbe left as they ilre or not.
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I. Introduction

Exact criteria for judgment on whether a given name of a

conrrnodityis a common name, customarily used mark, or descriptive

terms, have significant bearing on admini.stration of the trademark

system, particularly in granting an registratioTl,making judgment

on dominant port.Lon ,and validity., of a trademark. Individual use

of trademarks requires judgment on not only appropriateness of the

relation between a given commodity and a particular, proposed mark

but time and circumstances of the use on acase-by--casebasis. For

this reason, the judgment formed bya trademark manager will yary

with his accumulated experience a.ssuch. Also, forexalllple, with

:resp,ec:Ltot!:lepreyentionof a trademarkfrolll losi.ng dist:,iIlcHYElIlElsll

which requires monitoring and control of the manner· in which it'is

a.ctually used, a traciemarkmanager essentially haslimit.s peyonc:i

which he cannot personally and successfully manage it. Thus, this

issue embraces a number of difficult areas which trademark manaqe.ra

face on a transactions.

diversified and applications for registration6ftradelllarks filed

in a mass, rights. of applicants and owners of t rademarks have beqome

so complicated as to be beyond comparison with those in the past.

Also, popula:dzation of mass medLa has speeded up .qonveyanceof
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II.

1.

information to consumers and made it easier to change trademarks to

common names. I am sure, therefore, that representatives present

here from the member companies are well aware that trademark

managers now· find it even more difficult to successfully manage the

trademarks than in the past.

In addition, some 170, 000 t.r'adema.rk applications are filed

annually, with the result of chronic indiigestion in examination

processes of.the.Patent Office. and. of sotnetrademarks registered

when they should have been rejected at the examination level. Also,

as will b.e discussed hereinafter ,.opportunities.in Japan to get rid

of certain disqualified registered trademarks are rather restricted.

While we. appreciate that the restricted, system is intended .to serve

the purpose of stability of trademark' rights onceacquiredf we are

afraid the current system is outdated because .of the number of

trademarks applied for and registeredand.of in creasing commodity

terminologies which are<disproportic:mate .to those of: 1959 when the

Trademark 'Law was adopted.

In,this ·thesiis"we will discuss the. system of the trademark law

and, ,its administration as well as policies of some of major

businesses'.in . t.hLs. country, 'with respect.· to .t.he name, and display

of, features of the commodities.

,.. In: April 1992..,·,Japan introduced regi.stra'tionof 'service 'marks.

Our discussion here will , however, be restricted to commodity

trademarks, because court precedents and other case data.are not

enough for us to discuss the service marksi and also because the

service mark is somewhat different from the commodity trademark in

the sense of the mode of. display,

Distinctiveness of a Trademark under Japanese Law

Registerability:

The Trademark Law provides in Section' 3 Subsection 1 (i)-(iii)
that such. commonnarne, used or

terms, of a commodity, as is not distinctive from those of others

is not eligible for registration. These marks are necessary for

trading goods in the market, and are not eligible for personal

monopoly, with the exception of descriptive terms which have become

distinctive,>by .wayof use, from those of others and may then be
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registered as to that cornmodity involved. (See Sec. 3 Subsec. 3

(ii); )

A trademark applied for registration, if decided by the

examiner (see Sec. 14) as being falling under any orie of (i)-(v-i)

of Subsec. 1, Sec. 3, will be rejected (see Sec. 15). If decided

to have·no grounds of rejection (Note: The grounds·are not limited

to (i)-(vi) as stated above .. See Sec. 15.li the.application will

be published (see Sec. ·16). in the absence of any opposition' (see

Sec, 55 of. Patent Law, as applied mutatis mutandis under Sec. 1.7

of Trademark. Law) ·ordecisionagainstany opposition filed, which

negates grounds for rejection, decision will . be made for

registration and,upon payment of theregistratiori fee (see Sec,

40), registration will be effected whereupon thetradema.J:;k'right

will come into existence·.( see Sec:. 18)

Any lack of ,distinctiveness of <a trademark at the time of

renewaL does not constitute a:groundfor rejection of the renewal;

Hence, no trademark which has become no longerdistinctiveat'any

time: after it was registered,orwhich, atthetime·ofexamination

ofCtheapplication,was not distinctive and should: have properly

been rejected. may be rejected for renewal on that9round.

2. Validity of Trademark Right:

Upon registration'OL a trademark, its .ownez will have an

exclusive right to its use (Sec. 25) . Also, in order to protect

that exclusive right, the trademark owner has the ri~ht of

injunction: against infringers and of removal· of use by others of use

of similar trademarks on similar goods/services (Sees. 36 and 37).

Infringements are presumed to have been made negligently ('Sec. 103

of Pat. Law as applied under Sec. 39 of Trademark Law), and the

trademark owner is entitled to damages, if any sustained (although

there is no specific provision in the Trademark Law to that· effect

but it is generally held that Sec. 709 of the Civil Code applies

to. it) . The amount of demaqesvsusceLned b:ytlle:trademark

presumed (Sec; 38 ) .

In addition to pursuance of infringements· in terms of civil

means, a penal provision is available and the offense of

infringement is subject to imprisonment with labor or a fine (Sec.

78) Penal provisions of the Trademark Law are subject to the
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General Provisions of theCivilCode,it being always required that

knowingness and willfulness be present as one of requirements of a

crime (Sec. 38 Subsec. 1) . Attemptedornegii.gent offemsesare

not subject to penalty.

Registered trademarks have the validityas outlined above.

Thus, whether a trademark falls under a common name ,customarily

used mark Or descriptive term is a serious problem from the

standpoint of its user ash, whether he cou.LdrLawfu I Ly use it or

whether -his use could constitute anvLrrf r.Lnqement; of rights of

-others.

For your inforfuatlon,aninfringemeIJ.t of a we1.1-knownor:famous

trademark could give rise to an injunction, claim for damages, and

application of penalties under the Unfair Competition Prevention

Law, regardless of whether the trademark as to the cOmIllodityfor

iNhichit is used lsregistered (or pending registratioIl). It will

be worthwhile to ndtethe above aswell'as the provision of the Law

that a trademark, if famous or well known, may be created bec~trse

of its famousness orbeingwellknoW'n.(Here, we will not go into

details of the Unfair Competition Prevention Law.)

3 • Measures Available under Current Law -to Challenge Applications

for or RedistratioIl of N'ondistinctive 'l'rademarks:

(1) - AIl opposition to a trademark'applicatiorimaybe-filed after the

application is laid open for inspection; but prior to registration

pursuant to Section 3 (Sec. 55 of Patent Law, as applied muta.tis

mutandis under Sec. 17 of Trademark Law). The trademark

application will be rejected if the opposition againsFregistration

thereof is deemeclto have sufficient grounds to support it (Sec.

15).

(2) A demand for a trial for invalidation of trademark registration

may be filed with respect to any trademark registered in

contravention of Section 3, (Sec. 46). It is, however,subject to

-il. ?::y,?ar lilllitationyv-it!l:r'?flpec:t t.o tUi-Ilg0:E a demand for

(Sec. 47), barr.1.rig anytraclemarkswhich'have been-in effect for 5

years after itsregis-tratlon frombelI1gsubjeC:ted. to a demand for

invalidatioIl, for stability of trademark rights once secured.

Trademarks which have lost distinctiveness after they were

registered are not subject to a demand f6r invalidation, on ·the
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(4)

that

ground that they were not registered by mistake.

Grounds enumerated for rejection of renewal of trademarks do

not include lack of .distinctiveness. Trademark rights continue to

be valid on a semipermanent basis, as long as the trademarks are in

use (or, more specifically, unless they fall under (i) or (ii) of

Subsec. 2 of Section 19).

(3) Trademarks which are not in use for 3 or more. consecutive years

llY any qualifiec;i . holder thereof are sub ject, under Section 50, to

a demand for cancellation thereof because of nonuse. If the demand

is granted, the trademark right barring use of that trademark will

be removed. In that the cancellation of the trademark so effected

is essentially different from the invalidation of the trademark

under Section 3, it will not serve to solve the problem completely.

The registr.ation of a trademark so impeding usethereof.by others

may be canceled. Still, another applicati,on for the identical

t.rademe.rk , if filed by somebody else, Will bring. about another

problem.

Another means available would be a.trial for cancellation of

trademarks in unLawfu.L use (Sec. 51 ..and .53). It is, however,

restrictfO!d to certain ext.r-aordLnar-y cases (see note * below) in. which

the owner of. a trademark right intentionally, or any licensee

t.hereof, uaes a trademark identical with the registerec;itrademark

for . goods similar. to those. reg~13tered in connection with that

registered trademark, ora trademark similar to the. registered

trademark for goods identical with those registered in connec.tion

with that registered trademark, or a trademark similar to the

registered trademark . for goods similar .t.o those registered in

connection with that registered trademark, in a way which may be

misleading as to qualities of the goods/services.

(* ) For example, a trademark, "XX Masamune," .. which is one

registered as being applicable to "Seishu" (a refined "Sake")

is applied to "Shochu" (a locally brewed "Sake") instead, or

a tradeillark , .. "XX," whIch I sone;eg;Isi:ered. a.5 being .a.Ppi Lcab1e

to "'Shochu," is expressed as "XX Masamune" instead. (The term,

"Masamune," is a customarily used mark for the refined "Sake.")

On the other hanc;i, Section 26 Subsection 1 (ii)- (iv) provides

validity of trademarks extends neither to certain trademarks
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which indicate, "in a common way," common names or descriptive terms

nor to "customarily used." Thus, with respect totraqemarks of

others which were registered in contravention of Section 3, and the

5-year limitation of which has elapsed or. wh i ch., after registered,

have become a common name, the above provision of Section 26 maybe

sought ~s the grounds on which the way in which the given trademark

is indicated is valid.

Whether a given case qualifies for the requirement;s under

Section 3 will be examined and decided by the Patent Office. The

decision of whether.a trademark may avoid exercise of trademark

rights by its owner ):Jy virtue of the provisions qf Section 26 may

be sought objectively at a forum of justice for infringements, or

at the Patent Office for interpretation as to validity thereof

(Section 28 Sub sec. 1).

The interpretation by the Patent Office,)lowever, is helq not

to be legally binding but.. simply an expert opinion. Its actual use

d s. a Lmoat; .. n Ll,,

As discussed above,the facts that (i) the terminology used in

a trademark.is ~common name, descriptive term, or· customarily used

trademark and (ii ) with respect to common names .or descriptive termp
; .,

it is indicated "in a common way," are the requirements for

eligibility under Section 26. The judgment onwhetherc "the

requirements under Section 26 are met or not s hou.Ldvvarry with

individual cases, depending on, among other thinCJs,thenature,~nd

mode of useqf, the trademark in question.

In .t.he day-to-day practice, trademark users judge whether given

t;rademarkssatisfy the above requiremel1ts and decide whether to use

.them or not .as well as the mode of.use.

Trademark Law) the "trademarks lacking.dist;inctivel1ess of own

from the others"as being ineligible for regiptration, as

follows:

III.

1.

"Distinctiveness" of Trademarks

Trademarks. Lackinq Distinctiveness:

The Japanese

goods

cited

."

(i) Common names of goods

CiiJ Cust.omardLy u~~ci- "tl:'ad€!lTlc:ir]cs
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Thus, whether a glven trademark provides thetrademark.

(iii) Descriptive marks indicating qualities of goods

("descriptive terms"inthis thesis)

Commonplace surnames or names of legal entities

Very simple and commonplace marks

Those other trademarks which do not enable consumers to

recognize the goods as being·connected with a certain·person's

business

2; Judgrnent on when Distinctiveness 'should be· Present:

A rule· has been established that the distinctiveness of own

trademark from others should be judged on the basis of its status

at the time of registration· (Decisions·S34.10.15 No. S33'-4). The

Trademark Examination Standards provide that the distinctiveness

will be judged at the time of decision for registration of the

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

distinctiveness at the time of the decision for registration will

determine whether its registration may' be invalidated. As will be.

discussed later, trademarks which were distinctive and registered

but subsequently became nondistinctive may not be examined at a

later date for invalidation, and, under the current version of the

law; may only be available for use as any of such 'trademarks

specified in Section 26 against which the trademark right shall not

be enforceable.

3. Trademarks which have Acguired Distinctiveness through Use

thereof I Secondary Meaning):

In this section, we will discuss those certain trademarks which

were initially not distinctive but, as the result of use thereof by

a certain person has' subsequently been recognized as being

connected with his business, being capable of distinguishing goods

of that certain person from those of others. Subsection 2,

Section 3 of the Trademark 'Law provides that those trademarks

falling under any of (iii)-(v) (bf which we will discuss only' (iii)

the of use, •.........
thereof, consumers have become able to recognize the goods involved

as being connected with a certain person's business shall be

entitled to the trademark registration, notwithstanding the

preceding subsection what is called provision of "secondary earing".

Some of trademarks consisting solely of such descriptive terms,
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havE! acquired distinc:tivenessastheresultOfuse; . The exclusive

right to use the trademark after it is registered may ·nOtbe

extended to any otheI"slmiiaI" goods (Tokyo High Court Feb. 24,

1955) . The barto registration obtained in terms of Section 3

Subsection 2, however, extends to goods similar to designated goods.

commonplace surnames or names of legal entities, Or very simple and

commonplace marks, as fall under any of (iii) - (v), may become

distinctive, unless used by somebody else. Conversely, any of those

trademarks which, as the result of exclusive use thereof by a

specific person, becomes distinctive still remains ail descriptive

term, commonplace surname Or name of legal entity', or very·· simple

and commonplace mark. For this reason, Subsection 2 Ls added to

Section 3 to provide that registration may be obtained,

notwithstanding the provision of Subsection 1,withrespect to those

trademarks which fall under any of (i)~(v) but· have become

distinctive as the result of use.

Whether a trademark has become distinctive .Ls judged in the

day-to-day practice ,based oncriteria provided for in the Trademark

Examination Standards. In order for a trademark under. referE'mce to

be registrable, trial precedents appear to require faCts evidencing

that it has become "well,...known or famous" and" recognizCible as goods

asbeingcoI1nected with a certain person'sbllsiness" by "dealers and

conaumexs'vvas the result of "exclusive" "use""over a long period

Of time""on specific goods" or of "widespread publicity or

advertisement activities. "Also, the fact that the trademark is

connected with a certain person's business need not be recognized

by consumers. As long as the trademark is knovmasbeing pertaining

to a commodity connected with a certain business of a certain

person, the name or corporate name of that certain person need not

be identified.

Items (i), (ii) and (vi) of Subsection 1 o f: Sectionl are not

referred to in Subsection 2 of that Section. It is because the

trademark no longer falls under (i), (il) or (vi) as soOn as it has

become distinctive as the result of use and it needs to be covered

in Subsection 2 of Section 3.

The scope of goods on which distinctiveness as the result of
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Cases t;o which Section 3 Subsection 2 was applied include the

fOllowing:

"Paster" (pharmaceutical) (Supreme Court, Apr. 10, 1928; 1947

(0) 1093).

"Milk doughnuts" (Doughnuts)(Tokyo High Court, Sept. 17,1974;

1972 (gyo ke) 68) K.K. Nishiki Bakery.

"Eversoft" (Soft rubber product) (Tokyo Hig.h Court, Jan. 5,

1957; Appeale4 1953 #786) Bridgestone Tire.

"Tokyo Rope" (Rope, string, code) (Tokyo High Court, Jan. 9,

1975; Appealed 1977, #287) Tokyo Kako K.K.

"Push-phone" (Push-button dial telephone) (Tokyo High Court,

Oct. 28, 1974; Trial 1973, #2459) Nippon Telegraph and

Telephone Public Corporation (currentlyN.T.T.)

4. Trademarks which have lost Distinctiveness:

Those trademarks which are distinctive and used to. identify a

certain person, if not under reasonable control of the. trademark

0WIler, may lose distinctiveness as the result of use among.dealers

as designation of goods themselyes or of quality, pe;dormance, etc ,

of goods. In particular, the more attractive trademarks are, the

more favorably competitors tend to use them. Thus, those. t.radema.rks

are likely to become customarily used names or common names.

They are subject to restriction as to validity of the

.trademark.

In order to say a certain trademark have lost distinctiveness

or have become a common name, a trademark must be objectively

recognized as beLnq no longer capable of serving as identification

mark , The recognition requires that not only in. the trade but in

g~neral consumers as well and even actual use as common name among

dealers of that commodity. Mere use of a trademark, as if a common

name, in dictionaries, other general publications, or technical

literature is held not to suffice.

Nondistinctive tradE!marks be

two categories, as discussed below, be cause of differencE!

in dealing with them under the law.

One will be thuse trademarks which have lost distinctiveness

by the time of .the decision for. registration .thereof.ThE!Y must. be

rejectedat.theexamination level.
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Any nond.i.s.t.LnctLve trademarks registered without being rejected

or opposed are incontra"ention of Section 3 and, as provided for

in Section 46,voidabl~ by trial. Int;hat event, the claimant must

produce evidence that the registered trademark was in use as common

name etc. prior to the registration.

The 5-year limitation is provided in Sect;ion 47 with respect

to certain grounds for invalidation of t.r-ademarks which include

contraventions .of Section 3. As a resul"!:, no demand for

invalidation of a trad",mark may be filed on the ground of

contravention of Section 3, with respect to trademarks which are

more than 5 years since their r-espect.Lve dates of . registration.

Section 26, Subsection .. 1, (ii)- (iv j, prQvides, on. the other

hand, that the .. trademark right is not enforceable against those

trademarks which i·ndicatea common vname or descriptive term and

customarily used marks for goods. Absence of, or inabilityto make ,

a.claim for invalidation of .trademark does not necessarily.bar use

of that trademark by third pCl.rti",s.

The other category is the trademarks which have lost

distinctiveness oz; mor.eprecisely, which were distinctive· att;he

time of decision for registration, with no d,efects prohi!:)iting

registration thereat.

Therefore, the trad",marks fallingund,er.this.cat",gory.may not

be invalidated by the trial uncjer Section 46. The.tracj",mark right

is not enforceable only with resp<::lctt;o·thos", mode of us", falling

under ( ii h (iv) of Subsection 1, Section 26.

In other words, only those trademarks which have been

nond.LstLnct.Lv", since befor",t;h", decision for registration thereof

mCl.Y be invalidated by trial, provided the demand for the

invalidation is filed within 5 years of the registration. In that

event, <::lvid",nce produced by the claimant; must relate to the status

of the trademark which existed prior to the d,ecision for

registration.

Under the present law, no registration of trademarks

nondistinctive at the. present moment are void, or voidable on the

basis of st;atus of the. trademarks up to the present moment,

regardless of whether they become no longer distinctive before or

a,fteJ:" the q",cision.for registration thereof.
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for invalidation of a

must be filed within 5

minimizing disadvantages resulting from learning nondistinctive

trademarks in effect.

As discussed previously, a trial

trademark which is rio longer distinctive

'h i.s ,exclusive- use incorporated In it, -unLess some appz-oprLat.e

measures are made availablefbr cancellatibnthereof as at the' time

it ceases to be distinctive'. Excessive emphasLaon stability of the

trademark right could work against interests of business society.

The provisions of Section 26 that will be discussed in the

subsequent section put certain restrictions on validity ·of the

trademark right within certain limits, with the objective of

balancing the stability of the right with the public interests.

5. Limitsof Validity of ,Trademark Right:

The Trademark Law provides that registrant have no right to

seek injunction against use by third parties of any trademarks used

in a common way, such as common names, descriptive terms or

customarily used marks, under Section 26 with the aim at balancing

stability of trademark right with public interests by means vof
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It follows that t.hoae" trademarks falling under the first

'category which are more than 5 years sinCe they were registered and

those falling under the second category which f a Ll, under (ii )-'-( iv)

may only be used within the framework to whLch the trademark right

is not enforceable.

Present law does not have a provision which make nondistinctive

trademarks void even if they were distinctive at the time of the

decision for registration and validly registered. So . that

registrants who use their registered trademarks have the benefit of

continued, exclusive use of their registered trademarks. Fromthe

standpoint of third party users of nondistinctive trademarks,

however, a trademark which is objectively no lbngerservingas such

will remain vested forever in registrant, withexpressionsunf:i:t'for

distinctiveness by the time of registration. Thus, eVidence

required forthattrial as<pertaining to nondistinctive expressions

must, refer to the status prior to' the registration and can rarely

be produced.

Also, judgment on distinc:tivenessofa trademark is formed, as



a whole, on the basis of the trademark as shown in a sampi~ attached

to the trademark application. Thus, a trademark which, even if not

distinctive in part, is judged as a whole to be distinctive because

it is a trademark created by combiriation of distinctive words or

figures or a separate concept created by combination of

nondistinctive words, does not fall under exceptions cited under

Section 3 and thus is not invalid.

Section 26 of the Trademark Law, therefore,' provides in' its

Subsection 1 (ii)-(iv) that common names and descdptive terms, as

long as they are used in a common way, or customarily used marks,

bf gobds are not subject to enforcement of> registered trademarks,

so that registered trademarks seemingly enfbrc~ableagainst t.he

common names etc. of gobds,ifany present, will not unduly restrict

use bfthe common'namesetc.' by dealers' of those goods.

In brder that registered trademarks of others which are

nondistinctive may be used as being qualified llrider Sediori 26, they

must be (1) common names i descriptiveter:Irlsor customarily used

marks, of the qooda involved and ( 2) with respect to the common

names and descriptive terms, indicated in a common way. The

condition under ( 2), "iri a commonway/" is not' spelled> out in

respect of the customarily used marks because) in order that a

trademark'may be said to be customarlly used, it must be llsed ina

way common to its use with the goods to which it is applied.

The requirement (1) relates to the judgment on whetheragiveri

trademark employs the common name etc. r in the same mariner as on the

question' of whether it qualifies for exceptions provided iriSecti.on

3. While>Section 3>relates to' the 'question of whether a given

trademark is registrable and is judged simply on the basls of the

relationship between the sample trademark and the designated goods,

Section 26 relates to the question of use and"therefore, is judged

on particular modes, and actual circumstances, of use by third

partles, in addition to the relatioI1ship between

trademark and thedesignated'goods,

Iritheday-to-daypractice,thosebvo requirements are likely

to begiveri a jlldgIllerit from ariovercill standpoint, rather than

scrutinized separately, in the sense that, insofar as within a

'certain range of modes of use, a certaiti mark would not be
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recognized as a distinctive mark.

The requirement (2), requiring the trademark in question to be

"indicated in a common way," relates to the mode of use. A common

name or descriptive which, as it relates to goods involved, is

within such ?cope of mode of use as would be adopted in a common way

as, such is not subject to enforcement of the trademark right. Any

such common name or expression of qualities which exceeds the scope

of modes in which a common name or expression of qualities would be

used in a common way .couLd be subject to enforcement of the

trademark, right.

Specifically speaking, given that a certain word or combination

of words, is a common name or, descriptive term, any such vwo.rd or

combination of words descriptively used in such a manner that it is

submerged in expressions of a sentence would be, ,less subject to

enforcement" of the, trademark right. Users should, be required

careful study if they indicate marks in a mode which distinguish

certain goods from others. To what extent of the, mode the careful

stlJ:<lY is required ,will depend ,on the extent of distinctiveness, of

the word or combination of words used.

Common names, if used for goods denoted by them, areyery

ynlikelytq be distinctive. SllPposing that a registered trademark

in effect has. the designated goods which include pr.inters, and

further that the word, "printe:r:s," as specified in the logo

designated in the registration, is used by somebody else in his

t.rademack., as the result of which his trademark as a whole is

indicated in a distinctive manner on the printers themselves or a

catalog thereof because of the manner, in which itisuse<l, <l13alers

and consumers would not take the word""printers, " itself so shown

in the <lesignated logo as ,serving aS,a trademark. Thus, it will be

difficult for the owner of the trademark specifying the lettering

of the word, "printers," in a designated logo, to invoke the

injunction againstth,e subaequent; .uaez- of it.

Nevertheless, the descriptive terms, .e. those falling under

Section 3 Subsection I (iii), would be differently sveIuat.ed as to

the extent of distinctiveness, depending on how.t.hey are used in the

business society.

Specifically, any fact that a certain word is actually used
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among a substantial number of dealers to show qualities of a

commodity, would give sufficient room for them to use it as a

descriptive term, expanding the scope of the mode of use on a

descriptive basis. Conversely, if it is not used in such manner of

expression as is generally llsedamong traders, the question of

whether it could be called descriptive term will be more strictly

examined, possibly often resulting in room for use, if any, in which

it will be restricted to "descriptive use" of expression of a

sentence in a strict sense. In particular, if used -eas i.Ly, a

trademark ,which has ,been ,in use by the registrant or licensee, and,

in result, well known to an appreciable extent may well develop into

an infringement case, however nondistinctive it may originally be.

As discussed earlier, judgment under Section 26 is affected by

the mode of its actual use and ,circumstances of the business society

in which it is used. It must, therefore, be formed from an overall

standpoint, with due consideration for whether the 'commodity itself

to which the trademark is to be applied is also indicated, the place

in sales brochures at which:,the trademark is shown, size, thickness,

style, coloring and whether it is intended as, a trademark or simply

a~ a description, whether it is an expression widely used in the

field of the commodity involved, "whether it maybe said to be a

generally 'Pr@yailillg mode .o f. .use ,and, other similar elements, in

addition to extent of distinctiveness of the trademark.

The question of whether a given trademark qualifies f or the

requirements provided in Section 26 may be referred to the Patent

Office for its interpretation under Section 27. Different from the

dec:ision granted in .Lnfr Lnqement; cases, ,however, the interpretation

so given is not binding. The interpretation cases 'so brought t.o.rt.he

Patent Office for its clarification appear to, be Ilegligible in

number. Except for those in dispute in infringement proceedings

such as injunctions, practically all such interpretations are

,seemingly given case, by case by trademark managers of
""', "

.bus.Lnes s. f Lzms,'.

IV. Questions of Trademark System of Japan

concerning NOlldistinctive Trademarks; Comparison of Same with those

,0f,Other,Coun,tries
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We will compare the Japanese trademark system with that of the

following countries in this chapter: Australia, Benelux, Canada,

China, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Italy, South Korea,

Singapore, Spain, Taiwan, Thai, U.K. and U.S.A.

1. Examination at the Time of Renewal:

The Japanese Trademark Law provides that the term of a

trademark may be renewed upon application for renewal there of

pursuant to the provision of Section 19 Subsection 2; exceptuwhere

the trademark falls under (i) o r (ii) thereof in which event the

renewal will be barred. Grounds for rejection of· the renewal

relating to eligibility for· registration are restricted to such

grounds prohibiting registration for public interests purposes as

.fa Ll, under Section 4, Subsection 1 (i)-(iii) ,(v), (vii) or (xvi).

There .Ls no provision prohibiting renewal with respect to those

registered trademarks which are no longer distinctive, i.e. those

falling under anyone of Section 3 Subsection 1 (i) - •(vi).

The term, "trademarks which are no longer distinctive," about

renewability of which we discuss here include those which have lost

distinctiveness after they were registered, in addition to those

registered in contravention of the provision of Section 3 at the

.time of decision for registration.

According to our· survey, no countries require examination of

distinctiveness of trademarks at the time of renewal, except for

South Korea in which any . trademarks renewed in contravention of

requirements of law are voidable.

It may be said, therefore, that distinctiveness of trademarks

are not examined for renewaias a generaltrendas.faras·ourstudy

made as aforesaid is concerned.

2. Limitation Applicable to Claim for Invalidation of Trademarks:

A trial may be demanded for invalidation of trademark

registration with respect to any trademark falling under any of the

grounds·for invalidation as for in Section 46 Subsection

1 of the Trademark Law, the grounds specifically including

contravention of Section 3. Section 46 Subsection 2 provides that

the trial under Subsection I maybe demanded •• as well after the

trademark right has extinguished. Section 47, however, provides for

limitation with respect to trial for invalidation of trademarks and,
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with respect t.o . those grounds .. for' . invalidation ; of' trademarks as

provided for in Section 47·which include contravention of Section

J., no. demand may be.fi.l.ed .·after 5' years have elapsed from the date

of registration·of·the;creation ofthe .. trademark right.

As the reason for the limitation so provided, a commentary

issuedby.the Patent· Office states that trademarks registered by

mi.s nake., '.Lf .any,are considered as being cured .as to the defective

registration:Cifter:a certain.periodoftime has elapsed peacefully

with.outany claim for invalidation having been filed against it,

disallowing claims for a judgment for •invalidation of: a trial on

that ground. Itfurtl:J.er states···that· the;', criteriori·for application

of t.he. limitation depends onwhe.ther.the.al.leged grounds forinval

idation are such as to require, from the' •Viewpoint of public

interests, to make a trademark invalidated even by overturning the

existing legal status.

The above undoubtedly' leads:to,a,le'galapproach in which the

bad effects of .nondistinctivetrademarksmade-, available·:exclusively

to :their owners and licensees';, are .more favorably accepted than those

bad.effects.ofchanging.existing . legal ,status·; Needless to say,. the

existing legal status,i ·.·e.·; ".registered" trademarks .: includes those

in.' use and those out of uae, '.

"cLaw: provis,ionsi'Cof.c,the....foreign ...countries cmos t Ly • include :.the

nondis.tinctivenessintheir grolindsfor·.'canc~llationof:: registered

trademarks. With -. respect· to the limitation,' except for .ChLna in

which it is, one year and Hong Kong and Singapore which follow

English law and. in' which it is 7· 'years only for Division .A

registration (to obtain incontestability, :in' 7 years of

registration), nolim:i.tation is generally provided where

nonda s t.Lnct.Lvenes s is made 'a .ground· for invalidationorcancellati6n

of trademarks.

3. Disclaimer:

The disclaimer in 'the' trademark registration is a systemUJ,1.der

which a trademark 'otherwise' 'unregistrable "because of

noridistinctivenessof its component elements but: as a whole

distinctivenessasa' trademark may be registered on .t.he premise that

the trademark owner disclaims those component elements which are not

distinctiveo' '}\$ aresult,,:the:trademark ownar. may .not; hold liable
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as trademark infringers.thirdparties who use·a trademark identical

with or similar to those component elements so disclaimed by it.

The above provision was contained Section 2 Subsection' 2 of' the

former Trademark Law, but is discontinued in the current version of

the. Law because it was difficult to construe and time consuming to

examine "those portions, likely to be recognizable as being elements

of a trademark." Under the,current lawp:tovisions, decision·should

zemaLnvt.o. be made as. to. distinctiveness, with respect to those

portions which are likely to be recognized as elements 'of a

trademark, to examine likelihood of confusion. Thus, are'different

examiners not making varied' judgments. case by case?

The. disclaimers.are provided: .Ln Australia , :Canada, Hong Kong,

India, SingaporeiThai, U,K,; and ,U,S,A., most of which follow

English law,

V., Business Climate arid T:rademark :Admini.strationas·theya:re

Substantial amendments were made· to the. Trademark Lawof·this

country, in 1959.. ThEilreafter, to cope with ,changesi.nthe commercial

SOCiEiltYia number of amendmentswer~.madeto.datei.inC:ludingone:in

1970principallyfoLintensifyingobligations of:users oftradema:tks

(burden of proof on trademark owners' "in the trial: .caae for

cance.l l.at.Lon vof registered but unused :trademarks, . obligation to

statetheprofessionIoccupation of.theapplicant in the trademark

application, obligation. to .:fil.€! a.certificate·Yof use of trademark

'as a requirement.foL renewal of registration thereof) , and another

one in 1992 fOL introduction of the service mark registrat,ion

system. With respect., to the system relatin'g to distinctiveness of

trademarks. discussed in the two preceding. chapters, nevertheless,

almost no amendment has been made to the 'Trademark :Law during ..the

last 35 years.

I. Latest Business Climate as they are:

(1): Changeover in Industrial Structure Flood of New

and Me:rch,an,:iie;e T,ernlin,olclgi'ee

During the highly'deveioping economic stage., -i.n the 1960s,

advanced:mass:production systems i . employing :. the : Lanast. technology

available, were: established in ' such . basic material's industries as

steel,aluminum\refining, petrochemical" cement, ·.paper .and .puLp
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industries. And, the basic materials industries of Japan made a

remarkable progress. It was when Japan just approached the

developing economic stage that>the current version of the Law was

adopted to revise the Law of 1916 to cope with the postwar economic

restoration;

Through the ,two oil crises experienced in the 1970s,the

indu$trialstructure of Japan, then centering -Ln the mass production

in raw materials industries, ,further developed into highly advanced

processing industries,' seeking for highly added values. Howto

develop goods with highly added values from restricted raw materials

to cope with rise in costsbfrawmaterials and 'fuels was an urgent

task'of researches; Asth.e result of technological renovation and

merge of technologies between 'di,f.ferent industries ,new' kinds 'of

goods j using electronics (information, semiconductors,

1:.elecoIilfuunication aridmechatronics technOlogies), new raw materials

1:.echnologiesand'biotechnology, came out orieafteranother, f LoodLnq

in t.hemarketa mass of newI}" generated terminologies .

,Such' rapid change in<the' industries should not have 'been

expected>at the time ,of revision .ofthe Law.'

(2) Speeded up Diffusion of Information and Severer Advertising

Compet.itions Increas,edPossibi,lities ,0f More COIilfuonNames:

Trademarks "areV'said,·to:·become commonvnamee- gene:r:'ally:because

of 'lack,ofeffecti:vecontrol'bythelr owners; When'the'marketof

a commodity is under the control of asing:Le company orwhen<a

coIilfuodity<of a company is much<more ,favorably received by consumers

tharisimilar products of its competitors are and,as a result, the

trademark of that commodd't.y;: becomes, ovezwheInu.nqLy well·' known,

however, that' trademark may well become a common name for all

careful controlling rneesures 'adopted to prevent it . For example,

the term, "Laser ' Disc," the COmmon namerofvop't'Lca L video disks

nowadays used to be the registeredtrademark"of, Pioneer,. a Japanese

audio visual equipment maker", initial off±cialcommodity name of

which was "LaserVis·ion. "Pioneer succeeded iri cemmercLa'Ld.aattLon of

that. optical 'Video disk in 1981>for the first time in the iridustry,

using the "Laser Disk" trademark in its family-use players and discs

for domestic sale; Those products became famous in the market as

epooh-mekanqqoodaand widespread withihasurprlsihgly shortperibd
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of time ,eventually. known in the> . name of" Laser. Di.Sk" to consumers

as a stable common name. In November 1989, a1;.>the request O.fiin

association of the indus-try, Pioneerde>clared grant t.o aubaequenn

parrtLcLpant.ad.nct.he marke.t of fre>euse of t.hat; rElgisterEld1;.rade>ma:r-Jc

of its own, as a common name of similar products (The Nihon.Keizai

Shimbun, morning issue, dated November 10,1989).

News like. the above iireoftEln:r-eportedin Japan, probab.Ly

beciillSElinf()rmation is dif f used-much more qui,ckly andadYe>:r-tisement

competitions are mllchkeene:r-, than in thEl past.

Accordi,ng to statistics in 1991 on .TV!:,>r.oadciisting and

nElwspaperswhiqh are the core of the present mass communi.cat.Lon

media, a TV receiving set is owned by 99,.0% houaehoLds , o.r ia.Imoat;

a set for each house hold, and. cirqulati()n of dailynewspape>rsper

10000£ popul.at.Lon is S89.copies, being.1;.he1;..op in the world,· thus

serviIlgto qonyey information of .equeL quality in mass.esalld

spee>dily to eVe>ry co.rne.r of 1;.he countrry, (SEle> Appendf.x :1.,)

Particularly with respec1;. ·to· .1;.he TV re>ceiving sets, in 1960,

LmmedLat.eLy af1;.ertheLawwas rElvised,eiich of SO.8%house>h()lds, but

in 1980, 98.2% households, showing a rapid spread. TVswhich.conVey

i-nformati()n in !:'>oth sound and i,mages at.the.sametim<;lgivesg:r-ea1;.er

impact on ,their.al.ldie>ncewithout:r-estriqting audi.e>nce to .whiqhthe>Y

mayacqe!'js,!:,>eing unrivale>diniIlfomationqonve>Yiinceme>di,a, (See

Appendix: ,2 ,jln..the future>, CATV,videoteJ:( andothe>r new e Lect.ronLc

media will be> much different f:r-omthos.e avaLLab.Le now.

With respect to adyertisingactivities of business fims,

according' -t.o a survey onadve>rtisiIlgcosts made by Dentsu Inc.,

advertising costs in1;.he.nati()naliiggregiite figl.l:r-es hayen()1;. been

reduced below those of the precedi,ng yearun.ti:l 1991 when the>Y

finally reached S,726 billion yen,1;.he highe>st rec0:r-d reiiched Elver

since> 19<i7when Dentsu started the survey . Adyertising 'expe>nse> f()r

TVs and news papers re>pre>sentS. a l.ways. more than 50'/; of the aggregate

iidvertin\Jexpenses ,definitely indicating iiPP:r-QaClws ()£ business

firms to advertisement act.Lvf,ties by use Of those two media for more>

prompt, and more widespread conveyance .of Lnfo rmat.Lon on g()ods. (Se>e

1\.ppendix 3.)

When a product is familiarize>d in .t.oo fast a speed among

conaumer-s, the .trademark oni1;.'isliJce:LY to besprEliid oU1;.inii sense
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like a pronoun for similar p roduct.s, before it .become.S generally

known as being applicable to a particular product made by a

particular business firm; In recent markets, dds't.Lrrct.Lveriees level

of a trademark seems to change in an extreillelyshor.t cycle, as

illustrated by a case in which a trademark on a'product just put on

sale became a common name in less than 6 months.

(3) Other Sales StrategicProblem--" Flood Of Trademarks with'Weak

Distinctiveness

Trademarks are basically intended for distinguiShing goods 'far

which they are used from competitive goods .. ThuS, it is the common

practice' in the market not··· to select a trademark which "is riot

sufficiently distinctive enough. There are, however, exceptions to

this rule. They are those industries· which traditionally tend to

use less' distinctive trademarks. Atypical example of them would

be the food industry, with respect to which it is .said that what is

required·.byconsume:r:s . first of all in .respect of . foods which are

essential. for maLncenance of our lives is the possibilityofclearly

jUdging effects, tastes, purposes, etc. ofa given',' food from

'outside appearance,' such as packages or containers, thereof. Thus,

for the purpose of Use in the food industry, t.rradema'rks: which

emphasize features, or are more indicative, of qualities of goods

for· which' they are used.' are preferred and ·are likely to be expressed

ina large size onthe.surf<ice of packages or containers. Present

time is called the <ige of satiation. Needs of consumers are

diversified and extremely fluid. The fact that food makers must

announce new foods one after another to satisfy needs of consumers

.accelerates· rush of. new . products. Asa·badeffect, trademarks

distinctiveness of which is ambiguous flood in . the market,. and

troubles arising out of those trademarks are frequently repClrtedin

the newspapers.

It.will.be worthwhile to note that, as the result of consumers

as a ViholehaviIlgbecome)lIore se1.8ctive gf<g()()ds .. pecallfle
'prevailing depression': not only the "food'industry but the 'financial

circle as a whole tends to prefer those trademarks in which use and

effects of goods are easier to comprehend. Thus, trademarks with

less •. distinctiveness .seem to have increased· recently.
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3. Trademark Administration as it is --Increased Burden on Patent

Office:

Let us compare the data on trademark examination by Patent

Office at the time the current Trademark Law was initially adopted

with that during the recent years.

A review of data on trademark examination during 3 years

immediately before adoption of the ~urrent Trademark Law shows that

annually 30,000 applications were filed, 20,000 trademarks were

registered, and 250,000 registered trademarks in the aggregate were

in. effect, while average annuaL figures over a few latest years show

170,000, 110,000 cmd1,170,OOO respectively, showing remarkable

,increases. Now, as many applications as 6 times. thbseat the time

of the revision of the Law are filed with Patent Officeannuallyj

and valid trademark rights well in·excess of I million are being.

(See Appendix 4 .)

Trademark applications doubled in number. ·temporarily.inI99 2

when transit measures were adopted for'introductionof the service

mark registration and shift of the classification system in force

:tq,the international classification system. Without. consideration

.of.theaboveprovisionaL phenomena" the recent average number of

170,000 applications annually filed is still too many . The

.trademCirkapplicationsfiled.: in each of 1992 and 199Lwith' Japanese

Patent Office are, more than those of any-ot.hezeLnqLe country of. the

world. Also, .thoseof the trademark applications filed with

Japanese Patent Office by applicants which were not domi.cd Led . in

Japan represented 7; 3% for 19.92 and 11. 2% for 1991 of the total

applications filed, representing the lowest percentages among

countries .. in which more than 30,000 trademark applications are

annually.filed. In other words, Japanese:applicants, almost all of

which is Japanese business firms, seem to be filing masses of

trademark applications. (See Appendix 5,) These figures appear to

reflectcommqn firms .. that........ , .
are unable under the. present economic to fully evaluate

their brand names as to whether or not names of theirqwn qoods have

sufficient level of distinctiveness worth protection as trademarks.

In other words, we are. under .theimpression.that the .trademark

management policy of Japanese business firms, requiring, for safety
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of use of their own trademarks in Japan, "filing of applications

with respect to any trademarks· of .:which validity they are not

confident," has created filing of masses of trademark applications,

mixing up good and bad together, leading further to recognition of

the necessity for keeping on hand a sufficient number of

'.'enforceable registered .,,;.- trademarks," as those masses of the

applications delay the examination of these applications by Patent

Office, thus ending up with a vicious circle of'more applications

and further delay in examination of the ..applications .

Setup of Patent Office, with the present number of examiners,

for examination·· of thoseapl?lications seem to be ove.rt.aaked in

absorbing them. The trademark applications filed with Patent Office

are, in round terms, assigned tci<examiners at the rate of 2000

appLd.cat.Lonscper- examiner a year, which, if divided by t.he-numbe.r

of actual working days; means that an examiner is assigned 15--'20

additional appl.d-cet.Lorrsce day; (See.Al?pendix6.') Still,· crrrond.c

delay of the Patent Office inth~examinationrequiringan average

of 2'-1/ 2' years'· for examination oLan· application has been pointed

out. as along pending problem. Assuming that 469/598 trademark

applIcations pending examination asbf the end of 1993 are to be

examined over'lOyears to come while 170, 000 additionalapp11cations

··a·re 'filed .year-afteryear·, -an- exam1ner'wilF havetoexamine'at least

2,500 apl?lications annually.

For the past several years,' we have found not a few trademark

applications published when they should have been rather rejected

under Section 3bf th~ Trademark Law and·industrialorganizations

have request13dPatentQ.fficefbr more careful examination/Market

s Lt.uat.Lonvhas , however, been. such .. that, as new .terminologies and

additional trademarks were brought into existence rapIdly and

extremely many trademarks became common names' too . soon. It'should

have been almost impossible for Patent Office to be fully acquainted

................ w.·.... ith all ofthem. From this point of<view,pa,tent

allowed an: excuse' forit, Would ·it not.result· in excessivee burden

on:examiners,creatingadditionaldistortions somewhere, to require

both of more prompt examination and strict examination in terms of

Section 30f Patent Office with its pe.raonnelvee'tup as it is?
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VI. Day-to-day Practice of Business Firms with Respect to

Trademarks under the Present System.

In this chapter, we will discuss, bas~d on the results of a

questionnaire completed by PIPA members, the trademark

administration carried on by them under the present trademark

system. Incidentally, the questionnaire form was distributed to and

Gompleted by only PIPA member compClnies and no statistical

mo.difications of.whatsoever nature ·ha.vebeen made.

1. Contents of Questionnaire

This questionnaire.was distributed with the aim of feeling out

their attitudes. toward,. and conscdouaness of ,thosetradema:rkwhich

are likely to be descriptive and,asa result,distinGtiyen~ssof

which is doutful (or weak or seemingly lacking).

Questions1~5 a:r:edesigned toquestiont.heir attitudes.to>and

consciousness of adoption of.tradema:rks, Questions 6-S to question

attitudes and consciousness of. trademark ownexs , .and .. Question' 9 .no

quast.Lon their conscLousneas of the trademark system, as it is.

Questic:>lls 1, 2, .3 ands sought answers .. .withrespeGt to each of

"use aE;trademark" and "useasd~scription,"as differentiated . .The

term, "use as trademark," refers t.o the use of their own tradema:rks

description, "refers to the use of t.hoae trademarks ,distinGtiveness

of which is not strong enough, in a common way,. as a desc:riptionof

nam~or qualities of goods. Thequ,estionnaireformwasso designed

as to be multiple-choic~.

The questionnaire was distributed to 86 member companies of

l?:rPAJapan, of which 7l, compan.Les pzov.i.ded us wit.hcompleted forms;

2. Adoption of Trademarks (refer to the "Trademarks "boxes in the

questionnaire form):

As. discussed ea:rlier, 'rights of interested parties in

trademarks of weaker distinctiveness are complicated. From the

yiev<ppintof.holding of atrad~ma:r:k aft~:r sale of , the best...... +.•..
way. would be. not to adopt as a trademark a trademark of weak

distinctiveness from the beginning. Many of goods actuClllyin the

market are named for performance and!or pr'ooess . Also, very few

answers were received to affirm the answer, "E. Have experienced

no problem so far, as to whether to search trademarks or
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das cr-Lpt.Lons which a re sE:lE:lmingly des cz'Lpt.Lve j " under Question 1, and

another answer, "F. Avoid use. of descriptivE:ltrademarks., " The above

would indicate 'that, in reality, business firms <cannot but adopt

trademarks of weak distinctiveness depending, on circumstances.

(1) Search of SeE:lmingly Descriptive (=Nondistinctive) Trademarks.:

With rE:lspE:lct·to Question I, 72.% of responders said in·A, "Yes,

e.Lways [they make tradE:lmark search]." In that a large number. of

bllflinE:lssfi.rmshaveaffirmatively. ma'rked 'this SectionAinaddition

to aome of other sect.Lens.. B-D, the "Yefl, always" response appear-s

to be their "basic principle of>approach. to the quast.Lon' rather

than "the prac'tic§thattheyah.rays f.o'Ll.ow.. ..

Answez-s to Quefltion 6 show that aome 70%oftherE:lspond§rs.have

regis'terE:ld trademarks .which are likE:llytobedescrip'tive, as cited

unde.r A, B,. C and/or K. We wouldpreflumethat,. based on 'their

experiE:lnCE:l, 'they know that they havE:l many ofthosere<;risterE:ldbut

descriptive 'trademarks.

Except for those tradE:lmarks. which'areclE:larly descriptiVE:l,··it

will be generally wise to make trademark search.

(2) If, as thE:l result of investigation of. prior trademark

appl Lcat.Lcns, you find any which are likely to be descriptivE:l,what

dO'yolldO?

..".Trademarks .. whLch. are~·a· nudsance .rto 'those ··other than the

rightful owners thereof may be c Las s Lf i.ed into A, Band/or E of

Ques'tion 6.

As discussed in Chapter II, 5,validi'ty of regis'tE:lredbut

descrip'tivetrademarks must be decided with care.

Under Ques'tion2, "A. Dono't.usE:li't.at all"rE:lprE:lsE:ln'ts 73% of

all responders. Also, "I. Use i't wi'th supporting E:lvidence 'that Lt.

is dE:lscriptive, on hand." represE:lnts 30%,a fairlyhighpercen'tage,

of allrespondE:lrs.

Under Question 9, the answer, "D. Existence of rE:lgistE:lred bll't

descrptive trademarks would bE:l of no:particularirn:por'ta,.nCE:l

of·theprovisionofSE:lc'tion 26 SubsE:lctionl(ii),. (iii) and (ivy, "

is affirmativE:lly marked by 35% of 'therE:lspondE:lrs. ThE:l forE:lgoing

w01l1d not necessarily mean that 'they areac'tuallypreparE:ldfor.use

if supporting evidence that thE:lrE:lgi$'teredtrademark.in qUestion is

descriptive is on hand. Because of the ebsence of- the::~disclaimer
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system, there seems to be a necessity behind to individually decide

what portion of the prior trademark is distinctive.

The trial for invalidation of trademark registration is not

widely made use of probably because it is time-consuming (from

filing of demand until decision), it is difficult to prove the facts

(which must be proven retroactively at the time of decision for

registration), mental resistance, resultant disclosure of

merchandising p l.ans; and inabiiityto invalidate a registration like

"house mark + description of name or qualities of goods" because of

the absence of the disclaimer·· system.

3. Use of Trademarks as DescriPtions of Oualities or . Names of

Goods (refer. to • "Description " •boxes) :

Again, a careful study must. be made of ·individual cases, in

order to avoid a ·':trademark:,;inf-ringement puc-suant.. to- the provLei.on

of Section 26 Subsection Lofthe Trademark Law. Under Question 1,

only 17% of the responders stated without reservation that they

would "use it without trademark search," even when they were

conscious of use as expression· of qualities;

On the other hand, 41 % of the responders say that their

merchandising departments occasionally fail to request for an

trademark search. Not necessarily the name of commodity i.tself. but

a little description given onapackage,a catch-phrase printed on

a brochure, and things like these, even when not intended ·for a

trademark, may well be given warnings of trademark infringement by

its owner. It would be difficult for merchandising department to

make proper judgment of whether a proposed terminology constitutes

use Of a trademark. To prevent useless disputes·. also, the trademark

manager should make himself f u Ll.y rfamt.Li.ar.wi.t.h any new merchandise ,

inoludingpackagesand advertising and publicity· activities.

4. Exclusion of Registered Trademarks distinctiveness of which is

questionable:

cope with exf.s t.Lnq tra,jelnax:ks

of others distinctiveness of. which is questionable and which are a

nu.Laance to ·You when you are going to adopt a trademark of your own,

includearnong other things (i) retarding registration of those marks

of others, and (ii) invalidating them at a trial for invalidation

of registered trademarks.
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(il Retarding Registration of Competitive Trademarks:

According to responses to Question 4, some 70% of responders

are taking some sort of measures to regard registration of

trademarks of their competitors which would otherwise be

disadvantageous to them:

Watching Trademark Gazette and Filing Notice of Opposition:

It is the most popular way for business ·firms,towatch the

Trademark Gazette··:and,whenever any trademark distinctlveness

of which is questionable is published, to file· notice of

opposition. Responses to Question 4 show that 6:l%of the

responders> are following this practice. Inaddit.Lonvt.o :filing

notice o f opposition in the name of individual companies, they

seemto·file notice of opposition through organizations which

are'involved in the given trademark or exChange·evidencewithin

their ind].lstry. In such instances, it takes 'time before the

final conclusion isreached~feesforagents are ·costly r names

of the>opponentswi'll be' known to the .party against whom the

opposition· is filed, any opponent who is morally or financially

obligated to the party against whom t.he . opposition .. is filed

will be rather hesitant in·doing so, and soon.

Watching of Trademark Gazette and Trademark AppLi.cat.Lon Report;

.LC. ,~,. "·'Provision, ,of' Tn:format,ion- ,: to> Patent'Of fi'ee e-: ,

The Trademark Application Repo:tt is an announcement; of

tra.demarkapplic:ations 'filed, which is isstledby Japan

Industrial Design Promotion Organization (JIDPO) ,·Japan General

Merchandise Promotion Center, and Japan Foods Patent Center

'( JFPC y. It is generally called "provision of' information" to

provide examiners unofficially, personally or viama.il,with

information on those trademarks which shall not be registered.

Different from that on patents, the provision of information

on trademarks is not institutionalized and has no legal

grounds. Trademarks publishedma.yberElje<::tedbythe

of the examiner. Rejection·6f,tradema.rks,applicatibn.by the

examiner,basect upon the information- so provided, is not so

time-consuming as is the case with rejec:tionof trademark

applications based upon notice ofoppositi6n filed·· and, in

addition,doesnot officially identify the provider of the
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with

This

registration may be filed

years after registration.

for invalidation of

Problem areas in this system will be discussed in detail in the

next chapter.

(iii) Others:

A demand

information. Thus, the provision of information appearscto be

easily utilized. Partly because it is not an insti.tutionalized

system and, as a result, not fully reliable, and partly because

lack .of familiarity with examiners makes it somewhat hesitant

to make a visit to them for the provision of information,

however , it doee not seem to be fully utilized for its easy use

(SE)e Question 4).

Apply. for Registrationbe'fore Others Do:

ManyapplicatioJ:is like this rE)sultin a nuisance to other

.applicants. To cope with not a few trademarks, distinctiveness

of which is questionable, having been registered, applicants

,tend to>applyf.or registration of trademarks with terminologies

likely to be adopted as a trademark or a description, to

prevent them from being used . in trademark. applications from

their competitors. Or, oftentimes, s.ome of applications are

filed purposely in expectation of being rejected, for the sole

purpose ofverifyiJ:igthat they are not distinctive • Under the

existing system, those measures would be'unavoidable to some

extent, however.

(ii) Trial for Invalidation of Trademark Registration:

A trial for. invalidation of. registrationmay be demanded.within

5 years of registration on the" ground of. contravention of Section

3 with respect to any trademark application which is· not rejected

.asthe result of notice of opposition filed or c, of any trademark,

after registered, becoming a nuisance .. This system is not widely

used.

respect to trademarks outof.use.3

system i s rnlEe~:i~.·t:.h~>.e:.:r' ~..~;:~~..••..'~:!lc::5.il) ..:~
5, Keeping Own Trademarks Distinctive:

Responses. to.Question 7. show that about 90% of the responders

have some sort. of measures in E)ffect to keep their trademarks

ciistinctive. Among other things,. 72% of the :r-esponciers state that

they use "ill> ," "TM, " etc. (In.:rapan, lack of .SUCh marks does not
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pceverrt. the. trademark right from being exercisable. ) Other measures

in use to prevent trademarks from becoming, nondistinctive include

the following:

Display trademarksilJ, a noticeable manner ~ 3.4%)

Use trademarks in a del>ignated·logo type 45%)

Distribute aguicieline manuaL within the organization

~ 3.0%)

Dis.tribl.lteCl, guideJ.~Ile.Illanl.lal 01.1tl>icie theqrganization

(10'/;)

Anin-:-house orientation campaign~IGompany)

Examination of indust;t:ialpl.lblications and catalogs.of

competitors ~30%)

WCl,rniIlgsonnewspaperl> (7%)

WCl,rnings of this ':type d.n Japanare/ciirectedt.oward

gene;t:alreCl,ders of -: the paPer, rather than specific

.infrillgers.

WarIlings.,toward mass.communication, media with respeGt to

use' of trademarks as. Gommon,name~b,compCl,ny.)

.Question ..8 asks .whCl,t warning IlleCl,s1.1resare.takenagainst

actiyitiel> of others whiGh.weCl,ken dil>tinctiyenel>sof own trademark.

About AO %o.fthe ;t:esponde;t:s!:J.ayetakensome.' .soz-t; of: wa;t:ning a.ct.Lone.

~.With:,r.espect,to: ul>e,qf the traciemark,.as S1.1ch, :J.!3'/;of,the;t:esponders

,state that ,theY .have caused. the use to: bediscontinuedj being

f';lig!:J.t:ty:,more t.han 13% which failed to cause the use to be

discontinued. AlSO, 32% in.the.agg;t:egCl,te,consistingof t.hoae which

have caused the use to be discontinued and those which have

offiGiCl,lJ.y: granted the lic,enl>:e:,:tOcuse" haye ,succeeded in, :having

t!:J.eirrig!:J.t int!:J.eir .own trademarkl>adIllitt,ed by.theqtherpa;t:ty,and.

are farbeyondlQ%in theaggregatew!:J.iG!:J.:have failed:

With respect to uae of:trademarksas descriptions of qualities

or names ..ofgoods, on ,the other:,hand, 6%. have succeeded in haying

theIll.dil>.Gontinued, whilefaiJ.ed .in ,doing so. No.

Cl,.r;t:angeIllents" were reported to have . been made .. · .Doesit ..me.an.that,

becaul>eofthedifficulty in enforcing the. trademark right,against

'use of. the trademarks by others a s des cz'Lpt.Lone ,.andas. long as they

..still recogIlizethe t;t:ademark::in,quel>tion as ciescriptioIls:in spite

of previous warnings from the t.rademe.rkowner, it;.isha;t:dlYPOl>l>il:>J.e
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to successfully persuade them to discontinue use of them,

overturning' their recognition?

VII. Proposal on Future Trademark System

In this chapter, we will discuss such problems inherent in the

present trademark system as "are pointed. out by many business firms

in Question 9 in the preceding chapter. As discussed in ,Chapter IV,

when we think of tile drastic'cha.nges in economic activities and

renewed marketing circumstances since 1959 when the current version

of the Trademark Law wasad.opted, would it not be necessary to take

some steps with respect to distinctiveness of trademark which should

have been seriously affected by those changes and renewed

circumstances, particularly the trademark <right "as it relates to

common names,descriptive terms and customard.Iy used marks?

It is<for the<purpose of securingstabi'lityof the trademark

right that the current Law does not allow invalidation of registered

trademarksafter·liml.tation and"grcmndsforrejectionof renewal of

trademarks donotincludelack>ofdistinctiveness. It·is said that

Section 26 provides >forthe scopsror freedom of use of existing

trademark by third parties who are likely to be dLsadverrtiaqed

because of the above features of the current versJ:on of the Lawahd,

therefore, serves the balancing purpose. It should be an-unden.tab.Ie

fact that, as compared wJ:th"35 years ago, it has become' extremely

difficult nowadays to determine whether a specific expression or

mode falls within the scope of the freedom of use against which the

trademark right is not enforceable;

With respectctotheabove problem, it is pOssible to refer to

consultation among experienced' trial examiners under the

interpretation system. Nevertheless'1demands for the interpretation

annually total less than 10,Showihgthat in practice the system is

almost unused. It is probably because, as discussed in Chapter III,

results of the interpretation <are weighed no more than an opinion
." '" ···1.···

of Patent OffJ:cewhich,inthe case of at· a date,

could be an influential material but from which res jUdicata may not

be sought, and further because it would normally take at least 3

years before the results of the judgment are known, thus it is hot

convenient·fromthe practical points of view.
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We, as business entities, shol.lld adoptthdrol.lghgoingmeasures

for our ownbusil1.essactivities • wehaveho other alternatives but

approaching carefully, even more than nec:essary, with respect to

those which have come into beil1.gasregisered trademark through

admiriistrative disposition, h()weverexpresslytheymight h'ave>been

recognized as common names or merely descriptive terms as

c:oInlllori:':'sense judgment in the ' industry. The' fact that those

registered 'butnondistinc:tive trademarKs remain to be exclusive

trademarks onasemipermanel1.tbasis and, inadditioni continue to

be generated in: numbers year after year, is unavoidable. wouldsuch

fact as itis; 'however; nothampersol.lnddevelopmentof industries

instead and defeat the purpose for which the trademarK system is

originally implemented?

Needless to say',. we are 'not in al?osition' to make an' objection

to the day-to-'daydec:islorito>be made irithelightofSecti!on2l5 as

towhetheriridiVidllal1llse of!itrademarKsT are beyond. the scol?eof

enforceabiLLty of registered tradel1larKsof!others. In the1event,

however, where, apart1frol1l thisrl.lle, certairitrademarKs themselves

are· not.vconsLdered capableofdistingl.lishirig goods to which '. they are

applied from those 'bther'goodsto which they are not applied/F. e.

orrl.y with respect ·tosl.lchtradel1larksas iare'applic:able to those

H 19oods iwhich·lare 1sl.lbs tantiaHY'freefromienfOrC:el1lent:·oftrademark

rights, we areaf theopinibnthatthe currElnttradel1lark: system may

well beamendediri part 50 as to provide users of those trademarks

with an lopportunityto formally elimiriatethose hampe'r'Lnq

trademarks.

From the viewpoint of det.eztni.n'i.nq whether given trademarks

could be d.Lacont.Lnued .ac:cordirigto whethertlley provide

distinctiveness as to goods to which they are applied,we would make

three different proposals below with discussion about grounds f'o r

sllggestion thereof that followsr'l'he<term, )'registeredbut

nonddst.Lnct-tve- trademarks,"as 'used hereinafter, with respect to

whic:hweprbpose to provide ariOI?Poftuiiity forelil1lination from the

registration, is iriteridedpriricipally to inClude thosetradel1larks

which fall under sllchcommon names i customarily .. used marks or

desc:riptiveterinsas were' taken up in the theme of this thesis ..' We
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s~e no reCison whyo.therregistered but nondistinctive trademarks,

.~.g. those registered t:r:ademarks f a Ll.Lnqiunder commonpl ace figures,

names, and the lik!'l,should be.deaLt; with differently from the three

kinds of t.rademarks .as just .. mentioned and ..left protected from

enforcement; of the trademark right 0 Thus, the.allthors have extended

the . t.ezm , "regist;!'lr~d andnondistinctivetraciemarks," for the

pu.rpoae of discussion, to include any and allregisteredtradern/irks

fallillgunderthe nondLstd.nct.Lve . trademarks as enumerated under

Section 3 subsection 1 (i) - (vi), Apart from .the question of wh13ther

we should. not. have so extend13d that term, leaving itasrestrict~d,

w~are sure that our intent; will beJ1nderst;ood. a'rld.accept~d by many

traci13rnCirk rnanCig!'lrs.

proposal 1

provid~ .an.Additional Designation.forReje.ction ofthos~ Found

Nondistinctive .aszrt. Renewal, and. Make Terrninable Every 10 .Years .of

Ren!'l\'lal ..t.hose Regi/ilt;er~d TrCid~mark:swhichhavenotbeen distinctive:

Both of the examination at; renewal and the trial for

invalidation of. renewal are intended for:r:eview .and rejectionev~ry

10 years of zenewal those r!'lgisteI:"ed trademarks which no longer

qualify .forcont;inued p.rot.ect.Lon , Unde;pthe cur.rent; version. of.the

La\'l' grounds for the rejectiO'rlarerestripted.tothps~whiphhave

come into conflict wi,thpu:blic inter13stas at the re'rl!'lwaland.thos.e

\'lhich ar!'l l.~ftunus~dfor a long p!'l.:r:iodoftirne. Thos!'l registered

trad~marks\'lhiph no. longer proyidedistinctiv~ness ..,..,.the most

fundamental r~quirem~nt for the. trademark should also b~

disqualifi~d for continu~d protection ofth~ trad~mark right.

Discontinuation of trademark rights once granted

particularly by way.of examination-- might be said to be likely to

destroy stability .. ;of the right/il. Users .of the trademarks are

entitled to .get rid of those registered but empty rights on a secure

basis and at regular intervals.. 32% of the. responders are for

adoption. of .th.is proposed . system.

As to the possibilities of adoption of this proposal, there

seem to b~ the following difficulties: The 10Y!'larr!'lvi!'lwing cycle

may be too long for the r!'lcent,incre/ised spe!'ld at whi,ch some of

trademarks.become common names and ·t13chnical and merchandising

.t.echno.LoqLes becornepJ1tof J1/ile. GeneI:"Cil trend.ofth!'lpatent OJfice
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is tosirnplify and speedup the renewql procedure itself, pqrtlyas

the result of the Trqdemqrk Hqrmonizqtion requirement to discontinue

the obLi.qa t don to provide evidence of use of t.nademe.rk u n connection

with renewql oftrqdemqrks in Jqpqn.

Proposql.2

Remove the 5 Yeqr Limitqtion for .LnvaLi.dat.Lon of Registered

Trqdemarks with Respect to Registered but NondistinctiveTrqdemarks,

and Permi,t Filing of Demand for Triql for Invqlidqtionqtqny Time:

With respect to those t.radema.rks registered by mi.st.ake when

they were not'distinctive qtthe time of registrqtion, q triql for

LnveLd.dat.Lonv-t.he.reof may not be demanded.va f t.ez 5 yeqrsof the

registrqtion. From the viewpoint t.hat, registrqtions with" any

illegqlity should properly be e Ld.m.i.na't.ed ; a demand for' triql

.therefor· should be made readily ava.l.LabLe. However ,negation of· any

trqdemqrk right which, even though registered.by mistqke,hqsbeen

in force at peqce.for 5 or more. years, overturns .the presentlegql

relations. Also, it will be very difficult to prove the·fqct>thqt

a .. .given trqdemqrk became no longer distinctive more than 5 years

qgo.

In spite of the demerits cited above, 18% of the responders a re

in f avoz. of removing the Li.md.t.at.Lon-, showing the demandrchexetox in

.the.field.oLdqy-to"'dqy...pruct.Lca.,. It may.. not. .be .qppropriate s: to

f Lat.Ly naqat;e the demand. In order to implement this .p'ropoeaL,

therefore, it will be necessqry to give consideration to the

possibilities ofqbuse of the right of c La.Lm for a t.r.LaL for

LnvaLf.dat.Lon or of acqui.s Lt.Lon of distinctiveness through use of the

t.r-adema.rk ,and tQspecificqlly Lmpos a-a-oondi,t.Lon t.hat; t.hevtrademank

in question will be subject to qn exception if it hqppens to hqve

qquired distinctiveness qfterregistrqtion.

Proposql 3

Add Registered but Nondistinctive Trqdemqrks qS aGround for

.,. . .. "T,riql for Prospective>Cqncellqtion thereof:

Although.'. not included ...• in the questions in the .. queat.Lonnaf.re

form and different from the t.r.iaL forinvalidqtion a s discussed

above; this proposal relqtes t.o.vavoLdance of qtrqdemqrk simply

based on. the fact the. trademqrk,··qs it .is, is no longer •distinctive,

in disregard. of when i tbecameso nondistinctive. This p.ropoaeL in
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which validity on the ground of distinctiveness in the past of the

.trademark in question is passed over, has a merit in that only the

hampering, registered trademark may be got rid of without affecting

legal relations created in the past based on its existence . In

addition, not only such registrations effected by mistake as were

dealt with under Proposal 2 for a trial for invalidation, but those

trademarks which became no longer distinctive after registration may

be covered .'. for elimination. 'Also ,it would be rather easier to

prove nondistinctiveness of trademarks. Based on these reasons,

this proposal would appear to be most desirable under the present

situation of this country. According to trademark laws of

respective countries, the countries in which nondistinctive

.trademarks may be eliminated by a trial for cancellation (or court

proceedings where that trial system is not present), together with

those. countries in which. the cancellation is restricted to common

names and: descriptive .terms, represent a major-Lt.y of the countries

we.havestudied. Because:thepresent versionofiJapanese Trademark

Law in this respect is in the minority, an approach to this proposal

would probably receive international support.

With respect. to the question of when the trademark right ceases

to exist, the current system of trial for cancellation based on

nonuse etc .,.if applied as it is, wilL terminate it uponitsifinal

trial decision . The.:trademark should he've been. no more distinctive

when the claimant started preparing for the trial at the latest,

leaving.a substantial period of time before the trial is finally

decided. It will be too uneasy to rely solely on Section 26 as

legal ground on which the .trademark may .be. safely used and r. as a

result, effect of adoption of this proposal may not be sufficiently

expected, thus requiring some legal measures to be taken to

reasonably restrict exercise of the trademark right during that

period. For example,inatrialfor invalidation under the Japanese

Law, trademarks which become invalid after registration (although,....... ....•.........•. : ..
under the·present version thereof, occurrences of the for

invalidation are restricted to violation oLtreaties et.c. , and loss

of distinctiveness does not constitute the ground) are regarded as

having ceased to exist from the time they fall under any ground on

whichbasisthe.trademark.may be invalidated. Thus, it will be in
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order, in the event of a trial for cancellation of a trademark on

the ground of loss of distinctiveness as well, to eliminate the

trademark as from the time of Loss: of distinctiveness . It is very

difficult to detenninewhena trademark should be deemed to have

lost distinctiveness. Hence, how about eliminate it retroactively

from the time the demand for the trial was filed, provided the trial

decision is conclusively made for cancellation.

In addition, with respect to thosecompositemarkl> which,

although distinctive as a whole, consist of, .say,letters which are

distinctive and letters which have the llIeaning> of common'names or

descriptive terms, it may be necessary to restudy the disclailller

system which 49% of the responding· companies have supported,

although the purpose is different from that of Proposals 1-3. The

disclaimer system has t.he : historical· background ,•. in which· it was

terminated after repeated studies when the former Trademark Law was

distinctive is simply as of theillomentthat decision islllade·and,

unless the·· disclaimed portion is a common name/illay be fLu i.diand

possibly atda later date distinctive. Since the disclaimer 'is in

substance an additional examination item to the present trademark

systelll,-.it will make~the exaIllina'tion·4urther -eomp'l.excunLes.s- aLvery

simplified system is introduced . Assiliningthe disclaimersystelll is

adopted, with the understanding of the above matters, we will list

below the proposed implementation plans:

Proposal· 4

Restore the Disclaimer System. (The system will be simplified

in the order of (i) to (iii) but reliability on the descriptions in

the Trademark Gazette and trademark register as to the disclaimed

portion will be reduced in that order.)

(i) Restore the system as .. i twas undez- the old Trademark •Law under

which the examiner required the disclaimer as to specified portions

and/'· unless the applicant cOlllplieswi.th it; ·'the >trademark will not

be registered at all.

(ii )No decision will· be made in . the ., examf.na t Lon stage as to any

disclaimed portions, unless disclaimerby'thetrademarkapplicant

is sought by . a third party. If, in the event any third party
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demands disclaimer by the trademark applicant, the trademark

applicant fails to file a rebuttal, that portion alleged by the

third. party to ge disclaimable will be deemed to. have been admitted

by the trademark applicant and the Trademark l1egist.ration GazettE!

will state accordingly. The examiner will examine appropriateness

of the allegedlydisclaimable portion, only if thE! rebuttal is filed

by the trademark applicant.

(iii) If the examiner decides that any portion of the trademark

applied for registration f;:ills undera.commonnamE!or dE!scriptive

term, he will specify it as his opinion and, if the appLi.carrt;

accepts. it, the. trademark gazette will reflect. the disclaimer bE!ing

effected while, if the applicant.does not;:iccept it, the trademark

gazette will indicate only the fact that t.he examiner has specified

it as his opini,qn. 'l'hufl,filing of the application does nqt affect

registration of t~etraqemark applied fo~.

An answer that the decision by Patent Office is useful

represented only 3%. No reference was made in the questionnaire

form with reflpect to whether the decision itself about

qistinctiveness should hopefully cOntinue to be made and whether it

should hopefully be changed, because . we intended to restrict

discussion to the main themes of this. thesis. I.t will be. of

significance that an opportunity to confirm an impartial and

p.rofeasLoneL opinion of.trial examiners isguaranteE!d under the law.

From the viewpoint of simplification of provisions of thE! law anq

of elimination of useless provisions of the law, however, it may be

sCl-.i,qt.hatasystemufleof Which is>ext.remE!J,yliIl\ited is not worth

protection under the law. At any rate, it is an interesting i,SSUE!'

References:

"Industrial Property Right Laws, Annotated (11th Edition),"

edited by PatE!nt Office,p1.1blished gy "Kyqkai n

"Trademark Examination Standards," edited by Trademark

Division, Patent Office, published by "Hatsumei Kyq)cai"

"'l'rademark (J~;ntirelyH.E!visedandEnlarged),"written by "Makete

Amino published by. "YuhLkakuiDo , , Inc."

"outline. of Tr;:idemarkLaw, "writtenby "Masanobu Ono, published
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by "Yuhikaku Co., Inc."

"World Trademark Law and Practice," HOrwitz, MattewBender. &

Co., Inc.

"ExpLarrat.Lort on Trademark Examination Standards, Illustrated,"

written by "Kanji Kudo " published by "HatsllITlei Kyokai"

"T.rademark Encyc:lopedia of Distinctiveness,," written. by

"HarlliniMatsllda, "published by pa.tent .rapan

T>rCigrpma.rk,Law ,1\.nno:t;ated," .ed;L:t;ed l;>y)'MasaIlol;>u Ono ,", pubLf.ahed

by "Seirin )3hoin Co., Inc."

-.
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Number of companies r spre sented in the. questionnaire: 71

of
your

(Figures under columns without "%" show actual numbers of responses.

7

4

3

27

17

41

41

.

4

4

o

1

72

25

35

2

3

5

%

29

12

29

19

Description Trade- Description
marks

3

1

3

51

25

18

Trade
marks
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C Use it without search.

E Have experienced no problem so far,
as to whether to search trademarks
or descriptions which are seemingly
descriptive.

No response

B Use it without search, provided you
have any ground that it is
descriptive.

A Yes, always.

D Merchandising department
occasionally fails to request for a
search, assuming that it is
descriptive.

F Others:
- Depends on distinctiveness

present.
- Avoid use of nondistinctive

(=descriptivel trademarks (2)

SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE
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N Have not experienced any such case 2 3 3 4
as is questioned. ' .

a Others: 0 0 0 0

No response 0 4 0 6

3

.8

10

·30

I

o I

6

8

6

31
.

10

8
' .. 11

73

27 I 42

30 42

20 15

0 1

I

2

5

I

.
.

1

30

30

11

8

I

21 I

7 I

I

6

,

4

o

6

.
3119 22 27

,

21
.

16 15 23 I

22 I

52

Trade- Description Trade- Description
marks marks·

I

2. What do you do if, as the result of trademark search of any seemingly
descriptive trademark or description, you find it registered oranapplicatiori
pending in the name of somebody else? Mark each of applicable "Trademark" boxes
with respect to use as such and of applicable "DesCription" boxes with respect to
use as description of qualities or name of goods, separately. (Mark as many
boxes as are applicable, except when only your answer is for "N.")" '

,
z.

L Demand a trial for' invalidation of
trademark registration. ..' "

D Use it if applicationbys6meb6dy
else is before publication, but not
use it if it has been published.

K Leave the use of it to engineers',
merchandising managers, etc. for
their decision. .'

B Use it regardless of. whoever the
prior applicant is and of presence .
of registration in effect.

. '

H Refrain from going into licensing .,
negotiations but give prior notice .
of use to trademark holder.

E Decide whether to )1se'it, depending
on business, trademark policy, etc.
of the trademark o~er or applicant.

A Do not. use it at all.

.

J Use it on the strerigthof an expert
opinion, if available, of a patent ,'.
attorney that it is descriptive.

- ,.. " .... , " .. ....
I Use it, keeping on. hand supporting -:

evidence that it descriptive.

C Use it if applicati9n by so~eb04y

else is pending registration, but
not use it:if it is registered.

. M Devise mode of use: so as to avoid .
any contravention with any prior
applitationbr registered trademark;

F Decide whether to use it, depending ...
on whether the trademark holder uses
registered trademarks and mode of
use, if any, of its registered

. .. trademarks. .

G Negotiate with the' trademark holder
about possible licensing
arrangements, unchallengeability
agreement or assignment. :



3. Have you ever used seemingly descriptive trademarks of others in or after 1989
as your trad~marks or descriptions of qualities or name of goods and, as a
result, been given warnings or otherwis~approachedby their registered owners?
If so, what was the outcome? Mark each of applicable "Trademark" boxes with
respect to use as such and of applicable "Descriptions" boxes with respect to use
as description of qualities or name of goods, separately. (Mark as many boxes as .
are applicable, except when only your answer is for "N.")

%

Trade- DescJ;iption Trade- Description
. marks marks

. ... ... ... .........•.......... .. ... ..... .. .

A D1.scont1.nued use of it. 7 8 10 · 11
.'.

•B Mutual understanding was reached as 6 2 8 3
. tOm.continued ,use ,of. it, as the · ..

result of negotiations. . .. . .... .. ' ..... . ·
C Continued use of it with 2 . 2 3

•
3

-modification -as to mode of use. . . ... ·

D Continued using it
. ; of 4

.3 •...
6 4l.n sp1.te I '.

warnings given, as further pursuits
were-- gLven rup. .. ·.

• • . •
..

E .Have so far continued using it 3 · 1 .. ' .4 · ·1
without consent of the registered ". ·I owner.

..

F Entered into a license (or 3 ..... 1 · 4
·

1
assignment) agreement to continue
use of it. -. .'

G Demanded atrial for invalidation of 0 0
..

0 0
registered.trademark and awarded a · .'.

decision in our favor. .
·

H Ilrought a suit against the 0 0 ..... 0 0
registered owner and lost it. . ..

I Brought a s~it against the 0 0
. '

0
".

0
registered owner and won it. .. .: .. '

. J Entered into settlement in the 0 0
......

0 ·····0
.

a ..
course of -proceedings ,_ to, continue
use of it. . . . • . ....

... ·
K Entered into a settlement in the 0 1 0 1

course of proceedings, eventually to
stop use of it. .'. .

•

'1 . '"
L Still have some in the course of 1 1 .. 1

negotiation. .
..

.' .. ' . 0

!'!. §t.i11 l1"y~.s()me p"gc1:iggwHI1 cour t s . '.0 0 ..... o, 0

N Have not been given such warnings as 48 45 68 · 63 ·
·

yet. · ·
.

0 Others 0 0 0 0

No response 5 9 7 .. 13
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4 .D.oYQu.take measures to prevent any prior applications for seemingly
de scr±'ptivetrademarks of others from being registered? (Mark -as.vmany.oboxes as
are applicable, except when only your answer is for n F • II ) .
..

.' z
A Watch the Trademar-k Gazette and. file notice of opposition with .: :

1
45 63

respect to any trademarks of others about which.you.feelanxious. . ' ....
- Announcement.ofTrademarksApplication Reportand/"r .'. 11 .• <15B Watch the

Trademark Gazette and provide ,';examin~rs ~ith information
beneficial to us. .:. . . -: .' . . . . ' . ' . .' •

. '" " .

t.: •••••..' .•...• . • ••••••
C Positivelyapply'for trademarks of ourvown in such manner that 13 18

they may not be .takenaway by other s .toour.disadvantage ....' ·.C . " ........
, ','.. ,'< .

D Exc~ange information within the industry and, in an associated I} .• :18
manner, -fiie notice of opposition with Patent Office or provide
examiners with information beneficial to our own industry; <L •. I·.' < .. ' •

E Notify. trade associations, in which name to file notice of 1 1
opposition with Patent .Office -or'provide examiners with ',' ..

information beneficial to our own industry. .' ". .'. ...' . .'

•.......... • .. ,.... '.... ...,.... .. '.' '.,
·'·.~i·····F Have not done any. .. .... .~o

G Others: " .. .... ' .. ' .<,< .• -. ..,0 .. ' .. ... . " .... . , . . .. .. .. , .. ,... ., 0

Nctxesponse. , -_.",-", . . ,' ...... . .... " ......•. ....... ,.' ... ........" ..,..• ,···•. Cl.'L .... o.'

5. Have you taken any measures to weaken alleged rights of others in the given
seemingly descriptive trademark? (Mark as many boxes as are applicable, except
when only your answer is for "F. n)

%
..,

A Applied for a trial for invalidation of trademark registration. 5 7
(On the ground of being 'undistinguishable.')

B Demanded a trial for cancellation of registration. (On the 5 7
ground of "disuse. lI

)

C Have tried to use the trademark in such a mode, as descriptions, 9 13
to weaken the distinctiveness of the trademark.

E Have not done anything. 52 73

F Others: 0 0
.

No response 0 0
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6. Do you have any such registered trademarks which are likely to be descriptive
as are cited below? (Mark as many boxes as are applicable,elCceptwhen only
your answer is for "D. II

)

6

14

·31

%

30 42

9 13

4

10

·22

No response
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E Others:
- Trademarks which werenondistinctiveness·when regiStered
- Three alphabet letters
- Tfade~:iia'rkfr"'whic.h, when "c.onibined" wiEll a common name, become
descript:j,ye
- Abbreviations

B Those terminologies.which had nothing t.o do with the goods
involved but became to be used for the goods involved, riding in
a wave of trend which then happened to be generated. Example:
"Premil.lffill:il1 the"'fciodmarke,t.

A Those t ermjnoLog Le a whdchcvat; t.hert.Lme vof r egLs t.ra t Lon , 'existed
as such for the goods involved but were not well known.

D Have no such trademarks,

C Coined words developed by your own company distinctiveness· of
whichwasstibseqtieritly weakened. Examples: "Cell"phane" and
"EscaLa t or, II



7

z
72

5

1

0 0

51

3J Others:

. . . . I
B Insert an announcement 1n newspapers and or magazines, stating

something like 'XX is a trademark of Y¥," to draw attention of
the public. > ..' .. ' .. .

No response' .

I Have no trademarks for which measures must betak~Il't"keep thelll' ','-
. distinctive."'d •.. •.•. .....' ••. • •. •• •••• .•• .• .'.

H DoLngvnot-h.i.ng although we do have trademarksforwhichmea~llres' ..,. 5> .. '7 ...
must be taken to keep them distinctive. c, >...., ..'.. '." .". . .....>

G Aggressively examine industrial newspapers and bi"churesof your 21 ..30
competitors to see if any of your trademarks are used without .: .....
your knowLedge. , '\,, ..... '. ....,.. .' ." ... ...,

E Distribute a guideline manual within your company; specifyin~' " 2130
the mode of use of your trademarks. .' . .•• . . . . . ' > '.

D Use~thetrademarkalwaysin~an identical fashion, using it (or 1'32" 45'
causing it to be used) in a designated logotype. ..'. '.' ..... .. I ....· ... , '.'

G Display the trademark ina notice"hle manner on goods, to ~~2434
emphasize it 'is your t:r:ademark. . ..' . '.. ..•... '.

A Stat.e ,or; goods or in brochure s that theg~yenmark is your
trademark. Examples: "®, II "TM,II or ,1l)CX'.is,.a,_:_trademark.of.YY. II

7. Do you have any measures in force to keep your trade marks distinctive?
(Mark' as many boxes as are applicable , except when only your answer is for "1. ")
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F Distribute a guideline manua-L among your affiliates,~ custolll~rs, •.. •>. .'
licensees, etc., specifying the mode of use of your· trademarks,... ....

- Advised' publishing companies in writir;g ,t!) improve .the~ri such
use of or such comments on our t rademarks, as::wo'B:lcl .gIve
impres sion -t.o the public as if they .were· common names. .....

- Are instructing our trademark management staff.
•. Havean.y unaut.hor Lzed Use of OUr t rademarks cor r ec t.ed

whenever it comes to our knowledge. . ••....



8. Have youi:!ver given warnings or otherwise taken corr ectLve measures Lnior
after 1989 with r e spect; to any unauthorized use byothe".s of your trademarks as
their trademarks or descriptions of qualities or names of goods? If you have,
what was the outcome? Check each of applicable "Trademark" boxes with respect to
use, as such and of applicable nDes~riptionn boxes with respect,t();,u:se ~,s__ '",
descriptions of qualities or names.of goods , separately. (Mark as many boxes as
are applicable, except, when only you" answer is for "N.") ..' .' .... ..

Trade- Descriptions
marks

%

,

i .
:

,.
~.
".

r
~~.'
.

·c.

o

o

4

3 4

3 3

Trade- Descriptions
marks

o

3 0

'.

0

2

o

o

4

o

o

3

o I

2

2

3 .

I

o .

13

.
C They changed the mode of use to

continue their use.

E They are still using our trademark
without our agreement.

A Have caused their use to be
discontinued.

B Have agreeq to their continued use
upon negotiation.

G They have demanded a trial for
1nvalidation of our trademark
registration, as theresu1t>of which .;
our trademark was invalidated.

D Have given warning ;letterbut not
followed it up. . They are still
using our trademark.

_~ Have given a license, otherwise
permitted use of or assigned our
trademark.

I 0 0 0
. .. . I .
o 0 10

c

o

o

o

1
.

o

o

o
o

o

1
.'

JA settlement was reached in the
course of proceedings, as the result·
of which they continued use our
trademark.

H Have lost the suit.

K A settlement was reached in the
course of proceedings, as the result
of which they discontinued use of
our trademark.

I Have win the suit.

.

L Still have some in the course of
negotiation.

M Still have some in the course of
·proceedi.ngs.

N Have not given any such warnings.

o

o

51

2

48

o

o

72

3

o

68

.
,

.

o Other:
- Made a formal request for

correction to a newspaper company
in a paper of which an article
introducing goods of one of our
competitors described our
trademark as a common name.

o 1 o 1
I

No response 4 13 6 18
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9. Mark· such of the following comments about current prov1.sJ.ons of the Trademark
Law relating to registered but descriptive trademarks as are the same as or
closer to your idea. (Mark as many boxes as are applicable, except when only
your answer is for "G. II )

%

A Requirements for rejection of renewal of trade marks should 23 32
include those enumerated under (i)-(vi) of Subsection I of
Section 3 of the Law as trademarks ineligible for registration.

B The 5 year limitation for invalidation of registration should be 13 18
changed (to years).

C It is unavoidable for stability of the trademark right that the 13 18
Law contains the limitation provision and also requirements for
rejection of renewal of trademarks do not include those
enumerated under (i)-(vi) of Subsection 1 of Section 3.

D Existence of registered but descriptive trademarks would be of 25 35
no particular importance because of the provision of Section 26
Subsection 1 (ii) , (iii) and (iv) .

E Disclaimer system should be adopted. 35 49

F Interpretation by Patent Office are helpful in use of registered 2 3
but descriptive .trademarks.

G None applicable. 3 4

H Give below any comments you may have about the current 4 6
provisions of Trademark Law:
- Speed up trials for invalidation of trademarks.
- Thoroughly review validity of trademark right.
- Fairly many descriptive trademarks are published.
- Easy examination. Those terms which are either technical or

descriptive abroad should be rejected (2) .
.............

The interpretation by Patent Office as to unenforceability of-
the trademark right to certain trademarks has no significant
meaning.

- Disclaimer system should be restored because it is difficult
to make a judgment as to eligibility under Article 26.

- Vague definition of the trademark, as given in the Law, is
likely to cause an intendedly simple description of qualities
or names of goods, as shown on the package, to be taken as
trademark, making it difficult to assert that the given
trademark fall under Article 26.

- Registered trademarks distinctiveness of which is weak and
which are out of use are not worth protection and, therefore,
should be made terminable at any time.

- Names of goods, as listed in the classifications of goods,
mix up those more or less comprehensive with those
illustrative, each of which should be specifically separated
from the other.

No response
.

0 0
.

- - - - -
18 38 14 18 . 8

Medical and Chemical Machinery Precision
pharma- 13 and 27 and 10 Electric 13 instru- 6

Lines of ceutieal textile metals ments
business

Automobiles 5 Foods 5 Services 2 Others (Researches and 1investigations)

7 ~ 3 1
- - -
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No
Do you either make or sell goods for general consumers?

'r---"y-c-;-c-.s--.,tllir---'-'-----'-l ~ ~
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Appendixes
(Chapter V)

Appendix 1: Ci:t9u1ationsOfdailY'newspape:ts of 'some'cofint:ties
(frClm a. statistical pub.l Lca t Lon, "Nihon KokuseiZu~", issued by Kokuseisha)

Country Year Circulation
(unit: 1000

Subscription ratio
(per 1000 citizens)

Former W. Germany"

Former E. Germany

South Korea

Mexico

580

474

259

36

398

28

347

585

248

124

167

55

72,536

133,979

62,502

39,597

22,730

21,857

21,104

9,706

10,429

10,534

9,328

7,944

1991

1988

1986

1988

1988

1986

1987

1988

1988

1988

1988

1988

Yearbook", except for Japanese figures for which are from "Survey of the
Publishers ..and EditClrsAss9ciaH<:m" as of October, 1991.

[

"UNESCO
Japan

India.

U.K.

Japan

Former U.S.S.

U.S.A.

China
I

::x;
CD

I



Appendix 2: Tra~sition of TV Broadcasting, as of the end' of fiscal year,
"Ni~on ~OfUfif3L z.uf3,. Lssued by Kp](us~ish.Cf'

19911990198919881987

103 103 106 109 116

6,515 6,591 6,718 6,817 7,065

18): 53 19:21 19:42 19:56 20:01

1980 ,

I
I
I
I

95

4,678

17:17

81

1,097

16:38

1970

43

61

9:59

1960

;

AVerage broadcasting
hours a clay

FiscaLYear

JaPCfn~se commerci4l
broadcasting compCfnies

" Nllirlber of companies

Nllirlb~f of stations

I
t:-'

~
I

~I~PON HOSO KYOKA~ (NHK)

Number of stations

Average broadca,sting
hours a day

Broadcasting service
contracts {perl1000)

Ratio of the common use
of TVset(%

Color TV

Black" and whit~TV

701 2,448 6,371 i 6,910 6,904 6,897 6,889 6,901. I
13:33 : 18:07 17: 41 : 18:33 20 :21 19:03 20:02 19:12

"" I I
I I
I I

6,860 ! 22,819
I -:-. ' ..,

32,8.39 33,189 33,543 33,93729,263 I 32,397
I
I

I
I I I
I I I, I I, , I

I I I,
42.3 : 98;2 i 98.7 99.0 99.4 99.3 99.0-,

I I
-'·-,1 - . ". I I

50.8 I 82.3 , 20.0 I

"NHK Yearbook
Planning

issued byNHK and" T:t~hdin houaehoLd-consumpt.Lonv , issued by the Economic



Appendix 3: Transition of Advertisement expense by the type of media, "Nihon
Kokusai Zue", issued by Kokuseisha.

~ Total advertisement
~ expense (billion y~n)

Ratio tc%)

NEwsoapers'I" Maaazines RadiO's . TV Others

"Advertising expenses in:~C3:pa:(l:":of'is?~E!d"_p.y",P§Jl;:t;,?~;ITl<:::..:I;.:';"Qtl1g,I:"·s,',, Lnc.Lude s direct
mail, billboard, inserts, etc.

_ ?J_~} _
21. 6----------------
22.5----------------
22.6----------------

----_?}-~§------
33.3----------------
35 8
36 2

,
36 3
36.6

___L.;i _
32.3---------

__~LL

cJL9n
__~~~L

30.3L_, ._

28.9
29 3
30 3
31 0

¥5,127.3 million ~or 1993

___b2_~2__ _ §9_~2 ~ _
___b2_§2__ _ 3_~~:9 _
___b2_~9__ _ 7_2§_:9 _
___b2_~2__ _ ~L_~~]_~~ _
___b2_~9__ _ ~L_~Z~_~} _

___b2_~2__ _ -~LCS-9~:2------------

1990 5,564 8.
1991 5,726 1
1992 5,461 1
1993 1,127 3'
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Appendix 4: State of Examination of Trademarks (from "Patent Office Yearbook")

Year/Type Applications
filed (A)

II II I I
I .• I·· . I'I Applications i Applications i Cumulative
! examined (B)! unexamined! total of
I i (A-B) i unexamined

, I application

Trademarks
'I registered

Trademarks
in existence

36,573

II

I.....
~
I

1957

1958

1959-----------------
1988

1989

1990

1991

1992

1993

I ,I Ii 33,923 i 2,650 i 27,505
I I I

37,858 I 34,194 i 3,664 i 31,169

38,230 I 30,861 i 7,369 i 38,538--------,.-----------j-------------------+------------------+,.-----------_.._----
172,813 155,839 16,974 i 377,387

172,780 147,800 24,980 i 403,367

171,726 161,68£ 10,040 i 412,407

167,906 180,791 - 12,885 i 399,522

311,01l 205,790 105,221 i ,504,743

17~,585 209,730 - 35,145 ! 469,598

21,589

23/768

______~§~_!3_~ _
119,287

119,598

II 117,219

95,329

156,040

121,100

297,531

252,373

257,129---------------------
1,050,324

1,094,230

1,140,933

1,176,499

1,278 ,369

1,322,982



Appendix 5: Nurtlber'of Trademark applications in foreign'countries
(fr?m "Industrial Property Statistics 1992'!1993 ") .

11. 2

14.9

12.5

29.0

11.4

28.1

54.2

25.8

B!A (%)

53.3

25.8 i

1992 I 1991

7.3

13.9

12.1

32.4

12.4

26.5

1991

18,969

7,641

18,743

18,268.

8,480 '

24,528

7,628

13,144

Non-residents (B)

1992

22,654

17 ,7.6,6

10,958

24,112

7/631

11,961

1991

are 9 count.nr.eatLnieach ofwh'ich is more than 30,000
in 1992. Figures areextracte<i from

Supplement to 'WIl'O rndllstrialProperty
Statistics 1992 "', Supplement to 'WIPO .,

(A)

"167,906

123,319

67,604

84,483

67,090 '

46,612

44,901

34,983

29,624

1992

311 fOll

127' i837.. ' fe' " "

90,:795

74,519

61 ;·704

45,:124

44,.518

35/968

32,517

"-.LnUUSl.r~cl.L

Covered in
trademark

country.

Japan

'USA

China

France

Spain

S.I<orea

Germany

U.K.

'Chile

I.,..
12
I



Appendix 6: Number of 'Trademark applications filed (only: those received by Trademark Section of Patent Office) and
Examiners ~llocated arranged by technical fields

35,36, 37,3~, 39,40,41;421 49,796

Chemicals ,:pharmaceutica1, cosmetics 1, 2, 3,4, 51 26,927

Ratio of
'Number of
examiners 1 A/BApplications , (B).'

12.8
..'

11 2,447.9

15.7 ..' 14 2,368.2

3.6' . "". 22 1,808.7

----------------
15.2

5.0 .1 13 12,672.9----------------
4.9

----------------
4.8

---------------
2.0

9.6 '1 10 12,673.6
---------------

3.1

23.6 1 41 11,214.5

7,627

20,188

33,156

10,068-------_._._----
4,243

IApplications
. filed (A)Classifications for examination

Base metals; base metal products, sharpenad implements;
tools .. 'J .. ,"', ' .....,. , ., .,. . '. 6.. 8, .19
----'------'--~'-.'--'-'-~---------~~--~~.-'----.-----'--~--.--------------~'----~'--T--"-----·-----·
Machines, electric machines, vehicles/vessels , . 32,168

., ..... 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13

Furniture, 'Carpets, kd t.chen. tools 20, 21,26 ,27t ',' 10,539
;:;~;i~-;i-ih;t~-;;;;;~~"[.·;:-"[b;;~-~;~~-;~.·i;;-~-~~-o'"d~~--~i~~-;~t~-;~------ ------9-~a9$---

'. • . ' .' . ., ., '.. '. ' 15,. 28, 34
----------~--~~-~~~---------~~~-~~~~---~~----~-~~--~-~----~----~~~~--~~~~-------_._-----
Paper, stat)ionary; printed'matter ." 16
R~bt~-;~-~-{~;t"f~-~-;~~~i-;i;--·-----------~·····~------------~~--~~17-

Textiles, ~~xtilemateria1's', shoes 22, 23,. 24, 25, 26
-----.----~-~-~,~-~~--------~~--"-~~-~---~.-----"-~"~""~~-"-------~~""-~--"T----------~---Jewelry, w~tches/ clocks, baggages ..... " ., " 14,18 6,5/,8

Confectiongry , foods, beverages ~2, 30,~l, ~2,~3

Services

Textiles

Sundries

I
Technical
field 1

Foods

Machi.nery

Chemicals

I....
~
I

Total I 211,155 I, 100 % I 111 11 , 902 . 3

Figures shown under 'Applications field' represent those received by the Trademark Section of Patent Office. Partly
because those applying for registration in multiple classifications . are counted in duplication for each of the
classifications for which the application is filed . The . tOtal of,the.'Applications filed' as shown above exceed the
actual number of t.hevappl Lce t.Lons.r f Ll.ed, Source da t arare "Pa t ent, Office Yearbook for 1993" published in July 6, 1994.
"Number of examiner" excludes assistant examiners, and is based on the staff list of the Patent Office as February 28,
1994, as shown in "Patent News" dated February 28, 1994 issued by Research Institute of International Trade & Industry.



Thisreport summarizes the newexamination practice for means plus functionclaims
whichhasbeel1esrablished fOlloWing/the decision ofthe Courtof Appeals for the Federal Circuit
in·theDohtJId:fonilnd·Alappatcases. Arguments .andtests for determining whetheror·not prior art
struetIUeS areC:quivalel1t to C1aimede1ements·aredlscussedwith particular llticrttionto
equiva1enceofhardware e1ementsand softwareimplemenrations.
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TIlE OLD PATENTOFFICEAPPROACH

Means Plus Function Claims in the United States after.lnreDo1Ul1d$Qn and In Fe A1Iippal

...
The statutory n:quirements forclaims in UnitedStatespatents are set forth in Section 112of

title 35 of the U.S. Code. (35 USC 112) Ifan Inventionis clalmedas a combinationof sll'uClU(a\
elements or processsteps, the final paragraph of §112allows functional Claiming of one or moreof
the elements.. In short hand notation theseclaims are referred to as meQTIS plusfilncliollclaims;

It has been said that patent claims serve two purposes: (l)JodeflllC the invention for the
pmposeof determining patentabilityand (2) then to serveas a basi$!ordetermining if the patent lias
been infringed. Whenan invention hasbeenclaimedusingmeans plusfunction form. in compliance
with the final paragraph of §112, thestatute instructsthat.theclaimcshaltl!c.conslIUedtoCO~ the
com:sponding structure, material oractsdescribed in thepatentspecification and equivalents thereof.

Means plus functions havebeenP~bl~::ticior severalreaso~~.~~r many~.tl1~~;
Office bad conseued meansplus function claims broadly forperposesof eXllIIlina1ionwhilecoU1'tS
hadconstruedthe same claimsmore narrowly for purposes of determining infringement. There has
also been confusion as to howequivalents of the structure, materials and acts described inthe patent
specification should bedetermined. -;

The past practice of the U.S. Patent Office was to examine means plus function clalrn
elements for novelty and obviousness by giving them a "broadest reasonable interpretation". This
meant interpreting the functional language as reading on any prior art structure or step which
performed the function specified in the claim element without regard for whether the prior art
structure or step wasequivalentto the corresponding elements describedin the specificationof the
patent application.

Recelitpteeedential·cases decidedcby,the U;S; COurt of Appeals to theEederal~lIitlJave

addressedtheseproblems.. ltis; now clear;thatthed~atent()ffice;·maY.notuse its. OklcriteriaJot
~g patentability ofmeansplusfunctionclaims;'TheFedeJ:ll1 ~uit bas also prov\dedsOme
guidance fot determining §112equiyalenee.partiCUlarlyintbe area of software;inlplemel\ta,t\pns9f
hardwareelements.

In February 1994. in In reDonaldson (29 USPQ2d 1845.CAFC 1994), the Federal Circuit
sitting en bane held that the old Patent Office approach did not comply with the statutory
requirements. The Court held that the interpretation which an examin~ may give to means plus
funetionlanguage whenmaking a patentabilitydetennination ismandated by §112 and that the Patent
Office maynotdisregard thestrueture disclosed in the specification whichcorresponds to the means
plus function claimelement



CURRENT PATENT OFFICE PRACTICE

OnApril20,1994 the U. S. Patent O£fii:e issued newexaroinatiDn guidelines intendedto bring
its practiceilitocompliancewiththe Donaldson decision,

1lIe Patent Office says that the Donaldson decision will notchange thescopeof the prior an
search IIllIdeby patent examiners. Bothbefore and after Dona/dfon,cxaminers search for a prioran
srructureor step which performs the same function: specified in tile means plus function claim
element However.ol1ce lII1 examinethasidentifiedaprior art<function which is identical to the
t:Jairn:dt'unCtion, Dlinoldson.:mquires that thcexamiilerrnust·nowiiJitiallyestabliShthat the priorart
str\lCtllIC orstcpis aJs() equivalellttothcstructureor process stepin thespccificatioll which supports
thccJailm1rmansor step.plus functiori.Ifthc clllirIllifuitationis explicitly defmedin the specificatiol1,
theexaminer must confonn to that definition and cannot go beyond the specification to come tip with
a "broadreasonable interpretation",

.., The Patentbfticepolicy !lowsaysthitonce the.exarninerfindsa priofartstructu~or step
which pe.rfurms the function specified in the means plus functi~n claimelementand detcrrni~ th~t

thepriorart elem.lnt is not ellplicitlYexcluded by thedescriptionin the specificationi the burdcnthen
shifts to the applicant to establish that the priorart cited by the examinei'ls not an equivalentofthe
cJ.aimxl elem:n: For~Ple, the applicant can establish that theprior art struetures0r steps cited
by-the CxamDncrarenotequiviilentsby l)demonstntting that the specification teachesthat the cited
Str\lCtllICS or steps arenotequivalerits,2)demonstrllting thatthe priorartitselfshows that they are
not equivalents, or3) introducing evidence offacts to show that theyarc not equivalents (as bya
Ruie132al'fidavit Of anexpert).:

Reliance on thespecification to exclude priorart frorn bemg cquivak:lItto the claimedelement
can be.adouble edgedsword'The.examiliers havebeen cautioned thatadisclosure which is \Vrittcn
bnladlYlmOUg!t t0includellJl~lUId lI1lStnlClureS. II1aterialsontepsrorperformingthe functionmust
reread iti::cofdiriglywIren deti:rminiiig noveltyllridobvioiIsness·. ~ . .... ~.... ~..'."<'~.' '

O'IHER·CONSIDERATIONS

'Then: isno requirement thatclaims .which fallunder thelast paragraph of §112 specifically
usethewords "means'!· or YfuI1ction11•. However it mastbe-clear that·an:elem.entili .the.elaim is
~bediliterinsofitS functienratherthan in terIrlsofitsstn!ct1lrt::

The final paragraph of §1l2 onlyapplies to means plu5fultdionlangullgcinaneletnentof
a conlbina/ion .claim. It is. improper to drawaclaim to only a single means plus function. The Federal
C~llithashl:ldthat.aclaitnclircC.ted •to only a single means plus: function wouldcover every
cond:ivable means for achieving the desired resulr,while thepatentspecification can only disclose
themcans which are k:Down to the inventor. Single means plus function claimsarc, therefore.rejected
as lackingsufficient enabling disclosure under thefirstparagraph of §112. (In re Hyatt 218 USPQ
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195.CAFC 1983)

Donaldson does IIOt affect the intcIpretation ofelements of a claimed combination whichare
described in structural terms, nordoesit affect the interpretation of language in the introduction to
a means plusfunction claim.

If functionally disclosed means andtheir equivalents are so broadas to covereach andevery
neansfor performing a function thenthe burden shifts to the applicant to demonstrate that theYl!I1l
drawn to specificapparatus as distinct from other apparatus for performing .tbe functiQll. (In re
Swinehart .169 USPQ 226CCPA 1971). If the Specificationlacks any description ofsupporting
structure. then it can reasonably concluded thattheclaims are nothing more than process cJairnsin
the guise of apparatus claims. (J.n reAlappat. USPQ. CAFe 1994 distinguishing claims inT" re Abele.
Inrel'ardoand In re Walter)

FACTORS WHICH CAN SERVE AS TESTS FOREQUIVALENCE

• If an elemenrdoesnotperform the identical function asis specjfiedinthe cIaim.it CllDnot be.a
§112 equivalent (ee""M/fllt Corp, JIl)urand·Wayl(lJld 4 USPQ2d1737CAFC 1987)

An argummt thatanelernentshownintheprior art is notequivalentto theelement~scribed in the
specification canbeformulated by looking at the following questions.

. .

• Does theelementfoundin the priorart performs the samefunction specified in theclaim in the
same manner as the corresponding structure described in the specification? ( LockheedAircrqft v.
United States 193USPQ 449Ct Ct. 1977) ,

• .• Woulda person ofordinary skill in .the art recognizethe el~tshown in the Prillf art to be
interchangeable with the corresponding elementdescribedin the specification? (l)at(l1ine Corp v
Mkro Technologies Inc. 1 USPQ2d 2052 CAFC 1987)

• Does theelementdisclosed in thespecifICation represent a substantial change from theelement
shown in the prior art? (Valmont Industries vReinke Mig Co. 25 USPQ2d 1451 CAFC 1993)

.eThescope ofequivaIentsisa question of fact.. Asan aidJorasa:rtlIining tbeb!'l=lUlth.of.equiv~ents

under §112 a number of filctOfSlIIIly. beconsidered; the patent specification. the prQSCCuuonhis19ry.
other claims in the patent and expentestimony. (King Instrument Corp. \I Otari 226 USPQ402.408
CAFe1985. certt/enied475 U.S. ·1016)

EqUivalence of elementsunderthe last paragraph of §112 is not the same principle as the
TJOt:trine ofEquiv(l1ence sometimes applied todetennine infriltgemcnt~ shouId~tllken
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ANTICIPATION and OBVIOUSNESS

If the prior 8/.'tisidcnticaI either to the coqesp0ndingsttucu.ue dcscnbl:d in the
~!on or to oneoflts equivalents, anexaminer can properlyformulate a rejectionof the means
plus function claim based on anticipation under35 USC 102. However, even if these tests are not
met, the examiner can still reject the claim under 35 USC 103 if he can demonstl'llte that the
difference betweenan equivalent structure and theprioran wouldhave been obvious to as person
skilled in the art at the .time the application wasfiled.

MEANSPLUS·FUNCTION CLAIMS APPUED To SOFIWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS

In July 1994 in In re A/appat, the Federal Circuitconsidered claims directed to a digital
osclIloscope anti-aliasing system which was claimed as a combination of apparatus elements in means
plus function form. The c1IliJm 11ad. bl!etlllljectedas di~tlld to unpa~ntable subjecttnatteru nder
3S USC 101. Alappathad aIsoclaillled ··tbe invention as alIiethod, In the PatentOffice; a Special
board had taken the p\,sition thlit the appara~usclaimedVV'¥inclistipgJIis~ablefrom the methodand
that the examinerwas, therefore, not required to interpret the scope of the claimsas limited to the
hardware ~bodiJnents ciesctib(:din Alappat's spec:ifiCII.~onand theirequivaIents. The Court found
that each of the eJements of the combination hada corresponding hardware structuIl: describedin the
specifiCa.tiOIlBrld oYc:mlled·· the rejection . whiCh had. been.based.on a~'broadest reasonable
interpretatlon" of the cJaiIll ~tions.lnA/apJ:IQI, the Patent ()ffic~ had alsocontended(and Alappat
agreed) that the struchttesdesenbed iD the specificatiollwefe equivalent to similar functions
prl)grannned on a general purpose dillital computer. 'The r~J1~()ffJ.a: feltthat~s'lI1IJne, was
sufficient to treat the means plus function claim as if it were drawn to a method foi solving an
algorithm and that ~equiYalent hanlware was the common prior art circuitsof a digital cotnputer.

The Fedenll Circuitagreed that a software implementation whiCh performed the functions
described in Alappat's claims was the equivalent of the dediCated hardwanl desctibedin the
specification of his patent application, but the court dismissed the Patent Office's argumentthat
AIappat's claimswere therefore indistinguishable from a method for solvingan algorithm. Instead,
the Court affirmed that a general purpose computer which operates in accordance with novel
programming is a newmachine. This principle wasagain affirmed by theCourt in In re Wamrnerdam
(slipopinionAppeal93~1294 AUgJISt II, 1994CAFC).
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1994.

This amendment aims at shortening the examination time

period" (3 to 4 years on average) from the request for

examination to patenting, to an equivalent of the average

examination time period in fOrelghc:ountrl:es.

The amendment of thePatehtLaw is lntended to'ac:hieve the

two points: (1) "realization of proper scope Of amendment " and

( 2 ) simpliflcation'of ',trial system"', bothTeadih'gtofaciTitatlon

and simplification of examination/trial examlnat'lohprocedures.

The' "realization of scope of, amendment" s ubs t.arrt'LaL'Ly

restrictsthe,scope'ofamendment 'with two 'main points 'being,

'effected:

(1) prohibltion'of:addition of new matter, and

(2) restriction of ameridment'of:claim(s).

Specifidally, when an applicant fora patent application

files a response to an Official Adtionj an amendmeht must be'ma.de

without greatly departing fromthetedhnical scope of the

originally filed orinitialspecifldation. The scope of

amendment by the applicant" is' t.hus limited, theiebyfacilita.ting

theexamihation ,ahdpreventingpibblems due to

defective'<app l.Leat.Lons.

With respect to the above points ( 1) and (2); Case Study on
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changing.. of c La i.rn]s); replacement of prior art; addition, change

or deletion of the purpose of an Lnverit.Lon'; addition, change or

deletion of the effect of an invention; addition of well~known

art; correction of error(s); and clarification of ambiguous

descriptions.

Of these amendments, an amendment which is deemed ... "not to

change the gist of the specification"maypossiblyberegarded as

an amendment for "addition . of new matter." It appears difficult

to clearly distinguish the amendment "not to change the gist of

thespecification"andthe amendment for "addition of new matter"

on the basis of the aforementioned book by the JPO,

In the present paper, it will be studied whether or not an

amendmerit,whichwas deemed "nottochangethegist"ina trial

against a ruling to decline an amendment, can be .rejected on t.he

basis o f. the provision ·of point. (1) "prohibition o fvaddi.t.Lon of

new matter", and some examples of. case study w.ill be introduced.

We hope.that our study will contribute to the judgment of whether

or not an amendment "not to change the gist of the specification"

corresponds to an amendment for "addition ofvriew matter"andto

preparing more desirable patent specifications.

3. Proper Scope of Amendment

As.mentioned above, the scope· of amendment has been

restricted under the Amended Law; In connection with this, we

will now discuss the "prohibition of· addition of new matter."................
3-1. Matter which' can be Amended

According to the "Guideline for Amendment to Specification

and Drawings the "matters described in ..,theorigina.llyfiled
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specification or drawings" stipulated in Section 17(2) and

Section 17b i s ( 2 ) include 1) the matters per se described in the

originally filed specification, etc. and 2) matters which can be

derived directly and definitively from the originally filed

specification, etc. by a person skilled in the art.

3-2. New Matter

"New matter" is a matter .which a person skilled in the art

cahno.tderive directly and definitively .from the matters ...

describe.d .Ln the. originally filed specification, etc. This also

applies to the "riew matter" after the. decision of publication

(KOKOKU), although the specification t.o.beconsidered differs.

3-3. Directly and Definitively

A matter which can be derived "directly"fromthe orig.inally

filed <specification, etc .. is:

l)An.amehdedmatter,which can be derived. on the. basis of

only.theoriginally filed specification,etc,

2) In the :case where an amended. matter relates towell~knowD.

or commonraz-t, the amended matter whi.ch clearly and unambiguously

coz-responds to an. a s s oc i at.ed mat.t.er described.inthe< originally

filed art.

A matter which can be derived "definitively" is:

A matter other than. a ma t t.ezvwhi.ch is described in the

origin.ally filed specification , etc., <and which can be

amb.i.quous Ly.. interpreted in·two or:more.ways.
.... .

3-4. Specific Application to Specification or Drawing(s)

3-4-1. Claim( s)

(1) Change of "generic concept" to.'" specific concept"

Even if a certain concept is described in the originally
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filed specification, if a .spec i.fi.cvcorroept;. thereof', is .not;

described in the originally filed specification, addition of the

specific concept is deemed to bean addition, of, new matter unless

the specific concept can be deriv<=d directly and definitively.

(Example 1 of Case Study)

( 2 ) Change of "specific concept " to "'generic concept"

When one generic concept Ls. derived from two or more

specific concepts1the?-ddition of the generic concept: ,is deemed

to be an addition of new matter unless it is described in the

specification or derived directly and definitively. Since ,a

generic concept is rarely described 'in thespecifica.tion,this

amendment is not likely to, :,be,allowed .

(Example 2 of Case .St.udy ) (Examplel2 of Case Study)

( 3 ), "Markush" Claim

Normally, an amendment deleting one or more of the choices

recited in a claim "is .not; deemed .t,o be' .addrt.Lon of <new matter;

However, if a specific combination wh i.ch is not described'in the

o;r'iginally <f,ile,d specification, etc. can be obtained by deleting

one or more choices by amendment, such ,an ,amendment is deemed to

be addition o,fnew matter.

If the choi.ces of a specific combination left by deletioriof

one or more choices can be judged to be derived from the

originally ,filed specification, etc./the choices of the specific

combinat'ionare to matters de.s.c r.i.bedt.i.nct.he

originally filed specification ,etc. and suchan a.me'ndment is 'riot

deemed to.be:addition of' new matter.

:(4) 'NumericaLLimitation
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A numerical limitation added byamendmentis'deemed>to be

addition ofriewc· matter un I.e'ssit.he . numerical limitation is

described in. the originally' filed specification,etc.or is

derived directly and defini.tively from the originally filed

specification, etc.

It should be noted that it is surmised that a numerical

limitation such that an uppsrlimit (or>a lower l.imitr ofa

general range and a 'lower limit '(or an clipper' limit) of a

pref.erable range are combined may not be allowed.

(Example 3 of Case Study)

( 5 ) "Except '. Type Claim

For example, amending " ...·alkyl.group".to " ... alkylgroup

(except ethyl.group)" .does not add new matter.

This type of amendment is allowable in the chemical field

alone.

3-4~2. Det a i.Led.. Description. of.·theTnvention

P) Purpose Or Effect of the Invention

'Addit.ionof apurpbse or an effect 'isnot consi.dered rt;o be'

addition of new matter, if the purpose can .be directly' and

definitively derived from the description of 'the·· effect or the

ceff.ect.can be directly and definitively derived . from the

description of the purpose.

Even if an effect to be added is obvious from the

constitution de.scribed. in the specification,
". " '" ,

additionc·.ofthe effect is not allowable unless, only this effect .

is obtainable from that constitution. However, ifaneffect'of

an example is described in the originally filed specification,rio

new matter will be constituted by describing the effect of the
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example'as that of theinveIltion.

(Example 4 of Case Study)

(2) Constitution of the IIlvention

( 2-'1) Addition of Example orc:omparative Example

In general isiIlce n.either' an. example Ilora compaarat.Lve

example caI1be<:derived directlyaIld definitively, the addition of

an exatnpleora 'comparativeexarnple .is 'deemed to be, addition "of

new matter.

(Example 1 of Case Study)

(2~2) 'Addition of Well'-'KIloWhArtbrCornrnOll:Art

AdditLon of well'-'kn.ow.n art; or COrnrnOIlart, Which isa

constitutiollof a specificconcept exempl.i fyi.tlg a cOIl"stitu:tioIl,'of

a generic:concept andwhich<caIlIlot be derived directly and

definitively, isdeetned:to be 'addition of new rnatter.

(2-3y,Addition of· Physical Properties

Tfa:substance· described: in the origihally flIed

s pecLfLcet-Lon ,etc. has ahili1\berofrioll-specific proper,ties,the

addition of speCific properties, which are nbt described irithe

origiIl'ally: ·.filed:·SpecifLeation, or theaddltloriClfaspecific

value of physical properties described iIl the drigihally filed

'specification,is deernedto beadditionof<IleWmatter!llriless the

specific properties or the specific value is deriveddlrectly ahd

definitively.

7~ •• v- Amendment of Constitution of Inveritionorithe Basis of

Drawing(s)

In the case where drawin.gJ( sj show (s) matter Which is

considered to be nothing but a specific 'ccncept, exemplifyiriga
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generic concept by a person skilled in the art, on the basis of

drawing(s) in view of the description in thesp~cification, the

specific concept is derived directly and definitiv~ly from the

originally filed specification or drawing(s) and therefore the

specificconc",pt is c:onside):"ed to be. described. in the originally

filedsp~cificationor drawing(s). Accordingly, amending the

generic concept to the. specificcQncept on the basis of the.

drawing(s) is not deemed to be addition of new matter.

(2-5) Amendment of Operation

As in additionofa.neffect, amendment Qf·adescriptionon

an operatiQn of an inyention is allowedOIl,lywhere. the.amended

·opera.tionis described in.the originally filed specification,

etc. or only where, if the amendedop~ra.tion is not described,

amended matter means the amended operation alone.

However, if the effect ,function, etc ..of an example ar~

described in.the originally iiledspecificationf.~tc.. and an

amended operation can be derived directly and d~finitivelYfrom

the originally filed apecLf Lcat.Lon., ~tc.by a pez-son ski.Ll.ed. in

the art , the amended opecationwi llbeconsid.ered acceptable;

(3) Addition oiPrior Art Document

Amendment fQr merely adding the name of a prior art document

is not de.emed to be addition of new. matter. HOwever, amending

the specification or drawing(s) on the basis of the prior art and

alteringthe purpcse , effect,· e t c v: is .considered· to be addition..........
of new matter unless the amended matter can be derived directly

and d e f i.n.i,tiv~ly frornthe originally fil.ed,>pecification, etc. by

a person skilled in the art.

(4) Amendment Based on Document Cited in Originally Filed
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Specification

. In the case where only the. rrarnevo f ,a document ·isstated in

the originally filedspecificationt.etc., amendment for

additionally describing the contents of the document is not

allowable.

(Example 5 of Case Study)

(5) Correction of Error

Correction of an error is allowable only where the presence

of the error can be recognized by a person skilled in the art and

what is indicated by the error is obvious from the originally

filed specification, etc.

(Examples 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 of Case Study)

3-4-3. Amendment to Drawing(s)

Amendment to drawing(s) is deemed to be addition of new

matter unless amended matter is described in the originally filed

specification or drawing(s) or derived directly and definitively

from the originally filed specification, etc. by a person skilled

in the art.

(Example 11 of Case Study)

3-4-4. Correction of Inconsistent Description

If there are two or more contradictory descriptions in the

specification, a correct description is considered to be derived

directly and definitively if it is obvious from the originally

filed specification, etc. to a person skilled in the art.

3-5. Treatment of Improper Amendment

As is mentioned above, the "proper amendment" policy by the

JPO restricts the scope of amendment substantially, and
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limitations such as those shown in Table 1 have been imposed;

If improper amendment which' fails to mEeet the limitations is

made, it will be treated as shown in Table. 2.
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of ArneIldment I

e s porrse rt.o.
im'ill\.ction

Description/
Drawing

Scope and.Condition fOrl\1nendment

Claim

*Newmatter cannot be added (based on
patented specification).
*Restriction of scope of claim(s)
*Correction of error
*Clarification of ambiguous description
*Invention with restricted scope must be
patentable.

*New matter cannot be added (based on
ptlblishedspecification) .
*Restriction of scope of claim(s)
*Correctionof error
*Clarifi~ation of ambiguous description
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I *New matter cannot be added (amendment is
!free unles new matter is added) .

I*New matter cannot I*New-matter . cannot
be added. • .. Ibe adc:le(i (amendment

I:~:~~~t~~i~~i~d~eHb~ 1;:t~~~\~n~~~:d~~W
I in scope of claim(s) .
I(Le.. Purpose or technical
I field is altered.)

*Correction of error
*Clarification of
ambLquous rdes c r.i.pt i on .

I ';' :'" ",:"':::', <.,: .... ':, - -. ""', "',: .. ;" :,:-, _:" .. '

(onlyma.-tter pointed out)
*Claim subjected to
restrictIve reduction in
scoJ?ernu~t be patentable.

.after

Response to
Action

endmentat the
imeoffiling
n i3.ppeal a",ainst

Decision of
ejet:t.ion<~efore
ublication·

(KOKOKU)

endment after
ublication

(KOKOKU)

Table 1



Table 2

After
Publication

: Invaliqafter
I'Patenting

(Section 123)

!Patent amended
ito add new
I , .
[mat.t.er 1S.

Iinvalid (Sec-

16~~~~'~~~d-
!ment is valid.
I

I
i
'I,
i

I
!Patent amended
ito add new
,matt<3r i s,' ••
i invalid (Sec7
tion123), ,"
Other im
proper
amendment is
Regarded as
not having
been made.

I

From
Publication
Patenting'

IOfficial

I
Ac t i on i p
issued

lagpinpt>
; amendment
!~d<iI"gIt"w
Imatter '
i (S<3Ftiqns, 9
i & 50).
jOtl1i::!r><
!amendment is
!valid.,

. LDismis saLI ' .
,of amend-
I ment (sec-

I
I tion 53)
,->Appeal
I agai,nst

I~:~~~~~~nof

I

i Dismissal of
I Amendment,
i ->Appeal
I aga~nst
, DE'!cip~orl of

Reject-ion
,,

i
!
i

I B.efore
! publica-
I •

Ihon

'I

j"
I

of re'!cognition
of improper

ime and

~~~:~n~f
I::------,--------::-=--,--,-----~=~===::_:c~==~==__f_=;o_~~~
~ef~:~tA~~i~~Ply
I(Sec-t.iqn. J,7( ,:2).)

I
I
Amendment in reply
[to Final Action
l(.A.lllendJl"lent at the
~ime of filing an
;appeal against
lDecision of
!Rejection
I

I
I
1
!
I,
\Amendment after
~ublicatiOll

I(KOKOKU)

I
i
I
I
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4. Standard for RecognltlonofNew Matter (Comparison with U."S .k.

and EPC)

As has beendisc:ussed above, the scope o f. amendment ," which

can be made without adding new matter under the Amended Law, is

much. narrower than that under the Old Law. Asa result, it

appears that Japanese" patent practice' has become cOnsiderably

similar to U.S. and European patent practice. :tn order to

clarify the i degree of similarity therebetween r Japanese -pat.ent;

practice>willinowbecomparedwith U.S. practiceandEPC practice

which. is relatively similar to the "Japanese practice.

4~1. ComparisonYi'iththe>U.S.

In the U. S., addition of new matter is strictly restricted'

in amendment of the body of the specification) but the degree of

freedom granted for additional claiming is hig!).'. Changing" a

specific concept to a generic concept in a" claim is allowable:,

If there are two or more constituent elements, such

constituent elements >" may be.vs e Lec'ted or canceled, thereby

additionally claiming various cornbi.na'tLonscofvt.he constituent,

elements.

The term" "new matter"appears in the U:S;PatentLaw.

Sec.tion'132,iof the U.S. PatentiLaw reads: '~No"'amendment shall

Lrrtroduce.mew-met t.er into the disclosure of,theinvention.;~

Al.t.houqhrt.he specification, claim(s) and drawing(s) can be

amended after the filing of an application, addition 'of" new

matter.is prohibited. New,mattercan'beiritroduced'only when a

continuation~in..,.part.application is filed,

However ,>"newmatter"isa .teclmical,'legalterm>under"· the
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Patent Law, and as s uoh has no exact; definition (Prof ... Ch.i s um j

Elements of United States Patent Law, 1987). According·to the

U. S' . Manual of Patent Examining Procedures, §608,,04 (a), "Matter

not in the original specification, claims or drawings is usually

new matter;" In some cases, the addition of chemical properties

and inherent properties relating tophamaceuticaL effects, and

the restriction of components may be deemed .. t.ovbe addition of new

matter,.accord,ing.to. the· contents' of the originally filed

specification. Since the exact, :definition of "new·matter n is not

given, one may receive the impression that the restriction, of an

amendment is more relaxed in the U.S.' than in Japan or. Europe

wherea,d"finition.of "new matter" is pr.ovided. In fact;

nowever,.such simple c.omparis.ons aren.ot a.ppr.opriate since the

respective legal systems .. aze intrinsically. F.or example;it

appearS .t.hat, the restricti.on. f.oramendment t.othespecification

is stricter than in Japan or Eur.ope.

The issue . oL"newmatter" wilLnow be studied with respect

to each of .the purposes of, amendment.

4-1-1. Claim(s)

(1) Change oL"generic concept" t.o. "specific. concept"

Ifa g"neric concept is described in the originally. filed

specificati.onand a specific concept thereof is.alsod,,,scribed,

it is allowable., as a matter of course, to restrict the generic

concept.tothespecific concept Even in the case where.a

sp"cific concept,isnot concretely described,' if such a specific

concept can be naturally derived from the description in.the'

spec i f i.cat.Lon, the change.of.genericconcepttospecific concept

may not be deemed addition of new matter.
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( 2 ) .'Change of "specific' concept" to" generic concept"

In ·the·ca.sewherea generic .coricept. is derived from 'a'

specific concept arid the generic cOncept is not:c;oncretely

described, the change of the specific concept to the generic

concept may not· be deemed to beaddition.of new· matter if the

generic concept can be derived in ,consideration' of the

description, in ,the specification;

( 3) "Markush" Claim'

In the case where one or' more "choices . are' deleted in order

to arrive at a specific "combination of choices, such a specific:

combination' is no'tv.consLdez-ed new matter if the·' cho i ces. of' ·the

specific combination are·describedirithe originally;filed'

specification.

In the case where one or more choices are' del'etedinordeY .

to arrive at a specific combination of the choices, such a

specific combination is not considered new matter if the' specific

combination of choices is described in the originally filed

specification.

A submission ofari experimental report on an effect of'the

specificcombination, etc; may, .. however, be required.

(4) NurnericalLimitation

If an amended nlllllerical limitation is' described iri'the

originally filed specification, etc·., such a numer LcaLi Ltmft.at.Lon

will not ofcol1rse, be considered new matter In additibn'; if

an amended'nurnerical limitation is derived inconsideration;bf"

the description in the specification, it appears that such a

nurnerical.limitationmay·not beconsidered.new.matter;
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It appears that acoml:>ination oJ an upper limit (or a lower

limit) of a general range and a.lower limit (or an upper limit)

of a preferable range is not .con.sidered new matter.

(6) "Except" Type Claim

Ar1. "except"type claim is intended to .:exc.lude the scope of a

senior application from the scope.of a junior application when

the two applications have the senior/juniorrelationship as

stipulated in Section 29 b i s of Japanese Pat errt.i.Law, It is.

allowed exceptionally to exclude the scope ofa senior

application. as a conditiOn for restriction, even iithe

originally filed specification· of the junior application does nOt

state that the scope of the senior application is excluded.

Under the U.S. Patent Law, matter disclosed in an application is

considered to bepuplicly known from th",timeit is. f i.Led , There

is thus no concept of an "except" type claim under the U. S.

Patent Law;

4-1-2. Detailed Description·of the Invention

Compared to the amendment to claims, amendment to the

specification (corresponding to "Detailed Description of. the

Invention" in Japan) in the U.S.' is stricter. In general, only

the correction of an error, c La r i.f i.cat.i.onvofran . aml:>iguous

description, etc. are allowable, and the scope of. amendment; is

stricter than in Japan. ·It may not be inappropriate to. considE:!r

that amendmant; .t.o the s pe.cLfd.ca t.Lon is.notallowable in

principle. Examples ·ofamendments which are not deemed addition

of new matter are, respectively, an amendment for clarifying or

completing t.he originally filed specification (Rhone.ccPoulence

S.A. v. Dann, 507 F.2d 261,262 (4th Cir. 1974)) and an amendment
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for correcting an.errorofdescription'Ofa constitutional

fomula of chemical substance (Ex Part Marsili; 214 USPQ904,906

(Bd. App.. 1979),); etc.

(1) Purpose or Effect of the Invention,

In principle, an amendment relating to the purpose or effect

is not allowable. However, an effect,which is hot described in

the originally filed specification can be asserted by,filing an

experimental report, etc., withOut adding adescriptionof,such

an effect to the specification.

(2) Constitution of the InVention

Amendment of the constitution ofthei'nvention is not

allowable in principle. When the scope of 'a: claim is restricted,

thereis:a case:wherein the scope of the constitution described

~n,thespecifica:tionremains broader<than the sc6peofthe

constitution recited in the claim:

(3) Addition of Prior-Art Document

In principle, it is not allowable toadd'a prior'-'art

dOcument to the specification: However, at the time of filing a

response to an Official Action; such a prior'-'artdocument" may vbe

filed as ,evidence and: the contents ,thereof can be asserted.

(4) Amendment Based on Document Cited .Ln an Originally Filed

Specification

In principle, it is not allowable to amend the specification

on the basis, of a:"documentdesCribedtherein; It is possible,

however, to make'anassertiohOh the-basis-of the'described

document at the tim", of filing a response to an Of f Lc i.a L Action;

4-1-3;<: Amendment : to Drawing ( s)
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As in the case of amendmen t s to the specification,

amendments to drawings are not allowed in principle. An Example

of an amendment which was not deemed to add new matter is all

amendment for filing a color drawing and'a color·photograph of a

bacteria characterized by color (Jesselv; Newland, 1951JSPQ 678,

685 (Comrr.Pats.1977)), etc.

4-.1-4.. Correction of Inconsistent Description

If there is. a .. contradictory description in the. specification

and a correct description can be clearly understood from the

originally filed specification, the contradictory description can

be corrected as a correction, of an error,

A.c.laim in .which. new mat.ter "·isintroduced ora. claim, the

scope. of which is influenced by new matter ,will: be rejected

under Section 112(1) of the Patent Law; An amendment for adding

new matter will be rejected from an aspect oLformalityunder

Section 132 of the Patent Law.

4-2. Comparison with EPC

The EPO stipulates that amendment shall not be made beyond

thescopeo.f the contents of the originally filed specification

(Section 123(2) ). However, this stipulation is not uniformly

applicable.. The. scope of : amendment intheEPO will now' be

summarized on a practical level.

4:-2-}.Claim(s)

(1) Chariqe of "generic Concept'.'. to "spe.cificc concept"......
Ifa specific concept is described in.the,originally filed'

specification, it is allowable to restrict a generic concept to

the specific concept. If a specific concept is not described in

the originally filed specification, restriction of a generic
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concept to the specific concept is considered to be violating

Section 123.

(2) Change of ':specific cqncept" to "generic. concept"

It is not possible to claim a.gEmeric.'concept which is

beyond. the scope of the invention described in the originally

filed· specification and which cannot be derived directly and

definitively from the originally filed specification.<

A constituent feature of the invention; .. which" is

indispensable from the filing ofthe.applicatiori, canriotbe

deleted.

( 3) "Markilsh" Claim

In the case where a deletion is made, restriction .t.o a

specific combination not described in the originally filed

specification violates. Section 123.

(4) Numerical Limitati.6n·

Numeric.allimitation violates .Section123 if.a.n amended

.numerical value is. not. descrihed .in .the.originallyfi-led

specification or drawings.

A combination of an upper limit (ora lower limit) of a

general range and .a .. lower limit, (oranuppe:Llimit) ofa

preferable range does not violate Section 123.

(5)"Except~' Type Claim

To delete a certain element in consideration of the prior

art is even. if deleted' mat.terisnot· suggested in the

originally fi'led specification or: dr:awings. ,,-

4-2-2. Description

(1) Purpose or Effect of the Invention
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Addition of a purpose.oran effect is allowable when a

person skilled in the art can surmise a method for achieving the

purpose or the effect without difficulty from the originally

filed specification. Even if a purpose Or an effect is not

derived "definitively">and can be interpreted in another sense;

the purpose or the effect can be added if it can be .generally

thought of byaperson skilled in the art.

(2) Constitution of the Invention

(2-1 ) Addition of. Example and Comparative Example

An example or a comparative example cannot be added to the

specification if they depart from the scope oLorigi'nally'filed

specification.

(2-2) Addition of' Well-Known AI'torCommonArt

Even a technical feature ,which is not des c.r.i.bed. in the

originally filed specification, can be added if it is part of the

ordiIiary-knowledgepossessed<by a person skilled in the a'rt. In

this case, the ordinary knowledge cahbe asserted as a reason for

amendment.

(2-3) Addition of Physical Properties

In principle,..addition.of physical properties violates

Section 123.

(2-4) Amendment of Constitution of the Invention-on the-Basis of.

Drawing(s)

When. an amended constitution is not derived directly and

definitively from the drawing(s), the amendment violates Sectlon

123.

(3) Addition of Prior-Art Document

In the case where a new prior-art document has been
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discovered, addition of a descriptiOn OIl the prior-art docllrneIlt

does not violate Section 123. In connection with this, a

description of an effect of the invention of the filed

application can be added in some cases.

(4) Amendment Based on a Document Cited in Originally Filed

Specification

In principle, the content of an amendment based on a

document cited in the originally filed specification does not

fall in the scope of contents of the specification stipulated in

Section 123. However, an amended feature is considered to

constitute part of the contents of the originally filed

specification by a person skilled in the art, such a feature can

be inserted into the specification by amendment.

(5) Correction of an Error

The presence of an error must be obvious from the originally

filed application documents. When the error is amended, the

priority application documents are not taken into account.

4-2-3. Amendment to Drawing(s)

The presence of an error and the content of corrected matter

must be obvious from the originaliy filed application documents.

4-2-4. Correction of Inconsistent Description

Amendment for clarifying the meaning of a description is

allowable.

For example, a redundant constituent feature recited in a

~l.a:Lm, a constituent feature not disclosed in the description or

a constituent feature which contradicts the description

can be deleted or corrected if it can be surmised from the
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contents of the entire description.

5. Introduction of Specific Examples of Study

~welve (12) examples are introduced in the attachment.

These examples are extracted from the trial cases against

dismissal of amendment, which appear on the Official Gazettes of

Trial Decisions issued in 1992 and 1993 and in which a ruling

that "the gist of the invention is not changed" was given.

The number of trial cases against dismissal of amendment, in

which decisions were rendered, the number of rejected requests

and the number of canceled trial decisions in these two years

will be shown below. Of the canceled trial decisions, 37 proper

examples were selected, and it was studied whether or not the

amendment can be deemed to be addition of new matter.

Amendment: 118

studied:~Additionof New Matter 27 (7 %)

4 No Addition of New Matter 10 (27%)

Number of Trial Cases against Dismissal of

t::::::: :: ::~::::: :::::s:::i::O~::%~8
L37 of 78 were

(66%)]

*(17%)

* 17 % is (no addition of new matter)/(number of trial cases

against dismissal of amendment). It should be noted that 66 % of

~'requests for trials against dismissal of amendment was

under the Old Law, but under the Amended Law, even if requests

for trials against Decisions of Rejection as a result of

dismissal of amendment are filed, only about 17 % will be
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accepted.

This indicatest.hat the s cope i of <iIileIlciffi",rit tlIlder tlJ."'AmeIlded

Law,which can be accepted asIJeing ;'no ad.ditioIlof n",wmatter",

has narrowed to about 1/4.

This percentage of acceptable amendment 'is calculated 6ri the

basis of trial cases. At a normal examination stage,an

amendment is examined more strictly and. thE! pE!rceIltagi=af

acceptable)i'lrrtendments may 'decrease.
, ,

Although thespE!cific E!xampies of'casE! st.u.dY aiE! sh6wriln

the attachment, the resultsobt.ainE!d b:¥t:hE! stlidy will :b",sh6~

below. Specificany, matters to be Iloteciin prE!pa~in~'O:tlginal

specifications, and amendments will bE!" stat'ed.

5-1. "Results the St:udly

5-1-1. Claim(s)'

* A specific concept. aCclai.med matter TS normally described

in the s pe'ci.fLca'tdon ,but a generic concept is not:.'nClrma·i'ly

desc:tlbed'inthe specificat.ion. Since an amendment for changing
" .,

a specific conceptt.o>a generic concapt.vonvt.he basis of 'the

disclosure in the originally filed specification ishatdly

allowable, it is considered as to whether or not a generic

concept in a higher level can be claimed at.t.he timk8f filing

the application, It should be noted whether or not a claim

includes any unnecessary limitation.

Needless to say, "an amendment for changing a specific

, 'concept recited in a claim to a gE!llertc't:ondept,which was not

considered at the time of filing the application, is ha'rdLy

allowable,

* It should be noted that even if a claim is amended by
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using terms appearing in the originally filed specification,

etc" such a,n amendment may l::Je considered addition of new. matter.

For example, suppose that a,n example wherein "object A and object

B are fixed by means of a screw" is described in the. originally

filed specification. If a constitution wherein "object.Aand

object B are fixed". is claimed by amendment, .a I l. .theterms used

in the amendment appear in the originally filed specification,

etc. However, the originally fiJ",ci spec~Jica,t;~on, etc .. are

silent on the techniqu", that object A anci object B are fixed by

means other than.the screw, and .the constitution wherein "object

A and ob j e ct; B ar~ fixed" cannot; be d~_riv~d. direci::)~y~_:and

definitively from the origiJ;!ally filed specUication, etc.

Therefore, this amendment is deemed to be. addition of new matter.

* It should be noted that unnecessary broadening of the

scope of a claim makes the cl.aimed invent.ion abstracts.o.that

corrected matter of an error, when cOrrected"Il)aynot he

considered to be derived f rom the origiJ;!allyfileci specification.

* .When a claim .is amendod , if terms appearing in the

specification are.used .as often as possible,thepossibilitythat

the amendment is considered addition of new matter is de.creas.ed;

Careless use .of sYJ;lonYIn0u~termsmay lead to addition of new

matter.

* It is desirable that the terms used in the claiml::Je

defined in the descri,ptioni.n thespecifica,tioJ;!, For example, in

Example 2 of the stlldy, the term "bicycle" in the phrase "l::Jicycle

with an engine" was not ciefineci i:q. the originally ;filed

specification. It was thus unclear whether the "bicycle" is
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described in the specification. Even if there is·an error of

reference numerals, etc., such an error can thereby be oor r e ct.ed

on the basis. of .t.he <;ies<:riptionj,l'l the specification.

* In ..the case of an invention rE;)lating .t;o a novel subst.ance.,

not only the formula of chemical constitution and. the nam" of the

substance but also data .necessary f or dete:qniningthe chemical

constitution should be .disclosed. Preferably;·n"cessary data

rela,tingtoa,n. il'lte:qnediatE;) substance. .shouLd b.e. di;sc::losecio·

By fjhowing:r:a,w da t a , a supposed chemical forrnuLa , if

erroneous, can be a,mencied.

6. Ideal Specification

Since an amendment for the addition oLnewmatter is.

prohibited, as mentioned above, an amendment cannot pe accept!3ci

simply for th!3 reason that amended matter.is "sl,lbsta,ntia,llY

described in view ofth.!3 en.tire specificati,on" Or·."ObviOl,ls.. t.o a

person. skilled in the art." It is thus.desi,red that the contents

of the originally filE;)dspecification be as rich as possible. To

achieve this pl,lrpose,·i t. is necE;)ssary to have a full

understanding of thE;) prior art, to be able to precisely identify

the subject matter of the invention, to have completed a full

s t.udy of the possibility of deveLopmant; of thE;) invention

(possj,bilityof char;tge from agenedc cgnceptto aspec::ij"ic

concept, possibility of application to anotherc::a,tegoryof

inv!3ntion or.anoth!3r u:oe) , and to. be·ableto specifically ci!3fine

the invEjntion, for which a patent: is sOl,lght, in·multipl!3sta,ges

and in ml,lltiple forms.

Specific points.to be noted in draj"til'lg.ther!3spectiv!3
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sections of the specification arid drawings will,now<beshown on

the basis of the results of the study.

6-1. Claim(s)

It is desirable that a claim prepared to overcome a possible

Of f Lci.aLAct.Lon be.r des c r.i.bed-xi.n the Detailed Description,' o'f, the

Invention (e! g. in, the description of an example').

6-2. Prior Art

Prior art corresponding to '" an rLriverrt i.on re'cited'in.a' generrc

claim should be described. If only the name of a prior-'-'art'

document is .ment.i.onad., 'an amendment relating to the, ''conten·ts of

th§', dooumen't.. is.. deemed to be.. addition of. priorart',To'avoid

t.hLs , aLl. th",items< .(purpose., problem; constitution;' operation;

adva.nta.gei1J.Eie, e t.c ;') to .. be compar-ed r.wf.t.hr.t.he presehV;inventioh

should,becleEiGribecl.

6-3. Problem to berSoLved in the Invention

A problem .soLved by an" invention of·a geriericclaifusholild

be clesGribed... .AddLt.Lon and change ·ofaproblEhu cis considered

addition of new matter. A problem related to, each claim" should'

better be clarified.

6~4. Means for Solving theProblefu

It.rs desirable that a general, basic conceptnofah

invention be described and, if necessary, that a preferred'

example be generally described.

A p:r'efe:r'ablecofubina.tron a ssoc i at.ad withaMarklish'claim

Should, be<desGribed ihiti'ally.

@upPer limit and a lower limitof arangeofc'mimericial

limita.ti.on shouldhe"s,tateclseparately.

If a prior-art document is cited in place of a specific
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example, the number and, name of the document,aswell as a gist

or a preferred example of the. part described in· the document,

should be stated.

6~5. Operation

An. operation or a function corresponding.to at least an

independent claim shOllld be fully·described" since the

description of the operation or function will likely become 'a

main P9intqfa$.$ertion ..in,awritten qpinion, etc.

6-6. Example

:J:n.ac.cordance with .the claimed ·constitution of;the

invention,examples should be described from one associated with

a generic; c;oncePtto one associated with a specd.fLc vconcept; , or

from one. asso.ciated with a basic invention to one assaciatedwith

an applied invention. :J:n particular, if a claimincluclesari'

inclusive or f unc t i.ona Lvexp.res s Lon , iLisdesirable'that'the

corr,espondency petween s uch an. inclusive or functional expression

and thetem,orelement gescribed in.the description of (examI?les

be, made clear.

As regards an unclaimed invention, which will likely be

claimed later, it is desirable that not only the constitution but

also the problem, operation and advantage of the uncLa.tmed

invention be described at theend,ofthedescription of the

example.

En ,thec;a.se\where ,.a plurality of. constituent elements are

recited, specific combinations thereof.should be described as

variously as possible in multiple stages, sothatua specific

combination, to which the invention.mayc.berestricted;infllture,
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may not be deemed to be addition,of new matter.

If a prior-art document is cited,inplaceofa'specific

example, the name of the document,'as well as a gist ora

preferred example of the partdescri'bed in the' document.cvshouId

be stated.

Furtherm,?re, if the terms .us ed in the "claim'~ are' different

from thQsein the description of "example",the,correspondency

therebetween should be described in the description of: "example:;,"

An upper limit and a lower limit of a range of numerical

limitation should be stated separately:: E'orexample,the

statement ",100 to 1000"preferably 200 to 800 r more preferably

300 to 600:' should be .chanqed to "100 ormore,preferably 200 or'

IUore,more,preferably300or more,and 1000 or less)'preferably

800 or lessjmore'preferably 600 or less,~

6-,7. Effect of the Invention

An effe,ctofan,inventi,?n recited in an associated claim

should be described in brief.

6-8. Drawing(s)

It is desirable that a preferred mode of an invention be

shown in ,a drawing"inaddition to a description of the 'preferred

mode in the specification.

7. Problem

The, above study ,was made on the basis:ofexplanatory

pamphLe t s.jcbooka on case s t.udy rie t.c . published 'by: the

Patent Office, the 'Japan Institute of lrivention and Innovation,

the Patent Attorneys Association of Japan, etc. Examples6f

e c t ua Lve.xam.i.netLon.. and trial .exemt.nat Lon conducted by theJPO

under the Amended Law have not been analyzed (a number of
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examples of actual.examination and tria,lexamination'will be

publishedseyeral yearsfrom·now).

In per-ti.cu.Lar , onLy j cn the basis of the examples of the::base

studYjwas it surmised what amendment is "derived directly and

definitively" and what amendment is not. There is no book that

thepretically explains the definition of the wording ".derived

directly and definitively. Applicants for patents should

inte'I:"pret narrowly :thewording -: "derived directly and

de f i.ni.t.LveLy. " In our study., the wording "derived directly and

definitiYely" was interpreted faithfully on the basis of the JPO'

guidelineano. pther materials, and we believe that aborrect

orientation:foJ;:amendment of "addition.of·new matter" was

achieved. Howeyer, it 'is not. certain whether or noLan actual

examination will be conducted according to our surmise; or

whether the results of our study accord with the. policies 6f the

JPO. Infa<:;t j a border line.ofacceptance for amendments

associated with a possible "addition of newmatter"caimot

clearly be decided.

8. Conclusion

Accprding tothep'I:"esent ..study; all3? : cases of study

examples were judged to be "no change of gist" in the trials

against o.ismissal of amendment. It may be considered, however,

that in most of these cases the amendments in question may'be

deeme.dbe of new matter and ; therefore not accepted.... . ,

A.lthQugh the scope .of amendment is strictly limited,as

compared t.o the Old Law, pezsoris concer-nedwiththepractice of

patentapplications.ce'I:"tainly.needt.o understand the allowable
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scope of amendment with a certain degree ofcconfidence.

The actually acceptable scope of amendmerrt isambiguou's, as

mentioned in the preceding section of "Problem." At' preseIlt,

suchan acceptable scopeisuIlclearsincewe>have no'data'oll

actual examination by the JPO .

.However , one may be inclined 't.o consider that . amended '

matter, which is derived as a matter of coursel should likewise'

be aGcepted as a me t t.e rt.o f course', and that such arnendedcrne.ttier

is "derived directly and definitively.. "'In 'the course':bf·our'

study, some conflicting conc Lus Lons rwere derived because..of/such

arguments

Amended matter,which sho1.l1dbe accepted as'a matter of

course, is not matter "derived directly and definitively", but

amended matter; which can be derived . "directly" and can be'

derived "definitively," is matter "derived"directl'y' and

definitively" and such amended matter is not "addit.ibnof· new

mat.t.er ; .II

Accordingly,' in order. to j\1dgewhet.heror·not ameIldedmatter

is "deriv"d directly.and definitively," it is necessary'to

separately consider whether 'or not'amended mat t.e r is~'derived

directly" and whether or not such amended matter· is "clerivecl

definitively." It is important to note thatoilly wheIlameIlded

matter is derived "directly" and "definitively," can suchvamended

matter be judged as matter "derived directly and definitively."

In any case, same points remainunS6lved'iIl'thepreseilt.

paper, and some parts are based on surmise. We, therefore, hope

that the present paper will serve as reference material for

judging "addition of new matter."
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(Example 1 of Case Study) Re: 3-'-4-'-1 (l); 3-4-2( 2~1 ),3-4--2(2-"3)

- - - - - - -- -- ,....,... - -,"':..,. -.-.- - - - -.- -,......;..- -,"'"" - - -'....."- - - - - -,... -::.- .,..'- -,... - - - - ......-.,... -.- ""',--,-'- - - --

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 59-279667

(Jap. Pat. Appln. KOKAI Publication No. 61-158801)

Title of the Invention: Separation Methbd

- - - - - -,...,...,... - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - --- -:- - - - - - -.- - - -: -'.-::.. - - -',_._--,...--

Gist of the Invention:.· Method of distilling and separating

hydrogen fluoride anda.substance having a boiling poin.tclose to

the boiling point of· the hydrogen fluoride

Amendment

(Before Amendment)

Claiml: A separation method characterized by adding an amine to

a liquid mixture. of hydrogen fluOride arid a substaricehaving a

boiling point close to the boiling point of the hydrogen

fluoride, and distilling the resultant.

(After Amendment)

Claim l:A separation method. characterized by adding a pyridine

or melamine .. t.o.a liquid mixture of hydrogen fluoride and an.

organic compound having a boiling point close to the boiling

point o f. the hydrogen fluoride, and distilling the resultant.

In the.Detai1ed DescriptiOn:

An example .of melamine •was added, .·and datarelatihgto·n

butylamine, which was described as an example in the initially

filed specification, was changed to a comparative example.
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Judgment on Addition of New Matter:

Amendment to Claim ..... New matter was not added.

Addition of Example and (::omparative Example

was added.

New matter

,.... _,_,_,"" ""'.""'''''''' - -:-.,.... -."'" -c..,....-,.,.. ,......,.......,.. - ..,.".,.. ..-.-._.,......,...-.- _.-.- ...,.... .._,....,....,.... -.-.--..-.-.- - -- - -.- - - --.-.- -.- -.-""''''' -.-

Reason why the amendmentt.o the c LeLrnidoes no t add new matter:

(1) organic compound

The initially filed specification states that the substance.

having a boiling point close to the boiling .point.of hydrogen

fluoride is an organic or an inorganic compound, and· that all

exemplified substances are organic compounds.

*Directly derived.

*Definitively derived.

The .originallyfiled specificationsta.te.s. that "amines

used in the present invention .:Ipe ... preferablypyridin.esand

melamine

Means for avoiding addition of· new matter:

Amendment should be limited to the claim alone,an.d, if data

shqwing <thatmelamine,likepyridines I is superior to other

amines is attached to a written opinion in response to .:I'possible

Official Action, a patent .will possibly be obtained,

Example Case for Reference: From case9,the amendment

to change "sJJ,bstance." to "organic compound"wasjudgedtoadd no

new matter.
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(Example 2ofCaseStudy)Re :3'-4-1 (2)

---~------~~~----~--~~-~--_.~--~-~-~-~~~---------~~~--~--~~~~~-~~

Application No.: Japanese patent Application No. 58-'142555

--------------------~---------------~----~~-~-----~~--~---------

Title of the Inventicm : Bicyde with EnqLne

Gist of the Invention: An air cleaner case is provided on one

side of an engine; thereby preventing a driver's tro1.lSersfrom

coming intoCC:mtact 'I-lith the engine.

Claim before Amendment:

A blcycle>wlthan engine; 'I-lherei.n an engine unit> ismc:>imted

on the lower 5lde ofa middle portibnofavehli::lebbdyhavlng'a

f ront, wheel· and a rear· 'I-lheel', in a poslt.Lon 'In.'agapbet'l-leen

pedal arm5prbvldedat b6thends of a pedal Crankshaft t6~hlCha

chaln sprocket fordj;liilngtherear whkeF ls at.t.ached; and the

rear 'I-lheelcan bedrivenbysaldengineunit,charaCterlzed'ln

that acyli.:ndermember·bf saidengirie unlt is put In sald gap,

sald chaln sprocket belng dlspClsedon one'slde()f saldcyli.nder

member, with an air cleaner Case belng disposed on anotherslde

of saldcyllnder rnember.

Amended Claim:

A motClr-blcyclewhereln apCl'l-ler1.lni.t is c()nstltuted by

lntegrally prClvlding atransrnission case<6n arearporti.:ol'l 'of an

en.glneunlthavlng a Centeraxlsof a dyli.ndersltuatedln a

back-a.rid-'forthdlr:ectlon, said englne·unit.belngsituated between

a front wheel and a rear wheel, with sald power unlt belng
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swingably supported on a vehicle body, characterized in that said

transmission case is continuously disposed on said rear portion

of said engine unit with a stepped portion, .and with. an air

cleaner case being disposed on the front side of said

transmission casing and on the lateral side of said engine unit

within the width of said stepped portion of said transmission

casing.

------~-----~----------------~-----

Judgment on Addition of New Matter:. New matter was added.

- - - - -.-.-------- - - -...,. - - - - - --...,. ----- "":'" -.--_.- -_.- --_.- -.- - "":"'.- - ...,..-._.-.- .._-,-._._._._._--_.. -

Reason why new matter was added:

The originallyfi.led specification and drawings d i.s c Lo s e a

".bicycle with an engine . " The "bicycle with an engine" was

amende<;ltoca "motor-bicYi::le" ""hich isa generic concept of the

"bicycle with an engine." However, .neither the originally. filed

specification .nororiginally filed drawings mention the ".motor,,

bicycle." Although "mot.o.r-cbi.cyc Le" is.conside.red a generii::

concept of "bicycle with an engine", "bicycle for example, can

also be cons.ideredagenericc:;oncept of "bicycle. with an engine."

Even if the .gist of the. invention lies ina common .coricept; of

"motor-bicycle" and "bicycle with an engine,:' this amendment

cannot be derived directly and de.finitivelyfrom the originally

filed specification.

The de f Lna.t.Lon of the Japanese term."jitensha" (equivalent
.c.c·c······c c .

to the English term "bicycle") Ls ba;;edon .that appearing in the

Japanese-Japanese d.i.ct.i.onaxy.. "KOJIEN": "a vehicle with a.device

whereinwheelsar.e rotated by aJ:."ider with. his(herown power."
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- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -.,....,...- - - - - - """.-"'" - ,... ...,... ,-.-""':-- - .."""'" :::;"..,... - - .."'" -:.,... -,"'" - ..-:- -.,... ..,....,.,...

Description in the originally fil",dspe9ificQ.tionfor avoiding

addition of· new. matter:

The originally filed spec i t Lcat.ion desczi.be.s .a bicycle

having a motor. as .an .auxiliary un i, t., By t.he .amendment, the

applicant intended to broaden the scope of such a bicycle. to

general motor bicY9l"'s. Und",r.the Amended Law, such an amendment

to b.roaden a specific .c()ncept t.o a generic90nc",pt should be

considered unacceptable in ..p:r:inciple. At the time of filing an'

application,it is tJ:1,liS necessary to de03cribethetitle of.the

invention, the claim (s) audthetechnical field of ..the Lnvent.Lon

in the originally fil",d s pec.i.f i.ceti.on, wi.th fulL .. consideration

given to the scope of application of the inyention.

- -- - - - --. """..-,.,... - -.-""'.- -- - -...,.- - .,....-.-.,....,.... - ...,....-..-.- - -.""'.-.."... --..- ..-,.... .... ,....,.. -..,.. - - - - -.,....,... -.,......,....,. - - -..,...-

Example Ca03e. for Ref",rence: No. n
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(Example 3 of Case Study) Re: 3-4-1(5)

,.... - - -'- -'--- -,.... - - - - --~ - - ,-'-'--- - -- '- - -,.... - -,.... - - - - - -- - - - - - - - _.:... - '~'- - - -,;:,.. ---;... -;;..-

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 58'-228075

- - - - - - - --,..- - - - - -,.... - - - -,-'- - -'- -'- - - - - - - -'- -- .... - - - - -'-'- - - - - - - - - - - - - --,.... - - - --

Title of the Invention: Method of Producing Granulates'ofVinyl

Chloride Polymer

Gist of the Invention : In a method of producinggranulat€isof a

vinyl chloride polymer for pasteprocessing,thevinylc:h1or1de

polymer is recoveredahdthen dried under specific conditions,

thus efficientlyobtaining'polyinergrahulates of hig'h fluidity-

Claim before Amendment:

A method of producing granulates of a vinyl chloride

polymer, characterized in that a. vinyl chloride polymer is

prepared by adding and mixing an organic liquid which is not

easily dissolved in water and does not dissolve or swell the

vinyl chloride polymer, in an aqueous dispersion of the vinyl

chloride polymer, and, when the prepared vinyl chloride polymer

is separated from a water phase and dried, the vinyl chloride

polymer is dried in two stages by using a fluid drier under

conditions that the vinyl chloride polymer is dried in a

constant-rate dry period at such an inlet air temperature that

the vinyl chloride polymer has a temperature of 40t or less, and....
that the vinyl chloride polymer is dried in a decreasing-rate dry

period such that the vinyl chloride polymer has a temperature of

50°C or less.
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Amended Claim (Amended portions are underlined)£

A method of producing' granhlatescbfi airinyl chloride

polymer, characterized irithatan a.ggregate bfa vinyl chloride

polymer is prepared by adding and mixing an organicliquid·which

is not easily dissolved inwaterandd()es not dissolve or swell

the vinyl .chloride polymer, in·an·aqueous dispersion of the vinyl

chloride polymer, the prepared vinyl chloride polymer is

dehydrated, and the vinyl chloride polymer is dried under

conditions that in a constant-rate dry period the vinyl chloride

polymer has a temperature~ of 40t or less and in a

decreasing-rate dry period the vinyl chloride polymer has a

temperature l.t1J.. of SO·C or less, and a condition

that t2 - tl > 7t.

Judgment on Addition of New Matter: New matter was added.

Reason:

The originally filed specification mentions tl and t2, but

makes no mention of t2 - tl or the combination of conditions tl

and t2. Since the Example relates to only the.case where t2 - tl

~ 7t, the amendment portion may be considered to be derived

definitively. However, at least the originally filed

specification does not teach the concept of the condition of t2 

tl. The Example does not mention the value of t2 - tl, and the

amended portion is not derived directly.

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding
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addition of new matter:

In the case of the present application, a concept, which was

not, clear at the time of filing ,wa.sderived from the Example .

I.tthusappears . substantially Lmpos s Lb Le vt o prepa;r:-ethe

originally filed s pec.if i cet i.on -s o .t.hat; no pr'ob Lem could occur.

- - - - - - -- - - - - - -.- -.- - ---- - -.-,- - - - - - -,_.- - - - -- - --- - _.- _.- - - - - -'-.- - - -- _.----

Example Case for Reference: 12
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(Example 4 of Case Study) Re: 3-4-2(1)

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 61-14696

Tit.le Of the Ihventioh: Method of PrClducingGranularFClod

Gist of the· Invention: A method of producing a granular food is

provided, wherein the granular food can retain a granular
'-'.. _,

structure and will not become a lump even if it is mixed with a

SClUrCe,etC. The granular food is produced bya.dding and mixing
....c-·- .....•--

a specific quantity of water and edible oil with grains.

Claims before Amendment (or Description/Drawing):

*Claims:

1. AfuethOd of producing a granular food, comprising the

steps of addihgwatertOgrains including at. least a ground

portion ,~f.ir:tinCl a. i~~111t!~h£.'~t~a.minqthe resuitant for a
-- --,

predetermined timeperiCld,·pulveiizing the resultant intO

granula.tes with a .desired size, and drying the granulates.

2. The methCldClf prOducing a granular fOOctaccording to

claim 1, characterized in that a suitable guantity of water and

olive oil is added to and mixed with semolina, the mixture is

pulverized, a resultant is steamed for a predetermined time

the resultant is further pulverized into granulates to a

desired size, and the granulates are dried.

*Effects: ... The granular shape. is conduci.ve vto good

digestion.
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Amended Claims (or Description/Drawing)

*Claim

1. A method of producing a granular food, characterized in

that 20% to 70% by weight *a of water and edible oil, including

at least 10% of edible oil,*b is added to grains in a ground

state, the grains in the ground state are stirred over a

relatively short time period so that each grain may not lose a

gran~larstructure, the entire grains are impregnated with water

and edible oil, the grains in the ground state are steamed in a

substantially static state for a predetermined time period so

that an aggregate of granulates is grown, and then the aggregate

is broken to obtain a granular food*c.

*Effects

Since the food has a granular shape, it does not catch in

the throat and after the food is passed through the throat the

food is smoothly digested since each granule of the food is

digested in the stomach and intestines and put into contact with

gastric juice over a large area .... Moreover, since edible oil

is added, the granular condition is well retained, and a special

flavor can be

Judgment on Addition of New Matter: All underlined portions (a)

to (d) are considered to add new matter.

Reasons:

a) Although portion (a) is within the scop8of the prior art, it

is not described in the originally filed specification. N6rcan
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it be: de:rived dire:ctly or definitively from the Originally filed

specification. Portion (a) ·i.stherefore consideredaddition of

new matter.

b) Although "olive oil" and "salad oil" are mentioned,an"edible

oil,".i'i generic:: concept thergof, is not mentioned. Not only

"edible oil" but also "vegetable oil" can be.derivedas a.generic

concept of "olive oil." and. 'c.salad oil." Therefore ,the "edible

oil" is not derived. directly or definitively and cis considere:d

addition of new matter.

Although the ratio of edible ,oiLto.water is calculated as

about 10.% in consideration of the specific gravity of semolina

in the Example, the perqenti'igeexce:edinglO%isnot referred· to

at all. The matter "at least 10%" is thus not derived directly

or definitively and ·isconsidered addition of new matter.

c) Portion (c) is not described in the originally filed

specification, and it is Ilotder.ived directly or definitively;

Fortion (e) is thus considered addition of new matter.

d) The additionally described effects are not mentioned in the

originally filed.specification at.all. It is not clear whether

the additional e:ffeets i'ire::,mgge:stedill the originally filed

specification. The additionaL effects are. therefore not derived

directly or def.initively and are considered addition of new

matter.

Description in the originallyfile:d specification for avoiding

addition of newmatte:r:

In order to make it possible to ,assert novelty or inventive
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step against prior art by restricting the scope of· a. claim in

future, it ·isnecessary to use desirable specific expressions

and, if numerical expressions can be used, to specify the range

of numerical values by making use of the expression "preferably."

Similarly, effects need to·be described in the Example with

concrete expressions.

_.... :....--- -,- -...., --,- - - -.-,-.-"'" _:- -- - - - -...., - _._.- --...., -- - - - - -...., - - - - - -'- - -...., - - - - - - -'- -'-'-'-

Example Cases for Reference: a 17, b ... 17 arid 4 or 5, c ... 27,

d 22. pa

(Example 5 of Case Study) Re: 3~4-2(4)

- ~,,-'-.~ -.-.~:-.--~ - ~ - ....,.- ..,.,.-. ...,..- ...., ......,....,..-.- ....,. ....,..-._....,-...., - -....,....,....,....,....;...., - -'- - - -...., - --...., - - -- -....,....,....,-- -'.-

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 63~10585

Title of the Invention: Auxiliary Livestock Feed

.... - -- -- -....,...., - -...., .... -- -'-,- "'--,- - -.- - - ....:..;. -...., -...., - _."';" .... -....,....,...;.- .... '-- _.'- -....,....,...., - -'-'_ ..... _...., -'-_..... - -....,

Gist of the Invention: There is provided an auxiliary livestock

feed consisting of an activated rotten mud corita.ining a fixed

quantity of water, the livestock feed·exhibiting good gas

adsorption properties, deodorizing and bacteriostatic effects, as

well·ashigh water raising effects for flowers and remarkably

quickeffe.cts· as·a spray~on-lea.·f agent .

....,....,....,...., -...." ..,,- - ...._.. ....,...., :.....;-- -"-'...., .... - --' .......;. ._...;;..._.. ..;;. ...;.;.......::...~._..:.. _.:...... -- :"""'':'''...., -_ . ...::....- ..... _:....;_._...., ...;..:....'- - ...:.. .... ...., -'--...., ''';;'....,

Claims before Amendment (or Description/Drawing):

*Claim:

An auxiliary livestock feed produced by pulverizing a r()t'·!'pn

vegetable mud containing 50 % to 80 % of wa.ter,<putting the mud

in sufficient contact with air, and a.ctivatingthe mud.

*Detailed Description
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The techniqueo:E "pulverizing ... anda.ctivating the mud"

recited in the claim corresponds taB "method of activating

rotten vegetable IIlud"of Jap. Pat. A.pp1.h.I<OKOKUPublication No.

62~37003.

----------------------------------------------------------------

Amended Claims (or Description/Drawing)

*Claim

An auxiliary livestock feed obtained by actiV"ctting aro'tten

vegetable Illud, char-act.er Laed :bycbltlpiisirig ct combi.riatLon )of the

steps.of:

pulverizing the rotten vegetable mud corrt.a.i.ninq 50 %to80' %

of water so that the mud conta.ins 60%to 80% ofgranul'esbf a

grain size of 10 mesh pass and 80 meshcm,placing the resulta.nt

in a layer 20 cm to 30 cm thick oroccasi.bhallysettl.Ilgthe

resultant upside down, thereby placing the mud in sufficient

contact with air; and

maturing the resultant with a water content of 50 % to 80 %,

malntalned untll a pH = 3.0 or less and a Brlx degree = 0.4 or

above.

*Detalled Descriptlon

The same as the above.

Judgment on Addltlon of New Matter: New matter lS added.

Reasons:

Although document numbers are cited in the orlginallyfiled
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specification, the added matter is not mentioned in the

originally; filed specification. Moreover, the. added matter is

not derived directJ,yor definitively by a person skilled in the

art from the originally filed specification. The amendment is

therefore considered addition of new matter.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.,.- - - -- - - -.-,- - -.,.- ~ -.,.'-- ~ -.,.',- ~ - - ::-.-.,..,- -- - -'::-.- -,-,-,-.- - -....,....,. ...,.,- ....,._...,

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding

add.i.t i.on of new matter:

Matt.er described in the cited <:iocuments,which is considered

to relate to the subject matter of an invention and whic:hwill

. P9s.sibly be claimed in future, needs to ,be concretely desqribed

in the O:r:iginaHy f i.Led .specification.

ExampleCas~s for Reference.: .48
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__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ "';;;';"';."_:~,~:~'~:;;..;"--;_L ",:_~;;""_,,,,; -.::;.;.-,;.;._'..:.... _
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*The,samestatement.appears .i.n other parts: of the

specification.

Amended. Claims. (brDescription/Drawing)

Claims before Amendment (or Description/Drawing):

*Claim:

A sealed-type astringency removing system wherein astringent

persimmons are contained in an air/water tight bag in layers and

astringency is removed in an atmosphere of carbonic acid gas and

alcohol, characterized in that astringency is removed such that

the entire humidity within the system does not fall into a range

of 75 to 85 % or more.

Gist of the Invention: In a sealed-type astringencyremovirig

system, humidityiB ·setin a specified range and astringency is

removed from persimmons with no change6fcolor:ordamage.

A sealed"ctype.as.tringency removing system wherein astringent

persimmons are contained in an air/water tight bag inlayers and

ast.ringencyis removed. ·in.ian atmosphere of. carbonic 'acidgas arid

Title of the Invention: Method of Removing Astringency in

Persimmons

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 58-17802

(Example 6 of Case· StildyV Re:3.~4~2( 5)



alcohol, characterized in that astringen<:;y'is'removed such that

the entire humidity within the system falls in a range of 75·to

~.

*The same statement appears in other parts of the

specification.

*Detailed Description

The same as.left.

Judgment on1\.ddition of New Matter: New matter is not added.

Reasons:

The wording "does not fall into a range of 75 to 85 % or

more" in the claim before amendment can be interpreted to mean 1)

"does not fall in a range lower than the range of about 75 to 85

%" (i.e. less than about 80 I), or 2) "falls in a range of 75 to

85 %." In this respect, the amended matter can be directly

derived. In addition, the originally filed specification states

that the progress of removal of astringency is accelerated if

"the humidity in the ,astringency removing sys.tem is>high. (75 to

100 I). In the comparative example described in the

specification,the humidity is set at about 100% and, in this

case, if dew condensation occu.rs.," the color of the surface of an

persimmon will crack. .It is clearly understood.from the

specification that the. range of high humidity should be

determined so as not.to cause, dew condensation. If ,the amended
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portion is interpreted from thisstandpoin:i:.,it'is understood'

that the range in question meahs "75 toBS %.". Ih other words,

the meaning (2) can'bede:tived'de:Elhltivel:y. (In the trial, too,

change of gist is negated on the basis of the sarnelogic.)

Description in the originally filed specLf Lcet Lon for avoiding

additionofriewmatter

AspecifiCat:ion needs to be preparedwithunarnbiguous

expressions.

Example Case for Reference: 47
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(Example7of Case Study) .Re e 3-4,-2 (5)

- _ .... -,"'" --'- -.-..,....- - -: -- - ................ ,.... - ..,... ..,... -.-.""'- - .-.- - -."7"'-....,...., - .,.....- - -'--.-.- -.-"" -, ..-,.....,.....,... - - ....,....,_ .... ,... .... .,...

Application .No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 58-37967

............ .,... ................- - -.-:.-"" -.- ....., -.""''''' ....,.:-...., -...., - - ....., ....,,-.,....,... -,-":"" . ....,,... - . ....,.,... - .. ,-.,,-.,,...-,... -.,... .... .,...- -.,....-:- ..,....,... - ....., - ....,.,....- .,....-,...

Tit.Le of the Invention: High Polymer Composition

........ "",- -'"'""" -,-"" -:-....,.,... -.-""""''''''''' -.-:"" _.,...:-. - ...,......., - ~.::-.-.- ......,....,......., "",- .,.....- .,....-.,...,....,... -."" ....,.,""""''''''''''' ,....,... ..,....,_ .... "","" ....,..- ..,....,...

Gist of the Invention: A composition, which hasef.fects. of

polyvinyl. a Lconoi and. casein .andwith which a!3t,p.!:>lElpqueo,-+s

solution is obtained, is produced.

Claim before Amendment:

A high polymer composition consisting of 1 to 99 % by weight

of water-soluble long-chain alkyl group denatured polyvinyl

alcohol CAl containing 0.05 to 10 mol % of a long-chain alkyl

group, in which the number of carbon atoms is 4 to 20, and 99 to

1 % by weight of casein (B).

*The same statement appears in other parts of the

specification.

Amended Claim:

A high polymer composition consisting of 1 to 99 % by weight

of water-soluble denatured polyvinyl alcohol CAl containing in

the polymer 0.05 to 10 mol % of a structure unit having as a side

chain an alkyl group in which the number of carbon atoms is 4 to

~ and 99 to 1 weight casein (B).

* The other parts of the specification were amended

similarly.
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Judgment on Addition of New Matter: New matter is added.

Reasons:

In the wording "long-chain alkyl group denatured polyvinyl

alcohol containing 0.05 to 10 mol % of a long-chain alkyl group,"

the "long-chain alkyl group" should correctly be the "structure

unit having a long-chain alkyl group as a side chain," or the

expression "mol %" should correctly be "% by weight." Otherwise,

the claim does not make sense. Erroneous description is thus

obvious and other interpretation is meaningless. Since there are

two ways of. interpretation, the amended portion may be considered

to be derived directly. However, .the Example of the invention is

reasonable even if either of the two interpretations is adopted.

In the comparative Example, non-denatured PVA is used, and the

comparative Example is reasonable even if either of the two

interpretations is adopted, In the other parts of the

specification, there is no description suggesting which of the

two interpretations is correct. The amended portion is thus not

derived definitively .from the originally filed specification and

is considered addition of new matter.

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding

addition of new matter:

A specification needs to be prepared with unambiguous

expressions, and the technical contents should be clarified.
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Example Case for Reference: 47
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(Example 8 of Case Study) Re: 3-4-2(5), 3-4-4

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 58-45508

~--~-~~---~---------------------------------------~------~------

Title of the .Invention (befqreamendment): BICYCLO [3,3, Q]

OCTANE-2,3-CARBOXYLlCANHYDRATE'--6;8-DICARBOXYLIC ACID

Title of the Invention (amended): 3,5,6-TRICALBOXYLNORBORNANE-2-

ACETIC ACID-5,6-~~HYDRIDE

---------------------~----------~-~-~------------~-----------~--

Gist oft.helnveTl.tion: There anip:Lovided novel, low-cost,

compounds,or te:trac.arbox;ylic acids .usedasi plasticizer"

hardeners,etc" said novel compoUIldshaying excellent sOluqiJ.ity

and high workability due to notso.J:tighleyel ofreactiyity.

_ _ _ -...;;:1£ lJ.l '1 :: _ 2"':..., ~~__ .: ..., ..., _..,. _,"",,"" -,- -'- -'-__ ..., _..., __ ...,...,...,

Claim before-l\mendment:

Bicyclo [3,3,O]octaine...2,3-carboxy~ic anhydrate-6,8-

dicarboxylic acid, represented by constitutional formula [1]:

Amended·Cla.im:

3,5,6-tricalboxylnorbornane..,2..,acetic acid..,5,6..,anhvdride,
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Description in the Originally Filed Specification:

• • (<,,, ·c~·:r.:!!
(diester) hy~rOlYSiS~'(dicarboxyTic aCi:~idati.On

acid)

Description in the .l\merided Specification:

oxidation

~
'\

...... '\
.. ->: (monoanhydride)

(tetracarboxylic
a c.i.d.)

~(diCarbOXYliC
acid)

oxidation

/

I
hydrolysis

~.

(diester)
/

carbon monoxide
alcohol

Reason:
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In the present amendment, four intermediate products, the

chemical constitutional formula of the end product, and the names

of compounds were entirely changed wi.thout changing the starting

compound. The originally filed specification does not mention

the correct chemical constitutional.formula.·ornames of.

compounds. However, the specification discloses analysis data

... (main absorbing. body of IR;peak of C1 3 ...NMR,results of elemental

an9-lysis,boiling poLnt sj melting points) enough todet.ermine

chemical constitutions .ofthe intermediate products and :.end

product. It is clear.that the chemical co.nstitutional formula

and the names of compounds stated in the o.riginally filed

spe<::ification are incorrect . .Inaddition, from the analysis

data, the correct chemical constitutional formula. or names of

compounds can be de.rived... Therefore, amended I!la.tter is derived

directly. In addition, sinc.e.the amended matter (correct matter)

is specified on the ba$is ·of.the an9-lysis data,it is derived

dE!;Einitively and ..is not. considered add.i t Lon of new matter.

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding

addition of new matter:

Analysis data used to specify the constitution of a novel

substance, etc. should be described in detail.

Example Case for Reference: 4 7
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CO concentration (ppm)

sensitivity (mv)

FIG. 3
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Gist of the Invention: There is provided a carbon.monoxide sensor

element wherein sensitivity to carbon monoxide does·!iotdec:rease

even if NOx ispresent,and a mixture contairiiriga specifiC: metal

oxide is.carried onasintered bodydfametal oxide

semiconductor.

Amended Claim (or Description or Drawing):

Title of the Invention: Carbon Monoxide Sensor Element

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 59-82003·

(Example 9 of Case Study) Re: 3~4-2(5)

Claim before Amendrnerit; (dr Desciiptlon or Dra.wirig):

ACarbo!imo!idxide sensoielement characterized in that a

imixtu.redfrutheniumoxide'atid ahletal oxide of one or more

selected from the groupcdrisistingof·titanium, zirconium,

hafnium,· thorium, cer i.urntandvLarrt.hanum is Carried 'on asiritered'

body of a metal oxide semiconductor.



Claim: The same as above

FIG.·3

sensitivity (mv)

CO concentration (ppm)

Judgment on Addition of New Matter: New matter is added.

Reason:

The originally filed specification includes no description

suggesting a reference nlli~eral appearing in the amended figure.

Therefore, the amended matter is not derived directly or

definitively.

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding

addition of new matter:

Where the contents of a graph relate closely to

invention, it is necessary not only to prepare a graph as a

figure, but also to describe the meanings and characteristics of

curves (or straight lines) in the graph and the differences
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between the curves (or straight lines) in the originally filed

specification.

Example Case for Reference: 45
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(Example 10 of Case study) Re: 3-4-2(5)

_____________________________________________~-------- ~~L2_·

Application No. : Japanese Patent Application No. 63"-209625

(Jap. Pat. App Ln. KOK."'-I ApplicationNo.i-i25'398)

Title of the Invention: Amino-Acid Derivative and Methdd'of

Producing the Same

'.

(C H,

antihypertensive agent using the same.

as well as a method of producing the same, and an

A

Amendment:

Gist 'of the Invention:

The invention relates to a compduncl hiivingtheconstitu~.ion

represented by

On page 149 and the following pages of the Detailed

Description,

"h<J:irg:lj.c;e,t*:q,g a benzene :r;il'lg"",il.schangedto",A <l
cyclohexane ring."

a

Judgment on Addition of New Matter: New matter is not added.
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-----------------------------~-7-~---~-~-c--~~---~-~--~~-------~

Reasons:

The amendment is considered a correction of an error for the

following reasons (1), (2) and (3)

The amended matter is derived directly and definitively from

the originalJ..yfiled.specificatiol}..

Reason 1: The originally filed specificatiol}.desc:r:-ibes.tl"lat.

thereare.twCl._cases whe:r:-e "A <J". in the constitutional fomula

:r:-epresenting the compound of the invention is al:>enzene.ring al}.d.

"A><JU is.il: cycLoriexane ring.

Reason 2: F:r:-om the originally filed specificat~on, it is

unde:r:-stood that the N0~ data appearil}.g on page 149 and the

following pages is erroneous and "A <] "is not a benzene ring.

Reason 3: Even if "A <J" indicating a benzene is chanqed to

"A <J" indicatj,nga cycLohoxane , the amended .matter does not

contradict the contents of the originally filed specification.

Example Case for Reference: Similari:o 4.1
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(Exa.mplell of CaseSt.udy JRe: 3-4-3

Application No.: Japanese Patent Application No. 61-115218

'Titleof,the InventiOn:,Control, Apparatus

Gist of the Invention:. Tfiere is provided a controJ.apparatus'

capable of issuing an alarm, when a set-value .i..nmemorynleans 4 is

identical to a set value in control means 2.

-----------------------------~--~---------------------- - - -- - - -

Specification and Drawing before Amendinent·:

Comparison means 9 functions as follows.' An output from

switching means 5_ is directed to memory means 4. After a

destinat.ionaddress 7 is set by setting means 3, an. output from

the swit.ching<means 5 is switched it.o cont:r:olmeans2so that the

settingin·the-_setting means 3 means a selfCcstati6nadd:i'I:=s's6.

B.eforeand af.terthe switching, the addresses set. in't.heset.ting

means 3 are compared . If there is no change, i t.willbe assumed

that;asetting.operatorforgot to restore the set address t.o a

sel f -sta,t.ion ,addressanda.n output.. wi11 be de livered,-t6a.larining

means for issuing an alarm.

The comparison means 9 compares the self_station address set

in the setting means 3, before ,the output destination from the

swit.ching means 5 is switched fromt.hecontrolineans to

memory means 4, with the self-'station address set at the time the

output destination from the switching means 5 is restored from

the memorY' means 4 to the contfol means 2,. If ,the, set addres

not restored to the same set address, an output will be delivered
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-- - - - - - ------ - - - -:.-:.-,.... ,,..../'~,.... ,....,....,,.... ,.....,..... -.-:,,....-,-,-,-.-.-.--.- ....,..-.- - --.-.--.-_.--------------

has been switched to the ,control means side,and if a set vaLue.

.controlmeans2

-+---'-'--alarming means 0
'-,=--""J
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The comparison means 9 generates a signal'

;L......~.:.,.;;.;.,......,."..",;......,;:...,:.""-+__ ~.:....-_'_..J

if

switching·' means 5. I

,----_.-

setting means after the switching means is switcheclOhce"agaiilt6

set in the setting. means before the .switching means i,s switched'

1------------1

I 4-~ imemory means 4 ---:-:--:-:--:-:--:-:--:-:-'----:-:~ , - - '--- I
[ 1","-1 1 2 ,

~5' ,
switching means 5 ~"-----, ,_1_._, I _\.;" _Lei-'-"-__

setting means 3..........-----· i I~~ :--: '¥i4.Ii ~:;; I : alaming means 10
I _ 9, 1 I~ I

9 ----1-----11-... [' .... =. I I..''''''''I~compa;dson means c;: '[ '2"'~1"1;:0 [ .
-;- '.~ . ~_... .

I-----------;-
" ""-:"',' -C-, :;:I ::1.=1~ ~-~-

to the alaming means 10 for issuing an a.Lazm , The precision.in

output from the setting.;means.3 and an .output direction 'of ''the'

The. (comparison means )·;9 receives ,as inpu.ts .a' set: value

Amended Specification and Prawing.:

to,thEl memory means side is different from a set valueset,irithe

as a set yalue s,et in.the 'setting means: when ·the switching means

switch;Lngmeflns ,is .switched to .thememory means side is the isame'

if a set value .set, .i,rr .the. setting means in the state in which the

deleting a. setting error is thereby enhanced.

·the .cont.ro.I means . side ,

control apparatus 1

setting"'means

comparison



Judgment on Additipnof.New.Matter:

Amendmenttpthespecificatipn .is no_t addition (If new

matter.

Amendment to the drawing is addition of new matter.

Reason why new matter is not added:

The underlined portion (1) in the amended description is not

stated in the originally filed specification. From the

originally filed specification, it can be understood that an

address is output in the direction of arrow. Furthermore, if

originally filed FIG. 1 is referred to, it is clear that the

(comparison means) 9 receives as inputs a set value output from

the setting means 3 and an output direction of the switching

means 5. Amendment to the specification is, therefore, not

addition of new matter.

Reason why new matter is added:

As regards the switching means 5 shown in amended FIG. I,

the originally filed specification does not state that the output

from the switching means 5 to the memory means 4 and the output

from the switching means 5 to the control means 2 is selectively

switched. In addition, the amended matter is not derived

directly and definitively from the originally filed specificat.ion

and is therefore addition of new matter.

Description in the originally filed specification for avoiding

addition of new matter:

If a black box is shown in a figure, the circuit connection
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or the flow of signals reTatingtothe black box needs to be

described in the originally filedspeciflcation.

Example Case for Reference: 41
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(Example 12 of Case study) Re:3-4'-l(2)

Application No.: Japane=se Pat.ent, AppLf.ca't.Lon No. 57 -'-8 24 7 i

----------------------------------------------------------------

Titleof the Invention : Ink 'Jet Recording Apparatus

Gist ofthernvention: .An ink jet recording apparatus hav'ing,

within a relay tank, a valve member operable in accordance with a

va:dation in speed, thereby supplying ink to a recordihg head

without excess or deficiency.

Claim before Ainenclrnent:

... said ink tank .is providedwithava'Lve member dosed at

the stop time of said carriage and opened\vhen said Carriage is

moved ....

Judgment on Addition of New Matter: New matter is added.

_ _ _ _ _ _ :,:",..;...,;",.' _',;",. 1..:..:.... _: __ ....;..:.... __ :.;.. __ 2..:...'.:...' _ L__'.__'..:.... " _

Reason:

The originally filed 'specification includes statements: "On'

the other hand, when printing is started 'and carriage 3 is moved,

the steel ball 13 rolls 'within the relay tank 11 against the

attraction force of the magnet 14 by the start and stop
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------------~------------------~~~--~~----~--------~---- -- - - - - --

Description in the. originally filed. specification for. avoiding

addition of new matter:

The phrase "stop time" in the amended claim is. changed by

using the words in the specification "by stop acceleration._" As

mentioned above, the variation in speed the "a

v.ariation in sPeec1 of said carriage at the stop .time of said

carriage" in tJ:1e amended claim qccurs only when negative
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acceleration pcc,urs. It, is assumed that', the applicant' considers

the "stop time" to mean "during decelei·afi6ii. "by' stop

acceleration." However, two interpretations are possible and

therefore this am~rid.Ill~rit i~'~ddnion of new matter.

Accordingly, it is necessary to avoid the, use of termswhicD,

do not appear in the originally filed specification, even if such

terms can be substantially interprete(i,to meangnly the matter

described in the originally filed speCiificatiori,;

----------------------~------~---------~=~~~~~~~~~----- - - - - - - -

Example Cases for Reference: 4 and 5

=26,9~
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(7) Abstract: The future aspects of multimedia has been described as a

revolution in technology that will significantly shape societies

worldwide. The merging of data, text, graphics and sound

controlled by software to be interactive, creates a new and

significant challenge to the legal profession. Not only are the

usual intellectual property rights involved (patents, copyrights,

trademarks and trade secrets) but also potential aspects of privacy

law, rights of publicity and communications law. In addition, the

traditions of publishing and entertainment businesses must be

applied. However, the biggest challenge will be in determining

the multimedia provider to extend to both present and future

technologies.
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I..INTRODUCTION

The term "multimedia" refers to the combtnattonotmedlassuchas; text/data

bases, audio, still photographs, motion pictures, vldeos.vand' graphics,thcltwillbe

digitally integrated within a software memory base and controlled by aprogram:that

has functionality capability to allow the lnforrnatlonto 'besearched. displayed;' heard;

viewed and manipulated by theend ·user. Urilikethetraditionalsoftwareph5grams

which the end use(addsitsowninformation,multimed iasvsterns will be the.prtmarv

information supplier. Further; itshould bealsoconslderedthat the inforrnatioruIn

additioritomanipulation; will be susceptible to interactive re-transrnlssion."

With the exploslon and rnerqlnq-oftechnoloqies such as fiber optics, parallel

processing, packet datavopen networks; spread spectrum, arid: data compression

along with (the:eVer'growingsophisticated software techniques, the broadband

mUitimedi,fsUper highway will bea reatltvlnonlva matter oftinie:Thebroadband

networks will be capable of providing the following examples otrnultlrnedlaservlce:

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.
7..

8.

9.

10.

11
," '12:

alternate 'access· tolOrig distance'telephone service,

interactive edUcational institutionsoverlOrigdistande'

interactlve:banking, investing,and ·billpayment,:

interactive game playing,

lnteractlve"sho pplng,

'high speed data .transfer, between local area networks,

personal communications,

picture telephone services,

speciallzedadvertlslnq specifictogroupsand individuals,

telecornrnutln 9,i.e. home-office audio/sound link,

Video' ontdernand.i'and

"'tideD'CDnferencefs'.
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The newspaper industry may possibly be significantly impacted.tA'varietv of

entire copies of newspapers will probably be provided on line by a multimedia

pUblisher; to-be-Identlfledand selected by an icon on the screen. AdvE)rtising as we

know it today, willprobablv undergo a signification revotutlcn inthi3tadvertising will

be selected by the end user, or advertising will be sent on line tailored to fit the

dernoqraphlc .needs of the end.users,

Thpsejnvolved.in the gro.wthQ.fthe multirnediaindustrv will be required to have

understanding ofthE)soci(jlnE)eds involved in promoting intellectual-and technological

9[owth (i nclud ingJre(! speE)chgongE)p!s Land t.oba lanee theSE! co nee ptsagi3instclajl11s

of informationownE)rship.:Notonly will mult.il11edia companies {and-their legaisti3.ffl

berequiredto become fal11i1iar with the applicable intellectual propertylaw$,.but also

the tri3ditions .that; have.. E)volved •indicensing .in thE) areas Of music, text..audio,

photographs, movies, and-videos, and al$oprivi3cy lavvs.protE)cting.pE)rsonsfrol11t.hE)

gOl11mElrgial.ej(ploitation of their lrnaqes and likeness withoutthelr consen.t;.andalso

the.entertalnmenr ind ustrvandunlon.practlcas. :

This paper will focus on a discussion of ownership concepts of information.

However, it should beunderstoodthi3t .thesaovvnershlpconcepts will need to be

eventuaIly·bi3li3nCEldinJhEl,futurewith 9Overnl11Elnti3ld irectedsocia I requirements such

as the ready access to multimediainfp[l11ation by institutions such as hospitals,

libraries, schools.

First, we need to understand the mE)aningofthe ownershlp Of information.

Ownership consists -ofabundle of property.right$.[ecognized .by law. involving the

rights concerning: (1) copying (reprodugtion),(2),using(as.dEltElrmined by the owner),

(3) disclosing (to disclose or keep secret), .(4)e~ploiting(col11l11ercialbenefits), (5)

accessing (regulate access) ,and(p),l11odifying(maintenancEl:of inteqritv). These

property rights involve the right to exclude others from such property; to obtain relief

for damages to the property, the exclusive right totri3n$fE)r.thE)·property, and the right

exclusionary property rights, there are also the accompanying rights to exploit and

derive benefits (pro-active rights). The transfer property rights are unique for such
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intangibles in that the information can be transferred without giving the ownership to

such information.

IntheUnited States, property rights concentrate on prerequisites associated

with the information.

For example:

Trade Secrets, which trnpact-usaandotsclosure rights) involve 'the

prerequisites of secrecy, competitive value, and misappropriation or

breach of confidentiality.

, Copyrights;\Nhichimpabtcopyand' integrity rights,involve the

prerequisites of creativity, fixed in a tangible medium, and copying of the

expression (not facts or ideas).

Patents, whichImpact use.rcopv. andexploltatlon.rlqhts, involve the

'prerequisites of new, novel, .useful. and' infringement of the -patent

claims.

:PrivacyLaws; which -irnpact disclosure,' use;' exptoltationandintegritYi

include the prerequisites ofpersonalautonornv. no or little news value,

and the violation of expectations of privacy (the rights'tobe left alone);

CriminaL and ,Communication Law which • impact access, use, and

integrity rights, include.the prerequisites of location Withinazone ,of

protection,secrecy, and trespass by.tampering;interference, darnaqe,

and unauthorized access or interception.

prerequisites of use, nondescriptiveness, nongeneric, secondary meaning,

at times registration, and confusion of the public.
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After .one masters the maize of property rights, the next challenge· is to

determine if the information is in the public domain, and, if not, who is the owner; or

owners, of all of these property rights. An interesting additional issue is that even if

the information is in the public domain, the use of its title can create trademark liability

if the title acquires secondary meaning.

As will be seen, the advent of multimedia will present a variety of challenges

and opportunities to those that vvill be involved in this emergiIl9J)ljsi[less.

II. PROTECTIVE RIGHTS

A .. SUBJECT EXPRESSION OF MULTIMEDIA WORKS

1. Definition of Multimedia

It is .dlfflcult to accurately definenmultimedia;"'· Decornposed into its

components parts and analyzed, the word would seem to encompass any mixture of

two or more media. A definition as expansive as this would include.acoordinated slide

show and analog tape recorded audio sequence. For the purposes of this paper, it will

mean a mixture of any. digitally· stored traditional works sUCh as text, audio, still

irnages and motion picture sequences, all controlled bya.computerprogram and the

underlying hardware platform.

There is an important distinction between multimedia and traditional varieties

ofsoftwara.The primary valueoftradltionalscftwareHes initsllbUityJo manipulate

informationsuppliedbytheuser, asinthe case of spreadsheets and-word processors.

With multimedia software, however, asignificant element of Its Value lies in the very

information it contains, larqe amountoLwhich.are stored on..a medium such as

CD-ROM and experienced by the user as lrnaqes and sounds. This similarity to books,

1.S,0!'lypresident -Ncric -:Ohg~. ,is'quCJtedas'sa,yiilg;'"'\lVhat:if:: fTluh.i,llJedia,7ln newspapers and meuazfnes, the word appears
everywhere - but there's no concerted idea as to what it ls." Tren J. Griffin, The Impact of Broadband Network on Multimedia
Royalties, Content ,Owns/ship 8nc!:t~~_ flJatio~E!1 Informal/pfJ Il}f~Bstru(;tlJ(e, in ;T~~ :MULT!M,EDIA',LAW: INSTITUTE 20 (1994).
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3 17 U.S.C.S. § 106A (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1994),

comprise the various titles.works which

2. Ease of Copying

617Y.S.C. ;l?l'''~efi:ne~:a,w,o,,~k of ~sual art as,_a,~:ainti~g. ~~~~in,g", pd~_t" ~_~scuJpture,_ e~Istj~_g_;i~ a,sI~~I,e co~~,i~ a limited
edition of 200 copies or fewer, that are signed and'consecutively n~mberedbythe-author; or, 'in the case of a sculpture;-in multiple
cast. carved, or fabricated sculptures of 200 or fewer that are consecutively numbered by the author and bear the signature or
other identifying mark of-the author. 17 U.S.C.S. ,,§101 {Law. Co-op. Supp.1994).Theprotection does not extend to

Inherent, ln.the.flxatlon of the various subject works in a digital medium is the

tact that it rendersthe.livorks.·easilyreproduced, modified; and transmitted. Products

such as "QuickTime" for the Apple Macintosh's operatingsVstem,nPhotoShop~'from

Adobe and Kodak's "Photo-CD"ali provide users with theabllltv to manipulate digitally

stored media. Combine this ease of copying with the high revenues' that are at stake

and it is clear why the subject of multimedia protection has become a topic of such

high interest.

In, addition to the economic concerns are the ownership concerns of the

creators of the

~'rhe presidenlof'a' wir~lesscl;l~J~p~ograrnr:nj'ng,se-r~j'~eand,provide,r_ofv,ideo"cl:itJ1,e pr()gramming in New Yorksaid"many
current copyright holders are concerned about the ease with which their work can be digitized, altered and reproduced; He-went
on to say that many are ryotagainst slightly altering licensed work, but they would object to an application developer's claim to
ownership of an alteration of their image. Heather Clancy and Diana by

Licensing of the underlying works not only creates, revenue for the artists but also

addresses attrlbutionrofcmeartist as creator. The Visual Artists Rights Act3 is the

means by which the rights of attribution and integrity4 are statutorily protected inthe

United States. The Act is likely of little value to those whose work is digitized and

used- in a -multlmedieawork, -however ,5.

2 Th~ln'forrTl8tion W'orkstat.ionGroup projectsthat multimedia eMtertafnmentreven~eswil" acc~'unt for'$'~.l Biri\h~ h~'i~rid~r
year 1998. Craig.W. Harding, Parameters of Current and Future Multimedia, in THE MULTIMEDIAL.A.W. INS.TITUT.E.2,(199,4} •..•..It.

.. .."' -'.:. ,- .. ' : , : : -', ..

is relatively easy to project 8 worldwide market lfor interactive broadband multimedia of $SOObillion by the year 2000.- Tren
J. ~riffi:Il": ,The JmpBcto~ Br~BdbBfJdN8tvvork 0" Mul~imedj~ Royalties,qoptent _Owl)s,rship s{'d the Nsti~nljJ Informstion
Infrasrruc,ura, in THE,MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTITUTE 34 (19941. .,

movies and songs is evidenced by the fact that multimedia programs are referred to

generically as "multimedia titles" or just "titles."



3. Copyrights/Varieties of Subject Matter.andAssociatedRights

In the United States, copyright law provides the majority of the protection for

the works of the various types which comprise multimedia titles. In general, the

exclusive rights afforded under copyright are reproduction, adaptation, distribution,

performance and.display, with the rights of attribution and integrity arising under the

VisuahArtists Rig htsAct" in very part leularci rcu rnstances . Due to differences in;the

wavsin.whlch varieties ofworks are created, recorded and copied, the particulars of

copvriqht .Iaw vary among· the various types -of works.

a. literary works

"Literary works" are defined as"works, other than audiovisual works, expressed

in words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or indicia, regardless of the

nature.ofthe material objects, suchas books; periodicals, rnanuscriptsvphonorecords,

tapes, film, discs, or cards, in which they are embodied."? For •purposes' of

understanding whatis protected by the law,it is worthwhile to note the distinction

between thework.and its embodiment. As stated in Nimmer on Copyright: "A'book'

is not a work of authorship, but is a particular kind of'copy.'lnstead;theauthormay

write a 'literary work,' which in turn can be embodied in a wide range of 'copies' and

'. phonorecords,' including books, periodicals, computer punch ca..rd.s. rnicrofilm, tape..... ,. < .....:: ,.::." <' ,',',,' .' ':', -', -:'," ".'" .. ,.<,"'" ,". ,'", .. "," .' '" ,', .,..... :,.,. .. :.'-,":. ""',.- -'.-.' .. .. ... , , ..... : .'.... .. .. .... .... .... ..

rl:lcOrdiogs, and so forth. "8

What the copyright law refers to asa Iiterarywori<s themultlrnedtapubllsher

"reproduction, depiction, portrayal, or other use" in any of a number of varieties. one cf which is electronic publication. 17
U.S.C.S~ :§··106A-(Law., co-op. 'Supp. -'1994);:As suchr.the 'moral'rights"'ofartistsonly extend tothe actual original works, not
reproductions thereof.

7
17 U.S.C.S. 1101 (Law. Co-op. 1978).

81 DAVID NIMMER AND MELVILLE B. NIMMER. NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 2.04(1994) [hereinafter NIMMER).

8
SiJ6 ,suprs notes 3·5 .end
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likely refers to as text. This would address the text portion of (l"book" whlch.nnits

multimedia form, is accompanied by still pictures, video, or audio.

b. Audiovisual works

Audiovisualworksaredefined.as:works>thatconsist ota series ofrelated

lmaqes-whlch.areintrinaicallv intended to. be shown by the useof machines.or.devices

such as projectors,viewerS;Orielectronicequipment; together with accompanying

sounds, if anv.-reqatdlessof the nature of the.materialobjectsssuchas filiTlsortapes,

in which the wcrksareembodledt"

Clearly, this Is the category which would 'apply tothe.protection of many

multimedia titles themselves. As long as.the.title included (1 ) images,whichwere (':?)

related and presented lnaseries and (3) were capable of being shown bya multimedia

capable computer, it would fall under this heading. The series of images need not

impart an impression of motion."? A series of individual still images will suffice as long

as they satisfy (2) and (3) above." It is of interest to note that the sound track of a

motion picture is.protected .by themotionpicturecopyrightY

Sorne.exlstlnqmultlrnedla titles use digitized'motion' pictureimages, some from

-historical,footage; 1~."", Current technology allows irnaqesto beiTlanipulatedin orderto

fit the needs of the title, 'be it lntorrnatlonakentertalnment, or an interactive .game:'4. .

9 17 U.S.C.S. § 101 (Law. Co-op. '97S).

:'OMotion ptcrures are-defined as "audiovisual- works consisting 01:a series -cf 're:late:~Lknages:which/when'shown in
succession•• impart an-impression of motion, together with accompanying eoundsnif any/'17:U$;C.5. §, 10' ,"(Law,;-Co~op;':1978).

11See 1 NIMMER §2.09IBI (1994J in which a slide show is given as an example of an audiovisual work.

121 NIMMER § 2.091EJ (1994).

'3Craig W. Harding, Parameters of Current and Future Multimedia, in THE MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTITUTE 4 (19S)4).

14As an example, Spectrum HoloByte's Crisis in the Kremlin, a strategy game based on the former Soviet Union,J~atures
digitized news footage of the attempted coup d'etat to illustrate the action in the. game;dd;
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Segments of motion pictures have also been used as part of multimedia game tltles.!"

c. Image

According to U.S. copyright law, "'[p]ictorial, graphic, and sculptural works'

include two-dimensional and three-dimensional works of fine, graphic, and applied art,

photographs, prints and.art reproductions, maps,.globes, charts, diagrams, models and

technical drawings, including architectural plans. n16Note that this isnotwritten asan

exclusive list, but asa series of examples of protected types of works."?

The images which find their way into a multimedia title may originate asanv of

a range of possible media, such as photographs, drawings, palntlngs.vcornputer

generated images, etc. The rights associated with the work may vary significantly

depending upon which of these or other categories the work falls into.

d.Sound recordings

Sound recordings are defined as "works that result from the flxatlon of a series

ofmusical, spoken, or other sounds. but not including the sounds accompanying a

motion picture or other audiovisual work, regardless of the nature of the material

objects, such as discs,tapes, or otherphonorecords; in which they are

ernbodied.!"

Curiously, only sound recordings which were fixed in a phonorecord of some

sort on or after February 15, 1972, are protected under federal copyrightlavv. 19 Those

15, Demolition Man fromVii'gin Gamesusee digitized images of-Svlvester-Stallonein a number of different scenes. ki. The
larger media interests are -estebllshinq "interactive 'divislcns". which operate alongside- the traditional:movie and. recorddivisions,
to immediately recast analog content into interactive. digital form. td. at, 15.

18
17 U.S.C.S. I 10' (Law. Co-op. Supp. '9941.

NIMMER 12.08 n.2 ('994).

18
17 U.S.C.S. I '0' (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1978)

18, NIMMER I 2.'Ola][11 (1994).
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which pre-date protection under federal law may find protection under state law,

however;"

Authors, or claimants through authors, are the natural owners of the rights

undercopyright law. 21 A claim ofauthorship requires original contrlbutlon'r" This does

not lead to tlearownership in the cases of mctloriplcturesandsound recotdirlgs,in

which it is often the case that-the final work isthe result of thecontributionsdfa

number of different people performing dlfterenttasks.P

In a multimedia work.rnuslc may be used in a number of situations. It maybe

a dlstractinpf lIerwhile the prdg rarn retrieves inforrnationfrorn thesto rage .mediUm

orsynchronizM with still or motion pictures.

e. Musical works

"Musical work" is not explicitly addressed in the definitions section of Title 17.2
'

Such works receive copyright protectionprovided they are "fixed lna tangible medium

of expressionY5 Regardless ofthe mediumin which the work is fixed, it is nCl longer

necessary that such medium be visiblyintelligible,26Theimporr1mtdistinction here is

the:fact that-lhisjrightgOestothe rnusiC itsett, not toa rec:otding of a particular

perforrnanc€) of music. This right is thus not circumvented by<fixing 'an original

201d• ~cc~rdi~gt~:Nim":er.rec~rdirygsJi~edbefor~ F:ebr~~ry 15.1:9.?2" rl3~~i'-:,e; 'oVide_pr():t~:ct!~~lInder st~,te '~~',T~~_~ta~e
courtdecisions·.grantingprotection often do riot mention "common law copyright," butinst~'ad'-based 'the protection"eithe'r'upon
anassorted "property ~_ight." or upon athecrvcf unfair competition•.l~. at, 2.1 ~lbl(2J .

211 NIMMER! 2.10Ia][3J 119941.

23 Jd.

2.17 U.S.C.S. ! 101 (Law. Co·op. 1978 and Supp. 1994).

25 17 U.S.C.S. 1021a) (Law. Co-op. Supp. 19781.

261 NIMMER ! 2.0SIAJ (1994).
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5. Rights Protected

at 108.2, LASERDISK PROFESSIONAL,

recording of .a protected musical work.

4. Implications of Mixture of Media and Associated Rights

30
U.S.C.S. ! 109 (bJ(IJ(AJ (Law.Co·op. Supp. 1994).

27David L. Gersh and Jeffrey Sheri. Structuring the Multimedia Deal: Lega/lssues M licensing in the multimedia 8r~n8:part
I, LASERDISK PROFESSIONAL, Mar. 1993, a136.

The fundamental features of multimedia create copvriqht complications, The

.tact .thet it encompasses multiple sOLJrce materials, each.carrvlnq wlthlt a pagici,Jlar

collection of rigbts.which may be peculiarto that type of VYOJ~, renders. complex the

determination of copyright ownership.ofamultimediatitle.Further,theu~ers'inherent

13PiliWto cbangEl. the sou rE~ ll1at~ria Is<:rea.t~s cornpllcatlons.lndeterrnini ngsopyright

ownershlp.:" The publisher of a multlmedla title.must.becareful to.qrantonlv those

rights with respect to the underlying materiaLth?t it has. receivedaJic.Eln~e or pther

authorization from the original owners.f"

.Thecopvrlqhtownercf a multimedia ~itlehastberigbt to.controlitscJi~tri.bution,

T.. be distribution right, however, is limited by the tirst-sale.docrtine. Under the first-sale
" ," '.:" .. ',: '. ,,-.. "', ',,: ..-':.' .. ",..... -,' .. : : ..:: : ',,'" .. '. c, ", ',," ,"," " ,,' '. .., .. '",' - ,,-'.:.' ' ".,:" " .. : ' ..

doctrine,. once the copvriqht.owner h?sspld .a,unit Of the .work. the owner IlP longer

bas any control over orlnterestin thatunit'sfurther dlstrtbutlon.Bv.wavo] analogy,

,13PoPY ofa book purchasedfrcmthe copvriqht owner can .besold.jentedorotherwlse

distributed without violating the copyright owner's rights. 29

Music recordings and computer programs are treated sOmeWhat differerltly,

HqVYE!yer .•. The.·19§4Record·.Rel1tal.AmencJrnent3~prohibr~~renting,)easing •••pr lend.ing

of records by purchasers, ~ndapplies1:g CDs. fheComputerSdft'J\,ar~Rental



Amendment:" enacted in 1990 creates analogous restrictions with regard to computer

proprarnrentat. ,A multimedia title would likely fall under the <Copyright Act's

definition32.of computer program.

The reproduction right is meant to prevent unauthorized copying. Acopyneed

not be exact to be infringing, however. As Mssrs. Nimmer have stated, .

As long as the defendant'swork is substantially similar to that of the plaintiff's

(and is the product of copying rather than independent effort), it will constitute

an infringementofthep.laintiff's,protected 'expression.' The legal maxim ofde

minimis noncurat lex applies to copyright actions no less' than to other

branches of thelaw. 33

Consequently, as a threshold to substantial similarity, more than simply ade.mlnirnis

fragment must be copied ..

The determination of what satisfies the de minimis requirement is, not

surprisingly, a difficult matter. It has particular application to the subject of multimedia

titles, which may reproduce small portions of many works. The question then arises

as to the situation. in whicha title publisher literally copies non-cornprebenslve portions

~ofa.copyrightprotectedworkc:theoverall structure Or.therneotttre. orlqinat.Is.not

copied, but a relatively short sequence of music or text is reproduced.

There. is no readv.answer.to the question as to where the line is crossed from

de minimis copying to substantial similarity. Rules of thumb are legion in the publishing

ranks, but they cannot be relied upon ln-tne-courtroom." AsNimmer states; "Itlhe

3' U.S.C.S. ! 109 (bl{l){A) (Law. Co-op. Supp. 19941.

32 Computer program is defined as "a set of statements or instructi~ns to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in
order to bring about a certain result." 17 U.S.C.S. § 101 (Law. Co-op. Supp. 1994).

NIMMER § 8.01 [gl (1994).

34Tt)~\folloyvingis:a,list,u~ed-byone publisher. as,general ,guideli nes. r~gl:l~dillg, the, de,minimis _Iimit.

Prose quotations of more than 300 words from a scholarly book. (If a source is quoted several times for a total of 300
words ormore,.permission must be obtained.); Prose quotations 0'( more'than 150wordsJron-l'a' p:opular/gen13J~I~arke.t
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superstition among many musicians that the copying of three bars from a musical

work can never constitute an infringement is, of Course, without foundation. "35 The

amount of copying is not the only analysis, as the significance of the copied portion

is also ccnsldered.:" The type of work which was allegedly copied also affects the

determination, with commercial documents likely requiring more significant copying

than artistic works to surpass the de minimis level."?

,Further complicating the situation is the fact that the determination of de

minimis vs. substantial copying isoften.confused with the "amount and substantiality"

element of thefairuse'" defense. The two should be kept ctsnnct. with the substantial

similarity analysis used to determine if the copy satisfies the threshold requirement of

infringement. The fair use analysis should be reserved for instances when the

substantial similarity is established, but other features of the copying may render the

copying non-actionable. 39

6. Fair Use

The fair usastatutet" permits others to use copyrighted works .for certain

limited purposes without the express permission of the. copyright owner. The

enumerated purposes are "criticism, .cornrnent, news reporting, teaching (including

book; Prose quotations of more than SO words from a scholarly joun1'al;Quotati0':is:ofrnore than 2 lines of poetry or
lyrics; Quotations of more than 1 sentence from a popular magazine or newspaper; Quotations of any length from letters
or other .perscnet communications.' interviews, questionnaires,' speeches"unpoblisheddissartations. and~ radio or
television broadcasts. Illustrations - including'drawings. graphs. diagrams. charts. maps, artwork; and photographs .~

creeted bv someone else; ,Music, examples of more than 4 measures; Tables compil.ed bv.sornecneelse..
Terry Carroll, Copyright-FAQ/part 2, available via anonymous ftp from rtfm mit edu

36 2 NIMMER !13.03[a][2](19941

U.S.C.S. ! 107 (Law. Co-op. 1978 and Supp. 1994).

39 For a thorough discussion of the distinction betweenthe two analyses', see 2 NIMMER"§'13.'03Ia]{2fH 994).

40
17U.S.C.S. ! 107JLaw. Co-op. 1979 and Supp.19941.
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multiple copies for classroom use). scholarship, or research."?" Four factors are

considered ihabalancihg test to determine if a particular Use is fair. These are:

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether suchuseisofa

commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; (2) the nature of the

c6pyrightedlivork;(3) the amount: and substanfialltvofthe portion used in

relatlontothe copyrighted work-as a whole: arid (41 the effect of theuse upon

the potentialmarketfor orlialuetlf the copyrighted work. 4 2

Commercial use t:ends tovveigh heavily aqatnsta'flndinqof fair use. It is not an

absolute bar,however, and must be considered in context. Publishers of academic

textbooks have successfully asserted a fair use defense, even though theY clearly

represent for-profit concerns." As a multimedia example, Microsoft claims that it is

a fair use to copy an image of Michael Jordan dunking 'a basketball for use in its

Encarta encyclopedia, but to use a portion of the music from the movie The Towering

Inferno on themUIt:imedia title Cinernanla, the corporation had to go through a

complicated permission reqUest process.t"

As an' additional complication, publishers are concernedthattheelimillationof

the requirement of acopvriqhtrtoticeon prot.ectedwork.s makesitharderto determine

what is in t.hepublicdomain.4s Fairuse continues to be a difficult subject to define,

41 •. . .

17 U.S.C.S. ! 1071Law. Co-op. 1978 and Supp. 1994).

42
17 U.S.C.S. ! 107 (Law. Co-op. 19781.

·,;44 odn 'Stein6er'g'>Hey) We'r(J'b'8iJ:'g"$ij(r(iioFc,o~y,ig~i inY;;ngem~n't; ls 'y()~~"cJmp'ariyp;¥qticlrig's~fe' inuiti~e~:aJ, 50/718
tips for staying within the tew, INFOWORLD. Mar. 14, 1994 at 54.

4S,d.
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110 less so tor the courts than tor information lndustrvparttclpants.:"

Bruce Lehman, current cornrnlssioner ofthe U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,

made an interesting comment in reference to the National Information Infrastructure

(Nil) and fair use:

In an electronicienvironrnent.. is fair use as necessary as. it was in a

110n-electronicenvironment?lno.ther words, with photocopying, which is the

primary concern. of the guidelines accompanying the 19}6 Copyright Act,

there's really no way to kind of give permission very easily for photocopying.

On.the.other hand.Inan electronic environment, at least intheory, one can give

permission at vervIow cost, presumably, for use ofjhe work;fo~.any

downloading,fofClny.aCcessto it. 47

7. Trademarks

A trademark [s a word, phase, symbol that through use identifies the. sOUfceof

the goods with which it is used. A word or phrase thatdes<:ribestext musthave,a

se<:Ol1clWY rneanlnq.beforetradernark. p~otection is provlded.rSecondarv rn13aning is

9.()quired when the descriptive word or phrase hasbe13n used .to.such an extent.Ii.e.,

widespread exposure) that consumersassociate the word or phrase with thEl text,

Traditionally, U.S. courts have declined to protect a title of single works as a

trademark because titles were considered as being merely descriptive of the work. In

addition, the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office takes the position that a title of a single

work is generic and unregisterable, even upon a showing of secondary meaning. 48 0 ri

the other hand, a name or phrase of a series of works ma,{6e registerableby the U.

s~a,ge: of review,..Tt:te,Urlited: States. Supreme Cou~split4-4 in

000<' "y 0 5~4v()te ..-FierrEt, N. Level, ToYt(ard 8 Fai!lJ~8,~r,!nd.(Jrd" 1:0,3,

: ",,:. ' 4~Tr~nJ._qriffirl'!~~' 'pp;'!cr O/EJroa~ban,! Network oo Mult!mftdia, Boya(ties".Conten.~ Oo.rnersh/p ",and ,the: National
Information Infrastructure in THE MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTI1VTE 54 (J:994).

48Trademark Manual of Examining Procedures, Section 1202.
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S. Patent & Trademark Office if the name or .phraseot each vvorkfrom the series

comes from the same source. and. is not descriptive of any one vvork.Some CD

developers may side-step the issue by registering the title .:assoftvvare . for

entertainment.. However, such registration may be subject to challenge.

Onthe other hand, it should be understood that even without registration, titles

may become protectable astradernarks once secondary meaning is established. This

is because U.S. trademark rights are based onuse ..and not registration. Secondary

meaning in a. work could-acqulre trademark rights in the title once the work. is

distributedona.fairly widespread basis.

In Maljack Productions Inc; v Goodtimes Home Nideo Corp.4~thecourt

acknowledged thatalthough the boo kwas Inthepublicdornaln, the title,"McLintock,'~

thoughnotregisteredasatrademark,could be protectedunder.Section 43(a) of the

U:S.l..anham Act provided that it acquireda secondary meaning so astoconfusethe

publlc-as to.the.source of-the work.However: the court granted a sumrnarvjudqment

motion of trademarknon-infringernentto the defendantGoodtiime; The court cited G

and C Merriam Co. v Syndicate Publishing Co. 50 where the name~'Webster"didnot

have trademark protection for dictionaries in the public domain. However the Supreme

Court emphasized that the use of the title cannot decei\iethePLJblic and the use of the

name "Webster" must be accompanied with sufficient indicators to identify the actual

source.of.the work.

Asinthecase of titles, other elements such as characters.inarnes, nicknames.

in<;luding physical features and costumes may possibly in a similar manner•.be

protected under Sec. 43(a)oHheU.S.Lanham Act.

B.RIGHTOFPRIVACY

This right is based on a social concept that there exists a personal right to be

4930 USPQ 2d 1959.

'°237 US 618 (1915).
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7Ieftalone". Certain facts about an individual are so recognizably related to a person's

private life that such person should have the right to decide who receives the benefit

or use of these private facts. 51

Although the right of privacy grew out ofcase law, today most privacy laws are

statutory. Privacy rights create a property interest inthe private information, while an

invasion of personality issues constitute atort.5,2Whilelike trade secrets, the claim

of privacy asserts the right to control access to the use of personal information.

However, unlike trade secrets, privacy partially hinges on how widely the facts are

known and instead focuses on the invasion of expectations of privacy (i.e.. the type

of information and how specifically it is related to an individual). The right of privacy

lies in the nature of the interest protected. l.e., the right to be left alone.

Asto atruthfuldisclosure of-facts. there is a balancingissue between the rights

of the. individual and the. right of the society to information (embarrassing facts

heightens privacy and.rightsofprivacy outweigh news value). In situations where the

information is determined to be newsworthy,orimpacts public figures or issues, publlc

interest tends to be predominant.

C. RIGHTOFPUBLICITY

The right of publicity is the right to control the exploitation of a name or

likeness of an individual for commercial purpose. Advertising is often the commercial

aspect involved that is linked to special attributes of the person involved. Theright

is not absolute, rather it is hinged upon a distinctive and sufficiently recognizable

image that creates an implication of ownership. This right does not apply to editorial,

education and similar situations that do not rely on the value of the personal image. 53

52'd. at 20.

53'd. at 23.24.
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D.CRIMINALLAW

. Today most states treat computer systems asva protected location and

computer data as protected propertv.?" The statutes create a crime analogous to

trespass.rbut require no physical invasion of protectedspace.S"

The U.S. Communications Privacy Act prohibits the unauthorized interruption

of electronic communications. other than those readily accessible to>thegeneral

public.5~

E' WRONGFUL EXTRACTION OF DATA

Data is not protected by copyright law since copyright protects onlvexpresslon,

requiring originality . An unoriginal and untailored compilation of data willnotmeet the

copyright standards:

On the other hand, the law of misappropriation mayapplytothe.wrongfl.ll

extraction of data (i.e. one is entitled to the protection of the fruits Of one's owh

labor).

II. MULTIMEDIA COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A. SOFTWARE PATENTS

1. Software Patents in General

Software patents area controversial issue. As evidence of thisisthe pair of

public meetings which Commissioner Lehman held earlier this year for the sole purpose

at 14.

55Amefcan Computer Trust Leasing v Jack Farrel/lmplementeo., 1991 WL 46,502 (0 Minn, 1991).

5618 U.S.C. 12511 (g) (i).
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of discussing software patents. The views presented varied. widely from continuing in

the current direction with an improvement in the prior art database, to suggestions

1hat software be .considered non-statqtorysubject matter. Regardless of individual

vlewsvthe number of software patents filed and.lssuedcontinues to grow.57

Some of the industry participants who are interested in advancing the. causeof

:;oftwarepatentshavetaken a.steptoward creatinga priorart database. Th is' group,

including Apple Computer, IBM, Microsoft, Digital Equipment and lotus Development,

have formed the Software Patent Institute. The organization, affiliated With the

University of Michigan, has since March 1994 made available to the PTO a collection

of software inventions that apparentIYContainsi3pproximi3tely 10,qOOrecorcls from

computer science reference works, articles and manuals which are not currently

available online.58

.Members of the multimedia lndustrvare receiving patents directed to improved

or specialized versions of multimedia components or to new combinations of!hem;.58

A~ecentlyissuedCornpuaddCorporation patent entitled" Multimedia.Computing and

TelecOmmunications Workstation"addresses a.• workstatlon for receiving and

intermixing television, radio, and data/fax/voice information and displaying a desired

combination of the information to a user. 60 For the sake of categorization, it appears

that multimedia patents are falling into fourmaingroups;lLComputeLCirchitecture.,

2) Information linking and retrieval techniques, 3) Data compression, and 4)

Telecommunications .61

57"Last year, an estimated 8,400 software patent applications were filed, and about 3.600 were issued last year from filings
in previous years. Byone prediction, approximately 4,000 software patents .willbe issued in 1994." Walter A. Effross, Software
p'at8,f1t.Policy: No Fal(es; No$urpris,8s,·NEW JEBSEYLAWJ9URNAL, -July~5,_1994:at supp.17.Jc.itinq Si,rnson,LGarfinkel.
PatentlyAbsurd, WIRED. July 1994 at 1061.

58/d. (citing Theresa Riordan, Action Was Preliminary On a Disputed Patent, N. Y. TIMES, March 30,1994 at 07).

59Scott M. Alter, Getting the Right Arsenal: How to Obtain and Use Patents Effectively in the Multimedia THE
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The recent A/appat6 2 decision probablvbolsters the oasstorsottwarepatents.

lnthat case, the Court of AppealstortheFederal Clrcuitheld that dipltal electronics

executing a program to perform anti-aliasing on a rasterizlnq display was notsimply

a process claim ofa mere algorithm or formula, butastatutorvrnachine.f"

In addition to fitting software into the current patent svstem.there are currently

moves afoot to alter the U.S. patent svsterntoallow pre-issue publication, which

rnanvteelvvouldhelp to reduce the number of obvious software patents issued . Also,

Commissioner Lehman lsconsiderlnqallowinq multiple parties to jointly seek patent

reexamination, instead of independently bearinq the $2,550 fee,64 The PTa is also

trying to-expandIts-expertise, in part by starting nine computer scientists on a

two-year apprenticeship with the PTOt6C1ssist examiners in evaluatinq software

patent applications.65

a. Specific EXamples

On Aug. 31, 1993, nearly four years after the application date, the PTa granted

patent number 5,241,671 (the 671 patent) fo(a':mliltimediaSearchSystem Using

A Plurality of Entry Path Means Which Indicate Inter-relatedness of Information."

.Compton'sNew Media,thepatentassignee, announced the patent on Nov. 16, 1993,

at a press conference held at the COMDEX computer andelectronlcstrade show in

Las Vegas. Compton's stated that it would begin licensing those who wished to make

IJS~ of thElirin"ention for. rOY(jI~iesin .thearea()f .one per<:8nt.66

90PEl<:" 4,.1g~3, F'T9c:()111J)li~si()her .Elr4c:e Le.hrnanord erect.areex$minatlon

621n re,Afappat, 31 U.$.P.Q.2d 1545 {Fed. Cir.. 1994).
'.-. ..' ". "', ,"" .." '<,' .. ". ,- .,.,., '-. :.. ....... " ... -" ,-,' " .. " .. "

63'd. at 1557-58.

64Walter A. Effross. Software-Patent Policy: No Fakes, No Surprises, NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL, July 25, 1994at supp.
-.·······.,,····--ITlc;tirl"-Bill

14, 1993, at 3).

66Tanya Pobuda, Compton's lays claim to multimedia, COMPUTER DEALER-NEWS', December: 1'3;'J 99'3 i,',at L .
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of the '671 patent after determining that prior art literature raised a substantial new

question of patentability . The PTa cited one patent application, three paten!S,>three

technical papers, four books, and a software advertisernent'" as .evloence that

elements of the patent had been available or obvious to these skilled in the art one

y§ar before the file date.

The PTOdetermined on March 24:, 1994 that all 4:1 claims of. '.671 were

unpatentable dueto obviousness. On june 23, Comptonts filed a 52-pqge response

with the PTO, asserting the valldlty of most of. the original claims. The PTO should

respond by the end of September 1994. 66

The Compton's saga is not yet over, as it rernalnsto be seen how much, ltanv,

oftheo(iginal patent survives. Perhaps the lesson to be learned is that the PTOneeds

to work hard to catch up with the rapidly advancing state of computer software

technology. Commissioner Lehman is taking proactive steps'" to remedy the situation.

Unfortunately, neither the advance of technology or theflow of patents?" will abate

to allow the PTO to catch up.

2. Software. Copyrights

Copyrighthas..been the .tradltlonal rnethodof choice for th§protectipn .of

~oftlJ\lare,Thisisdveqt least in par! to the factthatit.can be.exoresssd as a seqvenc:e

67The materials included: haridbo6ks~rid .~ deveI6pe;~" g~id~ t6:Applecbrhput~r'sHyperCardsY~te'm)eve~l~d'8corTiputer

~~archsys:te:l1l:inclu~Itig,~t()ri.ng:and interrelat!ng t~xt~~I:an~_gr~p~ic~ljnf~rl11apon'silTlilarto,t~at of the '671p~tent.A user's
guide to the word processing program WordP~rfectdiscussed spell'cheek'jog and thesaurus'lo~k-up';Technical papers presented
at conferences discussed searching methods similar to those of the '671 patent that had been applied to 8 medical handbook and
to a dictionary and thesaurus.

Walter A. Effross, Sottwere-Petent Policy: No Fakes, No Surprises, NEW JERSEY LAW JOURNAL, July'25, '1994 at supp.
17.

70" Another patt',ot for ~ ~~,~$cretlr~" m,ery':l'sy~~e,r:!1siS:,,?~nedby_~t,ar~i~~trel~~~.~~. ,lqc•• ,~~~i,~fr~n~.ef'l1~n~ _Ii~i_~!'ltion :relating
to this second important multimedia patent h'as"already comm~';ced. The scope of this patent is also very'broad." Tren J. Griffin,
The Impact of Broadband Network on Multimedia Royalties, content Ownership and the National Information lntrestruoture, in
THE MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTITUTE.52 (1994). .
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of instructions which the author/programmer can express on paper/the traditional

medium of expression for traditional works of authorship. Protection of software by

copyright extends not only to the literal program expressed in source code or object

code, but' also to non-literal elements.

The dividing line between the protected and unprotected elements aligns with

the distinction between idea and expression. One of the fundamental tenets of

copyright lawis the distinction between .expression, whichIs protected, and ideas,

which are not. One of the biggest problems courts have faced with regard tbcopyright

protection of software isthe determination ofwhichfeatures of a program fall on the

idea side and which representexpression"

B.SOFTWARE TRADE SECRETS

Trade secret protection, which has its basis instate law, can be used to some

extent to protect sottwara." This would most likely be used in the case inwhlch

software is distributed in object form (machine readable zeros and ones), while the

human readable source code can be kept secret.?"

In this regard, rights under trade secret could exist concurrently with copyright

protection, which,. in the caseo[sbftware,teQLJireS a•publication of only a short

portion of the source code. In regard to complementary protection by patent, trade

secret can be of use during the pendency of the application, during which the contents

of the application are kept secret by the federal government. upon issuance, of

course, the patEHltis made public.

71See Computer Associates International v. Alta,: tno., 982 F.2d 693 f2d Cir. 1992).

known to, and not beirig reedllv escertainablebv. proper means -by other- persons who can 'obtain economic: value from its
disclosure. and (ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstance to maintain its secrecv.
Uniform Trade Secrets Act (1985 Approved Draft), 14 U.L.A.537· (1979).

MILGRIM ON TRADE SECRETS 2.06AI'][cl
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III.MUlTIMEDIA DISTRIBUTION

In addition to the storage of multimedia works on user-tanqible media such as

CD-ROM, there is the option of remote access vlaa.rneans suchasabroadband

network.This makes possiblethe disserninationof.multimedia datato an extraordinary

number of users:

As the bandwidth. of networks increases, it will become easier to violate

intellectual propertv.taws.." An example is the use of bulletin boards to illegally

distribute sottware.." With the existing narrowband, telephone line-based networks,

it is feasible for software companies to rnonltor.bulletin boards and.detectthe.postlnq

of a large program. The significant lenqth of time it would take to download such a

program would minimize the harm that could.occur before the cornpanvrequested the

bulletin board manager to delete the posting. With broadband networks, however, the

.entlre.processofpostlng and downloading ofthousandsof copies could•becompleted

in. justa few minutes}6

IV. LICENSING

A. IMPLICATIONS OF MIXTURE OF MEDIA UPON LICENSING

74ACC~rding to': TO~ Lemberg.~ice President and General Counsel of Lotus Development Corp~~~tion:
The digital information revolution represents unique challenges to protecting the rights of copyright owners. First,
digitization offers an easy and inexpensive method to create an unlimited number of perfect copies. Second. digitized
information can be instantaneously uploaded an downloaded by an unlimited number of people. And third, information
in disk media can be converted into a single digital stream and easily manipulated to create a variety of new works using
old works.

Tren J. Griffin, The Impact of Broadband Network on Multimedia Royalties, Content Ownership endthe NationaUnformation
tntrestructure. in THE MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTITUTE S7 (1994)

751n 8 recent case; users of 8 bulletin board service would upload and download unauthorized copies of Sega's

the 'bulletin beard. manager ;Sega Enterprises,Ltd.: o.,Maphia etal,30 U.S.P.Q.2d1921:(N;O.Cal•.-'~.94).

76 Tren J. Griffin, The Impac~ of Broadband Network on Multimedia Royalties, Content Ownership and the .National
Information Infrastructure, in THE MULTIMEDIA LAW INSTITUTE 41 (1994).';-
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Perhaps the most significant stumbling block to the multimedia publisher

iriterestedin producing a title is the diversity of sources from which the necessary

rights must be acquired. Each medium (text, audio, still image, video, etc.) may require

multiple sources for permission. In addition, the sources differ between the various

works, so few inter-media methods can be established for the sake of efficiency.

Finally, theverv fact that the media are being mixed may create new rights which

need to be addressed.

For certain media, such as film, there are guilds such as the Screen Actors

Guild. These organizations act as intermediaries on behalf of those with intellectual

propertvfnterests>ln films. As themulti media industrv-evolves; the standard

agreements between the guild and its members will explicitly address multimedia

rightsYlnthe music recording industry, organizations such as ASCAPand BMI satisfy

an analogous role. There is nosuch organization inthepublishing world, so each work

will likely have to beneqotiatedInd ivid ually. 78

Gillen the fact that amulttrnedla software publisher hastoresortto dealing

directly with theihdividual rights owners for textual works, the next task is

deterrnlnlnqwhopossesses thesei'ights.The author isthemost natural pointtostart,

since the rights originally vest in the author when the work is created. There have

been occasions in which multimedia publishers have approached authDrsbnly to

discover that the author had contracted away theelectronicpublishirigrightstDthe

\/Vork'spublisher,7~ The publisher may be much less interested than 'theauthor in

grahting alicense, as the publisher in 'the-traditional medium may view the-rnultimedla

counterparfas unwanted competition. To ccrripllcate'therriatter further;it may not be

• C1eafwhich arnonqst'ttie author and publlsheractuallv owns the electronic publishing

77 David L. Gersh and Jeffrey Sheri. Structuring the Multimedia Deal: Legal Issues - Licensing in the multimedia arena; part

79Kevin J. Harrang, How to Negotiate Multimedia licensing, Developmentand PublishingAgreements, inTHE MU~TIMEDIA
LAW INSTITUTE 5 (1994)
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,rigtJ~li,gSmany contracts did not even address the issue. 80

,Alisymingthe multimedia publisher determines who owns the electronic

pyblishing rights to the text, .thepublisher must nextdeterrnineIf the rights address

g.IL·of.tha~ '>J'.Ihic.haretobeelectronically published, Typiealdifficulties grise i'>J'.lith

photographs which were.orlqinallv licensed from photoaqencies. diagrams, dra'>J'.lings,·

orother images notoriqlnallv.created by the author, and even brtetquotatlons.P' rhe

author may have acquired the rights to any of these items in order-to .publlshhis .own

work, butthe autborrnavnotbeIn a position to pass these rights on to the electronic

·pybJisher. Perhaps more distressing,· it maynot be.clear whether the author has.this

iapilityClr not, ali·qnly recentlvhasthe issue of electronlc publicationworked its,vvgy

,in'to such.aqraements.

Still)magEl13bew 130rT\El resemblance to tex'tugl'>J'.l0rksfrorT\a.copyright

.perspectlve, buthave.sorneunlque features also. lntherealrn of imaqesvpubllshers

typically have neither the motivation nor thefundsto contract apho'tographerto

cCrElgtethepil:,;wresn~cessarYfor-the rT\ultirT\ediayyork.Thegvailgble. sources are

. inqividuglphotQgraphElr13and.stock.photohouses.The availability and cost of.Images

.islargelv.dependElf;1t.upon.the su bj~ct.matter.and shows wide variety.82.As is the case

. with.the.other rnedja.stock.photohouses are now startingJCladdressthElquestiqnClf

el~ctrof;1il:,;,p.ublica'tionin'theirstaf;1darqcontracts . One problem yyithJhEl ,existing

standard.cOf;1'tral:,;tsisthe "one ed ltion Only" claySEliyyhil:,;h requirespermisslon tClpe

i reneqotiated .foreachsubsequented ition ofthe published.work;8""['hisrTIav cause

! gr~a't qitficulty,fqrJhe publisher whornav release. Vep13iClf;1.·1.()1,siiTlplytOfix 1'I problem

'vvithtI)Eluf;1d~rlyingsCltt'>J'.lgr~,iwi'th no if;1formation contElnt cl)angeyyhateyer.

The reiiSgIJothElrco nCElrn. tCl be.addressedwhlch.exists El [lti feIVClutsidElthere;:ll m

of copyright law. On the state level, a publisher may inadvertently infringe the rights

80 1d.

82Id.a,S.

83
Id.
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of publicity of a recognizable person who isthe subject of animage. Generally, such

laws protect individuals from the commercial use oftheirimagesvvithout consent.

The .area of fine art has similar pitfalls to some of the othermedia discussed in

that it is often not obvious who owns what rights. An owner of the single copy ota

.work of fine art does not necessarily own the rights which a software publisher needs

in ordertoelectronicallypublishan image of that piece. In some cases, the artist

:retainssuch rights,unless specifically contracted away.

Music. may represent the most involved.i tvpe of work from a licenSing

perspective, for there are many persons involved in the transaction. The owner eWthe

cornposlnon, which, at least originally would be thevvriterorwritersvvilkhaveto agree

to e.rnechanical Ilcense.P' This transaction may directly involve the' owning party or

:3 cle.aringhouse such as the Harry Fox Agency.85 Apeculiarity ofmultimedia is the

.requirementfqr a "svnchrontzatlon" license if the rnuslcal: piece is to be played in

.conjunctlon.wltha.sttllcr motion picture.~6.'The owner of therights in 'the recording

.of.the.muslc.rversusthe.muslcltselt. must also grant-the "master record ing "license;87

This may also.be accomplished through clearinghouses lrnsorrie cases.tbutrnavatso

necessitate agreements vvith.multipleartists.

The licensor and licensee have different interests in any licensing arrangement

which must be addressed in negotiations. Following are some ofthe eonslderatlon

which should be addressed and the likely concerns of the interested parties.

The multimedia publisher will desire to obtain ,rights in all interactive media

currently known or to be developed. The licensor will understandably wish to limit

such rights; and estaplisha royalty schedule·for.ariY .possible means of distribution.

The actual rights granted must also be established, with the licensee desiring the full

,rangeot rights to develop,: produce,. reproduce, manufacture, dlstrlbute.rperform,

84/d• at 12.
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display, promote, advertise, market, sell, rent, sublicense, and exploit the licensed

works. The licensee may further request that these rights be exclusive. 8 8 The owner

of the rights is interested in keeping open asmany options fOr gaining revenue and fair

payment for all rights granted.

The parties must also determine how .royalties are calculated. There exists the

option of per-use payment. butonlvln an onllnecontextvsuch as broadband networks,

which are currently not in high use. As this area grows, however,it may very well

.become as commonplace as the per-copy payments which are more appropriate for

CO-80M publtcatlons."

At this point, a range of from six to ten percentof net revenues is atypical

figure in multimedia licensing deals."? Because of the newness of this type of

arrangement, there is less history upon which to base the meanings ofsuch terms as

"gross"and "net", sothese.terms must be carefully defined inthe agreement itself.

.Theownerof.therightsmay also be interested in.exerting some creative control.over

the final multimedia product. As an exarnple.vtheowner.ofthe material maywish 'to

include approval requirements to ensure that his or herreputatlon.ls not harmed by the

resulting multimedia version of the licensed creative work.

B. CURRENT TRENDS

1. Technology Assistance

a. Network Management of Access, Billing for Protectecl Works

One problem, from the developers' perspective, that exists with any program

is the fact that multiple users can use a single installation, particularly through the use

I, LASERDISK PROFESSIONAL. Mar. 1993. at 36.
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of a network. In the case of some multimedia applications. the developer would be

interested in an arrangement in which the royalties are determined per access, instead

of a one time fee upon purchase.

This goal is closer to being realized with new technologies being developed.

Novell has included software licensing and metering services to its network operating

system." Theresultinq networkcan be controlled by the networkmanapertocontrol

access to applications, such as multimedia works, based on number-of accesses,

accumulated duration of access, or certain classes of users. Licenses can be

purchased up front, and the system can keep track ofthe numberrernaining, warning

the system rnanaqer oriridividual user when the licenses areaboLJttorLJIl out. With

such an arrangement, a title published in the form of a CD-ROMc:an gerleraterevehue

as though it were offered through a pay-access broadband network.

Another product in the works, from Info[6gic SOftware, isan encryption-based

system which ensures that information is only accessed through the licensing system.

This svstemwould serve manv ofthesamefunctions as the 'Novell system. including

themonttorlnq andreportlnq services.V

b;· Encoding of Ownership, Description Info on Protected Works

In theinteresfofmaking alteration ofdigitizedw61'ks detectable, the Interactive

Multimedia Association is examining ways to encode information such as ownership

and a description of the original work onto a legitimate digitized copy, making it more

difficult to alter the work illegally:93

Tren J.Griffin, The Impact of Broadband Network on- Multimedia

Infqrm~tiqnJnfr8strU{;tur8,,inTHE MLJLTIMEOIALAWINSTIIUJE5,7(1994).

g,3Heather Clancy and Diana Hwang, StandatdmultimediaJicenseplan soughtby developersl_tr8~8~ro,_LlP;InabIlity to'ad~re$s
copyright holders' rights hinders convergence efforts, COMPUTER RESELLER NEWS, May 23, 1994. at 93;
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2. Corporate Activity

a. Business Alliances

Corporations are teaming up to make the best of their respective talents in

contentownership and electronic publishing. By bringing together a library of content,
.,.- .. .' .' "" .' ... .' .....,; .. ,_. ,.'.".", .' .,' .... - ','" ... ',', ", '-" ' . .' .'.' ",' .' ',' .' -' , .' .' .... '.' ... .' ','-.' .'

technical know-how and rnultirnediadistributlonchannels. such arrangements achieve

~ynergyby taking advantage of the best of what the two very different types of

corporations have tooffer. By entering into arrangements 0\1 a large scale, thevavold

the. problems inherent. in engaging in unique negotiations for each publishing

()pportunity.~hat arise~.~4

b. Multimedia Libraries

S()mecorporations have createp multimedia Iibrari.esto servethe needsofthos!,!

who desire to create their own multimedia works and·need><:I vvaY to getth.en!'!e(jed

content and rights. Sound Source's AudioClips is a collection of Windows-compatible

sO\Jnd-qitefi.l!,!s from pOP\Jlarfilm~"~Andromeda Interactiye's ResourceBank includes

photographs, artwork, video footage, sound clips, maps, text, and data.P" Jasmine

•Jv1ultil11edia Publishing's :35;disc collection Includesvideos, music, H()lIywqod.special

9410 April of 1994. Paramount Publishing and Davidson &. Associates.jn'c_;enter:ed~into8 retetlcnshlp to dave,lop/publish

and distribute multimedia titles for a number of different markets. This brings together the nations's largest publisher and the
leading independent educational software publisher. Paramount brought to the deal a library of more than 300,000 titles. It had
been converting its books into digital formats since 1991 in anticipation of such a deal. PR Newewlre, Paramount Publishing and
Davidson & Associates, Inc. Announce Joint Venture, April 12. 1994. Largecontent owners such as CNN and WNM are beginning
to actively saek out multimedia hardware and software developers in order to get involved in the multimedia market. Data
Channels, CD-ROM Expo Concentrates on the Future of Multimedia and CD·ROM, October 12. 1992

950 0n Steinberg, Hey! We 're);eing sued fof copyright infrlng8/Ti~nt;ls'YOllr company practjclng';sfs Hiultim8djiJ?Some tips
for staying within the law, INFOWORlD, Mar. 14, 1994 at 54.

data is available in digitized form to subscribers:oir'a,roYaltY·freebasis'for use In tD'~'ROMprOducts;-'ltincludes over

8,000 pieces ofartwork, about 3 millionmonochrome and color photographs, 20,000 professionallycreated sound effects from
Hollywood, one hundred hours of music, 1,000 video clips, and large bodies of text, data, and digitized maps. Tony Feldman,
9ne::s,top ,sh9P .tor-t~ yaltYe/ree inf.orr'JlJtfon~· ,Rt!5,ourceBaiJk" '!P/lestjpn.'Ofp()p yr,ightif)f9ri7]~tion. pn,.Cp'~Ro.¥ pt;ocf.tJc.~s.#. co·ROM
WORLD, January. 1994. at lOS. .
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effects and still photographs available rovattv-tree."?

i. Varieties of Rights Actually Granted to End User

There are a number of.multimedia libraries currently available to users. Though

they varlousofferlnqs may offer similarsubjectworks; there is abroad ranqeofriqhts

that thesellers.of.these products pass on to the purchasers. Some offer almost

unlimited rights to the end user.?" Others are extremely limited; allowlnq thepurchaser

todo little otherthanread/listen/view torthemseives.f" Some of the Collections that

are designed for professional multimedia title producers have built-ln xovaltv

arranqernents."?

c. Licensing Managers

Organizations are starting to act as intermediaries for owners of the rights

associated with various types of works. The Mechanlcal-CopvrlqhtProtectlon Society

Ltd. (MCPS) is offering agreement amendments to its subscribers to cover multimedia

royalty collection. Another organization known-as The Electric Book Co. is offering a

similar service to photographers.

~,!.JaYA!~~;,S~mit."p'.6(J(in~:l!toYl1lt';l-fq~e"c:lip4ibratyml!an~,_i,hr~Bdi(1~g4egf1/~_J,!ch1~qal,m~z81'~9MPlJTER'Jtt<::!~~,E~~
September, 1993. et sa.

98Prosonus' MusicBytes lets users use the musical selections it provides in any way they wish. except for re-releasing the
music to compete with Prosonus. Prosonus bought out all the rights from the composers and musicians and passes along these
rights essentially unfettered. jim Seymour, The Multimedia Copyright Swamp, PC MAGAZINE. February, 23,. 1~93,;CIt.~,9.

99Hammerhead's Mother Earth II disk is a collection of over 400 digitized photographs and limited utilities to edit them.

,',''~c~g~~J\¥:.~~,~~:Q·~~~J~~~~,~}~qh~,?",~~X::i,qq~~~7_~~'~.~;~-!~!gn~U£l~!~~<,~~~~,~T,~,r,;,~!~,~',l,~~_~;,~~!~e~:~;~ge·~~L~~_~;~E~~i;~,s~,ir~~Jt,?i,~~~':~'~!,,(;)~,.!.~_~,~,~,
Images"to'create 8 multimedia piece, the user must purchase theaddltlonalnghtsfrom thepul5hsner./d.

1~,~~urc:I'U.l9~r~:; o.f:,tho ',~ OS!?UrO'!lBonk!rom,Androme~.a' Interactive ,pay an.ennuel.teeot ~b:()~!t;~1 ;2.O.op,. ",n'd,: aLorut';tim8 'fft,~
of about $80 for each piece used. One-stop shop for rovettv-tree information: ResourceBank, collection of copyright information
on CD-ROM products, CD·ROM WORLD, January, 1994, at 108.
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3. Industry Groups

a.Licensing Boilerplates

Another effort in. the area of simplifying the licensing process is the

q~vel9pmentofboilerplate agreements. Toward that end, the Interactive. Multimedia

Association has established a task force to develop model licensing agreements to

assist-developers. The Software Publishers Association isworking on a similar project

in .theareaofIlcenslnqstttl images, .On the motion picture front, a section otthe

Moving Picture Experts Group. (MPEG) is working on simplifying the" process of

contracting for electronic publication rights. In Japan, an organizationinciudingDentsu

lnc., NTT Corp., Asahi Broadcasting Corp., FM 802, Matsushita Electric Industrial Ltd.,

and the city of Kobe will be trying to formulate. rules for.thecopvrtqht of multimedia

software from a broadband perspective.

4; Government

a. Japanese Clearinghouse Agency

A new Japanese governmental agency will be set up to address copyright in

order to facilitate multimedia software. Under the Ministry of International Trade and

Industry (MIT!), the agency will gather copyright information pertaining to the various

mediaofiriterest to multimedia title developers to facilitate licensing. The agency will

collect fees from those who use the service.

V.SUMIVIARY

to be an insurmountable maize of various property rights, laws, and traditions to obtain

a desired clearaneeof-rlqhts in works to fill the present and future needssothat the
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enormous investments can be legally protected. There can be.a multitudeotproperty

owners involved in the text, photographs,' images, video/software,personal

characteristics, etc., that if each required individual standard royalties, the total may

be impractical.

Not only are intellectual property rights involve (copyrights, patents, trade

secrets, trademarksl.butalso privacv- rights and. criminallaws,as well asa.number

of present and future. government rules. and regulations.

The issue ofcopyrightptotection for multimedia works and the works that

constitute themisunderstandabIy a complicated 0 ne; UndoubtedIy,some multimedia

publishers will forge ahead and copy works without seeking permission fromcopyright

owners in questionable cases. This may help to/settle .some oLthequestions.as to

what is substantial similarity, what is a derivative work, how.muchcopyingisde

minimis, and so forth, Unfortunately, this sort of determination comes at significant

litigation ·expenseto. the parties involved . For these types of questions, ·tnis may be

the only way to get .theissues resolved .It is unlikely that federal legislators can be

convinced to create a set of statutes. speclflcenouqh to. address 'allot the various

permutations ofrights, .media-and.degreesof copying to cover the field, Even if this

were an.option,itisperhaps best Jeftto the judiciary and its evolutionary. nature to

address a subject as changing and nebulous and creative rights.

This same approach could also be used to answer questions such as where

electronic publishing rights lie in situations in which they .are not addressed 'in a

contract. As in the previous example, this comes at a high expense to the parties. For

this .sort of issue, the' more productive resolution is to eliminate ambiguity through

express contracttermswhich address electronic publlcatiorranddts inherent subtleties.

This is perhaps best accomplished through a two-tierapproachwhich draws upon

some of the existing features of multimedia practice mentioned in this paper.

At the first tier would be. one or more.clearingho!Jsesfor.thecoliection and

'.

the advantage .of providing a single source or small number of.sourceswhich a

multimedia publisher must approachin order .to.obtaln the necessary licensing rights.
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As a focused lnterest.: it would cbllectthe necessary expertise to ensure that the

agreements it offers to publishers address all of the necessary issues in the electronic

publication arena .

Either the federal government or private interests could run such an

organization. As mentioned above, in Japan such a clearinghouse is being formed

undergovemment control. In the United States, it is more likely that private interests

would develop to fill such a role .. Further,it would more likely be existing interests

which expand their charter to address electronic publication than new organizations

which form just to fill the electronic niche. The current group of licensing agents such

ASCAP in the recorded music industry and the many stock photo houses in the still

image fleld. are well placed to expand their intended customer base to include

multimedia publishers ..

The very nature of a market driven economy will tend to create this expansion

where it has not already done so: The multimedia publishing market is generating

considerablerevenue, and will almost certainly continue to doso. Where there.is profit

to be had, it should .nottakelong for some corporation to step in to meet the need.

The existence of single versus multiple clearinghousesinthe various media reflects the

tradeoff between:consistency.andtheeaseof a single source Inthe former and the

benefits of competition in the latter.

Assuming such a situation evolves and meets the bulk of the licensing needs

.of the market, what the remainder need is a standard by which to generatecoptracts

for those remaining right holders who do not subscribe to the services or..a

clearinghouse. This second group is best served by a set of boilerplate agreements

which the multimedia publisher and copyright owner can use to construct a licensing

agreement: Such templates force the parties to consider issues which have come up

before in similar situations. This eliminates the problem of simply not addressing

situations because neither party thought of-them at the time theydraHed the contract.

publication clearinghouse. roles which generate the boilerplates. Assuming. several

boilerplates .exlst, the best will rise to the top and find more .widespread use.
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Practitioners in the field will also likely form their own hybrids by combining the best

elements of various sources. The initial boilerplate offerings are important,however,

as they will likely influence all those that follow.

The hardware and softyvare technology already exist and the channels are

forming through which vast numbers of people can experience the mixture of text,

sound, still images and motion pictures that are the product of the multimedia

explosion. The law must adapt to fit the new paradigms in order to continue to protect

the rights of those who create works of all sorts. It is incumbent Upon those who

participate in these new markets, both from a business and law perspective,to ensure

that enhancements. to technoloqv provide. new opportunities for. creators and

publishers, not pirates.
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Multimedia and its Intellectual Property Rights

I. Status Quo of Copyright Clearance for>Multimedia Software

and Proposal on New Rules of Copyright Clearance

1. Introduction

With the rapid progress of information p roces sLnq and

ctelecommunicationtechnologies, now> is the time c· when it .. is the

dawnco f the multimedia markets .. People are highly interested in

multimedia because they are not satisfied with the existing media

such as television program, magazines, and movies, arid taLso

because multimediawil1be anew core of all industries in the

future.

At present, much is spoken everywhere of the word

'.'multimedia", which· has a large variety of de fi.n i.t.Lons,

According to the first· report prepared by the Multimedia

Subcommittee of the <Copyright Council and announced by the· Agency

for Cultural Affairsiil November, 1993, "multimedia" is defined

as . "transmission media . (or their utilizationmeans)coilsisting

of integrations of various representations such as characters,

sound, static graphics, and dynamic graphics in such-v-an

interactive manner as to allow users not only to use passively

but also to do positively such as to select,.manipulate,and
•

edit their various data at their discretion." Based on this

de'fLnLtid.on , the followings can be deduced as the technical

features of multimedia: (1) integration of Various media, (2)

all media as materials in digital data form, (3) easy to

manipulate, modify, and correct its digital data, and (4)

enables to transmit digital data interactively.

in relation to. copyrights.onmaterials for multimedia at the

point of producing multimedia software. This report presents

the problems with copyright clearance in producing and using

"multimedia software" (hereinafter referring to u ser-d.nt.er-act.Lve

software containing. multiple media such as sound, graphics; and

text) as well as several new rules oil copyright clearance

proposed as a solution to these problems.
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2. Problems with Copyright Clearance for Multimedia and,
Status Quo of Copyright Clearance

(1) Problems with Copyright Clearance for Multimedia

The first, problem with copyright clearance from the

viewpoint of multimedia 'software producers lies. in the

complicated proceduresfo.r copyright clearance. Multimedia, as

its name suggests, is a complex of multiple media, each of

which, representing a. work, under the legal protection of the

Copyright Law. This means that it takes a great deal of time,

cost, .. and Laborvt,o procure permissions to exploit all the media

from all copyright owners concerned. Further, it is also

possible that authors, when granting such permissions, may

impose restrictions o.nthe scope of manipul·atio.n,· modification,

and correction of their works by reason of the right of

ppeserving the integrity of works (moral rights), and therefore

the producers maybe prohibited from pro.cessing what they are

intended t.o, The problem is aggravated because .the right of

preserving the integrity is particularly. powerful in Japan,

where Article. 20 of the Copyright Law provides that "the author

shall have the right to Preserve the integrity of his work and

its title against any distortion, mutilation,or other

modification against his will", thus the right of preserving the

integrity is vest.edwt.t.h-mucti greater authority under Article 20

than the right provided for in Article 6 (2) of the Berne

Convention. In fact, the mere .act of converting works into

digitali:"ed data form might be deemed against the author's will.

Incidentally, the. Berne Convention provides that "the author

shall have the right to claim authorship of the work and to

object to any distortion, mutilation or other modification of,

would be prejudicial to his honor or reputation. j.

The second, problem from the standpoint of copyright owners

is that.thE!Y are anxious about the security ·oftheir copyrights

in providing their works as materials for muLt i.medda software.

Inqividualmedia.form;i.ng multimedia are digitalized data, which
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Since the advantages

them not onLy to use

can be easily duplicated or modified by producers or users.

There is a danger, therefore, that the representations created

by copyright owners will be distorted. Further, there is also

a high possibility that the exact replica of original works, due

to digitalized data form, will be produced in great numbers,

causing considerable anxiety and discomfort to copyright owners.

To the contrary, when immature digital technologies are used to

produce duplicate copies inferior to original works, it is also

possible that copyright owners will feel that their

representations are deformed. In any case, we can easily imagine

that copyright owners will hesitate to provide their works as

materials . for multimedia sof·tware.

The -,third,-·problem is commontt o -both muLt.drned.Lavso t t.were

producers .and copyright owners. Since multimedia allows users

transmit, receive, and process Lt.s. digitalized data through

telecommunication lines and consequently enables·users·not only

to apply software to their private use but also to distribute

their .. processed .. data to the ..·public through telecommunication

lines, it complicates the relationship among copyright owners,

multimedia software producers, and users in point of the

t.reatment between original works . and secondary duplicate copies,

the right of preserving the integri.ty, and other matters.

Further, multimedia enables any users to transmit it, while the

conventional media are distributed only by a few venders. And

then, it is necessary for multimedia software producers and

copyright owners to develop a new method to estimate for service

charges and monetary.compensations.

The fourth, problem concerns users.

of multimedia to users lie in allowing

passively. (merely to.N·:Le~i)

and edit individual media, it is necessary to duly grant users

the right· .to select,· manipulate, edit media .as well· as to

distribute users' modified ones. Further, the key factor to

develop multimedia is software after all. Multimedia will not

.appeal to users unless software is available in great varieties.
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The multimedia market would not be expected to expand if software

were. available in only a few varieties as well as at high sales

prices resulting from complicated and numerous copyright

clearance, and were lacking in creativity under the severe

r.estrictions of the right of preserving the integrity.

(2) Current Status·of Copyright Handling

Multimedia software is a complex of various media such as

oha.ra ct.ers ; . sound, pictures, photographs, and dynamic images.

Suppose that a certain popular song is needed as a material for

multimedia software, you must access to its composers for

permission to exploit it. If you can not access him because his

residence is unknown, you can not exploit the song. Fortunately,

-there a re severa l. organizations to cent.raLdze.t.manaqement; of

copyrights by industry (organizations for copyright owners) in.

Japan as listed below so •that producers and users may genera'lly

access to media or work you want.

(.1) Brokerage Organizations (Organizat<ions acting as agents. or

intermediaries for copyright cl.earance, being permitted and

certified by the Commissioner of the Agency for Cultural Affairs

in<compliance with the provisions of "the Law Regarding Brokerage

Businesses Concerning Copyrights." Applicants for management

businesses .concerning copyr-i.qht s-on music, novels, and scenarios

must be permitted and certified by the Commissioner of the

Agency of Cultural Affairs.)

*

*
*

Japanese Society for Rights of Authors, Composers and

Publishers (JASRAC)

Writers Guild of Japan

Japan Association of Authors

(2) Designated Management Organizations (Organizations managing

rights executable only through organizations for owners of rights

designated by the Commissioner ofthe Agency of Cultural Affairs

under the Copyright LaW, such as rights to private monetary
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compensations for audio.and vidual recording, secondary royalties

for commercial phonogram, etc.)

* Association for Management of Private Monetary Compensation

for Recording

* Geidankyo (for Groups of Entertainment ,Performers)

* Recording Industry Association of Japan

(3) Other Organizations (Voluntary Organizations)

* Japan AssociationforCopyrights{)n Photographs

* Japan Artists. Association

* Japan Duplication Right Center

* Japan Video Association

It should be noted here that the above. organizations ,though

assisting. you to access, directly or indirectly, to copyright

owners, do not always go as far as to act as agents for copyright

clearance. Copyright clearance status quo is described below

with .reference to concrete examples ..

* JASRAC

As. an organization .to centralize management of copyrights

musical works,JASRAC is errt r us t edwdt.h J:>:t:okeragebusinesses

for copyright clearance, directly or via music publishers, from

almost of all domestic songwriters and composers. Applicants for

exploitation of musical ~orks (fbr such purposes as producing

Karaoke tapes or putting into a music boxes) submit the

application paper to JASRAC where reasons and content ofthei~

exploitations is written, then they can obtain licenses in

exchange for monetary compensatiqns stipulated:in .det a l L by

w· ·oflicenses.

The organization mentionectthat in the event of partial

exploitation of musical works for commercials and game software

applicants should obtain licenses from each copyright ownezs

(authors) because authors are anxf.cus that such' exploitatioh
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settles their works in an image against their will. For example,

since such musical works as game software· are often marked·with

no author's name, there is report~dly a strong demand for marking

author's names in view of the moral rights . There are other

similar cases where authors ban arrangement of their acoustic

music into digitalized style, prohibit their musical works from

using as a background music for commercials conveying certain

concepts, and prohibit them from inserting them into LDs for

Karaoke with sexual vidual.

The organization reportedly demands some tips on specific

modes to exploit musical works for multimedia softwar.~ because

such modes of exploitation areuriknownandobscure.

As an sample of royalties for musical works, we cite a

royalty list below summarized for Karaoke, phonogram, music

boxes, and rental phonogram in compliance with "the provisions

.for. royalties for works by JASRAC"asof1991.

(Royalties applicable when annual comprehensive license

agreements for Karaoke vocals are concluded)

(a) Audio Karaoke vocals (Including cases using apparatus

capable of simultaneous reproduction of static images)

Division

1

2

3

4

5

Area of Guest Hall or
Banquet, Hall

:-:_ .', '::. ,',:" : ·'C' ...... 2
Between 16.5 m (5 tsub6)
(exclusive) and 33; 0 m2(10

tsubo) (inclusive)

Between 3.3.0 m2
.( 10 t.s ubo).." .. .. .. . 2 -" ..

(exclusive) and 49.5 m . (15
tsubO) (inclusive)

Between 49. 5 m2 (15 tsubo)
(Elxc:lusivEl! ..and §6.0 m

2
(20

fsubo) (inclusive)····· ..

2
Bet.weeI166.0 m{20 ts~bo)

(exclusive) and 99.0 m (30
tsubo) (inclusive)

Between 99.0 m2 (30 t.subo)
(exclusive) and 11';5.0 m2(50

tsubo) (inclus:i..ve)
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Monthly Royalt.ies
(yen)

3,000

5,000

6,000

8,000

10,000



of

4,500

7,500

Monthly Royalties
. (yen)

9,000

15,000

10,000

.

Area of Guest Hall or
Banquet Hall

Between 33.0 m2 (10 tsubO)
(exclusive) and 49.5 m

2
(15

tsubo) (inclusive)

Between 16.5 m2 (5 tsubo)
(exclusive) and 33.0 m

2
(10

tsubo) (inclusive)

.

.

2
Between 49.5 m (15 tsubo)
(exclusive) and 66.0 m2 (20
tsubo) (inclusive)

2. Between 99.0m .(30tsubO) ...
(exclusive) and 165.0 m

2
(50 .

tsubo) (inclusive)

. Between 66.0 m2 (20 tsubo)
(exclusive) and 99.0 m

2
(30

tsubo) (inclusive).

4

5

3

2

1

(b) Vocals accompanied by running of videograms

Division
.

(Royalty for one musical work contained in one rental phonogram)

For each mus LcaL work, the amount obtained .is wn.i cheve.r is

grea,ter, by dividing 6/1.00 .of the phonogra,m price (excluding

consumption tax) by the .number of musical works contained in the

phonogram or 8 yen 10 sen. (8.10 yen)

(Royalty for one musical work exploited in one music box)
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In the cases. of bot.h (a) and (b), halls where banquets are

held mainly for specific guests such as party guests andinyited

guests are exempt from the above royalties if their area measures

up to .33.0 m2 (10 tsubo) (inclusive) while the other halls are

exempt from. such royalties if their . area measures .up to -1.6 .5m
2

(5tsubo) (inclusive).

its shipping price (excluding consumptLonctax). However for

each special music box (e. g. electric music box and music siren) r

the amount is equivalent to 10/100 of its . price (excluding

consumption tax) .

(Royalty for one musical work (including lyrics, etc.) contained

in one commercially a,vailable.phonogram)

.



Royalty

50 yen

15 yen

70 yen

SO yen

For eacnv.rent.aL phonogram and each rental, the amounts

specified below:

Record Type

LP

Single

CD
Tape

* Writers Guild of Japan

This organization is entrusted with the rights to duplicate,

playback, broadcast, etc. of scenarios but finds it dHfiCllltto

centralize management of the moral. rights, and ..proposes the

necessity to determine terms and conditions for licenses. with

individual authors.

licenses for

organiZat:Lon

exploitation,

video tape.

While individual scenariOYlriters grant

the first broadcasting of their ... scenarios, this

takes over the manaqemerrt; of their secondary

such as rebroadcasting and commercializat.ion in

Asa sample of royalties for scenarios, we cite a royalty

list below limited to fortelev:Lsion broadcasting in compliance

with "the provisions for royalties for works by writers Guild of

Japan" as of 1991.

(1) Royalties Applicable to Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK)

1) For nationwide broadcasting, a royalty is charged for each

scenario and each 'broadcasting at the amount vequ.Lva Larrt. to

50% of the fee for each Scenario (a reward for writing of

each scenario for nationwide· broadcasting and a roya.lty

(including consumption tax) paid by the NHKfor initial

nationwide broadcasting) .

royalty is charged for each scenario and each broadcasting

at t.heianiourrtrobta i ned by reducing the amount in (1) above

at differentra'tes depending oniLndd.vLdua L local head or

branch broadcasting stations concerned.
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nationwide br-oadcast.Lnq by t.he keybr-oadcastingstationin

(2) Royalties Applicable to Other Broadcasting Organizations

than NHK

1.) For nationwide broadcasting, a roya.lty is charged for each

scenario and each broadcasting at the amount equivalent to

50% of the fee for each scenario (a reward for writing of

each scenario for nationwide broadcasting and a royalty

(including consumption tax) paid by each broadcasting

organization for initial nationwide broadcasting). In

this case, one broadcasting by individual local

broadcasting stations within 6 months after the first

broadcasting by the key broadca.sting station, is deemed one

simultaneous nationwide broadcasting.

2) For nationwide rebroadcasting within 10 days after

compliance with the royalty provisions in (1) above

(regardless of whether the key broadCasting station

initiates such rebroadcasting ahead of· individual local

broadcasting stations or vice versa), a royalty is charged

for each scenario and each rebroadcasting ,nOtwithstanding

the provision in (1) above, at 30% of the royalty amount in

(1) above. In this case, each scenario in each

rebroadCasting is handled in compliance with the provision

in (1) above.

3) For any other broadcasting than nationwide broadcasting,a

royalty is charged for each scenario and each broadcasting

at the amount obtained in consideration of the regional

and economic conditions where individual broadcasting

organizations concerned are located.

of Entertainment Performers)

is, concerning the copy-neighboring

Geidankyo (for groups

This organization
*

'of.terms '. and conditions when users can take licenses··' toward

entertainment performance, and in the Clerical business which is

considered to be virtually·difficult·for performers to execute

in personal in advance (such as claims of compensations for

user-s" recording of broadcasted entertainment performance and for
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its rebroadcasting) . The organization has incorporated the Center

for Clearance of Neighboring Rights of Entertainment Performers

to promote unified exercise of the neighboring rights for

entertainment performers.

Except for a very few organizations for copyright

ownezs , there are not any organizations to formulate .und.r Led rules

on cerrtz a Li.zLnq .. manacement; of copyright c Leaxarice, Further,

there are no organizations to centralize management of the moral

rights, Consequently, multimedia, which involves modification·

of. works, absolutely is necessitated with individuaL copyright
•

clearance; Namely, .sinceauthorit.y vested witht.o those

organizations for copyright. owners is considerably limited in

scopevvany :-:applicants>:-fore.xploiting:'t,oror.ks:eventual:ly have no

choice but to negotiate directly with indivi.dual copyright owners

to .determine the terms and conditions for licenses including

monetary compensations. In fact, procedure for . copyright

clearance takes multimedia software producers a great deal of

time, cost, and labor, thus being a severe obstacle to the

qevelopment of multimedia.

It is no exaqqe.rat.Lon to say t.nat, the development of

multimedia depends on whether or not copyrights on their

individual component media are cleared smoothly between authors

and producers. Now, we present three mi9.jor rules proposed for

the s.olution of the iss).les<in Japan.

3. New Rule on Copyright Clearance Proposed by Agency of

Cultural Affairs

the Agency for Cultural Af f a Lrs. inaugurated the Multimedia

Subcommi.t.t.ee of the Copyright Council to study problems with

multimedia under the Copyright Law in. June, 1992. Then .the

committee summarized the conclusion of its research focused on

copyrights clearance on.worksused as materials for multimedia
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software, and reported it as "the First Report by the Multimedia

Subcommittee of the Copyright Council" in November, 1993.

This report discusses various issues, such as the definition

of multimedia, its producing process, copyright clearance status

quo and, problems with it, and then proposed a new rule on

copyright clearance. This paper presents 6nlytheriewrule on

copyright,clearance proposed in> the report.

(1) Characteristics of Centralized Management Center

"The Organization for Centralizing Management of Copyright

Information (provisional name)" will be established as ai::enter

for supplying identical. information forspecifying'the copyright
ownez-, in an attempt .t.ov.ccnat.ruot i .a syst.em >for'int'egrating

information on copyright which the existing organizations' manage

for supply to users through a single outlet. (Database in the
field of music is now under considerable progress but still quite

unsatisfactory in any other field.)

However, it is difficult to establish an un i.fLed

organization>forcopyright clearance because ofthediffererices

in the nature and in the mode for use among. numeroUs works all

over. the fields, and because accompanied with the reason, each

field has eachconsciousriess and its management in copyrights.
Therefore,tobegin with, we should consolidate and enrich the

management system for centralizing its copyrights in each

organization or field, and after the accomplishment of those, we

should develop a cooperated system of all the fields to exercise

right.s regarding" copyright. in joint signatures, according to

certain rules within a scope of mutual consent among all of the

organizations concerned.

(2) Registration

Copyright owners may register their works voluntarily.

(There is no reference to other details such as registrants,

object.s or.termsand conditions of registrations in the report.)
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(3) Modes of Exploitation

Pending .: status because an organization for centralizing

management of copyrights has not been established yet.

(4) Roy~lties and Rewards

It. is under consideration to reform copyright clearance,

which is now granted based on the respective exercise of rights

in such a manner as to grant comprehensive licenses for a series

of copyrights in exchange for comprehensive royalties.

(5) MoralRights

Although the moral rights are unsuitable for centralizing

management, it is contemplated to prepare fora system where it

can respond to users' questions according tocertainiules: and

can inform users in advance of the name of owners from· whom they.

need to be 'granted when they need.

(6) Necessity for Legislative Amendment

Centralized management for copyrights under voluntary

:registration alwaysca1.lses problems with outsiders. Under the

~opyrightLaw, a system is .' s.ettled where exercise of certain

claim·for reward may be authorized only through the designated

orqanLz at.Lon , It should be considered that even specific

exploitations. of works which are difficult to manage could' be

generally.applied to the above system, and that the current award

system should be reviewed.

4. A Proposal of the New Rule on Intellectual. Property for

Multimedia by the· Institute of Intellectual Property

problems with intellectual properties, the Institute of

Intellectual Property has established "the Multimedia Committee"

to stUdy various problems resulting from the advent of

multimedia, on the allegation that "applicating the current

provisions of the Copyright Law may impede the use and
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(3) Modes of Exploitation

1) Supply of copyright infOrmation

The Center shall supply applicants for exploitation of works

with copyright information such as synopses of works, copyright

development for multimedia because they fail to presuppose the

advent of multimedia technologies." In February, 1994, the

Multimedia Committee announced to the public "Proposal of the New

Rule on Intellectual Property for Multimedia (Published Draft

"Exposure 94").

the sound deveLopmen't-vof

and multimedia producers,:for anxiety

(1) CharacteristicsofCentralizedManagementCenter

The Digital Information Center will be established as a

completely new centralized management center engaged in copyright

clearance and supply of copyright information for' exploiters

(multimedia software producers) .

The Institute of Tntellectualproperty has proposed the

establishment of "the Digital Information Center" and the

amendment to the current provisions of the Copyright Law

regarding the rights to preserving the integrity, proposing the

necessity to establish an organization for voluntary registration

by copyright owners and for centralizing management for

copyrights and their information on works inorde,r to ieliE'!ve

referred to above and ensure

multimedia.

bot.hrcopyr-Lqhtvowner s

(2) Registration

1) Subject of registration: Copyrights and theirrieighboring

rights on iworkswhichhave been madepublica.nd Works

whose authorhasconsented'to make' them public.

2) Registrants: Copyright orneighbor:lrig'iight owners

3) Registration conditions: Applicants for registration must

consent to exercise only the right to claim for rewards

and abandon.the exclusive rights to prohibit anyone from

""'<' ,c,' explo.iting,,'as....to...W:orks .tobe .. regis.tered.



owners, monetary compensations, and t.he terms and conditions for

.licenses.

2) Licenses
Exploiters may exploit works in compliance with the terms

. and conditions for licenses (including compensations)

predetermined by copyright owners concerned.

(4) Royalties and Rewards

The Center shall collect- rewards charged on exploiters, and

pay it to copyright owners.

(5) Mo~al Rights

.:TheCentersl1al1 announce-whet.he.r the::aut-horhas,conse'n:t'ed

to abandon rthe right of preserving the integrity with theCerrter

at the time of registering their copyrights. .In case of that

there is such consent, exploiters may manipulate or modify the

works at their discretion unless they injure the author's honer

and reputation. But for such consent, exploiters shall obtain
such consent or permission from individual authors.

(6) Necessity for Legislative Amendment

The new rule proposed above by the Institute of Intellectual

Property complies with the current provisions of the Copyright

Law<:ind requires no amendment to those provisions . Nevertheless,

the Institute proposes that it is·necessaryin the·near future
to amend the provision for the right of preserving the integrity

as a part of the moral rights described as follows.

a) "Authors may consent in advance to abandon the right of

preserving the integrity unless they are injured of their honor

those who have obtained the permission directly from authors but

further to those who have obtained indirectly via those who have

obtained it directly from authors, unless the aut.horsrdo 'not

decl.a.re their specdH,c .wi],l against above ;."
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b) "The scope of the right of preserving the' integrity is

limited only to the cases when exploiters' modifications make

author injure their honor or reputation."

5. New Rule on Copyright Clearance Proposed by DAVIS

The Digital Audio Visual Interactive Media Society (DAVIS)

is a volunteer organization established in 1990 for such purposes

as research, development, and education and the like regarding

multimedia. DAVIS consists of the Technical sectron; the

Application Section, the Education Section, and the Intellectual

Property Right Research Section, which has presented the new rule

on copyright'clearanCe:de'scf1bed ."belOw:. .Ithas~;am-embershipof

about 70 companies including Intel Japan, . OkiEleC::::tfic.:tridustry,.

Toshiba, IBM Japan, and Mitsubishi Kasei.

DAVIS has alleged that "restridi6nsonthe rights of media

and other obstacles make it. difficlllttoimplemenCally new rules

on copyright clearance worked out within the scope of the 'current

provisions of the Copyright Law in an attempt to match the

multimedia era." Based on this allegation, DAVIS, departing from

the realm of the current provisions .of t.heCopyrightLaw,assumed

a society 20 years ahead where multimedia will become widespread

in an effort to seek favorable:ruleson copyright clearance in

such a.future society. In April 1, 1994, DAVIS announcedia

proposal for "the Quantum Media' Protection' Law (provisional

name)".

This proposal assumes a society where optical fibers are

. spread to every househOld all over the world, as has been

advocated by the USVice-PresidentA. Goa as "the Information

software and database but also music, movies, and other works)

would be all digitalized form so that anyOne could reproduce or

change the information· at their discretion with ease without any

deterioration and further provide the information for third

parties with ease without any deterioration in quality.
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This proposal adopts the term "Quantum Media" instead of

"mllltimedia", w:i;th the objective of drawing a clear distinction

between the former and the latter, t.hat, is accompanied by personal

profits of authors, and on the assumption that digital computers

20 years ahead will attain their full development by means of

optical and other various technologies in addition to electronic

technologies. Quantum Media, in which the moral rights are

abanejoneej, falls under none of the categories stipulated by the

current provisions of the CqpyrightLaw, can be.imanipulat.ed

withqut restrict.ions and exists only in network construct.ed with

a view to manag;ing andoper('iting them properly, because Quantum

Mediaisindepenejent of the. existence and its form .

. (1) Cha:racterist~ics:,of C,ent:raliz:~cl:_!1,~nagel1l~nt.Cent.er

.Quantum medf.a exists qnly.in a. definite realms of net.work .

. Organizations for management .of network where Quantum Media

exists take charge of . their management and '. operation. They

provide owners' info:r.mationand data (quantum data) available for

exploitation

(2) Registration

As Quantum Media, any data may be registered by anyone,

provided that it were free from legal problems SUQh iiSQOpyright

infringement. Data .owned.by others may also be registered by

anyone with its. source clearly stated. E'urther,no one shall

register.any data without preliminary consent to abandon the

moral rights.

(3) Modes of Exploitation

Each organizationf.or. management of network shall determine

the unit of registration. Authors, when registering their data,

must comply.

1) Mere. view (access only)

2) Unre,strictEld exploitation including edition and

manipulation in .. network

3) Dowllloadingfrom. network:for.non...profit-makingpurposes
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4) DOwn16adingfrom 'rietwork for 'profit'~tnaking purpo's'es

(4) Royalties and Rewards

Each organization ,fortnanagement of network shal:Ldetermine

:royalties f or Quantum Media for each ,6f, the 'ab6vefou"r'm'O<:les of

exploitation; Creativity, Labor vand other attrioutes'aren6t

reflected upon royalties. Royalties are assessed only in terms

of their economic value. Further, the royalties are to pay

regardless of the number of exploiters' manipulation' steps

involved;"

(5) Moral Rights

Preliminary consent to abandonit.he moralCrights is 'a

organization for management of network. There may be several

cases' when any exploitative or ' moddfLed CluaritumMedia' may make

libelS/against 'original' Quaritum' Media authors." Therefore,' "each
organi zation apecLaLi zed in,settletneht6f disputes'shallberie;Vly

established in order to protect the affected aut.hors , and if

necessary, to execute 'such auth6ritiesasto' caricelregiStered

Quantum Media at their discretion.

(6) Necessity for Leglslative Amendment;

In' coexd, st.ence'withthe current provisions of the Cc:rpy'tlght

Law, .,!'the 'QtianttimMediaPr6teCtiohbaw" shaH be:Legfslated' i'n

order to legiSlate the above' new rule'6n.C6pYright 'ClearifncefOr

Quantum' Media. 'ekis't'ihginhetwork'andforthose'd6wnloadt=<:l hoin

network· ,fOrh6n-profit"'making'purposes;Witheinphas:Ls 'on

ensuring "the safety of dealings /" this act shall provide

protectioh for autiaors ' Quantum Media even in' Case of their

failure to satisfy' 'theregi'st'ratioh condf.tLons .F1Jrtller; tll:L'~

Quantum Media illegally registered on authors' request. But

s e.condary,.orlater'Quaritum" Media'aIready" modd.fied shall"not be

canceled'butlitnited'tobe 'accessedonlyas their mOde Of

exploitation. Any Quantum Media modHiedlllay" be canceled

according to the decisions ·of each organizations for settlement
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of disputes only in cases where it might make -Li.beLsvaqai.n s t;

original Quantum Media owners.

Incidentally, Quantum Media downloaded. from network for

profit-making purposes and created outside netwqrk, is cleared

in compliance w.ith the current provisions qf.the Copyright Law.

(3) '1'0 obtain preliminary information about the treatment for

preserving the integrity in <::onnection with the requirement

in (2) above.

involvesfrequently
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multimedia ,softwareProducing

(1) To obtain identification informatiqnoncopyrigh~owners

First. of. all, it is absoLut.eLy necessary .to identify

copyright owners concerned with whom yOll\"lillnegotiat.e.

6. Conclusion

It is expected that further researches will be conducted. in

the future and that the things to be dealt with will be cleared

in copyright. clearance for multimedia software. To ensure

smooth progress in such copyrigh~ clearance, it will be necessary

to. meet; .the three requirements below.

(2L To have some. prospect for terms and, conditions for license.s

before negotiations

Multimedia software producers must have some prospect for

terms and conditions for licenses in order . t.o draw up their

business plans. No such plan can be made if there is no clear

prospect for the utiJ,ity and profitability of multimedia software

to.beproduced. Although such prospect will emerge nat.uraJ,J,y

as.an ind,llstry practice.comes to>fqrm, anyhowan,unified.out.le~

for copyr.Lqht, clearance would facilitate "uni.formd t.y and

publication of the terms and conditions for licenses.. Copyright

owners would also welcome the publication the terms and

. conditions for licenses, which would relieve them of anxiety

..~~}?5?.:1l!"th~iE;£9EYEJ,9h.t;}i;.l?~,iD.9,•... J.:h:I,.~9,~:h:hY ..~.?5P:I,9~tl'l.,cl.t.,



modification of works exploited as its materials. While uniform

restrictions on the moral rights may cause several problems, the

rights to preserve the integrity ,still constitute an obstacle to

exploitation of works as materials of multimedia, software. As

we can not imagine what kind of modifications are regarded as

"against,the authors'will" ,there' is no alternative way but to

consider whether .Lt, is regarded as such only from the outcome

produced by modifications with original works.

There are all kinds of works, some being resolute in

rejecting any modification and others being ready to accept any

modification, so, we cannot treat each'works uniformly. It is

at least necessary, 'however"to identify those ,works which: are

"ready to'accept any modific~tion." The trouble 'with the right

of pzese.rvLnqLhe integrit-ycould'be avoided: by 'using these works

as materials for multimedia software as far as the situation

permits.

In principle, it rests with copyright, owners to decide

whether to register their works; Some copyright owners who are

not loath to accept any modification or wide exploitation of

their works, will choose to register them to the Digital

Information Center or Individual Organizations for Management

of Netw.orks where Quantum Media, exist. Other copyright owners

who prefer no modification to more exploitation of theirw6rks

Mill keep to use the existing copyright clearance systems' and

will not desLre to use suchnews)7stems.

Thus, there .are many difficul,tiesto facilitate copyright

clearance. In fact, a concerted 'effort is demanded 'of 'both

copyright owners and multimedia software producers toward the

construc:tion of new copyright clearance systems.

~,,~,w"'w,J:I.,",.Problems:,withMultimedialnstalled' in' Networks,,:,

Rea:o.zi(lt'-on of, Environment for Use of Multimedia

Establishment of copyright handling centers for multimedia

s.oftware as described in .Chapt.er I requires construction of

databa~es with enormollsstoragecapacitiesand consolidation of
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.the- infrastructure.$urther, installation, of multimedia software

in networks ,for easy, interac:tiveaccess 'by'any .uaezv.at; any: time

absolutely requires conatruct.Lon 'of highly functional data

communications networks adaptable to varying data quantities.

N.eeded for meeting these requirements is a technology for

compression .andvexpens ion of digital dynamic" images"" ,(developed

by the Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG», which is now under

consideration for. use as .a. standard; ,,' intelleetual ,property:rights

:whiehareessential,'for realization of ,MPEG'areheldby many

owners, :50 the copyright clearance will be, the bottleneck •. :There

:seem tobe.othervarioustechniealbreakthroughs available'; but

it:· is: .a.Ls o imaginable that', the realization, of: the: environment

for useofrilultimedia depends: on whether 'or not intellectual

propertyrightsoJ;lcommontechnologiesicanbecleared' by virtue

of teehnical standardization under proper oondi.tLons. Further;.

there still remain the problems of whether necessary 'databases
•

:ape.·to be,constl:'uctedby.publicorprivate .organizations.and how

.t,o . cover' . theexpeJ;lsesfor construction and. .med.rrt.enancerof

.databases;,

(:2): Coping with, Copyright Infringement

·A major; problem encount.eced' in' commerciali,zation of

multimedia . will. be who is<toblaJ!le for copyrd.qht.. infringement

ar-LsLnq " from distribution:of works not.. ' duly subjected to

copyright handling in networkswheremultimediaareimplemented;

}iV:o;r-thY,of>notein,thiJs .respectis the', judgment passed on the

recent case of the dispute Playboy Enterprise Inc. (PEl): between

y. Frena (MDFla,N.o.93-489-Civ-J-20) in which Defendant Frena

operated the subscription computer .buLl.et.Ln- boardservice'(BBS) ,

into which computerized images of photographs copyrighted by PEl

were.written without permission of PEL It is not Frena but

judgment held. that Frena ,infringed'PEI's: rights of Hdist'ribution

and display. This judgment has revealed that part of

responsil:>ility for ", copyright infringement falls' on 'system

ope;r-ato;r-s,but a question remains whether it 'is possible for

syst,emoperators to check all written data for copyrLqht.
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infringement. Apart from copyright infringement, works may also

be misused for leakage of individuals' privacies or trade

secrets, viola.tion of public or<;ler and morals,and slander and

defamation of individuals, for which legal corrective (remedial)

measures will have to be enacted to identify who are to

compensate for the resulting damage.

All tlrepr()blems described in the present paper are future

ones, on which sufficient information for discussion is not

availableiilt .. present. It is the intention. of the present

committee tokeeptracl$: of future trends of these problems and

continue investigations on them.
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Comparison Table New Copyright Handling Rules

I

~
I

Center for
centralized
management

Registra
tion

Propos~l by the Agency for
Cultural Affairs

The Organization for
Centralized Management of
Copyright Information
(provi~ional name) shall be

. established.
For copyright handling, the
existi*g organizations for
copyright owners shall be
consol~dated and expanded in
such a\manner as to develop an
cooperation system to allow
exercise of copyrights by
multiple organizations under
joint signature.

Registtation shall be made (on
a voluntary basis) under the
conditions established by the
existing organizations for
copyright owners and
neighboring right owners.

Proposal by Institute of
Intellectual Properties

The Digital Informati()n Center
shall be established.

COPYri~h1: owners or neighboring
right owners. shall register
their respective rights (on a
voluntary basis) ..
Applicants for registration
shall consent to exercise only
the right Of demanding rewards
and a~andontherightof

exclusion for their .works to
be registered.

Proposal by DAVIS

Organizations for management of
networks shall be established
to takeCha~ge of management
and operation of quantum
media;

.Not only works but also any
data may be registered as
quantum media by any individual
(on a voluntary basis) provided
that they cOmply with the
current provisions of the
Copyright .Law. Data owned by
other. individuals may a I so be
registered:with their sources
clearly stated.
Applicants 'for registraticn
shall consent to abandon the
moral rights.



I

~
I

Modes of
Exploitation

Royalties
and Rewards

Those works handled by any
organizations for centralized
manage~ent shall be exploited
in compliance with their
provisions. The other works
shall be exploited after
neqot.LatLcns with individual
copyright owners concerned.
At present, it is under
consid~ration to grant
comprehensive licensing for a
seriesiof exploitation.

At present, it is under
consideration to reform
copyright handling based on
decentralization of authority
in such a manner as to grant
comprehensive licensing in
exchange for comprehensive
royalties.

Copyright owners shall
predetermine the modes of
exploitation of their works at
the time of their registration.

The Digital Information Center
shall charge and collect
rewards from exploiters for
payment to copyright owners in
exchange for monetary
compensations determined by
copyright owners.

Four modes of exploitation are
available for selection: (1)
access only; (2) unrestricted
exploitation including edition
and manipulation in networks;
(3) downloading from networks
for non- profit-making
purposes; and (4) downloading
from networks for
profit-making purposes.
Any downloaded data shall be
handled in compliance with the
current provisions of the
Copyright Law.

Royalties shall be determined
fOr each mode of exploitation
by organizations for management
of networks and shall be
payable by the quantity of
data regardless of the number
of their manipulation steps
involved.

I

Moral Rights Becaus~ the moral rights are
not subjected to centralized
management, ... exploiters. shall
modify:works after negotiations
with individual copyright
owners: concerned. It is
planned to establish
organizations for offering
counsel concerning such
negoti<itions.

The Digital Information Center
shall announce consent by
authors __ to exercise or __ abandon
thE,' moral, rights at the time of
r"g~stratiohOftheir
copyrights .•
Ih case Of consent to exercise,

.explOitersshalF negoti'atewith
indbridualauthorstOpr"cure
their permission to ~odify
their works'. -

I In tase bf coriaerrc to
abahdomnent,' explOiters may

I modi-fyworksat their
discretion to such an extent
that is not prejudicial to the
honor or reputation of authors.

Applicants for registration
shall consent to abandon the
moral rights. An appropriate
remedial measure shall be taken
against any modification that

may be prejudicial to the honor
or reputation of authors. I



"The Quantum Media Protection
Law" shall be established in
coexistence with the current
provisions of the Copyright
Law.

Specia.lcontracts . for
8.baridonmentofthe ·iight of
preserviIlg tJ;e integrity shall
bevalidatedjor the·scope of
the iightofprese;rvirigthe
integrity is limited iirisucha
marinaz as to bevaHdfor
modifica.tion prejudicial to the
horior or reputation of
authOrs.

NoneNecessity
for
Legislative
Amendment

I
:&3
o
I



Exposure '94
-A proposal of the newrule 01\intellectual

property for Multimedia·

February, 1994
Institute of Intellectual Property
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owner who may be ready to license a protected
work for usein a multimedia application cannot
ertjoythe benefits of such technology unless a
copyright clearance and royalty collection system
is established.

1.1.2 The fear of users

1.1.2.1 Expensive and Burdensome Copyright
Clearance

Improvements in the reproduction and
transmission of data such as digital technology and
the development of network systems has' made it
possible for users to quickly access large volumes of
information, including copyright works. By
combiningand altering this information in
multimedia applications we can realize greater
creativity in the use of pre-existing copyright
works.

Multimedia applications inevitably involve
the representation, adaptation and modificationof
copyright works utilized in the program. Under
the current Copyright Act,to engage in such .
activities, usersmust obtain the consentof the
authors, copyrightowners and the owners of
neighboring rights. However, anyone multimedia
program may involve numerous cORyright owners, .
and negotiating with these right holders can be
time-consuming and expensive. The collection qf
relevant information, such as the location ofof
right owners and the status of legal rights involves
costs. Even where such information canbe obtained,
it may beprohibitively expensive to clear all the
legal rights independently. Further, if oneof the
many right holders refuses to grant their consent,
an entire multimedia program is then at risk.

1.1.2.3Waste of investment in creating materials
In the present situation producers of

multimedia software tend to refrain from
exploiting pre-existing copyright works. These
producers create the software material themselves
in order to avoid the burdens and risks mentioned
above in sections 1.1.2.1 and 1.1.2.2. If there would

(Part 2) Proposal of a new intellectual property
rule for Multimedia Society

(Part 1) The New Society Produced by Multimedia
(omit) .

1.1.1 The fear of right owners _
- increasing risk of piracy and the owner's

reluctance to digitize"

1.1Problem relating toCopyright Clearance- the
fear of right owners and users

1. Pointsatissue
In exploring the suitable rule for intellectual

property in the Multimedia SOciety,it is important
to balance the interests ofcopyright owners and of
copyright users, .

Concerning copyright law, the committee
should examine the following WI' points;
(1) The copyright clearance procedure for works
~in~ultimediasoftware;
(2) The author's moral rights inrelation to
multimedia subject matter which can be easily
modified.

Inthe emerging Multimedia Society, digitized
works can be easily modified, dUl'licated and .'
distributed. For example, works used as lI\aterial
in multimedia programs can be easily modified, not
only by the producers of multimedia Progrmnsbut 1.1.2.2 Other factors hindering the utilization of
also by the end-users. Through electronic networks, pre-existing works
individuals can easily distribute copyrighted Copyright works used as material in
material and other information. Under these multimedia software are digitized and then

""~~ circumstances~copyright owners fear that distributed, .in large "olume, across a vast ne.l;v?rk...
multimool""ai'pilcaffonswilfiricreasellfe······ ..·····ofuSers; A personwho exploits-a ·work inlhebelief
likelihood of piracy, and are therefore reluctant to that copyright clearance has been duly executed,
digitize their works. Additionally, incopyrigh~ may beexposed to substantial legal liability by
licensing it is difficult to supervise the licensee and the actual right holder.
ensure that license conditions are strictly observed.
DUe to these uncertainties copyright owners.are
more reluctant to license their works for use in
multimedia.

With technological advances, new
opportunities to license copyrights and other
related rights, and to receive royalties from these
rights, have expanded. However, a copyright
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be an intermediation system for the efficient
clearance of pre-existing copyright works,
producers might be able to quickly obtain copyright
clearances and offer reasonable royalties.
However, currently there is ro such system and
producers are obliged to engage in inefficient
recreation of material and ineffective investment
in multimedia applications.

1.2 Problems related to the moral rights, in
particular the right to integrity

Copyright legislation sets forth the
.intellectual property rights of certain qualified
expressions. These include the right to collect
profits or royalties from the use of protected works
and moral rights - the right to protect the personal
interests of the author.

The japanese Copyright Act ensures the
author's right to integrity. This right preserves
the author's expression of thought and feeling as
fuund in the original work. The law prohibits any
modification which is against the author's will.

With continued progress in digital technology,
modification of pre-existing copyright worksis
expected to increase sharply. However, if the right
to integrity is strictly enforced, society may not
realize the maximum benefits of the emerging
technology. The interactive use of copyright works .
in multimedia programs would be significantly
limited. In addition, even where the. copyright
owner consents to the exploitation of a 'protected
'Work for a new creation, if modification in general
is prohibited the incentives for such a creation
would be greatly reduced.

Specifically, there are two points to be
examined;

1.2.1 Agreement not to exercise the right to
integrity

It is of great practical concernwhether a
provision not to exercise the right to integrity is

or not, when a right holder and a producer.of

exploitation of a copyright work. In
multimedia applications such agreement must be
valid not only for software producers but also
software users who modify data interactively. For
this reason, it is necessary to extend the effect of an
agreement not to exercise the right to integrity to
the multimedia users.

1.2.2 The broad scope of the right to integrity
As mentioned above, in order to constitute an

infringement of the right to integrity, Section 20 Of
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the Japanese Copyright Act requires that the
modification of a protected work be against the
author's will.

Therefore, even where producing and using a
multimedia program would not be prejudicial to the

·author's reputation ,such modification is still
prohibited if it is against the author's will.

2. Consideration

2.1. Points related to copyright clearance

2.1.1 The need for the collective administration
system ofcopyrights

In order to solve.the aforementioned fears of
boththe owners and the users ofcopyright, andto '
secure the steady development of the Multimedia
Society, it is necessary to establish the appropriate
rules for the exploitation pf copyright works.
Establishing a collective administration centeris
needed to provide information on copyright,
material and those rights related to protected
works.

Establishing such a center would be beneficial
to both copyright owners and multimedia users. '
With greater opportunity to license their rights,
copyright owners can expect to receive even.more
royalties. They will also be able to control their
rights more efficiently. For multimedia .users, as
more expedient copyright clearance is realized,
they will have an incentive to create new worksby
utilizing pre-existing material.

Copyright holders, multimedia producers and
program users will all benefit from such a system. '
An administration center will promote the just and
fair exploitation of "cultural products" and
facilitate the development of a newly-born
multimedia industry.
, However, according to the Berne Convention, of
which is a member, the enjoyment of an
author's cannot be subject to a formal filing

administration system covering convrizht
material. Under the no-formality system,
registration is not obligatory to realize copyright
protection. Therefore, the deposit of copyright
material and the collection of information thereof
at a collective administration center must be
voluntary.

2.1.2 Primitive measure for a collective
administration center

Users would not be interested in a collective

.'
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2.2.2.2 United Kingdom
Only recently has the United Kingdom

recognized the moral rights of an author. Section 86
of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act of 1988
grants the author of a copyrighted literary,
dramatic, musical or artistic work,andthe director
of a copyrighted film protection from having his or
her work subjected to derogatory treatment.
Prejudice of the author's honor or reputation is

2.2.2Legislation in Other Countries

2.2.1The Berne Convention
The Berne Convention recognizesthe author's

right to object to any distortion, mutilation, or
other modification of, or other derogatory action in
relation to, a protected work, which shall be
prejudicial to the author's honor or reputation
(Article 6bis of the Convention).

There is no provision in the Convention
concerning an author's waiver ofthe right to
integrity.

Attachment 2
2.2Problems Related to Moral Rights (the Right to
Integrity)

Moral rights are designed to protect the
personal interests of the author. These interests
should not besacrificed in exchange for

.technologtcal advancements. It is necessary to
explore a solution which both ensures technological
development and the protection of the author's
personal interests.

administration center, if the selection of copyright
works is unattractive and the exploitation of these
works is unduly restricted. If unpopular with users,
right owners could not expect to generate greater
royalties and would have less of an incentive in
consigning the administration of protected works to
the Center. With fewer registrations, there would
be fewer users accessing the center. Toavoid such a
vicious circle, and to facilitate the Multimedia
Society, the collective administration center must
reflect the features of changing technology and
attract both right holders and users.

For example, it is necessary that copyright
holders receive a sufficient increase in royalties for
licensing their works. Togive even greater
incentive to right owners to register, it is
worthwhile examining a collective administration
center which can issue warnings or take other
necessary steps to help prevent the unauthorized
use of registered works.

The center should cover the reproduction,
modification and other methods of exploiting
registered material. Inorder to promote the
registration of works, there also should bethe
opportunity for copyright holders to impose
conditions on the way a protected work may be
utilized when granting a license. .

Plagiarized deposit or false information as to
copyright works will prejudice reliance on the
collective administration center. This may subject
the subscriber of the center to the risk of legal
action by the real copyright holder. It is worth
considering some measures to solve such problems.

2.2.2.1 United States of America
In the United States, before the amendment of

the Copyright Act in 1990,neither state nor federal
law systematically recognized an author's moral
right to controlthe use of a work beyond the
copyright itself. However, Section 43(a) ofthe
Lanham Act, commonlaw doctrines relating to
publicity, contract la w,protection against fraud
and defamation, and somestate statutes'
substantially approximate the protection of an
author's moral rights.

[reference] For works of visual art, the 1990amendment of
The cost of designing a database for the the Copyright Act includes a provision on the

collective administration center, which would moral rights of an author. Accordingto Section 106
cover items such as music, film, photographs, etc., A, the distortion, mutilation, or other modification
is likely to be expensive. which is prejudicial to the author's honor or

Currently there are similar collective reputation constitutes a violation of the right to
administration systems forparticular forms of iritegrity. This right may be waived, however, if
protected works, such as JASRAC for music. There the author expressly agrees in a written instrument

····atealso·fihtCagencies;which purchase'copyrights' ····specifically identifying the releva ritc··········..··+·.···c ....
to photographs from copyright owners and usesof that work to which the waiver applies.
collectively administrates these photographs for
commercial use. Moreover, the distribution of
computer programs and musichas been increasing in
recent years through the useof electronic networks.
In addition, libraries storing software, image and
texts are today accessible through one's personal
computer. For example, in the Nifty-serve, 110,000
items of texts, computer programs, musicdata or
still images are available to subscribers.
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3.1.1 Outline of the Digital Information Center
The right holder voluntarily registers his or

her copyrights and the relevant neighboring rights
at the Digital Information Center. Through the'
Center, copyright holders can license their rights to

3.1 Establishment of the Digital Information
Center

establishment Information Center as
a collective administration center in which
information related to copyright worksis readily
accessible and copyright clearance can be
efficiently realized.

.2.2.3.2 Restriction of the scope of the. right to
integrity

COnsistent with the legislation of the United
States and United Kingdom, theright to integrity
in the Japanese Copyright Act should be restricted
to acts which are prejudicial to theauthor's .honor
or reputation, While the current stipulation in the
Copyright Act may be construed as restricted to
modification which is prejudicial to the author's
honor or reputation, legislative clarification is
desirable. Such a clarification will maintain
Japan's conformity with the Berne Convention and
will not disturb the harmony of intellectual
property law with foreign countries.

.3. Proposal
Taking into account the above study, the

Multimedia Committee proposes the following
rules of intellectual property for multimedia:
i) Establishment of the Digital Information Center
and
ii) Revision of the right to integrity.
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clarified by domestic legislation that an agreement
not to exercise the right to integrity is valid,
consistent with the United States and the United
Kingdom. Of course, the right to integrity shall be
protected against modification which is
prejudicial to the author's honor or reputation.

Additionally, users may modify digitized
works exploited in a multimedia program, as well
as producers who have obtained the author's
consent, Therefore, it is required that the effect of
an agreement not to exercise the right to integrity
extends to licensees and successors in title of the
contracting parties, including multimedia. users,

.JID1ess a contrary intention is expressed by the
author.

2.2.3.1 Clarification of the validity of an
agreement not to exercise the right to integrity

By not mentioning the validity of an
agreement not to exercise the right to integrity, the
Berne Convention leaves this point to the
discretion of each contracting country. It should be

2.2.2.4 France
Section 6 of the French Copyright Act of 1957

states that the authorshall enjoy the right to the
respect of his or her name, authorship andwork.

In interpreting the Copyright Act, the court
held that transforming a 1950's black-and-white
movie into color for a television broadcast without
the author's consent violated Section 60fthe
Copyright Act. With respect to an agreement
waiving the right to the respect, the court ruled
that everyone who is accredited as an author shall
have a right to respect and cannot consent tothe
mutilation or injury in advance.

2.2.2.3 C;errrtarly
Section 14 of the German Copyright Act

stipulates that the author shall have the right to
prohibit any distortion or any other mutilation of a
work which would prejudice the author's lawful
intellectual or personal interests in the work.
While the Berne Convention focuses on which
modification shall be prejudicial to the author's
honor orreputation, the German Copyright Act is
construed a? pladrlg' greater importance on the
protection of the author's intellectual or personal
interests in" work.

construed as a requirement for the infringement of a
moral right. Section 87 provides that this right
may be waived, and if the author's waiver is made
to the owner or prospective owner of the copyright
in the work, it shall be presumed to extend to his or
her licensees and successors in title unless a contrary
intention is expressed.

2.2.j Direction of possible solutions
Witll due regard to the Berne Convention and

the legislation of other countries, either of the
following revisions should be made concerning the
author's right to integrity:
i) clarification of the validity of an agreement not
to exercise the right to integrity and extension of

ccc c'$!l:hanagreement,c .. .c.·cc •.••• The~,fulltin"e(liacC<)mmitte'e.proI)()!les
or
ii) restriction ofthe scope ofthe right to integrity,
from acts against the author's will to acts
prejudiciable to the author's honor or reputation.



others for multimedia use, such as the digitization
of works and modification of these digitized works.
The Digital Information Center collects a royalty
from the users onbehalf ofthe right holders and
reimburse the registrants. The registrant "may also
impose licensing conditions. For example, a
copyright holder may restrict a license to only
reproduction.

The Center also offers relevant information as
to registered works, including a description of the
work, the name and address of a right holder,
royalty fees and licensing conditions.

Assistance by technologies in measuring the
frequency and extent of use and the protection from
unauthorized exploitation is necessary for an
efficient copyright clearance system. The Digital
Information Center can provide such a system.

i) subject of registration
Copyrights and those neighboring rights

related to the works which have been made public
or which the author has consented to making public
are subject to registration.

ii) registration
a) registrant

a holder of a copyright or neighboring
right

b) conditions of registration
The registrant shall consent to a right to

renumeration with respect to, but not to seek an
injunction against subscribers licensed through the
Center, provided that he or she observes the
licensing conditions.

c) right to integrity
A copyright holder shall notify the

Center when there has been a consent not to exercise
the right to integrity by the author. The Center
shall then make a public announcement of this
point. When the right to integrity is restricted
merely to the acts which would be prejudiciable to
the author's honor or reputation, this arrangement

iii) mode of exploitation
Where the author has given a consent rot to

exercise the right to integrity, the users may
modify works which have been licensed through
the Digital Information Center, as far as such
modification would not prejudice the author's
honor or reputation. The users must observe the
licensing conditions imposed by the registrant.

Where the registrant has rotobtained a
consent not to exercise the right to integrity, the
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users shall obtain the consentofthe author
individually" when modifying the work.

"iv) collection of renumeration
The registrant shall consent to a right to

renumeration, rather than a "right to license, in
relation to person who are licensed by the Center,
as far as he or she observes the condition of license.
The amOU11t of roy~lty shall be set forth by the
reglstrant.: The registrant may choose the way of
payment, such as a running royalty or a lump-sum
royalty.

v) information as to copyright
The Digital Information Center offers

information onregistered works,including a
descriptionofa registeredwork; the nameand
addressof a: 'right holder; royaltyfees arid licensing
conditions,

3.1.2 measuresto be examined fur promotion Of the
Digital Information Center "

The Committee raises the fullowing measures
for further examination to ensure efficient and
intensive utilizationofthe Digital' Information
Center.

Wa measure creating an incentive to right holders
to register his works

"Besides securing the collection of royali)' fees,
additional measures are required to increase the
incentive to register a work at the Digital
Information Center. For example, further
consideration should incIudea measure enabling
the Digital Inf0l1llation Center to issue warning of
intellectual property violations" onbehalf of a
right holder or to take otherriecessary steps
against unauthorized utilization of registered
works.

iijameasure to promote distribution of digital
data.

holder registers a work at the Digital Information
Center, a licensee may be exposed to risk, despite
the administration by the DigitalInfo~mation "
Center. Measures avoiding such a problem should
be examined in order to secure the distribution of
digital data.

iii) a measure to secure reliance onregistration at
the Center

Plagiarized registration.iwhlch an unentitled
person falsely or fraudulently registers a work at
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the Digital Information Centerwill prejudice the
security of the Digital Information Center.
Measures to addressing such a problem should be
considered.

3.2 Revisionofthe provision onthe right to
integrity

With due regard to the corresponding
provisions of the Berne Conventionand the
legislati6nof other countries, the Multimedia.
Committee proposes that either of the following
revisions be made. .

3.2.1 Clarification of thevalidityofanagreement
not to exercise the right tointegrity

It shouldbe clarified that an author mayagree
not toexercise the right to integrity with respectto .

. contractingparties..•This agreement should be.
valid as long as it would not prejudicethe author's
honor or reputation.. The effect of such an
agreement should extend to the licensees and
successors in title of the contracting party, unlessa
c()ntrary intention.is expressed.

3.2,2Restriction.tothe scopeof the right to
integrity

The scopeof the right to integrity should be
restricted .tothose acts which wouldbe prejudlclal
to the honor orreputation ofthe .author. Initially
this proposal may be restricted .toworks in digital
form becausesuch works are easily.modified.

4. Rule-making in."exposure" style
Many parties in different areas are intended In

developing the appropriate intellectual property
rule concerning multimedia. A further interest.isin
ensuring.international conformity. Discussions..
should be made among both domesticand
international parties involved in multimedia.

The Institute. of Intellectual. Property publicly
announces this proposal as basis for such discussion.

interested parties.
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Schedule:
February 1994
March

April 7

May 31

Public release ofProposal
Exchange of opinionswithsome
interested parties in foreign
countries
International Symposiumheld by
the Institute of Intellectual
Property
closingof exposure
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their grounds are outlined below.

Attachment 3

Summary of Case Playboy Enterprises Inc. v. Frena (DCMFla
9 December 1993,)
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respect to (1), there is no dispute.

respect to (2), the Court has judged that there is no

The work is found to be Substantially identical with

Points in Dispute ]

As the criteria for judging- whether Defendant Frena

infringed PEl's copyright, _the following points are in dispute:

(1) Whether Frenilaccessedthe wbrkw.hose copYright -'was

aJ.1.eged -to b~ infrin~E!cl.· -

(2) Whether the work in question is substantially identical with

the registered digital data (computerized images) .

(3) Whether the act of the defendant violates the legal

provisions for protection of copyrights.

(4) Whether the defendant is eligible for the provisions for_
fair use.

With
With

dispute.

Outline of Case ]

Defendant Frena operates a subscription comput.er bulletin
board service, "Teehs WarehouseBBS (BBS) "', BBS is an

information network system which -enables its 6perat;ors or

subseribersto upLoad various dat;afromtheir terminal equipment,

to the database of BBS or conversely to download data fro.m the

database to their _terminal eguiplllent tnrOl.lghtele9Rllllllunication
lines.

In this case, since a certain subscriber uploaded the data

of computerized photographs copyrighted by Playboy Enterprises

Inc. (PEl) to the BBS, and the data was distributed to-ma.rly-arld'

unspecified subscribers, -PEl pr()s~cJ.1tedFrenafq~iB£ri~g~n~T~~
copyright.



the photos, except the.written words and characters have been

removed from the work.

With respect to (3) , the 'Court has found that Defendant

Frena's act violates the provisions of 17 U.S.C. Section 106 (3)

(the right to. distribute) and (5) (the right to display).

The "right.to distribute"isdefined as an exclusive right

to "dds'trLbute r.t.o .the public by. sale .or other transfer of

ownership, or by rental, lease, or . lending ." The Court has

judged that there is no doubt. that Defendant Frena distributed

PEl's copyrighted photos to BBS subscribers.

With respect to the "right to display," the Court has found

·that ~~·display·!! covers', any.vsnowd.nq of :::a:'" ,I-~copy.r·_,-"of-:_:-t.he··wor-k even

indirectly (by means of a.film,.'slide, or any other device) and

that it goes without saying t.hati..showdnq on PC screen through BBS

in this case applied to "display" stipulated in the provision of

u. S. C; sectionl06(5 ).. Further,.the ·Cour-bhasjudged>that such

showing also applies; 'to ;publication, which is one of requisites

for "the right to;· display!' r pointing out that many and

unspecified subscribers can inspect and download the data from

database through BBS.

With respect to (4),theCourthas judged that there is no

room for application of the provisions for Fair Use (17 U. S. c.
Section 107) and that the provisions of Fair Use are applied to

works. copied or dupLd.cat.ed 'for the purpos e s of criticism,

comment, news report , education (including textbooks),

scholarship, investigation or research·, and not to those of

commercialization or entertainment. The Court has judged;

therefore, that the act of De f eridant; Frena -s nouLd no room to be'

Meanwhile, Defendant Frena has alleged that his conduct aid

not apply to infringement on PEl's· copyright because it has been

:c.ausedn.either on. purpose nor dtie:to negligence, but the Court

has pronounced that there is no need to applytheprihciple of
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negligence. Based on these judgments on all the points in

dispute, the Court has concluded that the act of Defendant Frena

const.Lt.ut.e s an infringement onPEI' s copyright.

(2) The reason of judgement for Frena's copyright infringement

should have depended upon thefact·that he have used the PEl's

trademarks il filename ilnd have removed them from photos without

The Court also judged that Frena has infringed PEl's

registered trademarks PLAYBOY (R) and PLAYMATE (R) in the light

of the fact that he has used .them in the file name for the

database of BBS. In relation to this fact, the Court has also

found that Frena violates the provisions of Section 43 (a) of the

Lanham Act (.the removal of PEl' strademarks from the phot.os .)

and people of

critiq~e against the above' Court

are pointed out from journalist

and acadenu.c standing.

[Opinions on Court Judgments ]

As a

followings

experienc:e

(1) In this case, the .problem.is serious in point of that the

service operator was judged to have infringed copyrighted works

al.though he has never registered nor managed them.

Assuming t.hat. service operators or providers are charged

with the full responsibility for checking a'l l . uploaded works

whether they are legally registered without applicating the

principle of negligence,· there. will be much danger of stagnating

their services. To the cont.zary , excessive management for

registering works makes subscribers hesitate in using those

services. In these respects, the Court jUdgments are criticized;

,

Reference Literature:

BNA'S PATENT, TRADEMARK & COPYRIGHT JOURNAL VOL. 47

"COMPUTER .BULLETIN BOARD'S USE OF PLAYBOY PHOTOS WAS

INFRINGEMENT" Status of Copyright Handling
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COMPARISON
of

POST-NAFTA INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAWS
in the

UNITED STATES, MEXICO AND CANADA

This paper provides an overview comparison of the intellectualpropertvlaws in the
United States, Mexico and Canada since the enactment of the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA).l NAFTAis an agreement signEldbythe ~DitedStates,

Mexico and Canada with the intention of creating a "free trade" zone. NAFTA
mandates a minimum level of intellectual property protection in all member countries,
as well as requiring membership of the UnitedStates, Me~icoand.Canadain four
significant international intellectual propertyConventions.j The mem.bercPllllVies can
enact more, but not less, extensive protection of intellectual property rights than are
set forth in NAFTA. 3 One of the results of NAFTA was to raise the. standards of
intellectual propertyprotectlon.inMexico and Canada.to a ,colTllTlon level yvith the
United States. 4

,..... ,.. ..,' ..•• North American FreeTrade AgreementJ.July19~2)eff(lqtive)a~uary1,
19~4"i'lvailablein .LEX.ISG.Elnfed)ibrary; H.Doc.159, 103d COila" ll;;t Session Vol.
1,713(1993); and H.R. 3450 (NAFTA Implementation Act). .'

2 NAFTA mandated that Canada, Mexico and the United...States .be
members.ofsev(lwl.treaties,illqluqingthe Berne Conv(lntionfor theProfection of
Liter~ry and Arti~fiqlAlorks, (J.~71).(l3erlle Convention),>Geneva Convention. for the
Proteqtion 0I Phon?gralTls, A(]ainstUri~l;lfh?rized Duplication .oftheir Phonograms,
1971, Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property.11311:3( i'll;; revised
1967, and the International Convention for the Protection ofNellll Varieties ofPlants,
l~}I3W 199.1(" UPOVn), ..To date" the..sigllNories to NAF!Ah~ve .Golllplie~ with this
reqllir(llllellt, ElXGElPll\llexic(j, whiqh must make every effort tp G?mplyyviththe urov
(1978 orl~91Jassoon~s pOl;;sipIEl' andCanada .lTlust ITl(jV(lfrolTlthe1928(ROME)
lev(lJpf the (Ber~e Conventionto the 1,9}1 .le\feLThEl .. united'. ~tates.il;; .~ •. member of
fres(lconventipns,.vvithtre mostrecegtmembership inthe Berrie Collvention being
approved by the U,p.Collgres.s. in October, 1988.

3 Id. at Article 1702.

4 ACanadianscholardf intell(lctual property and its economic impact rated
the pre-NAFTAint(lll(lctualproperty systemsofthe UnitedState~,CanadaandMexico
'as'92';'87"and75;resp'ectively; 011 'a 'Scale'of ',1'00; acco rding'to.·the'protectib.~··given·········
intellectual property in these countries. Robert flJL Sherwood,hltellectual Property and
Free Trade in North America, Centre for International Studies, University of Toronto
(November 1991).
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Despite the increasinq commonality between intellectual property ..laws of the three
NAJ'TAcQuntries, it should i be-recoqnized that. other .Iawsv such as contract or
investment laws, and the legal procedures-of the-various countries for enforcing the
laws, are differenfand will effectanattempHo enforce.intellectual property rights in
the respective NAFTA countrles-.Furthermore, NAFTAis not designed, and does not,
harmonize the intellectual property laws oMheUnitedStates, Mexico and Canada.
Indeed, there are numerous exceptions for each member country to.the.provisions of
NAFTA.

Because significant differences still remain in the intellectual .propertv laws of the
member countries, the manner in which the intellectual property laws of the United
States, Mexico and Canada still differ is explored in thispaper.r.Thefirst section of
this.paperaddresses major provisions of NAFTAtnatare commonly implemented in
the three member countries.. ! In the .second section, .specificattention is focused on
the effect of NAFTAon intellectual property rights in the UnitedStates. Third, the
effect of NAFTA on the intellectual .propertv.lawsjnMexlcols set forth. Finally, the
laws/in Canada .foliowing·enactmentoLNAFTAare •• reviewed. First.. the general
provisions of NAFTAand.:'united"State's:·:intelle.ctuaLproperty-,-qre discussed. The,raws
of Mexico and Canada. are discussed to theextent thatthevdifferfrom intellectual
property laws in the United States.

I, MAJORPROVISIONSOFNAFTA

Intellectual property is defined. in NAFTA. as copyright and .related rights,
trademark rights, patent rights, rights in the layout of semiconductor circuits,
trade secret rights, plant breeders' rights, rights in geographical indications, and
industrial design riqhts." Each of these topics is defined and' discussed as
appropriate below.

Af9cllsof NAFTAis to attempt t9have. al.1 pe~ple frot;J. the t;Jember countries
. treated equally under the laws ofeach member cOuntry: Put.another way, each

member country is required to accord the nationaisofothermembei'coulltries
no less favorable treatment than is giventoit.s 0vvn nationalswith regard to
protecting and enforcing intellectual property rights;6' .

The applicationof.Nnfi'T,l>.proViSionsa.rl1gen~rkUy.onIYpr9spe<5rble and ':Ire not
retroactive." Thus, its rules are not imposed on the fTlEllllbWfountri.e~bef()re

6

.Id. at Article. 1720.
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the pertinent dates of its provIsions,· with. the following exceptions.
Applications for registration of intellectual property rights pending on the date
NAFTA is enacted are entitled to be amended to claim any greater protection
provided by NAFTA.8 Also, in any suits pending under NAFTAimplementing
legislation,butbefore NAFTA is ratified by the member country; the. property
owner is subject to the limitations on remedies . in NAFTA provided that
equitable renumerationls made for any infringement,9

A Copyright

The starting point for copyright protectionunderNAFTA is that all
member countries must extend copyrightprotection to.all works covered
by Article 2 of-the Berne Oonvention.lf Article 2 requires the protection
of literary and artistic works including translations, compilations,
dramatic works, cinematographic and like works, drawings,.paintings,
architecture, sculpturevmapsand three dimensionalworks. NAFTAalso

"provides that each imamber countrvrnust protectworks for::':50::yaars
from the first publication on if not published.withlnBovearstrom the
making of the work, 50 years from the .rnakinqofthe wcrk.I!

Significantly, under NAFTA all ccrnputerproqrarns are-protectable as
literary works or compilations, provided that the data itself is not subject
to copyright protection.V Data compilations, such as databases; are also

8

9

Id;at Article 1720(7).- .

Id. at Article 1720(4).

10 The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary.andAr1:isticWorks,
11 S7l)(BerneCpnvention).

11 NAFTA,Articie .17()5(4).

12 . Thespeclflc provi~ip",.sfate.s:
EaphpartyshllUprotect .the .works covered byArticle20f the Berne

Convention.... In particular: ..
(a) all types of computer programs are literary works within the meaning of

the Berne Convention and each Party shall protect them as such; and
(b) compilationsof dataproth(:lrmat(:lrial,vytJ(:ltherinmacilin.e readable or

other-form, which .. bv-reasen-ot-the-selectlon···orarrangementoffheircontents
constitute intellectual creations, shall be protected. as such,
The protection a Party provides under subparagraph (b) shall not extend to the data
or material itself, or prejudice any copyright subsisting in that data ormaterial.
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B. Trademark

NAFTA, Article 1705(1),

13

15

16

protectableunder NAFTA.Similarto the existing law in the United
States, the protection of databases protects only the arrangement of the
database, not the data itself. 1~.

There has been concern recently over stores that rent computer software
or sound recordings to customers implicitly for the purpose of the
customer copying the work. NAFTA gives the owner of the copyright in
a work the right to prevent the rental of computer programs and sound
recordings. It The rental prohibition entitlesthe rightholder to obtain relief
against the rentor despite the fact that.the renter purchased its copy
legally. This provision, however, was not written to apply to software

.. distributed before the enforcementdateofNAFTA;

NAFTAalso directly addresses decodlnqof.encrvpted satellite siqnals.!"
Criminal sanctionsc.and civllvliabilitv.vrnust be imposed for the
manufacture, sale or other disposition of unauthorized satellite decoding
devices used to capture and decode encrypted siqnalswithout paying the
appropriate license or subscription fee. Also, each member country must
make it a civil offense to receive, in connection with commercial
activities; and/or redistribute-siqnalsdecoded withouta tlcense.t"

The provisions of NAFTArelating to trademarks areprobably the least
controversialof.the intellectuaLproperty provisions. A few of the basic
provisions of Article 1708 of NAFTA are as follows:

1. Service-marks:" and famous rnarks'" are-protected:

.!Q.

NAFTA, Articles 1705(2)(d) and 1706(1)(c).

Id. at Article 1707.

Id.

" Service marks are words, or
distinguishing one party's services from those of others. Service.marks are treated
under NAFTA identically to trademarks. NAFTA, Article 1708(1).
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2. Opposition proceedings may be provided for;

3. Where identical marks are used onvidentical goods, a
likelihood of infringement is presumed to exist;

4. The term otreqlstration is at least-ten years and indefinitely
renewable:

5. A mark may be deemedabandoned for at least non-use for
two consecutivevears:

6. "No ccmpulsorvlicerisinq.of trademarks is permitted;

7. Geographically misleading or misdescriptive marks are
precluded from reqistratlon.J?

C.Patent

NAFTA is designed tostrengthen:intellectualpropertyrights in the
'membercountries.Tothis<'end,NAFTAstates that patent protection
must be available for all fields of technology, with the following
exceptions, as desired: inventions that would.nnjure the <public,
environment, animal or plant life; diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical

'methods for .the treatment of humansor.animals: plants and animals
other thanmicro~organisms;,and'essentiallybiologicalprocessesfor the
production-of plants oranilllals.i!R

NAFTA provides that the duration of patent rights in member countries
·shallextEind for twenty years from the date of filing or seventeen years

18 Famous marks are marks that are well-known to the publi8. Farrlbil;
marks are determined based on knowledge of the mark in the relevant sector of the
public. Member countries must protect famous trade and service marks, regardless
of whether the marks are used orreqistered in the territorv.wherelnfrinqernent is
occurring.

19 The member countries agreed to protect rights in geographical
indications, and to prevent the use or registration of misleadlnq or otherwise unfairly

20 Id.at Article 1709(1 H4).
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from the date of the patent grant. 2
) However, there are certain

exceptions to these time limits, such as for delays in obtaining regulatory
approval of a product.:" NAFTA also provides that all three member
countries must make patent rights available "without discrimination as
to ...where the invention was made and whether products are imported
or being produced". 23 As discussed below in Section II(C), this provision
has resulted in chanqesto the United States laws, specifically the older
version of35 U.S.C.Section1 04(b), which did not recognize inventive
effort outside the United States for establishing a date of invention.

NAFTA also addresses proving infringement ofprocess patents. In the
past, it was difficult to prove that a process patent was being infringed
becauseslmplv viewing the product was inconclusive and access could

, not be had to the process for making the product. NAFTAaddresses this
problem by giving the holder of a process patent the right to presume
infringerrientoftheir process in certain circumstances. Specifically, a
product-that is the same as a product produced by a patented process
is presumed to have been produced by thepatentedprocess, absent
proof to the-ccntrarv.i" Thus, the accused infringer bears the burden of
showing that its process is non-infringing oncaitIs shown that the
accused product is the same as that produced by the patented process.

NAFTA also specifically assists the pharmaceutical and chemical
industries with respect to products undergoing testing and
development.:" UnderNAFTA, member countries must provide inventors
of previously unprotected pharmaceutical and agricultural chemical
products with the means to obtain patent protection for the unexpired

Patent terms in the membercountries are: Canada - for applications filed
prior to October 1, 1989, seventeen years from grant and for applications filed on or
after October 1, 19~9, twenty years from grant; Mexico-twenty years from filing; the
United States - seventeen years from grant.

A party may extend theterm of patent protection in certain Cases to
compensate for delays caused by requlatorv approval processes. Id. at Styivlr
1709(12).

23 19.. at Article 1709(7)

'24 ,ld',.at1709(11);,,35 U.S.C. "Section 295 '(1988); Canadi~n, Patent
.···············/i-rnenHitienfAct;·,l\rtie:le·55':1-(r992);"Amendments'to~Mexican"Patentl:aw;(t994)r'"........

25 See Frank J. Garcia, Protection of lnteliectual Property Rights in NAFTA,
8 Am. U.J. Int'l Law & Policy 817 (Summer ~993).
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duration of their domestic patents;"

D. Trade Secret

NAFTA is fairly unique among lnternationalvintellectual property
agreements in that it specifically provides for the protection of trade
secrets and proprietary information, One of the focuses of NAFTA is to
ensure that trade secretsare .recoqnized in the. member countries as
protectable intellectual property.

Generallydefined,a trade secret is any formula, .pattern, device, or
cornpilationiof information which. is used in one's business for
commercial advantage, wherein the information isnotqenerallv known
.outside the company, the information.is treated and protected as secret
by the company, and the information is valuable or potentially valuable
to the company as. a result. of not beinggenerallyknownY Under
NAFTA,member countries may require that the information be fixed or
evidenced in .docurnents.Lelectronlc.i or. m,~gnetic;:" means to be
protectable.28 By "fixed", NAFTAintends that.the information must have
been stored in some permanent or.semi-permanent form, such as on
paper or inan electronic memory device. General knowledge that is not
in fixed form, such as written down on paper or stored in a computer

26 If .a Party has not made avai.lable pr()duct patent protection for
pharmaceutical or agricultural chemicals commensurate with paragraph 1:

(a) as of January 1, 1992, for subject matter that relates to naturally
occurring s~bstances prepared. or produced by, or sigpifi.cantly derived from,
microbiological processes and intended for food or medicine, and

(b) as of July 1, 1991 ,for any other subject matter,

that party shall provide to the inventor of any such product or its assignee the means
toobtain product patent protection for such product for the unexpired term of t.l1e
patent for such product granted in another Party, as long as the product has. not been
marketed in the Party providing protection under this paragraph and the person
seeking such protection makes a timely request. NAFTA, Article 1709(4).

27 See NAFTA Article 1711/11; See also Restatementof Torts 2nd, Section
...... ·····7!j)7i·opmment(b);anc:lForost~Laboratoriesclnc.,v.,PiIlsbury.Go.,,, 452,F.?d,62Je1,7.l .

U.S.P.O.731 (7th Cir. 1971).

26 NAFTA, Article 1711(21.



30 See Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, North American Free Trade
Agreement - Summary and Analysis, (1993).

3> •.•.••• "Each member country mustprovideIeqal l11eans. for preventing the
disblosure or acquisition of trade secrets vvithout the consent of theperson in control
of the information in a manner contrary to honest commercial practices," NAFTA,
~r!ic:I!;l...1Z~I( 1) (emphasis. added).

E.

29

32

33

would not be protectable.

Under NAFTAthere can be no durational limits on trade secret
protectlon.P As long as the informationIsmaintalned as secret under
the above definition of a trade secret, the information is protectable.
However, once the illforrriationbecomes generally known it is not
protectable asa trade secret. Thua.once information is learned by a
third partv in ·goodfaith, nofurther protection against use of the
information is available aqainstthe-thlrdpartv.

CiJrrently, the major concern over the trade secret protection set forth in
NAFTA is theminimurn standard of INrongfliFintentrequired to bring a
cause ofaction. 30 "Cornrnercial dishonesty" (grossly negligent

• acquisition) is the· minimum standard .for proving a wrongful acquisition
of proprietary information?' Examples in NAFTAof commercial
dishonesty are "breach of contract, breach of confidence and inducement
to breach, and the acquisition of undisclosed information by other
persons who knew, or were qrosalvneqliqent infailirrq to know, that
such practices Were involved in theacquisition. ,,32 It is the interpretation
of what is "commerclallv rdlshonestvtthat has some commentators
concerned, as discussed below in Section III(D).·

A major concern regarding trade secrets that is addressed by NAFTA is
the protection of data submitted to regulatory agencies required to gain
product approval. In the member countries, data submitted to
governmental or administrative agencies for product approval must be
kept confidential. 33

•... ;

Layout Designs of Semiconductor Circuits

Id. at1711(3).

Id. at Article 1721.

Id. at Article 1711 (5).
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NAFTA requires all member countries to protect against the unauthorized
copying of semiconductor clrcuits. " Canada and the United States have
implemented this protectlon;" while Mexico has four years from the date
of entrv.lntoforceof NAFTA, to implement such protection.s"

Under NAFTA, it is unlawful. to import, sell or distribute for commercial
purposes a protectedlayout design, an integrated circuit incorporating
the layout design, or an article incorporating such an integrated circuit.
This section appliesontvto-semiconductcr circuits, not software or
firmware.

Thereis an exception to liabilityfor innocent infringers ofsemiconductor
designs who had no reason to know that .articles embody unlawfully
reproducedcircuit de~igns.37Also,anlnnocentinfrinqermust be allowed
to sell any existing inventory aequlred.prior to the notice of infringement,
subject to the payment ofa reasonable rovaltv,

Other importantprovisions pi the act are that the minimum term of rights
ina circuit design is ten years, with a maximum duration of fifteen years
for the right,. and therercan be no compulsory licensing of layout
desiqns.P" .

F. Enforcement Measures

34 The layout of semiconductor circuits are often referred to as
"maskworks". Maskworks are the actual designs of semiconductor circuits that are
created and used to produce semiconductor prpc:lucts. NAFTA, Article 1710,

35 The Canadian Act requires that the circuit be original, but does not
involve substantive examination. Act to Provide for the Protection of Integrated Circuit
Topographies, S.C. 1990, c.37, Section 4( 1)(a) (effective May 1,1993).

36 NAFTA,Annex 1710.9.

37 .• ..Innoc:e~tinfringell1ent requires showinqthat a party dic:l not know and did
not havereasonable ground!; to. knoV\f when itac~uirec:lan infringing integrated circuit
that the circuit. incorporated an unlawfully reproduced layout desiqn. .!Q.at Article
1710(3)-(41;

38 .!Q. at Article 1710(5)-(7).
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41NAFTAestabiishes .several categories of goods and schedules for
reducing an eliminating tariffs for theqoods, See NAFTA, Annex 302.2. .

NAF'TA, Article 1718(1)"(41.

19.. at Article 1718(2), (5)-( 11).

,'. The rules for "origination "are. quite complex. Formostnon-computer
goodsi4~theimportee! product.must have received a-certain level of value

39

40

Of particular interest to those importing goods protected bv intellectual
property rights .Into-a NAFTA country are the provisions in •NAFTA
relating to duty reductions for goods. Specifically, for transactions
across the borders of member countries, NAFTA reduces and will
eventually eliminate tariffs." However, for transactions involving goods
not originating ina member country, a different" higher tariff likely will

.... still apply, Therefore, itis irnportanttoknowifqoods originate within
a member country. according to NAFTA

NAFTA provides several procedural principals for each.countrv to enforce
an owner'S intellectual property rights. Each member country must have
the authority to prevent entry into the channels of commerce in their
jurisdiction of allegedly infringing goods, including measures to prevent
the entry of imported goods at least immediately after customs clearance
and to preserve relevantevidence concerning infrinqement.i" However,
the allegedly infringing party has rights under NAFTA.as well.fncludinq
the right to notice concerning judicial measures, the right to a judicial
hearing on any judicial measure within the later ottwentv working days
or thirty-one non-workinq days' {orvas prescribed by the. judicial
authority), and the right to compensation from theaccuser for damages
caused by the wrongful detention of goods if infringement lsnot.tound."?

-'::,::' -, ,: '" :' '," ,,' , '" ',," '",,'" ,,:': --:
»42 •. ·TQr;c>ugh extensive. loppying, ~h.e<~9mpute~industryavoi'peg~heVfllu~-

added requirement of NAFTA. Thus, one must onlv.showthat the. !:j()OPShaVe
undergone a qualifying change in tariff classifications, amatter beyond the scope of
this paper.. See also, Lawrence M. Friedman, PuttingNAFTA to Use: Duty Reductions
for Computer Hardware and Software,ThEl Computer.Lawyer. Vol.11,No,.~(March
1994). Where a tariff classification of a particular good is at issue in the United
States, the importer can request a binding determination from the United States
·8ustom.SercViceNia•.19,.C.Eo and Mexico
provide similar pre-importation review, !..!.!:!.L..!.='



added in North America-tobeoriqinated in North America. Further, the
goods must have undergone a qualifying change in tariff classification. 43

II. United States

BecauseNAFTA establishes minimum standards of protection, the member
countrieshave sometimes chosen differentmeans to implement the standards.

. This paper only addresses the specific intellectual property laws in the United
States, Mexico and Canada totheextentthevsttlldttter from NAFTA, represent
unique, mannersforimplementingNAFTA;, or represent a radical .chanqe in the

. law Of the member COuntry. Also, because the United States changed and
'updated' rnanvot its laws in 1988, NAFTAdoes not strongly effect current

United States intellectual property laws. 44 Indeed, NAFTA does not change, or
'minimally changes, several provisions of the laws in the United States that one
'would expect to be effected, as is set forth below.

A.Copyright

As stated above in SectiOnI(A}, the member countries of NAFTA agreed
to protect all copyrights under Article 2 ofthe Berne Convention. The
United States ratified the Berne Convention in October 1988.

Notwithstanding the above stated desire .tostandardiie intellectual
property laws, and contrarv. to the trend in the rest of the world, the
United States will not protect "moral rights" in works of authorship.
"Moral rights" are rights retained by an author, despite a transfer of
ownership in the copyrighted material, to limit misattribution, mutilation
or other alteration of an author's work.:" Industry in the United States

43 The rules regarding. the accounting operations neededto determine the
appropriate level of value added and the changes in tariff headings are beyond the
scope()f this paper. The schedules and rules for applying the tariffs are set forth in
NI\FTA~ncJ The Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States; International Trade
Commission Publication 2567.

44 In 1988, the United States changed its laws to presume infringement of
a process if a product is the same as that produced by a patented process, 35U.S.C.
Section 295.

45

of a screenplay. The his rights in the work to a company to
produce the work. Absent language in the contract allowing substantial editing, the
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threatened to withdraW supportforNAFTA if protection of moral rights
waS forced upon the United States.

It should also be recognized that NAFTA has not altered the United
Statesrequirements for registering a copyright as a precondition to the
reco\feryofattorney's feesanci damaqes.:" This requirement applies to
allrightholders, foreign . and domestic; Furthermore, United States

..,'.. 'authors mustregister-acopvrlqhtto acquirejurlsdlctionin the courts
before instituting anlnfrinqemerrtsuit, 47.

NAFTAdoes chanqeone narrowaspect of United States copyright law.
Before the United States joined the BerneConventiort.ithefailure to affix
acopyright notice to copies of works publicly distributed anywhere in the
world,including countries that had no notice requirements, usually
divested the work of copyright protection in the United States.
Generally, rights lost-due to publication Without noticewere lost forever.
However, NAFTA expands United States copyright laW to protect motion
pictures published without notice in another' country at any time,
including before ratificationofthe Berne Convention .48, It is important to
note that this provision only applies to motion pictures.

B. Patent

NAFTA allows, but does not . require, certain exceptions from
patentability, including: inventions that Would injure the public,
environment, animal or plant life; diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical
methods for the treatment ofhurnans,pr anlmalsr plants and anirnals
other than micro-organisms; and essentially biological processes for the
production of plants or animals. Broadly stated, in the United States

author retains rights in precluding mutilation of the work, such as turning a tragedy
into afarcialcomedy.

17U.S,C. Section 412.

47 17 U.S.C. Section 411.

48 NAFTA, Article 17Q5(7) and Annex, 1705.7. The United StCltl:Jsis
required to protect motion pictures produced in a member countries' territory that have
beerrdeclared-te ·.·be·in.tne.·I'lUblic,domain.underMnited.StilteS.;!.ayyJ9rJ,C!iJUJ~.tP9PlTIply ..
with United States, copyright notice requirements.. to the extent auch.iaction is
allowable within the United StatesConstitution andbudqetarv.constraints.
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organisms not naturally occurring in nature,often referred to as products
of manufacture or compositions of matter, are protectable, as are
processes for producing these orqanisms.?" .

NAFTA has been purported to reverse-a lonqstandinqbias in the patent
law of the United States. Before NAFTA, Mexico and Canada strongly
protested the.UnitedStates regulations that precluded proving a date of
first inventioowith evidenceot use from outside the United States.50

Under NAFTA, the United Statesmust recognize inventive efforts in
Mexico and Canada that establish a date of first invention. 51 Although

. ,th~UnitedStat~s has enactedleqislation enforcing this change of law,
the legislation essentially puts the judiciary in the position of determining

. iteyidenceofa.dateof invention from Canada or Mexico will be
accepted YSpecitically, if information relatinq .to a date of invention
from Canada. andMexico is not madeavailable to the same extent it
would be available in United States proceedinqs.ithe court or
Commissioner.vin rtha-Llnlted States, can draw negative inferences

. concerninqtheexistence of thejnforrnation. This may allow United
States courts to devalue evidence from Mexico .and Canada of a date of
invention.

C. Trade Secret

There has been slqniflcant.concern over NAFTA. trade secret provisions.
Specifically, concern has.focused on the ".gross neglig~nce" standard for

'. -: 49" See Diamond v.Chakr~barty, 44.7I,J.S. 303, 1OO~ ...Ct. 2004 (1980);
See also 35 U.S.C,Section 16Uplant patents). .

5' United States patent law precludes a patent where the invention is
known, used or made in the United States before the date of invention by the
individual seeking the patent.. 35 U.S.C.Section1 02{a), (g).lnventiveeffortin
countries outside the United States is not recognized unless that effort isproven with
a patent or description in a printed publication in a foreign country. This bias against
inventors outside the United States has long been a sourceof concern regarding the
United States patent laws.

51 " •••patent rights [shall bel enjoyablewithout discrimination as to ... the
terrttorvofthe party where the invention was made." NAFTA, Article 1709(7).

Canada-and Mexico be excluded from the meaning of "foreign country" in 35 U.S.C.
Section 104(b) ,and the 1994versionof section 104{b) nowincludesreferencetothe
NAFTA countries. AIPLA Bulletin, January-February-March, pgs. 357-58 (1993).
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III. MEXICO

Until, very recently, Mexico was considered by some as one of the least
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Design patents extend for 14 years from the issue date.57

D. Design Patents

The United States provides protection for the physical appearance or
ornameritaldesign of an object via "design patents" .55 Only the
appearancecofran rarticle, .not :its functioning orvthe rmethod of
manufacture, is protected by a design patent. 57

liability for theft of trade secrets, In the United States,53 there is no
wrongful intent requirement for a theft of trade secrets, rather

. misappropriation of a trade secret occurs when the secret is acquired
"improperly"ordisclosed when a duty of confidentiality is owed.~4 Thus,
no breach of contractor like relationshipbetween the parties is essential
for a cause of action in the United States. 55

Further relating to the protection of tradesecrets,NAFTAstated that
.. member countries may require that information be fixed to be.protectable

asatrade secret. The United 'States trade secret laws 'are broader in
that they generally do not require that information 'he fixed to be
protectable as a trade secret.

53 Trade secret protection in the United States is a state law cause of
action, meaning that different states may enforce the law in slightly different manners.
The discussion herein is generally applicable to the majority of states.

54 E.!. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Inc. v. Christopher, 431 F.2d 1012,166
U.S. P.O. 421, qert. denied, 400 U.S. 1024 (1971) (flying over competitor's plant and
taking pictures of secret process is improper).

55 Note that some states, including California, providecriminal and civil
sanctionsfor theft of trade secrets. Where a criminal action is brought for theft of
trade secrets, the theft must be "intentional" to be actionable.



effective protectors of intellectual property in thewortdr" However, on June
25, 1991 ,theMexican <Law for the Promotion and Protection of Industrial
Property. was signed into effect and significantly strengthened intellectual
property protection. 59 The new law was enacted in anticipation of NAFTA and
.represents a vast change in Mexican intellectual property law.

Despite the major changes in Mexican intellectual property law, enforcement of
.the newly created •rights is still a concern..Mexico has-traditionally mandated
criminal,.civil; and sometimes administrative proceedings for patent, trademark
and copyright infringement and 'theft of trade secrets. Carrying out all three
proceedings. was often burdensome, time consuming, and led to unsatisfying
conclusions, especially as regards damagesandlor injunctions,

Effective October 1, 1994, Mexico substantially changed its intellectual
property enforcement procedures. The effect of these changes on the above
referenced problems is unknown. Before. addressing specific provisions of
Mexican intellectual property laws, the effect of the 199.4 Amendments on the
.enforcement of intellectual property rights is discussed.

Until the October 1, 1994, Amendments to Mexican law, Mexico had a
combination of civil, criminal and administrative proceedings to enforce
intellectual property rights. Specifically, under the old Mexican law, a complaint
had to be filed with a federal prosecutor. If enough evidence existed to
presume infringement, as determined via a technical opinion from the patent
office and an opinion by the prosecutor, the case was passed to the criminal
court. Civil proceedings only occurred after the criminal case. These provisions
were complex and time consuming, often inhibiting the speed and effectiveness
of enforcement proceedings. 60 Also, Mexico had a history of small damage

58 See Frank Emmert, Intellectual Property in the Uruguay Round.-
Negotiating Strategies of the Western Industrialized Countries, 11 Mich. J. lnt'l L.
1:317,1327-28 (1990).

59 However, unfair competition. and trade practices law is still. generally
undeveloped in Mexico. "Parallel imports" and grey market goods are not directly
addressed by NAFTA, except as each country chooses. NAFTA, Article 1704. The
1994Amendments to the Mexican Industrial Property laws specifically permit the sale
of parallel imports and grey market goods.

A Successful Case of Regional Trade Regulation, 8 Am. U.J. Int'l Law & Policy 817
(Summa 1993).
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awards and its provisions for .injunctivereliefwere not well enforced.

The 1994 Amendments have altered the procedural course of intellectual
property actions; All illegal actions, suchas patent'andtfademarkinfringement,
areno longer crimes' but are adrrrlnlstrativeinfrinqemeritsc Fd(thefirstpatent,
utility design or trademark infringement allegation, an action mustbebrouqht
before the Mexican Institute of Industrial Property (IMPIl. The IMPI has
sweeping powers to authorize search warrants, grant/injunctions and award
significant darnaqes."

Thus, initial intellectual property.infringelTientactidns, except copyright
infringement,are adrninistrativeproceedinqs, Fortheftof trade' secret cases,
'trademark counterteitinqand, if theplaintiffso'elects, for-repeat allegations of
infringement, a criminal action is still brought first;6~!

It is unclear whether the procedural move from criminal courts to having the
IMPI hear "infringement cases" also marks a change in the substantive law.63

For example, under the old law patent infringement had to be knowinq or
intentional to be enforceablerthus an intentto infringe had to exist. 64 Under
the neV\llaV\l,ptdductsrnust be marked or the publicmusthavebeen informed
of the intelleCtual property rights befdtean injunctiori-ortdarnaqes can be
granted. This indicates 'that'<infrinqernerrt need not be intentional to be

61 The, IMPI can issue ternporarvand permClnentinjuncticlns,. including
shuttinqdown a business for repeat offenses. Darnaqes can .be no less than 40% of
thetotalvalue of .the sale.ofinfringing goods.

62 For repeat allegations of patent and trademark infringement another
action before the IMPI may also be brought.

63 Many changes to the Mexican. law simply involve n;Joying sections.
defining infringement from under the headlnq "criminal infringement" to the heading
"adrninistrativeinfrlngement".

64 Manuel Gomiz-Maqueo,Perspectiveon NAFTA's Impact on Patents in
Mexico and Recent Developments, Bufete Sepulveda, S.C.,Mexico City; See Mexican
Law for the Promotion and Protection of IndustrialProperty, Article 223(1-XV) (1991)
(patent, trademark infringement and theft oftrade.secretsare criminal offenses), Yet
another result of the old law treating infringement as a criminal offense was that the
common law doctrine of equivalents wasnotapplicablt:ltoPCltentinfring.t:lment1ci:i.
Article 14, Mexican Political Constitution (the law must be strictly applied, it cannot
be applied based onanaloqies). This mayor may not stillbetrue,
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B. Trademark

A. Copyright

actionable. Rather, knowledge of infringement is imputed tothe.infringer via
marking or general public information. Absent proof to the contrary, it may be
that the old standardsfor patent and trademark .lnfrinqernent may remain.
Alternatively, the tremendous changes to Mexican law may also indicate that
the, substantive law of infrinqernentis now more similar-to Canadian and United
States law.

-3[;8-

Repetitive trademark infr.ingement and trademark counterfeiting can lead
tovthe impositionot. both criminal and .. civil penalties in. Mexico.

FederalCopvriqhtLaw, Official Diary of MexlcoI.IulvtZ, 19911,

The. trademarkprovisions are probably theieastcontroversial aspect of
NAFTA.C3~nerally,the trademark provlsions-inMexlco are similar to the
trademark laws in the United States. As is mentionedabove, however,
enforcement ofIntellectual propertyrights,inciuding trademark rights,
may be difficult in Mexico.

As presently ul1derst?Od, under th.e .1994 law nadministrative
..infringemel1t" acti?nsrnaybe brought before the, ministryand .can r~~ult

in fines of up to ten thousand times the general ;rni~irnum;vva!:1;~'
additional fines of up to five hundred times the general minimum wage
for ..each .c(j.ayduring '. which .th~infrir1!:1~.rnent.s.ubsists, temporary
shutdown for a period of up to nin~ty .. davs, permanentshutdownIlf
temporary shutdown has previously occurred twice), and administrative
lmprisonrnentforup to thirty-sixhours. Damaqes are to be no less than
40% of the total value 9ftlleinfring.ing goods. Administrative
infringement may require an inspectionqf >the .. Jnfring~rsg99ds,
sometimes without warning, to determine if infringement is occurring.
An investigation can commence ex-officiovor at the request of an
interested party.

Before NAFTA, sound recordings and computer software were not
c.covered ;bY the Mexican copyright laws. Under NAFTA, all Article 2

Berne Convention works must be protected, and Mexico amended its law
to protect such worksin 1991;65 InMexico,copyrightactions may be
brought in civilor criminal courts, with-beth civil and criminal penalties
being available.

65
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C. Patent

Mexican Law for the Promotion and Protection of Industrial Property,

Mexico will award a patent to thefirsf~ntitytofile~patentapplication
for aninvention: Therefore; first to file, rather than first to invent, will
determinepatent rights in priority contests.

Mexico has followed the rest oftheworld,ratherthantheUnited States,
in establishinqthe duration of the 'patentterm.: IhMexico, patents have
a term of twenty years· startiriq from the >filihg date of the patent
application and subjecttothepaymehtofgoverhmeht fees. However,
patent rights can be extended to Compensate' for .delays caused by
regulatory approval processes, The' 1991 patentlaw provides for a three
year extension for patents for <ChemiCal products, pharmaceutical
products, or processes tor obtainlriqthese products, provided that the
patentee grants a license to work the invention to a corporate entity with
arnajorttvofMexlcancepltal. 66

·Significantirriprovemehfhas beerimedefri 'Mexico regarding patent
."prctectlonforplants and animals, Patent protection is available for plant

vartetlesbutnotptant species."? Patent protectionIs available for
inventions related to rnlcrcorqanismsysuch as inventions made by using
them. 68 The term microorganism includes bacteria, fungi, algae, virus,

Knowihgly infringing a registered.rnark without authorization can be
prosecuted in the courts of the Federation as a criminal offense with
penaltiesincludingfiftyto'tehthousahd times the general 'minimum wage
and prison sentences of from six months to six years, depending on the
willfulness and type of infringement..

67

66 The patent extension is granted by executing an agreement within six
months from the grant of the patent or the date of registration allowing distribution
of the patented product in Mexico, whichever is later. The agreement must be
irrevocable and non-exclusive, extend through the extension period, and may be
cancelled if the grantee does not work the patent according to the terms set forth in
th~agreement. Mexican Law for the Promotion and Protection of Industrial Property,
Article 23. . .

68 When filingapatentapplicatioh
description of the invention cannotbe set forth in detail therein, the applicationrn



microplasms.v.protozoa and, .in gene~al,cells that do not reproduce
sexually.69 BiMechm)logical Processes for obtaiDingphClrmochemicals,
medicines. in general, .foods.iand beveraqesifor: .anirnal and human
consumption, fertilizers. pesticidesvherbicides, funqicides or products
with a biological activity are all patentable.

be supplemented by a biological deposit in an approved institution. lQ.

No compulsory licenses are granted where a patentee is importing the

....... PCl!!lP!!lc::l .pr9.c:I.LJctQr§lPf9cllJct ..lJ.::;in.g Cl.PCl~~.I1!~cl.pr9c:El::;::;.~ ~.I.lS.(), t.~El~QIc:lElr.9! t~.E:l .
patenthasonevearafter being notified aboutthe cornpulsorvllcense to begin working
the patent, thereby avoiding the compulsory license.

Patent protection is also not available for animals•.

)Q.

. Mexic~n taw for the Protection and Promotion of .Industrial Property,

Biological material found in nature and genetic material are not
patentable. Essentially biological processes for obtaining or reproducing

. .plants, .animals sor their. varieties, .includil)ggenetic.i processes or
processes rela~Eldtol1lClt¢rialwhichiscapapIElofself-replication, by itself
orby apyothElrindirectmannElr, when .they.consist simply of selecting
or isolatlnq.available biological material or leavingittoact under natural

.condltlonsarenotpatentable.N.This exceptionextends ~Q the processes
for the.productionof pIClntsorClnimClls,· other thannon-bioloqical and
microbiological processesforsuchproductlon. Also, inventions relating

'. tothEllivirJ9matter.thatcompose~~hehumClnbody iSJ1Qt patentable.

I r 1 noll ,: h :"' ted ,.. so , licensinc UnlA'O\lor I\/lo"i,...".
III Hil;;I Iv (11, IVIt:iAIIUU 1.0;;:11 I 'OJ'O'v\.",U:,",UIlIP~1 "I.'y'" , , ,II, II.~~.,,",I"".VV""V\JI/,IYI"""""'''''U

does retain compulsory licensing for patented inventions that are not
worked'withinthElcountryc At any time after three YElars from the date
apatentlsqranted or .fourvears from the dCltEl<apatent application is
filed, whichever Is later, during which time an invention has not been
worked for two consecutive years, any person may apply to the Ministry
for acornpulsorv license. to V\Iorkthe invention." .Acompulsory license
will beqrantedabsentjustiflable technical or economic reasons for not
wcrkinq .the invention.F The Mlnlstrv . decides.. the terms of any
COmpulsory patentlicense,including rovaltyanddurational terms.

69

Article 70.
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D. Trade Secret

NAFTA, Article 1718.

Data submitted as a' condition for approVing marketing of
pharmaceuticals or agriculture chemicals usingnew chemical entities to
determine the safety ofthe chemicals is protected against disclosure.?"
The data is also protected for at least five years against any third party
relying on the data in their approval process

The border enforcementprovisionsdiscussed'aboveatSection I(F} were
largely directed toward providing a seizure mechanism for infringing

. goods at .the vborder.P NAFPNprovided that Mexico may delay
implementationof the special border provisionsforthree years.

-361-

Mexico has adopted the provisions of NAFTA regarding trade secrets.
Speclflcallv.rto.beprotectable asa trade secret information must be in
fixed form; suchasina'document.~4TheLstatUtorylanguage of the
Mexican law indicates thatthastandard torprovinq'.e theft of trade
secrets is gross' neqliqencev The 'statutes list several-actions that are
considered to -be -theft of trade secrets, ii. which actions fall into two
cateqorles.vPirst, if a person has a relatlonshipwith the holder of the
trade secret, such as employee/employeforasathird party vendor, that
person has a duty not to disclose trade secrets. Second, the obtaining
of trade secrets by illegal means leads to liability for damages." It
appears that if a third party with no contractual duty to the possessor of
a' trade secret legally flies a plane-overa plantto discover trade secrets
at the.plant, such action'wouldbejustiflableas being both legal and not

. violating a duty not to disclose. .

73

74 Mexican Law for the Promotion and Protection of Industrial Property,
Article 83 ·i(.1991).

75 Articles 84-87 of the Mexican Law for the Protection and Promotion of
Industrial Property describe the situations wheretheftoftradesecrets may be alleged.
There is no discussion of asserting theft of trade secrets where the trade secrets are
obtained through "improper" r though nottlleqal.means.

undera legal provision or court order for
registratiOos.Orotnecauthority.ld ..at Article 82.



E. Layout of SemiconductorCircuits

Mexico-has not yet enactedtaws to enforce this measure,but is required
to implement this articlewithin four years after the date of entry into
NAFTA.

F. Geographical Indications

,As stated above in.Section Hal, the rnembercountriesof.Nnj-TA agreed
.:", to protect rights in geographical indications, and to prevent the use or

registration ofrnisleadinq or otherwise unfairly competitive lndlcations.??
Mexico does allow for use of an appellation or designation of origin
where approved by the government. Approval vvillonly be given when
the gOodsoriginateatthelocale and. the quality or characteristics of the
goods are. due exclusively to theqeoqraphic medium."

G. Industrial Design

lndustrialdesiqnsinclude all combinations.of.fiqures, lines, or colors that
.are incorporated into an industrial product for ornamental.purposes. and
that give it a special aspect;" Further, industrial rnodelsr.constituted by
tri-dimensional form that serves as a sample or model of an industrial
product are registerable insofar as they do not imply technical effect. A
designrnust be original for registration, and.theriqhts.qranted are against
."confusinglysirnilar"designs.. Rights are granted for fifteen years frorn
filing, pursuanttopavrnent of governrnentfees.

IV. CANADA

Canada enacted a series of sweeping changes to its intellectual property laws
from 1985 through 1993.so These changes made Canadian intellectual property

77 Mexican Law for the Promotion and Protection of IndUstriaFProperty,
Article 89( 10)-( 11) .

78

79

Article 32.

. lQ.. at Articles 156-168.

Mexican law for the Protection and Promotion of Industrial Property,

Canadian patent law has been revised on seven different
occasions. NAFTA - The Canadian Response or Why Does the Canadian Patent Act
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A. Copyright

p Trademarks Act"eectiPD AO,iS.C.1993,c;44;

S;C;1988,c,15,

Trademark

One truly Si9rificahtis~ueth~tNAFTAdid notaddressis that Canada
retainsa"cultur~lexemption"·.t6copyright· prot~ction for cultural
works. 81 T~e"cultural~xemption "~lIows ·~anadatotake whatever
action it deems in its national interest inchoosing'not to enforce
copyrights forculturalmaterialsrincludinq books, records and motion
pictures. Thus, if a work is deemed to effect thehationalinterest, it may
be ruled that the work is not granted copyright protection in Cal)~da and
canbe copied freely. Thecultu~aIe~emption canalsobe applied to
excuse infringementof the s~tellitesigi"lalandsoundr~cordingprovisions
of NAFTA:····lfiis- unciearWtl~the-r:Ihecuitural-_exemption'cG-uld be used to
remove computer proqramrnanuals "anddocurnentatlon from NAFTA
projection in Canada.

As oescfibedaboVe,NAFTAgivestheowrietofaWorkthe "rental right"
to control rentals of the work. Canada allows an exception to the rental
rig~ts for sound r~cordingsand computer proqramstornon-protlt rentals
that are made in relation' to the overall non"irifringin'goperation of the
person receiving the copy.82 For example, a non-profit corporation could
rent Cl copy of a spreadsheet proqramto do its books at the end of theyear. .. .. .. .. .... ...
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Canadian trademark law has not been significantly effected by NAFTA.
Of interest,intent-to-use applications are now permitted in Canada. 83 A',.. ... ' ,". "_,' ','. "", >_ ,_". -0- .... ".,/'., _'-""'_,_, ",". "" ;._.,'" '"' _ ".' '..... ,....... :',"'"._', ,',: ~:;. _, , _,_,_(_ '-_' , .... ,",: '_"" ,'0. ,",; _'.:"_"', ,"'_, ,._" ...... ':. ,'0'; .. ".. _0, "

law largely cornpliantwithNnf-TA before NAFTA was-passed: Therefore, the
laws of Canada are not significantly effected b'yNAFTA...••. Although the series
'of amendments were not all the result of NAFTA, because of their recency this
paper-devotes some time· to the recent-revisions of Canadian intellectual

.property law.

Keep Changing, 22 AIPLA Q. J. 65 (1994l.

" NAFTA; Annex 2106.



declarationof use must be filed within six months after allowance of the
applicatiqn,subjecttoextensiqn. Registration is granted after the
declarationof.use is filed. Also, at any time following thre.e years from
registration, .twoccnsecutive vearsof non-use may be considered to be
abandonment of a trademark. This revision makes Canadianlaw more
lenient as regards abandonment of trademarks.

The biggest effect of NAFTA on Canadian trademark rights is on
.enforcernent, . Undervprevious vlaw, there had vto •• be "a final
determinatiqn"onth~ meri.tsat trial •. before vatcourt would deny
importation ofinfringing goods,84 UAftl'lr amendment,goods may be
detained-via ane)(.part~ application toth~ court and pending a
determination of the .legality .qf)mPori:ing the gooqs. However, these
ne.w provlsions have not been widely interpreted.

Patent .'
.Ingeneral, Canadian.patentlaw jssimilartqUnitedStat~lipatent law.85

Forexamplecas inthe United.States, .patent.rnfringern~nt-inCanada is a
civilmatter with civil .remedies. 86

There are, however, some distinctions between Canadian and United
§tat.espatent .I11w, .•.. Canaqa)safirlit"to-file.colJntry,87 meaning that the

.:' 8~....r-JAFfAchariges 'PLaw OnU.S.-2anacla·Bo~der,th~NationalLaw
;~oW.Ilal JryhW·'.6,199fl} ,

•··dl1~a~hase~~ctM~r6;'i~i()~~ f()~th~;e~e~1mi~ationqr patents. Re-
examination of a patent is an action taken before the patent office to review and
determine the scope of a patent in a manner that is less expensive than litigation.
When a patent is re-examined, the patent office reconsiders th~Y.llli9ityand scope of
the claims of the patent. Re-examination may be initiated by the patentee orbv third
parti~~, .Capllqah;:ls ar~-~)(mD!nat.iqnpr?ceqlJrevvhiqh.i§C:::Onq~PtY<lllysimilarto that
LJnd~rY:nited.Stllt~s lavv, .Y;:lnadiaDEat~NI>..mendl)'lerlt:A.ct,p~c:::tions48. 1-5. In re
examination, claims can be cancelled, confirmed; amended or new claims can be
added. Canada also recently instituted procedures permitting the filing of
continuation-in-part applications. Id. at Section 28.1.

"

55.

86 Amendment to the Canadian Patent Act,S,C. 1993,c.2, s. 1-7; Article

87 Canada changed from a first to invent system similar to the United
States, to a first to file system .on Octoberl/·1989.AnAct to Amena the Patent Act,
R.S.C. 1985 (3rd Supp.) c.33, ss. 1-26.
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89 Patent Amendment Act, Section 12(1) (1992).

The 1992 Amendments to Canadian law repeals compulsory licensing
laws' forrfoodvand •medicine;· patents,'. to «thevextent .'the laws are
inconsistentwith theabovecompulsorv.licensinq provisions. Specifically
with regardtopharmaceuticals,compulsorylicensing is abolished for
abuse of monopoly' by virtue of non-workinqinCanadaor importation
hindering Canadian manufacture. •However,'any compulsory license
granted before December 20, 1991 remains in effect. Compulsory
licensesqrantedon or after Decernber.Zo, 199.1·expired on February 14,

"1993,

Another change in Canadian la~!ts from the fact that until recently
Canada had onerous compulsory .licensing and pricing limitations on
rnedicinaLpatents,especially regarding pharmeceuticals, For example,
a compulsory license could be obtained under any Canadian patent on
the' grdundsofnon-use/workingin .Canada, This' possibility has been
eliminated.F" The rernaininq.qrounds.for.a cornpulsorvlicense are very
narrow, and no demand for a compulsorv.license on-these grounds has
been successful to date.P?

firsLparty to file an application for an invention receives the patent
reqardless of who invented the invention firstr.and patent applications
are laid .open for inspection eighteen months after filing.
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Also, untilrecently Canada would allow claims fora process for making
naturally occurring substances prepared or produced by or significantly
derived from microbiological processes and intended for food or
medicine, butwould not allow-clalmsforthe resulting food or medicine.

. The. current practice is to accept product vclaimsvfor foods and
medicine;BB

See Canadian Manualo(F'aten1:bffic~f'raeticec:3ecti()nf>;~.01,9.04; 22
AIPLA Q.J. 65 (1994). . .'

90 Also, the Canadian government may still demand a grant non-exclusive
use of a patent, but the government's rights have been limited .. The purposeof.anv
government use must betosupplythe.C:anadiar1mi3rk~t,;andtheGovernment must
first establish that it attempted to obtain authorization from the patentee on reasonable

non-commercial, no such attempt necessary. patentee an adequate
.wyaltY;ias determined .bytheCommissioner. NAFTAlmplementation Act,Section
191 (1), enacling Sections 19~19;3 (1993).



As set forth above, many of Canada's most troublesome provrsions
concerning intellectual property have been recently rectified. However,
the Canadian Patented Medicine Prices Review Board still has the power
to directly control prices of patented medicines (including ordering fines),
the power to require patentees to forfeit excessive price margins to the
Crown, and other price control powers.P'

In order to enforce.rtheraboveiprlce control powers, patentees of
inventions relating to medicines must disclose a siqnificant amount of
financial and technical information. For example, patentees must disclose
the identity of the medicine, the costs of making and marketing the
medicine, and the price which the medicinewas sold in any market in
Canada and elsewhere.. Failure to satisfy these requirements can lead to
a fine of $5;000 and up to six months in prison for individuals and a
$,25,000 fine for corporations.•.Punishment for excessive pricing can be
afineof $25,000. arid up to.ayearin prisonforlndlviduals and a fine of
up to$1 OO,OOOforcorporatiQns. Technical information provided to the
Board is keptconfiden tiai. ..

F. Plant Breeders'

NAFTAmandated thatplantvarietals be protected via either patent law
. or some other sui .generissystem.. Unlike Mexico and the United States,

which protect the rights of plant breeders'plants under patent laws,
Canada has developed its own system Jorprotecting the rights of

i.breeders'. of plant.varletals.

The registration systerri.for .protectlcncf-new plant varieties is found
under the title" Plant Breeders' Rights."92 In Canada,certain categories
of plants are protectable if the varieties are clearly distinguishable from
existing varieties and if the varieties meet certain other criteria. 9

.
3 The

.• ',._ ,_ , ." ,_mn. _ ..

holder pfthe breecqers' right has the .exclusive right to sell, use and
license others to the protected variety.

G. Industrial Design .

.. Patent Amendment Act, Articles 79-90(1992).

Registerable varieties are listed, and other requirements for registration
are discussed, in The Canadian Plant Breeders' Act. Id.
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Industrial design rights in Canada are similar to the industrial design
rights in Mexico set forth above in Section III(G).However, industrial
designs can be registered in Canada for a term of five years, and may be
renewed only once for an additional five years. 94

The exclusive rights obtained by registration are the right to make,
import, sell, rent, or offer for sale the design. The protection is for the
design "or one not differing substantially therefrom...95

V. SUMMARY

NAFTA establishes minimum, non-discriminatory standards of protection for
intellectual property. The member countries have ratified NAFTA and are
moving fairly quickly to implement these provisions by amending their
respective laws where required. However, significant distinctions remain
among the laws of the member countries.

Copyright protection is mandatory for all works under Article 2 of the Berne
Convention. Of special importance, computer programs, including databases
are protected. Also, the unlicensed decoding of satellite signals is criminalized.
However, the United States does not protect moral rights in works and Canada
retains its right to exempt cultural works from copyright protection.

The trademark provisions of NAFTA provide non-controversial guidelines as to
the registration and protection of trademarks that generally conform to the
current United States laws.

NAFTA specifically limits what the member countries may deem as non
patentable subject matter. NAFTA also sets forth guidelines for the duration of
patents, including extensions for regulatory delays as well as limiting
compulsory licensing. The enforcement provisions of NAFTA also provide
minimum standards of protection, such as injunctions and seizures at the
border, for patents and other intellectual property.

NAFTA defines what information is entitled to trade secret protection. NAFTA
also establishes rights in the layout of semiconductor circuit designs. This right
in circuit designs extends to articles incorporating the design.

10 (1993).

95 Intellectual Property Law Improvement Act, S.C. 1993, c.15.
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In summary, NAFTAdoesa good job of providing for a minimum standard of
intellectual property protection in the member countries. However, all of the
implementing provisions have not been fully enacted and interpreted. Further,
each member country has exceptions or uniquednterpretations of some
provisions of NAFTA, necessitating a close look at a member country's laws
before .relvinq upon. those.lawsfor.protection.
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to patents, know-how license, and joint research and development
established by EC commission. And a special committee is
studying the effects on standardization. There is no common
policy on patent application and trade secret, but we have tried
to investigate into it from several points of view.

ECONOMICAL BLOCK AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Introduction

In recent years, an internationalization of economy has
advanced progressively, and many states or regions have formed
an economical block removing trade barriers among its member
states, and regulating mitigated.

Both EU (EC), which was established after the World War II

and developed through several reformations, and the North
American area, where North ~~erican Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
was concluded, are good examples.

EC consists of threecollllllunitfes.,European Coal an.d Steal
Community (ECSC) estabiishedaccclI:din9 to Paris Treaty signed in
1951, European Economic Community (EEC) established according to
Rome Treaty signed in 1957, and European Atomic Energy Community
(EURATOM). At present, the organizations of each community are
unified arid opet'~tedbYEC which has ECColll1l\ission, !Jurope~n

council of Ministers, European Parliament, Europeimcourtof
Justice etc.

The idea of EO consists in the unification of European.
politics and.E!conollly,andMaastrichtTreatybeingratifiled by
European countries aims at commonization of security and foreign
politics, as well as the unification of currencies.

On the ot~er hand, the.Onited State, Canada and Mexico, who
have signed the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTAJ.aim
at.achievingregional development by lowering economical and
trade barriers through mild regional cooperation when compared

....................•...t.coc EU .. '.::::.:::f : "'., ••.•. ,....... .••• • •,.,.............. .•.•. ••.••• " ••••• ,'••..•. " ".,,';.; •.,'.""" "." """"'".,••.;,,, ,.., •.•." 1.,
By this of block

formation economies will affect the operation of the concerned
regulations on intellectualProperty,partic~larlyln view ,?f

patent a.pplicatl,o~, allti-trust law, standardization and trade
secret protection. The influenCe on the states outside the block
is also considered.
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Chapter 1: Duty of the First Application in EO
Techrllcal achi.evemen t created Ln terri tory outside the Ell

shall be legally transfered.Iri cases where the technical
aChievement is obtained as a result of a parent company outside
the territory investing in its affiliated company inside the
teritory, the achievement will be transferred to its own state.
It is necessary to pay an attention if such transfer is subjec t

to the ruleofexpottoftechnical information, in accordance
witha·law of export control established by respective·EU state.
If an invention is concluded in the technical achievement
concerned, a patent: will be normally applied. There will never
be the case of infringing any iaw of export cc,ntrol if a patent:
application is filed first ina state where the LnventLon was
made:·",:'and"·:the:ri the"appiJ.cation tothe-ioreign'states 'is"'file"d Ln

'accordance with the patent law of the·· conce'rned state.
Inthell. K., an Lnvent.Lon which wa.s made by a resident is

obliged to be filed first in the U.K., and no conflict with the
law of export control will occur as a result. However, in such
a country as Germany where a patent invention (which is. not
correspondirig to a state secret) can be filed first ina foreign
state, it is advisable to check whether the a.pplicatioh is not
subjeCt to the law of export control.

With respect to the duty of first application, or a
confidential patent about state secret, the patent law of ea.ch
states in the teriitoryof EU does not distinguish Ii foreign
state, whether belongs toEt: or not. Therefore; in the states
whEiteapatent applica\:ioh toa foreign states is restricted, an
applicatiohunder EurOpean Patent Convention (EPC) or uhder
Patent Coopera.tion Treaty (PCT) shall be subject to above
mentionedr1.lle.

(1) Secret Patent
German Patent Office isentiUed, aSarepresentative

organization of German Defence Ministry, to investigate Wl1E;!ther
a.ninventionunderpatent application correspohds toa state
secret. . In cases where a patent applica\:ion fiied to·t:he GerInan
Patent Office is deemed to contain a statE! secret defihedln
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Section 93 of the Penal Code, publication of such.patent
application, issuance of the patent, and. its peruse shall be
suspended, and such patent application is handled as .a secret
within the German Patent Office.

Ooncerning secret patents, there are stipulations in
Articles 50-55 of the Patent Law.

Tne patent application containing a.state secret defined in
the Penal Code Article 93, shag not be submgted to any foreign
countries without thewl"itten.consent of the highest competent
federal authoritY. Furthermore, violaqoIlof .the said
provisions shall be subject toa prison sentence not exceeding 5

yeari:l.or a fine (I'CiteIltLaWArt~cle !j2). Incidentally, if,
wit.hin4months after filing the application to the Patent
Office, no order underi Ar t LcLe 50 is served..upon theapplica!;lt,
he may, when in doubtaSl to whether the invention is required.to
be.kept -: secret, assume that the invention need not be kept;
se.cret (Article 53 of the Penal Code).

(2) EPC or PCT Application

European Patent Office is a representative organizat~on

established under. an international treaty among. independent
countries, and performs the investigaticm OIl behalf of the

contracting states, Tne..European. Patelltqffice, however, has no
right to illvestiga.teinto a st,ate secret of any contractillg

state on its behalf. According to the Article 75 of European

PatentConventipn, the contrac:ting states are entitled to giVe

.an or.der tosubmit. the EPC application firstt;o thec:ompetent
aut.ho r i ty of the.ir state when the application may .Lnvo'l.ve state
secrets. In accordance with this provision, in Germany, such
EPC or PCT applications which may contain a state secret
defined under Article 93 of the Penal Code, shall be submitted

cc.c.cc ~c~t.:o the German Patent Office as an ~Elt;~!l"!lCi.l:~(~~~! E.'e£e!y1n9l~~)ff:!~~e.•.. ~ b .
in conformity with the Article 2 paragraph 4,and the Article 3
paragraph 2 of th.eGerman Law on International Patent Treaty.

German citizens or any applicant having its residence qr
office Ln Germany, are entitled to. file its EPC application. not'

only to the European Patent Office located ill Munich, but also
to the .(;erman PCitentOffice. in Munich orin Berlin. However, .. in
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the Penal Code. On the contrary, in case an invention does not

2. The united Kingdom
(1) Duty of the First Application

K.
sJ;1all file its patent application first to the U.K. Whether
the invention contains a secret patent· or not, does not come to
the question. !\lamely, in accordance with Article 23 of<the
patent act, "no person r.esident in the United Kingdom' Shall,
without written authority granted by the comptr611er,fileor

case it contains a statesecr.et, the application shall be filed
to the German Patent Office first. Any EPC or PCT application,

which is deemed to contain a statesecretishall be handled ex

officio as a German domestic patent application. EPC

application which is deemed not to contain a state secret shall
be. transferred to the European Patent Office.

contain a state secret, one may file the patent application
first to any other country than Germany.,"and may<thenfilethe
application to Germany. claiming a priority in accordance with
the I'arisConvention.

In. an actual procedure, almost·allinventionscreatedby
privateenperprises are seldom to contain a state secret, and
cases where the. restriction to submit an application to the

German,PateIltOfficefirst·rarelyoccur.
However.,. when 4months,ela.psed·iifter an application to the

German Patent Office, any foreign application including EPC and

PCT becomes legal. Therefore it is desirable to file the
application, concerning the invention created in Germany,first
to the German Patent Office if the invention'may'seem even a bit
related to a military technology or state'secret.

( 3) Actual Procedur.e
In the case where a patent appl'-."tionwith respect to an

invention created in Germany is fiiea to a foreign country

belongiIlg to ECor not, it is necessary that the application
must be filed first to the German Patent Office,· if the
invention may contain a state secret defined under Article 93 of
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cause to be filed outside the united Kingdom an application for
a .pa.t.ent; ".

However, the following cases are not applicable to this
provision:
1) The application of an invention to the U.K. has been filed 6

weeks prior to the application to a country outside the U.K.

2) If an invention was ascertained by the secretary of the
state to be harmless to the defence of the state.

This prova s ron is, .according to the same section, not
applicable to patent applications which have been filed first to
a state outside the U.I{. byaresident outside the U~K.·

(2) Security·and· Safety
Incasea·patent.application is filed to the Patent Office

of the U.• K., a comptroller is entitled, in accordance with the
Article 22 of the Patent Act, if he thinks its' publication might

be prejudicialtothedeferice of the state,to prohLbdtrcr

restrict the publication of the concerned infonnation,orto
transfer such information to·any specified person or
description of persons, within a periodnotexceeding·3mohths
after the expiration of the.period··specifiedinrelationto the
publication of the application.

In such par t LcuLar case,thepatentapplicationwill:not be

sent, if. .L tisaEPC appiication,to the European Patent Office,
and its copy will not be sent, if i:t·isa pCTapplicatioh, to
the international research organization appointed by: the
international bureau or in accordance with the provision under
the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

I.n .aooordance with Article 77bf the Patent act, a European
patent application designatedtotheU~K. is dealt within the
same manner as a patent granted according to the application on
basis of the Patent Act of. the U.K.·,· and in accordance with .
Articl.e!l9, a PC.'!' application designated to the U.K. is deemed
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to be the same as a domestic application according te,the Patent
Act of and has the same effect.

Most applications filed by a person other than a resident in
the O.K., will correspond to either of the above cases; however,

an/affiliated company resident in the U.K. (its parent company
resident outside) has,an obligation to file' the application
first to the Patent Office of the U.K. according to Article 23

of "the;E'atent '. ll>.ct.,

This:obligationis independentof.whether suchinverition
con,tainsa ::;tate,::;ecret, or not i and.raccord i nqLy , there will be

no, case in the practical procedure that all, affiliated compa.nyin

the U. K.,mayviolate the rule with regard, to the secretpa.tent.

Chapter 2: Technical Standard at llAFTA-and,.-,EU

aothNll>.F'l'A and EU'recognize that the ,technical standards
(technical scandards as well 'a.sinspectionstandards)
established.independentlY'by each state will createanon-tariff

.,tradebarrier, and thus think it Impor-tant; to unify theni.
Each, member has both in" NAFTA,and'EU, •provided its own

technicals.tandard in order to assure the quality, safety and
compatibility of the goods,and,services. However, these
contents are different in each state and disturb a free
cd.rcuLat.Lon of the goods andjservLces ,

In the case when a supplier will expert his goods or

services to the other member states, it is usual at present to
remodel and recc)ll,strllctmany things t ovadhere tethetechnical ,
standardofthe:concetned state, and the necessary cost
therefore,:is very .expensLve , Asaresult,itw,ill be reflected
in the, pr' i,ce of the goods ,and services ',and increase ,the .bu rden
to the consumers. ,'l'herefore,bothNll>.FTA and EUmake their first

target tl.1eunification of technical standards as well as

However, in spite of, the fact that, each state'of NAFTA and

EUhas agreedto,thebasicidea.,theadoption of respective

common standardsa.ffecttheinterests of each state, and it is
difficult to achieve a common result, and a proper timing of
settlement is occasionally missed.
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1. TechnicalStandardof.NAFTA
(1) Basic Concept

The technical standards of NAFTAareapplied to the range of

the process of compatibility assessment to show that the goods
and services are suited to the standards or criteria under the,
relatedr.egulation established.by the government.

The member states. shall recognizethatthe:tec:hnical
standards will have an important role in expanding the safety;
in keeping the life and health: of human beings, animalsartd
plahts,and in protectingthecircumstancesandconsumers,artd

shall oooper-ace with each-otiher, AlSo, the member states 'Shall

not. adopt any bill related'to: the technicals tandardswhich may

create an unnecessary trade ddsturbance , and shall cooperate to
establish their consistency~

Themember.··.. states ahaLL; hav~:the:right,:underNAFTA".:to
adopt, to apply, and to enforce a:l:lillrelated to the technical

.standards,tos.elect the.levelofprotection . obtained through

such bill,· to undertake an evaluation to confirm such level,> and
to recognizetheright:and',obligation ofotherstatesundet GATT
Treaty and the other international treaty including protection

of circumst'ancesand:natural'resources
Also, the member states assure that the bill related to the

technical standards shall satisfy both national treatment most-'
favored,nationtreatment.

(2Jlnternational Standards and.itsRelationship

The NAJrTAstatesmay, if the international standards is an
effective and appropriatemeasure to ..:implement their own
purposes, utilize such international standards, as the base of
their own bill related to the technical' standards.

Also, they shall, for the purpose of trade promotion and

states, endeavor' to establish more consistency of the laws
related to the technical standards, considering in the progress
ofestablishil)gwork of international standards.
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(3) Transparency Of· Procedure
Incase of application or revision Ofabill or the law

related to the technical standards, "Transparency of'Proc'edure'·'

shall be fulfilled.
"Transparency of Procedure"means to· notify the public the

pending influence to the trade of North America before
application of the law related to the techriical staridards and to
include the purpose arid ··'the reasonof···suchJ:aw Ln the·
riotification.

The member states of NAFTAas well· as their people are
permitted to express their opinion thereon and the regislator
shall be obliged to reply to such opinion.

(4) Committee on the Bills related to the:>Standarn~

In order to ,., make such •agreements effectively,.a comm], ttee on
the billsrelated'to the standards was established,whichwilJ:
inspect· theperforl1lance ··ofthe. laws, promotethecorisisteridy}·

develop, apply andcooperatie in order to execute thebills6r
the laws.

2. Technidetr Standard of EO
(1) Basic Concept

The basic concept can befotind in Articles 30 arid 36· of ,the
Rome Treaty.

Article 30 (Prohibition of restriction ofimportquantitiy)·
Quantitative restrictions oriimports andallmeastires having

equivalent effect shall, without prejudice to the following
provisiOns, be prohibited between Member States.

Article 36 (Exceptional approval)

prohibitions or restrictions illimportsj exports or goods
transit justified on grounds ofptiblidmorali.ty,.· pubH6pdl.icy··
or publicsedurity; the protection of heaHh and life of humans,
animals or plants; the protection of national t r easur'es
possessing artistic,.historic·orarchaeologicalval.ue; or the
protection of·industrial arid commerc Ia), propel"ty • 'Such·
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prohibitions or restrictions shalLnpt, howeyer,cpnstiJute a

means.of.arbitrary discrimination or disguised restriction on

trade between Members States.
In this connection, there are some juridical precedents of

the Europea,nCourt of Justice,as follows;

1) Goods which are manufactured and sOld under the law.ofthe
country concerned shalLbe aocepted by the.ot.her.me.mber States.
The case when this principle is exempted, shall be limitedo.nly

to suc:hcasethat may a,~fect, health,sec\lrity, ciI"CUmfltanCes, or

busine.ss .custom •. (1979)

2) Onus Probandi of the importing country about the case below-

If the import isrestril::ted,by reason of its additives, it

m\lstbeproyen·tl:1at,such additiYeflWillinjurethepeoples'
health,which is sufficient t o .. over come theprin<::iple thatth.e
goods are free to .transportwithin the territories.

(2) As to the Unification of Technical Standards
Because it is not efficient to. discuss the technical·

standards item by item at the Council of Ministers, the

following three step methods havebeen.tried.since198S.

1) Mutual Recognition

Goodswl:1ich are sold in the market of one <member state,
shall be <\ccepted.by, other member statei3,
2) Selective ~greement

Interpretation, as to"suchnecessity and indispensable items
to protect health, safety and circumstances with regard to some
goods groups shall be agreed by the CqunCilo:f:.,Ministers • Then, ..

Commit t.ee,for ,Standard.izat Lon (CEN), ElgopeanCommi t tee for
Electro-Technical Standardization(CEN~LEC),European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and ,be decided by
majority.yote,

ETSI undertakes a. co".workwith CEN by work-sharing

concerning.~he c01l11llBnicat~on i3Pe<::if~<::ationo:f:,asmaI"tcard(ID
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card), and with CENELEC concerning the measuring method of
various equipment.
3) Advance Notice

Since 1983, the member states shall be obliged to make a
notice in advance if a new technical standard is introduced.

(3) Views from Outside
The idea seems to be similar to that of NAFTA, however,

Japan and the US are worrying if this idea will strengthen the
protective measure. On the contrary, EU maintains that GATT
will be strictly followed, and that with a country who tends to
close its market, a negotiation will take place in order to
achieve a balance of interest. By the way, the definition of
the words iiMutual Principle" and IIOpenll used by EU are not

clear.

(4) Characteristic Patent Policy of ESTI
Among three standardization organizations of EU, ESTI

declares its active idea, but others like CENELICare not so

investigative by members. It maybe inappropriate to assume
thatETCI's policy represents the entire patent policy of EU,
however, it does represent one expression of .. intention. It is
said that the polic:ywas worked out by a person in charge of
patents, and not by a lawyer.

The patent policy of ETSI was studied, in order to solve a
problem regarding Intellectual Property Right (IPR),· which came
up to the surface, when the specification of Groupe Special
Mobile (GSM) was worked out. As a result, ifa standard
contains IPR necessary to its execution,· the owner of such IPR

is Obligated to make it public: under adequate conditions to
other member of ETSI.

Undertaking prescribed as per thtiPatentPolicy, and in case
negligence of this signing, such member will be dismissed from
the membership.

Furthermore, the provision of this Undertaking will be
effective not only to the signer but also to the related
organization, in regard to its right and duty. That is, in
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cases where an affiliated company resident in EU is a member. of
ETSI, the effect of the Patent Policy will will also hold for
the European patents held by its mother company resident outside
EU. In spite of the fact that such mother company outsideEU

would agree to license the members, it is not clear if such
concerned company outside EU is able to enjoy a license of
patents held by other members of ETSI. A question .wasraised in
this respect mainly by c()mpanies who have no manllfacturingbase
in EU.

Chapter 3: Investigation f;om the Anti-thrust LawEq'sProvision
Concerning Anti Trust.Law

(1) .Basic View
EU.aims to.achieye, by establishing a common market,

progressive improvement of living standards as well as
continuous and balanced development of economic activities.
(Establishment of EEC, Article 2 of Rome Treaty. Rome.Treaty is
hereinafter a,bbreviatedqs "Treaty")

For thispurpoRe, Al"ticle3 of the Treaty provides to
establish a systelll to .Recure that the cust9m duty and the
restriction of quantity (free movement..of goods).ts removed and
that a free competition is .not; distorted (to keep a. free
movement of goods by lal'ls toaccE!lerate competitionJ~

A principle of free movement of goods is. further realizedpy

Article 30 throu9hArtiple 36. It was discussed in the
IIStandqrdization" about the content of Article 30, which
providesa.s follows;

••• The restriction of import quantity or any measure

equivqlent ·to .have the similar ei:fE!ct sl1allbE!Prphibi ted
betwe.en member states, without prejudice the provisions stated
hereunder.

Article

and will

to InteH.ectu.a1
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Articles 85 and 86 provide a rule of competition.
86 provides to .prohipit an abuse of a dominant status
not be discussed here.

1. Provision about Law on



Article 85, Section 1 basicallyprohib~ts the acts of
agreement between the undertakings of decision, andpf
.cooperacLve act Lon by association of undertakins which may
affect the trade of the member states and is for the purpose 9f,
or has an effect of" prevention, restriction, or distortion of
competition within a common, market,

On the other hand, it is stated in, Article 85 Section 3 that
"In spite of such agreement, if it will contriblltetoimproving
the production of goods, to improving the distribution of goods,

or,topromoting thetechni<::al and economical progress, and will

fairly distribute its result of benefit to the consume+s, and a)
the undertakings are not unnecessarily restricted to achieve the

purpose and b) not t9 eliminate a possi,blecompeti tion about the
essential parts of the concerrH~5~p:r;~du8t$"',~:,',:t::batitcan be
declared as an exception of the Law that Article ,,1 snaIl not
apply.

The power to ,declare such exception is authorized to the

commission by the regulation No. 17 of the Council Article 9"
section 1. In order to get an approval of the exception of ,.
application in a contract,.. either an individual application on

such exception of application is filed to the COUncil, or the
conditions may be fitted to thoseprovidedasaregulationJor
the blqckexception of application whichhasbeenannouncea.by
the commission.

July 23 ,,19(l40n the

to certain categories

19, 1984 on

c:ommission regulations

have been announc:ea. to

relating

the

Up to now, there are three

~o intellectual property which
public, as follows;

a. (:ommission Regulation (EEC) 2349/84 of
application of Article 85(3) of Treaty
of patent licensing-agreements.

b Commission Regulation (EEC) 418/85 of December

of research and development agreements.
c. Commission Regulation (EEC) 556/89 of November 30, 1988 on

the application of Article 85(3) of the Treaty to certain
categories of know-how licensing agreements.
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2. Regarding License within EO Territory
(1) Basic View

As to license agreement, a block exemption has been approved
which is in accordance with the Commission Regulation (2349/84)
on the application of Article 85(3) of the Treaty to certain
categories of patent licensing agreements and Commission
Regulation (556!89) on the application of Article 85(3) of Know
how license agreement.

In the Commission Regulations we pick upa specific part of
the Regulation, which regards the sales of licensed products as
shown below.

(2) Regulation on·Sales·of Products under Patent License
(Commlssion.Regulation 2349/84)

A regional restriction isperIllitted in the EU territory with
respect to the manufacture and its use of patented products,
however, the handling of the sales territory is different, and
the concerned part of the regUlation is characterized for the
purpose of building up an EU common market.
i) Restriction of active sales policy (Article 1, Section 1,

-, ·Sub-'section5)

ItTspermitted in the conc:erned states (A and B), inso<far
as thelicensedproduc:tsare protec:tedby the parallel patents,
that the licensee (A) is bound, not to pursue an active policy
to sell the lic:ensedproducts irito the territory of Licensee
(B), inpB.rtictilB.r not to engage in advertising specifically, or
to establish any branch or maintain any distribtition depot.

There· is no difference from anuBual license actint.his
r.es'pec:t •
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Licensor is entitled to prohibit thefbllowirig act of LiCehsee.

Licensor (Whether intheELJterri1:ory or outside)

inside.. EU territory

ii)Restrictionof passive sales activity .(Articlel Section 1
Subsection 6, Article 3 Sub-section 10)
Obligation on the licensee not to meet a request of sales of

the licensed products into.the territory of otherlicensee.is
effective during 5 years from the date when the products~re

first put on EU common market by the licensor or licensee, and
thereafter, no restriction may be made.

It is so withi l1 tp,e .EUterritory, .but the prohibi tion of
sales outside EU territory is permitted, if there is a parallel
patent in the concerned territory.
(a) Licensor is entitled to restrict the following activity by
the licenseewithin:a limit of 5 years.

State B

1-+--------,.--+.,Licensee B

licensed territorylicensed territory

State A

I.ice sor (Whether in theEU territory or ou ide)

inside EU

StateB

Users

,...!Licensee B I
....R~·q~·~~~·~:~:~~·i~·s J_u_se_.rs_~···'_·_---JI

L.'::=====:~ ~
acceptance
......................
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(b) During the periodwhenaparCillelpatent outside the Ep

exists, an export.tothe concerned state.maybE! restricted.

Licensor (Whether in the EU territory or outside)

State A

Licensee A

Export ..
maybe
rejected

....

inside EU
territory

acceptance

Export possible

State C (no
parallel patent)

I,

""'Outside EU

iiifProhibition to provide artible~ to restri.ct parallel

import/export

Licensc:>r(Whetherin the EU territory or outside)

Sales
export/import

Users

Sales
inside EU
territory

In view of the declaration that the parallel import or
export by any third party shall not be restticted in the EU

,
territory, it is prohibited to reject by the licensor or the
licensee, without having justifiable reasoil, a request by users
or by resellers in such· area., bfthe sa.les of the licensed
products for the purpose of sales in such other area within EU
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common market, or to make ·it.difficultby·thelicensor Or the
licensee, for users or resellerstoobtain such products from
other resellerswithin the·commonmarket.

It is prohibited to restrict the sales of products to·the
below-mentioned user by the licensor or licensee.

(3) Regulation on the Sales of Products under Know-How License
(Commission Regulation 556/89)

i) Restriction of active sales policy (Article 1, Section 1,
Sub-section 5, Article 1, Section 2)
Theidea.isthe same.asthoseof.theproductsunderpatent

license. However, the .per iod may not exceed 10 years after the
dace of signing the contract on the same technology. in the ED
territory.·-Itis possible .·-·to extend such period in the·_.licens'edi

territory, where the patent exists, for the time :ofthe patents

effectiveness, over 10 years.

ii)Restriction of passive sales (Article II Sectionl/Sub"::
section 6, Article 1, Section 2, Article 3,Sub""section
11)

This is the same:as those of the products under patent
license. However,theperiodmayinotexceed5 years after the
date of signing .the.contracton the same technology in the ED
territory.

iii)Prohibition to provide articles:torestrict the
parallelimport/export (Article3/Sub"::sectic>rt 12)
The idea isthe·sameas.those of· the products under patent

license.

(4) Regarding New Regulation of Block Exception of Application

.On June 30, 1994i adr<;lftof new>r.egulation was announced by
the Commission. It was proposedthat.the·regulation of block
exception of application about patent, know-how, license will be

terminated by the end of this year, and that new regulation will
be .providedintegratingthe present regulation of general
exceptLon ..ofapplicationaboutpatent,know+how license. From
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the draft of the new regulation, there are some big changes

introduced, but as to the parts described before, there is no
change. Anyway, it will take some time· for the.EU to come to'a
formal decision.

3. Characteristics of Commission Regulation (418/85) on the
Joint Research and Development

(1) Basic View
EC commission assumes a favorable attitude toward joint

research and development. that will contribute to economical and
technical progress, and that will increase the competitiveness

of the enterprises, while theEC takes a severe stance on the

rule to such actsbya private enterprise~which.willprevent
EC'spurpose of market integration,· as you will see from the
Ar.ticle 6.,sectionh.

(2) Characteristics
i) Restriction of the sales territory beyond the period of

block exemption. (Article 6, Section f)
After the expiration of 5 years after the first sales, the

sales prohibition ofthe.products to the sales territory in EU,
which is reserved to' the third party concerned, is not
permitted. (The regulation .aboutpassivesales of the licensed
products)

ii)Handlingof the fruits obtained by the joint act <due to the
joint research and development. Joint. production:
The products under joint research and development may be

jointly produced in 5 years after the first delivery to the

common market. If the market share is less than 20% after the 5
years period, the exception Qf applic;ation wilLbe c;ontinued.

provision about joint sales of the fruits has been added. Joint
sales of the contract products may be permitted when the total
market; share is less· than 10%.

iii) Regulation of. parallel export prohibition Article 6 , Section
h (Similar intention .as.dn the case of .licensed products)
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There is a provision that the clause to block exemption is
not applied to such cases, to reject, without justifiable
reason, the sales of the contract products to users or to

resellers who wish to sell the concerned products to other areas

within the EU territory, or to make difficult for them to obtain
the products, particularly if they disturb the obtaining or the
sales of the products sold under an intellectual property right
in a certain territory, of which intellectuaL property right
expired, .by using the same intellectual property right.

Company A·· .....···Joint Research ,··· ..·· ....Company B
I

achievement

Istate A :====r- lS.s:a;eBI
Company A company l:S

Users

Sales export/import

Users

Sales
inside EU
territory

(3) Example
In the case of joint venture within. E.C territory, .forthe

purpose Of joint r asear.ch and deveLopment; by such monopolized
undertakings, whose market share exceeds 50% ina certain field

of. market,if a licens.e of the fruits to t.h i r d .par cy is
restricted suPject;toanapprova;J. oft;he other contract party,

while a free inoependent use. Qf.thefruits, bY,the.cOnt;ri;l.cting
companies is possible for each .other, th.eEC Commission has
rejected to extend the period of black exemption, because it
makes it unreasonably difficult for the third party to enter
into the market under the conditions of highly monopolized

4. CONCLUSION
The problem of anti-trust law in the EC has been strongly

recognized since the Rome Treaty was established, in view of a
£ree movement princip;J.e of the gooos.
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The above regulations for block exemption give an indication
in order to proceed smoothly the license activity or the joint
research and development work without causing any problem in
respect to the anti-trust law.

From these regulations, we can see an attitude to pursue an
ideal beyond the frame of each state.

Chapter 4: Trade Secrets in ED
The law systems to protect trade secrets are divided into

two. One, as in the United States, the U.K., Canada etc,
protects the trade secret on basis of the common law, and the
other, as in Germany, Italy France and Japan, regards the
protection of trade secrets as the protection from unfair trade
acts and appliesthe'antt,unfair trade law or',thecivi-;Llaw.

Trade secrets are protected by the concerned law system of
each state, but there is no international treaty which
specifically aims to protect trade secrets.

If an unfair act on the trade secrets is regarded as an
unfair trade act, Article 10, section 2, of Paris Convention,
concerning the protection of industrial property provides "To
protect effectively from an unfair trade act against the fair
industrial and trade practice".
. In the Uruguay Round Negotiation on 'l'rade-related Aspects of
Intellectual Property (TRIP) cbncludedin December 1993, the
protection of trade secrets was regarded as protection from the
unfair trade act defined under the Paris convention.

In thi::;a.rticle, wedescribetheeurrent ::;it:uation of
protection of trade secret in the ecoIlomicalblocks in EC and in
North America.

1. Protection of Trade Secrets in NAFTA

outline concerning trade secrets covers its protection, its
required condition, a request of proof, and protection of data
submitted in connection with safety and effectiveness of
medicines and agricultural chemicals.

In comparison with the Agreement on TRIP of Uruguay RClund
Negotiati established at the same period, the provisions include
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more advanced protective contents regarding the fOllowing
points: the object to protect as the trade secrets is defined

clearly (Artic1e1711, Section 1 (a),-(cll ; documentation may be
requested (Article 1711, section 2); the limitation of the
protection period of trade secrets is prohibited (Article 1711,
Section 8); and the undue restriction of licensing the. trade
secrets is <prohibited.

2. Protection of Trade Secrets in EO

Each EUmember state intends to protect the trade secrets by
the anti-unfair competition law or by the common law of each
country as specified in the table below.

In theEU, negotiatiolls about harmonization of the anti
unfa i,rtI'a.de<lawhass-tagnated.-Tl'lere:lsa'prov i sLonrto protect

the data of a preceding person regarding the medicine, as in the
draft Of TRIP.

Law System of Each State as to the Trade Secrets
. .' ...... . . -.' .

Country Protection Law system Country Protection Law system
·

U.K.
.... Co.mm()n Law, P~nalty U.S. Common Law, Trade

code ... . ' ... . . SecretLaw, Pl:!naltycode

France CiviI.Coele(j urielleal • Canada Common Law.Penalty
precedent about unfair code
competition), Penalty

..

code
.. ·

.. .' . ".
. Germany Anti-unfair Competition Austria Anti-unfair COmpetitiol)

Law, Penalty code. Civil Law
Code

·

Italy
.

Civil Code (juridical
..

Japan Anti-unfair Competition
precedent about unfair

.'
Law

competition), Penalty
.,

·

.... .' ....... •..•............... .. " ... ... .... . " ...... . ................. ....

Switzerland Anti-unfairCompetition
'.' .

' .

Law
'. . ,',"'" ,",', --: . '. . . ' . . .
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with respect to the protection of the tra.de secrets in
Eu,the laws;ystemof each country is applied correspondingly,
and as the representative examples, the law systems of Germany
and Italy will be investigated here.

(1) The Law System in Germany
There is no definition in Germany definillga trade secret.

However, the trade secret is deemed to be an information,
knowledge or technology, being kept .confidential and. haying a

value as property to be commercially usable, which is not

Li.mit.ed to thosebel.ongillgto a spientific .0J" technipal field.
The trade secret will beprotecteq. for the holders benefit, in
so far as it is kept.cqnfi,dential toj;he thirq..party.

]:)eenestablisheq. in Germa.ny.
Concerning the illegal use of the trade secrets, the general

provisions under the German Civil Code and the German Penalty
Code in conjunction with the Anti Unfair Competition Law

(especi,ally Articles 17 - 20a) will be applied.
With respect to trade secrets to be considered as state

secrets and with respect to "high treason", AHic:les 93 and 94
ofJ:heGerman Civil Code are related. As to the contract on the
trade secrets, there are provisions undertl1eGerman Antitrust
Law (especially Articles 20 and 21).

With regard to the trade secrets created by the employee of
a German enterprise, the German· law on Employee's Inventions is
applicable.

There are provisions for acquiring the t r ade secret by. the

employer and for compensation to the employee, under Articles 1,
17 and 20 of the same law.

Penal Code is provided under Arj;icles 17 c 20a of the Anti

a) Betrayal of a secret by an emplqyeeduring j;he ter~of

employment: Article 17(1)

b) The procurement, securement·or reconnaissance of a trade
secret without permission: Article 17(2)

c) The unauthorized exploitation of the trade secret: Article
17 (2) No.2
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d) The unauthorized utilization of a trade secret by third
party: Article 18.

e) Inducement or offer to conduct activities under above a)"'-d):
f) Acts covered by Articles 17, 18 and 20 committed outside of

Germany: Article 20 a.

It is stated in the German penalty Code Article 4 (7) cited
in Article 20 a of the Anti Unfair Competition Law as follows;
"German penalty Code shall, irrespective of the law of the state
where a crime was undertaken, apply to the below mentioned act
undertaken abroad • • • • (7) The conttnercialor businessviolatioh

of the secret by the enterprise which residents ihthedomain

where this law is effective or by the foreign enterprise which
is sUbordinatedtoajoint' enterprise established with the
resident enterprise 11..

In addition to sucri-act of crime undertaken in the domain of
Germany provided underArticle17-2() of the Anti Unfair
Competition Law, the act above"'mentioned undertaken abroad shall
be judged by the German court of justice. The act of crime
provided under Article l7-206ftheAntiunfair Competition Law
in> relation to the trade secrets retained by any German
enterprises, by enterprises resident in Germany, or by such
affiliated enterprises>residentoutside of Germany of the
enterprises resident in Germany, shall be governed by Germany

and subject to penalties provided in Article 17-20 of the Anti
Unfair competition Law.

The effeCtiveness>Of the German laws shall not cover the
enterprises abroad to be operated independently, which are
established between the enterprises on an equal status brwhich
are retained bya German owner;

There is provided in Article 28 of the Anti Unfair
'. 'competit ion'I1aw 'of,;,the;fol:kow,ihg;

II.Anyone lacking a principal seat of business in Germany may

claim protection pursuant to this law ,only" if a' German

businessmen enjoy corresponding protection in the state where
such principal seat of business is located.1I.

This mutual condition to protect a foreigner is fulfilled by
a mutual agreement between Germany and the other state. The
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Paris Convention is, in relation to not only the industrial
property such as patent but also unfair trade, deemed in Germany
to be multilateral between the member states, to provide with
mutual protection. Therefore, all enterprises and peoples
resident in the member states of the Paris Convention .shall be
entitled to exercise the right of trade secret in Germany. This
will be applied to Japan, too,

(2) The Law System in Italy
In .Italy,the trade secret will be protected by.Article 623

of the Criminal Code, and Art.iclE;! 2598 Sub-section 3 of the
Civil Code (ThE;! Unfair Competition Law). According to Article

623 of the CriminaLCode, a person, who has used or Leaked
illegally ,the, tr,ades~crets retained by:theothers r . .for the

benefit of his own or of the third person, shall be condemned to
the maximum 2 years penal servitude. ]'urthermore,according to
Article 2598, Section 3 of the Civil CoCie,the illegal

commercial use of the trade secret is deemed to be an act of
unfair competition.

There is no definition about the trade secrets in the

Italian Laws. But it is stated to provide the conditions to be
new, to be. controlled confidentially, and to be commE;!rcially
valuable, According to the precedent, (a judip~al decision of
the supreme court of justice No •. 14285 of November 11 ,1977 ) the
Penal Code protects the trade secret, the se.cret know-how, <and
the scientific discovery even if it fails to have an. immediate
industrial,. commercial practicality, or applicability.

3. Examples of Protection

with regard to the illegal use in cases where the trade

secrets within the territory oftheEC economical block is

territory is leaked in the territory, we study to what extent
the owner of the trade secret will be protected. ·As the state
in the territory, Germany and Italy, and as the state outside
the territory, Japan ar.egiven.as. the cases of example •
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""""""Japan

illegal acquisition I

--:

licenseagreement

..
license
agreement

D: Licensee

1.6.: Licensor

c. THird Party

Germany (Italy)

,
included in the act provided in Article 17(2) No.2 of the Anti
Unfair Competition Law,and is subject to the German Penalty
Code. It is deemed to be the use of the trade secrets without
permission and penalized that the third party C grants the
license to another third party D (Germany).

a) The case that the state in the territory is Germany

If'bot:hlfcensor A(Germ.any) and lrc:enseeB(JapaU)a!e not in
the form of the joint enterprise, German Penalty Code is not
applied to the licensee B. Also, the German Penalty COde is not
applied to the act of illegal acquisition abroad by the third
partyC (Germany) from the licensee B(Japan).

CASE 1
The case that the trade secret of a certain

territory is acquired abroad illegally and is used in the same

state again.
The enterpJ;ise A of a certain state in the territory

(Germany or Italy): the licensor has granted a license of the

trade secret on .the base of .. a license agreement to the

enterprise 13 (licensee).
The enterprise 13 has. managed the licensed trade secret

cOJ1fidentially,. but the enterprise C (third party) of the same
statei.nthe.t~rritory (Germclny or Italy), bas vacceased illegally
such, trade secret retainedconfidentiallYI:>Y the enterprise. 13,

and not; only has brought it back to. ,and used it commercially in
i.t:s:ow,si.:?tte,~but also- has granted:.,:Ltsl_iqel1~~tqanqthe~thJrd

party ..D (:Licensee) by an agreement.



Whether or not Article 18 or 20 of the Anti Unfair
Competition Law will be applied depends on whether or not it is

guaranteed by C,without any suggestion that the trade secret

was illegally acquired by C from B, or whether D has instigated

C to acquire the trade secret: illegally. If D has instigated
C'sact, or is aware of C's deed, A may, in accordance with
Articles 18 and 20 of the Anti Unfair Competition Law, accuse D.

If D has used it bona fide, in accordartcewith an agreement
with C, he will not be accused byAClr B.

In the case when Cdiscovers the trade secret by a reverse

engineering of the products obtained in the Japanese market, for
instance such case that he gets to know the content of program
by analyzing the software products sold on the ma.rket, Articles

1'7-20 or the Anti Unfair CompetTtion Law will not be applied and
accordingly C and D will not he penalized due to illegal use.

b) The case that the state in the territory is Italy
In this case, both the licensor A (Italy) and the licensee B

(Japan) may, inacoordancewith thE! provision of. unfair
competition of the Civil Code, forbid the illegal commercial use

of a trade secret in Ital:yif illegally acquiredbyt;hird party

C.

If either A or B wins his suit, he may also forbid the
further use by D licensed by C. If, in this case, D on the base
of the agreement may ask for compensation from C. Also A and B

may take .a criminal lawsuit against C,producing theevidence.s
provided in the Article 628 ofth~ Penalty Code,.claiIlling that C
uses the illegally acquired trade secret commercially. In so
.faras D .Ls licensed bona fide by C, one c.annottake a criminal.

lawsuit againfilt I).

If C has found access to the trade secret bya reverse
engineer.ingofB's s.oftware productsrand if this.

been made legally, neither A nor B can accuse C or D.

CASE 2

Different from.case 1, the licensor A is a foreign
enterprise and the licensed trade .secret to the licenseeB in
the state in the territory (Germany or Italy) is acquired
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illegally by the third party C in the same state (Germany or
Italy) ;

Germany (Italy) ····· ..·····Japan

license agreementIB:Licensee 1<ll..l------------..,.....-------....,..,.,-IA:Licensor

illegal acquisition

c: Third party

a) The case that the state in the territory is Germany
The Articles 17-20 of the Anti Unfair Competition Law is

applied. The licensee B, whose trade secret was illegally
acquired by the third party C, may exercise the application of
the same articles. However, such action cannot be taken unless
it is otherwise approved in the agreement by the licensor A.
Licensor A may, while he is a foreign enterprise, ask to

discontinue the illegal use.
b) The case that the state in the territory is Italy

In the case when the trade secret licensed by Licensor A
(Japan), retained by Licensee B in Italy, is acquired by the
third party C (Italy), if it is verified that C has made an
illegal access, both A and B may ask to discontinue such illegal
use by taking a civil or criminal lawsuit.

4. Summary
In the EU, a negotiation to harmonize the protection of

trade secrets is not so advanced as in NAFTA, and the protection
of trade secrets applies the independent law systems of each

state. There is no special treatment between the member states
in the territory. Whether or not the licensor and licensee of••................
the trade secret are an

territory, the protection to discontinue the illegal use of the
trade secrets by a third party is accepted in each state of the
territory, being slightly different in each law, though.
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Conclusion

As examined above, the economical block has considerablly
affected the laws of the member states in relation to
intellectual property rights.

We would like to pay attention to the progress of the

concerned field in·the futuremovel1lent ofEC(EU) and NAFTA.
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1. Introduction

The United States made a proposal to take up the matter of

making rules of intellectual property as an agenda of the GATT,

and Japan as well as the EC supported this proposal. As a

result, the subject of intellectual property rights was adopted

as an agenda of the Uruguay Round negotiations by the Ministerial

Conference at Punta Del Este in September 1986. Afterextensive

negotiations an amended draft of comprehensive agr~em~nt proposed

by Mr. Sutherland, Secretary-general of the GATT was adopted,and

the long protracted Uruguay Round negotiations were finally

concluded in December 1993. And the final draft of the Agreement

was signed by the M~mber countries at the Ministerial Conference

held in Morocco on April 15 this year.

Thefina.l act:'6'f .t.he Uruguay' Round consLs t; .of ',Agreement

Establishing the Multilateral Trade Organization{MTO),General

Agreement OIl Tariffs and Trade 1994,Agreement OIl Trade-related

Aspects of Intellectual property Rights (TRIP), Understanding on

Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes and so

on. Under thisGATT-'-TRIPAgreement (herednafter referred to as

"the TRIP Agreement"), Members are obliged to ,rearraIlge their

systems of intellectual property rights in line with the TRIP

Agreement which is on higher levels of protection and enforcement

procedures of intellectual property rights .• tihanv.t.hose of the

Paris Convention, etc. It seems that the Member countries will

proceed with making varLous revisions of their domestic legal

systems including those of intellectual.property rights (e.g.,

Patent Law) to comply with the TRIP Agreement, as a result of

signing the Agreement.

At the Congress of PIPA held two years ago in Okayama, a

report wa.s already madeiby Japan Group of Committe~ No. 30n the

TRIP Agreement based on. so-called "Dunkel "But we will

was finalized this time.
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2. Subjects of Our Study

The TRIP Agreement consists of following 7 parts with 73

Articles:

With respect to provisions relevant to patent,

made to "DunkeL''Paper " are as follows.

(1) The fbllowing sentence was added in the latter part of

subparagraph (c) of Article 31 "Other Use Without Authorization

ProvisionsFinalArrangements;Institutional

Standards Concerning the Availability, Scope and Use

of Intellectual Property Rights (Articles 9 to 40)

Enforcement of Intellectual property Rights (Articles

41 to 61)

General Provisions and Basic Principles (Articles 1

Part IV:

Part I:

to 8)

Part II:

Part VII:

3. Results of Our Study

3.1 Di.fference from "DunkeL Paper"

We find little substantial changes in the TRIP Agreement

signed this time compared withso~called "Dunkel Paper" which was

prepared in 1991 and presented to all the countries concerned for

Acquisition and Maintenance of Intellectual Property

Rights and Related Inter-Partes Procedures (Article

62)

Part V: Dispute Prevention and Settlement (Articles 63 to 64)

Part VI': "Trartsi tiona'lArr'angements (Articles 65 to 67)

(Articles 68 to 73)

In this report, our study was focused on the Articles

directly related to patent rights. Specifically, we conducted

comparisons between Articles 27 to 34 of Section 5 (Patents) of

Part II of the TRIP Agreement and corresponding provisions of

national patent laws of Japan, the United States, Germany and

Korea, and examined with respect to inconsistency of each

national law with the TRIP Agreement and finally pOinted out the

provisions of the individual patent law which were deemed in need

of amendIllents.

Part III:



of the Right Holder":

"and in the case of semi-conductor technology shall

only be for public non-commercial use or to remedy a

practic~ determined after judicial or administrative

process to be anti-competitive."

This addition in the latter part of subparagraph (c) was

said to have been inserted principally in compliance with the

I'~quest made. by u. S.. Semi.,.conquctorIndustry Association (SIA)

for fear of the export of products made in Korea.

(2) The following paragraphs 2 and 3 were added in Article 64

"pisp!1t<a Settl.ement":

" 2 . Sub-paragraphs XXII I : 1 (b) and XXII I: 1 (c) of the

General Agreement on. Tariffs and Trade 1994

shall not apply to.the.settlement of disputes

under this Agreement for a period of five years

from the errtry into force of the Agreement

establishing the Multilateral Trade

Organization.

3. During the time period referred to .Ln paragraph

2, the TRIPS Council shall examine the scope

and modalities for Article :l{XIII:1{b) and

Article XXIII:1(c)-type complaints made

pursuant to this Agreement, and submit its

recOmmenqations to the Ministerial Conference

Members without further formal accepta,nce

process."

recommendations shall be effective

.

shall. be

approved

for all

are concerned with

Any decision of the Ministerial

approve such recommendations or

period in paragraph 2

by consensus, andonlymade

for approval.

Conference to

to extend the

Above added

between the TRIPS council and the MTO (renamed WTO hereinafter)

which was decided to be established through the adoption ofth~

final draft this time and also with . the df.sput.e settlement

procedures of the MTO.
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of the TRIP Agreement provides for patentable

Paragraph 1 of the Article are summarized assubject matter.

follows:

3,2 Comparison between the TRIP Agreement and the Na.tional

Patent Law of each Country

Comparisons were made between the provisions of Articles 27

to 34 of the TRIP Agreement directly related to patent and the

corresponding provisions of national patent laws of Japan, the

Uni,ted States , Germany and Korea. The summary of this comparison

between TRIP and Japan and the United States is attached hereto

as Table 1 "GATT-TRIP Agreement and Corresponding Current

National Patent Laws" . Further, the provisions of Japanese

patent laws, the United States, Germany and Korea which are

presumed.· to need amendments to adjust to those of the TRIP

Agreement are summarized as Table 2 "Desirable Amendments 'of

National Patent Laws to Conform with GATT-TRIP Agreement"

attached hereto.

As shoWn in Table 2, the provisions of the national laws

needed amendments were compared with corresponding provisions of

Articles of, the TRIP Agreement such as Article 27 "Patentable

Subject Matter", Article 28 "Rights Conferred:' ,Article 31 "Other

Use Without Authorization of the Right Holder (Compulsory

License) ", Article 33 "Term of Protection" and Article 34

"Process Patent: Burden of Proof".

The following explanations are made in the order of

Articles of the TRIP Agreement, based on the result of our study

with respect to the provisions which would be required •. to amend

in accordance with the Agreement.

(1) Article 27 "Patentable. Subject Matter"

Abstract

Article 27

whether products or

provided that they

(non-obviousness) and

(utility) .

for any inventions,
.•• c:; ••... ··~·············.············I··· ..

processes,in all· fields of technology,

are new, involve an inventive step

are capable of industrial application
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2) Patents shall be available and patent rights

enjoyable without discrimination as to the place of invention,

the field of technology and whether products are imported or

locally produced.

Above 2) is subject to paragraph 4 of Article 65

"Transitional Arrangements" and further subject to paragraph 8

of Article 70 "Protection of Existing Subject Matter".

Further, in paragraphs 2 and 3, the following inventions

are mentioned as exclusions from· patentability set forth in

paragraph 1:

1) Inventions, the prevention •of the commercial

exploitation. of which is necessary to protect ordre public or

morality, includihg to protect human, animal or plant life or

health or to avoid serious prejudice to the envirornnent;"

2) diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the

treatment of humans and animals;

3 ) pLant.s .and animals other than microorganisms, and

essentially biologiCal processesfb£the production of. plants or

animals other than non-biologicaL and microbiological processes.

Above 3) is to be reviewed four years after theentryin.to

force of the Agreement Establishing theMTO.

Comparison with National Patent Laws

A. Japan

Under Section 32 of Japanese Patent La.w, the following

inventions are not patentable subject matter:

(i) inventions of substances manufactured by the

transformation of the atom subject matter;

(ii) inventions liable to contravene public order,

morality or public health.

In light of Paragraph 1 of Article 27 of the TRIP

w()rding ·of "inventions of substances manufactured by the

transformation of the atom" specified as exclusion from

patentability.
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B. the United States

According to Section 1040f . Uv S', Patent Law, a date of

invention may not be established by reference to knowledge or use

thereof, or other activity in a foreign country other than a

NAFTA country. This provision would constitute a discrimination

as to the place of invention which is set forth in paragraph I

of Article 27 of the TRIP Agreement. Thus, it would be necessary

for U.S. to amend the provision so that adateof·invention may

be established in any foreign Member country other than a NAFTA

country as well.

Further, Section 104 of u.S. Patent Law is deemed to be

inconsistent with the fundamental principle of

most-favored-nation treatment provided in Article 4 of the TRIP

Agreement.

C. Germany

No inconsistency with the Agreement and no amendment

needed.

D. Korea

In the same way as in the case of the Japanese Patent Law,

Section 32 of the Korean Patent Law provides that any of the

following inventions shall not be patentable:

(i) inventions of substances manufactured by the process

of transformation of the atomic nucleus; and

(ii) inventions liable to contravene public order or

morality or to injure public health.

In light of paragraph 1 of Article 27 of the TRIP

Agreement, it would be nec::essary for Korea to deLetie the wording,

"inventions of substances inanufactured by the process of

transformation of the· atomic nucleus" like Japan.

(2) Article 28 "Rights Conferred"

Article 28 ·of the TRIP Agreement lays

conferred" and the first paragraph provides with respect to

exclusive rights to be conferred on a patent owner, dividing into

prod1.lctand process in the subject matter 6f·patentas follows:
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A. Japan

Section 68 of Japanese Patent Law provides .as effects of

patent right that "a patentee shall have an exclusive right to

cortlIllercially work the patented invention". Paragraph 3 of

Section. 2 defines "working" of an invention, dividing into "an

invention of a product", "an invention of a process" and "an

invention of a process of manufacturing a prpduct" as.follows:

(i) in the case of an invention of a product, acts of

manufacturing, using, assigning ,leasing, displaying for the

purpose of assignment or lease, or importing, the products;

(ii) in the case of an invention ofa process, acts of

using the process;

(iii) in the case of an' invention of a. p roces s of

manufacturing a product , acts of using, assigning, leasing,

displaying for the purpose of assignment or lease, or i~porting,

the products manufactured by the process, in addition to the acts

mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

..•.•..... ..............•... .. ..c:~~~l~ii.~E'.ci w"l:'~i th excIusi ve s t •.iiaL~t:Ee~(d~ ji:.ln: ..p~l:-i~gEii'P]}.l. gL 1"..
Article 28 of the TRIP Agreement, above provisions relating to

patent rights in Japanese patent Law does not refer to the right

of "offering for sale v., Thus,. it would be necessary for Japan

to add "offering forsale"with respect to the "definition" . of

Comparison with National Patent Laws

(a) where the subject matter of a patent is a.product, to

prevent third. parties not having his consent from the acts of:

making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing for these

purppses the product;

(b) where the subject matter of a patent is a process, to

prlaventthird parties not having his consent from the act of

usLnq the process, and from the acts of: using ,offering for

sale, selling , orimportil1g for these purposes at least the

product pbtained directly by that process.

Further, second paragraph of the Article stipulates that

"patent owners shall also have the right to assign, or transfer

by succession, the patent and to conclude licensing contracts."
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"working" (e. g. Section 2 ( 3)) .

B. the United States

Section 271 of U.S. Patent Law stipulates that whoever

without authority makes, uses or sells any patented invention,

or imports into the United States a product which is made by a

process patented in the United States infringes· patent.

Nothing is mentioned in this provisionas·to "offering for

sale" as· referred to in paragraph 1 of Article 28 of the TRIP

Agreement. There would not be any problem involved, if "offering

for sale" is also dealt with asa kind of sale in the actual

application of the Law, however it would be preferable to state

"offering for sale" expressly in the relevant provisions for

clarification 'purpose.

With respect to importation, only the imports of products

which are made by a process patent are set forth, but nothing is

referred to the imports of "infringing products" themselves. It

would be necessary for the United States to add imports of

•• infringing products" as infringement as well.

C. Germany

With respect to the effects of patent rights , Section 9 of

German Patent Law provides acts from which the third party not

having consent of patentee are prohibited, dividing into an

invention of a product, an invention of a process and an

invention of a process of manufacturing a product. It prohibits

the third party without consent 1) from making, offering, putting

on the market, using a product in the case ofa product

invention, 2) from using a process in the case of a process

invention, and 3) from offering, putting on the market, using,

or importing or stocking the products obtained directly by a

process in the case of an invention of a process of manufacturing

Compared with paragraph 1 of Article 28 of the TRIP

Agreement; this Section of the German Patent Law does not use the

wording of "offering for sale" but just "offering". However,

since.the·act of "offering" of the German Patent Law is deemed
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to cover all acts intending to purchase, lease or rent products,

or to induce the third parties to own products, and accordingly

to cover "offering for sale", above provisions are considered

consistent with those of the TRIP Agreement.

D. Korea

Section 94 of Korean Patent Law provides as effects of

patent right that "a patent shall have an. exclusive right to work

the patented invention commercially and industrially". Paragraph

3 of Article 2. defines "working" of an invention, dividing into

"an invention of. a product", "an invention of a process" and "an

invention of a process of manufacturing a product" as follows:

(i) in the case of an invention of a product, acts of

manufacturing, using, assigning, leasing, importing or displaying

(for the purpose of aasLqnment; or lease) the products';

(ii) in the case of an invention of a process, acts of

using the.process;

(iii) in the case of an invention of a process of

manufacturing a product , acts of using, assigning, leashing,

importing, or displaying ( for the purpose of assignment or lease)

the products manufactured by the process, in addition· to acts

mentioned. in the preceding paragraph.

Compared with exclusive rights stated in paragraph I of

Article 28 of the TRIP Agreement, above provisions relating to

patent rights in the Korean Patent Law does not refer to the

right of "offering for sale". In order to comply with paragraph

1 oLArticle 28 of the TRIP Agreement, it would be necessary for

Korea to add "offering for .saLe " with respect.to the "definition"

of "working" (e.g. Section 2 (3) ) like Japan.

(3) Article 31 "Other Use Without Authorization of the Right

Holder" (Compulsory License)

With respect to the issue of compulsory license,.there were

differences in opinion between the advanced countries and the

developing countries. The former intended to limit compulsory

licenSe. to the minimum, while the latter desired .to hold the
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prior

public

conduct

case of

required to

holder. In the

to grant authorization at 'their own

to promoting the introduction of

user is

the right

(b) prosed

consultations with

right for the governments

discretion with a view

recur;

(h) the right holder shall be paid adequate remuneration;

(i) the legal validity of any decision relating to the

other

non-ccommer-cLaL use'," the requirement for prior conauLt.at.Lons may

review;

(j) a decision relating to the remuneration for such use

shall be subject to judicial or other independent review;

(k) the conditions set forth in above (b) and (f) are not

technologies.

Finally, the issue of authorizationofsuchuse·of patents

was left to individual choice of each Member, but minimum

requirements to satisfy were formulated in the case of

authorization by the government of such use without authorization

of the right ,holder.

The minimum'requirements are summarized as follows:

(a) authorization of such use shall be considered on its

individual merits;

be exempted, but the right holder shall be informed;

(C) the scope and duration of such use shall be limited

to the purpose for which it was authorized, and in the case of

semi-conductor technology shalT only be for public non-commercial

use Or to remedy an anti-competitive practice;

(d) such use shall be non-exclusive (the grant Of license

to a third party other thana grantee of a compulsory license and

the use of the patent by the right holder is allowable);

(e) such use shall be non-assignable, except with the

enterprise or goodwill;

(f ) such' use' shall be authorized predominantly for the

supply of the domestic market;

(g) authorization shall be terminated when the

circlimstances which led to it cease to exist and are unlikely to



applied where. such use is permitted to remedy anti-competitive

practices;

(1) where the authorization is concerned with the

exploitation of "the second patent",

(i) the invention claimed in the second patent

shall involve an important technical advance

of'considerableeconomic significance,

.-Since Sections' 83 ,-,' ·-92 and 93 of Japanese Pat.en-t Law, allow

Comparison':with National.Patent Laws

A. Japan

"other use of a patent without the authorization of .the right

hoLder v , it would be necessary for Japan .t.o supplement Patent Law

withadeg:uate provisions which are lacking now in order. to be

consistentwith.sub,..paragraphs (a) to (1).

Following amendments to Japanese Patent Law are considered

necessary:

(i) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph (c), "in

the case:ofsemi-conductor technology shall· only be for public

non-coromercial use or to remedy an anti..,competitive practice."

(ii) an amendment corresponding to sub-paxaqceph (e) ,

".suchuse shall be non-assignable, except with the' enterprise or

goodwill. "

(iii) . an amendment.· corresponding to sub-paragraph (f),

"any such use shall.be authorized.predominantly for the supply

of the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use."

(iv) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph (g),

"authorization for such. use shall be liable to be terminated if

'~'c~""cc•..:.••...•.•..gXIs!.•.Yi':I~!?'!L!.ll§! .s::.i.:r:C::.l:l!ll!l~.9:rlS::'§' ..!l"".\(irgjLc::.tl....::ll§e!.c:d~ •.. 1t:O'?'.' :i t cease to exist: and..are

the owner of the first patent shall be'

entitIed to a cross-license on reasonable

terms to use the second. patent.

(ii )

unlikely to recur."

(v) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph ( 1 ) ,

"where such uae. is authorized to permit the exploitation ofa

patent ("the .second patent" ) ,the following additional conditions
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shall apply:

the invention claimed in the second patent shall involve an

important technical advance' Of considerable economic significance

in relation to the invention claimed in the first patent;

the owner of the first patent shall be entitled to a

cross-license on reasonable terms to use the invention claimed

in the second patent."

B. theuniiedStates

U'S. patent Law dOes not provide a use without

authorization of the right holder. Under the TRIP Agreement, a

Member may not allow for "other use of the subject matter of a

patent without the authorization of the right hoLder " .

Therefore, noameridment to its Patent Law is required in respect

of this subject.

However, there are several laws which allow compulsory

licenses fora use of an invention on atomic power in the

interests of the public, and for a compulsory license under Clean

Air Act and' Plant Variety Protection Act etc . In even those

circumstances where a compulsory license' is granted by the

government, amendments might be needed in order to be strictly

consistent with the requirement of notification to the right

holder (sub"'paragraph (b) of Article 31) and the requirement of

adequate remuneration to the right holder (sub'"-paragraph (h) of

Article 31 ) .

c. Germany

Section 24 of German Patent Law provides for the grant of

.a' Compulsory license orily if such grant is Lnd.i.eperiaab.Le iLn the

public interest. Adequate·remuneration for the right holder in

such circumstances is also taken into consideration under the

German Patent Law. Thus, no substantial amendment would 'be

riecessary in this respect.

would be
<:': ..........•.......... ·······k········

required to meet the requirements enumerated in (a)

to (1) of Article 31 of the TRIP Agreement:

(i) an amendment corresporidingto sub-paragraph (c), "in

the case of semi-conductor technology shall only be for public
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non-commercial use or to remedy an anti-competitive practice."

(ii) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph (e),

"such use shall be non-assignable, except with the enterprige PI'

goodwill."

(iii) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph (f),

"any .such use shall be authorized predominantly for the supply

of the domestic market of the Member authorizing sllch .use."

(iv) an amendment corresponding tosub;-paragraph (gh

"authorization for. such use shall be liable to be terminated if

and when the circumstances which led to it cease to exist and are

unlikely to recur."

D. Korea

Since Sections 106, 107 and 136 of Korean Patent Law allow

"other use of a. patent without the aut.hor-Laat.Loniof.v t.he -;eight.

holder"', it.would be necessary for Korea to supplement Patent Law

with adaquat;e provisions which are. lacking now in order to

satisfy the.requirements under sub-paragraphs (al to (1).

folloWing amendments to Korean Patent Law are considered

necessary in the almost same manner as in the case of Japan.

(i) an amendment correapondingtpsub;-paragraph( c), " in

the case of semi-conductor technology shall only pe for public

non-c.ommercial use or to remedyananti;-competitiyepractice~"

(ii) an amendment corresponding to sub-pa~agraph (e),

"such use shall be non-assignable, except with the enterpris~ pI'

goodwill. " ~

(iii) an amendment corresponding to sub-pa:r-agraph (f),

. ':p.ny auch. use shall be authorized predominantly for the aupply

pfthe domestic market pfthe.Memberauthorizing sllchuse."

(iv) an amendment; corresponding to sub-paragraph (g),

"authorization for such use shall be liable to be terminated if

and when the circumstances which led to it cease .t.o exist and are

"
(v) an amendment corresponding to sub-paragraph (I),

"where such use is authorized to permit the exploitation of. a

patent ("the second patent" ) the following additional conditions

shall apply:
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the invention clclimedin the second patent shall involve an

important technical advance of considerable economic significance

in relation to the invention claimed in the first patenL"

With respect to above rvr. though the current Korean Patent

Law provides in such case that a compulsory license shall be

granted only where the patented invention of the later

application constitutes a substantial technical advance compared

with the other party's patented invention, the amendment would

be necessary so as tbbe more strictly consistent with the TRIP

Agreement.

Comparison with National Patent Laws

A; .Japan

"The term of protection available' shall not end

before the expiration of a period of twenty years

counted from the filing date."

The term of protection" under patent law varies with the

country at present. The level of protection was raised this time

by establishing a minimum standard in above provision. In the

courseof·negbtiation,settingupan upper limit in the term of

protection was proposed, ',. but.: the United States asserted that such

upper limit. should not be stipulated in the TRIP Agreement. As

areslilt only a minimum level was prescribed in the Agreement

this time.

This article is considered applicable to patents and

pending applications existing at the date of application of the

TRIP Agreement under second. paragraph of Article 70 thereof.

Article 33 of the TRIP Agreement provides ,that:

(4 ) Article 33 "Term of Protection"

Abstract

.~m.·... Sect'iorL6~70:E.J.iapane/O.eJ)at!~nt..#.a;\'l.§,:t:j·P'\!!!'L!E)!~ !J:~t: tt;hh.~e.. t:~]]1................•.•... I,: .. .•
of the patent right ahaLl; be 15 years from the date of

pubLacat.Lonrof examined application (not exceed 20 years from

filing). Thus, it is necessary for Japan to amend this

provision, e.g." The term of the patent right shall expire after
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20 years from the filing date of the patent application;"

(5) Article 34 ~Process Patent: Burden of Proof n

Abstract

In spite of oppositions by developing countries , the

following provision ·was adopted with a view to afforqing better

P:r()"tElc:"tioIl ."t0proces.spa"tents:

1. For the purposes of civil proceedings in respect of

the infringement of the rights of the ownerreferred>to

in paragraph 1 (b) of Article 28 above, if the subject

matter of a patent is a process for obtaining a

abusingthroughfilingfirstofrI~+-o....................thefrom

B. the United States

It· would be necessary for· the United States to amend

section 154 of U.S. Patent Law which provides for the term of a

patent as 17 years from the date of issue thereof.

Further, it is highly desired that an upper time limit. be

stipulated in the: term of a patent right (e.g. "the term oLa

patent right shall be 20 years from the filing .date of the first

application of the parent patent with respect to continuations,

continuation-in-part applications, divisional applications and

the like thereof") to protect against a so-called "submarine

patent", which would be issued after the elapse of 30 to 35. years

continuation-in-partapplications.and.othermeansand suddenly

emerges as a.valid patent.

c. Germany

Since German Patent. Law is consistent with Article 33 of

the TRIP Agreement, no amendment is necessary.

D. Korea

Section 88 of Korean Patent Law stipulates the term of the

patent xightas15 years from thedate ..of publication of examined

application (not exceed 20 years from filing). Thus, .like Japan

it.is·necessary for Korea to amend .this provision, e.g." .Theterm

of the patent right shall expire after 20 years from the filing

date of the patent application."



product, the judicial authorities shall have the

authority to order·' the defendant to prove that the

process' to • obtain an identical product is .different

from the patented· process. Therefore , Members shall

provide, in at least ..one of the following

circumstances, that any identical product when produced

without consent of the patent owner shall, in the

absence of .pzoof. to.. the contrary., be deemed to have

been obtained by the patented process:

(a) if the product obtained by the .patented

process is new;·

(b) if there is a substantial likelihood that the

identical product was made·bY.the process and the

Owiler of the patent has ·been unable' through

reasonable efforts to determine the .·process

actually used,

2. Any Member shall be free to provide that the burden

of proof indicated in paragraph .··.·1 .sha1lbeonthe

alleged infringer only if the condition referred to in

sub-paragraph (a) is fulfilled or only if the condition

referred to in sub-paragraph (b) is fulfilled.

3. In the adduction of proof to the contrary, the

legitimate interests oLthe defendant irlPrO-tecting his

manufacturing and bu.siness secrets shall be taken into

account.

From a viewpoint of promoting the protection of process

patents, we deem it reasonable to apply the reversal of ··the

burden of proof not only to new products but alsotd the case in

which the patentee has been.unable through reasonable efforts to

det.ermine the process of the identical product actually made .

. ..CoIllpat:i.lil.onJ'{i:l;h.li!'i;lt!onl;l:!, Patent·. Laws

A. Japan

Section 10.4 of the Japanese Patent Law lays down already

the provision corresponding to paragraph 1 of Article 34 of the

TRIP Agreement but.' nothing corresponding to the. provision of
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3.3

(1 )

paragraph 3 is provided in the same law. With respect to

protecting manufacturing and business secrets , the current Civil

Proceedings Act would possibly protect it to some extent, but in

order to ensure such protection adequate amendment to the Patent

Law or the Civil Proceedings Act would be required.

B. the United States

In this respect, Section 295 of the U.S. Patent Law

provides as to presumption relating to products made by patented

process. In addition civil procedures of discovery system would

also serve the purpose. Thus no amendment is deemed necessary.

C. Germany

Since Section 139 of the German Patent Law stipulates for

the provision corresponding to Article 34 of the TRIP Agreement,

no amen~~ent is' necessary.

D. Korea

Section 129 of the Korean Patent Law lays down already the

provision corresponding to paragraph 1 of Article 34 of the TRIP

Agreement but nothing corresponding to the provision of paragraph

3 is provided in the same law. Thus the amendment. is deemed

necessary like Japan.

Other Matters concerning Patents

Examination Period of Japan

It is provided in paragraph 2 of Article 62 "Inter-Partes

Procedures" of the Agreement that the granting and registration

of an intellectual property right should be within a reasonable

period of time.

The delay in examination by the Patent Office of Japan as

to patent. applications· were criticized in Japan as well as

abroad. However, since 1988 the period of time forsu.ch

examination has been steadily improved. The Patent Office of

has with a increased the

number of the examiners, and conducted a fundamental review of

the·patent system and its practices. The companies which file

many patent applications have promoted the rationalization of

patent applications through evaLuat.Lon of inventions and
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proceeded more adequate request for examination. These new

measures are considered to have contributed effectively to the

recent improvement in the examination period;

(2) Article 337 of the u.s. Tariff Act

The panel of the GATT submitted to the .• GATT Council in

January 1989 a decision, . based on a .complaint by theEC

Commission, that Article 337 of the u.s. Tariff Act was

inconsistent with paragraph 4 of Article 3 of the GATT, and the

decision was adopted by the Council in Novelllber 1989. The

grounds on which the decision was based were discriminatory

treatment in the choice of courts between the cases of imported

products and the cases of domestic products, fixed time-limits

of procedures concerned, the absence of counterclaim procedures

and so on.

This time the TRIP Agreement provided in Article 3

"National Treatment" with respect to treatment of other Melllbers'

nationals no less favorable than the Melllber's own nationals, and

provided further in paragraph 2 of Article 41 "General

Obligations":

"Procedures concerning the enforcement of

intellectual property rights shall be fair and

equitable. They shall not be unnecessarily

complicated or costly, or entail unreasonable

time-limits or unwarranted delays."

In view of above respects, new amendments to the u. S.

Tariff Act are highly desirable.

4. Conclusion

Each Melllber of the TRIP Agreement, through its signing of

the Agreement, was obliged to adjust its systems and practices

protection and enforcement procedures of intellectual property

rights, compared with those of existing Paris Convention, etc.

It seems that Member countries are going to make a move to amend

their legislation of intellectual property rights hereafter in
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conformity with the TRIP Agreement toward the targeted effective

date. of .the Agreement (January 1995 ) .

It is deemed most desirable for the .promotion of the

effective and adequate protection of intellectual property that

the legal system of intellectual property rights of the Meml>ers

would develop toward further harmonization. in future, taking this

. oPPortuni,tyofall)ending their relevant domestic laws.
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Table1:

j

i
GATjI'.TRIP Agreement and Corresponding Current National Patent Laws

GATT-llRIP Agreement Japanese Patent Law U.S. Patent Law

ec~1OIl1 ~1l1i1YenliOnS Patentable)

Section161 (Patents for Plants)
Whoever invents ordiscovers any distinct and new
variety of plant may obtain a patent.

inventors OJ new and useful inventions may obtain
patents.

Sections 102 and 103 (Conditions for Patentability)
The invention was not known before the invention,
the invention wasnolpublicized more than one
year prior to the date of the application, and was not
obvious at the time of invention.

Section 104 (invention rnadeabroadl
Adate ofinvention may notbe established ina
foreign countryotherthanNAFTA country.

Inventions with capability of industrial application,
novelty, and inventiveslep.

ection 29 (Requirements for Patentability)

Section 32(Unpatentablelnventionsl
(i) inventions ofsubstances manufactured by the

transformation of the atom; -. •. •
(ii) inventionsiiabl~ toconnavene public order, morality

orpublic health.

Article 27 (Patentable Subject Matter
(1) Inventions, in,all fiel~s Of technology, with novelty,

inventive st~p, and,<iapabilityofindustrial
application. No discrimination is permissible as to
the place of invention, the field of technology and
whether products are imported or locally produced.

(2) Inventions, the preventions of the use ofwhiCh is
necessary to protect public order ormorality may be
excluded from pate~tability.

(3) The followings may pe excluded form patentability:
(a) diagnostic, fherapeulic and surgical methods for

the treatment o!humans and animals;
(b) plants and animals other than microorganisms,

and essentially blologlcal processes for the
pro,.dU,.c,tion,of" P.Ia,n,IS. ,or, a,ni,rTl"a"ls, o"t,he,r tha"n nO"nbiological llndr]\icrobiological processes. , •'
Howev~t,. plant¥arieties, .maype protected by
stents orby sUi Qeneris system.

J.........
-'l
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I GATJHRIP Agreement I Japanese Patent Law =:J U,S, Patent Law I

Article 28 (Rights Conferred) section 68 (Effects ofPatent Right) section 2?1 (Infringement of Patent)
(1) The folloWing exclusive rights shall be conferred: A patentee shall have an exclusive right to (a) Whoever without authority marks, uses orsell any

(a) In the case ofa ~roduct patent, to prevent the third commercially work the patented invention, patented invention infringes the patent.
parties from ma, ing, using, offering for sale, (g) Whoever without authority imports, selis oruses a
selling, orimporting that product; Section 2 (3) !Definition of "Working'1 product made by a patented process shali be liabie

(b) in.the case ofa process patent, toprevent third (I) in the case ofan invention ofa product, acts of as an infringe,
parties frorn usi~g theprocess, and from ~sing , manufacturing, using, assigning, leasing, displaying
offenngfor sale:jleliing, pr importingtDe,product for the purpose ofassignment or lease, orimporting,
obtained directly'/ly, thatprocess, the products;

;. .. ',. . .. ',' ....\, - ".- "'- .. -. -;." :.: .,
(ii) in the case ofan invention ofa process, acts of

using the process;
(iii) in the case ofan invention ofa process of

manufacturing a product, acts of using, assigning,
, ,

leasing, displaying for the purpose of assignment or
lease, or importing, the Products manufactured by
the process, and acts ofusing the process.

$: ,.
Section?? '(Exclusi~eLl6~nsEl) Section 261 (Ownership; Assignment)

(2) Patet1t owners shag have the right toassign the Section ?8 (Non-exclusive License) Applications for patent, patents, or any interest
patents and to conclude Iicensing contracts. Section 94 [ransterof Non-exclusive License) therein,shali be assignable by an instrument in

writing., The applicant, patentee and so on may in
like manner crantand convevan excl usive riQht.

Article 29 ([;onditions on Patent Anolicants section 36(4) (Applications for Patent) I Section 112 (specification)
(1) An applicant shali disclose the invention clearly and An applicant is required to describe objective, The specification should be described insuch fuli,

completely and may be required to indicate the best construction and effects of the invention tosuch an clear, concise, and exact terms astoenable any
mode for carrying out the invention, extent that persons having ordinary knowledge in person ski lied in the art to make and use the same

the relevant field ofart is able tocarry out the and it should set forth the best mode ofcarrying out
I invention easily. the invention.
t:",_:' ,':-:

(2) Apapplicanjmay ,perequired to provide information No corresponding provision; 3? CFR 1.56(a) (Duty ofDisclosures)
concerning his corresponding foreign applications The inventors are required to disciose such
and grants. , information that are consldered to affect the

, . examination of the aoolication.
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I GATT-TRIP Agreement I Japanese Patent Law :J U.S. Patent Law I

Article 30 (Exceptions to Rights Conferred) section 69 (Limits ofPatent Right) i:iectlon 271 (e) (Infringement ofPatent)
Members may provide limited exceptions to the The effects ofthe patent shall no extend to: It shall not be an act of infringement to make, use,
exclusive rights contsrred by a patent, provided that (1) the working of the patent right for the purposes of orsell a patented invention solely for uses
such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict with a experiment or research,. '.. reasonably related to the development and
normal exploitation of the patent and do not (2) vessels or aircraft merely passing through Japan, submission of information under Federal law
unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of (3) products existing inJapan prior to the filing ofthe regUlating drugs.
the patent owner, ta~ing account of the legitimate patent application, and
interests of third parties. (4) acts of preparing medicines in accordance with the Section 272 ([emporary presence in the United States)

'! prescriptions and. medicines prepared in such The use ofany invention invessel, aircraft orvehicle
t manner, in the case of the patent rights on entering U.S. temporarily oraccidentally shall not
: medicines or on •. process for manufacturing constitute infringement ofthe patent.

., ".! .' ,.' . medicines,' .
Article 31 IOther UseWithout Authorization of the Right compulsory License under the Japanese Patent La,!

Holder) "CompUlsory License'" '.'
•.•• > j I. Section 92 (Arbitration Decfsionon Granlof * ..

The folloWing shall be respected where the Law ofa Non-exclusive License on one'sowil U.S. Patent Law does not provide a use Without
Member allows' for other use (CompUlsory License) Patented Invention) . authorization of the nght holder. However, there are

, •.• .. . . (1) The owner of the second patent may request several laws which allow compulsory licenses,
(a) authorization ofSUch.. use Shall be considered on its the. owner of the first patent tohold consultations ) At . EAt(42 USC 2183) II

indiVidual merits; i. ..' on the grant of a non-exclusive license, (2) The ex. orne nerQY c a ows a
(b) proposed user Is required to conduct prior owner of the first patent may request the owner of compulsory hcense for a use of an Invention on

negotiations l'iith t~~ rightholder. In the case ofa the second patent togrant across-license. (3)(4) atomic power In the Interest of the public. Clean
~ational emergenpi orother circumstances of' The owner of the second patent and the owner of Air Act (42 USC 7608) and Plant Vanety Protection
extreme. urgencyo,riin cases of public non- the first patent may request the Director General of Act (7 USC 2404) also allow acompulsory license.
COmmercial use, th~ requirement for prior the Patent Office for an arbitration decision. (5) If, in
negotiations I'(\aybsl'iaived; in}he former case, the the case where the grant of a Iicerisewould unduly
rigilt holder shall be notified.as .soon asreasonably injure the interests ofthe owner ofthe first patent or
practica91~, and..in,lhe latter case, where the the owner of the second patent shall not render an
gove~nmentorcon\r~ctor, l'iithout making a patent arbitration decision to be granted,
search, knpwsor h!l~d~monstratiye grounds to
know that avalid patent isused orwill be used, the ' II. 'Section 83 (Arbitration Decision on grant of
right holder shail be informed pr?rnptly, Non-exclusive License in Case of

(c) the scope ~n~dur~!io~ 0Csuch use shall be limited ,Non-working)'" ....
tome purpose)or1"hlchlt,was. authonzed, and In (1) Gonsultationsrnay be requested, (2) An
theca.se..0.!sem.l.c.,pndu9tortec.hno.IO,9y Sh.~1I0nIY.. be arbitration decisi6nmayberequested to the
for pUblic ~pn-comwerclaluseor .to remedy.an ' Director General ofthe Patent Office.
antl-comp~tltlve !practlce; .•

(d) such use shalrbe~on-excluslve; . III. Section 93 (Arbitration decision on grant ofa
(e) such use shall be. ron-assignable, except With the Non-exclusive license in public

enterpnse orgoodWill, interest)
(f) such use shall be authorized predominantly for the (1) C It t'IO .' y b . .t d (2) A

supplyofthe demesne market: . o~su a ns ma e reques e , n
. "'!' "."?""?".' . arbitration decision may be.requested tothe, ..

...... .....! fvI!~.i~t~r..!.Qr..I~.1~f.IJ~.tiQ~.~!..T.r.~c!~ ..~~c!.. !n.c!~.~\fY.· .

/j -'%;-.:r Y\V<'" n'·,~V;"-; 'J!



GATTiTRIP Agreement I Japanese Patent Law:=:J U.S. Patent Law I

I
.~

I

(g) UauthorTialionshafllbeterrninated when the
circumstances whic.h led to it cease to exist and are
unlikely to recur Tjhe>competent authority shall
have theauthorityJo review,uponrequest, the
continued existenc~ of these circumstances;

(h) the right holder. s~all be paid adequate
remuneration; . L.. .•.. ..:

(i) th~legal validity of!arydecision relating to.the
authorizationshalllbe subject to judicial orother
independent revie~;

ma decision relating~o. the remuneration .forsuch use
shall be SUbject toljudicial or other independent
revIew; .... •.... ,J

(k) the conditions setlorth in above (b) and (I)are not
applied where suc~ use is permitted to remedy anti
competitive practic;es; Termination of authorization
shall be refused w~enthe. conditions which led to
such aulhorlzaflonere likely to recur

(I) where the authoriz~tion is concerned with the
exploitation of '~he'i second patent",

(i) the inventionc!aimedin the second patent shall
involve an impiJrtanttechnical advance of
considerable ee.onomic significance in relation
tothe invention claimed in the first patent,

(Ii) the owner oflh~first patent shall be entitled toa
cross-license on reasonable terms to use the
second patent!

(iii) the use autho~zed in respect of the first patent
shall be non-assignable except with the
assignment of(the second patent.

{

ection8S (HearinQo! Industrial Prooertv Co-uncfl,i!lU

Section 86(Formal Requirements of Arbitration)
(2) An arbitration decision shall state the scope of the

non-exclusive license and the consideration for the
license and the rneihod of payrnent.

Section 87 (Transmittal of Arbitration Decision)
A copy of an arbitration decision shall be
transmitted.

Section 94 (Transfer,etc"ofNon-exclusiveLicense)
(1) A non-exciusivelicense resulting from an

arbitration, with the exception of the casesolnon
working and second patent, may be transferred i)
only together with the business orIi) only with tile
consent of the patentee or iii) in the case of general
succession,

(3) Inthecase olnon-marking, a non-exclusive license
resulting from an arbitration may be transferred i)
only together With thebusiness or iii) in the case of
general succession,

(4) In.the case oflhesecond patent, a non-exclusive
license resulting from an arbitration may be
transferred together with that patent.

Section 90 (Cancellation of Arbitration Decision)
(1) Where a person who has obtained a non-exclusive

license under an arbitration decision fails towork
the i.nvention sufficiently, the arbitration decision
may be canceled upon the request of the interested
perscns orex-officio,

(2) "Submission ofwritten reply", "hearing of Industrial
PropertyCouncll" and 'formal requirements" of
Arbitration,

Section 84 (SUbrnission of Written Reply)
The patentee and other right holders shall be given
an oonortunitv to submit a written reolv,



I
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I GATT-TRIP Agreement I Japanese Patent Law :J U.S. Patent Law I

Section j 8j'(1)'(Adlonon'AmolJnlofH'emlJnerat!onl
Instituting an action for an adequate remuneration is

allowable.

Section 91 bis Section 195 ter (Objection to Arbitration
Decisions)

Objections may be raised unger the Administrative
Appeal Law. [el. Section 184 blsAn action for the

-~--~ ....._--=t' annulment of m~~m.aY.b.ejill>.!i.tl!red..L ._ ------.-.---.---....
Article 32(Revocation/Forfeiturel . Section 178 (Appeal ofdecisions by the Patent Office) Section 141 (Appeal toCAFC)

An oppornmity for iud.... ic.lal review ofany decisionto The Tokyo High Court has the exclusive jurisdiction An applicant dissatisfied with the decision inan
revoke orforfeit a patent shall be available. over the appeal ofvarious decisions made by the appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and

; Patent office. Interferences may appeal the decision to CAFC.

Section 145 (Civil Action to Obtain Patent)
An applicant dissatisfied with the decision inan
appeal toths Board;of Patent Appeals and
Interferences may also have remedy by civil action
inthe U.S. District Court for the District ofColumbia.

Section 306 (Appeal) .
The patent owner involved in a reexamination
proceeding may appeal to the Board and may seek
court review with respect toany decision adverse to
the patentability.

Article 33(Term of Prot~htionl
Theterm ofprotectign shall not end before the
expiration ofa period of 20 years counted from the
filing date.

Section 67 ITerm ofPatent Right)
The term ofthe patent right shall be 15years from
the date of publication ofexamined application; (not
exceed 20 years from the fili ng date of the patent
application).

Section 154 (Contents and Term ofPatent)
The term ofpatent is17 years from the date of
issuance thereof.



I GATT-lfRIP Agreement I Japanese Patent Law I U.S. Patent Law I

I

~
I

(Article 34 (Process Patent: Burden ofProof)
(1) Inthe case ofa process patent, the judicial

authorities shall ha~e the authority to order the
defendant to prove that the process to obtain an
identical product is~ifferent from the patented
process. Therefore, Members Shall provide, inone
ofthe following circ~mstances, that any identical
product when produced shall, In the absence of
proof to the contrarY, be deemed to have been
obtained by the pajented process:
(a) if the product obtained by the patented process

isnew' .~
(b) if there isa su~tantiallikelihood that the

identical producl was made bythe process and
the owner of th~ patent has been unable through
reasonable effolls to determine the process
actUally used. :

J
(2) Any Member shall be free to provide that the burden

ofproof indicated in (1) shall be on the alleged
infringer only if thejcondition referred to in (a)or
(b)is fulfilled.!

(3) Inthe adduction ofproof tothe contrary, the
legitimate interest~ ofthe defendant in protecting his
manufacturing and;business secrets shall bll taken
into account. ;'

Section 104 ( Presumption of Manufacture by Patented
Process)

Inthe case ofa patent on a process of
manUfacturing a product, where such product was
not publicly known in Japan, any identical product
shall be presumed to have been manufactured by
that process.

Section 295 (Presumption: Product Made by Patented
Process)

In the case ofa process patent, If the court finds
(1) that asubstantial likelihood exists that the product

was made bythe patented process, and
(2) that the plaintiff has made a reasonable effort to

determine the process actually used in the
production of the procuctand was unable to so
determine, the product shall be presumed to have
bllen so made, and the burden of establishing that
the product was not made by the process shall be
on the party asserting that itwasnot so made.

Discovery System
Fed.RCiv. P.26to 37

Protection Order
Fed.R.Civ. P. 26(c)(7)
Fed. R. Grim. P.16(d)(1)



Table 2:

,
'!

Desi~ableAmendments ofNational Laws to Conform with GATT·TRIP Agreement,
,
i

GATI-TRIP Agreement Japanese Patent Law U.S. Patent Law German Patent Law Korean Patent Law

Art. 27 (patentable Subject Matler) Deletion of Extension ofapplicability to any . Deletion of
(1) Requirement for Patentability: "transformation ofatom" Members other than a NAFTA "transformation ofatom"

No discrimination isallowed asto the place of invention, clause country. clause
the field oftechnology, etc.

(2) Exclusion from pateljtability toprotect public order or
Imorally. I

(3) Exciusion from pate~tability regarding medicai treatment,
etc. , .

Art. 28 (Rights Conferred) Addition of Addition of . Addition of
I gl Prevention ofacts bythe third parties. "offering for sale" "offering for sale" and "offering for saie"

2 Ucensina. I "import of infringing products" .

Art. 29 (Conditions on Patent Applications) .....' I <
(1) Requirements for disclosing the invention in

<specifications. I
(2) Requirement for co(responding foreign patent I

I information. I I ••••.... .1 . .'

'" Art. 30 (Exceptions to Rights Conferred) ., <cc
I Art. 31 (Other Use without Authorization ofthe Right Holder) ..•• Addition of (c) . Addition of (c) Addition of (c)

"Compulsory License" ..' Addition of (e) Addition of (e) Addition of (e)
(b) Prior consultations il be informed .• '. Addition of (f) Respect for requirements. Addition of (f) Addition of (f)
(c) Provisions for semilconductor technology. Addition of (g) (e.g. (b), (h)) in the special laws. Addition of (g) Addition of (g)
(e) Assignment of ccmpusory iicense. Addition of (I) Addition of (I)
(f) For the supply ofthe domestic market.

I·.·•.•
I

(g) Termination due tocessation of the circumstances led to
the compulsory license. ,I

(h) Adequate remuneration. I'" 1

if)' Exoloitation of the second oatent.
I

i I·"
Art. 32 (Revocation/Forleiture) . .'

I
Art. 33 (Term ofProtection) Modification of term Modification of term Modification of term
Art. 34 (Process Patents': Burden of Proof) Addition of (3) Addition of(3)
(1) Presumption of using a patented process in, the absence

ofproof to the contr\i.ry.
(2) Reversal of the burden ofproof.
(3) Protection of manUfacturing and business secrets ofthe

defendant. ,

.

<", ·t~c'?r ,ei, <"". •<," "<,iII',"/i' '«','ir •.• ·,'iII"<11 .·'····[i)I.,-..-[< ·'<·iII'lii'",""",, '1'., .
'I ill'
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B. AmON REQUIRED OR APPROPRIATE TO IMPLEMENT THE
AGREEMENT

L bnplementilrulBill

Title V of the implementing bill makes changes in federal law with respect to: '

• rental rights in computer programs;

• protection against .tl1I;. unauthorized .fixation in a sound recording Or music
video of a live performance or the communication to the public of the sounds
of a live performance; .

• restoration of cbpyrightproteetion to works already in existence and not
protected by federal copyright in the United States, but that are subject to
neighboring rightsor copyright protection in the WTOmember country that is
the source of the work;

• the definition of "abandonment" under the trademark law;

• registrability under the trademark law of a tnisleading geographicindi.clltion
identifying wines or spirits;

• treatment of inventive activity occurring in WTO membercountries for
pu:rp6sesof establishing the date of invention under U.S. patent law;

• the definition of infringing activity under a patent relating to offers for sale
andimportationofa patented good;

• the term of protection of a patent; and

• establishment of a provisionalpatent application system and aright of internal
priority for patent applications filed originally.in the United States. ,. as wellas
enabling a patent applic:antto extend the term of patents that are delayed by
interference proceedings. secrecy orders. and successful appeals to the Board
of Patent Appeals or Interferences or a federal court.

Other areas of U.S. intellectual property law are unaffected by th.e Agreement on TRIPs.
For example, the Agreement does not require any change in current U.S. law or practice
with respect to parallel importation of goods that are the subject of intellectual property
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a. Rental Rights in Computer Programs

Article 11 of the Agreement requires member countries to provide exclusive
"rental rights" (the right for authors or their successors in title to authorize or prohibit
commercial rental to the public of originals or copies of their copyrighted works) in respect
of at least computer programs and cinematographic works. Federal law provides rental
rights for computer programs but those rights currently are subject to a "sunset" provision in
the Computer Software Rental Amendments Act of 1990 (l7U.S.C. I09nore). Section 511
of the implementing bill eliminates the sunset provision so that authors of computer programs
and m~ksql:CesS()rsintit.le~iIJ enj()yr~ntalrigb.tsolJ. a permanent basis.

Article 11 also provides that member countries need not provide rental rights
in respect of cinematographic works unless rental has led to widespread copying that is
having a ~t~ effectQ.n.thll author's. exclusiveright ofreproduction of the work. Because
the rentalqfmotion pictures has not caused a widespread problem ofcopying in the United
Stat(lS,.thebilldoes not provide for rental rights in respect ofmotion picmres.

b. Bootleg Sound Recordings and Music VIdeos

Article 14 of the Agreement requires WTO members to make it possible for
peIiorm.ersto preVenttheunauthorl,zed·fixation in a sound recording of. thek performances
and to prevent the reproduction of such recordings, Various statestamtes and judicial
decisions presently provide criminal sanctions and civil remedies for "bootleg" recordings or
reproduction ()f SUch recordings. However, these-laws and decisions are not entirely uniform
and may not provide the necessary basis for border enforcement against bootleg sound
recordings. Sections 512 and 513 of the bill implement Article 14 of the Agreement by
creating.new federalcivil and criminal remedies against bootlegging. .. These remedies will
supplement. rather than preempt, state laws and judicialdecisions on this slJbject.

-,

Section 512 amends Title 17 of the U.S. Code to provide that bootleggers are
subject to civil remedies under the Copyright Ad. In addition, section 513 makes
POotlllggfng"knowinglyand for.purposesof commercial.advantage orprivate gain"a crime.
It is intended .that ~ither civil nor criminalliability will.arise incases where First
Amendmentprinciples are implicated, such.as where small portions.of an unauthorized
fixationare used without permission in a news broadcast or .for other purposes of comment
or criticism.

The United States has led efforts tocombat the rise in piracy of sound
recol"dill.gs in countries around .the world, The new federal remedies will ensure that
perf0Olle(rsenjoy a high and uniform level of protection in the United States as well, and will

.... ~ ., ...•.......aidefforts ..by theCustomsService to.combatbootleg-sound-recordings. ·.'w·~'.H. ... ······k··· .

c. Restoration of Copyright

Article 9 of the Agreement requires WTO countries to comply with the
requirements of Article 18 of the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic
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• the work is from a country with which the United States did not have
copyright relations at the time of the work's publication.

February 15, 1972, andthe work is a sound recording fixed•

• the copyright owner failed to comply-with one or more of the
formalities required by U.S. copyright law, for instance by publishing
the work without a proper copyright notice. failing to renew the
copyright, or by failing to comply with the manufacturing clause or ad
interim provisions of the copyright law;

In general, Copyright will be restored on the date when the TRIPs Agreement' s
obligations take effect for the United States, which means that the owners of restored
copyrights may seek remedies against any infringements occurring on or after that date.

Section 514 provides protection to works from eligible countries if the works
are not protected by copyright in the United States because:

Section 514 of the implementing bill replaces the current version of section
I04A and restores protection to virtually all copyrighted works, including sound recordings,
from members of the WTO or the Berne Union that are not in the public domain in their
source country 'through the expiration of term but are not protected: under COpj.l,~ght", la.w 'm:
the United States. Section 514 also provides for restoring copyright to works from countries
that are riot WTO or Berne Union members if they provide reciprocal treatment forU.S.
works. The Administration will work to ensure that other countries provide protection for
U.S. works. including sound recordings. that are not in the U.S. public domain through the
expiration of their term in the United StateS, but are in the public domain in such countries.

Since 1989. Congress. the Administration. the private sector, and the academic
community have debated various approaches to restoring copyright protection to certain
works in the public domain. The North American Free Trade Agreement Implementation
Act (Pub. L. Law 103-182) took a first step by adding a new section I04A to the Copyright
Act, which authorized the restoration of copyright protection to certain Mexican and
Canadian motion pictures and works included in those films.

Works (1971). In addition, Article 14 of the Agreement explicitly extends this requirement
to sound recordings. Before the United States adhered to the Berne Convention in 1989,
Congress determined that the United Stares was in compliance with Article 18 of the
Convention but called for further study concerning whether to reswrecopyright protection to
works from Berne Union member countries that had fallen into the public domain in the
United States.

The bill uses the term "restoration" without distinguishing between those
,copynghtsactually"restored" by the bill and those that have. neveLbefoteenjQY~<if()PyJ:'igh~ ..

protection in the United States. Protection is provided in both cases.



However. section 514 includes special provisions that will apply when a "reliance party" in
the United States has commenced and continued to engage in exploitation of a restored work
or has acquired one or more copies or phonorecords of a restored work. The term "reliance
party" also includes a person who is a successor. assignee. or licensee ofanother reliance
party who has sold or otherwise disposed of a derivative work based upon a restored work.
It further includes a person who has acquired "significant assets" of a predecessor reliance
party. Reliance parties will have a 12-month grace period. after filing of constructive or
receiptofacmal notice that has been served by a copyright owner to enforce the restored
copyright. during which the reliance party may exploit the work in any manner except for
reproduction,

(1) Copyright Restoration

Under subsection (a) of amended section l04A. copyrights in restored
works will arise automatically on the date of restoration as defined in subsection (h)(2) of
amended section I04A.No special steps other than those set out elsewhere in Title 17 will
need to be taken to make a .restored copyright fully enforceable. against parties other than
"reliance parties, n Owners of restored copyrights will also be permitted to. file for
registration of the copyright simultaneously with the filing of a notice of intent to enforce a
restored copyright. The notice and other formal requirements in subsections (c) through (e)
ofamended section 104A will apply only when restored copyrights are being enforced against
"reliance parties. n

Restored copyrights will last for the term that they would have enjoyed
had they arisen and remained in force under the Copyright Aa. Thus. for. example:

• a French short story that was first published without copyright
notice in 1935 will be treated as if it had both been published
with a proper notice and properly renewed. meahing that its
restored copyright will expire on December 31. 2010 (75 years
after the U.S. copyright would have come into existence);

• a Chinese play from 1983 will be protected until December 31st
of the fiftieth year after the year in which its author dies: or

• a Mexican sound recording first published in Mexico in 1965
will be protected until December 31. ·2040.

This provision is intended to deal only with duration and does not
encompass reversion or termination rights under chapters 2 and 3 of the Copyright Act.

Motion pictures and certain works included in motion pictures produced
in Mexico and Canada for which copyrights were restored under the NAFTA Implementation
Act will continue 10 enjoy copyright protection. but such protection will be governed by the
new section 100A substituted by the implementing bill. Similarly. other works from NAFfA
countries that are in the public domain in the United States. including motion pictures for
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which no NAFTA restoration was sought, will be subject to copyright restoration under the
new section I04A.

(2) Ownership of a Restored Copyright

Subsection (b) of amended section l04A provides that a restored
copyright is owned, in the first instance,by its author or initial right holder, as determined
by the law of the restored work's "source country." This means that in certain instances it
will be necessary to refer to foreign law £0 identify the initial owner of the restored
copyright. There can be only one source country for any particular work. In the case of
sound recordings, compilations, and other fixations that are "works" under U.S. law, but are
protected by "neighboring rights" under some foreign laws, subsection (b) grants rights to the
initial beneficiary of-such "neighboring rights" regimes.

If the author or initial right holder at any time assigned, licensed. or
otherwise alienated or disposed of an exclusive or non-exclusive interest in the copyright;
that disposition is to be given effect according to the terms of the agreement, taking into
account the expectations of the parJes and relevant laws (including these concerning
copyright, neighboring rights, contracts, descent and distribution, estates, and conflicts of
law). For example, a U.S. company may have obrained rights in an underlying lirerary or
musical work for exploitation in a motion picture "throughout the world" at a time when the
underlying work was in the public domain in the United States but protected in the source
country. Such a transfer would. be given effect inthe United Stares, depending on the terms
of the COntract as a whole.

(3) Enforcement Against "Reliance Parties"

Subsection (c) of amended section l04A provides that any owner ofany
exclusive interest in a restored copyright may file in the Copyright Office or 'serve on a
reliance party a notice of intent to enforce that copyright against "reliance parties." It also
makes clear that no statement Or claim made in any such notice will enjoy any presumption
as to its truthfulness. This provision is intended to avoid any implication that "reliance
parties" (or others) face an augmented burden in contesting claims made in such notices.

The concept of "reliance party" is intended to grant, for a limited time,
to persons having acted in good'faith reliance on the public domain status of the now
restored work, the ability to exploit such works in most manners. It applies to two classes of
persons: (1) .those who acted in a certain manner prior to the date of enactment of the bill
(or, for restored works from source countries not in the Berne Union orWTOuntil after the
WTO Agreement becomes effective with respect to the United States, the date of adherence

.........................orproclamation) and (2) those who bought or otherwise acquiredan inter~tjl1restore<l.. .
works (or derivative works created before the date of enactment that are based on a restored
work) from someone having the status of a reliance party_ The first class consists of persons
who either (a) engaged in acts with respect to a particular restored work, prior to the date of
enactment of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act, that would have been infringing had it
beencopyrightedatthe time (i.e.• acts such as reproduction, public performance, or creation
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of a derivative work) and continued such acts after restoration, or (b) made or acquired one .
or more copies of a panicular restored work prior to the date of enactment, Acquisition of
works incorporating a material portion of a restored work are also encompassed by this
provision.

The other class comprises persons who at any time either (a) bought or
otherwise acquired an interest ina derivative work based upon a restored work from
someone having the status of reliance party with respect to such derivative work or (b)
bought or otherwise acquired "significant assets" - including multiple copyrights, or aback
list, Imprints, or tangible inventory - from someone having the status ofa reliance party.

While sometimes not technically a "reliance party," immunity from
liability on like grounds is intended to be available to related parties who might otherwise be
liable under doctrines such as respondeat superior, contributory infringement or vicarious
liability, including, but not limited to, parent organizations, subsidiaries, officers, directors,
shareholders, employees, agents and the like.

(4) Remedies

Subsection (d)(l) of amended section l04A provides that persons other
than "reliance parties" accused of infringing restored copyrights are subject -"begiDning on
the date of restoration- to full liability for acts occurring on and after that date. A restored
copyright.ismeantto be indistinguishable from any other copyright and the holder of a
restored copyright is to have exactly the same rights and remedies as any other copyright
holder, except in respect to "reliance parties."

Pursuant to subsection (d)(2) of amended section l04A, no remedy may
be invoked against a "reliance party" until:

• the Copyright Office has published in the Federal Register a ·list
identifying the particular restated copyright, or

• the owner of the restored copyright serves actual notice upoll the
"reliance party. "

Notice filed with the Copyright Office·will·be effectlve.agatnst any
"reliance party," whereas actual notice will be effective with respect to the specific reliance
partynotified,and other reliance parties who know both of the fact of service and the
contents of the notice, The Copyright Office will publish regulations that govern the filing
ofsuch notices. no later than 90 days before the TRIPs Agreement takes effect for the

Any actual notice must, at a minimum, comply with the applicable
provisions of subsection (e)(2)of amended section 104A, discussed below, and must be
served ._. whether in person or by mail -_ in a manner that comports with due process.
That is. "the means employed must be such as one desirous of acmally informing the party
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might reasonably adopt to accomplish it." Mullane v. Central Hanover BQlIk & Trust Co.•
:339 U.S. 306, 315 (1950). The contents of actual and constructive notices will differ in
important respects because SUbsection (e) requires that actual notice identify the particular use
towhich the owner of the restored copyright objects and the work in which the restored
work is used.

The "reliance party" must cease reproducing a work in which a
restored copyright subsists. and cease preparing new derivative works that reproduce
significant elements of a work in which a restored copyright subsists. on the date the
Copyright Office publishes the title or description of the work in the Federal Register or the
"reliance party" 'receives actual notice. For 12 months thereafter. however, a "reliance
party" may sell off previously manufactured stock, publicly perform or publicly display the
work•.or authorize others to conduct these activities.. The grace period will. also provide an
opportunity for the parties to reach a licensing agreement to permit continued. use of the
work. In the absence of an agreement. the reliance party must cease using the work at the
end .of the grace period.

Su...U"'....-.j-iU-n \'U~'J\J'.,\. ~~ ..1_..:1 ...........:........ 1 flA A rA'N'O .1'to11f" .,AA;';""'Y"l<l21"'" ...-...... ·~)UL i:1l.JJ,I;llUIl;U ~~L1ULl ~~~ <i)~""."',,"" Q¥.......WVU4olo.l

provisions that apply to the continued exploitation, by reliance parties, of derivative works
based upon restored works, where the derivative work was created prior to the date of
enactment of the bill (or. for restored works from source countries not in the Berne Union or
WTO until after the WTO Agreement becomes effective with respect to the United States,
the date ofadherence or procIamation).Such a derivative work may continue to be exploited
by a relevant reliance party if the reliance party pays the owner of the restored copyright
reasonable compensation. Such compensation is due in respect of any infringing conduct for
which the reliance party would be liable in the absence of the provisions of subsection (d)(3).

Although it is likely that the owner of.. the restored copyright and the
reliance party will agree on the amount of compensation to be paid. should they fail 10 do so.
the amount of compensation would be determined by an action in federal district court, or if
the parties agree, through mediation. or binding arbitration. A judge. arbitrator or mediator
should set such compensation to reflect. among other things. (a) harm to the actual or
potential market for or value of the restored work and (b) the relative contributions of
expression ofthe authors of the restored work and the derivative work. In some cases, the
harm to the actual or potential market of the restored work will exceed the revenue generated
by the exploitation of the derivative work. Subsection (d)(3) is not intended to limit
compensation due to the owner of a restored copyright in such cases.

Section 412 of the Copyright Act generally restricts the award of
statutory damages and attorney's fees to copyright holders who registered their copyrights

~~.beforetl1einfringemencbegan. UndeL.subsection~(d)(4)oLam!#l9.eg ~1ismJQ.'l:e.;,.iIltl:l.e_~ __ ~.....
case of reliance parties, infringement will be deemed to have commenced prior to
registration, so that statutory damages and attorney's fees will not be available. when
activities that would have been infringing prior to the dare of restoration had the restored
work then been SUbject to copyright, were commenced prior to the date of restoration.
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Remedies are available against "reliance parties" when the owner of the
restored copyright has either filed constructive notice or served actual notice under subsection
(d)(2) of amended section l04A. In considering whether an injunction should issue in
respect of an infringement of a restored copyright, it is expected that a court would apply all
of the traditional canons of equity. See Campbell v. Acuff-Rose Music. 114 S.Ct. 1164. un
n.10 (1994).

(5) Notices of Intent

Subsection (e) of amended section I04A establishes rulesconceming
notices of intent to enforce a restored copyright against reliance parties, First. in order to
permit clear identification of the work subject to restored copyright and the owner of that
right,subsection (e) specifies the minimum information th3.tmust be included in such a
notice. All notices must identify the title of the restorable work in a manner that minimizes
uncertainty as to the -identity of the copyright that is intended to be enforced. Thus. an
owner must provide English translations of foreign-language titles and alternative titles by
which the work might be known of which the owner is aware. For a work. such as a
photograph, that is unlikely to be known by any title it might have. the owner must describe
the work to the extent necessary for its identification.

In addition. the notice must be signed by the owner of the restored
copyright or his agent. An agent's signature is effective only if the owner has created the
agency in writing prior to the time the agent signs the notice.· Actual notice served on a
"reliance party" must identify theaIlegedly infringing use but no such requirement exists for
constructive notice filed with the Copyright Office.

The filing of a notice of intent to enforce a restored copyright shall not
prejudice the ability ofa person to seek at any time a judicial determination that a particular
work was never in the public domain in the United Stares. -"

Subsection (e)(1) specifies certain information that must be included in
constructive notices and also requires the Copyright Office to publish lists of restored
copyrights that have been the SUbject of filings in the Copyright Office. The lists will be
published quarterly and cumulated on an annuaJ basis for two years after the relevant date ·of
restoration for a particular country.. The Administration expects that the initial 24-month
period will be the relevant date of restoration for most countries. since more than 100
countries are Members of the Berne Union and many countries will be original members of
the WTO when that Agreement enters into force. For countries that become "eligible
countries" through adherence or proclamation. there will be a separate 24-month period for
fl1ing notices under subsection (e)(1) and the Copyright Office will publish lists of notices as

........ , ··..speeified··above.;.:rhe·Gopyright·Office·wiU·keepat·least·one··complete·list·of·all····notices·r '. Fe'·······
published inits Public Information Office.

Subsection (e)(3) provides that a notice will be void as to a particular
restored work ifit contains any knowingly false statements or claims with respect to that
work. Thus. any notice listing multiple titles. one or more of which the purported owner
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does not in fact own or for which the copyright has not been restored, will be void in respect
of such work and "reliance parties" may continue all uses until a proper notice is made.

(6) Immunity from Liability

Subsection (f)(1) of amended section 104Aprovides that when a party
has warranted that a work contll.ining (or based on) a restorable work does not infringe a
copyright, and the warranty was made prior to January 1, 1995, that party will not be liable
for breach of warranty when the breach is due solely to later restoration of the copyright.
Subsection (f)(2) provides that neither the remedy of specific performance nor damages shall
be available for .a relianceparty's failure to perform an obligation undertaken before January
1, 1995 when such performance has become infringing by virtue of restoration of a copyright
under this Act.

(7) Other Provisions

Subsection (g) of amended 104Apermitsthe President to proclaim a
foreign country that is neither a member of the WiG nor of the Beme Union an "eligible
country" for purposes of section I04A when that country makes restoration of copyrights
available to U.S. works on SUbstantially the same basis as thatprovided in the Unlted.States.

(8) Amendment to Section 109(a)

section 514 also amends section 109(a) of the Copyright Act by adding
a provision clarifying that the sale or other disposition of copies orphonorecords
manufactured before the date a copyright is restored under amended section I04A, or in the
case of a reliance party before publication or service ofnotice under I04A(e), will be
authorized for purposes of direct or indirect commercial advantage only during thel2-month
post-restoration grace period provided in section I04A(d). ...

d. Definition of "Abandonment" under the Trademark Act

Under-the current version of the Trademark Act ofl946,a mark is considered
"abandoned" when its use has been discontinued with intent not to resuIl1euse.• Furthermore,
under the Trademark Act, non-use for two consecutive years is prima facie evidence of
abandonment. Article 19.1 of the Agreement on TRIPs provides ·that a registration may be
canceled only after three years of non-use. Accordingly, section 521 of the inlplernemmg
bill amends section 45 of the Trademark Act to provide that three consecutive years of .
non-use will constitute primafacie evidence of abandonment. Section 521 makes no change

.-.-w.,inth~.provision.in..currentlawthatpermits ..apartytoprove.abandonmentbased on.non,,-use.._ .__....,., .
(with intent not to resume use) during a shorter period of time.

e. Misleading Geographical Indications

Article 23.2 of the Agreement requires WTO member countries to refuse
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registration of any trademark consisting of a geographic indication misleadingly identifying
wines O( spirits or to invalidate any existing such trademark. Section 522 ofthe
implementing bill amends section 2 of the Trademark Act of 1946 to provide that trademarks
that consist of, or comprise, a geographical indication for wines or spirits that do not in fact
originare in that geographic area will be refused registration if the mark was first used after
the WTO Agreement has been in effect for one year. Any trademark containing a
geographic indication that is currently registered or in use, or that is registered or in use
during the period before the WTO Agreement has been in effect for a year, maybe
maintained.

As amended, section 2 of the Trademark Act will prohibit the registration of
marks which contain a geographical indication which refers to a place other than where a
good actually originates. "Geographical indications" are defined in TRIPs Article 22.1 as
"indications which identify a good as originating in the territory of a Member, or a region or
locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good
is essentially attributable to its geographica1 origin." The Administration expects that this
definition will be applied in the context of trademark registration and that a "geographical
indication" as used in this provision will be interpreredto comprise only those areas which
have a reputation for being associated with the specific goods at issue. Obscure areas or
those that do not have a reputation or other characteristics generally a.ssociated with wines or
spirits should not be prohibited from registration.

r. Treatment of Inventive Activity

Section 531(a) of the implementing bill amends section 104 of the Patent Act
(35 U.S.C. 104). The amendment is necessary to conform to Article 27.1 of the T.R.II1s
Agreement, which specifies that parents are to be available without discrimination as. to the
place of invention. These changes will permit a patent applicant or patentee to establish-a
date of invention only for the purposes of obtaining an invention by using evidence of
inventive activity that occurs in any WTO member country.

The ability of an inventor to establish a date of invention can be a crucial
factor affecting whether the inventor can obtain patent protection in the United States. For
instance. if two or more parties independently develop and seek patent protection for the
same invention, thepatentwill be g.ranted to the party that can establish the earlier date of
invention. Under current law, no evidence can be introduced by a party seeking to prove a
date of invention if the evidence is based on activity. that took place 9utside of the United
States, Canada, or Mexico. The amendment to section 100(a)(1) will remove this restriction
with respect to inventive activit)' that occurs within WTO member countries:

a determination that establishes which of two or more inventors Was the first.inventor. nus
practice precludes the losing parry from. separately patenting the invention in dispute. even if
the invention of the winning party was not made "in this country", pursuant to application of
section l02(g) of Title 35, U.S. Code. Thus. a losing party is and will continue to be
precluded through jnterferenceestoppel from separately parenting the invention in dispute or
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an invention that is not patently distinguishable from the invention in dispute (see In re
Decider. 24 U.S.P.Q.3d 1448 (Fed. Cir. 1992».

As foreign inventive activity may now be considered-in a determination of
which inventor was the first to invent, fairness to both U.S. and foreign inventors demands a
certain identity of treatment with regard to reliance on inventive activity in the UnitedStates
and abroad. Consequently. the inability of an inventor to rely on a date of invention in the
United States where the invention has been subsequently abandoned, suppressed or concealed
the invention under patentability determinations under Section 102(g) should apply equally to
the inventorrelying on foreign inventive activity.

Section 531(a) extends existing safeguards in section 104 of Title 35 to ensure
fairness to U.S. inventors. Under thecurrent section 104(a)(3), which was added by the
NAFTA Implementation Act, when a party in a proceeding before the Patent and Trademark
Office, a court, or another competent authority requests information in Mexico or Canada
relevant to the date of invention by an opposing party, and the information is not made
available to the same extent as it could be made available in the United States. the
adjudicative body must "draw appropriate inferences' or iake other action permitted by
statute, rule, or regulation in favor of the party that requested but could not obtain the
information. The implementing bill makes this provision applicable to information in any
WTO membercountry.

Section 531(a) also extends section I04(a)(2) to address inventive activity by
individuals in government service, where the activity takes place outside their home country.
Under current law, an individual in government service can rely on evidence of inventive
activity outside the United States to prove a date of invention. This privilege was extended
to domiciliarles of NAFTA members by the NAFTA Implementation Act; The implementing
bill extends this privilege to domiciliaries of any WTO membercountry.

-.
Section 531(b) addresses the effective date of the changes to section 104. This

section specifies that the changes to section 104 will apply to all patent applications filed on
or later than one year after the entry into force of the WTO Agreement with respect to the
United States. The provision also specifies that an applicant for patent or a par.enr.ee may not
establish a date of invention that is earlier than one year after the entry into force of the
WTO Agreement with respect to the United States by reference to knOWledge, use or activity
in a WTO c9untIy other than provided in sections 119 and 365 of Title 35.

g. Term of Patent Protection; Domestic Priority System; Provisional·
Applications

grant, provided the required fees for maintaining the patent in force are paid. Article
the Agreement requires WTO member countries to provide a patent term of at least 20 years,
measured from the date the application for patent was filed.

Section 532(a) of the bill changes the manner in which.the term of a U.S.
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patent is measured. It amends section 154 of Title 35 to provide that the term of a patent
will commence on the date of issue, and end twenty years after t!;Ie date on which the
application resulting in the patent was filed. If priority to an earlier application or
applications is claimed under sections 120, 121, or 365(c) of Title 35, the 20-year period is
measured from the date of the earliest of such applications. The term of a patent that results
from any application that is filed on or after the date that is six months after the effective
date ofthis Act shall end twenty years after the date said application was filed, or if priority
to an earlier application or applications is claimed under sections 120,121 or 365(c) ofTitle
35, 20 years from the date of the earliest of such applications.

Section 532(a) further amends section 154 of Title 35 to provide that priority
under sections 119, 365(a), or 365(b) of Title 35 is not to be taken into account in
determining the term of a patent. This provision is necessary to comply with the
requirements of Article 4 bis(5) of the Paris Convemion for the Protection ofIndustrial
Property.under which countries must exclude from their measurement of patent term any
periodsfor which an applicant bas based a claim ofpriority to an earlier foreign-filed
application.

Section 532(a) also amends section 154 of Title 35 to provide for extension of
the term of patents for up to a total of five years under certain circwnstances.These
circumstances include delays caused by interference proceedings under section 135(a);·by the
imposition of secrecy orders under section 181, or when a patent is issued after an adverse
determination of patentability has been reversed on appeal by either the Board of Patent
Appeals and Interferences or afederaI court.

In calculating the period of time of the extension of term of a patent due to an
interference proceeding, the Patent and Trademark Office will include time attributable to
proceedings before the Board of Patent AppeaIs and Interferences, as well as time before a
federal court. In calculating the period of time of the extension of term under sectton
154(b)(2) for an appeal, section 154(b)(3)(A) directs the Patent and Trademark Office to rely
on the date an appeal was taken under section 134 or 141, or anaction was commenced
under section 145, Whichever occurs first.

The length of a patent term extension provided under the authority of section
154(b)(2) may be reduced in two instances. First, the period of patent term extension for
appeal will be reduced, pursuant to section 154(b)(3)(B), for periods of time attributable to
appellate review before the expiration of three years from the filing date of the application
leading to the patent. Second, under section 154(b)(3)(C), an extension will be reduced for
time attributable to periods during which the applicant did not act with due diligence.
Although extensions under section 154(b) are limited to a total of five years, patentees will

delays caused by pre-marketing regulatory review under the authority of existing section 156
oftitle 35.

A further change in U.S. law incident to the change in how patent term is
measured is required by virtue of the operation of Articles 33. 70.2 and 70.4 of the TRIPs
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agreement. Specifically, section 532(a) of the implementing bill amends section 154 to
provide that the term of a patent in force on. or that results from an application filed before,
the date that is six months after the date of enacrment of the Uruguay Round Agreement Act
will be the greater of 17 years from the date of patent grant or 20 years from the date of
ftIing of the application leading to the patent. A patent whose term has been disclaimed

.under section 253 of Title 35 due to another patent on an invention that is not patentably
distinct from but was owned by or SUbject to an obligation of assignment to the same person
shall expire on the date of the other patent. A patent whose term has been disclaimed under
section 253 of Title 35 independent of another patent shall be reduced by the length of the
originally disclaimed period.

Section 532(a) also adds sections 154(c)(2) and (3). These sections address
situations where a thirdpany begins use ofa patented invention before the date that is six
months after the date of enactment ·of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act and such use
becomes infringing because of a change in patent term due to operation of section 154(c)(1).
In such circumstances.ithe patent oWner will not be able to obtain an injunction, recover a
reasonable royalty, or obtain attorneys fees as provided for in sections 283 to 285 of Title
35, but will be able to recover equitable remuneration from a third party who infringes the
patent during the period in question.

Section 532(b)(1) of the bill amends section 119 of title 35 to establish a
domestic priority system. Claims to domestic priority will be made possible through use of
the provisional application system established by section 532(b)(3) of the bill. ProvisioJiofa
domestic priority right is important to-ensure that applicants who file originally in the United
States are not placed at a disadvantage in relation to applicants who fIleorlginally in foreign
countries. As noted above, the Paris Convention precludes the United States from including
in the measurement of parent term any period of time attributable to a claim for priority
under 119, 365(a), or 365(b) of Title 35. The new section)19(e) extends this right to
applicants that file in the Uoited States a provisional application under section.Ll l (b) of title
35. 'This will provide applicants who take advantage of this section a period of up to 12
months in which to file the formal application but claim priority based on the provisional
application filed in the United States, which period will not be included in the calculation of
patent term.

Section 532(b)(3) amends section 111 of title 35 to establish a provisiollJl1
application system. Section 111{b) will pennit an applicant to file a simplified "provisional"
application for a fee of $150, or $75 for small entities, that can serve as a basis for a claim
of priority. if the applicant subsequently files a formal patent application within 12 months of
the filing Ofthe provisional application. The provisional application must contain a
specification and any necessary drawings, in compliance with 35 U.S.C. 112 and 113, and

"-the·applicant·must-pay-the-required fee,.in.order-ro ..obtain- a filing date. for .•the.provisional
application. The provisional application need not include claims. The provisional
application will not be examined, and will expire twelve months after it was filed. The
inventor must present an application in compliance with all statutory requirements in order to
begin the patent examination process; a provisional application cannot mature into a patent.
The new section 111(b)(6) explicitly permits an applicant that has filed an application in full
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h. Extending the Defmition of Infringing Activity

Finally, section 532(c) makes conforming changes to sections 156, 172, 173,
365, and 373 of Title 35.

-.Compulsory Licensinga.

2. Administrative Action

Article 31 of the Agreement on TRIPs limits the extent to which wro
member countries may grant "compulsory licenses," that is, permit the use by the
government or third panies of a patented product or process without the patent owner's
permission. The article sets out a number of conditions a government must meet before
granting such a license.

The Department of Energy will modify regulations set out at 10 CPR Part
780, and tile Bnvironmeutal Prorection Agency will amend its regulations implementing

Article 28 of the Agreement sets out the rights that wro member countries
must provide through the grant of a patent, Under Anic1e 28.1, a product patent must
confer on its owner the right to prevent others from making, using, offering for sale, selling,
or imponing the protected invention. Under Article 28.1, a process patent must confer on its
owner the right to prevent others from using the process, and from using, offering for sale,
selling, or importing the product obtained directly· from the process.

Under current law, a patent in the United States provides its holder the right to
exclude others from making, using, or seiling the invention in the United States, and to
prevent imponation of a product produced outside the United States using a process subject
to a U.S. patent. Section 533 of the bill amends section 154 of title 35 to conform to the
requirements of Article 28. This section adds to the current rights provided by section 154
the right to preclude others from offering for sale or importing a product covered by a
United States patent. In addition, it enables the holder of a U.S. process patent to prevent
others from offering to sell the products made by the patented process. Section 533 of the
bill also makes appropriate confonning changes to sections 41(c)(2),252. 262, 271, 272,
287,292.295 and 307 of Title 35.

compliance with section lll(a) to treat said application as a provisional application under
section 111(b).

U.S. law currently provides for the issuance of compulsory licenses under
three statutes - the Atomic Energy Act, the Clean Air Act, and the Energy Policy Act
(which amended the Atomic Energy Act). Regulations governing the grant ofcompulsory
licenses under each of these statutes currently require satisfaction ofall of the conditions set
out-in Article 31 except the reqlll:irleml~nt

licenses on Semiconductor technology may be granted only for a public non-commercial use
or to remedy an anticompetitive practice.



section 308 of the Clean Air Act, to meet the requirements of Article 31(c}for any
compulsory licenses they issue in respectof semiconductor tecln\ology or designs. In
addition, the President will issue an Executive Order ensuring that all government agencies
that may invoke "governmentuse" provisions meet those requirements as well.

b. Patent Applications

To facilitate the completion of prosecution of applications pending in the
Patent and TrademarkOffice as of the effective date of section 154(a)(2), section532(a)(2)
directithe Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks to establish regulationsfortwo
purposes.

The first purposeis to provide for further limited reexamination of an
application pending for two years or longer as of the effective date of section l54(a)(2}of
title.35, taking into account any teferencemade in such·applieation to any earlier filed
application under sections120, 121 or 365(c}of title 35. The further limited reexamination
will permitapplicants to present for consideration. a submission after the Patent and
Trademark Office has issued a final rejection on anapplication,

The types of SUbmissions shall include, but shall not be limited to, an
informationdisclosurestlltement,anamendmentto the specificationor claims, or new
substantive arguments or new evidence in support of patentability of the claimed invention. .
The Parem and Trademark Office will consider on the merits tile first andseeondsuch
submissions, to tile extent that such submissions would have been entitled10 consideration if
made prior to final rejection. TIle Patent and Trademark Office will modify suchfmal
rejection or allow such application, as appropriate,based on the consideration of such
submissions. As is current practice; the Paten.tandTrademark Office shall consider any
submission which, in the opinion of the Patentand TrademarkOffice, placesthe'applicaticn
in condition for. allowance or in bener condition for appeal. The Commissioner will
determine an appropriate fee, related to ·lhereexamination provided, for tile filing of such
submissions.

The second purpose for the new regulations is to address Patent and
Trademark Office restriction requirements and filings of divisional applications, and to
ensure that there is an opportunity for an applicant to respond toa requiremem for restriction
or for the filing of a divisional application. After the effective date of section 154(a)(2),the
Patent and Trademark Office will not make or maintain a requirement for restriction or the
fIling of a divisional applicationfor an application that has been pending for three years or
longer as of the effective dare of said section, taldng into account any reference made in. such
application to any earlier filed applicarlon under sections 120, 121 or 365(c) of title 35. This

predecessor application more than two months prior to such effective dare, or if there has not
been at least one Patent and Trademark Office actiondue to actions by the applicant. The
COmmissioner will determine an appropriate fee for examination of each independent and.
distinct invention in an application in excess of one.
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Measuring the term of a patent from the filing date. of the patent application
instead of fromthe date of grant of the patent increases the iroPQrmnee ofexpeditious
processing ofapplications by the Patent and Trademark Office; The Administration
continues to be committed to. working.with the Congress to ensure thatadequate ·resources
are available for promptprocessing of all patent applications. The Patent and Trademark
Office will continue its efforts to hire and retain sufficient numbers of highly qualified
examiners to enable it to handle the increasing number of applications being filed in complex
technologicalareas, sW;h as bioteehnology,. computers, and.software.iThe.Petent and
Tt'a(jem'!1:k Offipe will also l;ontinue its efforts to provide adequatelegal andtechnical
training for. hsexaminers to ensurethat the patent examining corps is equippedto handle
increasingly complex patent applications expeditiously.

; Some in i\1dusny have expressed concerns 'overpossible sources of delay
during exa.tlliIlation()fpatentsthat could lead to a decrease in effectivepatent,term. Such
concerns.fecus on the Office's application of the utility requirement during.examinatiotrot'
parent,applications ciaiming.phaImaceuru;al inventions. Under U.S. law, -ifa patent
application contains a disclosure of utility that corresponds in. scope to.the subject matter
sought to be parented, the specification.must be takenas sufficient to satisfy the utility
requirement of section 101 of title 35 for the entire claimed subject matter, unless there is
reason for one skilled in the art to question the objective truth of the statementof utility or.
its scope. IftheOffice rejects an applicationon the grounds that the invention lacks utility,
the-applicant may provideevidence supporti!1g the truth of the statementof utility and its
scopeasf()undin the specification. If the eyidenceis persuasive, ax:ejection for la<:~of

utility maY be-overcome.. An applicant may satisfy the utility requirement-for a
pharmaceutical inventionby demonstrating evidence of pharmacologicalactiviryin either in
vitro or in vivo experimentssuchtbat a person skilled in.that field would conclude .that utility
has been established. Under most circumstances,human clinical data is not necessary to
establish utility. And, to ensure that concerns related to utility arefullyaddressed.rthe
Patent andTrademark Office will sponsor a public hearing to ascertain whetherpatentees
claimingprotectionfor biotechnological inventions lose effective patent termin the course of
developing evidence to establish that such inventions are in fact useful.

c. .GeogI'llphical Indi~ons

The United States will implement the Agreement'S provisions on geographical
indications for wine and spirits through the labeling regulations ofthe Bureau ofAlcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms of the Department Qf the Treasury. The Agreement specifically
recognizes that rights in geographic indications for wine and spirits may be enforced through
administrative action.

Border Eoforc:emertt

. The Agreement 011 TRIPs contains detalledprovistons on.border enforcement
against imports of pirated and counterfeit goods. Although U.S. law and CUstoms regulations
already meet the minimum TRIPs requirements, current CUStoms regulations do not provide
for uniform procedures in the treatment of copyright and trademark infringement actions.
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The Customs Service will issue revised regulations to harmonize those requirements.
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Possible Amendments to 35 USC Section 104 Implementing GATT TRIP
Agreement and Future Courses of Action to be Taken with Respect
thereto by Japanese Companies

1. Preface

The long-running GATT Uruguay Roun~ of multilateral trade

negotiations were brought to a conclusion by the adoption of the

final comprehensive agreement proposal last December and its

subsequent official signing this April in Morocco. In line with

the decisions made through the negotiations, on the trade related

aspects of intellectual property rights, the Member c;ountriesare

required. to make amendments to their respective domestic law

concerning intellectual property rights in such a manner as to

comply with the agreement with implementation by July 1995 as a

target.

Article 27 of the final comprehensive agreement proposal

provides that " ... pq.tent shall be available and patent rights

enjoyable without discriminations as to the place of invention

the fields of technology and whether products are imported or

locally produced ... '', This provides a great possibility .that

amendments may be made in the very near future to the current

provisions in 35P?C Section 104 under the..first-to-invent system

disallowing the estq.blishment of dates of invention made. in any

other country than the United States.

On the other hand, the Secretary of Commerce, Brown, made

an offic;ial announcement demying any shift toward the

first~to-file system in January 24 this year, so thq.tthere is

currently no possibility whatever of such a shift. It should be

assumed, therefore, that an interference, nq.mely a procedure of

competition in the establishment of prior inventions under the

first-to-inyent system in the United States, will continue to

exist. The administration I s draft regarding an amendment to

on August 5 for the public review prior to the formal submission

of the final bill. In the draft, the. term of "or a WTO Member

country" was inserted after "NAFTA country" in the provision

designating the exceptional area, and an outline. of. the effective

date clause thereof reads that the application of the amendment
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shall apply to all pat~nt applications that are filed on or after

the date that is 1 year after th~ date of entry into force of the

WTO Agr~ement except that an applicant for a patent may not

establish a date of invention that is earlier than the effective

date of this amendment by reference to activity with respect

thereto in a WTO country.

Conventionally, all that an applicant making an invention in

any other country than the United States is allowed to do in an

interference procedure, as far as the establishment of any prior

invention is concerned, used to be to claim a priority date as

a date of invention (37 CFR 1. 633 (f)). On the other hand, the

u.s. business could easily win an interference even when a date

of reduction to practice was later than a priority date of non~US

invention only by establishing a date of conception prior to the

priority date and proving continuing activity of diligence beyond

the priority date until the date of reduction to practice by

submitting necessary evidences such as labolatory notebodksand

records of relevent activities. (There have recently been

completed such amendments as to treat inventions made in any

NAFTA Member countries similarly to those made in the United

States. )

Further, in an interference set up among applications of

non-U.S. inventions, all that such applicant is allowed to do

used to be to claim a priority date as a date of invention as far

as the establishment of any prior invention is concerned.

However, if amendments are made to Section 104 approving the

establishment of dates of invention made in any other WTO Member

country than the United States, it follows that a competition to

be a senior inventor will be arouse based on dates of conception,

dates of reduction to practice and priority dates as long as

opposing parties are applicants in any WTO~member country

the United States or not.

Under these circumstances, the 3rd Committee conducted the

present questionnaire of the member companies in Japan relating

to their experiences with the current provisions in Section 104

and their courses of action to be taken for possible amendments

thereto in an attempt to grasp the present state of affairs in
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this matter as well as make an analysis report on the findings

of the present questionnaire to provide guidance for ,such future

courses of action.

matter

Other questions

Questions on corporate information

Questions on the number of patent applications

and interferences

Questions on the current provisions of 35 USC

Section 104

Questionnaire2.

2-1.

Section [6]

Section [1]

Section [2]

Section [3]

Section [4]

Questions on the establishment of dates of invention

made in the United States in compliance with the

current provisions of 35'USC Section 104

on future courses of action for this

answers.

When the companies surveyed are classified by industry, 9

companies belong to the ,mechanical and metal industries

(hereinafter referred to simply as "mechanical businesses"), 17

companies to the electrical equipment industry (hereinafter

referred to simplyas,I'.electri.cal busine'sses"), 39compani.es to

the chemical industry, and 2 companies to the industries other

than those mentioned above (hereinafter referred'to simply as

"other businesses") (see Fig; 1). Of these respondentsi 3

,companies are foreign-capitalized ones (all US-capitalized).

The questionnaire included the six ,',main categories of

questions listed below. (For more details, see Questionnaire

(Appendix 1) attached hereto.)

Outline of Questionnaire

QU<::lstionnaire has conducted on 85 Member companies of the

'Japanese Group of the, PIPA,of ,which 67 companies returned

2-2. Anal.ysis of Questionnaire Findings

The findings of the present questionnaire survey are
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analyzed below question by question. It should be noted here

that relevant studies including comparisons among industries are

directed only to the mechanical business, electrical, and

chemical businesses.

production cycles.of

2-2-1. Number of Patent Applications and Interferences

(1.) Number of .Patent Applications· (Question ·1 in Section. (21)

The average number of patent applications bo:th in Japan and

the United States a year is high in the electrical, mechanical,

and chemical businesses in a decreasing order with the

ele.ctrical businesses boasting overwhelming predominance over the

other!,! see Figs. 2 and 3 ). Such predominance of the electrical

businesses seems to be a result of sllch factors as an abundance

Referring to the ratio of patent applications in. the United

States by industry, more than 30.% of the mechanical businesses

and more than 50% of theelectrical businesses file more than 100

patent applications annually to the Uni:ted States while more than

90% of the chemical businesses file less than 100 patent

applica:tions annually .to the Unit.ed States (see. Fig. 4) ••

In another respect, the ratio of patent applications in the

United States to those in Japan is also the highest with the

electric businesses I .followed by the chemical and mechanical

.busines.ses in this order.

(2) Number of Interferences (Question 2 in Section (21)

The number of interferences experienced bya single business

during the past five years is an average of 2.88 cases overall,

which means t.hat, about one. half of the businesses surveyed

experience one interference annually (see Fig. 5). By industry,

the number of interferences is the highest with the chemical

;p~13iIl13s!51313' followed by.t,heIUElc.hanic.al and electrical businesses
.... ,·,·.,·.. ,·.".",·.··.··" n.'·.........•..... ".'.', "" ,•.".,._.'.., ••'., , .•••.,., '.•...........,,_ ..

in this order.

In this connection, the frequency of interferences the

number of patent applications in the United States is 0.36%

overall for each patent application in the Unites States (see

.Fig. 6 ). By industry, the frequency of interferences against the



number of patent applications in the united States is also the

chighestwith the chemical businesses; followed by the mechanical

.and electrical cbusinessesin this order. Inc terms cofthis

frequency, there is observed a great disparity among these three

types of businesses with the chemical businesses boasting

overwhelming predominance over the others. Incidentally} :the

frequencY' of interferences against the number of patent

applic;ationsintheUnited . States is L27% .for the chemical

businesses a s . compared with 0.21% for the mechanical businesses

and 0 • 04% for the electrical businesses, in which respect the

chemical businesses outnumber the mechanicalcbusinesses .by about;

6 times and the electrical businesses by about 31 times.

Although such a great disparity<has been predicted to some

extent prior to the present questionnaire .au.rvey r' 'itis somewhat

shocking as an actual figure derived from the findings of the

present questionnaire. This seems to arise from the differenceS

.Ln nature among inventions and. patent applications relating to

different lines of products handled cCc by those three tyPes of

businesses.

In analyzing the findings of the present questionnaire, it

is necessary to bear in mind this disparity among industries in

the frequency. ofinterferEmcesfor each patent application in the

United States as well as the characteristic features of Cc the

businesses surveyed. In this connection, due consideration

should also be given to the high possibility that there are some

similarities in nature among patent applicatiorisby different

types of businesses.

(3) Time and COst of Interferences (Question 3 in Section C
[ 2Tl

To the question on the time and cost of interferences, there

are observed two patterns of answers: some respondents have spent

in interferences and others no time and cost in

interferences despite their experiences with interferences.

These patterns of answers seem to reflect the case where no

actual interference procedure by an applicant has been taken or

the case where: a solution has been reached halfway through an

interferEmc;eproc:edu:r:e. St;l:"ictly speaking, however, cc.there is no
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determining which case has witnessed the completion of an entire

interference procedure, so these patterns have treated as

inclusions. in population parameters in averaging the time and

cost of interferences.

[Time]

The time of a single ·interferenceis an average of· <16. 7

months overall (see Fig. 7). This .figure would. become greater

if an entire interference procedure were to be completed.

Incidentally, the maximum value is an average of 60 months

reported by: a certain chemical business, indicative of the

time-consuming nature of interferences.

By industry, the chemical businesses average is 19.0

mont.hs, thus' .out.number-Lnqrche other businesses"~

[Cost]

The. cost of a single interference is an average of

6,420,000 yen overall (see Fig. 8). This figure would also

become greater if an entire interference procedure were· to be

compLe't.ed , Incidentally, the maximum value is an average of

30,000,000 yen reported .by a certain chemical business and

indicative ofth.e .great cost burden of interferences. upon. many

businesses.

By industry, the chemical businesses average. 8,190,000 yen,

a slightly greater figure than the mechanical businesses, while

the electrical businesses report a fairly small value of

2,630, 000 yen. Such relativelY favorable showings of the

electrical businesses can be assumed to reflect not so much that

the cost of interferences is this low for electrical patent

applications as that the electrical businesses very often

.withdraw the establishment of any prior inventions at an early

Whether applicants· in any other· country than the United

.States are considered to be more.disadvantageous than those

in the Unites States. (Question 1 in Section [3])

2-2....2.

(1 )

Current Provisions of 35 USC Section 104
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Most of the businesses surveyed answered that the current

provisions of 35 USC Section 104 discriminate against inventions

made in any other country than the United States, thus placing

applicants making such inventions at a disadvantage (see Fig. 9).

Very few responded that such applicants are not at a

disadvantage.

(2) ·The>presenceor ahsence of experiences of suffering losses

from interferences (Question 2 iI1SectioriT3J)

About one half of all the businesses eXCluding the

mechanical businesses answered that they have suf'fe.red

disadvantage from thefirst-to'-iriventsystem (see Fig. lOr;

(3 ) The presence or absence of exoerieIlce~:of missing pa'terit

rights in the United States due to interferences while

gain'ing> them in any other country under the .first'-,to-file

system and the riuIrtberof >patentrightswhrch have been

missed. (Questions 3 and 4 in Section [3])

About one third of all the businesses surveyed have failed

to obtain some patent rights in the United States due to
interferences (see Fig; 11) ; By Lndus t ry , the chemical

businesses have missed the greatest number of patent rights,

followed by the electrical arid· meChanical businesses in this

order (see Fig. 12). In particular, a chemical businesses have

missed an average of 3 patent rights during the past five years.

From the findingssh()wnin (1) to (3) above,it has come to

li\J'ht that the chemical businesses, in particular,suffergreat

losses from the current provisions of 35 USC Section 104.

(4) The presence 'or absence of experiences of missing business

chances in the United States. (Question 5 in Section [3Fl

Case 1 (Electricals):

A patent for a prior invention made in Japan was obtained

by some other company in the United States.

Case 2 (Chemicals):
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·A royalty fee on someother;compa,ny'sprod1.lct selling for

moreth.;iI'llto. 2h1.lndredmillion doLl.ana-ennued.Ly in theUnited

States co.uld no.t pe'charged a,nd :was instead paid.

Case 3 (Chemicals).:

A patent right, wh i ch wa s suppcsed to be obtained ;fora

certain prod1.lct, :was missed in the United States, so that it is

I'lO:W.1.lnder.;considE!ratio.I'l..,hE!thE!r ,tOy dE!YE!lop ..t!l.ePt:Q<;ll,lct .• ,on an

international .basds..• :(which seemstomeandeyeloping;the.prod1.lct
. ..' .. ,_ .•... ,' _ ,.,., .. ", ........• ,', _,,_, "'m~ •...,•. ,'_" " " " ....•.. __ ,' ., , .. , ,

as a strategic product; e.broadj,

Th1.ls ,.ithasco.me to. light that thereact1.lally eXist some

cases ;where patents have failed to be obt.aLned : onLy . in' the

United States 1.lnder the first-to-invent system, th1.ls ca1.lsing

J5) ,The;presence or absence of experiences ofswfferdcng.losses

from any other factor·thaninterferences. (Question 6 in

Section [31)

Case 1. (Mecha,nica,ls):

, Antecedence over a c Lt.ed reference .couLd not be claimed and

:was rejected.

==> This. is a loss derdcying fro.m,thecurrent p.rovLs.Lona .of 35

USC section 102 Cal-

Case 2 (2 electrical busiI'lesses ando.thers):

Loss' incurred at the time. ofnullificatio.n ofathdcrd

party's rights.

* Re reasons for nullification

==> Reasons for nullification are the reverse of,requirements

for patentability. As such, the reasons for invalidation as

to

other country more easily than those in the.United States.

* The current pzov.LsLons of 35 USC sect.Lon 102 (b) are

unreasonable in stipulating that any nullifying information for

United States patents must have peen published o.ne.yearbefo.re
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the date of their application.

Despite the existence of.information capable of nullifying

a United States patent and publishedwithln one year before the

date of its application,a challenge for its nulliflcation has

been waived leaving no alternative but to enter into a licensing

agreement.

",=> This is a case where a failure in the establishment of

dates of inventions leads to suffering. of losses in. business

negotiations.

Case 3 (Others):

The existence of a third party's United States patent leaves

no alternative but to limit claims.

==> This.1.s a case ccncern.tnq :the requirements for

patentability and arising naturally from the current provisions

of 35 USC Section..104.

Case 4 (2 chemicals):

Extremely disadvantageq Ln negotiati()nsfor interference

settlement with a certain companY in the United States in that

this side'sprior.ity date is known to the other side while the

other side 'sdate of inven.tion is unknown to. this side ..

==> This is also a case where a failure·in the establishment of

dates of inventions leads. to suffering of losses in business

negotiations.

Case 5 (Chemicals):

The chance was missed fora patent applicationina country

other than the United States for an invention made by an

American. (There was an obstacle to acquisition of a patent

right for the inv~ntion.)

joint development with

businesses in the pnitedStates or transfer

businesses of th~ right for patent applicatj,.ons in any other

country than the Unites States. This represents a typical

problem occurring to patent applications in countries under the

first-to,..filesystem owing to t.he fact thatthefirst~to... invent
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( 2 ) The presence or absence of experiences of attempting to

....... . overcome rejections of "inventions pursuant to novelty bar ~ ..

of 35 USC Section 102 by' establishing the dates of their

conception and reduction to' practice in.the Unites.States

prior to the priority dates of their applications;

(Question 2in Section 4)

All the businesses surveyed answered "no" to this question.

system is adopted only in the United States and that any

resulting losses .are compensated for.by such means a s .the current

provisions of 35 USC Section 104; To avoid this problem, some

leading companies in the United States are said to have already

implemented such patent application management as accommodates

to the first-to-file system even under the first-to-invent system

for fear that a failure to do so would likely to invite the

possibility of businesses in .the UnitedStatesobtaining'patent

rights only in the United States as opposed to the impossibility

of businesses in any other country obtaining patent rights only

in the United States.

( 1 ) The presence or absence of experiences of •attempting to

establish dates of invention by sending their disclosures

or samples. to subsidiaries or institutes<in·the United

States to import . their concept into the United. states.

(Question 1 in Section [4]

Only about ,10% of all the businesses surveyed, or about

seven busLnesaes j.: answered. "yes" to this question. (see Fig . 13 )'.'

By industry, they are made up of three of the .electrical

businesses and four of the chemical businesses . The affirmative

respondents include no mechanical businesses, which. seems to

reflect the cost effectiveness considerations given by the

mechanical businesses, which have hardly suffered· actu.al loss.es

as is' obvious from the· answers to the foregoing question 2 in

Section 3.

Provi's,ions·.··of 3:5 USC: Section,':' 104

Establishment of Dates. of Invention under.the.Current2-2-3.
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cope'"witho,' "the then:,.-prevailing-:,g-Ltuation:·

Futur,e Courses of Action2-2-,4.

(1lThe presen.ceor absence of experiences of making specific

case stlldiesassuming the. establiShment of,' dates of

inventions in Japan . (Question' 1< in Section [5]) ,

Ovez'a I Lj' only, a little more than 1. 0 % of all the busLnas ses

surveyed answered "yes" to this 'question with a little ·less than

90% making no such specific case study.

By industry, the chemical bus.tnesses have made 'nurnberof

case studies, followed' by the electrical and mechanical

businesses ,in this order (see Fig. 14). Indeed, a little more

than 20% of the chemica.l businesses have already made such case

studies.

(2) Whether any laboratory notebookS with a' signature column

are used which are intended for the establishment of,date

of inventions. (Question 2 in Section [5]

no notebook

(3) How to cope, with the then prevailing situation if the

answer to Question 1 in Section [4 J is i'yes";

(Question 3 in Section [4])

Unfortunately, no business surveyed answered this question.

A.llthe.seven'businesses answering "yes" to Question 1 in

Section [4] answered "no" to Question 2 in SectiOn [4] '. This

means that they have established dates of inventions.' for any

other. purpose than overcoming their rejections pursuant to

novelty bar of 35 USC Section 102. Such answers seem to reflect

their experiences with interferences', which might derive from

their intention to overcome the ,rejections pursuant to not

novelty but obviousness bar. In any case, no'further detaLl is

known because of the absence of any specific comment on how to

with a signature column; n.or do they use laboratory notebooks as

such at all (see Fig .•• 15).

In rare cases ,laboratory notebooks with a signature column

are used by • two of the chemical businesses , one of which is a

US-capitalized company.
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Incidentally, it is generally believed that all US

capitalized companies use signed laboratory notebooks, but this

is not necessarily the case.

(3 ) How to. address the establishment of dates of invention.

(Questions 3, 5, 6, and 7 in Section [5])

Overall, about 80% of all the businesses surveyed

positively address the establishment of dates of invention as a

future task to be considered while some of the mechanical and

electrical businesses have already "determined not to address

the establishment of dates of invention", from which it maybe

gathered that different types of businesses address this matter

in different ways (see Fig. 16).

Some of the negative respondents stated that their reason

for not addressing this matter is "the absence of cases where the

establishment of dates of invention is necessary",

In contrast, about one half of the chemical businesses

answered that they have already "started" or are "planning on"

addressing the establishment of dates of inventions while some

of .them are "reserving" addressing the establishment of dates of

inventions but expected to give it positive consideration. This

means that overall about 90% of the chemical businesses show a

positive attitude toward this matter. Incidentally,. two of the

chemical businesses have already "decided not to" address the

establishment of dates of inventions but these two show no

particular. common industrial characteristic.s.

Generally speaking, the businesses which are "reserving

addressing the establishment of dates of invention" can be

classified chiefly into two groups in terms of theirat.titude:

a prudent groJlp which will "watch the progress of legislation and

reserve addressing the establishment of dates of invention until

pragmatic group which is "now investigating cost,..performance

trade-offs between the additional cost and labor involved in •the

establishment of dates of invention and the significance of cases

wherethe.establishment Of dates of invention is necessary".
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whilethechemical.businesses are considering· the use

(4) The cost and .measures of·· addresslngthe . establlshment of

dates of lnventlon. (Questlcin 4 In Sectlon [5 l)

By lndustry, the mechanlcalbuslnessesestlmate by far the

hlghest cost for addresslng the estabLlshment of dates of

Lnvent.Lons (see Flg. 17 ),whlch seems to reflect theaddltlonal

cost of any .laboratory notebooks that may be newly .Lnt.roduced by

the mechanlcal buslnesses, whlch use currently none at all as

descrlbed above.

About one half of all the businosses surveyed intend to use

laboratory not.ebooks as the measure of addressing the

establishment of dates of inventions (see Fig. 18). What is

noteworthy is that the mechanical and electrical businesses

attach as much importance to operational diaries as laboratory

of weekly or monthly reports in addition to laboratory notebooks.

Fromthe·findings shown in (1) to (4) above, it has come to

light that the chemical businesses show a marked tendency to

positively address the establishment of dates of inventions while

the other types of businesses generally do not show very positive

attitude toward...thismatter.

As far as the ntimberof experiences with interferences is

concerned, these non-chemical businesses are comparable to the

chemical buslnesses. Thedlfferenceln their attltude desplte

thls fact seems to be triggered by the disparity between them In

the frequency of lnterferences aqaLnst; patentappllcatlons in the

UnltedStatesand the slgnlflcance of each patent appllcatlon In

the Unlted States. More specifically, it may be assumed that the

chemlcal buslnesses cannot avoLd addresslng theestabllshmEmt of

dates of lnventlon In a more positlve attitude than the

non~chemical businesses because they tend to experience

interfereIlces wlth ahlgher frequency against patent applications

each havlng a greater slgniflcance.

Nevertheless, Lt, is belleved that

interferences and the slgnlficance of each patent applicatlon In

the Unlted States are both great with the non-chemical

buslnesses. In t.hi.s sense, it seems necessary that all the

buslnesses lncluding the chemlcalbusinessesshouldaddress the
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establishment of dates of invention depending on.the significance

of patent applications therefor to .the United States. To this

end, they are well advised to select more significant inventions

at their research and development stage and more positively

address the establishment of dates of those inventions. In fact,

it Eleemsmost likely that this approach will be adopted by an

increasing number. of businesses in. the future.

2-2-5. Other Details

(1) Whether the United· States should shift to the

•.first-to~file system even after possible amendments to the

current provisions. of 35 usc Section ·.104 •.

(Question .·1 in Section [6])

l·fore.-'than. 90-%-0£ all-·the::busines see :surve:yed'an:swered

to. this question (see Fig. 19} •

.By industry, the chemical bUEl:inessesanswered"yes":in the

greatest . numbers, followed by ·.the ·mechan:ical and electr:ical

businesses in this order.

(2) Reasons for the answers to Question. 1 .above.

Qnthe whole, the.reasonsforthe answers to QueEltion 1 in

Section [6] above can be classified as follows.

Reasons for the answer I'.yes":

a.Any amendment.s to .t.he. current provisions of 35. USC .sect.Lon

104 wO'lild lead to. competition in tl:le>establ:ishment .of prior

.inventionEl.across the nat.Lona.l. .borders , whichwoul4, in

turn, result in ..morenumerous., cOmplicated,. and expensive

interference procedures.

b. . The presence of any unique system only to the United States

is unfavorable from the viewpoint of international

c. Maintenance of the. first-to-invent system· would be

accompanied by.uncertainty of rights.

d. Maintenance of the first-to-invent system would.wo:r::k to the

disadvantage of Americans.

ReasOn for.t.he answe:r:: •I'.no " :
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Maintenance of the first~to-invent system would work to the

disadvantage of American businesses from a global vieWpoint and

consequently to the advantage of foreign businesses over

American businesses °

Reason for the answer "cannot say yes or no":

Once the equality of domestic and foreign applicants is

guaranteed. under the Paris Convention, the·restis·forAmericans

to be decided.

Admitting some differences in expression, the reasons for

the answers to Question 1 in Section [6] can be classified under

"a" and "b" above, namely to the effect that the maintenance of

the first-to-invent system is unfavorable in terms of the

complexity and expense of interference procedures and from the

v Lewpo.i.nt; of international harmonization. What is the most

remarkable is that the possible disadvantage to the American

people is cited as a common reason for both the answers "yes" and

"noll.

2-2-6. Conclusion

The above itemized analysis has thrown into relief a variety

of disadvantages and irrationalities under the current provisions

of 35 USC Section 104. It has also revealed that different types

of businesses have quite different experiences with interferences

and are making different preparations for worldwide interferences

which would be brought by possible amendments to the current

provisions of 35 USC Section 104.

On the other hand, most of the businesses surveyed

entertain some apprehensions as to a future increase in the

burden of handling interferences and share a strong desire for

a shift to the first-to-file system in the United States.

In conclusion, the requirements for laboratory notebooks as

.~ .•.••..•...~ pl~i~~.~...of the most decisive proof establishing dates
",., ¥ .

of invention are summarized comprehensively under

"Overview of Laboratory Notebooks" (Appendix 2). There is fear

of the impracticality of some of the enumerated requirements, on

which appropriate advice is expected to be derived from

experienced American Member companies at the 25th International
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Congress in Hamamatsu. The overview clearly itemizes the

I"equirements of laboratory notebooks under. the headings of: (1)

requirements for laboratory notebooks, (2) requirements for

marking instruments, (3) requirements for marking methods, (4)

requirements for proving methods,· and (5) other requirements.

It is hoped that the overview will serve as an aid to the

Japanes.eMember ., companies in their future task of consulting with

lawyers in the United States.
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Figure 9 [ Whether appl icants in'any other country than. the US are Consid
ered to be more disadvantageous than those in the US ]

Figure 10 [Presence,or absence of experiences of suffering losses from
interferences]
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Fugure 12 [ NLmber of patent rights missed inUSdLieto interferences ( Total
number by industry during the past five years) ]

Figure 13 [ Presence or absence of experiences of establ ishing dates
of invention made in the US preceding dates of applications]
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Figure 15 [Usage status of laboratory notebooksI
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Figure 16 [Current status-andfuturepl anof addressing theestabl ishment
of dates of invention]
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Figure 18 [Measures of addressing the establ i.shment of dates of invention]
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Figure 19 [ Whether the US should shift to the fi rst to fi Ie system]
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(Appenp.ix 1)

QUESTIONNAIR

[1] Corporate Information

Ql. Mark the type of industry to wh~ch your compariyj.beLonqa ?

(Choose t~e most important'one)

Machinery/Metal:

D Transportation D Power Plant D Machinery Equipment

D Metal Products

Electrical equipment:

D Electrical Equipment DColfiputer D Communication

D Home Electrical Applianc:es DAudio DMeaslJ.riIlg

D Electric Wire D Electronic Parts

Chemicals:

D General Chelfiistry D OrganLc chemistry DRubber

D Plastics. D Paints D Petroleum DPetroleum Refining D Fiber

D Pharmaceutical D Food D Cosmetics. D Others

Q2. Is your company a foreign capitalized enterprise?

1. Yes. 2. No.

Q3. If your answer to Q2 is yes, which of the following two is

appropriate ?

1. U.S. capitallized enterprise

2. Foreign capitallized enterprise other than U.S.A.

[2] NUInber of domestic patent applicat10ns, nUInber of interference

cases

Q1. How many domestic and U.S. patent applications did your company
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file in 1993 ?

Domestic applications: about cases

U. s;, .app.Lf.cat.Lons s about cases

Q2. How many interference cases did your company experience in the

past five years ?

About cases

Q3. ·What were the· average cost and time required for each

interference ?

Time: about months/case

Cost: about yen/case'

[3] The current 35 U.S.C. 104

Q1. Do you think that a foreign patent applicant is in a

disadvantageous ,position compared to an American patent

applicant under the first-to-invent system in accordance with

the provisions of the current, 35·U.S.C, '104 ?

1. Yes. 2. No.

Q2; If your--answe.r tOQ1 .Ls yes, has your company ever been actually

placed in a disadvantageous position ?

1 .. Yes. 2.' No.

Q3.. If your answer to Q2 is yes ,have your company ever> expezi.enced

that it could not obtain a patent right in,.thoaUnitoadStates due

to an actual interference while your company was able to obtain

a .cozxeepondfnq patent right in countrioaswhere the

first-to-file system is adopted ?

1. Yes. 2. No.

'Q4. If your answer to' Q3 is yes, •what is tihevnumbe'r of .such >. cases
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your company experienced ?

About cases

Q5. Please elaborate a concrete example of your company's experince

';of having lost a business chance to the extent that it is

allowed.

Q6. If your answer to Q2 is yes and if ..you company has ever been

suffered disadvantages in any case other than an ..interference,

please elaborate it concretely.

[4] Establishment of a date of Invention in the United States under

the current 35 U.S.C. 104

Q1. In order to establish a date of iriventioninthe.United States,

does your company have . experiences of.attempting to establis4

gates of.invention· by sending their. die;closuresorsamples to

subsidiaries or institutes in the United States to import their

concept into the United' States?

1. Yes. 2. No.

Q2. Does your company have experiences of attempting to «ove.rcome

rejections of inventions pursuant to novelty baref. 35 USC

section 102 by establishing the dates of conception and

redl.lction·topracticein the ;United States prior to the priority

dates of their applications?

1·, Yes. 2. No.

If answer to Q2.is yee; ,how wasthe.rejectionwithdrawn ?

[5] Future Courses of Action

Our attention is now being drawn to t!'l.eattitude. of ..theUniteg
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St~tes Conqres :st()wardG.A'I''I'-r.~lated bills inthe.:l;utUcre.cIn this

connecrt on , p;Lease answer the .:i;ol;L()wing que.st.Lone ,

cQL 9:r:antingthat the dateC)p.an inventiC)nin J~panis attestable,

h~sypurcolllpany ever llladeacC)ncrete c:ase :study;:l;C)r the

attestation of such inventiC)n date ?

Q2. In the laboratory notebook usen in the research institute of

every U.S. enterprise is generally formatted such that besides

al1~:ltperimental date entry cC)lumn,tlrere is pr()vi<:led, without

exception, a c:()lumn.fortlr~ entry qf ..signatureofa.witness' of

experimental act s r~q:,:,gS' .1:.0.-' alJoW' any witness other t.han the

inventor to leagally back up the facts described in the

laboratory not.ebook, I:syo)lr company using such a laboratory

notebook ?

1. Is in use ..

2. Is not in use.

L Yes. 2. No.

"

s Lqnatiune is actually

) .Other!> (

3. Doe!> not c:ope

4. Is holding it pending.

5. Others ( ) .

5.

.I!> in use but, no. witness

given.

4. Underc:onsideration for future use.

3.

Q3. Doe!> your company intend to take any measure for effectively

attesting the date of invention in Japan ?

1.. I!>a;Lready c:C)pingwith.it.

Inten<:l!>:toc:opewith·it frolll.now.
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Q4, If your answer to Q3is 10r2,pl.easeelaborate the measure.

'istheannua.l cost therefor expected to be? Further, which Of

'the following materials can make an ev.tdence for claiming the

date of an invention, for example"?

Concrete measure:

[6] Others.

Q1. Do you think that the United States should shift to the

first-to-filesystem even·a:fterpossibleaIliendments to the

current provisions of 35 USC Sectiori 104?

much

yen/Ilionth)
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3. Others2. No.1. Yes.

"Actual or estimated cost: ( 'about _

How much is the ahnuaYcostrequiredthereforor how

1. No changes as usual.

2. Cannot find any significance in coping with it.

3. Others ( ) .
Q6. If your answer to Q3 is 4, what is the reason for it ?

Q7. If your answer to Q3 is 5, what is the. reason for it ?

"poshbleevidehces: 1. Laboratory notebook

2. Businessdiiiry

3. Weekly report

4 . Monthly report

5. Others ( )

Q5. If your answer to Q3 is 3, which of the following is the reason?

Q2. Why ?



OVERVIEW OF LABORATORY NOTEBOOKS

1. Requirements for Preparation ,qf, NotebooJs:,

,after the cover of the notebook.

,must coincide in content with the paragraph 5-(1) 5) hereof.

It should be noted, however, that the description of the items

Notebook No.

Renderer

notebook (date of

Date

Date

Number of next
first use)

Recipient

Lender

Number of previous notebook
(date of first use)

"( 1) The pages of the notebook shall not be separated from one

'another (loose-leaf type shall be avoided).

'( 2) The following items shall be given in the page coming first

(3) The notebook shall include an index page in which the content?

of an experiment conducted are given.

'(4) The pages of the notebook shall be consecutively numbered.

(5) Each of the pages of the notebook shall have its rear surfac~

:forming, a" section paper so that a related chart or charts may be

attached thereto.

"

.'
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(6 ) Exal}lple.• of Laboratory Notebook"._-,."..

Project No.

Experiment to be cont.Lnuedvfrom paqe X
Title & Contents of Experiment

..to be. continued .to

Inventor's signature
Witnessed and Understood.
12Y.-
Date

date
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2. Requirements for Use of Writing Instruments·

(1)·. The not.ebook shall be entered with anunerasable writing

instrument (for. example, use ink do. not use pencil).

(2) No meaningless use of many colors (where coloring bears any

significance, describe it somewhere).

-,
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success in corroborating the date ·of conception and that of

reduCtion to practice).

(7) Only onesl.lbjectmatter (experiment) shall be described in each

3) . Where the target is a mechana.ceI device ,a raw; material or

chemical syntheses , the brain work of ther~searchersl.lchas his

idea·at the intial stage of his research, such as idea, design

and protocols of the future experiments, sketches or the like

This· is because if unfavorable data is omitted,;the entire

-476-

lab notebook may diminish itsrel±abil±ty. It should be noted,

to enter any unfavorable data.

however, in some of United States enterprises, theydec:ided not

Desc:r±ptionshall be made in a time~series sequence.

1) The obtained data shall be entered regardless of whether

they are favorable;or not.

to say nothing of the amount of the reagent used, the purpose

and content of the experiment conducted, procedures, obtained

. data, results~ calculations for obtaining the results, shall be

desc:dbed immediately (the Targerthe amount of Lnfo rint.Lon

derivable from the notebook, the greater the possibility of

..

Note: According to a judgement made at CAFC on May 25, 1994 in
the BojiesVS Benedict case, there is described in a> lab note of
Benedict on June 30, 1983 a chemical formula for a useful
chemical compound which is covered by the count 10f
interference. The chemical formula includes a variable "n" such
;thatif "n" :is.an integer of any af1 through 8, it is included
in the count 1. In addition, the meaning of the variable "n" was
not described anywhere. Therefore, Benedict
could not prove that the chemical compound described in the
lab notebook is a chemical compound that indicates an integer
in the range of between 1 through 8 nor it constitutes a prior
invention thus failing to obtain. a patent. right therefrom. ;....;

page.

( 8)

(9 )
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notebook.

be made in accordance with a

"., ., ...•

what is meant by each of' t.hese

be added with the writer's signatures and dates (if possible,

numbers which are available only internally, or unclear abbreviations

ProdllCFnamesIllay he used but the use of abbreviations arid code

obtained' resultswere considered as succeas or failure of an

2) It is risky to enter researcher's impression wh'ether

experirnentconducted therefore,itshollldbe avoided.

(10) where anerrorneous entry iS'Illade, it shall never be erased with

an eraser ( for,ii otherwise; the reliability oFthe notebook would

become weak in its entireties) but sha'll'bepropedy' Corrected by

originally meant by these abbreviations.

consistent rule from the first to the last page of the notebook.

entered, copies of the procedure may be pasted) and the like shall

signatures should be entered across the pasted portion) and shall be

securely and inseparably adhered to the respective portions of the

as time lapses, the writer would become unable to recollect what was

drawing a clear line through it with the addition of the researcher's

14) where there is a blank space in any page of the notebook or

where there is any skipped-over page, such page shall be marked with

(12) photographs, graphs, computer printouts, analytical charts, data

sheets, copies (where the same procedure have to be repeatedly

abbreviations shall be described. ':Phis is because of the fact that

signature and the date of CorrectiOn.

Never t;earapartthe page incltidfng such errOrneOIlSentry.

(11 ) DesCdptionshalFhe made by usfngcoInIllonly used terms.

:'shall be avoided or otherwise,



across line.

(15) Where a research by a certain researcher is. succeeded by any

other rese.archer, the new researcher shall use his own notebook and

enter the necessary items together with the obtained results by

J::eferring.te> the. pagE;! (s) describingj:heprE;!deYE;!15sor' s research.

(16):rIldex,i,Ilgs!J,a]),l:>e completed~:i..thput.. f a i.L;

4. Requirements to be used as the Evidence

diligellce froIl\conceptiontp reduction toprayj:ice can make itself

Normally, only a properly corroborated notebook can be a

C()rroborat;e: To make'flrm.

reliable evidenc.e in prrov.Lnq conception, redli-ction to practice and

Cireliableeyidence for proving.

To strengthen aco-nviction bfthe finding of· fact. by
suppLement.Lnq Cin evicienceo:r-. inciirect .fact, •..

( 1) After conducting an experiment, the inventor shall put his

signature on every page of his notebook together with the date of his

signature.

In the case of an experiment extending for more than two days,

the dates on which the experiment was conducted shall be entered

separately so that the content of the experiment conducted on each

of the dates may be specified.

(2) At least a witness (preferably two) shall put his signature on

after the inventor has put his signature and date on the page. (The

date of the witness' signature is not always required to be the same
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as the date .: of the inventor's signature but . is . required to be

periodic •..However ,since the date of conception which can be secured

by the inventor is the date onwhichac:orroboratincj evidence was

substantiated, it is preferable that both; of the dates coincide with

each other For example, wherte an invention is first:conceivedon

January 1 of a certain year and then the inventionis·first·disclosed

to some other person or can be subs t a o t t.at.ed by an objective evidence

on Marchl.ofthe same year, the earliest date of conception which

can be secured by theinventorunderthe<United States Patent· Code

is March 1, the . date on which the corroborating evidence was

substantiated.

Therefore; as regards an importantdtevelopmentof the invention,

the signature of the witntess sholildbegiven'immediately after<the

inventor has put his signature.)

As a preferred format in such a casetthefollowingpassagemay

be entertedatthte end portion ofeachpage<of .thtenotebook:

witnessed and understood

Name (by)

Date

(3) The witness referred to in the above item (2) shall never be a

. joint inventor.

It Ls stipulated that an·· inventor's testimony shall not be

empl.oyed in a Court un'Les'svcor-rotror-at.ed'.

Accordingly, in an interference procedure , no inventor can...•.....•....•... •............
corroboratethedatteof conctepfioriandhis

to his Lnverrt.Lon . That is, any witness who Corroborates them must not

bte thte invtentor himstelf.
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It, is noted, that there is s.ometimes a case where a person who

was at first not considered to be the inventor may· become a joint

,inventor as the research .progresses :and it is necessary to take such

case ,into sufficient consideration in advance. One way to meet such

.case is.to select a witness from among those who do not belong to the

'same project group.

(4) The witness referred to in the above. item (2) is required to be

a person who can technically understand what is described .Ln the

notebook, e ..g., new concepts; new solutions of problems or

experiments, and who is knowledgeble in the technical field to

which the experiments belong.

(5) Where the witness referred to in the, above item (2 ) has actually

observed the experiment conducted by the inventor, he shall

specifically enter this fact in the notebook together with his

signature.and the date thereof.

(6) Where no witness who has observed' an experiment which shows

results of possible patentable importance is present, the same

experiment shall be conducted again as soon as possible before a

witness who can understand the particulars of the experiment and the

re.sults of the experiment shall be entered in the notebooks of the

inventor and the witness with each of the notebooks being .further

signed and. dated by at least two other witness.es ..

(7) It is preferable to cause. these notebooks attested by a notary

public after they are completed.
"..... .~., ,.,." ~ .",,~.,~ ..~.,.~.~.,.. .'... ,~.. ., , ,··,··,··~t2.

notebooks shall be indexed and st.ored according to .an

established. recording system for .fut.ure reference.
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5. Others

(1) The following items shall be specified in the notebook.

[1) This notebook and allinformation·entered therein is a

corporate exclusive property and all the contents thereof·shall

be confidential.

2) The employee must return his notebook to the'companyupon

request, upon completion or upon termination of employment.

3) NO person shall .bepermitted to alter any pages of the

notebook without the permission of his superior.

4) The person to whom this notebook is assigned shall take a

prudent measure against the possible. missing of the notebook.

Where the notebook is damaged, burned, robbed or lost, he shall

immediately report it to his superior and submit to·the chief

of the laboratory and the General Affairs Se<::tion·of the

laboratory a" document describing thecircumsta.nces··· of such

occurrence.

'5 ) The chief of the laboratory shall administer the serial

numbers of notebooks ,the names of persons to whom'the notebooks

were assigned and the dates of such assignment. He shall submit

to the Genera. I Affairs Section every month a list of notebooks

which were assigned in each month.

6) The chief of the laboratory shall prepare copies of

notebooks completed ea.chmonth, staple them together andsubniit

them to the Research and Coordination Division.
,,, .....••...' ,.' ,."

The Research and Co6prdinationDivisio:na.fter~·.·.',;jt,)'dl:;;:j n;:;"'''' "'''1''''

the contents of the copies, put a marking of "Confidential"

thereon and send them quickly to the Custodial Division (Which
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Date

Date·

Inventors

Name

fOisclosurE!Nd. :
Accepted Date
Case No.

Date

Date·

Disclosure of Invention

Witnesses
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Solutiontp the problem

Prior art relating to the invention

Sco;pe of search·of·prior art

Differences from prior art and advantageous effects.

Name

ApprovaLr"

11,.

12.

13.

14.

1. Title of the Invention:

2. Date on which the invention is first conceived:

3. Records proving the above date of cOhcept.:i.6ii(i~b notebooks,
letters, rEil~ort.,sr ... e"!iC:;,'):'

4. Name of· a pexaon to iwho;n,t,t:hEilil'lyentio;n, ;L~tLrst(i;L~closed,
the date of such disq~osp,;r;e)lJl(icl<:>cumEilnt:a,rY~videl7:c:es:

5. Date on which a char1:,d~s(':r;Lbi..p.g theinv~llt.i91l,waE;>first

prepaJCEil(ia;n<i .thEil p l ace 9.£ .. s1:ci;r;i'ig~,there9f

6. Date on which a documehtdescribing theiiriveriticiri<was
first prepared and the pli'i(':e"of,s,;torage th~r~9f:

7. Date on which an actual experiment was first conducted on the
invention and the date of completion of such experimentfC·

8. Illames vo;fp~rs,o;I1swho;>.was ..obseryingthe .progr~ssofthe

invention:

9. Thepresentthvention relates to Oa product
process: patent,· Oa utility patent.

10: problem' to be solved
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(6) ARsWl:ict: (c
..•.....~ investigation has beenconducted on th.er~centtrelld ofthe patent systems 1

.~~~~::::~~:~t~~;:::~;~:i~~~~ife~~~~~~~i;::~~~~d:~t~:~;~:~~t \'1

1

'
requirements, scope out of effects ofpait~IltrJghts,411J:'~ti~1l;0(pat~llt.r~ghts; ,
cancellation of patents, publication of official gaz~tt~~'ll:nc:lo~heJ:' ilI1poJ:'tllIlt iterns i
have been selected for listing. Further, therehave b~en~eparatelyShOWIl .. ~
statistics of patent applications and registrations and other reference information \
for selection ofcountries intended forpatent.applications. During-thepast s;

several years, all these countries havemadesuchrapid prpgr~flsinthe. ~T
consolidation of their l~~slatio¥thatsuch~systemis Ilo\Vbeing d~vel?ped as ii'
providesproper legalprotectiiJn to any.registe;ed.patentapplications, as ' ~;;"
evidenced by the eligibility of chemical substance for patenting. Such ~••.

7-'developments in their legislation are much indebted to the negotiations with the 1"1\

advanced countries, in particular, the United States. In terms of the ability of r"
substantial examination, however, the patent agencies ofthese Southeast Asian f··.·

·.countriesexcludingChinaandK:oreaarenotcompetentenoughtohandle'an ..' fi .
increasing number of patent applications to a satisfactory degree. With the aim It
of improving their examination capability.fherefore, active technical assistance I
and cooperation have been extended from Japan and it is expected to be continued l

on an expanded scale. 1>

I:
I
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1. Preface

Since the beginning of the 1990's, the SoutheastAsia has been showing a high
rate of economic growth in the faceofthe stagnantworld economy.. This partof
Asia is marked by abundant labor force, which.gives anincentive to investments

.··.··.bythe advanced countries, leading to the expansion ofdomestic demand and the
technological development in this area;

.Underthese circumstances, the advancedcountries, whkhaiIll.l}t ensuring the
safetyoftheirinvestments, have demaIldedthattheSo~theast.ASiancouIltries
should consolidate their legislation for intellectual property rights. In response,
the Southeast Asian countries have recOgnizedthe imperative need.of'meeting this
demand for the purpose of their nationaldevelopment and made rapid progress in
the consolidation oftheir legislation.

Meanwhile, most Japanese businesses have shown a marked tendency to shift
their production sites to theSoutheastAsiain an attempt to cope with the

. unexpectedly rapid rise of the yen against the dollar. Thishas resulted in the·
necessityfor proper Iegalprotectionto agreatamount of theirtechnology
transferredto this area. Accordingly, ithas become a majorconcernamong
Japanese businesses to collect information on thelegislationforci'ntellectual.··
properly rights in the SoutheastAsian countries.

The same theme as the present paper-was already handled bythe 3rd
Committee.in its paper announcedunder the title "The Patent Laws of theAsian
Countries" at the 21st International COllgres~held i111990. Since then, most of
the Asian countries have made substantial amendments to their respective patent
laws. The present.paperisintended to present and analyze the latest information
currently available such as information supplied from local patent agents and
thereby serve as an ll.id to Japanese businesses in their formulation of policies for
patent applic~tion~.. .. " ..

With respect to six major Southeast Asian countries of China, Korea, Taiwan,
Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia, their current patent laws are summarized in
separate tables together .with the.harmonization trel}ty proposal by the WIPO and
further described below by country. ... .

2. The People's Republic of China

The intellectual propertylaw of the People's Republic of China includes patent
(covering inventions), Utility model (covering new models), and design (covering
appearance designs) but hereinafter it is described as the patent law. The
Chinese patent law was effectuated in its original version in 1985 and recognized

system as well as the systems of unexamined publication, examined publication,
substantial examination, opposition, and appeaI. ...Then, the 1985 version of the
Chinese patent law was amended in 1992 ande.ffectuated in its present version in
January 1, 1993. The amendments mainly include the following:

a. Patents are granted to chemical substances, medicines, animals, plants,
foodstuffs, beverages, and spices.

b. The duration ofpatent right is extended to 20 years from the date of filing.
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1991 7,372 4,051 (1,547/878)
1992 10,022 4,387 (1,5861772)
1993 12,084 7,534

c. A patent right granted to invention of method is extended to the product..
.d~riving.dir~ctlyfroI)1themetb,od..

d. A patent right is extended to the import of patented product.
e. The system ofopposition to patent application after examination is abolished in

view of its low usage rate of'onlyI% and replaced by the.system ofcancellation
of patent (in compliance with the EPC).

f. Th~ prg"isiollfOl"••colJ}IlUisory·lic~llsepecorIles.restriCt~d(it.shotildb.~.n()ted that
the strict provision of the 1985 version .hasnever been actually applied).
y._ ,"'" . ' .•. ,_.'_' .. 0. -",',, .. ':.. ' : • ",," ,', ,', .: ", " .' ,_, ' •• /_ n, .•'" '_' ~ ',_

'I'hus-the amendments reflectthetendenciestoward approximation.to
international standards and augmentation of patentee protection,

In China, the quality of patent examination is said to have been improvingwith
yearlyincrease in the number of patent.applicationsin tb,iscountr.y.$incei
January 1, 1994, the Chinese Patent Agencyhas been doing double d~ty as.a •.
government office.having jurisdiction over acceptance of patentapplications under
the Patent.Cooperation Treaty.(PCT) andasan internationalsearchand.pre
ex~inationorganization.ThisI)1eanstb,atthe Chinese Patent Officeis highly
regarded internationally forits examination and search capabilities.
Listed below are the statistics of the number of natives and foreigners patent
applications and registrations in China.

Number of PatentApplications andRegistrations ill China in 19~1c1993

iN~I)1berofPate~tAI>I>licatioJls· .

Native applicants Foreign applicants
(American, Japanese)

2,811 (752/881)
2,580 (737/777)
3,922

2,450

1,717

788

345

297

1,311
1,386
2,634

US
Japan

Ge~any

UK
France

Number ofPatentRegistrations

Native applicants Foreign applicants
(American, Japanese)

1991
1992
1993
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In China, the period required for-registration following a request for
examination (usually involving once Or twice-rejections) is an average of about 1
year.

Ofall the SoutheastAsian countries surveyed, China, in particular, shows the
most considerable increase in the number of patent applications. It also shows a
higher rate of natives patent applications than thatofforeigners applications but a
lower rate of natives patentregistrations than that offoreigners ~egistrations.

Incidentally, severaltimes as many utility model applications as patent
applications are filed in China and registered without substantial examination.

Number ofPatent Registrations

Foreign applicants
Native applicants (American, Japanese)

Native applicants

5,696
7,021 ..
9,082

13,253
15,952

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

3. The Republic of Korea

The patent law ofthEl Republic of Korea on the basis of the ordinances of the
United Statesmilitary government before 1961 wasgreatly amended to be the
ground of the present system and then it was partially amended further in 1963,
1973, 1982, 1987, andother years.

During this period.Koreapursued its policy for industrialization, taking Japan
as a precedent model, so that the Korean patent law resembles theJapanese
counterpart. The same law was also greatly amended in 1990, and it is its 1990
version which is covered by the present report. In January 1, 1994, it was
amended again for effectuation inits latest version, but this amendment has
proved to be a minor one and will not therefore-be described in detail herein.

Listedbeloware the statistics of the number of natives and foreigners patent
applications and registrations in-Korea.

Number ofPatent Applications and Registrations in Korea in 1988-1992

Number of Patent Applications

Foreign applicants
(American, Japanese)

14,355 (4,211/6,048)
16,294 (4,797/6,823)
16,738 (5,124/7,094)
14,879 . (4,10017,117)
15,121 (4,404/6,409)

1989 1,181 2,791 (858/1,411)
1990 2,554 5,208 (1;198/3,475)
~991 2,553 6,137 (1,397/6,137)
1992 3,570 6,932 (1,527/6,932) .
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Native applicants
21,666
20,655
21,661
25,125
27,971

1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

Number of Utility Model Applications and Registrations in Korea in 1988-1992

Number ofUtility Model Applications

Foreign applicants
(American, Japanese)
1,011 (631799)

875 (511701)
993 (671767)
770 (57/563).
742 (63/514)

Number of Utility Model Registrations

Foreign applifants
Native applicants . (American, Japanese)

1988 2,674 385 (14/360)
1989 4,813 . 498 (20/454)
1990 7,896 950 (34/891)
1991 7,454 911 (23/832)
1992 7,092 778 (331704)

Conventionally, natives applications used to outnumber foreigners applications
in terms of utility models and vice versa in terms of patents in Korea. Recently,
however, natives applications have shown a considerable increase and come to
outnumber foreigners applications in terms ofpatents as well. Ofall the
Southeast Asian countries surveyed, Korea is the only one country where
Japanese applications outnumber Americans applications. Further, it also seems
that Japanese applications surpass Americans applications in terms of a rate of
registration.

In Korea, the period required for registration following a request for
examination is an average of about 4 years.

It should be noted in this connection that Korean patent applications based on
Japanese utilitym.odel applications are requested to be changedinto Korean
utility models applications at a stage of examination.

4. The Republic of China (Taiwan)

The intellectual property law of the Republic of China includes patent (covering
inventions), utility model (covering new models), and design (covering appearance
designs) but hereinafter it is described as the patent law of Taiwan.

original version in 1949. Later, it was amended in 1960 and 1979a.ud then
specially amendedfor the introduction of the chemical substancepatent system in
1986. However,ithas been drawing a growing international criticism for its
many obscure provisions or inadequate examination system. In particular,
Taiwan was placed under demand from the United States in accordance with the
"Special 301" negotiation utilizing Section 301 of the US trade law, and driven
under the pressure of necessity for amendments to its patent law in compliance
with the GAIT TRIP agreement as preparations for accession to the GAIT. As a
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result, the patent law was promulgated in January 23, 1994for effectuation in its
present version.

The amendments mainly include the following:

a. Amendment of patent duration: The designated patent duration of 15 years
from the date of publication and less than 18 years from the date of filing is
amended to 20 years from the date of filing.

b. Reduction of reasons for unpatentabi'lity: Patents are granted to beverages,
luxuries, and microbes. For microbes, the deposition system isintroduced.

c. Claim ofpriority right: Priority right can be claimed on the basis of
agreements for reciprocal protection or bilateral treaties although Taiwan has
not acceded to the Paris Convention. Since neither Japan nor the United
States applies this provision, no patent can be obtained without an application
to Taiwan applied before the application to a first country becomes publicly
known.

produced through product patent or goods directly produced through method
patent for the purposes ofsale or use thereof. This extension will be
implemented one year after Taiwan's accession to the GATI' alld issuance of
the GATT TRIP Agreement.

Abolition of sanction against failure of exploitation: The provision of
compulsory license against the failure of exploitation is abolished.

Listed below are the statistics of the number of patent and utility model
applications and examined publications in Taiwan.

Number ofPatent and Utility Model Applications and Publications in Taiwan
in 1989-1992

Utility Models
ApplicatiorisPublicationsPublications

Patents
Applications

1989 10,210 5,354 13,012 8,856
1990 11,014 7,713 14,573 10,086
1991 10;325 10,123 16,644 12,344 ..
1992 10,556 6,791 17,954 9,589

Conventionally, the Taiwanese Central Standard Bureau used to farm out the
greater part of examination to college professors, national institut~researchers,
and other outside technical experts, who inclined to undue rejections. The latest

········_~~---"~amendmen.tatlYTaiwatlese·patentIa.Wtequrtetlia.rtnen.ainesofexamirierssnoUla~'··"'" '"" "·,"W,"

be stated expressly in written decisions of examination. This is expected to open
the way for an improvement in the level of examination.

In Taiwan, the period required for registration following a request for
examination is an average of about 9 to 12 months.
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5. The Kingdom of Thailand

The patent law of the Kingdom of Thailand is intended to provide legal
protection to patents and designs.

AlthoughThailand has acceded to no international treaty on patents, the 1992
version of its patent law approximates to international standards, which result
owes much to the influence of the "Special 301" negotiation by.the United States.

The amendments mainly include the following:

.a. Amendment ofpatent duration: The designated patent duration of 15 years
from the date of filing is amended to 20 .years from the date offiling.

b. Claim of priority right: . Priority right can be claimed on the basis of
agreements for reciprocal protectionorbilateral treaties although Thailand
has not acceded tothe Paris Convention....•It should be noted here that no
mutual agreement has been reached between Thailand and Japan on this
subject.

1,867 (998/869)
1,907 (1,031/876)

73
80

Extension ......r......a ..eM ... ...,;............. lJa+~ +...,;.....h",;O exte..... ri ......l.f. ..... U ..:I;",;..;. ....n-a ;I: .......... .;,.,:J; 1
'C~ :'~:A;'" ..u.",.a.v..u..'V.I,',¥ " .u" .... .I.6..u."'. ..... "·'....... 6.1..... " ... .., A""".u.Ut'U. IIV .U, 'CU.L"'.........'CQ - u'.J..lJ.cuJ.\, QJ.

-components", "foodstuffs",'!beverages",. and "agriculturalmachinery",

d. Exploitation of'patent: The definition of exploitation of patent includes a new
entry of "import".

e. Compulsory license: Claim of arbitration on licenses requires proofofthe
failure ofprior consultation with patentees. Accordingly, any license issued is
nullified ifits justification becomes void.

f. Cancellation of patent: Cancellation of patent can be claimed if the
justification of compulsory license associated withthem still remain after the
lapse ofmore than 2 years from the issuance,

g. In granting patent to medicine, the medical patent department has been
established to keep the price of patented medicine under surveillance to
prevent their rise. The patentee must report the cost involved in
manufacturing, marketing, etc.ofmedicines.

Listed below are the statistics ofthe number of natives and foreigners patent
applications and registrations in Thailand in 1988-199l.

Number ofApplications (ChemicallElectrical Inventions)

Natives applicants Foreigners applicants
78 (11/67) 1,041 (590/451)

1988
1989
1990
1991

Number of Registrations (ChemicallElectrical Inventions)

Natives applicants Foreigners applicants
1 (lIO) 85 (75/10)

19 (3/16) 145 (88/57)
7 (017) 134 (104/30)

10 (317) 143 (99/44)
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The ThaiPatent Office has not yet consolidated Itsexamination system
although the upward trend ofthe number of patent applications is seen in the

. country: . IIi fact, most patent applications thus far registered reston such bases
as: .(1) information supplied by foreigners applicants on-the originalexamination:
(2) search commissioned to the Australian Patent Office: ·il.Ild (3) search
commissioned to the EPO.

Patent information kept in the custody ofthe Thai Patent Officeis available as
.: 'official gazettes for Australian; European, Thai, United States, andPC'I' patent

applications in paper, microfilm, and CD-ROM and abstracts in paper. Almostno
machine retrieval service is available in Thailand.

In collaboration with the JapanJnternationalCooperation Agency (JICA), the
Japanese Patent Office is planning to dispatch experts and specialists including
.ci.."ili\lns to Thailand to assist the mechanization ofpatent examination in the
<9~untry. The JAPIO FILE will also be supplied without cOlIlpensatiol)..~ It is
.. intended that this plan, if found to be successful in Thailand, will be extended to
other ASEAN countries inthe same manner.

6. Malaysia

···Researches show that the 1983 version of the patent law ofMalaysia vias
amendedin 1986 for effectuation in its latest version »:, The IvIalaysian p~trnt law
provides for patents and utility models. Further, it was amended and scheduled
for effectuation in 1994.

'I'heamendmentsmainly include the following:

Novelty: . The proofoflackofnovelty abroad,whichgsrdtohep4blisations
only, is now extended to oral presentations, uses.and so on. .

Change of application: Patent application is interchangeable to utility
model application.

Modified substantial examination: A Malaysian application patented in
any foreign country according to a higher examination standard may be
amended in such a manner as to coincide with the patented claims.for the
purpose of simplifying the process of examination. .

Extension ofdeadline for response: The deadline for a response to rejection
may be extended only once.

Amendment after patenting: A patented application may be amended under
certain conditions.

jurisdiction of the Registry of Patents belonging to the Ministry of International
Trade and Industry while search and examination of patent applications used to be
COmmissioned to the Standard and Industrial Research Institute belonging to the
Ministry of Science and Technology. In November 1993, examiners were
reassigned to the Registry of Patents, where examination of patent applications
has been conducted ever since.

Patent information kept in the custody ofthe Malaysian Patent Office is
available as official gazettes for Malaysian, United States, United Kingdom,
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It should be noted that the number of applications is conspicuously greatin
1987, when a rush of applications werefiled.to meet a designated.deadline because
the. 1986 version oftheMalay~iallpatent law declared the abolition ofthe
conventional confirmative registration system basedon the United Kingdom
patent law.

Number ofApplications in 1990-1991
Year 1990 1991
Number of Applications 2,305 2,427

The great number of'applications filed in Maiaysiadespiteitsilladequate
examination system is attributable to its rapid industrialization. In particular,
the United States filed many applications in this country.

445

Total

436

9

60

Total Foreigners
262 89 (%)

3,266 98

1,619 95

1,847 95

1,702 96

8,696

15252656107156

USA

156

Total Number of Patent and Utility Model Beglstrations
in Malaysia by Country

(Oct. 1, 1986 - Sept. 30, 1990)

Japan UK Malaysia SwitzerlandW.Ckrmany Others

107 56 20 25 15 57

6 3

Patents

Utility
Models

Total

Total

10/1986

1987
1988

1989
6/1990·

European,PCT, and Australian patent applications in paper, microfilm, and CD
ROM.. Also available is an oneline search service.

In Malaysia, examination fallsinto two categories: preliminary examination
andsubstantial examination. Applicants may determinewhetheror not to
request examination from search reports from preliminary examinatlon.i.Thefact
is, however, that the Malaysian Patent Office has a backlog of many unexamined
patentapplications due to itsinadequate examination capability.

Listed below are statisticsof'patent applicationsdn Malaysiafrom two sources
·.ofinformation.

Total Number of Patent and Utility Model Applica.tions
in Malaysiaby applicants' country

(Oct. I, 1986.-·Sept,.30, 1990)

Malaysia USA Japan UK W.GermanyOthers

~ « ~ M 17 72
71 1,232 665 377 129 792
73 579 301 189 81 396

88 750 326 173 101 409

62 675245 160 122338

323 3,280 1,599 937450 2,107



1991 19/1,060 15/220 13/3 6/0
1992 44/2,509· 23/1,326 10/42 2/1
1993 38/2,031 28/43

1,151

541

430

251

208

®Japal1

® Germany

.®Netherlands

® Australia

® Indonesia

2,683

575
435

331

231

Foreigners applications .account for 9.8% of alltheapplications InIndonesia, of
which a total of barely.twoapplications.were saidto be registered as ofMarch
19.9.4.

Listed below are the top ten nationalities of applicants ill terms of the number of
applications filed.ill Indonesia from August 19.9.1 to February 19.!)4 (a totalof 7,836
applications).

Q}Ul1ited States

® United Kingdom

® France
(j) Switzerland

®Taiwal1

7. The Republic of.Indonesia

The patent law of the Republic of Indonesia was first promulgated iI119.89.for
effectuation ill August 19.9.1. .The Indonesian patel1t law was preceded by the
provisional patent law, whichcomplied with the Ordinance of the Judicial Office
i1119.53 and approved of only the provisional application system. As a
transitional measure under the new legislation, all the applicationsfiledbefore 1
August 19.81are invalidated while only provisional applications filed 011 and after
1 August 19.81are grailted priority rights ill re-application under-the current
legislation,

The Indonesian patent law is intended to approve the application for
registration of patents and simple patents (UtilityModels) .•• Listedbeloware the
statistics of Patent and Utility Modelapplications and re-applications.

Patents Simple Patents
Applications Re-applications Applications Re-applications

The Indonesian government recognized the need of'consolidatinga patent
system for the purpose of promotil1gnatiol1aIIl1dustl"ializatiol1 and enforced a

.. fairly complete one. The fact remains.however, that the Indonesian patent
system thus completed leaves many guestiol1ablep?il1ts ill termsofits operation,

There are about 40 examiners inoffice, all of whom are assumed to have
insufficient experience and uncertain examination capabilities.. The Indonesian

...................-......... .....oJficial ga:z:etteS.a.reaSsigned9.11ite.impJ:"e<:ise<:l!!ssificati.oI!sa.I!disslled!!t .
extremely irregular intervals.

Patent information kept ill the custody of the Indonesian Patent Office is
available as official gazettes for Indonesian, United States, -Iapaneee, European,
PCT, Australian, andother patent applications ill paper and CD-gOM for.manual
search.. Thefact, however, seemsto be that the Indonesian Patent Office relies 011
examination information overseas.

As part of economic cooperation to Indonesia, the J apanesePatentOffice
-diepatches some examiners to the COUlltry to provide guidance 011 examination, 011
line search, classification, and other related matters.
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The Indonesian patent system shows a strong tendency toward the protection of
national interests. For example, the provisions of Article 21-Limitation ofPatent
Ri&"ht- allow flexible operation undergovernment ordinances.

There are about 40 qualified patent agents registered in the.country. Only legal
attorneys are entitled to handle various casessuch as infringement in.court.

8.0.thkr Southeast Asian Countries

As of now, the following information is available on the patent systems of other
Southeast Asian countries.

8.1.Hong Kong .
The current paten.t system ofHong Kong is based on the re-registration system

from United Kingdom patents and European patents designated for the United
Kingdom.

Hong Kong is supposed to become a special administrative district under the
jurisdiction of the People's Republic of China at 24 o'clock, 30 June 1997, and there
has been reached an agreement to maintain the effective patent systeIIlat that
time. . ..• . . ". -'.

To this purpose, ll.1l1endments to Hong Kong's patent law are nowunder
consideration to the effectfor thepatentre-registration system that: (l)all
European patentsare covered: and (2) Chinese patentsare also covered.

8.2 TIle Republic of Singapore

The present patent system of Sillgapore is the re-registration system ofUnited
Kingdom Patents and European patents designated for the United Kingdom.
Now, new patent law draft, taking.the 1977 version ofthe United.Kingdom Patent
Law as the model, is said to be waiting recognition by the Diet (for example, the
duration ofpatent is 20 years from the filing date). However, granting ofpatent
to animals and plants is planned as the difference from the United Kingdom
Patent Law. Also, accession to the Paris Convention, Budapest Treaty, and PCT
is planned.

8.3 The Republic ofthePhilippines

The patent system of the Philippines is grounded on the United States patent
system and features the first-to-invent system. Since 1988, amendments to the
patent law ofthe Philippines have been under consideration, including a shift to
the first-to-file However, here has been little progress in deliberation on
thismattEleJr~.:a~lt;lt;h!1Ele.~.On.!f:~El~~:..., ...,•...~.

9. Conclusion

9.1 Legislation

As has been mentioned in Preface, the Third Committee already reported in
1990, its findings on the same theme. To sum up, the latest findings reflect the
rapid progresswhich has been made during the past four years and is still under
way in the consolidation ofhe relevant legislation ofthe major Southeast Asian
countries. .
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The cause of such rapid progress has also been referred to in Preface, but directly
responsible for the progress are the following two factors:

(1) Pressure from the advanced countries, in particular, diplomatic pressure from
the United States utilizing provisions of US Trade Law

(2) Assistance from the advanced countries, in particular, technical cooperation
from Japan

Conventionally, the advanced countries used to criticize the developing
countrieswith industrial potential for their lack oflegal protection to technologies
under intellectual property law such as patent rights and copyrights and strongly
press them for the consolidation of relevant legislation at a level equal to the
advanced countries.

The Harmonization Treaty draft under preparation at the World Intellectual
Property Organization was expected to be the standard for such legislation.
However, it has been difficult to lead the developing countries to the consolidation
of the relevant legislations by such reasonsthat numberofthe countries with same
interests exerts influence in theUnited1'~ations and patentpolicy'ofthe United
States, as the representative of advanced countries, has some differences from the
WIPOdraft.

At the GATIministerial council held at Uruguay in 1986, the Trade Related
Aspects of the Intellectual Property Rights (TRIP) were proposed by the Uni ted
States. It was recognized that linkage ofintellectual property right with trade
issue is more powerful negotiation means including sanctions againstthe violation
to the GATI. At Uruguay Round held in December 1991, the detailed inclusive
agreement draft with respect to protection standards and enforcement of
intellectual property right was preparedflrunkel text), andtheobligation for
protection by substance patent on medicine, etc., was included in it, In December
1993, all of the negotiation subjects including other items such as agriculture and
service, were finally agreed.

In the meantime, theUnited States employed a strategy ofconcluding direct
bilateral commercial treaties with individual GATI Member countries through
the invocation ofthe so-called "Special 301" provisions as remedial action for trade
imbalance. Such bilateral treaties have been concluded successively by those
Member countries having much economic dependence on the United States
market, thus facilitating amendments to their respective relevant legislation. The
legislative amendments are outlined below by country.

Korea: The United States started investigation in 1985 to Korea, taking the
reason that Korean Laws for Intellectual Property Protection is insufficient, and

"got comittment by KOreathatchemicalsubstante patentisintt6duced"(cameiiito ...~...~ ...."."",.
. effect in July 1987). In addition, the United States concluded a bilateral
agreement with Korea to have a preferential treatment, to be applied
retroactively, as.to pharmaceutical and agricultural chemicals which patented in
the USA from July 1, 1980 to June 30,1987 but not marketed prior to July 1,1987.
It is so called "pipeline products protection agreement", and certain exclusivity
arose from USP is extended to Korean market. EC requested the agreement
with the same condition to Korea and concluded it in September 1991. Japan was
also another requester, but negotiation did not proceed after 1986 and it induced
discontinuity ofinterexchange of patent issue between two countries. In1992,
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negotiation and patent interchange was re-opened and the agreement with similar
condition was concluded.

China: In1991, the United States applied the "Special 301" negotiation to
China as a country who does not provide legal protection to pharmaceutical
substance invention, copyrights, trademarks, and trade secrets. In consequence,
China sighed a bilateral agreement with the USA in January, 1992, and
introduced chemical substance patent on January 1, 1993. In the agreement of
1992, the analogous preferential treatment applied retroactively to the chemicals
patented by USP during 7.5 years just before January1, 1993, is involved. On the
basis ofthe China - US agreement thus concluded, China further entered into a
bilateral agreement with EC and Japan respectively to provide administrative
protection to chemical substance patented in EC and Japan in and after 1986.

Taiwan: Taiwan was also subjected to the "Special 301" negotiation by the
Unites States tomake amendments to its copyright law in 1992, trademarklaw in
1993, and patent law in 1994.

Thailand: Thailand was also designated by the United States underthe
"Special Bnf" provisions as a country to be monitored in.terms of legal protection to
patents on and compulsory licenses for medicines, chemicals, foodstuffs, and
agricultural apparatus. In response, Thailand made no immediate action because
ofits little export dependence on the Unites States. In 1992, however, its patent
law was amended to approve of patents on medicines and medical
compounds.Unlike Korea and China, Thailand accepted no preferential treatment
(retroactive protection) to the United States.

9.2 Substantial Examination

In the meantime, the Japanese government had long been enthusiastic in
.extending technical assistance to the Southeast Asian countries for the
consolidation of their respective patent systems. Japan's technical cooperation
included acceptance of trainees, dispatch ofspecialists, and extension ofassistance
to examination and contributed to the consolidation oftheir respective patent
systems. In 1987, the Japanese government establishedthe Japan Trust Fund at
the request of the WIPO as Japan's voluntary subscriptionto the WIPO for use
separately from ordinary contribution in cooperation and development in the field
ofindustrial property rights in the developing countries in the Asian and Pacific
areas. More specifically, this fund was used for such purposes as holding
trainings, symposiums, and seminars, extending assistance in examination and
search, and furnishing necessary hardware and software and has been steadily

Further, the JICA is planning to support the
ofpa.j)enfe~aminlitioni

Japan ranks first among the major advanced countries in terms of the monetary
amount ofsubscription to the developing countries.

As a result, China and Korea have already broken away from the ranks of the
developing countries and instead joined the ranks ofthe advanced countries as far
asindustrial property rights are concerned.

China: From 1978 through 1985, the Japanese Patent Office accepted trainees
from and dispatched specialists to China, contributing to the establishment of the
Chinese patent law and Chinese accession to the Paris Convention in 1985 and
subsequently enabling the Chinese Patent Office to accept and examine a great
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In all the major Southeast Asian countries excludingChina, foreigners patent
applications outnumber native patent applications. In terms of he number of
patent applications, Japan ranks first followed by theUnitedStates in Koreaand
vise versa in the other major Southeast Asian countries. Considering the
Japanese technical cooperation which has enabled the Southeast Asian countries
to consolidate their respective relevant legislation and the increasingly rapid
progress which Japanese businesses haverecently been making in shifting their
production sites to the Southeast Asia, it seems to follow that the time has come

applications in the countries in this area. At least,the above statistics seem to
suggest that it is worth considering to increase the number of patent applications
in China and Malaysia.

What the authors described in this report is the latest information we tried to
collect. However, detail of many incidental information were omitted owing to
space limitation and some are not confirmed the authenticity to the extent to be
taken responsibility individually. The readers are kindly asked to confirm the
matter by consulting with your agents before actual prosecution and enforcement.

1991

376

15.5

1991

165

8.6

1991

371
18.7

1991

171
12.8

1992

2,676

25.4

1992

6,409

20.6

1992

772

5.4

Year

Number

Ratio(%)

number ofpatent applications. From 1986 through 1991, the Japanese Patent
Office also extended project-type technical cooperation including acceptance of
trainees, dispatch of specialists, and provision of mechanicalequipment to the
Chinese patent information system at the request of the Chinese government.

Korea: From 1980 through 1984, the Korean Patent Office executed the first
five-year modernization plan Iwith a t'oV0-year extension) 'oVit~the aimof e~~lUring
smooth operatio~of the national indllstrialprope~t~right systeIIJ.. In response,
the Japanese Patent Office established the information maintenance system,
accepted trainees from and dispatchedspecialists to Korea for assistance inhuman
resource development. . . .

Further, the Japanese Patent Office also assistedthe Korean Patent Office in
examinationofa considerable numberOfpatent applications. Meanwhile, the
Korean Patent Office steadily completed its examination system. A'i> an aspect of
that, Korea established a training center for acceptance of trainees from

. developing countries in 1987.
The above-mentioned technical cooperation by the WIPO and the JICAfeatures

acceptance of trainees from and dispatch of specialists to the Southeast Asian
countries such as the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia.Indonesia, and Vietnam
and is shifting stress to completion of examination and search.

As the Southeast Asian. countrieshave been making rapid progress in the
consolidation oftheir respective patent systems, the number of patent applications
in those countries can be regarded as a criterion ofjudgment. Listed below are the
.statistic'i> of the number and ratio of patent applications from Japan into each of
the major South Asian countries.

China Korea Taiwan Indonesia Thailand MalaysiaPhilippines



It should also be noted that the authors do not intend to criticize the policy and
status of any country. Ifany description is interpreted contrarily,it is attributed
to this authors' poor ability of expression.
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Table 1-1 (a) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries

Items The Peopke" s Republic of China. The Republic of Korea

Patent Law 1992 amended versi.on 1990 amended versi.on

Treaty Paris
Convention

Accession Accession

peT.

Budapest
Treaty

Accession (in October ,.1.993)

Non-accession: Deposit of
microorganisms in storage organizations
desi2nQted by the Patent Office.

Accession -

Accession

Outli,ne
of Patent

_' Sys,te,m'
.

Duration of
Patent Right

20 years from the filing. (Article 45) 15 years from-examined publication and
20 years from filing. (Article 88)

The term may be extended. (Article '89)

(1) Exploitation of inventions for the
purpose of r,esearch:orexperiment.

(5) Exploitation of inventions by
intermediate users during invalidated
period.

(6) Medicines to be manufactured by
mixing two or more medicines.

Process: Use of processes, as well as
use, transfer, lending,import and
exhibition of products obtained from
such processes. (Article 2)
Definition of process patent shows in
Article 129.

Product: Production,'use, transfer,
lending, import and exhibition of';:'
products.

(2) Mere passage t~rough the home
country.

, Method: Use of method.

(3) Identical inventions existing in
prior Korea before filing.

.

(4) Exploitation of inventions by
prior users.

purposes

resale of licensed
after sale.

(1) Use or
inventions

(3) Exploitation of inventions by
users~

Product: Production, sale, use and
import of products.

Method: Use of method.

(2) Use of sale of inventions without
knowledge that they constitute an
infringement.

Process: Use of process, as well as
use, sale, and import of products
obtained directly from ~uch processes.
(Article 11)

(4) ,Temporary passage through
; territories,etc.

(5) Use of inventions for the
of scientific research and
experimentation. (Article 62)

Out of "
Effects of
Patent-Right

Definition
of Exploita
tion-of
Invention

(7) Acts of preparing medicines by
mixing two or,more medicines. (Article
96, 103 and 104)

Unexamined
Publication
System

Examined
Publication
System

Request for
Examination

Patent applications are published after
18 months from the date of filing (date
of priority). The Official Gazette
contains bibliography and abstract.
Full description is published ':
separately.
(Article 34)
The Official Gazette contains only
their bibliography and a~stract. Full
description is published separately;
(Regulation 81)
Request for examination can be filed
(within 3 years from filing). •
(Article 35)

Patent applications are published
after a period of time of 1 'year and 6
months from the date of 'filing (date
of priority). The Patent Gazette
contains 'a bibliography, claims, i
abstract, and main drawings. (Article;
64)
The Patent Gazette contains their fulL
description anddrawings~(Article66)

Request for examination can be filed
(within 5 years from filitig);"'(Artic~'e

59)

"

I·

Opposition can be filed within 2
months from the date of examined
pubkLcatdons c. (Article 70)

Request for cancellation of patents
can be made after registration •
(Article 116)

Before examined publication,
information indicative of their
unpatentability may be furnished.
(Article 64(2»

Appellate trial can be requested in
.prpJ:,~,-,~tt,,,)ag~ig~J::_,trial decision of ~~'""' 1..••••...••••••••••+.....
rejection. (Article 167)

Appellate trial can be requested in
protest against ruling to dismiss
amendments. (Article 169)

."

Request for cancellation of patents can
be made within six months ~rotp. the date
of the announcement of the~r grant.

Petition for invalidation of patents
can be filed after 6 months from the
date of the announcement of their
grant. (Article 41 and 48)

Request for re..,examination·can be made
within3__nmonths,._.from.,..a._.no,tice.. ,.Qf"".n" _n'"r'''

rejection. (Request for re-examination
may also be made in protest against a
request for cancellation of patents.)
(Article 43)

Opposition
to and
Cancella
tion of
Registered
Patents
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Table 1-1 (b) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries

I
Items The People I s Republic of China.: The Republic of Korea

Declaration iU~st be made at filing and,
within 3 months, certified copies of Priority certificates must be
patent application documents must be submitted with translation within 1
submitted (certificate by the auth~rity year and 4 months from date of
is not needed). urioritv. (RelZlilation 3(2»

.
••
..

..

.

••

I

Korean language •

Submission and translation 6£ priority
certificates.
{Article '54)

Inventors and successors or
inheritors. (Article 33)

(1) Compulsory license maybe granted
where patented inventions are not
exploited for three years continuously
after a period of 4 yearsfromfili~g~
(Article 107)

(2) Compulsory lic~n~e maybe granted
where the exploitation of inventions
is necessary in the public interest.
(Article 107)

.

(3) Compulsory license may be granted
where undue restrictionforpatent;,:,
utilizing inventions. (Article 138)

Time: Time :"
* At the time of making a request for * Within 1 yearand3:months from.
substantial examination or the time of filing, with a re9,uest for
reply to remark on substantial examination, with:Ln 3 months from the
examination. (Regulation 51) notice of a request for examination

form a third party, within a
designated time limit for submission
of opinion to a notice of rejection,
simultaneously with or within 30 days
from a reques~ for ap~ellate trial
against a trial decis~on of rejection~
(Article 47 & 50)

* Within a designated time limit from
notice of rejection. (Article 37)

Submission and translation of priority
certificates (Article 30)

*Amendments may also be made to a
request for cancellation of patents.
(Regulation 57)

(1) Compulsory license may be granted
where patented inventions are not
exploited for three years continuously.
(Regulation 68)

Inventors and successors ,- -
(Article 6 and 1)

(2) Request for a compulsorylicense.
may be made for patent utilizing
inventions.

.

(3) Compulsory license,~y~e_granted
where a national emergency occurs or
where the pUblic'interest so requires~

(Article 51 to 58)

Chinese language.
(Regulation 4)

Amendment-to
Patent
Specifi
cation (Time
and Scope)

Language for
Aoolication

Coinir1.11sory
License

Procedure
for Claim of
Priority
Rights

Require~

ments,,-for
Anplicants

Outline
ofProce""
dure

.

Need for
Presentation
of
Information
on
Ccr-respond-.
ing Patent
Applications
in other
countries,
etc.

Scope:
* Within the scope of original patent
specification and .claims.

* When a request for examination'is
maae, reference materials concerning
inventions before the date of filing
must be submitted.

* As to the filing thEl:same invention
in foreign countri~s,searchreportsor
examination result reports must be
submitted. (Article 36)

Scope:
* 'Within the 'scope of features
disclosed in description or drawings
originally attached to application
documents. (Article 48).
After publication of patent
applications, only suppression or
correction of claims and explanation
of indefini~! descripti~nare allowed.
(Article 136J .
No obligation is provided for to
present such information as
examination histories of corresponding
application in other countries.

* Diagnoses of diseases or methods of
medical treatment.

* Scientific discoveries.

I

I

Legal
Require

...................... I_m.en::t$~,: '''~~_

etc~

Reasons for
Unpatenta-
b,ility,;. . "?t., RUl,es "a~.d..lll~.t:~q9-.§m_~g_;: !!1_~gt;~_:l:,__"

activities.
.

* Substances manufactured by the
:;:;" of-transformation of atomic

.. ,+ ..·..····..········h".. ·..· ·•
* Inventions liable to contravene
public order or morality or to injure
public health. (Article 32)

* New specie~of animals and plants.

* Substances obtained frOm nuclear
transformation.

I

* Computer programs. (Article 25)

* Inventions that are contrary to
social morality or detrimental to
public interest. (Article 5)

(Patent rights may not be granted for
software only but may be granted for
software in combination with
eqUipment.)
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Table 1-1 (c) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries
.

Items The Peop~e'sRepublic of China The 'Republic' of 'Kceee
.

Criteria of Novelty is based on the date of filing Novelty is base4 on the date-of tiling
Novelty and _judged" from public knowledge or, use and>judged from:public knowledge or

.. I
in China public disclosure in use in Korea, public disclosure in
p~blications~nChina and abroad,or publications in Korea an~abr6ad, or

••
. any preceding applications. (Article any precedin~~pplicatipns.

22)· . . (Articles 29 & 36)

I

. Grace" Per-ted 6"'Ulonths"(Article' 24 ) . 6'mortths (Article 30)
Inventions' Asa~prin~i~letwhereinventions are Employers havenori~exclusive licenses
in Service made by taking:advantage of physical to patent rights for service

: conditionsof,an entity to which the inventions made;byemployees~

· .
inventor belongs, the right to apply (Article 39) . ·

·
for p~rents belongs to the entity.
(Article'6) '. ',' . . .. . . .....

·
Others Utility Available~ Available. (Substantial examinetd.ond.a

Model (No examination is made for utility made for utility model ~ppl~cati~ns.
· ........ model applications., The duration of· !p.e duration of ..utility, models i:;:)0

•

.. .... utility models is~'10 vears'from. filinl!~ veaxe' from. the date of~ uublication.)
De,s,ign D~sign~ ar,~' t>:rotected'by the patent D~si~s are'protect~d:pythe:design .

Prate'ctien law. " .. la:", l.ndependently from... the.patent law.

I'I ) .' Duratiop.:
. ...

yearsfrcm
•

.. 10 years from the date of (1) Duration: 10 the date
· . ~iling~ of registrati~n.

(1994 revision)
(~)CCriteria9f novelty: ~ublic

(2) . Criteria. of •• novelty: Publicknowledge of use in Chit¥1.' or public
•disclosure in publiC~tiq~sinChinaand knowl~dge,in ,Korea and abroad or

abroad. . public disclosure in publications in .
Korea.and'abo~ad.

.. (3) Substantial exemlnation: .Not;
available~ (3) Substantial examinatiori:

·.... Available~'
. .

.
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Table 1-2 (a) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries

,

Items The Republic of China (Taiwan) The Kingdom of Thai1and

•
-: 1

.

Patent Law 1994 amended versi.on• 1992 amended version.
•

Treaty Pa:r i s: Non-accession (Priority rights may be Norr-acceeedon, ,(Priority rights may be

•

Convention claimed on the basis of agreemeilts for claimed on the basis of agreement for ·reciprocal protection.) reciprocal protection.)
peT Non-accession .. . .: Non";'access:Lon "
Budapest Non-accession . Non-accession •

•

Tr,e.a"ty,
'.

· ~•.•.. Deposit'ofmicroorganisms in
international deposit organizations if
recomized.

••

Outline Duration of 20 years from filing (Article 50) 20 years from filing (Article 35)
>

of Patent
,

Patent Ri.ht H". . ..... I

System Definition Product: Manufacturing, sales, use and Product: Manufacturing, use, ,sales,
..•..

•
.

• of import of products. (The provisions possession 'for sa~es~ offe~ing for \ ..
Exp~6it;;t- concerning the right of import are sa~es, and import of products. ;tion of ' enforced 1 year after Taiwan's
Invention accession to the GATT). Process: Use of processes, as we~~ as

use, sa~es, possession of provision for ,

"I
Method: Use of-methods. sa~es, offering for sa~es, and import

ii Yof,products obtained from such

•
Process: Use of' methods, as-wel~as processes. (Article 36)

• ~Yi· use" sales,and'import of products
I·· obtained directly from such processes~ ·

(ditto) •(Article 56) .,' ....
Out' of: _ (I) Exploitation of invention for (1) Exp~oitation of inventio~ for
Effects of research, education, or experimentation purposes of education and research.

•

.. '

Patent with no profit-making act~

Right (2) Exp~oitation of invention in 'good
(2) Continued exploitation of faith before pub~ication.

inventions by those who have a~ready ,

used them in Taiwan before filing. (3) All acts concerning invention

(3)
acquired in good faith.

Means of transportation or any
equipment thereon ,merely passing (4) Mixing of medicines according to
through the boundaries. prescriptions by doctor. (Artic~e 36)

(4) Identical invention existing in Ie
Taiwan before fi~ing.

(5) Use and resa~e the ~icensed
products. (Articl.e 57) W·Unexamined No patent app~ication is opened to In practice, patent app~ications are [i .:Publication public inspection opened to public inspection within 3 to

System 4 months from filing. (Article 28) .tiiiExamined For examined patent apflications, the No provision is made for publication.
Publication Official Gazette conta~ns their biblio- ~~i?tSystem graphy, claims and drawings. (Article

39)
Request for No request for examination. Request for examination may be made Ei'
Examination (within 5 years from the date of

unexamined"publication). (Article 29)

.i·Appeal Administrative remedy can be sought by Complaint can be enforced against a
(Complaint) filing a petition. (Artic~e 46) tria~ decision of re~ection or X.
System (Before filing a petition, a request objection. (Article 2)

for re-examination can be made against

iia trial decision of rejection.)
(Article 40) \

Opposition Before registration of patent Opposition can be filed against patent
.nc-and-, ,---~,~..- applications ""an--opposition---can -be-. ." applications--within",90--'days""form" 'the-:

~.i·.·
.

Cancella- filed against them within 3 months from date of unexamined publication.
tion of the date of examined pub~ication. (Article 31)
Registered (Article 41) j'f
Patents After registration of patent, in- ;.After registration of patent, a request validity can be challenged.

for appellate trial can be made for (Article 54) ,.cancellation. (Artic~e 71)
Request for cancellation of patent can
be made. (Artic~e 55)

.
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Table 1-2 (b)

Items •

Compulsory"
License

Patent System in Southeast. Asian Countries

. . . .

The Republic. of China (Taiwan) .•.. ..< Th~ Kingdom of 'fhai.l=d ...
Compulsory license maybe granted-';..--';'" (ly Comp:u1sory'licensemay.he granted
mainly for the 'purpose of _satis~ying whiare l:i.c,E;lnsing"consu.1,tati6ns fail
the demand-supply requirements of"" after a'p.e:J:'.iod' -()~ time - of -either 3
domestic markets in the case of _ _ _ years from the' grant of patent' or 4
national emergency or of enhancement of years from the filing. (Article 46)
public benefLt;, (Article78)" _ ',,',',,'_d _ _ ," ,'-

(2) Compulsory license may be granted <'
No patented invention may be canceled<> for; patent utilizing invention.
on the ground of non~exploitatioIl. (Ar:ticle4J.)

P),.• :C01D.p:u1 s or y '-'.1,i ¢en s 'e may;h~: granted
where rb.e lubiic, interest' so.' -requd.res ,
(Article' 5 ) , , ~

.

* Scientific principles or mathematical
""':., theorieso",··,·,n,,, , .. ,,.,.,..- .. .-,.. I·.. ·~. I

Outline;
of
Proce
dure

Legal
Require
ments,
etc.

.

Requd.r-e-. ':
mentsfor ' :,
Application

4ti&t¥ge
for
Applica
tions

Procedure
for Claim
of Priority
Rights

Amendment
to Patent
Specifi
cation
(Time and
Scope)

Need for
Presen
tation of
Information
on
Correspond
ing Patent
Applica
tions in
other
countries
Reasons for
Unpatent
ability

Criteria of
Novelty

Grace
Period

.

Inventors and successors or inheritors.
(Article5)

C1li,.nese language. ,,:, '
Patent application can be filed by
foreigners in their native languages
(provided that they are accompanied by
tneir ~ninese translation within 2
months from filin2).
Priority rights can be claimed on the
basis of agreements for reciprocal
protection.

Priority certificates must be submitted
within three months from filing.
(Article 24 and 25)
Time:
* Amendments can be made to
applications under examination either
ex-officio or at a request.

Scope:
* Within the scope of making no
substantial change in the disclosures
in patent specifications, only the
followings are allowed:
(l) suppression of their claims; (2)
correction of their erroneous
descri~tion; and (3) explanation of
their ~ndefinite description. (Article
44)
No obligation is prOVided for to
present such information as examination
histories of corresponding patent
applications in other countries.

* New species of animals and plants.

* Diagnostic, curing, or operative
methods for diseases.

* Rules or method of games and sports.

* Methods or plans which can be
implemented only through human
assistance.

* Inventions detrimental to public
order, good custom or hygiene. (Article
21)
Novelty is based on the date of filing
and judged from public knowledge or use
in Taiwan and abroad, public disclosure
in publications in Taiwan and abroad,
or preceding patent applications.
(Article 20)

6 months (Article 20)
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('4') A'compulsorY: license may be granted
where a national ~mergency occurs •
(Article 52) . '
Inventors and successors; Thai
national:,' or:,national where Thai can
apply for patent. (Articles 10 and 14)
Thai :language •.Patent applications .can
be filed in any foreign languages
(provided that they are accompanied by
their Thai translation within 90 days
frOID filiug).

Reciprocal priority system. (Article
19)

Claim of reciprocal priority rights is
allowed for patent applications in
Switzerland, Spain and North Korea.

Amendments can be made to patent
specifications provided that such
amendments do not enlarge the scope of
the disclosed inventions. (Article 20)

No more details are known.

.

An obligation is provided for to submit
examination histories of corresponding
patent applications in other countries
and prior art references cited
therefor.
(Article 27)

* Microorganisms or their constituents,
and animals and plants or their
extracts which exist in nature.

* Scientific or mathematical rules or
theories.
.........

* Computer programs •

* Methods of medical examination,
treatment, and remedy.

* Inventions contrary to public order
or morality or public health or
welfare. (Article 9)

Novelty of inventions is based on the
date of filing and judged from public
knowledge or use in Thailand, public
disclosure in publications in Thailand
and aborad, or foreign patent
applications filed twelve months
earlier. (Article 6)
12 months (Article 19)

.
.
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.. . . ....... .. . . . . ......

Items The 'Republic of' ChiJla (Tai.wan) The 'Kingdom'of Tba;] and
. ... .... ..

Invention The,':ri~hts to -: apply for patent or The ~ightt6 apply for patent or patent
in: Se'r-vd.ce patentrightsfo;inventionsmade by, rights; for.inventions made by employees

e~ployeesin t~e_execution of t~irjob in itlleexecution-df their employment.. dut;esbelong to: employers., {Article 7) contracts belong :1:0 employers. '(Article. . . 11)

Others" Utility ... Available ., Not available
M9del (Substantial examination' is made for I

utilitymodels~ The duration of-utility
•models is 12 years from filing.)

Design Design's-'are'pr,'o'tected by the Patent Designs are protected by the Patent
.. Protection- .: Law. (Article 106: to 122) Law. (Article 56 to 65)

(1) Duration: 10, years from the date of (1) Duration: 10 years from the date of
.... ... fili:ng. filing •

. .. (2),Criteria.:of:novelty: Public use ,in (2) Criteria of novelty: Public use ,in
Taiwan and abroad, , or public: disclosure Thailandt-()r~ublicdisclosure ',in
in publications in Taiwan and abroad. publications Ln,Thailand and abroad.

1 M ••••
.... I·

. Substantial:examina'tion: Available,',(3) Subst'antial examdnatiOtl: Available (3)

.. . . .. . .. . . .

Table 1-2 (c) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries
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Table 1-3 (a) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries

, Items Malaysia The Republic of Indonesia
I

.. . . .

Patent Law 1983 version (including 1986 amended 1989 amended version
version) .

Treaty Paris Accession Accession
Convention .....

1
peT Non-accession Non-accession .....
Budapest .. Non-accession Accession . ..

Treatv . .

Outline Duration of 15 years from the grant'of patents. 15 years from filing (Article,9) and an 1/
of Patent (Article 35) extension of 2 years at the request of I.
Patent Right patentees. (Article 42)
System " Definition Product: Manufacturing, sales Product; ManUfacturing, use, sales, I

.

of . (including offering for sale), use and supplying for sale, lending and r..
Exp.Lcd.t.a-. import of products. transfer of product~.

1./'tion of" ,."-
Method:

.
Invention Use of methods. Process: Use, sales, supplying for

sale, lending, and transfer of products
~...Process: Exploitation of processes and pccduced by processes. (Article 17)

products produced directly by means of 02
processes. The same pro~uct prod~ced

.c·

from a certain process, unless the .. i;contrary is proved, is taken to:llave -:
been obtained fromthatpro~ess. i.:

I · (Article 36):
,.

Out ,of (1) Exploitation 'of' inventions, .for- (1) Import of products' made by patented :: ......
Effects of other thanindustrial.or commercial processes. (Article 21)

~:Patent ... purposes~

Right (2) Exploitation of inventions by prior i'(2) Exploitation of inventions orily for users. (Article 14)
scientific research.

{3} Exploitation of inventions by prior
users.

·

(4) Temporary passage·through the I
.'. territories. (Articles 37&38) . ....
. ·c Unexamined N0iatent application is opened to Essential hoints of patentaiPlication

Publication pub icinspection. are publis ed in the Officia 'Gazette.
System .. (Article 47)
Examined The Register of Patents contains their No patent application is published.
Publication bibliography. (Article 32)
System .

The Registers of 'Patent· and patent
specifications can be inspected upon
parment of commissions. (Articles 33 & ...34 .

Request for' Examination is conducted in two stages: A request ,for examination can be made .-.
I· Examination preliminary examination and substantial (within 36 months from filing). ...

I'
examination. Request for, preliminary (Article 56) :
examination and Bubstantialexamination ....... can be made' Within 6 months and 18
months from the ciate of, filing, •••. respectively.- (RejitUlator 26 & 27')

Appeal · Not available Appellate trial can be requested in
(Complaint), protest against a trial decision of ......System rejection Within 3 months from such

rejection and is completed within 12
months from request. (Articles 71 & 72)

Opposition No detail is known except that a No opposition can be filed against
to and petition can be made ,for invalidation registered patent.

. I
• .. .... Cancella- of patents (invalidation by the court) •

... .,ti:on"'i-of""""~""""-"'" -('Article,'-56')"'~; ",'",' "-,"o.~.""",--,,--,,,,,w,,"..,," ~.,. ·""~",,,'m --'~-'"':="" A·:statiemerrt,.. of,.,opinion can ,b:~, "s.\1.b;1ni.1=.t;,!,!,c!
Registered to patent 'applications within 6 months

I Patents from the date of unexamined
publication. (Ar,ticle 5)

A.request for cancellation of patents.. can be made. (Article 97) F
Compulsory (1) Compulsory license can be granted (1) Compulsory license can be granted
License where patented inventions are not where patented inventions are not

exploited for 3 years without any exploited for 3 years. (~ticles 82 and
I legitimate reason or sold at 85)

unreasonably high prices.
(2) Compulsory license can be granted

(2) Compulsory license can be granted for patent utilizing inventiOn.
where the public interest so requires. (Article 88) .

(Article 49)

(3) A compulsory license can be granted
for ~atent utilizing invention.
(Art,cle 49A)
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Table 1-3 (b) Patent System in Southeast Asian Countries
.

Items Malaysia The Republic of Indonesia

Procedure For patent applications claiming
for Claim priority rights, ,certified copies of

',.', of Priority application documents therefor can be
"',, Rights subndtted within 3 months from

.,: ," -, -, instruction.

In principle, priority certificates
__need not be accompanied by their
, Malaysian translation.

.

.

•••••••

applications must be
months from filing in a

Indonesian language (Article 30)

* Amendments can be ~de,to patent
specifications provided that such
amendments do not change the scope of
inventions disclosed therein. (Article
39)

* The Patent Office' can-request
applications. to present' such
information as examination'histories of
correspondin¥ patent applications in
other countr~es. (Article 31)

Inventors or inheritors. (Article 1)

Priority patent
filed within 12
first country.

Priority certificates must be
accompanied by their English
translation within 6 months from
fi~ing. (Artic~e29)

.

The Examiner may. recommend for submit
copies of examination histories of
correspondin~ patents (applications) in
other countr~es.

An obligation is 'provided . for s\1bm±t
application numbers of ,corr~spcn;Ld!ng'-_:
patent application in other countries.

* Amendments can be made to
specifications at any time in: such a .:
manner that claims conform to' those ,
filed with the Patent Offices in the
US, the UK, Australia, Japan' or Europe.

English and Malaysian languages for
application and only English language
for registration.

Inventors and successors or inhibitors •
(Article 36)

Need 'for
Preeen-.
tation of
Information
on
Correspond";
ing Patent
Applica
tions in
other
countries

Require
ments for
Application

Amendment * Amendments can be made to patent
to Patent speCifications within 3 months from
Specifi~ office action.
cation
(Time and
Scope)

. ' Outline
of
Proce
dure

Grace ., ".
Period

Reasons for
Unpatent
ability

Definition
of Service
Inventions...

~:h~i~~f" I~v:~~t~ti;o~a:rb;terii~l~'i~~~~"
in the execution of their employment
contracts belong to employers. (Article
13)

~Foods or_drinks for consumption by
human and animals, new, varieties of
animals and 'plants," p;rocesses: for the
production- of animals and plants,
metihcde of, _examination, treatment,
medical care or surgery of human and
animals.

* Inventions against the public order
or morality. (Article]) ,

* Inventions designated by a
Presidentia~ D~cree (for temporary
exclusio~ from patent protection for
not more than: 5- vears). (Article 8)

Novelty is based on the date of filing
and judged from public. knowledge or use
in Indonesia, or public disclosure in
publications in Indonesia and abroad.
(Article 3)

, * Scientific theories and mathematical
methods.

, 6 month (Article 4)

games s . ., :

to
to

12 months (Article 14)

* Discoveries, scientific theories and
mathematical methods. ,- :""

Novelty is base on the date of filing
and judged from public knowledge or use"
in Malaysia, public disclosure in
publications in Malaysia and abroad, or
preceding patent applications. (Article
14)

* Inventions that ~~~,~ont~a;y
social morality or detrimental
public interest. (Article 13).

'~:h~~g~~rt~n~~K~ro~~'~~~';~b~~ipr'~i:'~~~"
in the execution of their employment
contracts belong to employers. (Article
20)

* Methods of treatment

* Rules and methods of playing

ofCriteria
Novelty

Legal
Require
ments,:", .... .:
etc.'-'"

.

Others Uti lity
•. Mode~

-
Qut1ineof-'-'
Design
Protection
System

Available
(Substantial examination is made for
utility model applications~ The
duration of utility models is 5 years
from registration and can be extende4.)
No Design: Law is in force. ,,-'
Any design: right owners in the UK are
entitled to identical rights in
Malaysia.

Available' ;
(Substantial examination is made for
utility model applications. The
duration of utility model is 5 years
from registration.)
No Design Law ,is in force.
Relevant legislation is currently under
consolidation.
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Tahle2 . Patent System Provided for in HarmonizatiorrcTreatyDraft'hy WIPO

Items Patent' System ,PrOvided for in. Ha:I:mon±ia.tion Treaty Draft
by IIlPO

Patent Law

Treaty Paris Convention
PCT

. .

Outline
of
Patent
System

Budapest Treaty
Duration of Patent Right
Definit~on of EXploitati~ri of
Invention .,'. ',',,:

Out of Effect ofPatent:Rights'"

Nobrovision is made.
'No ,'provision, 'is made.

No provision is made.
Unexamined Publication System" Patent applicat~Onsare opened to public inspection for 18

months from the da~e of priority provided that this period
can be extended to 24 months.

'Outline
of
prcce-:."
dure.:"

Appeal. (ComplaintlSystem ""

Compulsory License System,
Requirements for Applicants
Language for Applications

No provision is made':

No provision is ma'de'(except' tha:~ substantial examination is
demanded) • " '.; "

No'provision is made.

No oppos~t~on must be filed,agains~ patent applica~ions

before their registration. A request for invalidation of
patents can be made to the Patent Office.within a designated
time limit '.after,·their' ,registration. '.'.'
No 'pccvd.edcc. is made. . ,,'
No provision is made ,; ',':"', '
In prillciple, the official; language of a country where
patent applications ,are to be ,filed. A provision is made
herein that 'patent applications filed in non-official
language,if ac~ompanied-~thth~ir translation in the
official' language within a designated time limit, can be
deemed to have the same effects as those filed in the
official language., '. .":

Procedure for Claim of Prior~ty
Rights

Priority rights are claimed in conformity with the Paris
Convention. Non-priority p~tent applications can be changed
into priority· patent applications within 4::--m.onths from;:the
date of ,priority and_within.'2mon~hs:fr,omthe datie of' filing
if, there exists any legitimate reason to do so.

Amendment to ~atent

Specification:fTime & Scope)
A provislej'n is made: herein: that 'applications havethe,::dght
to make amendments. to patentspecific~tionswithinthe:scope
of original disclosures therein. -
No provision is made.

No provision is made.

No provision is made.

" Available.

, No prcivision is made.:)'Criteria of Novelty
Grace Period'

Utility Model
Design Protection

Inventions "iri Serv{ce

Reasons for Unpatentability

Need for Presentation of
Information, on Corresponding
Patent,Applications inothe~
countries

Othersl-::-::=::::::..::l.:'==:...,. -+ --\

Legal
Require
ments,
etc.
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(7)Abstract:,The c;AO (General Accounting Office) report was
issued in the United States in 199;3, how U. S. companies evaluated
the patent systemsandp:t"acticesin Japan; the U.S. and Europe
was announced, andmany items for improvement were indicated with
respect to the Japanese system and practices. c;iventhis,since
in the same manner there is great interest in how Japanese
companies see the patent situation in Japan, the U. S. and Europe,
a questionnaire survey of the opi,nions of the member companies
of the PIPAJapan Group was carried out.

According to the results of this survey, the true extent to
which Japanese companies <make every endeavor to understand and
utilize the systems of each country can'be inferred. Japanese
companies , although seeing the need for improvements:withregard
to some points with respect to the situation in Japan, evaluated
most of the points as appropriate. Europe was generally
evaluated as appropriate. Conversely, with regard to the patent

nsituationin ,', the ' U.S,"
countries were pointed out and the for improvements in
various areas was indicated. ,This differs greatly from the GAO
report which criticized Japan only as being peculiar.
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JAPANESE COMPANIES'VIEWS ON JAPANESE, U.S.
AND EUROPEAN PATENT SITUATION

patent systems; were critical of the situation in Japan, and

indicated many items for improvement. How Japanese companies see

these points should be confirmed, so. a questionnaire was

distributed to the PIPA Japan Committee member companies

regarding the situations of the patent systems and· practices in

the three regions of Japan, the U.S. and Europe, and the results

were collated.

This questionnaire did not utilize the questions in the GAO

report as they were, but set them independently so that opinions

as to the same patent situations could be covered. Those points

which would be necessary to understand the patent situations in

the three regions were generally covered. The <companies which

responded were 10 in the mechanical field, 19 in the ~lectrical

field., 25 in the chemical field and 15 in the pharmaceutical

field, totalling 69 companies . The company size covered was

mainly large' companiesiThese companies see the markets of

Japan, the U.S. and Europe all important, carry out the

activities of attaining patents rights and of patent license

•.••.~.~.w ••t:•... !1!~5rE)l..:L.<::1::L':J.Il:5! Jhn.ave a applications ;and patient;
registrations in Japan, and also have arelativelYlarge,~~~tiili,~~:·················tr···....
patent applications and patent registrations in both the U,S. and

Europe. Consequently, it can be said that·the responses to this

questionnaire: are the voices of Japanese companies which have

adequate experiences in all three regions of Japan, the U.S. and

1. Introduction

Japanese companies carry out worldwide business' activities

while concerning themselves with patent systems, and the

circumstances ·of patent systems in other countries are of great

interest to these:companies. Last year, when the trend towards

worldwideharmonization:wasincreasing,the 1993 u.s , GAO report

was published, revealing how U.S. companies evaluated the patent

systems and practices of Japan, the U.S. and Europe. According

to this publication, U. S. companies saw only Japan as being

peculiar in various aspects and as havf.nq an inappropriate system
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Europe. Note that although the number of companles surveyed In

thls questlonnalre survey are 1/4 of that of the GAO survey and

the analysls dld not lnclude lntervlews as In the.GAO survey due

to the tlmellmlt, ltlsbelleved that ltlS sufflclently useful

In presentlng thevlewsof Japanese companles.

Belowianalyses and commentS.:are set forth .for each Ltem of

lnvestlgatlon. Note that ..numerlcal data,Wlththe ,exceptlon of

a few Lt.ems , are expressedln percentages wlthrespect :..to. the

number of cOmpanles answerlng toeachquestlon (the numbers are

Lnd.Lcat.ed under. N= In parentheses), In the case of plural

answers permitted (lndlcatedas <pl.», these are glven as a

percentage to the denominator N in the same manner, therefore

there are cases of where the total of the percentage values

exceeds···.·,:100%-.

2. Outline of Companles Respondlng.to the Questlonnalre

(Questlons 1 to9)

Among the companles which respOnded, a total of 36% flle

approxlmately 300 to 1,000 patentapplicatlons In Japan annually.;

In terms of buslness flelds, 47% of electrlcal companles flle

3,000 or more appllcatlons,.and In .thepharmaceutlcal fleld 94%

of companles have 300 or fewer' appllcatlons. In. terms, of ,the

number of appllcatlons In the Unlted Statesj·a total of 75% of

companles have flied 100 cases or less, and 65% 'of electrlcal

companies have 300 or fewerapplicatlons, while 24% of companles

have filed 1,000 to 3,000 patent appllcatlons. Thls tendency

cannot be seen In other <business fields. Wlth regard to Europe,

78% of all .companleshavelOO or fewer appllcatlons. However,

In theelectrlcalfleld, 28% of companles have flied 300 to 1,000

appllcatlons. These trends In theUnlted States and Europe can

be understood from the results of the lmportance of the markets

8.

wlth regard to experlence In negotlatlons and agreements relatlng

to patent llcenses In Questlon9, apart from one company whlch

answered. as having had no experlence, all have had about the same

amount of experlence in Japan, the United States and Europe.

There are no remarkable differences .between busLness ,. flelds in
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terms of countries and regiOns.

3. Efforts to acquire paterits in the United States and Europe

(Questions 10 to 13)

In ""Question 10 relating to: effbrtstounderstandpatent

systems overseas, a Lt.houqh no particular tendencies tOwards

measurest6do 50 iri the variOus business Iields carioe seen, it

can be Lrife.r.red that Japanese -companLes' ",," make "an effOrt to

understandthepatent" systems in'theuni·ted Statesand' EurOpe.

Iri terms Of responses to ac:quireeffec:tivepateritsasset forth

in Question 11, 30%ariswered "EritrusttO domestic:patent"firrtl",

while other answers were "Overseas resident emplOyees ,employees

on assigIlinent and patent people keep positive c:ontact bOth

overseas arid domestic: patent lawfirms""C64%), and "Gbwith the

petierit; at.tOrney,,'to: explairitechnicaTpoiribs'to the:'Exarriiner 'wTth

regard toiInportant app.Lf.cat.Lons "( 23%). WithregcLrd to editirig

theforrtlatofpateritspecificatioris fOr the Uriited 'states in

Questiori" 12 ,amorig:resporisesatOtal of 76 %of 'companies answered

"Almost all" Or "Many" carry out editing to meet the:U.S. patent

apecd.fLca'tLon f o rma t , Also ,regardingc:onfirrtlation Of the

description Of U. S. spec'LfLcat.fons , 97% of alFariswers were

"Understand description in English"" which, considered in

comb.fnatif.on with Questions 11 and 12, can implytha.f Japanese

companies gO tOcOn.siderable "lengths independently" to acquire

effective patents in the United States rather than leaving the

work to overseas patent law firms.

4. Exam1.nations in Japan, the Un1.ted states and Europe

(Questions 14 to 16)

With regard to the qual1.ty of exam1.nations 1.n each country,

as many as 69% of compan1.es regard the European Patent Off1.ce's

quality as high, followed by the Japan PatentOff1.ce with 47%.

"~",••",.,,,,,.,,,,,,,~~!,!, :t:]tl~ (J':t:ll~r:"tli:l !!~[(""1t~:htl<3e",, of who c:ons1.deredthe

qual1.ty of examinat1.ons Ln the U. S. Patent Office h i.qh was

l1.m1.ted to 28%, whi.Le conversely, t.hoaevwho thought that the

qual1.ty was low accounted for 22%, so that 1.t can be 1.nferred

that Japanese companies are somewhat d1.ssat1.sf1.edw1.ththe U.S.

Patent Office.
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Next, with regard to the detailed description of the

invention, as many as 45% of companies thought that the Japan

Patent Office's description requirements are strict .Conve;r-sely,

only 29% and 36% of companies respectively considered the

European and U.S. Patent Offices strict, so thatit can be

inferred that Japan's descr~ptionrequirements are strict

compar-ed to the United State.s. Characteristics can be. seen

accordingtobusinessfield,with npsignificaQt d,iffereQc~in

strictness in. the electrical and mechanical.fielq., while the

t,enclgncy,iQt,heph~rmaceuticalfield·is.noticeable,

1\.lf?P, r~g~rding theq.ef?cription of instructions and notices

from the respective patent offic~s, in contrast to the 76% and

75% of companies who respectively consLde.red Lns t ruct.Lons and

not.Lees .~~9m t.he E"Uropean., ·andl] ~S:. pat.ent.. of f~ce,!:ispeci,fLc and

e~syto underst~nd,only 9%ans",ered posLt.LveLy regarding the

.:Japan Patent Office's communf.cat.Lons, ]i[anycompanies cast doubt

pnthedescription of instructions and not.Lces. of the Japan

Patent Office. However, asreveal.ed by the. commerrts following

the quest,ions, in the current situation where examinations in

Japan are gradually improving , t.he authprs of this report:forthe

most part feel the .f?aJU~ way.

1\.s. described above, the point that the descr:i.pt~on

reqLlirements of. the Japan Patent Office are strict and th.eppint

that the, description of instructions and notices is

unsatisfactory are the same as the indications. of. theGA() report"

but regarding the quality of examinations, there is

dissatisfaction with the U.s. Patent Office,whichresultdiffers

from the GAO report indicating dissatisfaction withtJ:J.eq:uality

of examinations by the. Japan PatentOffic~.

5. Areas in. which improvement is desired in patent office

Europe (Questions 17 to 19)

With regard to Japan, altogether, requests for "detailed

explanations for reasons for rejection" and "reduction of

examinatipn period" were many. Remarkable differencesbet",een

fields of business were not seen.
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In the U.S. "first to filen.and "alleviation of rest.riction

requirements" were, numerous overall. Theset:wo desires were

concentrated particularly in the chemical and phamaceutical

fields. Meanwhile,.thE!se two wishes were few in t.he mechanical

and electrical fields.

6. Regarding thE! examination requi,:r:ementperio(j in Japiinpf 7

years (Question 20)

Although 35% of responses considered it appropriate,

re~ponse~ desi,rip.g a !lllo:r:1::E!n,ing of tlli,s PE!riod amounted to 62%.

As an alternative, the response of about; 5 years as being

appropJ:"iate:w-asmo:st.nu,me:r:ous (43%), However, the respon:se of

7YE!ars,asbeing<appropriate was·most.numerousinthe mechanical.

iindpharmaceuticiil fields.

With respect to Europe, "abolish

",introduce g:r:ace period" were. numerous

desires were particularly concentrated

pharmaceutical fields.

self-conflict" .

overall. These

in t.he. chemical

and

two

and

responses

conversely thisre:sponse was no

field. As a reason for having

most common was that .i t . was

priority examiniitions~,;·b;;~~~~LL;•••·~~lth~o{igj:·~;~~:~~~~~~~.~:~.~<~:,~~:~ .........•........ ···,k~,······

utilized them were common (55%),

more than 20% in the mechanical

not made such a reque:st, .the

unnecessary (77%).

7. Technical position <for facilit,ati,ng examinations in Japan

(Questions 21 to 24)

Firstly, as measures for mainta,inip.ga,p. appropriatE!.nl.lIllber

of applications, t,herate of mechanical. and electrical companies

wllich.performin7"compa,ny evaluations was high at.~O%and more.

Incllemicalandpha:r:rnacE!ut,ical compan.Les those who utUize.the

domesticp:r:iority right, system wE!re nu,merous.Although overall,

utiliz.ationof(the(jomest,ic priorityrightsyst,em was the most

common re:sponse (78~),since asa resultfi,ling numerous claims

is common, utilizing multiple-claims system was the .next numerous.

response. As comments on "others", the. responses of performing

further screening when requesting examination was numerous.

of accelerated examinations or
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Regarding the question Of whether the patent law revision

in Japan is uaetuL" Ln facilltating examinations, the response

that it is useful reached 59%. In particllla.r, in the

phermaoeut.Lce L field there were no responses of ltnotbeing

useful.

Interviews a t: the patent office were utilized by 90%

dverall, with the 'inclusion Of' "sometimes" '. No great differenCe

was seenbetween:fields

As described above, maintenance of an appropr-Letenumber- of

application and positive drawing on examination cooperation by

mearis rof in-company screening and applicatlori o:fthe legal system

can be inferred.

8. Treatment' of' ',~' fOreigners in examinations ':by<the Japan

Patent Office (Question 25)

The' response of ., foreigners are treat'eddisadvantageollsly"

was only 3%, and the responses that'both foreigners and Japanese

are treated fairly (42%) and that, rather, :foreigners are treated

advantageously (28%) were numerous. It seems that there is a

large gap in the impressions of Japanese and Americans.

9. Regarding the opposition (Questions 26 to 32)

Regarding the pros and Cons .: of the opposition, while GAO

report says the Japanese pre-grant opposition system delays the

granting o:f patents and U.S Companiessllffer from conslderable

adverse effect, this survey shows/regarding the opposition Tn

Japan and Europe the 'response "preferable" overturned the

response "not preferable". Also, regarding the lack of an

opposltion in the United States, there was no response of

"pre:ferable" at all, with over 80% overall responding "not

preferable". This actually also arises from the response "Yes"

gfover50'l;tqj::.he ql.le§ticm"Ifas Y0!lr

you thlnk have afterwards become ineffective and has your company

been disadvantaged due to the lack of 'an opposition in the

U. S.? ", and as a general remark Japanese companies think the

opposition is affirmatlve, with the result that the difference

in awareness with U.S. companies diverges greatly.
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Regarding the timing for opposition, although the resporlse

"not preferabh:>" with respect to pre-grant opposition in Japan,

was slightly more' numerous than the 'response "not preferable" .to

the post-grant opposition in Europe, the response "preferable"

was similarly numerous and did not> differ greatly between the

two. In Japan the right is essentially issues at the time of

examined,publicati'on,the problem of pat.en't.Lnq being delayed by

the opposition as asserted by U. S. companf.es: in the GAO report

not having originallyoccllrred, whereas the lack ofahopposition

system in the United States surelybeinga'problem for>Japanese

companies.

In 'the United States, because a patent with flaws which was

originally thought to be invalid is rendered powerless! wi.ththe

exceptionjofasuit;only a request. for reexamination can be made

to the patent of f Lce , but more than 50% overall replied that "no"

use had been made of the reexamination system. The reason for

this is that i'nt:hereexamination 'system, where'a third party

requestsreexaminati.on,the opportuni.ty'for the· third. party who

is t:he<partyrequesting reexami.nation to speak is 'greatly

limited, the .reexamination proceduredevelopi.ngi.nfavor of, 'the

applicant 'due to theappli.cant's leadership, giving rise to the

fact that requesting reexamination is of absolutely rio benefit

to the third party. 'Consequently; fromthese':Eacts,it can be

inferred that many compani.es believe that ·aneffective means of

"rendering flawed patent powerless, such as one corresponding to

theopposi.tion system of Japan and Europe is necessary i.nthe

United States

Responses of companies receiving 50 or Tess patent

oppositfonannually i.n Japan were numerous. Although somewhat

numerous in the electrical and chemical fields, since these are

fields having a large nllinber of applications, it can be concluded

, ~..~:~~tj. this is due to the large number of laid~open cases

accompanying the number of applications. In the GAO report;

opinion "Japanese companies unify specific applicati.ons in order

to declare objections without asking whether they are domestic

or foreign" was introduced, and there is also the·criticism "in

Japan, opposition on applications from overseas are very
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numer-ous ", but by far the, most numerous response was "opposition

are, used where necessary (according to the content of the

application) without distinction between domestic applications

and t.hoae from, overseas", so that it can be, said that there, is

np reason for this criticism.

10. Judgmel).tof novelty in Japan,theUni;ted States and

Europe (Question 33)

Eegarding the.strictness of novelty judgment in Japan, the

UnitedSta;tesandElirope,althOlighthe response of "case by case"

was common in all fields of companies, the response "Japan is the

strictest" was.' common, in companies in the electrical. and chemical

fields,. while many companies in the pharrnaceut.LcaL field felt

,that ,,"al.lthre:e.I:E:gi9I1:>Cire,:almo~t-,the,same ".. :P.~lso i .there were

almost no comparu.ea who felt .thatthe "U,.S.i.s 'the strictest".

11. Protection of pioneer inventions (Question 34 )

The GAO report mentions the narrpwness of protection scope

and d.i f f Lcu.Ltry of acquiring rights> with respectto,protectipn of

pioneer inventions in Japan, but ,in this questiol).naire,

convezseLy, the opinion that the. scope of protection is "too

,wide" .with reSpect to pioneer inventions in the ,United States was

most numerous. There were also opinions, which cast 'doubt on the

definition of pioneer inventions, and there were also opinions

.of "it.istoomuch to say pioneer patents also with respect to

patents Ln the< U.S. which originallY could not be said to. be

pioneer inventions" and "there is no need to distinguish between

pioneer inventions and ot.hen. inventions" . Also ,pn . the other

hand, as indicated in the GAO report, there wastheopinionthi:l.t

in J.apan the scope of protection of pioneer inventions is

"narrow" compared to the V.S. and Europe, which, added t.o the

of 'opinions.

12. patent.infringement trial experience in JaPi:l.n, the United

States and Europe (Questions 35 to 38)

Inallindl1stria:ifields, many companf.es have expez.Lenced
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patent infringement suits in JapanandtheUriited States in the

past 5 years. On the other hand, relatively few companies have

experienced the same in Europe. In the pharmaceutical. field,

more companies .haveexperiencedpatent litigations in Japan than

in Europe .and. the U.S. In the mechanicaL and electrical fields,

more companies have experienced patent litigations in the U.S.

than in .Japan and Europe . Although.the result· of the

questionna1.re .' does not show that· these experiences are as

pla1.nt1.ffs or as defendants, a large percentage of the companies

in the mechanical and the electrical fields care involved

unwillingly. in the patent litigations in the United States.

In Japan' cases in the mechanical, electrical and chemical

fields where "suits were not brought even· though th1.scompany' s

patents were infringed" were extreJllely numerous compared to cases

where "suits were brouqht.v.. The reasonforth1..s is that most

cases were' resolved by. negotiat1.ons with ·the other party , and

that. the rat1.o of •resolutions giving due consideration to the

relationsh1.p between the parties concerned was greater than' .t.hat.

of suits. In· the pharmaceutical field, the ratio of "suits were

brought" was large in contrast to three other fields. Although

it is.rashto say from.onlythis result that the pharmaceutical

companies prefer suits ,'1.tmay. show one of their character..

In the United States and Europe; cases of "patents of this

company have not been infringed (or unaware)" as well as cases

of "suits were not brought even though this company's patents

were infringed" were extremely numerous. It may show

difficulties to find infringements in foreign countries. Also,

as to the reason why suits were not brought, many cases were

resolved through negotiation as the same manner as in Japan, but

particularly in the case of the United States, 1..tis believed

that suits were not brought due to the expense of litigation

costs, so that cases where negotiations were choseriwere
···························n··um·····e··r·ous . ,............. I············· .

13; Litigation costs (Questions 39 and 40)

Regardirigl1.tigation costs, there is no company at all who

considers litigation.costscheap or extremely cheap ,.theanswers
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being concentratedamon.g·appropriate,high and. extremely high,

Among these,> litigation costs in Japan are consLdered by the

greater part of companies as appropriate, the next highest part

.considering them high, while a .smaL'lmumbez companies considering

them extremely. high. Litigation. costs in EuropeisJSeenbyover

half of the companies .as high, while the next highest percentage

of companies saw them as appropriate; there bei.nqvaomewhe t, .of' a

tendencyto.lean·towards "high" compared.to Japan. Tn:contTast

to this, litigation costs in the United. States were evalllated as

extTemelyhigh bya largenuInber of companies. Namely, it can

be inf.err.ed that the United Stat@sis a rcourrtry in .which, in the

economic activitiesofcompanies,a.considerableeconomic burden

is enforced in litigation. This.pointis also Teflected in the

number OfGaS~5resolved,·by:p-ayment'·, in- ·accordan:ce< ,withthe demand

by;theother party due to cost economizing of litigation with a

chance of success, so.··thatmorefrequentcases· of.·.this·type. of

settlement are experienced in the United States compared': to other

countries In particular, it is .worth noticing that in '. the

electrical field there are some companies who experienced 21 law

suits or more.

Looking at differences between industrial fields, with

respectto.litigational expenses, a'.tendency . towards .."high." over

"appropriate" can be inferred· in the chemiCal field, whereas a

tendency to pay in accordance with the demands mirroring

litigation >costs can be in.ferred as being numerous in the

electrical field.

14, Evaluation of patents (Questions 41 through 44)

Although . the appraisal of patents will be viewed in' the

money paid with respect to .them, the scope covering them, and the

judgment of their validity , it is .believed that any· oneiof these

invention itself. However, evaluation against the money. paid,

while most companies appraised Japan and Europe as "appropriate",

tending towards "cheap" in Japan .'and"high" in Europe.

Conversely to this, with respect to .the United States most

companies . answered "exorbitantly .high " and "high"; Evaluation
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wicth regard to icn.terpretat1on o f the scope of :dghts was thought

by most comparu.es to be app.roprLat.eiLn Ellrope, Ln contrast to

whicchthe icnterpretaticon icD. Japan, althollghthought by many to

be appropricate, tends towards too narrow and icnappropricate, and

conversely, the icnterpretaticon Ln the UnLt.ed States can be

icnferred as beicng thought of as too broad and therefore

Lnapp.rop.rd.at.e ; Regarding evaluaticonwicth respecttovaHdicty

judgment, icn contrast to valicdicty judgment icn. Japan beicng seen

by most . compani.es as app.ropzLatie , i'1nclalso as. mostlyappropricate

icri Europe wicth a tendency towardstuo effecticve, ict was seen more

as too effecticverather than appropricate in the Unicted'States.
----------------

Summicng up these poicnts, wicth respect to whether the patent

systemscorit:dbutetothe developmentoficndllstry, although the

variety LnveveIuat.Lon can be seen icneach count.ry , . they were

evaillated<a.s maicnly contricbllticng. Thereiri;on.ly icn the Unicted

States "greatly coritrrLbutie's " was extremely few, ict Ls worth

noticdng that conversely "hicnders" was close to one qllarter.

SummazLzicrigtheabove, Ln the Un.i, ted States ,compared to

JapariandEllrope,' ictcanbeicnferredthat less valid'patents are

icnterpretedtO have a. wicderscopeand are demandicnghicgher

payments. Namely,'thebalan.ce 'ofgicve-and-take' of the values

tends to excessicve protecticon of the Lnvent.or rather than to

objective fairness in the society, so that it 'can be icnferred

that the unicqlle tren.d of the Unicted·States icn. which the aspect

of ··hicndericng the'development of <icndllstry 'Ls .emergirig .

15. Improv.ementstopatent icnfrHigementsuicts Ln the Unicted

States (Qllesticon 45)

Most answers cast doubts on the jury system whicchentrllsts

judgments on technica.lly· complex and d i.f f LcuLt; to understand

cases<sllch as patent problems to averagecicticzensratherthan to

" ;.:..,~ : :.:.:.:.::::::.. :.::., a::.ri:.:d <to be able'to 'avoicd the jury trical wheri
inappropriate. .The next most Common was

sicmplicficcaticon of complexicty of dicscoverices, from whicch can be

inferreddicssatisfaction with the current sLt.uat.Lon where the

dicscovery is

consumption Of

abused strategiccally

otherwisellrinecessary
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many ans.wersdeploring.the high COSt of Ld,tigq.tion fees, and

indicating the unique nature. of u.s. socLet.y . Although there

were a number of other opinions· on desires :Eor improving patent

lq.w suits, these three wo=ro= the.main points.inrelq.tion.to .which

illlprovementswere •• desireq..

16.AI:"easwhich cpuld.be improved in the United States'

Patent,Systelll (QuO=l3tion·. 46.)

All industries. placed a patent duration period of 20 years

from the. date of filing, shifting to afirst~to;-file sYl3tO=lII, and

introduction .of .an .unexemfned .pubLi.cet.Lonvaya.t.em . in . the top

position.

Althoughthesepoints were raiso=d Ln-p.ropoaad ro=forms of the

p. S.. patent.system advocated by a patent law. reform committee

underth.eU . S. Departmo=nt of COllllllerce.in. So=pteIUber 1992,allq. aro=

t:hO=1II0St Lmpoz-t.ant; points .for. <::orrection inordertoa<::<::orq.with

the:harmpnization treaty Ln. the p. s" t:herel3ults thereP:E W01,J.ld

l3upport.greatintero=sttowards proposo=dref°rllls.in,Japan .

. A.Iso"accordingto.the GA.O report,· 6 6!1;. of U:S,·<::Plllpanies are

inl3upport .of-a 'first to. file system, and 64%q.re ins1,J.pporkqf

introduction Of an unexamined puPlicq.tiolll3ystelll.

D. .Englil;lhlq.llguageapPlicat.Lons (Question 47)

With regard to the Japan Pq.tent Offico=ro=cognizing Ellglish

language applications, with no great differences .in each

industry, with the inclusion of "Acceptable either way", the

opi.nd.on .: that. recognition. i.13 .,a<::ceptablo=.W'a.syoi.co=q.pyapput 9p%

of companies can be inferred. Although the GAO report reported

t:hq.t "q. • larg.e pprtion(70 %) PfA.lllerican <::ompaniel3.thought that

Lf. t:hey could file appLLcat.Lons in Engli.l3h their patient;

act.Lvd,tiescpuld be greatly expanded", the Japanese response

seo=ms .t.o .. be based on the.awq.re:ness that.it.. sho1,J.ld.be.a

ref0rlll on the basi13.of theharlllonizationtreaty.

18. Patent practices of U.S. companies in Japan (Question

48)
Regarding the cause forU. S ,company.'s dissatisfaction with
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patent practices in Japan, the opinion that they "do not fully

understand the patient; system and practices in Japan" was commonly

the most numerous in all industries (71 % overall). The GAO

report says that "while. Japanese. companies have so far spent a

large amount of time for understanding matters such as the U.S.

Patent Law, patent procedures and .enforcement of·paterit rights

in the United States, American companies do not give serious

consideration to having a .thorough knowledge of the Japgnese

patent system, and so their own patent experiences in Japan are

adversely affected by the patent pratice they follow.", and these

results support this view.

also and·with

in , U. S.companies are in contrast seen as largely not

understanding a.nd con.ducting the matters in Ja.panese language,

and in addition as.not precisely understanding. the Japanese

system to a great extent.

19. Conclusion

According to the results of the survey, it can be seen that

Japanese companies are coping with the reality by expending a

great deal of effort and in order to understand and utilize the

systems of each country. Although Japanese companies see the

need for improvement in some areas in the Japanese situation,

they evaluate most aspects as being appropriate. They evaluate

Europe as being mostly appropriate. In contrast to this, they

indicated the unique nature within the world of the patent

situation on the United States, and hope for improvement in .a

Va:r:-iety ofar(3a13' This. differs greatly from the GAO report which

is critical in treating only Japan as peculiar. Although the

emergence of these types of opinions and evaluations is thought

to be largely due to the differences in. cultural background

between Japan and theJlnited States" another view is that

American companies; insufficiency of effort. and understanding

with regard to utilizing Japan's patent system also gives rise

to this. For example, a large number. of Japanese companies,

while undecst.andf.nq specifications, official notices, references,

negotiation and in
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1 1 to 100
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41001 to 3000
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4 1001 to 3000

5 3001 or more
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Europe 1 1 to 100

2 101 to 300

301 to 1000

4 1001 to 3000

5· 3001 or more

United
State:s

Japan

Q5. How many patent applications does 'your company file annually

in' Japan,' the "UnLt.ed States and Bur-ope?

l.A

7. G

(answers omitted)

. Q4; Which~nternational patentclassificatiori'does the technical

field ,in which your company files the most patent applications

fall within?

33. 'rubber

Chern'; Pharm:

0% 0%

o 0

o
52 47

36 47

12 7

(25) (15)

Chern; Pharm.

9% 0%

o 15

9 15

overseas sales?
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of e~p19yees in your company?

organic chem~~try
. . I ..
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company's ~nnuat
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1 1 to 100
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5 5001 to 10000

6 10001 or more

Q3. What is the amount

Please giv~ your most rederi~

(In units of mi11~ons

Q2. What

Ql. Among the :types of brisi~~sswhich youicompany is involved

in, which has the most comp4ny volume? <pl.>

(Machines-Metals)

1l.

13. machines

(Electrical eq~ip~ent)

21. general electrical [equd.paqe 22. computer
23. communication '24 f"ctomestic electrical equipment

25. acoustics 26. me~suring 27. wiring
I, - - I

28. electronic parts

(Chemistry)

31. general chemistry

34. plastics 35. coa~fng

37. petrochemistry

40. foodstuffs 41

(Miscellaneous)

51. others:

(answers omitted)I
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,to 30000

(N=

1 Almost all

Most

3 About-half

4 Few

5 Almost none

(N=)

Japall: ]: 1 -t.o 1000

2:,10,01 .co 3000

3 3001 tc>: 10000

to 30000

~r:mqre

4 10001

5' 30001

(N=)

United 1 'd',to
States

2 1001

3 3001

4 10001

5 30001

(N=)

Europe 1 1 to

2 100L

3 3001

10001

5 30001

(N~)

Q7. How ma~y

and Europe?:

Q6. Of patent

a~P\lt.,h~y.',many

I
CJ1

~
[



7

20

(15)

24

: 20:

(25 )

,5

26

(19 )

o

(10)

',30

13

,23

(69 )

Total ~~6h. Ei~d. chkin. Pharm.

30%
>.p

~7%
:

20% 40% 13%

7,0 ,68 52

1 Entrust to
domes t.Lc patent
f,irm.

2 Resident
employees,
employees on
assignment and
pet.errtcpeop.Le,
~e~p,P9~,:i~tive
'contact· both'
.ovexeeas: end.:
domestic patent
firms

3 Go::' with the
,..p~ ~131,1t, _~,1:: ~9.r~~:y,
, 'to" exp'LaLn" "
''!=13chnic,~l,':'PPJ.nts
to the'· Examiner
on:'i'IilpOl;tant
~lpp,li,c::ar-ions

4 ,Others,
(plea'se'''be

.specd f Lc )

(N·)

Q12. In ca-'S'es'o£ filing u.S. patent'-applica'tions, "what; i~r the

ratio .0f"'edi'i1'nq,,'applications':to meet the"U.S. 'specification

form'ci't?within Japan rather than directly translating the domestic

application?

{Con1;.ent;.,:pf

cont~ct:q±~~s~~y P~'~~P9rtant ~ases. Receive, visits from patent
attorney~;and,,,lectures. The: patent" attorney of a t.echnf.ceL

affiliat~,:,-,:co~l?:aHX ,,}akes cll~x:_ge. ' .. ',;" xeve. ,the"l<;>call"e,gal
repre;:5~~~ativE:!_?()nductan int~~";'iew ~i~h the -Examin~X:. Direc~ly
contact the local legal .repreaent.eufve on important cases.
Dispatchira,inees to specifi'd" firin'~"~:' E~bh~nge-"'6Jiniori5 and

infobnat'i6~ '~lth~'i dir~c'tly or :throughi a domestic firm by way of
corr~spdrid~nd~'!:.

Europe? <pl.>

13

;80

100,

(15)

88

,56

(25 )

0'

79

'6'3

(19)

20

90

:60

(10)

88

(69)

a~i4aily;activit~~sin
and,p:r:actice~ in thei)U.S.

'rot.el. Me!=h. Eiec. Chern. Pharm.

,3% :0% ':0% '8% 0%

23 30 42 12 13

38 60 42 28 33

32 30 26 20 60

1 NonevLn- .
:partlcular

C":, ': ,'<c',

2 Patent pe~ple
resides in Europe
or,U.S.

3 Have -. trainees, in
Europ~' or "u.s,

4 Have' patient.'
people
parti:cipCite, ~J1.
study'groups'to
:Europe/U:~S,~~ for 2
to 3 weeks

5 Haye patent
people
:pa:r:;t~c::ip.crte, in
'seminars' in' Japan
relating::to;
,EuJ;?l?ean/u -,p,~,.,:
-patent systems/
,pr.;lc;tices

6 "Give::,se~ip~s

consideration
close contact
direct
conversations

, ,lJ.:i.J:h ,pat.~mt
attorneys" -.

7 Others{please
specific)

(N·)

(Content '6£ 7)

Request w6:rk ::on'iy for part~cular pat~nt fif.rlts. pr~pa~atidn of

manuals. ;'Hold in-company p4tent seminar ~ wO'i-'kingrcf info~i£tion

gathering. AI'tho'ughnot a~ 16rig-tertt':l:esid~iit, df$!iiltchiri:ci ':'one
! " '" .C.· .:,.'........ .:" ..... '.-'-:' .---"'.'."':" , .. :.""person as a trainee for about 2,' 'to 3",;months 'per year" to

Eurqpe/:U. S'.

010. Whatme~~~res does
order to understand

and Europe? ~pl.?

I
en
~
I

OIl. What sor;,of oont.ect.] d~E'!;,S, you~:,comparrhav;e /fith "p:iit,ent
attorneys in or"d~r to acqu~re':effect.ivepah~'~hs in theu.S'.-: 'and



Q13. ~ow _<:l:O::~'s:)'?t1:r::::<::ompanY90n£+rm the _descxfpt.Lon of U. S. patent
specfficati?~s(in~luding ~lai~_S}?' .'

U.Sy'"

1 :~xtremely high 0 0 0 0 0

2 HIgh 28 '20 21 33 33

,3 _"Mpderate 50 40 58 58 33

4 Low 22 40 21 8 33

5 -'Extremely low 0 0 0 0 0

(68 ) (10) (19) (24) (15 )

Eu:r:C?P~,.r 'c.
n C;ExtreiTIEHy_ :hign 13 10 11 21 7

2:lti.gl1 56 30 84 46 53

_,3 "-'M~'d~~d~I~_ 29 60 5 33 33

4 .r.ow 1 0 0 0 7

5 - ';Ehltr~n\;;iy low' 0 0 0 0 0

(N=) (68) (10) (19 ) (24 ) (15 )

Comments

U.S.A.~': Generally riot:-hi.gh'.' Many caaeavof invention's with -Low

paten~abi.i'+:£f.})~'~hg~a'£.E:!l1Fed. nonot; ca:t:nY carrful eX?~inations.

Decide'd J;§,:..,'iS, ~,~y~;r;a~e" due to, ~he po'~nt thC!:tther'~'jare l~-~ge
inconsistencies ~mong Examiners.

High rate'ci'f"incorisTstency,':among Examine'rs in case of:U. S.

Many YOU~.~:3~8:~.~~~i:ff:lr{y~-:s., and~:ualitLof eX.~~inat_i~ns is,,.low
due to' th~.i'r' lack" ~f 'exP~~ience. s;stem is such' that experienced

Examiners obtain patent attorney q'TCll+~,,+9~ti?~.s,:,;foi;.,4;,F95, YElCl:rs
and move to patent law finn, and therefore experienced human
it;~ourb(:;s'8~ri.n6f:bg:gh~r.irite~d.
U:sPTo;\i~~u~r~ :r'~-fef~ri~~s;'~hi<:h 'h'~(r~a'iinh~;t',; ~:d'- :t~iE;";.:i'rid~','t:6 ttig
invention and reject the invention, which makes explanation all

the more difficult. Patent is granted if applicant can explain
.;,J~'il~- 'j blit-. ;:;;;e'woff}/--a:bout·:~h~th~r-::this i~ sati~fat:t(;ry;.:

EP'::''i~ "ge:ri:ei;r~il'~ ih:th~:'e:k~iriiriiif{b;n;~-

~a¥a:X;~,: :.' A~~'hb~.~l~-:. ~re~~du<~-~-t:_ hLqh ~__;;:~~ce~;tl_l',,: __ ~~:s.~~~.oIlle _::cas:-~~~
~ase, '50 th'at iow quality" e:iami'nat'iolls' 'are('s'ametrfue~"seeit (thete

a:r~ c~se;~::~h~i"~;ide:a:'i£:~'j.'t}~ ib~ p~ti3rit:abiiity have been published

~()'t~e::p~~_~~7)~._:", . "."",., .. ,:,:" ... , '
D~~,f,e~~' ~e:p~~di~g' on~ec,~~j~~'~~ .,>~iJl:cl.::.a.~~::ii-tY::'cif~~~'~itlafi6ri~
is' high' in' 'fields in 'whi'ch tha't country 'i~' 'pr6gr~ss'in'g'~'

(14 )

100%

60%

21
(J

7

7,

(15 ),

96%

(25)

;Chehli -"Phil'int"-
38%

dB
21

o
(24)

95%

(19 )

100%

(10 )

Che,~. , Phar:rn~ ..

10% 16% 4% 13%

20 74 53

50 11 54

20 0 25 0

0 0 13 0

(10) (19) (24) 15)

Meidf.'-: Eleb:~

53%

16

5

26

o
(19 )

in Japa-nese.

0 0 0 0 0

o iii' 8 0

of the quality of~xaminations

of procedures relating to "the

97%

(68)

Total Mech. E!ec. Chern. Phar:m.

into

Many

About:

Not many

1\~most

(N.)

(N=)

specification by
tF~~~+ation into

':craparie'se' '

Japan

1'Extremely

2 High

3 Modera'te

4 Low

5 Extremely

(N=)

2

3

1 ,Understand in

2

'3

4

5

Q14. What:-ddes'your" company

in each !C6untry in
acquisition' Cif'patentS?

(Others)

Claims iri Engiish

J,
ec
<:J1

I



te'dhid.caY ·'ilelds'and.Ekaminers.

0%

o

o

13

73

13

27
7

13

73
7

53

20

(15 )

(15 )

o

0%

8

o

28

24

44

24
4

12

60

56
36

(25)

(25)

11

16

74

o 0

0%

o 21

o

o 5

30

70

10 21
o 0

10 0

70 , 79
20 16

90 58

(10) (19)

(10) ,( 19

9

1

22

14

62

68.
22

(N") (69)
Europe
1.., ve:ry:specific and

e~~i to understand
2 Specific and easy

unders-tand
3 Uilderstcmdable

Japa,n
1 Very specific and

'e'as'y -to"understarid
2' "SpecLfLcvend . easy" to"

understand

.ungers,~andClbJ,~_

:tIltepti?p ..i~,-:l~S,~
understa.ndable "

5' ~ntention ls:hardly
understandable
(N~) (69)

U.S.A:
L' veW l:i.p~;dific:"and 13

easy to understand
2, sp.~_c:if~c:, __and easy to: 62

understand
3 UrU:lerstcmdable 22
4 lriterltTdri'is:'less 3'

unqerstandable
5 In~~~tion is hardly 0

undexatrandab.Le

To~.al __~,l?.cA ... El,E!:c. Chern. Pharm.

Qi6'~':'wh~t"d6 ybu 'thihk '-'ofthk d~~cri:pt£6r{s:iil'ihst'rhdtibh~ aha

ribifi:i6iitib'n~'-i~s\.i~d"-"by.the,p~tentoffices of each country?

~?~'~~'f~e'~'"c~~l::lC'::(: s,~,~e¥~:~~,~,,~()o~e(.,',',,,(IIi J~,~~I1":'~'" g '.~"~' ':"e~~~~n,~;,~~~:
in'" Pnarma.',ieut'ica1 II ~nd II Food' processing" 'in terms- of biological

field. )
u.s .,,'~:: 'bes't;-ni'6de -requi"tern'ert1:5 i ~ -:1:66 ~'frIbt .
u:~:.'" i'~" •.-~:~t:":~.-~ri.~t' '.,'~~·,'~eiJn~" 6f;"ri~'Ek'd' tb "':jud~k a'ccOrdiTtg to"the
character of the invention.
P~t~rtt"'d~:h'bE/ g:t'arit~d i:b't'-'pharmaceutical applications wi tihout;

'Eiiilb6dinieht's iri'Eutopk'. Tlh.~':'i.~'diff~r~rtt:-tbb6th Japan and the

U.S.

7%

40

,0

7

.67

27

o
(15 )

o
20

53

27

o
( 15)

o
o

(15)

"4

24

64

8

o
(25)

5

37

58

o
o

(19)

Elec. Chern. Pharm.

for r~jections and ~ogical

10

30

59
10

o
(10)

to Examiner and field of the

oftendenc-ies up to the

future the Japanese system will

4

paterit rights whith your company

think of requir!ements in the

10

o
(69 )

Europe

1 Extremely strict

2 Strict

~~~~o~r.i,~-t~,
Generous

5 Extf~mely generous

(N=)

Comments
Answers on

present,

become more apPrOpriate.

Many differences

Many cases which differ aC90rding
eppLd ce t.Lon,

JUdged,' baaed

struct~rein'office actions

Q15. With'i~g~tdto scope

wishes to acquire, what

Detailed Descriptiori'of

Japan

1 Extremely strict 10% 20% 5% 13%

2 Strict 35 10 37 42

3 Appi-bpri'ate 44 50 42 38
4 Generous 10 20 16 8
5 Extremely generous 0 0 0

(N=) (68) (10) (19 ) (24)

I U.S.A.
en

E?it,:r~~l~.iY ,::;trict'" 1 3 0 0 8CJ)

I 2 Strict 33 30 42 36
A'pprop:r1.a'fe 40

C';''.,

3 42 42 36
4 G~nerous 20 30 16 16

5 Extremely gener~~s 1 0 0 4

(N=) (69) ( 10) (19) ( 25)



4 Intention is 1ess ,i 1 0 0 4 0
understa:ndable'~

5 Intention is.hardlt 0 0 0 0 0-
understandable
(N=) (69) (10) (19) (25 ) ( 15)

Comments

Japan is a1so"continuing,:;t~L'improvesignificantly.

Although Japanese Examin$rs' comments have become largely

speci~~~, they are still t9o~~ort.

The ~n,swe~ ~~, Ja:p~n,/~ myj impressi'on" of tendencies of to the
pres~nt, but I under~tandfth~t in future Japanese system will

becoin¥"~6r~,,SPE:!Ci~~c,\~nci""e~sy to, understand.

s'trict. Coxxect; 'res'tralri'ts and minor system infringements of

paxamet.e'r vpat.ent.s with specialists. DO not; change Examiners so

often. Ir.vest':~'~~tef,~~,l?onse-documents thoroughly. Do not patent
inventio~s, wh'~r€~ ~l:1e 'invention accepted ,by the Examiner and the

express.Ion ,-,0.£>, 1~he- claims do not conform. Put contents of

intervieW" exemfnanr.cns in packet.e-a s records. Extension of time

should':be- Trripa'rU.:aT.

Q18. If there, are"any, areas you would like improved in the Patent

Office ',s;'?ro~~~'Li~Ts',-'fo,r a~~uiring patents in the U.S., please
write t:.l~¢,in,bel~\f'·i~eepi,ng ,s~ecific.

Total xech . Elec. Chern. Pharm.

Q17 .J-f,there are' any e reasjyou would like improved in the Patent

Office"s'pI:'obedures for ac~uid~ng patents in, Japan, please wr'ite

them below, keeping speciftc~'

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharrn.
- 24'*' 5'", 8* 8* '3*

15 2 2 5 6

4 2 1 - 1

3

'",;,=:: 'answers

Content' of answers t.o "Others"
J""",'Uri:iformit.y of· 'i.riventi.ver1l3;;~S 'judgment standards of examinations

andtrials~ Amendment prpposals by Examiners. Inventiveness

judgments based on a numbe~ ofpubllcly~known' rexerences are:too

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

5*

6

1

6

1

2

1

1

1

1

4*

3

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

3

1*

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

9

3

8

10

10*chah:g~:',t~,::fI~~t to ,file
pol~c:y - - ,

Allevia'ti6n ',0:£
restrictiOn req~lremertts

I-ritpt~vein~nt.~f l~~ki; of
examinations

Improvement or abolition
pf. interferen~e systE:!m

El.:i"m.:i,natip,n,of ('::":",'_
inconsistencies between
Examiners

Improvement of Article
104

In}rod,uc;tiop:of
unexamined publicat.'ion
systea.

period-;'of'ri9l1t to be 20
years from t.ime of
appliCation;

Read specifi.cation better

Allow participation of
third party in re
'examination

Do not allo\or expansion of
claims inre-issue

MaJ<:~" b,iologtca1:, .~iel?,
exemfne'tLoria niore reniant

Imp~ovement of ' Hilmer
Dbc:'trin'e

Otihexs (one answer)

2

(15 ),

5

(25)

1

3

(19)

DetaLledexplariations
.of reasons for
rejec~ion

Reduction of
examination period

Improvement of level
Of'.exaininat.ions

uri.i:£6rmity of
examination:standards
between Examiners

Extension of time
responses

s'impli.fici~t:.ibn 'of 2
novelty forfeiture
excep~io~,p~oc~~ur~s

Others (o~eanswer) 10

(N=) (69) (10)

I
Rl
-'l

I

--I

.- -'



o

27

87

73

33%

(15)

8

28

88

76

40%

( 25·)

o

74

63

37

84%

(19)

o

50

40

60

80%

(10)

3

57%

70

32 .

78

(69 )

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

,ioth'ers"

Abolish full tranSlation submission of

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

1% 0% 0% 4% 0%

35 50 21 28 53

yrs 43 20 58 52 27

yrs 19 30 21 12 20

1 0 0 4 0

(69) (10 ) (19 ) (25) (15)

'1 'ToO' 'ahoxt;

2 Appropria:te

3 ..Should be 5

.4 should be '3

Others

. ,(N')

i Not"'-'{liin~jappitca
t.Lons :'whose'vallIe':"i's
low "a:ft€lr' 'Ln-ccompany
ev~luation (including

, ,',~+,t,e;r;~a~iY,e:ly:m,akiflg
them public knowledge
and not doing so)

2 ~,~9,;r;0:llg~,~y, p~r,~o:r:m,ing:
pripr art searches and
filing,only'those
whoae .ef f ect.Lveness Ls.
high

3 P,()sitiV:43~Y us~ng
multiple~claim system

4 ' Uslngrlomes'tiC
priori~y right system

5 Ot,h~rs".'tif you have ,
a~Y,a~~~~rs, ~+e~se
write 'them 'concretely)J'

(N=)

Contents of answers

Q21~~,',:~~~¥':~'~:~SUV:~:~ a're"y'ou taking tio "maLnt.eLn an eppropxfete

number ,o,f,applit:::~tiOl},s,,il}, Japan? <pl. >

Q20 .>What dooyou think of the Japan's examination period of 7

years,?;

inventions 5trict~

priorit-y-,-r:i-ght certification materials. Judgment of novelty too

lenik~r: c~gn~reto~riiti6n of plural claim amendment proposals
with-·'-:;~"Sp~c_t;,\b,~:'.~6~je<?~'iciri's'. No zequIe't.Lon for exclusion of

applic~tions:fi~e~;9~,the same day.

Pharm.

3*

3 5

(25) (15')

4

(25) ( 15 )

(69) ,(10) ,(19)

replacements with respect to an

the application is not rejected,

J?panese,Unexat.nined,' ::Ptiblicatibn.

co terminology in the c Ladms, and

understood. Have a number of

so that one Examiner is not

Judge double patents strictly.

between units. Also cone.Ldex

Uniform paper size of A4. Some

as they are poorly written.
limit star'tinq, from original

and cqntinuation-in-part

Abolish

Abolition 'ot
rejection ,due to
self-conflict

.In t:r()duc;t:i9n, of '" grape
period -'

Others (orie :~ri~~~~t

(N=)

(N=)

examination's.

period. Mak'estandards' foriestab'llshment

* = answers

Contents of

Haye:,J.apanese interpretinJ at oral hearings. Expansion of,
novelty forfeiture exceptio* reasonS. Expans~o~ of u~ificati9n.

Change to firs"t-t() .Lnvent; , to what extent interview examinations

can be received -'is-urtd'J.ear. rneeodocctcn Ofi priority

fees. Shorten examination

of medical a~plicatlon

Q19.~f ~h~reare any areas you would like improved in the Patent
Office's ':,procedures for ac~uiring patents in the EPa, please

,1 '",',; ',', ,," ',;", ,,":',
write thembelow~ keeplrigs~ecific. (For example, introducing a

grace period.)

ok,,;,;;,,' answers ,
Contents of answers' to "others
Revision of law' 'where

Article' "'1'1'2 re jection

based on the

Thoroughness 130

detailed ,de,~~ription'

Examiners examine one

respdn:s'ibl'e"':fcii \(' 16rtg per-Iod

unifo~ity-bf examination st~ndards
',' .... , •. ' ..... '.' I

responses", to

documents are hard

Alleviation of IDS.

applic~tion for
appli'c'atio'ris".

I
enss
I



Q24. Do you utilize intervi~ws with the Examiner in charge at the
Japan Patent:Office?

of.

Total Mech. Elec. Chem. Pharm.

1 Pr~f,eJ:able 41% 40% 53% 44% 20%

Noti. .suxe 60 32 40

3 ;N9:t··.pr13fera~le 17 0 16 12 40

(N=) (69) (10) (19 ) (25 ) (15)

Tota'l Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

1 Rather, foreigners 28% 40% 21% 24% 33%
-~F~" !:;~~l ~e;<:i
e<:iYi:lnt~qeously

2 They"'are"treated 42 30 53 32 53
}'with:'coiilplete':
-'impa:rti~nity"

3 -i~oi~Ig~~~~>;'~~~ 3 0 11 0 0
treated:;
disadval'itagekHisly -

,4
:>:«' c: /,<,;0:.

28 16 13,,Not: ,,'f;uJ:e" 30 44

(N=) (6~ ) (10) ( 19) (25) (15)

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

10 or less 39% 30% 26% 24% 87%

2 11 to 20 22 30 5 36 13

3 21 to 50 25 40 42 20 0

4 51 to 100 9 0 11 16 0

5 More than 100" 6 0 16 4 0

(N=) (69) (10 ) (19 ) (25) (15)

02,8'. "What,: .doea your company think there being no opposition

system,::i-n,:the :,U is .. ?

Q27 ..': What .: doe's"your ':'Compa.tly; think of the system of pre-grant

oppos'ftiori:'systernTri;'~japan?

Q~:6:~; '" :;Oii-~,~e~;~~e'~-'1;b~11~:'h6~ ,,~~~y ,,;'~a~~~t ,;?~~~s:i~i,o;~s ,(n\lmber
applicatio~s) does yo~r c.o~pany r~~eive" i~';Japan"p~~ year?

Pl}arm., _,

60%

,40

52%

48

74%
26

20'%

80

55%

45

13% 0% 20% 8% 33%

71 B8 60 67 67

3 0 0 0,

0 0 0 o· 0

(69) (10 ) (19) (25 ) (15)

Total M~ch."''~l~~. Chem •

Mech~: . Elec'~; Chemt . Pharm ,

1 Yes 59% 63% .' 4'0'%::; 80%

2 No 17 21 24 0

Not sure 23 16 36 ' 20,

(N=) 69) (10) (19 ) (25) (15)

Total Mech. Elec. Ch~~. Phapn.

1 Yes 2~% 30% 33% 16% 47%

2 Sometimes 58 50 58 68 47

3 Almost never 13 20 11 16 7

(N") (69) (10 ) (19 ) (25) (15 )

r Yes

:2 - No"(seIectanansW'e]j
, 'as,; to whyyour:compc(riy
did not make such e :
request from among ~he
follow~ng)

a. Did not fulfill
the" :req~~,H~~*,ri~s

"b. Not necessary

c. Could not prepare
the documentation

d. Others

(N=)

Screen <,further ",when "ieql1es'~ing<exa.min.it'ion", "'( 2""'"ali'swefs"j-'.:;:

!
Q2,2. ;'Have:you reqtte'sted;:fccelerated!' exc.imiriatlon :'or i>rI-orf'ty

:\
examination:among'Japanese~applications in the past 5 years?

I Q23. 0.0 YC)u think that the Patent Law revision -execuced. on
CJl ' ;
~ January 1, .1994 in Japan Lstuaefu L in facilita.ting exemfnat.Lons r

I

Q25. There is an opin1.on that foreigners are

disadvantageouSl,Y, ,in~xam~ati:~ns Of, ,:he ,Ja~an pcilfertt
what does vyour company ·'thip.k regarding.. this -point?

treated

Offi'cei

Total Mech. EleC: them. Pharm.
".. -

0%Pre'fetable 0% 0% 0% '0%

2 Not sure 17 30 16 8 27

.,
,-",v""'. "



"3 - ; Not preferablef;: , 83 70 84 92 73

(N=) ! (69) (10 ) (19 ) (25 ) ,(15)
)

'J
029. What does your compan~ think of the post-grant opposition
system in Europe? 1

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.,
24%1 Prefe'rable 29% 30% 25% 40%

2 Not sure 55 70 65 46 47

3 Not preferable 17 0 12 29 13

(N=) (66) (10 ) (17) (24) (15)

7%

93

4%

92

requester can
is advantageous

0%

100

0%

100

whereby the
system which

3%

97

1 We:~,. uee-opposI tions
positively with
.reepectr" tro' applica
tions;: from overseas

2~ w~:"~'~~::'~~~~sihions
where>riecessary
withbut: ,distinction
between"foreigri and
dp~e~t~c<",<.
app~fcCl~~?J1~

before>trial.
Inste'i:id:;: we'\iti'fize reissue.
There: is bnly:a small degree to which a third party requester

c~n part-.icipate.
It is, dif-ficult to make an assertion of ineffectiveness with

obviou~ness,as,a reason.

owner of the right.
Yes :howe\,'e'r, for requests' for <this company- s' rights, the

right'ls' ~tf'b~g, there are no rJquests (:for a third party,
because of limitations on th13' recI'uester "disp'atching

not.LfIcet.Lcne -,

,No.t"necessary. "
Because it costs money.

aeceuee there are no par-tIcuLar, patents in question which

h':l-ve --becorae -probLematic.
T~e j.ocaj.v.Leqe L representative does not, recommend that re

examin~tion is not at ;all a~vantag~ous to the person
requesting z-e-eexami.nat.Lon •

There are not many chances
-partlcipat~~ therefore it is a
to >tifie owner' 'Ot" the 'right.

Because tihere are no, cases Which have progressed to just

032. There is criticism frQmoverseasabout the larg~ number of

-'():~,P6s'~;ti?~::orr~rd~,,~PP:liC,~-tI~~S,fF~~:':forkigricountries in Japan ;
how does'yourcompany deal with this?

~ot?l Mech. Elec. Chern. Phazm,

to the

must be asserted have not
~"ith~uqh::fhe s;s'~elll' .{~: "k~~wn

'narrow,':'c'ciiripared to';'trapa'n'~

predict success.

wh+ch you think h~ve afterwards

co~pany been disadvantaged due

systel~\-,in the: U.S. ?

Mech. El'ec. Chern. Pharm.

52% 40% 68%' , 56% 33%

17 20 12 33

30 40 21 32, 33

(69) (10 ) (19 ) (25) (15)

the U,.S. xe-eexamfnet.Lon systerav

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

53% 70% 56% 52% 40%

47 30 44 48 60

(68) (10) (18 ) (25 ) (15)

of being able to invalidate in a

1 Yes

2 No

3 p:nclear

(N=)

(N=)

1 Yes

2 Nt?,(if p()ssil~~,~,

sta~e'the:;ea~()n)

Comment's

There is
re-examination.

Cases' the right of
particularly,occurred, ~herefore

<'it is -nots-ut.d Ld.aed,'

'. The: scope
therefore it is difficu~t

'There· are'ma:nyadditio'n~l

031. Ha~ your ,company util~zed

030. Has Y9ur company had pate~ts

become ineffective and has

to the lack of an

I
'tTl

'"a
I



1

1

1

1

112

1

1

Total Mech. Elec. Cht3m~ Pha'rm.
l' JJpafl' 46% 20% 53\ 4'0% 67%
2 U.S: 43 50 63 36 27'

3 Europe 20 () 37 1.2 27

(N'=) ( 69)' (10) (19')' ( 25) (15 )

Total Mech. ,Elec. Chern. Pharm.

NO-:Ja::t; ll,nCiw,Cife): 9% 0% 5% 1}~ 7%

B,e}..ng, f,;i~f r,~ngj3d 47, ,30 ,53 ,29 80
arid we 'sued '

::,":,':",>,,""';: ;",,:,"':
3 ~,~i,l1g i!1fr,i,J1ge~ 65 80 74 61 40

bub-we did 'no'f"
sued

(N",) (68) (10) (19 ) (24) (15)

Japan there are too
t'mariy:: Lnapproprde.te.
_l:'~_j}ap:tio,J?,~.of, pj.cneer
i'nventions'

C:C~'-'<>'~":._"'-':'_" :;'; _:.::::: ":;':: :::.:>;
Japan,' U.s. and Europe
are almost the same

Pioneer~inventibn5 are
d13fiTl,~d.Eoo easily in
the 'O.S.-'

lit Jap.iri p~:tEfiif~:'other
than:pioneer inventions
exe ~.~o ,_ea:s_.i:ly:,e~:f,13cted
and thereforeprotec
t.Lon-ccannot; be suffi..;.
ci'enf.

* = ansker~r-'

Q35. xas ychir;"tompany"'experiented any patent 'infringement suits

in the :last 5 'yeA'is?': Please c.t.rcre the' count.rd.ee zreqj.ons where
you had; such' experiences. <pl. >

Q36. Have your company's pat.ent.s ,be~n,,~nfr~nged in .::Japan? <pL, >

Q37. H~ve'):"()u:r company' scpat.ents been Lnfr.Lnqed in theU. S.?

<pl.>-

0'

o

o

13.
13

73%

o
(15)

(15f

.2

o

4

8%

36

36

16

(25)

o
(25)

o

o

0%

11

58

(19)

o

0'

0%

50

20

(10 )

20 3.2 ,

10 0

(10) (19)

Mech. Elee. Che~. Pharm.

2

8~, - 3* -::4*,. 1*

7 1 - 2 4

7 - 2 2 3

o

:' Total-' 'Mech. :,:'E'1ec. ": chern .,pha:'im'.

(6'9 )

1

26

35

,17

Europe end the ,',:'P •S. ,i,.') tre.rme of
and 'assertion of rights with

if you, have any comments, pl~ase

1

(69)(N",)

Other6

Comments

Too wide, inU--:::~'~

Narrow in Japan,
wide ,in U.S. and

No n~~d to distingui~h

bet\!'E7eri ,pior!:e"ef
inventions and other
1nvel{ti'ons ,,' ,,' -"

Too narrow -;,iA'.-.r~:p~r-

1 All-three are
a Lmoet- :the~ -seme

2 casacry casa

3 Japan .Ls :the
strictest

4 u.s , is the
strictest

5 EPO is, che
strictest

3 Ratihe.r , we
oppositions
posit..iyely with
respect to domestic
appLd.ce t Lons".

4 Other. (i'f you have
cOlmn13.J"l.!-s,I ,.\\,riteconc'reteTy) .

(N:)

Q34 • Compa~,lng';

protection of

regard;to,pi6~eer-inventioris

write them. down.

Q33. What::do'you think of Japanese, U.S. and European novelty in

your company{s technical

I
en
'"~-
I

Total Meth. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

"



1 No (or unaware) 44% 60% 21% 50% 53%
2 Be.inq }n~ringed 21 20 26 5, 40

and we' sued

3 'Be'~pg'-_inf r ing~ci 42 20 74 45 13
but' we did- not -
sued .

(N=) J(66) (10) (19) (22) (15)

i
Q38. Have ,your compa~y's p~tents been infringe~ .inEurope? <pl.>

xecn. El'ec': Chern;,' pha'tm.
1 No, (or unaware) 55% 60% 42% 65% 43%

Being ,infringed 14 20 5 4 ,36,
and we sued

3 Be10.9 infri,nge,d i 33 ,30 58 22
'but we did not
sued

(N=) (66 ) (10) ( 19) (23 ) (14)
,,

I Q39. What do you think of the expense of litigation in each
en country,compiiring with th~ economdc.rvaLua ',to be solved?'"'" ,
I I Total Mech. Elee. Chern. Pharm.

Japan

1 .Extremely high '7% 10% :5% 4% 13%
2 High 37 3,0 ,26 57 27

3 Appropriate 52 60 68 35 53

4 Che-ap 0 o 6 6 0

5 Extremely cheap 0 0

(N=) ,,(67 ) (10) (19) (23 ) (15)

U.S;A.

1 Extremely high 88% 100% 84% 95% 73%

2 High 11 0 16 5 26

3" :~PPJ:'ClP~.i,~t,e_ 2 0 0 0 7

4 . .Cheep 0 0 0 ,0 0

5 Extremely cheap 0 0 0 0 0

(t!") (66 ) (10 ) (19) (22) (15)

. -Ei.:irbpe

1 Extremely high 18% 11% 6% 33% 14%

2 High '52 :44 41 62 57

3 Appropriate 30 44 53 5 29

Cl1E;lap 0 0 0 0

5 Extremely cheap 0 0 0 0 0

,(N=) (61) '( ~) ( 17) (21) (14 )

. Q40. }n ;?*~e:r;" ,to: 'ec:,()~~mize em, expenses (i~cludi~g atto~~ey' s
fees )fo~>pr~c::e~~,~,~q litigation etc. (including - ITC) in 'each

country,has:yo~rpomp~nysolV7d cases by payrnents,accordi~gto

the o~her,part~'s~~mandin the, last ~years, notwithstanding an

80% chance of success on youJ:',compCi~?'s part7

Total Mec~ . . Elec. Chem. Pharm.

Japan

1 21 times or more 0% 0% 0% 0% '0'%

2 11 to 20 times 0 0 0 0 0..
3 1" to 10 times 17 1'3 28 13 13

4 Never 83 88 72 87 87

(N=) (64) ( 8) ( 18) (23) (15 )

U'S;A.

I ,:' 2!'· times or more: 2% 0% 6% 0'% 0%

2 i i t'6>'20'tlmes'· 0 0 0 0 0

3 1 to 10 times 27 13 56 17 14

Never 71 88 39 83 86

(N=) (63 ) ( 8) (18 ) (23) (14 )

E:u,l:'0pe

21 t~mes-o~m9re 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2 1'I,·to>20 times 0 0 0 0 0

'3 . Y""tbTO t:1fues 13 0 28 4 14

'Ne~er. 87 100 72 96 86

(N=) (63) ( 8) (18 ) (23 ) (14 )

Q41. Cornparing:~ith:~h~'economicmerits of patented 'inventions

in pr94:U'-(;,~s',:'r~:at,La ~?\1; opinion about the compensatory money

(including ,cas'as- ofvcompenaatid.cn for damages) for patents in each

countty?'



1 Too -wide and 93% 90% 100% 92% 86%
~rapP:rop*:iate

2 Appropriate 7 10 0 8 14

3 Too:,narrow'and 0 0 0 0 0
Lneppxopr-Lete.

(N~i' (67 ) (10 ) (19) (24) (14)

Europe

i Too wi.de and 6% 10'% 11% 4% 0%
inappropriate

2 ~pp'r6J?':ri~t~:- 94 90. 89 96 100

3 '1'90,. na;r:rp"", ",~d 0 0 0 0 0
ipapprppri~;t,e:

(N=) (64) (10) (18) (23) (13)

Total Meeh. Elee. ,_ .Chem ~ PJ::la;-m,~

Japa,n: 1 T9o,valici B% , 0% ,6% 19.% 0%

2 Appropriate 91 100 94 76 100

3 Too invalid 2 0 0 5 0

(N"') (64) (.10 ) (lB) (21) (15)

\I.SIAI· 1 'Too"valid 65% 90% 94% 45% 40%

2 _:Ap~ropriate 32 10 6 45 60

:3-- ,_,TOO invalid 3 0, 0 9 0

(N,,) (65) (10) (18 ) (22 ) (15)

Eu¥dp'~/l 'tqo.valid 19% 20% 12% 19% 27%

'2 ':A~propriate Bl 80 BB B1 73

Too "'invalid 0 0 0 1 0

(63) (10 ) (17) (21) (15)

Q44.".Do you think that the operation of the current patent

syst~s' in+: ea:ch::6tthe countries contributes' to the' development

Q4;3.' 0.0. you"think":thiit. ':. thC3--:Judgmen-t of 'the "validity"" 6f'pa:tent

':fights 'in each 'country': 'isapprbpriate from "tihe t:lspect'bfnovelty
drid ol:>\ri'b'tisnes's with'r~i:ip~ct(to;'pribr:'ar't?

Total- xecn. Elee ~, Chem~ Pharrn.

0% 0% 0%' 0'% 0%

69 80 74 63 64

31 20 26 3B 36

(io) (ig) ..<','
(67 ) (24) (14 )

thej~nterp~etation of the seopelof patent

appropriate comparing with their

Japan-

1 Too wIde and
Lnappxopr-Late

2 l\Ppr()pria,,~e.

3 Too narrow and
inappropriate

(N=)

U.S.A.

Q42 .': Do you

righ,ts, -Ln each

contribution to

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharin.
Japan

1 Exorbitantly ,high 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2 High' 5 0 6 9 0

3 Appr.op~ia~~ 70 50 71 77 71.

4 C;h~c:lp;: .22, "5p , 1;l~ ':':14,
5 Exorbitantly cheap 3 0 6 0 7

(N=) (63) (10 ) (17 ) (22) (14 )

.\I.S .A.

1 Exorbitan.tly high·' 46% 80% 50% 41%: 23%

2 High 43 20 38 45 62

3 Appropriate 11 0 13 14 '15

4 Cheap 0 0 0 0 0'

5 Exorb~tantly cheap 0 0 0 0 0

(N=) (61) (10') ( 16) (22) (D)

'Europe-'
I 1 Exorbitantly high 2% 0% 0% 5% 0%en
'" 2 High 29 38 14 35 31'"I

3 Appropriate 65 50' . 86' 60 62

4 .Cheep 4 13' 0" 0 8'

5 ExorbLtantly cheap 0', 0 0 0 0

(N=) (55) (8) (14) (20) (13)

..



1

2

1

1

2'

1

3

1

1

33

1

1

1

1

2 '1 '2

1

2 1 - 1

3 - 2

3#

T9ta l xech , E;Lec. C~em. Ph~rm.

2# 2 2 2 1

,4# 5 4 4 3

1# 1 r 43 M~;ke p~~i6d~;of
"::':::'pateilt 20 yrs

~~~ application
(h.l.ndrance of
realiza'cion,:of
aubmazLne-cpat.ent.)

4 Introduce"
unexamined
publlca.t.l6n
sy~tem" ,

Shif.t,.to"fi.rst-
~~~;fl~'e_"'.-~Y,s~e~

2 ..f\l:l,C?~is.ll, "t
discrimination of
Article: ,104

1

c. .- 'dj~t ;(yf '\il\Lfts "to'a"
::'high

Use ADR more

Improvement of ITC
(time peri9.d.i;
counterclaiming)

Instability.:'"o£
Lnt.erpcet;e tion":::..of
rights. (dC?ctrinJ~ of,-- eqriiva'!ents) ,"

Introduction of
LnveLfdLtryveppee.L

Exorbitant
compensation

Triple d~~~g~ is
"d'napp'ropzrd.et.e

Information
disclosur!3

Q4~,.:::,The patent,:.system of the U.S. has many"points whichv,alue
, " ' '", '" ",',', ,:~, .' , ' " , ' , ' " "

consideration of the prot.ectIon qf i:.heinyentqr,.and ,h,a,s ,:many

unique points when compared with the systems of other countries
fiti.'dh ;'-~~·"bui: "6\.fu. pieb:s'~-:.iist'--inr:;hrder' of' priority those items

~hfdif '" y()~ "'wi~h':'t6-ha.J~ ':lrnp:tbve'd:: .rhytb'e; 'W'IJ?C> ':'ha'rmoni'zafiOri.

.i(~ireeri'~ht\' GATT;'~rtd TRIP --'~i'th::r~:gar(f io:' die U~S~ patemt"sYstem'.-

* = answers

1'ota'l Mech. Elec. Chern. ph~rm.

18% 10% 11% ,,25% 20%

58 60 50 54 73

24 '3'0 "39 ,21 '7

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 o '0

( 10) (18) (24) (15)

7% 0% 6% '13% '7%

40 40 17 42 67

27 20 33 '33 13'

24 4'0 39 lJ 13

1 0 6 '0 :0

(67 ) (10) (18 ) (24 ) (15)

11% 0% '6% lJ% 20%

57 70 35 61 67

32 '30 59 26 13'

0 0 0 '0 0

0 0 0 ,0 0

(65 ) (10) ( 17) (23 ) (15)

wh Lch you wou'ld. liker'improved in

in the U. S., please describe such

Total Mech. Ele,c. Chern. Phazm .

24* ;,4* 5* ,7.* ,8*

11 3 2 4 2

1 1

Q45. Ifthere:are

patent:infringement litigat~on

below specifically.

Improvement
requests

~uryav~~q~~~e in
patent auLt.a

Simplification of
discovery

-ToJincrease burden
of proof on
plaintiff

Japan

1 Gre:a.t)..y:> contributes

2 ccnt.r.tbut.es

3 Not>-sure':

4 'Hinders

5 Greatly hinders

(N=)

U.S.A.

1 Greatly

2 Contributes

3 Not sure

4 Hinders

5' Greatly hinders

(N"')

Europe

1 Greatly "cdht'ributes

2 Contributes

3 Not· 'euee

4 Htndezis

5 Greatly hinders

(N=)

of indus'b:'y?

I

~
I



5# 4 5 5 5 Total Mech. Elee. Chern. Pharm.

1 Agreeable 41% 50% 58% 25% 40%

6# 6 6 6 6
2 No preference 49 40 42 58 47

3 Disagreeable 10 10 0 17 14

(N=) (68) (10) (19) (24) (15 )

Q47 ~ What'd~:,~Ol1thinkof ';the Japan Patent Office recognizing

English language :applicati9ns?

:# "" priority

Comments in 7.

• Abolish continuation app~ication system.

Method of Calculation

Calculation oftheorqerl, of priority in ..each Lnduat.ry and all

compani.e.~.. ,wa.s byrnea,.J:ls... , ()f: ;.·.,th,e f.ollowing menhod , first, each. '.' . . . .'. '. .t .., .
placing ,..g~ven by the companies waa ,ass,igned po.Lnt; veLueevof... 6

.....:' :,.,' ,,: ".': ,'.".'.' ·t, ," '.." ".., , :. . ".. '. ..

points f():t" __ fi:t"~t:." 5 J?OiIlt~ (: f()r ~ec()~d, .C1n?,.,:s;o:" :()11 ~l? t(): ..~" l?Pfl1,t:.
for sixthplac,ing. At thi~t:.ime, ~here"anUrnbero,fitems.:I1~~e

the saIi1epla,cAng, t.hey are;, dealt ,with in the following manner,

giVingd;u.e,~(Jnfiidel:a.~iC)Jl:,t()o~ the weighing of the number of points

assigned that placing. Foi example, where two items are of the
;,' ..... .' .'. . :;'

first pl~~~~g, t~at~hfc~ ~~d~ up ,to 6 points for first place and

5 for s(~()ndp~~p~:iS ~al~~d, so' that thenu~berof points for

first a;re,made 5 ~ 5 po..Lnt.s (~henumber of pO;ints for next placing

are 4 po:ints). In. ,the ~~me.manner, .where three . items" place. . . . r, '.: .-',.:: ! . ," '. , '. '.' "-. ..

first,t.~e l1umbet:':,o,(polIlt:.~,,for~irst: p~ace .. a:r;E:\ ,:5,.,« 6+.5-1l)/3 j.,

Also,w~en two i:t~ms 'Plac~J.hird, tha~,which.:lddsup to A'p~ints
for third and 3 points for [fourth is divided by two so that the

number of points for third place becomes 3.5. When two items are

first and two items are second; first place becomes (6+5)/2'=5.5

points: and-<aecond becomes (4+3) /2 "" 3:.5 points.

Next, thenurnber ;of,'poi~ts given the respective items by each

company were.. totalled,sepa~ately for industr~esand companies!

and firstto,:,six:th placingS:" were determined from that having the

highest nllmber:ofpoints o~ downward.

Q48. According to the GAO report, the number of U.S. companies

which feel that overall patent activities (acquisition, use) in

Japan are unsati.sfactory are more than three times the number of

companies which feel unsatisfied with respect to those of Europe

and the U.S.; what do you think is the cause for this?

BO%75%53%80%71%

Total Mech. Elec. Chern. Pharm.

1 They do not fully
undexeuend
Japanese patent
systems and
practice

Comments on 1.

Where the legal system was originally to be entrusted to a

territorial principle, unconditional recognition of English

applications is unacceptable. However, it is understood

that due to the necessity to compromise with the U.S. in

the current system reforms, it cannot be helped.

It should be obligatory to submit a translation within a
fixed periedsD that the laying-open of the translation can

be carried out in Japanese.

Other languages should also be recognized.
Comments on 2.

It is thought that there will be no real damage to Japan,

therefore if by misjudgment a patent period of 20 years

from application is employed in the U.S., then English

translations should by all means be recognized.

Comments on 3.

Content modification accompanying translations cannot be

avoided.

It is too deferential to the U.S.

(15)(24)(19)(68)

5 Abolish
discrimination of
Hilmer Rule

6 Improvement of
re-examination
system

7 Other (please
write concretely)

(N=)

I

21
I

:",;:;:~'."':.'.



'2

3

4

5

Cdnmluhlcation
wi'th',.:rB:p~ne5e
representatives
is insufficient

The':lail'gu'age
barrier

U.S. companies do
not have enough
enthusiasm

Other

(N=)

44

44

22

12

(68 )

30

40

30

10

(10 )

53

53

16

16

(19)

25

25

17

8

(24 )

73

67

33

13

( 15)

I
en

'"'"I

Comments in 5. i"
Because ~11~", pa~~, p;r~:eJ1~- ,:s}'stenl/pra9~i,ce ;:in,,_ Japa~ is
inclined towards,thQ:~efavored by;t.he, Pe t.enti. pff,i.ce,I is

lack?-1l9 a stCl:nd_yf ()&nnE:!f:i,~, to ,thepublic"andis,peculiar

from an. inteJ:J1,at+?na:{~t>Oint:. of view. .
Because J:Clpanitf>el~,J.i..s not fUlly understood.

Because the examination period ~s long.
,-"" - ,",.-" ;!

:B:~cC1:u5ein"tf3:li'J?~etat~:~J1_P~" rights is nClrr~w.

National character of ,the u.s.

The, _~_x!'imination per40.<! and :,suit ,_perio4,ece :c.lea;rly, .. too

Lonq , Are', there no;t,Juany. dissapisf,,act+ons,,atncmg .,,~e~aIlE!,s~?

Improve~ent of the ~speed of p~o~edures is ~refE!r;E!4.

I~l?r8yement,.:pf '1?~~T~~"",ln,~::;"ingen~en~"., s~+t~ is n,ece.~~ary

',(I?ar~~~l int:r0cltlctiOlt,:of discoye:r:y' sY'st:.~zn.' etc~').

I3Elr;:ause, a~qui.J:,eIt1Ell1t.9f righ.t.s. r~q1.lir~'s,'.'t~~.
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is~u~s,the

2. Use of the Procedures for the Collecting Evidence

in accordance with the Tentative Amendment Plan

1. Introduction:

The CiyiLProcedure Section of the 1egi:;;lativecounc;il is

now going ahead with the amendment work of the Code of Civil

Procedure, and the result of the work was temporarily reported

in December of 1993 by the Ministry of Justice in the £orm of

"Tentative Plan of the Main Principle of an.Amendment to .Civil

Procedure" (hereinafter referred to as "Tentative Amendment

Plan"). At present, the above-mentioned Civil Procedure Section

is working to complete the Main Principle of an Ameridment to

Civil Procedure by this fall.

Tentative Amendment Plan has its framework, improvements of

procedure for putting a point at issue in order, an improvement

of the procedures for collectirigevidence.and!introduction of

are interested especially in the procedure for collecting

evidence. We have atternpted to anticipate how the planned

amendment to the Code of the Civil Procedure to beiinforce in

a.few years will change the procedurep .. for collecting evidence

in pateritinfringement actions and have study possible

adjustments.

In this paper, we introduce some potential cases where the

document production order systern could be usedin.the procedures

for collecting evidence in the Tentative Amendment Plan, and

extend our views thereof. Further, we studied possible

introduction of Attorney-Client Privilege including that of the

rejection to submission of<evidence which. would beaccornpan.ied

by building up the procedure for collecting evidence in Japan.

In addition, we discuss how should be the amendment of the laws

at issue and the secrecy privilege of Japanese patent attorney

in connection with their activities in the United States,

looking at recent some decisions in case law in the United

communications between the Japanese pat.ent.cet t.o.rney and its

client in the proc;eeding .of the collecting evidence.



Document Production Order:2-2.

( I )

2.,.1. Outline of the whole:

Picking out parts relating to ithe procedurecdor :collecting

evidence in. the . Tenta.tive . Amendntent Plan,. wec'ccanf·in.d the

following points; (1) As to the document production orderc,(L)

Obligation of documerrt-rrp.roduct.Lon- .o.rder , (ici) Process of

inquiring whether ornot,anobligq:tiOn;existsto the document

productLon.xrrdar , (iii ) Bartial document.:production.orderj(ivc)

Effectcinthe. event; thatpartydoesnot ..comply .cwiththe.document

p'roduct.Lon.. order, (v)· .. Effect .. .i.n theeventthat.either party

interferes the use of the document, and (vi)·Sanctions.against

a third party who does not comply with the document production

order, (2) As to the evidence submission order, (i) Obligation

to submit the verification material, (ii) Process of inquiring

whether or not an obligation exists to the submission of the

verification material (i.e., 1. Process of inquiring whether or

not an obligation exists to the submission of the verification

material, 2. Effect in the event that a party does not comply

with the submission order, 3. Effect in the event that a party

interferes the use of the verification material, 4. Sanctions

against a third party who does not comply with the submission

order). The Tentative Amendntent Plan further includes such new

systems as (3) Reciprocal inquiry system (called tentatively),

and (4) for other points, (i) Attorney inquiry system, (ii)

Commitment of investigation and document delivery (See, Appendix

1; Extracts from the Tentative Amendment Plan). Next, we study

the document production order and explain it by using of

hypothetic case study.

A description of the case

We examine below the document production in the civil

in accordance with the Tentative Amendntent Order by
taking up a model case assuming that 0\ ::~::T "c"'~··:':·."··"'c" ... cc·F·········

(as a plaintiff) brings an action against 0 Industries Co., Ltd.

claiming damages on and asking injunction against the

defendant's manufacture and sale in Japan of a certain product

"Y" (a semiconductor device) on a charge of infringement of the
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plaintiff's patent relating to thepro<::~ssofprocil).<::ingsaid

product (crystal growtlJ, method);

(See, Appendix· 2; a flow chart ofpetitioning for the

document ..production order) •.

(2) A petition of the document production order

In this hypothetical.case,the plaintiff make a petition

before the court that the defEmdantpfoduce theelocp.mentoWned

bythedefendant'( Section 3130ftlJ,e 'Code of Civil Procedure) in

order to prove the infringement by the defendant. Following is

a sample of such petition:
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Plaintiff:
Defendant:

Damage and Injunction Ca~e

Case No. 1994(WB.)/123

Date: July 8, 1994

a; Electric Company Limited.
p Ind~stries Co., Ltd.

To: 29th Section.ofCivil Case, Tokyo District Court.'
By: Taro Kono, counsellor for the Plaintiff.

Petition for, the Document Production Order

The Plaintiff hereby makes a petition for the Document
,Production Order in relation with the above case between the
above,parties.
1. Indication of the document:
(1) The structural drawing, circuit drawing and functional

specifica.tion. drawing of the. "Product. Y" which have
been manufactured and sold by the Defendant.

(2) The design drawing and handling manual of the
production apparatus of. the ,"PrOduC:,t. Y"whicb, ,b,ave, been
manufactured and solf by the Defendant and the list of
material of the same, both of which have been used in
the manufacture and sale ,byt,he Defendant.

(3) The description of the manufacturing process of the
"ProductY" which have been manufactured and sold by
the Defendant.

2. The gist of the document:
Err the .documerrt . (1) above, a special. feature of ,the
manufacturing process of the "Product Y" is. t;o be
stated.
In the document (2) above, the details of the
production apparatus of the "Product Y" are to be
stated. .
In the document (3) above, the manufacturing process of
the "ProductY" is to be stated.

3. A posseasor :of . the documents : the Defendant.
4. The fact to be proved:

The manufacture of the "Product Y" that the Defendant
ha.s been engaged in Japan is within the scope of the claim
of Japanese Patent No.xxx,xxx owned by the Plaintiff.
5. The cause of the Defendant's obligation to produce the
documents:

paragraph 3 of 'Section 312 of the Code of Civil
Procedure.

(3) The court judgment on the petition

The court, receiving the petition for the document

production order, will pass judgment on the cause of such

petition. Such judgment consists of those in two stages, i.e,

the first. is as to whether or not the taking of evidence is
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PlanE

Plan A is based on a principle that all the documents

should be produced by making the obligation to produce documents

(Section 314 of the Cbdebf Civil Procedure), andrt.he

as to wl1etherthe.doc1lmerit is urider the defendant's

,necessary

.second is

. '. .

The possessor of the document shall be obliged to produce,
inaddition·..··tothedocuments:.. provided·.·inparagraph ·1.:to3·of I·.·.··
Section 312, such document prepared on the matters bearing
close relation with the legal correlation between the person
to make a proof and the possessor.

Theposl;el;sor of the documents shall be obligated to produce
the referred documents (Paragraph 1 of Section 312) and such
documents as possible to deliverorhave'accessto
(paragraph 2 of Section 312), and other documents unless
there is no reason similar to that to reject the testimony
(Sectiqns 280 and 281). . '. ,:', "',,:

'. .",

obligation to be produced (Section 312 of the Code of Civil

,Procedure). First, on the necessity of the taking of evidence,

the judgment will be passed as to whether there is the

;reasonable relationship in full bE!tweE!ll ;'the iridicat.ion of the

.document" and . "the gist of the document;" and "the 'fact to be

.pr-oved v , In this case, there is room for' doubt about the

:predictionthat'the cireuit drawing and functional specification

drawing are fully relevant in order to judge whether the

manufacturing process of the "Produety." is within the scope of

the claim of the process patent. on semiconductor dE!".idL

Therefore, there :DS a probability that the petition for said

.circuit .drawing .and f'unct.LoneL -: specificatiCln dJ:'ao/ing could be

:rejected.

(4) Obligat;ioIltopI"bdll.ce thedoc1lment

Next, the court is to pass judgment ori whether petitioned

documents are under the defendant' 13 obligation to be produced.

iOn this issue, Plans A andB are now under examination in the

:Tentative Amendment Plan aiming tClenlarge th~ scope Of the

'obligation to produce documents under Section 3:12<ofthe Code of'

't:ivil Procedure.

'Plan A



as a general obligation, similar to that of being a . witness.

Therefore, according to Plan A, .it is presUmed that the

document.s stipulated in the petition inc the .hypothetic case

mentioned above are those under'obligationto be produced.

According to Plan·B, five types 'of .. documents are to be

ccovered by the' documents under obligation to be .produced, .i.e;,

the documents. referred in a suit, the documents related <to the

;right for inspection, the documents:made forlegal.lllerits, the

'documents on legal relationship defined in Section .312.of the

Code of Civil Procedure, and the additional documents ,. closely

related to the legal relationship. We believe that, accordingcto

PlanB, the documents stipulated in the petition in this case

are not under obligation to be produced; Wei would like to study

this issue in the Paragraph "3. Our view on the Tentative

AmenclmentPlan ".

(5) Secrecy privilege

Further, the court takes .thefollowing steps to inquire

whether or not the secrecy privilege exists. The court, .taking

·cthe opinion of the document possessor into account, is to judge

whether there is any rightful reason for the possessor to keep

. the documents at issue secret, namely, the reason falls within

any reason for rejec:tinga testimony (Sections 280 and 281 of

the Code of Civil Procedure), privacy (Article 13 of the

Constitution), and the trade secret (Subsection 4. of. Section 2

of the Unfair Competition Law), and based on the result of such

judgment, detemineeither to make the document production order

or to reject the petition for such order. Although Plan B does

not obviously involve the exemption clause based on the reason

for rejecting a testimony (Sections 280 and 281 of Code oLCivil

Procedure), we think that such exemption could be analogously

applied for Plan B in light of the fact that the exemption has

been applied in the same way in the present law in which it is
not expressly defined. ·c······c w············~·F·······

When and if a court cannot judge whether or not the secrecy

privilege exists only by the posseeor' s assertion, the court

orders the possessor to submit the documents at issue and judges

it upon verification 'of the documents. In such case, either
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party, a plaintiff or defendant, may have an objection against

.such proceedings other than those of a suit, another court

consisting of judges· other than those of the court of .a suit

shall determine whether or not the documents at issue have the

rightful interest to·avoid the court being affected by reading

through the submitted documents. Further, such Reporting System

was proposed in the Tentative Amendment Plan. that, on the stage

of such opposition, a court would se1ect.and appoint. asi.t.he

inspector, an expert having no ,interest ·inthe case.(i .e. ·an

attorney at law and a patent attorney, etc.), who is to read

through the documents at issue, judge the above issue and report

the result to the court. To take such illustration in the

above~mentionedhypotheticcase that the manufacturing process

of the "Product yO' involves anyknow~how,it can be . supposed

that the defendant would insist that the secrecy privilege on

the "design drawing of the production apParatus of the "Product

y"which have. been used in the manufacture and sale by the

Defendant", claiming it falls under· the confidentiality. of

technology (Paragraph 3, Subsection. 1 of Section 281 of the Code

of Civil Procedure). Further again, a court· can be in a position

to order to produce documents only in such part as being under

obligation.to produce. Therefore,. it can be foreseen that the

document. production order be issued to the exclusion of the

part which admitted to be "kept in secret"in judging whether

the defendant is under obligation to produce documents.

(6) An effect of no. production of documents

As to an effect of non~compliance by the party with the

issued order to produce documents (Section 316 of the Code of

CiviL Procedure) , the court may admit to be. true not only the

petitioner's claim on the·document (as provided in the present

law), but also the party's claim on the fact that should be

the document. Ln.i.such lawsuit as

this hypothetical case in which the parties contest the patent

infringement, a non-compliance with the order to produce

documents without a rightful reason would make the court fully

admitthe plaintiff' sassertion and patent infringement . The

assertion of petitioner may be admitted .tobe true by the court,
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3.

3-1

evenln such case that the' other party destroy Or Otherwlse make

useless the documents under obllgatlon tOsubmlt, almlng tovhth

lnterfere wlth the other party's use Of£hedocuments (Sectlon

317 of the Code of Civil Procedure) . According to Section 318 of

. the Code of Civil Procedure, only a fine is the sanction against

third party's non-cOIllpliance to produce documents . However ,such

fine of 100 , 000 yen in the effective liiw is now under review so

as to raise such amount. Still more, in the notes at the'last

page of the Tentative Amendment, Plan, it . is stated that further

review is needed to determine whether or not to •setup any step

to protect secrecy being accompanied with the dociiIUents

production order.

Additionally, in connection with the above' the Tentative

AmendIllent Plan involves as one of its paragraphs, the "procedure

to'protect secrecy" in the··.court record, whlchwehave·not

address'ln this paper.

2-3 ReCiprocallngulrySystem:

Either party at suit may request the other paftytOreply

'In wrltlng about necessary pOlntstoprepare its assertion or

proofdurlng litlgation, by s endLnq a letter Of inquirY'wlth

substantial grace perlod. Thls system seems to be setup in

light of the interrogatOI:y lnthe discovery system'lnthe Civil

Procedure of the Unlted States. In the Tentative Amendment, Plan,

there'are no sanction against a failure to reply to the letter

of inqulry.

Our view on the Tentatlve AmendIllent Plan

Obligatlon to produce documents:

In our view, it is required to select PlanA in order that

a court orders a possessOr to produce documents in the patent

•••••••••••••••••• w ••••••••••~I~.~.~.~~~J=:[[\:,1l.1:CC:ca~.ls,.'e:T, ]b~.e=ccause, according to Plan A, . all Of the
could be in J~iib~d~lP.i~

dOciiIUents. We think that, according to Plan B, the dOcuments in

possession of the parties at sUlt and the third party are not

under obligation to produce in a patent infringement case,

because they do not fall wlthln the . five types of document
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above-d.Ll.us t rat.ed . However, an exception is an .account; of

damage .which falls within a documentreliitedto.therightfor

inspection under Section 105, of the Patent L.aw.

Inthefollowin.g, we would like to explain . about .three

types ..of document having a vague meaning within abova-ment.Loned

five types of document, and make it clear that there is no

document under obligation to produce in the patent infringement

case.

The document. made forlegiil meritsshiilLbeinterpreted

that "it v:erifies directly a legal s t andLnq pgsition of, aper150n

giving proof, or it is prepared to confer the basis of any right

or title, and the interest in the context of tl:J,eintere15tofa

. person giving proof shall be required to exist when the

document, was prepared, and shall be . the direct interest"

(Decision of Tokyo High Court , September 17, 198.4) •.Namely,.a

contract, receipt and power of attorney fallwfthin such type of

document.

The documents on legal reliitionshipare prgvideci.in "it .is

. prepared between a person .giv:ingproof and ii pos15essgrrelating

to legal correlati,on".(Paragraph 3, Seqtion~12 of Code o f Civil

Procedure). This legal correlation Ls mos t.Ly caused by ,a

cont.zact; and by the administration o f the affairs, the undue

.profit and tpe·unlawful.aqt, The patent.iIlfringement action is

relied, upon the.judgment.of· wl:J,etherit qonstitutes anunliiwful

act. The plaintiff canngtassert themdstence of the legal

correlation to the effect that there is any unlawful act):>etween

the plaintiff and the defendant,. until the infringement of the

right which constitutes .an unlawful act: in the patent

infringement shall be established defi,nitely, Therefore, a court

cannot issue the document: production order on such dpcuments as

being kept by the defendant and helpful to prove the

infri,ngement.of.the right on the assumption t.hat;

hav.ebeen made in connection with the legal correlation caused

by the unlawful act. Hence,tpe court cannot issue the document

production order against the holder of the documents unless

otherwise caused, e.g., by anycontr.act.

Theciocuments closely r.elated to the legal relatignship,



:that:iS, theCdocuments made about, the issue closely rela'ted t.o

the legal relationship between the person 'giving proof and the

possessor, ehlargethe scope of said documents on legal

relationship. Saying about' an action . for a breach of any

obligation under the patent license· agreement, thEl'plaihtiff and

the' :defendant are,in the legal' relationship .cauSed byscl.id

patent license agreement ,·and consequently, in' our'View, the

documents retained by the defendant and related to the product

would be judged to have beeriprepared on the issue closely

related to' said legal relationship ; However , normaLl.y," there is

no relationship between ·the plaintiff and the defE!lldant<in·the

patent infringement action, and'accordingly there is no field

'with close relation.

Further,inthe latest cases on the document; made for .legal

'Ineri tsandthedo.cllinentonlegalre.lationship,it was f oundvt.hat;

aninternaldocllinent 'Inadebythe pos'sessor for·'its, own exclusive

'use did not; fall within the documents under obligation to

produce. Therefore, it'is:likelythat the·defend.ant·wouldmake

a.,plea that t.he'ddcument related to the:prodlict'at issue in the

patent infringement case' Ls its oWrtinternal document even

'though it falls, within 'the document types indicated in PlanB.

'.3-'2 .•. 'An effect of ·'·the party's" non~comj?lianceto:the order:

As an effect of·theparty~snon.ccompliancetothe document

production order, the applicable law provides that a.court may

'adrriit to be true· the assertion by" the petitioner of the

pzoduct.Lon order on the document, (Section 316 of the Code of

Civil Procedure). Concretely , the court can only adrriitto be

true the petitioner's assertion on "the gist of the docllinent"

in 'the Petition for· the docllinent.productionorder.

A judicial precedent stated that a court could not admit to

be true the fact that the petitioner intended to make a proof by
""'" ,··,""'··t··h·e······· document (the fact requiring a proof) To'k~ro "":": '1':...•.......•.

High Court, September 28, 195:6)., but thereafter , in another

judicial precedent as the latest case, a courtadrriitted to be

true the fact that the pet.LtLoner intended to make a proof

"(Decisionby Tokyo High court, October 18, 19T9); Tn .. additionto
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the above, a judicial th~ory>.tendsto advocate effectively an

extensive opinion that the subject for proof ("a f act;". to be

proyed; Paragraph 4 of Section 313 of the Code .of CiviJ

Procedure)itseJf should be adrnitted to. be true Ln the event

that the person giving proof cannot have knowledge of or

reasonably pr~sumethe.concrete.content stated in the document .

.Putting . ourselves. on.a convent.LonaL standpoint, how.tp

writ~"t.he gist of . the document, "wouldbe,an' important element·.

How~yer,.in our.yiew, th",.pla.:i,.ntiff might prepare the petition

on the assumption that thedefendantmusthaye the require.ct

•. document; •..anctwith .Lntention. to •search the requi:redeyicten<::e and

fu:r;therwithout; concreteknowledg~pf.the exist~nc~and content

of the document. In this case, as stated in>thep~titiQnwhich

Ls shown in PiiJ;agriiph"2-2. nocument; .Production Order"; the

p",t;i t.Lone.r.vhas to w:r;ite thegistpased >on his presumption.' It is

4ifficult· Ln practice . for. the court \toactrnitsuchpreSume4 ·"gist

pfthe .document;"tobetrue, and accorctingly this; pr-ovf.sLon

would.becomeJacking·in PJ;acticaleff~ct'"

on.rthe cont;rary,.in the T~ntativeAmenctrn~ntPlan, a cour-t

may, "when it deems appropriate" ,.adrnit>to .betru~not only the

petitioner's assertionc:m the document at issue .butalso the

party's assertion on the fact which should be proved by said

document;.Webeli~Yesuch measure tob",prCl.cti:calancin~cessary

in order to secure' the performance of..the.. document; production

order by persongiying Ci proof who has; ..never hadiacces a-no.rche

docum~nt, dir~ctly or inctirect1y. Further,wehop~Cl.courttO

make it a practice that; .t.he ph.rase "when. it deems .approp:r;i.at~:"

means such case as ··the .pet.LtLone.r is not; at; ..the standpoint. to be

able t.o. know the content of the document; and there is no

alternative eyidence other than •.·.th~ ctocument .:wi.t.h .. important

vaLue .tomake a proof of the fa.ct. to beproyed, and that a court

true.

3-3 Reciprocal inguiry System:

The present law provides that either party litigant. may,

when it requires to. clarify the relation in the act;ion, request

the ot;herparty an explanation.tb.J;()Jlgh the cour-t (Subs~ct;ipn3
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4.

4-1

of Section 127, Code of Civil Procedure).

However, if either party is able to gain directly from the

'other party a certain information in order for, the party .t.o put

its assertion and point at issue inorderandprepare'making a

p'roofs..auch parties do not need to' wait, for the, enforcement by

'the court of the right to seek explanation, and would help to

expedite the action. In this point, the introduction of this

system is worth expecting.

We place a high, value on conSideration in·thissystem' for

the removal an evil sllchas abuse of the system, that is, the

cases are expressly provided in this system where the party

cannot make an inquiry, by concretely listing the cases which

can..be deemed to be ani;l.buseofthe inquiry" •• for example , the

case in which unreasonable time and expenses are needed for

preparlng a replytotheihquiry.

However in addition to the above , the pazt.Les litigant

should use this system so that they prevent to make the system

a mere '. shell.

Attorney-'"ClientPrivilege

Secrecy privilege in the Tentative ' Amendment Plan:

Once PlanA of the Obligation is selected or the "legi;l.l

'correlation" as the obligation to produce documents (Section 312

of the Code of Civil Procedure) becomes to be construed widely

in PlanBof the obligation'inithisitime,many'documehts.wou1d

fall 'under the obligation to be produced, and consequently it

can be foreseen that sllchdocumentcouldnotbe fUlly protected

under, theprE!sentsecrecy,privilege {Sections 280 and 281 of the

Code of'Civil 'procedure)"'Forinstance, Ln the .everrt that an

expert opinion of an at.t.onney or patent attorney is submitted to

the' court as an evidence, .any doc:::umentmade ,'in relation of

details of suchopinioncould'be llnder.obligatidh to produce.

with its attorney (or patent attorney) how to cope with it if

the court should find the infringement, it is Hkelythatahy

record of such consultation would become an object under

obligation t.o prodllc:::eand'itwollldbe unfavorable to such party .
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We cannot look over such situation, which would destroy:, the

balance, of the object of the law, i.e. .t.he possessor's freedom

to handle its own documents (freedom toexpress,proprietary

,right, copyright, etc;)" and the" judicial system which seeks the

truth. In order to avoid such a situation, it is, necessary to

set,up the, protective provision for the evidence being exposed

~o the danger that the party would unreasonably ,receive

unfavorable treatment. For instance"it would. be one oLthe

measure, to add the provision to Section, 28Lof, the Code of Civil

,Procedure to theef.fect that the, content of the communication

with attorney (orpatentattorney)'isprotectable.

'4-2 Attorney-Client Privilege in the United States of ' Japanese

..corporation,:

In the civil procedure in. the> united States, either.party

litigant is, obliged in principle, t.o.i.submi.t, such "ev,idence as

.required, by the other party ,when either party is, required<to .do

so under the discovery system and as far as such requirement is

reasonably made. Attorney-Client Privilege is prepared for a

plea against such obligation and-.d.s sub jeer. to,.the jUdge's

discretion. Tt"is, difficult to say,in'thesamelevel,l::>ecause of

difference of the' legislative system, thereis,a soxt.. of the

'secrecy privilege in Japan as provided in Sections >280, and 281

',afthe"Code,of Civil Procedure; However, ",in lawsuit in the

'UnitedStates, ,we cannot say that the protection by this secrecy

privilege is not fully',given to the Japanese, corporation .,For

instance, in ALPEX COMPUTER .vs.; NINTENDO (1 b the secrecy

privilege was not given<tothe let,tersfromJapanese patent

attorney to .t.he presidentofNINTENDO, the memorandums of .t.he

patent attorney as the drafts of" ,the above ,letters>and the

meeting memorandum of, the NINTENDO's executives and the patent

«','«<", <', ««,<"r!,~,',~-T"'~'C"< '<","" claimed the =r',::,e"l~<~i:,~e:d~:" ",.':!"',::<'~,<~,"" ,<""1,<,,,,: ,"
Section 281 of the Code of Civil Procedure, but the U.S. court

did not give, it, stating that Section 281 of the Code of Civil

Procedure is provided for the reject<ionof testimony and does

',not cover the documerrt,

,Further, in,SANTRADE vs. GENERAL ELECTRIC (2.) ,the cour.t,
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citing ALPEX case above; foundtha·tSection281of the Code of

Civil Procedure does not contain'a.nyprovisionaclmittingthe

secrecy privilege to 'thedoclimeht possessed'bythecustoIUerL

It aJapanesecorporatioh is to be 'compelled to conforIUto

the decisiohinsu.chjudlcial precedents,' it becomes necessary

,to' 'provide 'i'nJapanese"Code of Civil Procedure any sort of

provision to protect thes'e document.s. Forin'stance,it is' worth

considering to put into Section 281 of t.he Code of Civil

Procedure the provision to the effect that suchdocu.ments are

'protectable; .Ifsuchprovisionhad been expressly adopted in the

lawaf Japan, Section 281 above,itwould .' be highlY probable

that the 'secrecy privilege was aclmitted'inthe above lawsuit .

. Further, the translation of "Benrishi!" in Japanese into

:'pateritagent"may· be one of the reason that the communication

and documerrt : in which he is concerned have beeh unreasonably

giventhe·unfavorabletreatIUent. In SNEIDER vs. KIMBERLY~CLARK,

it'wasfouhd that the patent agent 'was not given generally the

'Secrecy privilege. It would be required to 'make effo'rt to have

·theU. S; 'side understood that Japanese patient; 'attorney' 'holds

substantially the . same position as u.s. i attorney. TheU .S.

corporations, lying the In~House Counsel be'tweeri court, ievade

theiriobligation to pr-oduca trdocumerrts by their secrecy

privilege. Therefore, the secrecy privilege should beaclmitted

tothe commun.Lcet.Lon'<made by Japanese Chief· of the legai>or

patent section in a corporation who perform substantially the

same duties as the U. S. in-house counseL..

In this respect/there isa jud:iCial precedent(3) in which

REMY MARTIN has eucceaarut in hevi.nq the cour-t adm:itthe secrecy

privl.legeon the Chief of Legal Sect:iOnofiJapanesecOrporatiOn

even though he has not obtain a qualificatiOn for an attorney.

On the other hand, in HONEYWELLvs. MINOLTA. CAMERA ( 4), the

employee of MINOLTA was not given the Attorney-Client Privilege.

,
on its employee mentioned above, stating that he is

substantially an attorney and had him not reply to some

questions. However, the court did not give the employee the

Attorney-Client Privilege reasoning that he had not registered
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aSiin attorney both .i.n Japan and in the United. States and ..was

not fully qualified to deem;him substantially an attorney ,

although he had attended. some seminarsJ:"eliitingto the patent.

Hereafter,it would be necessary tomiike effort.tohave the U. S.

side understood so •t.hat; the AttorneY-·Glienj:; ·Privi lege shall. be

given. to the chief.Qfthe legal .sectionof Japanese corporation

who has the same4utYiis U.S.iij:;j:;orney.

·5. Conclusion:

As mentioned above, the sj:;iite .• of collec.tingevidenceim..the

patent infringement.actionvaries yerymuchwij:;h which plan of

the. Qbligation to produce document.s i.t.s selected, Plan A ora..

.The coming amendment of the· Code of Ciyil Procedure is expected

t.o include in j:;he amendmentQfthe system whichwoulclpec;lofOely

related to the. patent practitioner, . such points as j:;he

procedure of the reciproC<:il inq)llr1ng system and secret

protection sysj:;em, etc. Our paper .in~his; time conzeLns. the

Lrrtroduct.Lon onLy .on parts. .o.f.the. Tentative Ameridment; Plan and

cannotentirelYC;oy.er .. j:;he iss)lewe have. studied because the

space forbids • When the amenclmentis enforced in the. fUj:;ure, .we

.would liketostuclY and. report it again.

The judicial proc.eedings referred in this paper was

Lnt.roduced by Yoichi-J:"o YiiIlliiguChi( Patent Aj:;torney.,Bevericlge,

DeGJ:"iindi , WeilacheJ:" & Young). We hereby extend our appr-ecLe'tLon ,
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MATERIAL 1:

"Tentative Amendment Plan of the Civil Procedure"

Counsellors Office, Civil Affairs BUreau; of the Ministry of

Justice 12-20-1993

Index:

1. Jurisdiction

2. Party litigant

3. Complaint

4. Oral Proceedings and preparation therefor

(1) Contents of a Petition

(2) Explanation

(3) Point in dispute and steps to put the evidence in

order

(4) Time to submit the offensive and defensive measure

(5) Use of OA equipments in preparation of the Proceedings

(6) Marge of the cases where the parties are different

(7) Procedure to protect secrecy

(8) Countermeasure to the lazy progress of suit

(9) A protocol and record

5. Evidence

(1) Procedure for collecting evidence

(2) Examination of witness

(3) Expert Opinion

(4) Written Evidence

(5) Questioning of the Parties

(6) Examination of the Evidence of recorded tapes, etc.

6. Other issue on the Judicial proceedings

(1) Due date and the term

(2) Delivery

3 Abatement of Judicial

(4) Inquiry in Decision Proceedings

7. Trial, conclusion of decision and suspension of execution

8. Amicable settlement, release of claim and admission

9. Cost of a lawsuit

10. Trial of large scale" lawsuit
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11; . Special rule for the judicial proceedings in summary courts

12. Judicial proceedings for a>smallclaimscase

13. Appeal

(1) Intermediateappeal

.. ( 2 ) Final· appeal

(3) Complaint

(4) Appeal .• system to the supreme court .

14. Review

15. Pressing procedure

16. International Civil Procedure

17. Others

(1) Special rulefor·,sui·t for biTT and check

(2) Judicial Committee Member

(3) Mediation

(4) Relief of the'" third party brought the effect of

decision of "personal· su.Lt.

(5) Others

[omission.]

5 ; , Evidence'

1. Procedures for collecting evidence

(1) Document<Produ.ctionOrder

1 lObligation to pzoduce sdocument; '.

(PlanA) A possessor 'of the document shall 'be obliged to

produce the cited documents (paragraph 1 bfSection 312 land

su.chdocuments as possi.bletb request the delivery or access to

(paragraph 2 of Section 312) and other documents u.n.less there" is

no reason similar to that to reject the testimony (SEictions 280

and 281).

(Plan B) The possessorbfthe dbcumentshall<beobliged to

produce, in addition to the documents provided in paragraph 1 to

30f 2,

close relation with the'legaT'correlation between the person to

make a proof and the possessor;

2) Proceeding to examine whether or not an obligation to

produce' documents exists
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.I\. Qourt,whenrequiredtojUdgewhether the.documentshave

any rightful interests to keep secret as the privacy or trade

secret in the. proceeding to examine whether an obligation to

produce documents exists or not, may order the posaessor to

submit them to the court. However, the parties ,.litigant .cannot

have acces s to such documents. In the event ;.t.ha't; ..either :party

litigant has an objection against such proceedings.taken by a

court of a suit, anotiher :cou:r:tconsisting.oJi·judges· '.other .than

those of the court of a suit shall determine whe.ther the

documents at issue have the rightful interest. or. nOt.

[Note]

Further study is requested whether to set up the inspector

system: Le .•,under whiQhia cour-tvmay select and appoint as

an inspector (called so te~,ta:ti.ve:1Yl:-"i.an. exper,t:,:':'such:~as an

attorney or patent agent having no interest· in. .t.he caae , and

s.uch.·inspector"',after,,,reading through•.the. document.s, is to

report to the court its ju<;lgmentast,o; whether. the, documents

have the rightful interest to keep secret.

3) Order to produce a part of document:

As to the document containing a part without'obligation to

produce or being admitted to be unnecessary, a Qourt may order

to produce such document .after elimina,te,d, saidipa,rt ••

4) An effect of no production of document; Cs'ec;tion 301.6)

Should either party noti.QomPly,with.:I;:he issue<;l,orcter ;to

prod,l,lc,e:document,s, it,he couz-tvmay, :when it de,ems, appropriate,

admi,ttoc be .,t'rUE;l not only,.the .petitionerfs, claim on. '.the

documentn.but; also ,the Pa'rtyfs c La Lmion the'fact that'.,should.be

p'roye<;ll:;>y the document, •.,',

,5 )Aneffect of either party's interferenQe to use the

document

ShouLd either party .des.troyo.rotherwisem~keuseless.the

documel1t·

o.t;h,~'r f,a~~ty's use of the document ,tl;1ecourtmay,when -Ltdeems

CiPprqpriatei admit to be. true not on)..ythepetitioner's claim.on

the document but also the party's c.LaLm-on the fa.ct that should.

pe proved,hy;thedocumel1t.

6) Sanction against the third papty's non-ecomp.Liance .t.o the
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order to produce docllIllent'

An ·amountbf~.'a .f.'iineagains,tthe,ethird.party·who does not

comply to the order!toprodtiCeidbCllIllentshall!beraised.

[Note]

Further study will be made as tb.whether any kind of

measure to protect secrecy accompanied by the Document

Prbduction Order shall beset up tbgetherwi:thparagraph 4

"Proceedings:toprotect ···secreCy";

Evidence submission corder

(2) Proceeding to examine whether<br, not an' bbligatibhtb

submit··.the'verificatibnmaterial'· exist

1. Proceeding to examine whether or not an obLf.qat.Lonct.o

submittheverificationematerial exist

2; ,An'effect of the party'snon"'compliancetbthe'submi.ss·ibn

brder

3. An effect of the party'iS interferehCetb use the

verifiCation material

4 .. Sanction against the' third par'ty'snon",:cbmpliance 'to the

submission order

Obligation to submit the verification material

Anyone who possesses the object matter to be examined shall

not reject· to submf.t, auohvob je'c'ttt.o t.he' court:unless'; there; is

reason .sLmi.Lar to that, to reject 'thetestimbny (Sectibns<280 and

281 );

2.

(1)

[Note]

Further study will be made as to whether any kind of

measure to protectsecrecyaccbmpaniedby the>brderto submit

the verification material shall be set up, together with

paragraph 4 "Proceedings to protect secrecy".

3. Reciprocal inquiry system (calledsbtentatively)
.e.cc•••• " c••,.""...... .... <ce'<

Either

in writing. about necessary points tdprepare its assertibhor

proof,during'litigation, by sending a letter of inquiry (called

sbtentatively) with subst.ant.La L grace period, provided that the

parties shall not make the inquiry which is;
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evidence] Further

to the
...........•.....•.....

[Note]

.Further examination shalLbe made as to whether the similar

handling shall be applied to another commitmentbya cour-t. based

on..other rule or regulation.

[Note]

Relating to the procedure for collecting

"'''.c1l1l.Ll.lc1I• .LIJll. shall be made as .to or,

1) not concrete and particular

2) offers •. the other party an insult or perp.Lex.i.t.y

3) is an overlap on the past inquiry

4) seeks the other party's opinion

5) the other party requires unreasonably much time and

expense to reply

q) relates to the fact with reason similar to the reason

to reject the testimony (Sections 280 and 281)

[Note]

This system shall not be accompanied by the sanction

4. Others

(1) With:J:"eiSpect to. the inquiry from the Lawyers Association

(Section 28-2 of the Lawyers Law), the parties may request to

receive an original or copy of the document in addition to the

:J:"eporton .the. required matter, provided that the parties cannot

request such original or copyurtderanotherlaw·orregulation.

[Note]

Further examination ahaLl, bamada as. to whether the, parties

can make. an Lnqutry to, the medical doct.oxs- or Ce:J:"tified Public

Accountants and other qualified individuals, in addition to the

publiC office and private or publiC. body.

(2) The commitment of inspection (Section 262) and c.ommitment

to deliver document (Section. 319). shall be-.made by the CO!1rt

clerk based on the court decision.

Dis.closureSystemofthe ,. information necessary to specify the

document premised on filing the petition of .. the document

pxoduct.Loniozde.r , and if s$tllpit ~ a cont.Lnued examination

.shallbemade as to the requirement for and scope of . such

disclosure and as to how .to set an effect in case of



no-ecomp.Idance,

[omission]
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Material 2 Handing Flow-chart of the Petition for the Document Production Instruction

Persongiving proof Sect 313

IPetition for the Document Production Order I
Enter the Proceeding to examine the
existence of obligation to produce document

Court Sect. Sects. 314, 312
No

lJudgment on the reason of the petition (Isthere any reason of the petition?) Rejection I

Yes
Court Sect. Sects. 312 No reason (not under an obligation to produce)
IJudgment on the possessors opinion; Document under obligation to produce I Rejection

No opinion from the possessor or Document under obligation to produce
Court Sect. Sects. 280, 281 No reason (under the secrecyprivilege)

"IJudgment on the possessors opinion; Secrecyprivilege Rejection

No opinion In requiring to judge on the existence of
from the the secrecyprivilege
possessor or

[order of producing document IDocument
under the
secrecy Parties litigant
privilege [order of producing document 1Not opposed
Court

1Opposed Court
Examination and decision of Examine also Examinationand decision of the
the existence of the secrecy the inspector secrecK privilege by the judges of a
privilege by the judges of a system court "51 accepted a SUIt
court other than that first
accepted a suit "

Include the ISecrecyprivilege exists Secrecy privilege exists
document lnot under
the secrecy IRejection

Court
privilege

Person oivino oroof Sect.315 ~
wocument Production Order or the Production Order I
on parts of the document I,loading an immediate complaint

against the rejection of the petition

Possessor 1 I
Possessor Possessor· ~ Sect. 315

IfrOduction of II~orcompliance to the order (including interference I I:mmediate complaint against the

Ithe document to use order to produce the document

I's Possessor either party or the third party? I
Court ~ Sects. 316,317 I

"

Court ... Sects. 318I's Possessor either party or the third party? I
be fined.
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4-2A

PACIFICINTELLECfUAL PROPERTY ASSOClATlON
HAMAMATSU CONGRESS-OCfOBER1994

COMMITTEE #4

NEW AMENDMENTS TO THE FEDERAL RULES OF ClVILPROCEDURE'

On December 1,1993, the new amendments to the FederalRules .ofCivil
Procedure went into effect.despite opposition from.many groups, scholars,' and
practitioners.I The amendments, which were formulated by the Judicial
Conference of the UnitedStatesiwererransmittedto Congress by the Supreme

.. Court on April 22, 1993. Justices Scalia and Thomas dissented from the changes
to Rule 26 (discovery) and Justices Scalia,Thomas, andSouter dissented from the
changes.to Rule 11 (sanctions). It was thought that Congress would pass

.Iegislation to block.the some ofthe .revisions, however, the Senate failed to take
the required action before itS holiday recess. It is now highly unlikeIythatany
action will betaken to change the, rules. thathave now gone into effect)!

The' most controverstalvchanges 'are those.rto. the discovery rules.
Amended Rule ·26·. provides for. very early automatic disclosure.rof <relevant

.' information.3 .Whereas before Iitigants. had to actively seek information: using
the traditional methods of discovery, today, "litigaritS'seekinginformationneed
donothing: but wait for it,,4 Other .important changes-have beenmade to the
rules regarding service of process and the rules on sanctions.

These changes will significantly Impact-all 'areas ofrfederal 'practice
including the practice of Intellectual.property law; The following is..an outline of
substantial amendments, however, the practitioner is cautioned to consult local
.rules as these rules will most likelyaffectapplication ofthefederal rules.

Rule 1- Scope and Purpose of Rules

Rule lis amended to provide that the Rules "shall be construed and
administered to secure the just, speedy, arid inexpensive, determination of every

*J3enC.CadeIlh,adand c.P.§clunidt, t~pnChelTlicalColTlpany < ..., .' . . < .
.~.~..~" J0pposing'groiJps includeThe American Bar-Association; thcCliriton adrninistration;'andtheHdus'e'df· ..,.,..~,."~,~.,~~" ..,,".,~ ..

Representatives.
2Randall Samborn,Rules for Discovery Uncertain, NAT'LL.. J DEC. 20, 1993 at l.
3FederalRuhi of CivilProcedure ("FRCP") 26(a)(I). (All quotations of the FRCPalld Advisory
CoIIllTlittee's Notesare lI~rived from F?UNDATION PRESS, FEDERAL RULES OF CIVlLPROCEDURE 1994 AND
SELECTED OTHER PROCEDURAL PROVISIONS, 1994.)'
4John C. Koski,Mandatory Disclosure, ABAJ. Feb. 1994 at 85.
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Rule:4- Summons

2, .The Rules now.authorize the use of any .means of-formal service
provided by the law of the forum state or the state or country-in which the
defendant is served unless the defendant is a minor or incompetent in which
case the law of the forum state controls.

eParagraph4 ofRule4(d) states that the date ofserviceis the date that the
returned waiver. is filed by the plaintiff or the date formal serviceIs effected.
Thus the statute of limitations is Ilot tolled until either ofthese two events: takes
place and unless there is ample time-under the statute oflimitations, the plaintiff
should use formal methods of service. Formal service should also be used if the
120 day time period for service provided under subdivision (m) of Rule 4 would
expire before the defendant would be expectedtoreturn the waiver.'

SFRCPRule L ..: .': . . e.·e . :'.'
6Does not apply to the.United States Government or its agencies or officers and does I\ot apply to foreign,
state,or local governments, . .: . ':." '.
7The Note explicitly exemplifies as reliable means private messenger servicesand electronic transmission
~ash .

Rule 4 has been extensively amended and reorganized. The purpose and
.effect ofthese revisions is to facilitate the service.of the. summons'. arid complaint
'. and broaden personal jurisdictions . There are five key changes.

action."S Accordingto the Advisqry Committee's Note (hereinafter "Note"),
the purpose of thisrevisionis to r~ognizethecowt'saffir]Ilativeduty to ensure
efficient civil litigation.

1. New Rule 4(d) encouragesthedefendant6 .towaiveformal personal
service and accept notice ofa.pending action by mail or "otherreliablemeans.V

..Under the new rule, the plaintiff sends. to.thedefendantnotice.ofthe pending
suit (with the complaint and other standard information) andareguesLfor
waiver of service of summons. ThedefendantthenhasaHeast30 days to return
the waiver if the defendant is. within the United States.lfthedefendant is
outside of the United States; then the defendant has 60 days toreturn the waiver.
A defendant located within the United States who fails to return the waiver is

. assessed the costs of subsequent formalserviceunlessgood cause for failure to
waive isshown. eThe new rule explicitly stateslliatwaiver offormalservice.does
not constitute waiver of objection to jurisdiction or venue. Defendants who

t.timely.waive are. rewarded with 60 days to answer if they. are domestic and a
whopping.Sllto answer ifthey are-foreign rather than the 20 days provided for
in Rule 12.



constitutional constraints.i'Gone are former subdivisions (e)and(f) which had
respectively restricted formal service on parties not found within the state and
had restricted the authority ofthe federal process server.

New Subdivision 4(f) no longer requires state or federal authorization in
order to effect formal serviceoutsideofthe UnitedStates..... Nowformal service
abroad is limited only by federal law, the Hague Convention onfhe Service
Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents if applicable, other applicable
international agreement, and the law of theforeigncountry.

3. !tis now easier to bring. an .action against the' United States
(Government) thanks to subdivision4(i) which provides for service of ···summons

·on the United States (Government).. Waiver may not be requested but failure-to
comply with the mandatory complexmultiple service requirements is no longer
likelyto lead to the loss ofsubstantiverights.. Amended Rule 4 now requires the
court to allow a reasonable time to cure service if the plaintifffailed to serveall
·required parties as .long.astheplatnttffmanaged to serve either the Attorney
General of the United States or the United States attorney;

4. New subdivision 4(k) retains in substance old .subdivision-dfk) which
provided for exercise of personal jurisdiction pursuant to the forum state long
arm statute; The amendment now corrects a former gap in enforcementof
federal law by providing for personal jurisdiction over anydefendant toa claim

.. arising under any federal law even.ifthedefendant has insufficient contact to
·qualify under the state long arm statute. Personal jurisdiction is limited in this
instance by the Fifth Amendment's requirement of affiliating contacts with the
United States and its constraints on forum selection.8

Rule 4.1- .Serviceo! Other Process

Rule 4.1 is a new rule which separates from the other service provisions
those bearing on civil and criminal contempt sanctions. The effect of the rule.is

·to •provide a choice of ,civilor criminalcontempt .sanctions. and ., to allow for
.enforcement against acontemnorwherever that person may be found.

8The selection of forum by the plalntlff mILS! not be so inconvenient as to deny tlle defenclant'ifaiqJlay
and substantial justice." Advisory Committee's Notes citing DeJames v. Magnificent Carriers, 654 F.2d
280,286 n.3 (3rd Cir.), cert denied, 454 U.S. 1085 (1981).
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RuleS': Service .and Filing.ofPleadingsandOtherPapers

This rule is amended only to expandfhe provision for filing of court
papers by facsimile "or other electronic means"g if such means are authorized.

Rule .11- SigningofPleadingsiMotions, and Other Papers; Representations
toCourtj Sanctions

Rule 11 is extensively-modified. The purpose of these modifications
according to the Note is twofold and appears paradoxical. The revisions expand
the duty of attorneys and litigants to refrain from harassment..frrvolous action
and/or argument, and behavior designed to cause' delay. While the former rule
generally referred to this obligation, the new rule is more explicit. At the same
time, the revisions .aredesigned to limit theimpositions of sanctions. The former
rule required the.court to impose sanctions upon motion ifthe courtfoundthata
'party was in. violation of this rule.. The revised rule allows the courtto impose
-sanctions subject. to certain conditions 'after an alleged violator is. given notice
and a reasonable opportunity to respond;

Under both the old and new rule, the parties had a duty not to file
frivolous suits, however, under the new rule,frivolity is. measured using an

:objective standard rather .than -the former subjective standard; A· reasonable
inquiry.Is required. now as it was .beforebut a "good faith argument .forthe
.extension, modification, or reversal of existing .law" .is no longer enough. '" Now
thaargumentmust .be "nonfrivolous.". . The. rule also now requires evidentiary
support or . the. expectation of .evidentiary .supportfor factualcontentions and

.denials;

In order to impose sanctions under the revised rule, a separate motion
must be filed or the court can impose sanctions on its own initiative after
providing a hearing. Once the decision to impose sanctions is .made.ithenew
rule explicitly states that nonmonetary sanctions may be used such as the
striking. of pleadings. .The sanction. must be lilllited to that necessary to deter
repetition. The rule further provides thatif the sanction is monetary .it should

-ordinarily be paid to the court unless.paymentto the opposing party is necessary
for effective deterrence in which case the court can order ;the paymentof
attorney's fees.

Also significant is the new rule's "safe harbor" provision. Upon motion,
sanctions may only be imposed if the offending claim, paper, allegation etc. is
notwithdrawnafter the expiration of 21 days after serviceofthe motion,

9FRCpRule 5,
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Rnle 12 - DefellsesandObjections-';WhellandHowPreselltedl"BYPleading or
Motion--Motioll for ltidgmellt'on the Pleadings'

Rule 15 - Amended and Supplemental Pleadings

Rules 12 and 15 are amended 10 reflect the changes 10 Rule 4.

Rule 16 .. Premal CoriferertCl~sj ScnedllHngjManagement

Like' theformer rule, the revised Rule 16 authorizespretrial conferences
.andschedulingorders, The revised rule, however/requires-a-schedulmg"order
afterreceiptof a discovery'plan under Rule 26(f)l~or,within 90 'days after'the
appearance of thedefendantand 'within 120 days after the complaint has been
served. The former rule' allowed 'only 120 days. after filing of the complaint
which-meant-that some vdefendants' in multi-partyicasesrwere not able to
participate 'in-theschedulirigconference.

.Subdivision.Iefc) is modified in thepreambletoreflect that thetrialjudge
has the power to enter scheduling orders over the objection ofeitherparty.vIn
addition, subdivision 16(c) is modified to clarify and expand the issues for
consideration ala pretrial conference sothatpotential disputes can be dealt with
early arid so that pretrial eventsvand-fhe.frtalcan proceedrasefftctently-as
possible.

iRtile,26" General Provisi()lls Goveiriing"Disc()veryj' Duft{ofivisclosure .

The modifications to Rule 26 are among the most extensive and
controversial.' The revised rule basically requires each-party, regardless of
request, to disclose all >"information relevant to disputed facts . alleged with
particularity.,,11, The purpose of the' revised rule 'according to the Note is to
decrease the costs ofdiscovery-and 'accelerate the process 'of litigation. "" Many
-opponentsto.thechanges; 'however; have' expressedconcernthat amended"Rule
26w;ould llcausegreater" courtinvolveInent,' increased costs and abuses, and
place anexcessive sfrain,ontheatlorney-client relationship;"12, .• Unf0rtunately, •. it
is as yet unknownwhateconomiceffect these changes will have since such rules
have never been testedexpeiimenta.lly'.l~

IOSee page 7 infra.
llFRCP Rule 26(a).
12Judge David Hittner, The Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure: New Amendments, 31 FEB. HOU8. LAW 24
(1994).
13Kimberly A. Brown, Changing the Rules, 15 PA. L. 21, 1 (Nov. 1993).
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Under the revised, rule there are three types of disclosure: initial
disclosure, disclosure of expert testimony, and pretrial disclosure.

Initial Disclosure

Rule 26(a) .is.completely new. This provision burdens each party with the
duty to disclose regardless of request (A) "the name and, if known, the address
and telephone numberiof . each individual ,likelyto./ havec.discoverable
information relevant to disputed' facts alleged with particularity in the
pleadingsijlientifying.~e.slIbjectsoftheIDformiition;"14 (B)/'a\,:0py of, or a
description by category and Iocation of, all documents, dam compilations.rand
tanglblefhings in,,~e PQsses~ion,custody,orcontrolof the .party that are
relevant to. disputed .facts-alleged With. particularity .in.the plea4ings;"15(Q "a
computation of any category for damages claimed by the disclosingtparty,
making available.forinspection .and. copying as under Rule 34thedQcuments or
other evidentiary material, not privileged or protected from disclosure, on which
such computation is based, including materials bearing on the nature and extent

.of. injuries suffered; .and"16(D)"for inspectton-and copying. asunder Rule 34

.regardinganyinsurance l1greement".17

These disclosures mustcbecmade within lO/days after.adiscoyery
conference which under Rule 26(f) must beheld at least 14 days before the
scheduling conference required under Rule l6(b). The disclosures must be
based on information then reasonably available to the party and a party is not
excused fromsuch.disclosures Peca.us{! .inYestig<itionshave 'not-been .completed
or because the other party has failed to disclose in some manner. ' . . ..

Parts A andB are particularly troublesome becausethe duty to, disclose
depends in part orrwhat.vinformationis "releyantinformation"andwhat,facts
have been "alleged with.particularity," '. [ustice Scalianotedm his dissent that
such provisions would likely. spaWII satellite Iitigationfabout what is'releyant
to' disputed facts.vwhethercthosejfacts have been alleged with sufficient
particularity, whether the opposing sidehas adequatelydisclosed the .required
information..and whether ithas fulfilled its continuing obligation to supplement
disclosure."l!! Failure to disclose. <is required by Rule 26(a),ntay result in
sanctions under Rule 37(c) including beingvprohibited ..to use atitrialithe
information not disclosed properly as well as monetary sanctions. Thus, this

,'. f4FRCp 26(a){i){A).
15Id.
16Id.

17Id.
18Amendments to the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure, 61 U.S,L.W, 4365, 4393-4394 (April 27, 1993)
(Scalia, 1. dissenting, joined by Thomas andSouter, II.).
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provision may not only encourage discovery disputes..butoverdisclosurewhich
would also inflate rather than reducethecosts.ofhtigation.

Although the purpose of the discovery amendments aretoreduce "what
is widely perceived as a wastefulexpenditure oftime and resources -infhe
discovery process,"19 the early timing ofthe automatic disclosure may have the
opposite .effect.Partic:ularly in. cases involving scientific technology, there will
be literally thousands of potentially relevant documents which will have to be
marshaled early in the action often before a thorough investigation can be
performed: Consequently, litigants. may be "automaticallytinundated with
endlessboxes ofdocuments of negligible signific:anc:e."20 .,

Not only are the economiceffectsof theseamendments uncertain, butthe
amendment also places avpotential vstrain "upon lawyers'ethical du,tyJo
represent their clients and not to assist the opposing side."21. Justice Scalia
recognized the ethical dilemma in r~~uiring a lawyer to "use his professional
skills in the service of the adversary."LL

.The Note itself recognizes a potential conflictofpurposeand..effect under
this initial disclosure provision. The N(ltestates,"Br(lac:l, .vague, andconclusory
allegations sometimes tolerated in noticepleadtng-forexample, the assertion
thataproductwith many component parts is defective in some unspecified
manner--should not impose upon responding parties the obligation at.thatpoint
to search for and identify all persons possibly. involved in,or. all documents
affecting.rthe design,manufac:ture,andasse:qtblyoftheproduct. The-greater the
specificity and clarity (If the allegations in the pleadings,the more complete
should be the listing of potentialwitnesses .and types of documentary evidence."
Thus, there is an obvious potentiaUncentivet(lplead as vaguely as possible.. The
Note concludes in this respect that "the litigants should not indulge.vin
gamesmanship with respect to the disclosure obligations." .

Disclosure of Expert Testimony

The second part of Rule 26(a) deals. with the disclosure of expert
testimony. Under this rule, parties must disclose the identity of experts who
rnay be used at trial and for those .experts retained or specially employed to
provide expert testimony, the disclosure must be accornpaniedby a written

)QRobertP. Taylor ell; Deborah M. Lerner, Proposed Amendments to Rules 16,26,}0, 31, and 33 ofthe
FederalRules of.Civii Procedure, C842 AP-ABA 1, 1 (Oct. 14, 19.93).
20John C. Koski, Mandatory Disclosure, ABA J. Feb. 1994 at 87.
21Amendments to tbe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 61 U.S.L.W. 4365, 4393..4394 (April 27, 1993)
(Scalia, J. dissenting, joined by Thomas and Souter, JJ.).
22Id.
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reportdetailing the expert's opinions; the basis for those opinions, the expert's
qualifications, a list of-alk.pubhcationsrauthored by the witness within-the
preceding ten years, the compensation to be paid the expert, and a list of any
'other cases in which the expert witness has! testified at trial or. by deposition
'within the preceding four years. The timing of these disclosures is generally set
:by the 'court' butmust beatleast 90 days before triaL23 .A party who fails to
jdiscloseanexpett under this rule will not be allowed to present that expert's
-testimony altriaL24

One of the 'major purposes of this-provision lis to reduce the.meed for
expert depositions. Apparently, however, this rule also requires parties ' to
disclose extensive information concerning an expert's opinions before a party

'finally decides to use that expert at trial. This again mightaddcost.cOverall,
though, thisprovtsioriregardtng disclosure ofexpertsand their opinions does
-not-vary greatlyfrom-currentrules-and practice.

Pretrial Disclosures

'RevisedRule 26(3)creqmres each party; regardless of request, to disclose
'cettain'!'informationnigardillgthe evidence that it may present at trial other
-thart-solely'for impeachmentpurposes." The timing for this 'disclosureIsatleast
!30daysbeforetrial unlessotherwise directed by the court. .These disclosures
;incltlde{A) ,a listof witnesses Identifyingthosewhom the party expects to call
attrialand-those whom the party may call at trialjf the need arises; (B) a
designation bf witnesses whose .deposition testimony is expected to 'be used at
trial;and(C) a list of each document or exhibit, includingsummaries ofother
evidence, separately identifying items which the party expects to offer and items
which the party may offer if the need arises. Again, the penalty for Jailing to

:properly'disclose under this section is set out in Rule 37 (c) and includes
monetary sanctions and! or exclusion of evidence.

Miscellaneous Matters

Subdivision (b) of Rule 26 is revised in several respects but for the most
partpreserves existing practice.. This subdivision deals with the scope andlimits
ofdiscovery. The amendments are intended to clarify the court's power to limit

':andtailorthe extent of discovery.·

Subdivision 26(b)(5) is entirely new and addresses U"Jllll~

This provision requires a party claiming privilege to eInformation

23FRCp26(a)(2)(c).
24FRCp 37(c)(I).
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sought "in a manner that, withoutrevealinginformationitselfprivilege<:lor
protected, will enable other parties to assess the applicability of the privilege or
protection.,,25 .It-ts unclear how this provision will change current practice if at
all, Most local rules require that the party claiming privilege provide some
identification in order to allow the other party and the court to evaluate the
applicability of the privilege claimed. The Note indicates that a party who fails
to comply with this procedure may waive the claim of privilege or work product
protection.

'Subdivision 26(c) concerns protective orders and contains the new
provision that in order to obtain a protective order, the complaining party must
certify that the parties have conferred or attempted to confer to resolve the
dispute informally.'

Subdivision 26(d) addresses the timing of discovery and now prohibits
formal dtscoveryuntilthe parties have conferred as required bysubdivisionIf):

Subdivision26(e) concerns supplementation of discovery and is revised to
encompass the new discovery provisions.

Subdivision 26(f) is revised to provide that the parties must meet "at least
14 days before a scheduling confeienceis held or-a-scheduling order is due
umder Rule 16(b)."26 .Atthts meeting, the parties are to :discuss the possibility Of
seftlementand the extent and timing ofdiscoveryandtheparties:Jhust develop a
proposed discovery plan.

'Rule 28 • Persons Before Who:JhDepositions MayBe Taken

Revised RUle 28 now provides for depositions in foreign countries
pursuant to treaty, convention, or letter of request. According to the Note, the
intent of the revision is':to make effectiveuse.ofthe Hague Convention on the
Taking of Evidence Abroad: in Civil or Commercial Matters" 'and similartreaties,

Rule 29· Stipulations Regarding Discovery Procedure

Ironically, the revisions-to Rllle29 provide greater flexibility in modifying
discovery procedures. Under the revised rule, the parties may modify discovery

33· . (interrogatories), 34 (requests :for· production), 'and ···36· (requests for
admission), whichl'equire courtapproval fortimeIimitmodification.

2SFRCP Rule 26(b)(5).
26FRCP Rule 26(t).
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Rule 30 ~ Depositions Upon Oral Examination

Rule 30 Isextensrvely revised. Subdivision 30(a) now provides that.a
party must obtain leave .ofcourt if-ten or more depositions have already been
taken by the party or if the. deposition is of someone who has already been
deposed,

Subdivision 30(b) now allows a party to record depositions.by
nonstenographic means (such as by videotape) without obtaining court
permission. The other.party mayat.their own.expensearrange for stenographic
.recording.

Subdivision 30(c) addresses examination and cross-examination. Under
both the former rule and revised rule, examination and cross-examination are
conductedPas permitted at trialunder the provisions of the Federal Rules of
Evidence.u27 The.revision excepts RtdesJ03 and 615.FRE .Rule103concerns the
courts rulings on evidentiary matters. FRE Rule 615 concerns exclusion of
witnesses so. that they cannot hear the. testimony of other-witnesses. The
exclusion of other potential deponents . from a deposition may be>achieved
through the procedures for a protective order.

Subdivision 30(d) is. concerned. with. the form of objections made by
counsel <iuringa deposition as wellastheschedulingofahd duration: of
depositions.iParagraph (1) provides that objections must be non-argumentative,
concise and non suggestive. Paragraph (2) provides that the courtmay'setatime
limit for depositions. The purpose of this provision according to the Note is to
encourage more efficient depositions by prohibiting "lengthy objections: and
colloquy...."

Subdivisi<m30(e) addresses the difficulties reporters frequently have in
obtainingsignamresa:ndremrnofdepositions;: The Rule now provides that pre
filing review is: requiredonly if requested before the deposition is completed
and then the deponent has a maximum of 30 days to make changes.

,Rule 32 -.UseofDepositions in Court Proceedings

paragraph of Rule 30(b)(2) which provides that depositions are (1) taken
before the prescheduling conference: meeting under Rule 26(d) .or(f); and: (2)

27FRCp Rule 30(c).
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without leave of court because the deponent is expected to leave the country,
they cannot be used against a party who was not able to attend despite the use of
due diligence. .There is also a provision prohibiting the use of a deposition
against a party who received less than 11 days notice and who filed a motion for
a protective order.

Rule 33 - Interrogatories to Parties.

Rule 33··isanlenuedinsubdiVision (a) to limit interrogatories to 25
"includirig 'alldiscretesubpartsJ'28 'The former 'rule did riot place a lirrlitorithe
number of-interrogatories. The Notesuggeststhatsmce rnuchofdiscoverywill
take place under the new early disclosure provislons; there will be less need to
useiIlterrogatories. The Rule provides that the court maygrantpermtssion-to
serve more interrogatories "to the extent consistent with Rule 26(b)(2)."29

Rule 37 - Failure to Make Disclosure or Cooperate in Discovery: Sanctions

RuI: 37 isreVised~nsubdivision{a)td'proViderecotirse. ifa partyf~ilsto

make the disclosures required under Rtile26(a)or fails to respond to other
discovery requests such as interrogatories. Thenewrulestatesthata partymay
compel disclosure. The motion must certify that an attempt to res?lve the
dispute informally without court action has been attempted. When a party
responds to a discovety request with anevasiveorinCo~pletearislVer -or
disclosure, thatresponse is treated as a failure to disclosaanswerorrespond,'

Under subdivision (c);thereis anautomatic sanction for failure without
"substantial justification't ito disclosetinformationvunder Rille 26(a) (iriitial
disclosure) or Rule 26(e)(1) (supplementationofdiscovery), ,. ,. Unless the failure is
harmless, the party failing-todisclose willnot bepermittedto useasevidenceat
trial that information not disclosed; The courtmayimpose monetary sanctions
instead of the above sanctions or in addition to the above 'sanctions.

Subdivision (d) addresses failure of a party to-attend depositlons.or.serve
answers to discovery requests. This subdivision is revised to require that in all
motions specifying failure to disclose the moveant must Certify that an attempt
has been made to confer with the opposing party in an effort to;obtain the

28FRCp Rule 33(a).
29Id.
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Rule 54 -Iudgment; Costs

The revision to this rule provides a new provision for awarding attorneys'
fees. Subdivision (A) requires claims for attorneys' fees. to be made by-motion

. unless the law governing the action provides for the recovery .ofattorneys'<fees
as an element of damages.

Subdivision (B) requires the motion to be filed no later than i4 days after
~.ntry ()fjtl4g~en,t.Jhe:Notestates.that the filing ofa motionfor. attorneys' fees
doesnotaffect the.finalityof the judgmentexceptthatitmay.suspend.finality as
required for resolution ofthemotion.• The Note also explains thatifan appeal is
taken.the court l)1ay either.rule, on the. motion or. defer its -rulinganddirect a
ne.wperiod for filing the motion after theappeal haabeen-resolved,.. Also, a
notice of.appealdoes not affect the.time for filing amotionforattorneys' fees but
a new time period does begin automatically if a new judgment is entered by
either the appellate court or the trial court.

EvideItce supporting th~ amount of attorneys' fees requested is not
required at the tirneof.filing.ibutmustbe submlttedaccordmg-to whatever
schedulethe court adopts, The rule; only requires a fair estimate of amountof
attorneys' fees at the time of filing.

SUbdivision(Q .requires.an evi4enjiary hearing if a party .requests one.
Thecourt has thediscretionto set.a timetable .with respect to .the hearing as
indicated by.eachcase.

Subdivision ,(D)e)(presslyallClWs. the.court, to .adopt .local .rules for the
prompt-resolution of issues .relatiJ;lg. tOi\J;lawardofattorneys' fees. .This
subdivision also provides that the court may. .refer Issuesrelating-toamountof
attorneys' fees .to amaster.under Rule 53 or,aHernatively,. the court may-refer
!fleienjiremotion to a magistrate under Rule 72(b)as if the motion.were a
dispositive pretrial.matter,

Rule 58 ~Entry of Judgment

The revisions to Rule 5$.cClncerJ;lattorneys' fees, The revision authorizes
thecourtto delay entry of final judgment so that it may decide the motion for

.attor.neys' fees but the court must enter an order before
becomes effective for appellate purposes. The effect this and the preceding
rule is that the court may defer judgment on the motion for attorneys' fees or
enter judgment on the motion in which case the appellate court can hear issues
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relating to the award of attorneys' fees at the same time as issues relatingtothe
merits of the case.

It is important to note that the applicability of these rules vmaytbe ::
drastic~l~y~ffe,cted.by local.~ule,s. '-. Insome, ,c~ses, cOtuts .haveojJted out ~ntirely
from rules such as Rule 26 (early disclosure) and Rules 30 and 33(depositions
and interrogatories). Many districts, for example, have chosen not to.implement
Rule 26(a)(1) requiring initial disclosure of information. Very few districts have
adopted the rules entirely. Thus, practitioners are cautioned to consult the local
rules in each case.
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1. Introduction

Recently, there have been many disputes concernLnq

intellectual property rights, especially disputes over patents.

ill 'pat~Ilt. disputes it isverf ra.re that thepa.t:ent; Hghts ower

or the exclusive licensee immediately goes "straight to

tltiga.t19IJ" and llsuallya warning, most usu.a.lly a .wii tteri.

warning, is given first.

In recent years, busiIl!8sses have utilized the.",arIJ,iIlg not

only as precautionary notice of infringement litigation but also

as a means for obtairl'ing a. voluntary suspension of an infringing

activity, for seeking a . settlement by a ,negotiation or f ozr

offering a license. Thus, wa.rnings have occupied an Lmpor-t.ant;

position in businesses' activities relating to· intellectual

property rights.

However, in sending a warning, depending on its form and

content it can constitute an infringement of trade rights or a

violation of the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act and there

is a danger of it incurring liability for damage compensation,

and also there are many cases where warnings do not

satisfactorily achieve their objectives, and therefore to fully

exploit the effect of a warning it is necessary to consider its

content and form in detail.

In this connection we carried out a questionnaire survey of

member companies of the PIPA Japan Group to investigate how

warnings are actually being used and also studied such matters

as the legal significance of warnings and points to which

attention should be paid in preparing warnings in Japan,

separately for patent rights (or rights to preliminary protection

based on publication of an examined application); rights to claim

compensation; and rights to utility models registered without

being examined. In this article we report the findings of this

..."dflllrv:ey .and study.

2. Current State of the Utilization of Warnings (Analysis of

the Results of the Questionnaire)

2.1 Summary of the Survey.

Questionnaires (Appendix 1) were sent to 85 member companies
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of the Japanese Group of thePIPA (JUne·1994)·andresponses were

received from 68 of them (10 mechanical/metal companies; 16

electric· appliancescompaniE:is;· ·40 chemical companLea j and 2 other

companies) (Fig 0 1).

The replies to each of the questions were totalized for all

the companies and also for each class of the· companies and are

given in Appendix 2 while the results of the totalization for all

the companies is given in Fi.gs. 1-13.

patents.

2.2

2.2.1

Survey Results and Analysis.

Object of Sending Warnings (Q2 and Q8).

Replies were asked for on the object of sending warnings

based on Japanese patents (including applications) and UoS 0

times they received the highest prioritization,

companies) and (e) (19 companies) were by far the most common

objects .By industry, whereas there were many chemical companies

having the object (a), many electric appliances companies

specified (e), settlement by negotiation.

The results were that, with respect to the JapanE:ise patents,

the objects of sending warnings were, in ordE:ir of the number of

companLee "specifyingthE:iin in rE:ispOnse tOaqiiE:is t.Lon a Ll.owi.nq

multiple answers, (e) settlement by negotiation (55 companies),

(c) voluntary suspension of an infringing activity by the other

party (46 companies) and (b) to offer a license to the infringer

(35 companies), and iil·order of the number of companies giving

them thehighE:istprioritization, (c) (26 companies) , (e) (22

companies) and (b) 12 companies. (Fig. 2),

By industry, as many as 22 out of a total of 40 chemical

companies prioritized (c) the highest, while among the e.l.ect.rLceL

appliancE:i companies only 2 did·so andinstE:iadinany(60ut of 16)

gave (b) (Offering a TicensE:i) the highest prioritization.

With respect to objects of warnings baaed on United States

patents, in order the· number Of companies specifying them they

were (e) settlement by negotiation, (b) license offer and (a)

voluntary suspension of an infringement by the other party to a

answers. In Of .the
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2.2.2 Number of Cases with .reapect; to which Warnings were

Sent (Q3(1) and Q9(1».

Then replies w.ere asked for on the number of cases in

connection with which warnings were issued by the member

companies during the.pastthree years.

The results were that r with regard to warnings based on

Japanese patents., the number of companLeswho issued. warning!'; in

connection with 1-5 cases was the largest (29 companLesj,

followed by companies issuing no warnings (15 companies) and then

those issuing warnings in connection with more than 20 cases (6

companies). (Fig,3)

Accordingly, taking all Japanese companLas together, the

number of case.sinwhich warnings are issued is not so great and

it evident that they are taking a cautious about i!';suing

warnings. However., five companies among the. six which replied

that t!:ley issued warnings in connection with more than 20 cases

were electric appliances pompanies, ind.i.cating that some of the

companies in this business area are vig0I:"0us in issuiIlg warnings

based on their rights.

With regard to the questionon.atVfhat.stage the warnings

qre.issued,}6.companies replied that 81% or more letters were

sent at the regi!';tered stage while 12companie!'; r€!plied that

61-80% of letters were sent at the thClt stage (Fig. 6) , from

which there seems to be a tendency for.a great many companies

issue warnings <at the registered stage,

With.regardtowarningsbasedonUnited.States patents, as

many as)4companies r€!p~ied that they sent Ilone and in second

place were 23 .companieswho issued'W;arningsin coIlnection with

1-5 cases. Thus there can be. seen a tendency that, compared with

the number of warnings based on.domesticpatents, warnings are

sent in slightly fewer cases (Fig. 9) .

. Arn°ng the VfarI1ings, morethqn half of, the companies
.. . .....

replied they did not issue warnings with the object of a

"sale" (introciucing a patent) to either Japanese or u.S. partie!';.

'rhus ,it was found that, looking at Japanese business as a whole,

Vfarnings with this> as the object are used little. (Figs. ),9.)
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2 . 2 . 3 Total Number of Warnings Sent aut (Q3 (2 ) . and Q9 ( 2) ) .

Replies were asked for on the .totalnumber of warnings

issued during the past three years. The findings were that the

numoer .ofoompanies sending 1-20 letters· of warning based on

domestic patents was the largest (38) ,and as many as 14 issued

no .warnings (Fig. 4). There were no trend differences between

the.businessareas·. On the other hand, with respect to warnings

based on United States· patents, thenumberwf cdmpaniesissuing

no warnings was the largest (32), followed by 23 companies who

sent 1-20 letters (Fig. 10). Most of the companies replied that

no cases in which warnings were issued reached litigation (Fig.

II), indicating that the number of cases in.which·warningsbased

on United States patents are issued reach litigation is,small.

2.2.4 Number of Cases of Receiving Warnings (Q4 and QlO (1) );

The companies were.asked to reply ort the number of warnings

that they· received during the past three years. The findings

were that.the·numberof companies receiving. 1-5· warnings. was the

largest (30) followed by those receiving 6-"10 warnings (16

companies)· and then those receiving 0 warnings and those

receiving more than 21 warnings (7 companies each). (Fig. 5).

Among the seven companies who received more than 21 warnings,

five are companies in the electric appliance industry,indicating

that in some areasofthisirtdustry warnings are more actively

issuedthan·inbther industries.

With respect to the stage at which warnings were received,

the number of companies replying: that more than 80% of the

warnings were received after the patent of the sender was

registered was 29 and those replying that 61-BO%·ofthem were

received after.thepatent of the sender was registered were 14,

that most are received after the in

q~estion is registered. (Fig. 7)

Withrespectto the number of warnings based on . United

States'patents received, "none".was the:cornnionest response (18

companies) followed by 1-5 (16 companies) and more than 21 (7

companies). (Fig. 12) Again, six companies among the seven who
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received more than 21 warnings are electric appliance' companies,

suggesting that there are many cases of warning in this

particular area.

The number of companies replying that the number of cases

in connection with which a warning was received to reach

litigation was 1-5.was16, while 2 companies reported 6-10 such

cases. Thus, the proportion of warnings leading to litigation

can be said to be considerably ,high. (Fig. 13)

3. Warnings Based on Patent Rights (including Rights to

Provisional (Preliminary) Protection based on Publication

after Examination).

3.1 Legal Significance Warnings.

Warnings based on patent rights are actions of fact and such

a warning itself has no legal effect of prohibiting' any

manufacturing or selling by the other party. However, in a suit

claiming compensation for damages, it has the legal effect that

a warning to a specified party can be used to prove the intent

and misfeasance· of the other party and further that the advice

of the warning suspends the prescription for claiming damage

compensation and for claiming the restoration of an undue profit.

3.2 Object of Warnings.

The object of issuing a warning based on patent rights (or

rights to a preliminary protection) can be classified as follows:

(1) To offer a license to the infringer;

(2) To obtain a voluntary suspension of an infringement>bythe

other party.;

(3) As a step prior to litigation (precautionary· notice of

etc
.... ! ,

(4) Settlement by negotiation (e. g. request for damage

compensation, license fee, etc, by agreement); and

(5) License activity by introduction (sale) of rights relating

to rightsholder's.patent rights.
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3.3 Methods of Warning

A±ticle 103 (Presumption of Misfeasance) of the Patent Law

is applicable to the infringement ofa patent right or-the right

to a preliminary protection, and therefore the legal effect of

issuing a warning to a party is not as great in a suit claiming

damage compensation as in the case of, for example, a right to

a utility model registered unexamined. However,. it is necessary

for the rights holder·to advise the other party·of the fact by

sending a warning so that there isnn possibility whatsoever for

the other party to prove nonmisfeabance at its end. Ways of

making the notifica.tiori iriclude the following:

(1) Written Warning Specifying the other party

This is the most cow~on way of warning and, specifically,

there are two means: (a) sending a warning directly to the other

party by mail, and (b) handing a warning directly to the other

party. Method (a) Ls better in that the dateClf init'iation of the

intent or misfeasance of the other party can more certairily be

proved at later date.

When the warning is sent to the other party by mail, it

should - preferably be sent by "contents-certified mail " and

"delivery-certified mail" so that the intent or misfeasance of

the other party can be proved ata later date.

(2) Written warning to the Attorney for the other party

This is·also a type of written warning, but the warning is

not directly sent to the other party but is, for example, sent

to the attorney for the other party from the attorney of the

rights holder whereupon the other party is advised of the warning

by its attorney. There are some difficulties with this method

in proving the initiation date of the intent or misfeasance of

such as when the rights holder does not know the other party at

all it often enables subsequent negotiations to be carried out

smoothly, this method is widely used.
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(3) Verbal Warning

This is a method wherein the rights holder meets the.other

party directly and warns them verbally. Such a. verba.l warning

has a.n Lnfiozma.L aspect, and therefore is effective when the

rights holder :wishes to maintain an amicable relationship :with

.the other party because, for example, the other party is in a

coopere t Lve relationship with or . isa.customer of the. right:>

holder. However, in the cas.eof the verbal warning, in order to

give the warning some legal effect of proving intent or

misfeasanCE!, it is necessary that a written warning be handed to

the other party together with the verbal warning or that the

content of the discussion with the other party be recorded and

minutes of the meeting be exchanged.

(4) Announcement; of the Warning in Newspapers, Trade Magazines ,

etc.

This is a method wherein the warning is published in

newspapers,. trade magazines, etc, without spE)cifying the other

party. This way is effective in such cases such as when there

are very many infringers,.when it is likely that many companies

in the same business area. Lnfr Lnqe the patent right. but the exact,

situatioIl.is not known, orwhell an object. is to offer licensE)s

to many companies in the field. However, the effectivE!nesso:!=

this method is somewhat doubtful because when the warning is pub

lishedin newspapers there is no guarantee that the parties will

reaci it, and also this way cannot be described as a preferred

mealls of proving intentQrmisfeasance of a party.

3.4 Points to Pay Attention to in Preparing WarIlings

(i) Points Relating to. Content.

The minimum requirement is that the existence of the right

be clearly made known to the other party and
......................

understood by. the other party. To this end, in case a

patent it is necessary to advise the other party of the

publication number, the registration number, the title of the

invention and scope of the claim(s). Those bibliographic data

should be included in the warning and, when the warning is sent
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by contents-certified mail, it is recommended that a copy of the

gazette (published specification) be·sent by separate mail.

The content of the warning will vary depending on the

object, but, when the other party is clearly infringing the

patent right and the rights holder is seeking suspension of the

infringing activity or.when the object is to give precautionary

notice of litigation, it is necessary not only that the existence

of the patent right be advised and suspension of the infringing

activity requested but also that the other party's actual

infringing activity (or. product) be clearly specified . However,

it may not always be necessary to .describe.the reasOn. why the

activity constitutes an infringement. In this case it is

important that, when the infringing activity by the other party

cermot; be proved-,al·though,notification. of .t.he .existence: of the

patent is necessary, overly sharp statements such as "your

product infringes our patents should be avoided, and·milder

language, such as "we have such-and-such a patent; and

accordingly we ask you to be careful not to infringe on out

patent.right in manufacturing. or selling your products" should

probablybe used.

On the other hand, in cases where the object of the warning

is to give precautionary notice of litigation, as well as

specifying the existence of the rights in question and specifying

the infringing activity of the other party, a notice to the

effect that the specified rights will be exercised if the other

party does not suspend the infringing activity is included. When

the object is a license offer or seeks a settlement by

negotiation, the other party should be advised of the existence

of :the patent right and ,at the same time, ·it should be mentioned

that the rights holder is prepared to offer a license or that the

product (or technology) of the other party possibly infringes the

and that a be

welcome . The expressions used in the letter should preferably be

as mild as possible so that any subsequent negotiations proceed

smoothly. In any case, some date by which a reply is expected

must be included.
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(ii) Other Points.

(1) In order to avoid trouble such as a counterclaim from the

other party claiming an infringement of their trade rights, etc,

at a later date, it lS necessary before sending a warning to

reconfirm the validity of the patent rights in question and also

to recheck the infringing product (or activity) of the other

party.

(2) When the warning is directly sent to the other party, the

object of sending the warning will be basically achieved whatever

department of the other party lS made the addressee, because the

particular choice of addressee does not affect the fact of the

other party having received the warning. However, in order to

be certain of proving the intent or misfeasance of the other

party at a later date, it is desirable that the warning be

addressed to an. executive having the authority to represent the

organization or to a department having responsibility for the

manufacture or the sale of the product which is the subject of

the warning (for example the respective production department or

sales department, etc) or to the head of the intellectual

property department.

It should however be noted that extreme caution is necessary

when sending warnings to customers of .t.he other party (for

example wholesalers, retail shops, users) to the effect that one

of the. other party's products is in infringement of a patent,

because when the content of the warning damages the reputation

the other party enjoys with its customers or damages the other

party's .trust in its customers the warning will have constituted

an. unfair act under the.Prevention of Unfair Competition Act (see

for example the decision of the Nagoya District Court in the

"Pencil Case equipped with a Magnet'" case 1 Case No. S. 55 (7) 558) .

..' •.; 'l'JIl,§!.!l§!rl<1E~.r .ot;tt~e ..1IlCi..r.Il,i11'<;{ .Ill''i1' ,.•b!::>E!e, Eeljil1t:lh:lle",•.rr an or the

rights holder, and there is no difference either way in terms of

its legal effect1 however, when an attorney acts as a

representative, because there is likely to be the effect that the

addressee will presume that some kind of legal action against

them may follow and consequently will not ignore the warning or
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take it lightly, it is preferable to use an attorney as a

representative in cases when precautionary notice of litigation

is being given or a suspension of an infringing activity is being

demanded. However, when the rights holder aims to settle the

problem later through license negotiations, in that it helps the

negotiations to proceed smoothly it is effective that the warning

be sent in the name of an executive actually responsible (for

example the head of the patent department) rather than in the

name of the rights holder or a representative thereof.

protection arises when a patentapplidation is allowed by an

examiner·and subsequently published in a Patent Ga.zette (Article

52, paragraph I of the Patent Law). This right has substantially

the same effect as a patent right except in that licenses cannot

be granted, and it is possible to exercise the right to demand

a suspension of an infringing activity Or to claim compensation

for damages. Accordingly, any holder of a right to preliminary

protection can issue warnings and exercise rights based on the

above-mentioned right in the same way as in the case ofa patent

right. However, thisrightinaybe rejected asa result of fOrmal

objections made after its publication, and therefore it is an

uncertain right. The Patent Law imposes a no-fault compensation

liability on the exercise of the right to preliminary protection

(Article 52, paragraph 4 of the Patent Law), and therefore if the

application is finally rejected or invalidated the rights holder

mus t;" compensate for damage caused to the other party by the

exercising of the right. When a suspension of an activity is

demanded in a warning to a party and when the other party

Law of Japan, a right to preliminary

toon RightsbasedWarningsProblems Relating to

preliminary Protection

According to the Patent

3.5

case there may be a possibility of it being judged that a cause

and effect relationship eXisted between the sending of the

warning and the suspension of the activity by the other party and

that the warning amounted to the exercising of a right.

Therefore, when a warning is sent at the stage of a provisional
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4.

4.1

protection, the validity of the right should be very carefully

checked, and if there is any doubt that a patent right will

eventually be granted whatever formal objections to it might be

made, any warning haying a content demanding a suspension of an

activity of the other party should be avoided in order to avoid

any no,..fault compensation liability, and it is preferable that

· the warning introduce the patent right .. in question and urge

.caution with respect to. it in modez-at.e .langllage.

Warnings Claiming Compensation

Lega~ Significance of Warnings

The Patent Law of Japan adopts an application laying-open

· system of applications (Article 65 (2) of the Patent Law) ,wherein

.the content ofa patentapplicatiOIl is made public at an .early

stage .to promote util,izationof inyentions,and On .t.he other hand

isprQvi<ies1l.J;"ight:to claim compensation (Article 65(3) of the

l'atent Law) on the basis of. which ac;:ompensationcorresponding

to the so-called license fee .can be claimed .. under certain

condLt.Lons , to. compensate. for losses that applic;:ant suffered, as

· a result of use of the Lai.d-copen Lrrverrt.Lon iby third parties. In

the case of this right to claim compensation,unlik.e the case of

infringement Rfa patent right , the so-called pr-esUllla!:>le mis.,.

feasance proYision(Art,icle103 of the Patent Law) is not applied

and, to exercise this. right, it is required asa. prerequisite

that the applicant shall, in principle, issue a warning by

pr-esenting a doclllllent in which the content of the invention of

t:he application ..is described ~ (When t:he other party is a

so-called mala .fidewhoknows that: it is using the invention. of

the La Ld-copen application, the warning is not an es.sential

condition; however, the fact. that the other party did know this

must be proved by th,e applicant.)

Thus, a warning in the case of to claim compensation

has the legal signific;:ance that it is one of the essential

conditions for generation of the right, and, unlike a warning

against the infringement of a patent right, the warning has. the

legal character of a notification to the effect that if the

applicat:ion .is passed by the examiner and published the. right to
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claim compensation will .beexercised in connection with

activities subsequent to the warning,

4.2 Objectpf Warnings

Accordingly, the object of sending a warning in the case of

a right to claim compensation is to exercise the right .t.o. claim

compensation> in.. the> future (i ..e. after publication as a re5ul t

of an examination) in connection with a.ctivities carried out

after the issue of the warning.

4.3 Methods for Warning

Because of its above-mentioned legal significance and

character, a warning for .. claiming compensation· should be. sent to

a specified person; unlike a warning with respect to the

infringement of a patent right, publication.of . the warning in

neWspapers orin trade magazines does not amount to a legiil

warning ; and nor does. a simple verbal warning amount to a legal

warning, because in the Patent.Lawit is clearly stated that a

warning as an essential .conddt.Lorr for the right to Claim

compensation. is a warning issued by presenting a document in

which . the content of the invention. of the application is

described (Article 65 (3) y.
ACcordingly, a warning as an essential requirement for

generating the., .right to claim compensation mus t be.. a.written

warning in which the other party being warned is specified.

Actual methods for delivering warnings include:

(1) aend.Lnq a warning directly t.otheother party by mail ;

and

( 2) meeting the other party and handing. them a warning..

However, method· (1) is preferable for the certainty with which

its legal effect can be obtained at a later date.

When the is sent mail it is to......, ww....>.,.,.,..... .
it byconcenta-oext.LfLed mail with delivery certification so that

the data and.contentofthe:warningcanbeproved.
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4.4 Points for Attention in Preparing Warnings

(i) Points Relating to Content

In the case of a warning as a prerequisite for claiming

compensation, it is essential that the other party at least

understands the content of the invention filed by the applicant

and, to this end, the warning must include (1) the content of the

laid-open'inventionor, to be more specific, (a) the laid-open

nulllber, (b) the laid-'open date, (c) the application nulllber, (d)

the application date, (e) the title of the invention, (f) the

scope of the claim(s) and (g) any necessary drawings.

When the warning is sent by contents-certified mail, it is

advisable to send a copy of the laid-open gazette by separate

mail because drawings and the like cannot be sent by

contents-certified mail.

It is also necessary that the warning mention that (2) the

specified product of the other party is believed to be. within the

te.chnical scope of the invention of .. the application and further

that· (3) the sender will claim acbmpensation payment after the

application is published after being examined.

However, in a warning for claiming compensation at the

laid-'openstage,it is not possible to request a Suspension of

a practicing activity of the other party based on the laid-open

patent because, at thelaid-openstagefthe patent right has not

been generated yet and the right to demand a suspension' is not

recognized.

It should be further noted that this warning is only one of

the essential conditions for exercising the right to claim

compensation at a later date and is of an informative character,

and therefore the warning should not use excessively strong

language and should be as mildly worded as possible.

........... .... •............•.I,.,"JL) y"!l:",.L.. Points
(a) The sender and the addressee of the warning are in principle

the same as those in the case of a warning based on a patent

right, but in this warning it is necessary to clearly specify the

rights holder issuing the warning and the other party being

warned.
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wantirig to

laid-open

worded as

(b) In the case ofa warninghavingthebbjec::t of asking for

compensation, when theclaim( s ) is/are broadened OrmodHied

after a warning has 'been issued, it is necessaiyto issue the

warriing again preseritingthe 'new'scbpe 6fthe'claim(s) after the

amendment. However, lfthe amendment reduced the scope of the

claim(s), suchare....warning may not be necessary.

(c) As in the case of the above-mentioned right to prbvisibIla.J.

protection based on the published patertt after examination, the

Law>imposesario....fal.1ltcbmpensationliability· On the'apfilic::aIlt

in exercising the right to Claim compensat.Lon , and therefore this

!right must be exercised withcare.

not constitute an exercise of the right and, even if the other

party suspended an activityartd sUffered some kiridOf damage as

a result of being sent a warningtb the effect that the right to

claim comperisationwillbeexerc:ised in the future ,: there is no

no-faultdompeITsation· liability.

However, taking into accOunt the pOssibility of

enter ·lidensirig negotiations later) after the

appLdcat.Lon becomes a 'patent; thewarningshOu.ldbe

mildly as possible.

'5. Warnings Based on Utility Model Rights Graritedwithout

Examination (Right Registered withol.1t· Examination for

ApplicatiOn FiledJOri or after January 1 1994).

5-1. Legal SigIlificanceof Warning (Especially from Viewpoint of

Relationship to the Official Evaluation of Techn610gy) .

. The legal effects ·of a warning can be c::lassifiedasfollows

technology for the utility model and also on the evaluation

results'therebf.

(1) When the Warnirig is Issued presenting a positive Official

Eva.luation·(incase there is no prior art)
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• By sending the .,arning, the initiation date of "intent or

Inisfeasance of the other party" as stipulated in Article 709 of

the Civil Law of Japan can be proved by the rights ower.

• A warning is a prerequisite requirement f.or exercising the

right (for example demanqing a suspension, c~aimingdamage

compensation, etc). In other W'ords,the right can be .exercised

only after a warning is issued. (Article 29(2) of the Utility

M.oqel Law).

• In p r LncLp Le, when the. right. becomes invalid after a

warIlingis issued,aliqpilit.Y f.or compenaat.Lnq damage caused to

the ot.herparty i3.5 aresult .of the .,arningarises; however, in

this case, there is no liability fOl:" compensat.ingdamage caused

to the other party by a warning even if the right becomes invalid

(A1:tiple 29 (3) oft.he utility MqdeLLaw:)

.(.2) When warn.ingis Issued by . presenting. a 19"egativeOfficial

.Eval)lationof the Technqlogy

• As in (1) above, it can rbe possibleforj:herights holder

to prove the initiation date for "intent and misfeasance of. the

other party" by sending a.warning.

• As in (1) above, exercising .of the right. becomes possible

only after a warning is issued (Article 29(2.) of t.he Utilit.y

Model Law).

• As in (1) above, in principle, when the right becomes

invalid after a warning is issued, a liability for compensating

damage c;aused to the other party by the warning arises ~ ,However,

in this case, there is no liability of c;.ompensatingdamag€l.caused

to the other party by the warning even if the right becomes

inva~id,pr,ovided that the warning was issued wi.t.h que attenti.on

(for examp.l.e . affirmat.ive . opinion of , an attorney. or a patent

attorney based on the result of the Official evaluation) (Article

(3) When the Warning is Issued without Presenting an Official

Evaluation (Article 29(2) of the Utility Model Law)

• As in. (1) and (2) above, itci3.n be possible for the rights

holder to prove the,initiationdat.eof "intent or misfeasance of
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the other party" by sending a warning .

• It is not possible.to exercise the right after a warning

is issued (Article 29 (3) of the Utility Model .• Law) .

• As in. (1) and ( 2) above ,in 'principle, when the right

becomes invalid after a warning is issued, a liability for

compensating damage caused to the other party by the warning

arises. However, even in this case ,there -. is no liability of

compensating damage caused to the other ' party by the warning

provided that the warning was issued with due attention'. (Article

29(3) of the Utility Model Law).

5.2 ,Objects of Warnings

The objects of sending warnings based on utility model

rights are,to',,rnake:the' initiation date':of,:uin,tent and misfeasance

of the other.' party" provable' and. to fulfiL the requirements for

exercising .the right; however "when the exercising of 'the right

after· the warning.is issued is taken into consideration, as in

the' case of a patent', the contents ..ofwarni·ngs may 'be classified

by objective as follows:

(1) to offer a license to the infringer;

.( 2) to obt.eLn.e voluntary suspension ofthe infringing activity

of the. other .,party;

(3) asa step' prior to. litigation (precautionary notice of

litigation, etc);

.........L4} ...ElErt;t.l,El1uE)I1t. .... by IIE)gClt.iat:LClIl .,(fCl:t'e.l{aIllplE)rE!quE!st.:LIlg ..'c:tCjJIICjgE!
compensation and license fe.e by agreement); and

(5) licensing activity by introduction (sale) of right based on

the rights holder'S utility model right.

5.3 Methods of Warning

Because 1,.., .
utility model applications since January I, 1994 and the

presumption of misfeasance of the infringer is .eliminated, with

respect to this point', Article 709 ofvt.he Civil Law, "One who

infringes the right of another person either by intent or by

misfeasance shall be liable to compensate' the damage caused
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thereby." is applied.

As in the case of the right to claim compensation, in the

case of a utility model right as well.the initiation date of

"intent or misfeasance of the other party" as stLpuLat.ed by

Article 709 of the Civil Law directly affects the licensing fee,

and therefore the rights holder should probably make sure that

theinitiation'datecan beproved.by issuing a warning.

Methods .ofi'ssuing . warnings " are the same as those in the

above..,.mentioned case of the right· to claim compensation,

5.4 Points for Attention in Preparing Warnings

( 1 ) Level of Content that a Warning Must 'Have in order to

Actually be Called a Warning (the same kind of problem also

exists .Ln. relation •. to ,the ,right to' c Ladmvcompenaat.Lonj;

Should something containing only a registration 'nUmber but

arriving.. by conterits-certifiedmailbe called'awarning or should

it be called ,. an inquiry? Should a communication .on.Ly start to

be' called a, warning when' it specifies a product? . At. present this

point is not clear.

However, if this point remains unclear, some rights holders

may adopt the following kind 'of attitude:

·"If' I send the other party somet.hing. containing just a

registration nUmber by contents-certified maiL1wilLbe able to

prove the Lnj.t.Lat.Lon.idate of·' Lrrt.errt ormis feasance of the .other

party'. On the other hand, because what I send them will not be

a warning r .even if my .right becomes invalid in future , eyen

though I didn' tsend' it with due, attention, ,'1 .have .no.'liability

as a rights holder and there will be no ..damage compensation

liability problems,"

(Of course there is still a possibility that, even when a

letter is not a warning but just a letter of inquiry, the other

it,.. .co,'"""..,.
voluntarily reduce or suspend the sale of a product, in which

case a problem 'of infringement of trade rights may be raised and

a responsibility for an. illegal act under Article 709 of the

Civil LawmaYiirise.)

A rights holder like this might first send a . letter of
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,:inquiry: ",and,:then,take', tiin",:,to: analy?=e,Ltlie::qtherqlarty' :;;:product

and:':~he:val±dity,of:the:right in qUH:;;tion' and, do'okinglat'""yariou:>

';fact,or,:>,'i:if,hejudge:> ::that .t.he. chanoea-of succes:>"are'good~:(might

:,thennmove" t.o exerci:>e' ,t,henrd,ght'::by nis':>iuimj ",a:: warning ':with:nan

",expert::opinionl,' etc.

nHowever i elf, this' k i.nd.cof way of :::",xerci,sin'g arl:glit ,beci6me:>

accepted, it could Lead. :tb:::abuse'eof ,rlght::> i c: For .ce){ample',' :when

a 'letter in which only a regi:>trationnmnber'i:> given arrive:> by

corrcent,s ".cer;tified:ma,il !:mt"no:,prbduct"is; specif'iedand .moireove.r

due attention !:las::not beenpaidi' :even'if::it:>",c6ntertt:i::>:j';that of

cart',inquiryf:coulq ':,it, not:ib",.':considered:uthat'the: letter .Ls a

:warming, and Lthat afd±ab±l,±,ty :fOI:n:damage ,'compertsatlon:acc6rdlrrg

'ito/Article ':'2~,( 3) ':of:"the:,Patent ,'La.wari:>e:>i?rr'

"

.'

(.2:)' Citing "Due Attent'ion":of Art£:cle ',',29 (3) '!!of: thee, Utl:J;:ity

'''':'Model ,Law;: '

, A:>/mentibned Jim1;.he::( 3} ','above Wwhen' a ,warning: Ls. is:>uedby

:presenting ailnegatiire 'offi'cial:evaluation .o.f. the , technology or

:off'icial:'::

'iliabili,ty,,\;o compensatef:or;damage:> to:the other:par1;.'y;re:>ul:tiIig

:fr6m!!the: 'warning'£:t, '£:s:advisable"to 'clearly:st'ate':iin,cthe :warn'lng

'that':i:theiwarning: d.s being±s:>ued: with Jdue:::attent.ion.'

: "J1..t 'pre:>ent:the de:fin'£:tio'ry:; of ,'ruue ,attention 'Lei:>: not c::lear,

and it Ls not clear how much shouId be' included inc,thecwarrring,;

tihi.s wayb:wou;ld:,i:>eem to::be: :consi:st'ent Lwilthdthedpurpose ;of the

legi:>lation of Article 29 c.

:'l'here::will be, variou:> , o t.hetr vieWf;, and we 'awa;t-t: a' conc.Lus Lon

.on ,thi::>,point<ba:>ed .on. cour,t::<;iecisibn:>',;'e'tci,'. '"

',Incldentally';whertcsi,n'the, positJbn':of,:rece'ivill'g!, :afr:letter

"refe'J;"ring,to a' regis'lira,tio'nc nmnberuoilly:::by cont.errts -cer'liiif.iIed

,:maiiluwhich.cappear:>i:' to be; ::ju:>:t ':'a' letter fbf,:inquLi:yjc i,t:iEn'n6t

,advi:>ableto ignorecit:>'[c,ont.errts , comp:tete1y:,anq adrequestJ,f6tan

':official' evaluation: of:: the, ' technology/.c:>hould', Upr6bap,lyec:be

pinin1ediately'dfiled ":' '(Tn .eome cases it:may"be:po:>:;;ible:':fqr:,the

,co:>:'\;:"..involved:in thiS:>: :',,:reque:>t to, .be ':clarimed:'a:>,:da:mag,e

'lcoIllpen:>atipD.,at:: a:!!1.ater::datee. ):'!
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however, it.should probably for. example: be clearly·statedthat

the specification TPCs' .towhich the device is considered to

belong <and ". the> :prior art search of ,those "'IPCs was carefully

,carried out, and also "that .t.he expert· opinion of an attorney.' or

a patent attorney based on the results of': that search: was

affirmative. With respect to this point also we await a

-concLusi.onibeaed on future court decisions, et.c,

6; Points for' Attention in Preparing and Issuing Warnings

(Results .0fthe.:Questionnairej (Q7and Ql1)

In.,Q7, a free."form'written'reply,was requested' concerning

points for attention in preparing and sending warnings based on

Japanese patent rights, etc. 'The repliesto:this question could

be classified intothefollowing,two.categories:

(1) Items. to be:checkedbefore,issuing a warning; and

(2) Strategy and content of warnings;

:With respect to '. (I), many companies mentioned (a)

confirmation of validity of our.patent and (b) confirmation'of

the·infri;nging .activityby the other party. For (al,.there were

.opinions such as !'confirma.tion ofvalidit;y of our rights".,

"recheck of the validity of theright"t "reconfirmation>ofthe

validity of ,the patent.right!.', "as a rule , we send letters ·after

the.application isreg,istered.", "confirmation of thevalidity'of

,the patent",.etc, .andrfo'r (b) "confirmation of the infringing

:productof the other party", "confirmation of the>method used by

the other party", "confirmation .of infringement by searching

party's product", "letters are sent out after confirmation of our

right and the other party's product and also after full

investigation into the possibility of proving the'infringement,

etc", "letters are sent out 'after the product isobtairted as

evidence and analyzed and confirmed to be within the coverage of

our right" , etc. Bes.ides these, there were some other

;interesting opinions such as "we: .•pay at.t.ent.Lon.rto the rights of

the other party as well so t.hat; we do not receive ra counterclaim

from them", ·and "we check whether the .ot.he.r party to.whom .. :we ..a're

going to send a warning has any .patien'ts which could greatly

affect our. own business"
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( 1 )

( 2 )

With' respec't 'to (2); there were op.Iridons suchras '''when we

do hot have positive evidenceofahinf;rihgertient,' the;letteris

in' the form of an<inquirY"r' "wemakethefi.rst warn;ingsdft and

unemotional so that if, at a later date the patent 'becomes;lhvalid

or there is found to have been no infringement; any claim for

compensation or restoration of credit is kept to a minimum",

"since we regard 'it as a step to "ini'tiatea' llCehslrig

negoti;ation, we 'take care not to 'be unneces samLy coercive'of the

other party. To this end, ('1 ra letter in a ;common style is 'seht

out; in the name ofa responsihleperson 'at theactua1 working

level (usually a head of the a department)!lnd', (2;) We' refrain

'from saying from' the start that the ac'tivity'of the bther party

constitutes an infringemenV but rather s'eeka,negotiatiohbyj ust.

expressi:ngour .concern that 'there may beah>' infringement and

askingfbr an ,explanation',from 'the other pa,rty" r'''we' corrsuLtWlth

an attdrney "on "whether ," or 'nO,tto issue ,a',warn;ing "'", ' etc j

Similarly, Qll was a question asking;fo'ra'repJy on po'Lrrts

to which" companies pay particular'attention in preparing and

sending warnings based on u.S. patents. 'As' in the;casesbasedbn

Japanese patents , the! replies fell, 'into the following 'categories:

Items to be;checked'beforesending,a warning; and

Strategy and) content, ,of warnings.

With respect to (I), many companiesagaih gave (a)

confirmation of the validity of our patent and (b) confirmation

of the infringing activity by the other party.

Examples of (1) include:

"confirmation of validity of the patent (check of file

wrapper check of right situation of corresponding applications

(Japan, Europe, etc)";

"make advance confirmation of the validity of the right

through local Attorney"; and

"confirmation of our own right concerning fraud, etc".

Examples of (b) include:

"specification and situation of party's product";



'.'waJ;'ningisissu.!9d, after. a <ful;I. c~nfirntation of. the .. act of

,in~ring!9ment by; obti).ining;catalogsi ,manuals,samplesietc,";

"it is of course .neceeaary t.o <g!9t, before sending' the

.warning i ·<an .op.i.ni.on of an' expert ,that the' other .partiy is

infringing",· et.c,

,With r!9spect to (2)"th!9J;'e "':!9r!9 the following,opiniq!t:;;:

"thewarningismad!9,in;~h!9.style -o f a. / licens.g",pffert .to

a;Yoidbringingabout a pre.,.!9mptiveact,ivity";

':th!9~irst.l!9tt!9ris.notmade in the f orm .o~a clear warning

but 'in. the fozmvof an;inquiry";

"c.onsideration.is given to enabling t.he.maut.ez tp,bE) settled

by discues Lon b!9tw!genth!9 parties 'concerned"';

}',th!9;fix-st wa;J;'ning is>made soft, and .nonemot.LoneLrso vt.het idf

;I.ater.the,. patient; b!9com<;)sinyali.d or;there is,'.found .·to.haye'.,been

no infringem!9nt,'any claim for damage;compensation from the other

party is. made.';minimum~';

..l'warnings, ,are only sent out after dds cussLon-wi.t.htou.r an

attorney in theU. S.. etc..

In all th!9i.cas.esit can be seen that marry icompand.ea conduct

considerable studies such as conf i rmat.Lon of the validity of

their rights, ccnfLrmat.Loniof theinfringing,'.activity, etc,

before issuing a warning, andin,generaLtry;to'.,makethe.content

o~ warningsmoderat!9.
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SUMMARY OF THE SURVEY AND STUDY ABOUT WARNINGS IN JAPAN

WARN If«iS BASED 00 LA IlHI'EN PATENT
WARNIf«iS BASED 00 PATENT RIGlTS WARN If«iS BASED 00 UTI LITY IlllJEL RIGlTS

TYPE OF WARN I00
RIGlTS . RIGlTS TO PREL IMItWlY PROlECT I00

( GWITED WIOOJT EXAMINATlOO)
~Right to Claim;Conl>ensatioo) PATENT .

RELATED ART IQES Article 65(3) of;the Patent Law Arti Ie 68 of the Patent Law Article 52 of the Patent Law Articles 29(2) and 29(3) of the
UtiI itV ModeJ Law .

TillE OF ISSUIOO From the laid-ooen date to the Afte registration From pUblication until registration After registration ',;'
WARNIOO pUllication date. .

LEGAL SI00IFICAIa Aprerequisite f6r exercising the • Act of fact: camet stoP party·s· manufacturing or sell jog. It prerecnl slte for exerc isf ns-the
OF WARNIOO right to claim compensation after •Can prove ,partY's intent or mi sfeasanoe in damage conpensetion claim sui t right (demanding suspension ard darrage

pUll ication . (Vf(u~ings specifying party being warned). . COITP6nsat i on)

lRECT To exercise right to claim (1) T6 offer al icense to the, infringer; >.
compensation in the future (after (2) To obtain a.voluntary susoent ion of party's infri,ngjng activity;

[Same as ll) to (5).00 the left)PUblication) for' infringement after {31 As a step prior to I l t isat ion (precautionary notice of I l t iaatlon. etc);
warning (4) Settlement by negotiation (for exarrple,ctaiming damage cceoensat ion,

I icense fee by agreement); .
.

• ••

(S) Licensing' activity by introduction (sale) of a right relating to warning
: ..... '.issuer's patent right. ....

Io£llmS OF WARN I00 (1) Written warnirlQ specifying party (1) Written warning sPecifying party being warned: (1) Writtenwarniilg specifyi"g,/party
being warned: . · a.warning directly sent to party bY mail; being warned:

a.warning directlv sent to party b.warning directly handed to party at a meeting. a. warning"di re~tly'sent:':to party
by mai I; .. . . (2) Written warning through attorney for party; by mail;····· ..

b.warning directly handed to (3) Verbal warning; b. warning'::'di rect lvhanoed to
party at a meeting. (4) Warning Plb-I ished in newspaper or trade magazine. party ete neetirc.

I POINT$ FlJl ll) lald-coen I1lIIber, laid-open date, (1) reconfirmation of val ldi tv of issuer's own ri~t; (1) the prov'i~iOf\:bf pres@trc,n ofen
co ATTENTIOO awl ication ntrrber, awl ication (2) reconfirmation of infringing activity (product of party; misfeasance~ofthe:infringer ofco date. title of the invention, scope (3) notification of issuer's right to party (includi~ Plblkation nurber. 'Article 103 of the Patent La,w is not
I of claims and drawings are included registration number, title of invention and claims ; awl led, ana t~,refore it is,,'

so that warning'issuer' s right can (4) when object is (2) or (3) above. the actual jnfringing activity (product) necessary to prove the initiation
be understood by party; by party should be specified; date of intent,or misfeaSance. by

(2) words to the effect that party's (5) \\Ording should be mi Id when Infr inaina ectlvi tv by par ty is difficult to sending a '~arnihg;
activity is within technical prove;. " (2) when right becores inv,,1 id after
coverage of warning issuer's (6) when the object is (0 or (4) above. notification of willingness to offer a sending wat'ning" in princlple a
invention; I icense or of wish to settle by negotiation is necessary. and the wording no-fau It conperisati,on I iab i Ii rv

(3) words to the effect that warning of the letter should be soft: ar ises, but insore.cases it, does
issuer intends to request payment (7) warning should be sent by contents-certified and del iverv-certi fled mai I; not ar ise:
of ccseereetton.atter appl ication ' (8) nn sending warnins to customers of party. ceremer be taken not to cause a. when warfli~'~is~d by: presenting
is pUllished; an act of unfair coopetition~ an affi mat ive ot.f;icia I" eva Iuat lon

(4) addressee: should be executive (9) there is no difference in legal effect whether sender is the rights holder on the er.t. the l-iebi l ltv does not
having representative authority. or an attorney; arise' :>,'''' ;:,:::, ,.; >:
head of department responsible for 0(0 when wishing to settle through I icense negotiations. it is preferable to b.when·warnih9::issUed by present ins
the product or head of intellectual send the warning in the name of a person who wiII be actual tv responsible; a negative official evaluation on ':
praperty department; Oll addressee: should be executive having representative authority. head of a the art, .tbe "Hebj.I i tv ar lees:

(5) warnings sent by mai I shouid be department resPOnSible for the product or head of the intollectual property c. even j ncase ,(b),':" wlien warning
sent by oontent7Certified and department; issued with dUe attention (for . :'.
deliverv-certified mail; exemle aTfinratiVe writte~ expert

(6) when claim(s):_d (especially with regard to the right to preliminary protection oolnion by attor~y or patent
when br<J8der:.ed):after warning, OD exerCISing aT the rlgnt to preliminary protection is subject to a no-fault, atW~y). the Ii""i I itV ooea rot .:
re-warntng IS necessary; coopensat ion I iab i l l ty; . ar I~, I ",-,some,:: cases. :-', ,c>:.;'

(7) a no-fault COIlpensatioo liability OJ when party suspended an activity as a result ofa warning asking 'for a (3) the 'points for, attenti,bn ih" issuing
is imposed on exercising of right suspens ion, depending on the case there is a possibi I i tv that the warning the warni.n9 are substantially same
to claiming ccesensat ion; might be judged to be an exercising of a right. Accordingly. it is advisable .as those for warnings based on laid-

(8) even if par tv.suscerds an not to issue warnings COfl1>6l1 ing party to suspend activity. open patents (see Ill. (2), (4) and IS)
activity as 8 result of warning, of the cor resoondinsbox). .
there is no no-fault conpensation •...

I iabil i tv; ;
(9) largJage of warning should be as
mild as pOssible in view of its
nature as a notification and the
pOssibility of entering license
negotiations wi1h party in future.

•
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Questionnaire on 'Warnings'

~hepu:j:"posEli'qf:t;.!l.i.squEls:t;.ionnairEli!i.to .survey ...theuse

in Japan. and. America qt. WaJ:'nings;based .on-pat.ent; rights, get.. .

an insight.; in:t;.qthe curmm:t;.si:t;.uatiolJ".prepare.arepqrt.on.

the content of Warnings and points to be::lJ,q:t;.Eld.ba!ieOi;on.the

findings of the . l;uryey., and:P:j:"e!ientt!l.e :j:"epqrt tio me.rnl:>er

companf.ea, In this connece.ton we askfoJ:'yqur cqopera:t;.iqlJ,:in

£i11.1-:119" out 1:,hi13 qUEo13ti0l:"illiiire witIL inf.ormatioII; ontll..e

situation as it is in your organi,~~tiqn. (Whe:j:"ElaseleCtiqn

of responses is offered, please check the appropriatebO~Q:j:"

boxes. If for any reason you are unable to respond to a

question, please leave. it blank.) 1illswersto this

guestionnaiJ:'e wil.l b.euseci as. totali.zedstatistical data

olJ,ly.

T!l.rollgholl:t;.this ques.t.LonnaLr-e the.word'Warnings' refer.s

to warnings, Elnquiries, notifications and.. licen.se offers,

etc:,.basedon paten:t;.s (Ol:" patent applic:ations ) <or utility

modeL regJstr~tions( or applications), andd.ncLudes not only

letters and documents to specified recipients but also

advertisements (Warning§).innewspa,pers. and trade magazines,

etc.

qU'?§tions 2 to 7 address Warnings based on Japanese

patents (or applications) and questions 8 onward address

Warnings based on United States' Patent.
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{Qs; 2tO Trelate to warnrrigs ba.sed'oItJapanese'pate'iitsetC:)

Q; 2with'wha'tpurpdses do you: g£VeWarIti.ngs'?' 'Pl.ease

prioritize multiple responses in the parentheses ( ).

D> r )'11] 'TO eJt§rcis§ rTght'to'demandcd'mpensaHdA',

DC ( ) '[2] To make licensedfIe'f td.inffi'nger.

OJ ( ) , [3]\ 'Tostopa'party'sOwri'-init'iativei.hfringement.

D~ . ( . )or T4] ," As step'pddf'to litigat'i.on (caution,cdf

lit.igatiOn ; €ltd)'.

D. )' [5 jsettlementby Negotiation (e.g;" damage

compensation by agreement, royalty demands, etc).

D~ [6J rritroduct'ion(sel1ing) licensing

(other)" D. (

,Q.,l ,Ylhi'l.ti'l.re your main fields of business?

(machines/metals) D. steel D. non steel metals D. cars D.

ships D. preci::;ion" ''inach.ines'O. power machines D.

metals/machines D. other metals/machines

'(elec'trica'leguipm.ents') D"geheral elect:t<::miclelectrfcal D.

.computrexs O;,'::Commuh.icatTons Cl;2:holisehold"'appliances D.

'sQUndD.measlirement D',', 'elect,rOn.ic components" :n." 'other

electrical'equTpment

'{chem.ical )'D;,:'general 'chemicals Ch"Organi'c'ch'emicals"':U.

'rubbe'r plast.ics OV paint':' D.' Lpetrol'eUitt'"G'D;

petrocheIii.icitls'c'O';:fibers n,pha:tmaceuticaIs O;fodds: "0;

'cosmetics O:otllerchemi'cal



ort>righ£S 'reiating b0' your p'a.'terttsr

D. ) [7] Others (

Q. 4 Bow many Warnings have you received over the past three

years?

D. 0 D. 1 to 5 D. 6 to 10 D. 11 to 15 D. 16 to 20 D.

over 21

Q. 3 In the past three years "with respect":to: hbwiilianyLcaslOls

have you issued Warnings and' how many::WB:Enings' 'have' you

issued in total?

:CSeveralWarrtlrtgs:to"differentpart'ies iWith<respect t.o the

same case count as one'6ase':'j

(1) No. of Cases:

D. 0 D. 1 to 5 D. 6 to 10 'D. 11 to 15: D. :16',tO :20' d.

over 21.

(2) Total No. of Warnings:

'0/:':0':: Dr 1 'to ',,20' TJ.21' t:b :40::" D;"4l.,,:tQ::6'O' '0>61 t:O SO D.

, over:S1'

(3) In how many of the above No. of Cases ('1)'was':the

purpose that of Q. 2 response [6] (Introduction (selling)

licensing activity based on rights relating to your

patents.)?

D. 0 D. 1 to 5 D. 6 to 10 D. 11 to 15 D. 16 to 20 D.

over 21
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D. Laid-Open Stage ( %)

.D. Published Stage ( %)

D. RegistEl:HedStage ( %1

Q. 6

stage? In what percentage of cases?

D. Laid-Open Stage ( %)

[]. Published Stag<3 ( .% )

D. Registered Stage ( %)

Q., 7 '1'0 what points if any do you payparticu}aJ; attention

when preparing or deliveOring Warnings based on JApanese

patents etc?
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(Qs. 8.to 11 relate to Warnings based on. United· States'

patents)

Q. 8 With what. purposes.doc.you give Warnings? Please

) [5 ]SettlemenE by Negotiatioh . (e. g. damage(

0, (

o. (

o. :( )

o. (

prioritizemultiple:responsesinthe parentheses' ( y.

[:):]. To stop '. a.. party! s own-'-initiativecinfJ;;ingement.

[2] To make license offer to infringer.

[3] SettlemeritbyArbitration.

[4] As step prior to litigation (caution of

litigation; .etc).

o.
compensation by agreement, royalty demands, etc).

o. .( ) [6] Introduction (selling). licensing activity based

.on.J;;ights>relating ...t.o.: your patehts;

0.··· (. F[?] Others (

Q. 9· In the past three years, with respect to how many cases

have you issued Warnings and how many Warnings havev.you

Among these, how mahycases "went toissued in total?

litigation?

(Several Warnings to different parties with respectto>the

same case count as one case.)

( 1) No. of Cases:

O. 0 O. 1 to 5 O. 6 to 10 O. 11 to 15 O. 16 to 20 O.

over 21.

(2) Total No. of Warnings:
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"Case"s Re:aching Litigation;"

D. 1 to 5 D. 6 to 10 D. 11 to 15

21

Q. 10 How many Warnings,:have'> youf'receivedhQver"the "past

three years? How many of these cases reacheaCto)litigation?

(1) Warnings Received:

over 21

over

"over "21

(2)

D. a

,'iover,,21,

( 4 ) Total number of cases reaching to Li,ti;gatiQn,:

cD, ,:0,' D. L to is 'D.; 6,:to, 10,' D'.,,'lb'to'15 'D; 1:6 to 20 ,D.

D; 0")< D.>"1, to) 20 D;;21' t.o. 4 0 G, 41 toBO" D; 61 "to, 8a :cD.

over 81

"('3) In how .many of "",the\aboveNo,,;,:of Cases'(:F)' was the

purpose that, "ofQ.8, response [ 6};(Intrm:luction (Selling)

,1icenE;inguactivitybased: on' rightsf,relating 'to your

patents.)?

D. a D. 1 to 5 D. i6' ,to'l.Q: :",D./IL:to :15: n: ,1'6' ~o 20 D.



Q. 11 To what points if any do you pay particular attention

when preparing or delivering Warnings based on American

patents?

** Thank you very much for responding to these questions.

Please return this questionnaire as soon as possible.
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Fig.2
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Fig.3
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Fig.5
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Fig.S

as Object of sending warnings based on the Unifed States patents

Ii number of companies who

spe~ified object
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a:to obtain a voluntary suspension of the infrin.ing activity by party

b:to o'ffer a I ic:ensetothe infringer

c:settlement by arbitration
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e: settTemenfby n"got iat Ioh (for exampIe request for damage compensat ion,

I icense fees, etc, by agreement)

f:a I icensing activity by i nteoduc t i on (sale) of a right based on issuer's

patent right, etc.

g:others
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[Append x3]
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Fig.4
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4-4A

Pacific Intellectual Property.Association

Hamamatsu Congress c October 1994

Cornmi.ttee 4

The Current status of Product By Process Claims

in the United Statesl

The title of my presentation suggests that I will provide a

definitive answer to the question regarding thescol?e of what may

be protected, and how the courts might interpret such claims. The

short answer to the question is: "It's still confusing." That's the

bad news. I suppose the good news is that there is still plenty of

employment opportunities for patent lawyers.

All I can really do is review the controversy in the Federal

Circuit regarding these kinds of claims, and provide an update on

recent court precedents. The real answer regarding their value will

have to be found in a future Federal Circuit decision.

Background

Historically, product-by-process claims were permitted in the U.s.

where one could not claim the product in any other fashion...:;.;;;;.e. M .•

(Atlantic, 23 USPQ 2d at 1489, and cases cited therein.) However,

lLawrence T. Welch, The Upjohn Company
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this rule of necessity is no longer being applied. (See,Inre

Pilkington, 162 USPQ 2d 145 (CCPA 1969)) i and thus product" by"

process claims can be used more frequently.

The current controversy really began with Scripps Clinic and

Research Foundation v. Genentech, Inc,927F2d ·1565, 18 USPQ 2d

1001 (Fed.Cire 1991). This was a patent dispute over the blood

clotting product known as factor VIII. Claim 13 read: "Highly

purified and concentrated human or porcine [Factor] VIII:C prepared

in accOrdance with the method o f claim 1. " Claim 1 was a mUlti

step, improved process for preparing Factor VI IT.

While there were a number of interesting issues in the case, the

court held, with regard to the interpretation of product by process

claims as .. follows: "The correct reading ofproduct"hy~processclaims

is that they are not limited to product prepared by the process set

forth in the 'claims"Id, at 1583. That seemed' ratherclea.r,

although this was not em essential holding in the case i tand thus

may represent dicta.

However, the very next year the Federal Circuitdecided>Atlantic

Thermoplastics v. FaytexCorp., 970 F2d 834, 23 USPQ1481 (FedCire

1992) . Claim 24 of this patent read : '''The molded innersole produced

the method of claim 1."·The defendant in thisccase was making a

similar product, but not by the process of claiml.
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rteCourt,; though Judge Rader, heLd : "[Plrocess terms, in product

by-proceSs claims serve as limitations in determining

infringement." Id, at 1491 ;"Inso holding, .t.he cour-t. .rnade some

somewhat controversial statements.

Eir9t ,the ma] orityint:he Ai.Len tic: case s t.at:ed,t:heYwere not. bound

by: sori.ppe, sinceSqrippsignoredSupreme Court; .precedent.. , Idi at

1485,

A, r eques t for hearing enbanc: was denied. The opinions .d saued on

the denial of rehearing .show a deeplydividedc:oJlrt:,on themeJ;"it:s i

but particularly on the procedure, which the dissenting judges felt

was overruling ,a prior precedent wit:hout, ,a rehearing "en, benc:

J:Jldge Rich concLudedi.v.s t.hi.s court: has '. anot.hez-vru.l.e -e.s.. yet:t.o:.be

ignored by: a, panel, Ibelieve"ttat'wterethere: arec:onflic:ting

preoedent.s; .t.he <eer.li.er precedent contrro'l.s . "23IfSPQ at, 1802. He'

a Lso s a i.d . "that. t.he Atlant;ic:decision was'!mJltiny!',"heresyh,.and

"illegal" . Id. I don't think he liked it.

JUdge Newrnan,t:te aJlthorofthe Sc:ripps opinion, lamented that the

differing opinions leayethelaw in, disarray, not.Lnqvt.hev.pubLd,c

needs, to know" how t:he:FederalCircJlit will, interpret: a certain

class of" product:"by-process,claims, wi.t.hout, depending on .theluck
, M""""'" ,.,.,.., '." .•. ,." .. ',."M ,;C"", .. ,."

of the draw of t:heappel1ate .paneL "Id, at 1803.
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How does one reconcile these precedents?

Atlantic may be limited to its facts; however, Judge Rader,

concurring in the denial of rehearing, argued that the Supreme

Court precedents do not say that the process 'would only be a limit

when the product is old. 24 USPQ 2d at 1141. Judge Newman clearly

believed that it should have been narrowly interpreted, and

sweeping statements as to the law should be avoided. She noted a

patent from a divisional application claiming the product per se

was rejected in reexamination. 23 USPQ 2d at 1803. This would

suggest that the patentee in Atlantic was only entitled to the

product asproduced,by theprbcessclaimed.

While Jtidge Rich comrnent.ed that a later panel could follow Scripps,

it hasn't happened yet.

'In view of the conflicting precedent, it is clearly best to avoid

claiming in Atlantic fashion, and even avoid claiming product by

process 'at all. As Judge Newman, noted; however,"there is more in

heaven and earth than we know howrt,o define in objective structural

terms." 23 USPQ 2d at 1805.

The, dissent in the denial of rehearing set forth a number of

situations where product by process claims are used (see 23 USPQ at

1805) .
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These include:

(I) where the product is new and. non obyiQusbutincapable of

independent definition;

(2) where the product is old or obvious ,.but the process is

new; and

(3) Where the product. is new and unobvious,'but has a process

limitation. (e.g, a molded product).

This discussion' is necessarily limited: to those complexvp.roduct.s

for which. an objective description is not possible, or for' which

the interpretation is ambiguous. However ,based' on . the decided

cases, it would seem best to claim novel products using

physical/structural properties if possible .' The,risks'are.that the

product may be deemed as not enabled by the-specification; that

they might encompass prior art; or that the data is simply wrong.

As, to.the Las t.v-pod.nt; , one may be ,get some comfort from.In re

Nathan, 140USPQ601(CCPA1964) which held that,clarification'by

a later amendment of an inherent property sufficiently identifie<i

in application was not newmat.t.er.

If you cannot claim the product by physical properties, one could

trY to claim it in a non-Atlantic fashion,e.g,,: apro<iuct"which

can be produced' by process x,,;
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The EPO Cu'i.deLa.nesffo r Examination state that since a product is

not rendered novel merely because it isproducedby'a new process,

a claim to a product produced by a process "is to be construed as

a claim to the product as such" and should be preferably take the

form "Product X obtainable by process Y. f' (See Guidelines for

Examination in the European Patent Office, Part C, Chapter III

(4:7b).)2

Itwbuld seem best in the case of an old product made by a new

process to broadly claim the new process. There were no policy or

other reason not to limit as in Atlantic.

What are the competing policyconsiderationschere? . All would agree

that the patentee should be able to protect the true scope of what

he invented. It would seem that the Atlan'tic p.La.Ln t.i.f f was not

entitled to anymore prbtectioh.Hisproductclaimswererejected.

Judge Rader suggested that reissue can be a remedYJ but this seems

illusory. In order to recapture the subject matter, one would need

'support in the, specification." Obviously; if you couLd support the

product claim in the specification, would have claimed differently

initially. Further, uhderthe reissue statute, you cannot broaden

by
the

2My understanding in Japan is that there are no decided cases,
a case,J)SM'V, MitsuiPetrbchemic,d, in ,the Tokyobut

r
to language "High strength
[process]." However, the case may settle, and, in
prior art shows fiber made by different process.
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"the scope.of your .claims after 2 years. Also, ther.eare intervening

righ"tsinvolvedwith reiss\J.e.

What about the concern about determining the· scope of claims?

Arguably, determining infringement may be difficult, but not

impossible. For example, In re Hughes, 182 USPQ 106, 108 (CCPA

1974) noted that "rule of necessity," which was the original basis

for allowing product by process claims was for public convenience

.only. Thus, product-by-process claims even if "inconvenient"

should be permissible.as a matter of public Policy.

Certainly, some range of equivalents necessarily should accrue to

pioneer inventions. On the other hand, extremely !:>road, sketchy or

ambig\J.ous claims should not be allowed or upheld as not enabled or

encompassing prior arLFor example, according to In re Brown, 173

USPQ. 685,688 (CCPA 1972) thel~TO can reject product-bYcprocess

claim if product "reasonably appears" to be in prior art, since PTO

cannot make comparisons.

A, blanket rule that product by prOcess claims will be limited to

product as produCed by that process .can be tremendously \J.nfair·in

certain technologies. It leads o'to a number of questions, e. g .:

(1) How soon do you file patent applications?
., '. 0' •• , ••

(2) Can you afford to wait to fully characterize?
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Clearly; orievs'houLdvno't.. be allowed; through product 'by .p.rocess

c'La i.m, to cover' product made by'priorart process,

Conclusions

While it 'is hot pos'sibTEito completelypredictiwhat the courts 'wDE

do with product by process claims, several points seem mbs't

important.

(1) The obvious solution is to claim in non product-by-process

fashion if at all possible.

(2) One should put in a claim to product with whatever

characterizing data you have unless you clearly can't enable it or

it will cover prior art.

(3) If you must claim the invention as product-by-process, try

to use language such as "Product X which can by produced by process

Y", or "Product X obtainable by process Y." While there is no

guaranted this will be accepted, it makes your intention clear as

to claim scope.

(4) If you do not intend the product-by-process claims to be

limited to the product produced by the process, don't say so in

prosecution. Atlantic's attorney made statements indicating that

the process limitations made this claim different from the product
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claim in the divisional application. Judge Radar found them to be

ambiguous, but clearly he agreed with their import, i.e., the

process limited the scope of the claim.
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Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) outside of a
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Fourth Committee of PIPA Japanese GrouP inYest,iga,te<l the
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1) Definition of Arbitration: Arbitration is a method

wherebY both Piirti~scQnCerned in any dispute 'fnter illt;oa

mutual agreement (arbitration agreement) to, commit its

settlement to judgment by impartial third parties

as

1. Preface

Measl1rt';!s fOLst';!tUeIJlent,ofdisPl1tt';!f> fa+l,intotwo main,... " - "'-. , .. -.-,- .. - '. "" ....' .. ,.... ', ...... , ,._.. '.. , ... " ',""" ',_ ....

categories: "litigation" as a national compufsory.-measure for

settlement of disputes and "reconciliation" as a PHre~¥,

private measure for settlement of disputes, the gap between

which isbI'rd~ed by' ilI'B.ltr:iltlon and Iil~di.ati:on,~b.ich are

collectively called alternative dispute resolution (ADR);

Meanwhile, disputes over Lnt.eLl.eccua.L propt';!F1:yrighj::s

involve those technologies which cannot be judged >without

expertise on patent rights concerninghig'hiY'~d'l7anced

technologies or copyrights concerning state&of+the-art

software and those trade .: secrets which IJll1f>,t, not, be "di,sclosed

as a prerequisite to their value . "'Unlike ordin~rr; cOIlllllercial

disputes, therefore, qisPl1~t';!S over int~~iectu~l prpperty

rights require that"persolls'" ill' charqe '.of .'their , Settlement

should prefer~oi:y hav-eexpefHs'El on'bothtedlihr6a.i'ilnd legal

matters. Further, "litigation" involves enormous, expense,

adopts technical non-expertiS.,as jllqgeiS, reql1ir~s.much time for

conclusion, and makes it a general principle to be executed at

the open court in Japan. On the other hand, '''recbridHation''',

intheevelltJ dffailure . ill settlement, It';!avesroom for . Other

measures for,st';!ttlemt';!nt ofd~sp.Il~t';!s.> T,a~ing these into

consideration, it seems to have great significance to consider

ADR in resolving disputes.

Accordingly" it"is necessary to delve into the essence

of ADR, th,e' pc>ssii:>ili,ty ..of ef~e'6ti;V'f'Ust';!,..i:b.eSilutioI)-s, if

any,ill'recourseto,ADR, and other lIICl.tters

third parties and typiCally

i'mediation i'.

2 • Outline of ADR

(1) Definition of ADR

ADR is a general term for measures for settlement of

. . disputes ot.her ~..~.. l:i.ti';,ation thrOtlgh the



(arbitrators) ,iri boio.p'iiaricewith'wl1ibhsucl1third. parties
(arbitrators) exebutejud§IIIEmt~J Arbitrati6ri' is ····providEJd.·Jfc>r

as described belOw in Article 786 oftl1e' CiVil' prodeed.inqs

Act ArtiCle Hoobftl1e' same act'·prOvid.esfhat'ad.eCision of

'arbitration shall have the' same effect as an ifrevocabie

deo.i.sLon , Further ,the execution of arbitratiori' is granteclJin

ArtiCle H02oftl1esilrrie act.

Requirements' fot Arbitrati6n : Arbifration requhes a

mucuaf consent (arbitration agreement) betVleen" both "'parties

concerned in any dispute toth.eeffect thattl1ey COmIltitits

settlement to arbitration. In the event of the existence of

any arbitration agreement, any appeal that' may bemad.e by

either one party concerned for'lifigationwiil ,. be rejected.

of

d.eterllliried by both partiescoricernedi ." arbitrators, arid

arbitration assocdnt.Lons at theiFd.isctetionicustomariiy,'in

compliance '. wlthtl1eiules' of arbitration . assoc.LanLons,

Arbit.rators may also be appointed in anynuinbers by tl1e both

parties concerned at their discretion. Trial is conducted

through' questioning in secret from the public under the
supervisionofarbitrators~ Arbitrat.ors . may" 'form ,·theii' own

convibtionwlthout' complying with any stilct. investigation

procedure of eviden.ce. A decision of arbitration mayalSd be

made secrete from the public. Further, a decisidn of

arbitration is not bound by .any written' subat.ant.Lve law' but

made by the majority or urianimity of arbitrators.

Effects of Arbitration: A decision of arbitration

has't.he Same effect.sas 'an irrevocable deCision and allows no

room for appeal. Further, a decision of arbitration is d.eemed

to be executable.

Defiriition of .. ..!"!.~.~~:i,.ill:t,:i,C>ll.:.· ..·.•·•..'..·•..~:~L"',:!L;!'9L.".~,~!i~. ;!,,~ ...9..

whereby both parties concerned in any dispute are

intermediated by impartial third parties (mediators), who

provides intercession and cooperation. in an ' effort' toreacha.n

agreemerit (reconciliation).
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Requirements for Mediation: Mediation requires not. a

mutual cpnsent between both parties concerned in any disp~te

but only a motion from either one party concerned.

Effects of Mediation: A decision of mediation is

binding on neither party concerned. While a decision of

mediation made by a court of justice is deemed to be

executable if duly recorded in a protocol of mediation (as

,prpvided for in the civil Execution ACi:,.Artis:ie ,?2, No.5),

a decision of mediation made by.anyother body thana court of

justicei!l deemed to be inexcusable •

.(2 ).Related Treaties

Japan acceded to the .New York Convention, or "United

Nations Convention on the Recognition and .Enforcement of

Fpreign Arbitral Awards (1958) "to which .alIllost all .th\3 majpr

countries in the. world acceded. Consequently, Japan is

stably eligible for approval and execution of decLs.i.ons. of

arbitration with almost all the. major countries tnthe world.

Also related to arbitration., are the. bilateral treaty

concerning trade voyage with a host of fpretgn countries

including i:he Untteq.. States, r:protocol.onArbitration Clauses"

concerning. the multilateral treaty of arbttration in 1924

(Geneva protocol), and "Convention on the Execution of For\3ign

Arbit.ral Awards" concerning the execution of ..foreign decisi9ns

of arbitration in 1927 (Geneva Treaty).

3.. current; Status. of. Settlement of Disputes over Intellectual

Property Rights (Findings of Present Questipnnaire)

(1) Outline of Present Questionnaire

The .. pre!lent questionnCiiwhas been conducted on

Member companies in Japanandtl:1e United States with the aim

of. identifying their previous use of NJR as a measure for

settlement of disputes over intellectual prpperty righi:s, the

advantages and disadvantages of ADR in comparis9n with

litigation now established as a common official measure for
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settlement of disputes, and the future ideals of ADR

,envisioned by the Member companies.

To conduct the present questionnaire in Japan,

questionnaires were sent to' the Member companies in the

Japanese Group of the PIPAand answered by 69 companies,of

which 65 companies (9·· in . the mechanical and metal industries,

18 in the electric Lndustiryv-. 37 in the chemical industry., and

.1' in the .other industries) made valid answars,

To conduct the present questionnaire in the United

States, questionnaires were sent to the Member companies in

the United . States Group of the PIPA . and answered by 22

companies. ( 1 in the mechanical and metal ij).dustries, 5 in the

electric industry, 12 in the chemical industry, and 4 in the

other fields).

(2) Fifiding-s afid Analysis of Present Questionnaire

(For detailed data, refer to the separate table attached

hereto. For Q6.,Q12to 17, also refer to the separate

tables.and ··figures. attached hereto.)

(Q3) Concerning the number of disputes experienced by the

Member companies. in ..the <past decade, and their . previous

use·of,ADR

1) The 65 Japanese Member companies surveyed were

ques.tionect.;about the number of disputes .. experieIlced over

intellectliaL .property rights'( disputes;' arising. from warnings,

institution, agreement clauses, etc.) in the past, decade.

According to their answe.rs. to this question, 62' companies

experienced many domestic disputes over intellectual property

8 or more ,:s~;u~,c::.;h[~··,..;;; .':'~:~~~,':f":':',",
and only 3 companies experienced no such dispute. Similarly,

56 companies experienced international disputes over

intellectual property rights (6 companies experienced 101 or

more such disputes); and only 9 companiesexperiencectno such

dispute.
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On the other"..hand}' . the•• '22 Americari. Member companies

surveyed were also askedthesilll\e, queat.Lorr; According.to

.their. answers to this question, 20 companies.•.experienced many

dornesticdisputes overdntellectual 'property rights dn>the

past decade (6 companies experienced 101 or more such

qisputes); and.. only 2 companies experiericedno such 'dispute.

'.similarly, 21 compantes experienced. international' disputes

over intellectual.... property rights.( 3· companies experienced 101

'ormore.such disputes );. and onlyl companies experienced no

such dispute. Thus; it can be suspected that American

companies see· a greater . increase . than .'Japanese companies >.in

the .numbarrof .companies ·.experiencing'··many.·.·.disputes. -and••are

prone to more domestic disputes than international .dd.sput.es.s.

2) Of the Japanese Member companies admitting their

experience with disputes in (1) abova , almost all the

companies attempted .to settle or actually .settled disputes

only through negotiation .between parties concerned. The same

also holds true of the corresponding American.' Member

companies.

-.

o'

brought ,into litigation.

(3.) Of the ,·.Japanese Member companies admitting their

experience with disputes in (1) above, 41 companres cbrouqne

domestic disputes into litigation and 24 companies did not

while 36 companies put international disputes into litigation

and, 29 . companies did not •

Of. ;the .corxeapond.i.nq American Member companies', 19

companies .brought domestic disputes into litigation and 3

companies did not while 18 companies put international

disputes.. into litigation and 4 companies did not. Thus,it

can .be realized' that Fthe American companies see a greater

the rate~·..••••.. (O)jfE. (i:LS]P\l~!3.~ , ,.....•..., " .. fe.... .

4)Of the. Japanese Member companies

experience with disputes. in .(1) above, only 1

as a measure for settlement of domestic

admitting their

company'used>ADR

disputes (only
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once )whi.le· only 6 comparri.as: appliedADR to· ~international

disputes.

Of the corresponding AIIlericanMembercompanies, ··14

company usedADR as a measure for settlement of doIllestic

disputes (only 1 company had recourse to<ADR'll to 50 times)

ahd8 companies did not while 8 companies applied ADR to

internationaldisputes and 14 companies did not. Ttiusfitcan

be assumed 'that AIIleiican compand.esv use ·ADR· much more

frequently than Japanese companies and apply ADR to domestic

disputes more frequently 'than <to international disputes.

(Q4) Concerning· arbitration .. 'clauses in agreements

The Japanese Member'coillpaniessurveyedwere questioned

about whether they had furnished their agreements -,w,it'h,:third

parties ·concerning intellectual property rights (such as

license agreements or- technology transfer 'agreements) with

arbitration clauses providing for arbitration (ADR) as a

measure for settlement of disputes over the contents of such

agreements. According to their answers tothi.s question, the

IIlaJority of theill added arbitration clauses in domestic

agreements '''on a case-'bY"'casebasis"or "in very few cases"

while more than one third of them added such clauses in

international agreements "in almost' all cases". Thus, it has

come to light that Japanese cOillpanies attachiIllportance to ADR

in dealings with foreign companies . (or at the request of

foreign companies).

On the other hand, . most of the AIIlericanMember

companies surveyed added arbitration clauses inbothdoIllE!stic

and internationaiagreeillents "on a case:CbY-'casebasis". Thus,

it has come' to light that AIIlericancompanies use ADR less

positively than expected.

(Q5) Concerning previous use ofADR

The Japanese Member companies surveyed were questi.oned

about. their previous (indefinite) use of ADRasa measure for

settlement ·of disputes over iiltellectual property rights.

According to their answers to thi.s <question, 3 companies used

ADRagainst domestic disputes (three tiIlles) while 7 companies
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used ADR against international disputes ( 7 times). The

frequency of previous use by these Japanese companies in

compliance with arbitration (ADR) clauses in· existing

agreements is .0 time for domestic disputes and 3 times for

international disputes.

Further, the Japanese Member companies admitting the

absence of their previous use of lillR were questioned about

their reason for having no iuse of ADR. According to their

answers to this que::;tion, 8 compani.es "reached a settlement

between parties concerned"; 6 companies "had little knowledge

of ADR" ; 4 companies "experienced no dispute"; 4 companies

"underestimatedtheimparti;:iHty and reliability oflillR" ; and

2 companies "referred .tothe impossibility of making an appeal

of dissatisfaction".

On the other hand, the American Member companies

surveyed were also . asked the same question. According to

their answers to this question,10compani13sused ADRagainst

domestic disputes while 7 companies used ADR against

internatio.nal disputes. (The exact frequency •• of their use .of

.ADR is unknown. ) Thus, it has also come to light that

American. companies use ADR to acon::;iderable degree.

(Q6 to 11) Concerning the findings of questionnaires to

Member companies having pr13vious use of lillR

1) The Japan13se· Member companies admitting the pre::;ence

of their previous ADR were questioned about.. their motive for

h;:iving USe oflillR (ill Q(j). AGcording to their answers to this

qU13::;tion, 5. companies "received intercession <from a court of

ju::;ticeanr,I.other third parties"; 3 companies "complied with

arbitration (ADR) clauses in existing agreements"; and 2

companies "complied with the request of . the other party in

cases where the rights of the other party were concerned".
.••.............. ..•... .........•..........+i•••

Thus, it is clear that no Japanese. Member company voluntary

u::;ed ADR.

On the other hand, the correspondirigAmerican Member

Gompanieswere also asked the same quest.Lon, According to

.theiranswers. to this question, 6 compani.es "complied with

;:iri:>itr;:ition (lillR) c1au::;e::;inexistingagre13ments" ;3coInpanies
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"received interCession from a cour-t: of justice and other third

parties";2 companies "complied with the request of the other

party in cases where the rights of the other party were

conCerned"; 4 companies "complied with their own request in

cases where the rights of the other party were concerned"; 1

company "complied with the request of the other party in cases

where their own rights were concerned"; no company "complied

with their own request· in cases where . their own·· rights were

concerned"; and 1 company· "referred to any other motive".

2) The Japanese Member companies admitting the presence

of their previous use of ADR were questioned about the type of

ADR adopted (in Q7). According to their answers to this

question, 3 companies used.-,n,arbitratioll" {3 tllnes }\-lhile 7

companies used "mediation" (7tiIiles r.
On the other hand, the corresponding American Member

companies were also asked the same question. Accordingto

their answers to this question, 10 companies used

"arbitration" while 6 companies· used "mediation". The exact

frequency of their use of arbitration or mediation is unknown.

In addition, 3 companies used "mini-trial" as "any other

measure" (twice) •

3) The Japanese Member companies admitting the presence

of their previous use ofADR were questioned about ADR

agencies Or orga.niza.tions( in Q8) • According to their answers

to this/question,Z· companies used "the International Chamber

of commaroe (ICC)" (twice); 1 company used "the American

Arbitration Association (AAA)" (once); 4 companies used

"courts of justice" (4 tiIiles); and 3 companies used "any other

ADR agency or organization"( 3 tiIiles);

companies were alsoa.sked the same question • Accordingto

their answers to this question, Z companies used "theICC,,;7

companies used "the· AAA"; 1 company used "the JCA"; 2

compa.niesused COurts Of justice; and 4 companies used "any

other ADRagencyor organization". The exact frequency of

their use of the.se ADR agencies or organizations is unknown.
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4) The Japanese Member companies admitting the presence

of their· previous used of ADR werequestioned.aboutthe.object

of disputes to which ADE, was applied (in Q9).. Accordingto

their answers to this question, 9 companies eXPex:ienced

disputes. over "patents" (9 times).

On the other hand, the.cqrresponding NnericanMember

companieswex:e also asked the same question. Acc:ordingtq

their answers..to. this question, 7 companies disputedqver

"patents";4 companies ciisputed over "know-'how"; 1 company

disputed over "copyrights"; and 1 company disputed over "any

other object". The exact frequencYot theix: d.Lsput.es over

these qbjects is unknown.

5) The Japanese Member companies admitting the preaenca

of their previous use or . ADR were questioned about; the

nat.Lonal.Ltyi.of the other party. in di,sputestowhich ADR was

applied (in Question 10). Accorciing tq their answers tqthis

question, .5 .c:ompanies disputed with "American. companies" (5

times); . 3 companies disputed with"Japanese companies" (3

.times); and ··.2 companfes-. disputed with "European companLes "

(twice) •

On the other hand, the corresponding American Member

companies were also asked the same question. According to

their answers to this question, 9 compenaes. disputed with

"American companies"; 3 companies disputed with:'Japanese

cqmpanies"; 2 companies disputed with "European companies" ;

and 1 company disputeci with "Asian compend.es ··.(excluding

Japanese compan.i.esj v , The exact freq)lency of thei,r.disputes

with these. other parties is unknown.

6) The Japanese Member companies admitting the presence

of their previous use of AOR •• were quest.Loned about; whether
......... .... . ..

.they were the resu1-ts of. ADR (i,nQll).

Acco'rd.Lnq- to their<answers to this quescdon ; 2 cqmpanies were

"satisfied"; 2 companies were "dissatisfied"; and 4c:qmpanies

were "uncertainr; .Their reasons for being ~'.satisfied" include

"ea:t;ly.settlementwith an agreement on reasqnabletermfl.and
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conditions ,; and "proposaf, of adequate solutions by arbitrators

or inediatorswith adequate expertise". Their reasons for

be.i.nq "dissatisfied" include "defeatindisputes" and "lack of

expertise of arbitrators or mediators dn patent systems and

technologies". Their reasons for being "uncertain" include

"withdrawal of arbitration or . mediation ihtheiniddle of

.'disputes" , . "eventual reconciliiitionwithollt' . recourse' . 'to

arbitration or mediatibn" "seeiningly sufficient or

insuffiCient understanding of their positions by arbitrators

orinediators",and "variation from case toc:ase"~

On the other hand, the corresponding American Member

companies were a.Lso :asked the same question. According'to

their answers to this-qltestion, 4-':'Coffipahies':'were "sat-isfied";

4 companies were "dissatisfied"; and 4 companies were

"unce'rtain"'-.

companies

As for

Member

question.

12 companies answered

American

same

the

the

hand,

askedalso

companies'answered "yes";

surveyed were

arbitration, 6

'(Q12 to 17) Concerning the opinions of Member companies

surveyed on ADR

1) The Japanese Meinbercoinpanies surveyed were questioned

about "whetherADR is necessary for the· settlement of disputes

over intellectual property rights" (in Q12) • As for

arbitration, 4S companies answered "yes"; 3 companies answered

"no"; and 17 companies answered "yes and no". As for

mediation, 43 companies answered "yes"; S'companies answered

,"no"; and 17 companies answered "yes and-no»; Thus, 'it has

come to Tight that a great number of Japanese companies feel

the necessity of ADR.

On the other

mediation, 6 companies answered "yes"; 11 companies answered

"no"; and 5' companies answered ·'''yes' 'andno",

Thus, it is clear that the necesfiity of ADR is

affirmed and denied bytheoverwhelinirigina:joritt of Japariese

companies and Ainerican companies, respeC:tively. It should be

noted, however,that the answers of the Ainerican Member
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companies surveyed to this question contradict those to the

questions 4) •and 6) below, which seems to suggest that there

is a difference between Japanese companies and American

companies in their interpretation of the necessity of ADR.

2) The Japanese Member companies surveyed ~ere questioned

about "the advantages of ADR" in their opinion (in Q13). In

order. of. decreasingnumPer, their ans~ers ... to this question ..are

"low cost" (44 companies), "availability of varying solutions

depending on actual situations" (33 companies), "quick

settlement" (31 companies), "maintenance of secrecy" (21

companies), "absence of procedural complications" (21

companies), and "possibility of appointment of arbitrators .or

mediators attheir.discr.etion" (9 companies).

On the other hand, the American Member companies

surveyed were also asked the same question. In order of

decreasing number, their answers to this question are

"availability of varying solutions depending on actual

situations" (14 companies), "quick settlement" (11 companies),

"maintenance of secrecy" (8. companies) , "low cost" (7

companies ), and "absence of procedural comp.l.i.catLonsv (6

companies).

3.) The Japanese Member companies surveyed were·. questioned

about "the disadvantages of ADR" in their opinion (in Q14) •

In order of decreasing number,. their answers to this question

are "difficulty in selection of arbitrators or meqiators" (3.3

companies) , "impossibility of making an appeal of

dissatisfaction" (28 companies), "incomplete results" (25

companies), "low impartiality and reliability" (17

companies) ,and "impossibility of validation of patents in

14 <::()D\panl+§1s
On the other hand, the American Member companies

surveyed were also asked the same question. In order of

decreasing number, their answers to this question are

"necessity of agreements as a prerequisite" (13 companies),

"impossibility of making an appeal of diss.atisfaction" (7

companies) , "qifficulty in selection of arbitrators or
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mediators" (5 companies), "incomplete results" (4 companies),

and "high cost" (4 companies).

Noticeable points in these answers are that: the top

ranking answer among the Japanese Member companies,

"difficulty in selection of arbitrators or mediators", is not

cited so.frequently by the American Member companies; the top

ranking answer among the American Member companies, "necessity

of agreements as a prerequisite", is not counted among even

the top five answers by the Japanese Member companies; and the

top five answers among the American Member companies include

"high cost" , which is not cited by the Japanese Member

companies.

4) The Japanese Mew~er companies surveyed were questioned

about "whether they have any intention to use ADR as a measure

for settlement of disputes over intellectual property rights"

(in Q15). According to their answers to this question, 2

companies "have an intention"; 44 companies "have an intention

on a casa-by-case basis"; 17 companies. "currently have no

intention"; and 2 companies "have no interest in ADR".

On the other hand, the American Member companies

surveyed were also asked the same question. According to

their answers to this· question, 11 companies "have an

intention"; 11 companies "have an intention on, a case-by-case

basis" ; no company" currently has no intention"; and no

company "has no interest in ADR". Although the overwhelming

majority. of the American Member companies deny the necessity

.of ADR in Q12, all of them have an active intention to use

ADRor to use.ADR on acase-by-case basis. 5) TheJapanese

Member companies surveyed were questioned about "the future

necessary improvements in ADR in their opinions" (in Q16). In

to this

.are "practice of more aggressive propaganda, of • ADR" (31

companies) , "provision of more satisfactory methods for

appointment of arbitrators or mediators" (27

companies), "implementation· of ADR through the intercession. of

courts of justice" (20companiesh and "intercession with the

other party by ADR agencies" (7 companies).
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4.

(1)

On the other hand, the American Member companies

surveyed were also asked' the same question. In order of

decreasing number, their answers to this question are

"implementation of ADR.cthroughthe intercession of cour-csvor

justice" (.6 companies), "no comment" (5 companies ), "practice

of more aggressive propaganda of ADR" (4 companies),

"prcvd.sLon iorvmore satisfactory methods. for appointment of

carbitrators' or mediators" (1 company), and "intercession with

the' other party byADR agencies"(1 company).

What is noteworthy in these answers is the high

.ranking answer among the Japanese Member companies, "provision

of more satisfactory methods for appointment of arbitrators or

mediators", is not valued so much by the American Member

'·companies •

6) The Japanese Member companies surveyed were questioned

about "the possibility of future use of ADR" (in Q17) •

According to their answers' to this question, 20· companies

. predict "wide use of ADR"; 21 companies predict "limited use

of ADR only in the United States"; 17 companies predict

"virtually no use of ADR,,; 7 companies make no comment.

On the other hand; the American Member companies

surveyed were also asked. the same question. According.to

their answers to this question, 5 companies predicts "wide use

of ADR";6companies predict "limited use ofADR only in the

United States"; 9 companies' predict "virtually no use of

ADR";2" companies make no " comment. What is noteworthy in

these answers is that the greatest number of the American

Member companies predict "virtuallycnouse ofADR" despite the

high frequency of their previous use of ADR.

C!1I:"ren:tProbleIllSandFuture Prospects of ADR

Significance of ADR as Measure for Settlement of Disputes

over Intellectual property Rights

As is apparent from the findings of the

questionnaires, there are very few cases in Japan where

disputes over intellectual property rights are settled byADR

because they are settled' through negotiations between both
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parties concerned in most cases. Basically, the same also

holds true of the Unites States except the higher frequency of

its use of ADR than Japan. As is also evident from the

findings of the qllestionnaireshowever, there is 'observed

actual presence of previous use of ADRin the United States

and there are entertained little expectations of use of ADR in

Japan. Such inconsistency can be attributed to the following

facts:

1) Relationship between ADR and Reconciliation through

Negotiations

It is only natural that an attempt at settlement of

disputes ·over intellectual property rights is started with

negotiations between both parties concerned inmost cases

excluding some exceptional cases. There would arise no

problem, therefore, if such disputes Could be settled: by

reconciliation under the conditions which . are generally

satis factory to the both parties concerned. In other words,

ADR will suffice if it is available as one useful

countermeasure comparable with litigation in those

circumstances where reconciliation cannot beor·Cannot seem·to

be realized under such' satisfactory conditions. Accordingly,

it follows that the significance of ADR as a measure for

settlement of disputes over intellectual property rights is

not negated by the fact that the majority of'silch disputes are

settled by·" reconciliation through .negotiations between the

both parties concerned.

2) Relationship between ADRand Litigation

In cases where disputes cannot 'be settled

negotiations between both parties concerned, the

through

present

always, however, that<litigation is anvopt-Lmal, measure for

settlement of disputes over intellectual property rights

considering cost, time, jury 'trial, and other factors

involved. Rather, ADRmay be superior to litigation in many

respects as is shown by the findings of the questionnaires, so
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that ADR should reveal its significance in cases where its

advantages are fully exploited.

(2) Problems of ADR as Measure for Settlement of Disputes over

Intellectual property Rights

1) Difficulty in Conclusion of Agreement on ADR

A prerequisite to ADR .is a mutual cons.ent between

both parties concerned in disputes to that effect. In

reality, however, it is usually unlikely that the both parties

concerned will ever use ADR immediately upon the start of

disputes without any arbitration (ADR) agreement concluded

therebetween in advance. In the event of a failure in the

negotiations between the both parties, it is only natural that

they demand a favorable measure for settlement of disputes to

their own interest. In the United States, for example, it is

most likely that patentees will opt for jury trial, which is

generally supposed.to be favorable to their own interest.

Thus,. if either one party concerned opts for any other measure

thanADR, the possibility of ADR will be precluded no matter

how eagerly the other· party concerned de::>ires forADR. It

seems almost certain that this situation is .responsib;I.e for

the presence of virtually no use of ADR.

2) 1~.eliabi;I.ity of ADR

As is ::;uggested by the findings. of the. questionnaires,

ADR has not received sufficient recognition. particularly in

Japan with respect to its system and concept, not. to mention

the existence of ADR agencies. In this situation, it is

simply. no wonder that ADR is unavailable as a .measure for

settlement of disputes over intellectual property rights

exertillga great influence on corporate activities. More

::>pecifiqally,qne key factor is, for example, <the reliability
......................

Or on of ADR

Particularly in Japan, nq information is available concerning

the Panel members. as arbitrators or mediators in charge of

settlement of disputes over intellectual property rights.

Assuming, therefore,that ADR is taken only asa simplified

form of litigation in this situation, any parties concerned,
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who are pressed for a serious decision, will not hesitate to

prefer litigation in terms of reliability.

3) Misunderstanding of Advantages of ADR

The advantages of ADR over litigation, as described

above, do·not apply to all cases. For example, there seems to

be some cases where ADR is not always advantageous litigation

in terms of cost and time especially where the cases involve

intricate disputes. As another example, while quick decision

is reached because there is noappeCl.1 meansraf.Lowed , this

conversely means that due prE!parations must be made to address

any risk that may be involved inlCl.ck of appeal means , Thus,

any parties using ADR will be required to become skillful in

',applying: J1..DR in different manners depending on"thecase;.

4) Judgment of Patent validity

In Japan, the ideaus.ed to prevail that· the validity

of patE!nts,due .totheirpublic .utility, should not be judged

in the process of settlement of private disputes in the light

of Article 786 of the .CiviIProCE!E!dings Act providing that

"arbitration shall t.ake.. effect only where there exists the

right of reconciliation OVE!r the subjE!ctmatter ..in disputE!".

Accordingly, some OP1n10nS hold that disputes over

intellectual property rights, often involving judgment of . the

validity ofpatE!nts, are unsuitable for ADR. In thE! United

States, on thE! other hand, the 35 USC section 294 was enacted

in .1982 as a confirmation> of· thE! . validity of arbitration

agreelllentsfor patents, providing that arbitration may judgE!

not only.the·conflictingpossibility of. patents but also their

validity. In response to. this development, there is a call

for equavaf.ene amendments to relevant.;legislation in Japan.

To be more realistic however it seems that this issue' can be;;;.c:. c:;;;:::.::;;;· ..........•..•.........•.··.....·k:... :.::
solved by avoiding direct judgment of the validity of patents

in such a manner that the scope of patent rights·. is determined

in consideration . for . their validity as a measure of judgment

of infringement, as has been conventionally practiced by

JapaneSE! courts of justice. '.
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(3) ADR Associations in Japan

ADR associations in Japan and their features are studied

below.

1) JCA

As is obvious from the findings of·the questionnaires,

only one of the Member companies surveyed used International

Commercial Arbitration ASsociation (JCA) headquartered in

'Japan;

Meanwhile, there is no significant point in which the

JCA's Commercial Arbitration Rule as amended on June 11, 1991

differs from the arbitration rules of the American Arbitration

Association (AAA), the International Chamber of Commerce

(ICC), and other standing arbitration agencies supposedly with

a respectable actual achievement in arbitration in the united

States and Europe. Further, the JCA is characterized in that

its place of arbitration is set in Japan, 'namely selected from

its head office (in Tokyo) and its branch offices (in .Nagoya,

Osaka, and Kobe ) ·by mutual consent between •parties concerned

(in. accordance with the provf.sLons of Article 3 •of the 'JCA' s

Commercial Arbitration Rule) and that arbitration procedures

can be followed in Japanese. Judging f rom :these and other

facts, it can be assumed that the JCA is of utility value

particularly, as a agency for settlement ·of d.i.sput.ee among

Japanese '. companies.

At present, there is no eStablished use of the JCA as

an a.gency for settlement of· disputes over intellectual

property rights mainly because there is no eStablished use of

arbitration itself as a measure for settlement of disputes

over intellectual property. rights between . Ja.panese companies.

Such being the case, there seems to be a need to reconsider

the utility value of the JCAin line with future review of the

2) Mediation. byPIPA

According to the findings of the questionnaires, no

Member company surveyed used mediation by the PIPA. It seems,

however, that mediation by the PIPA deserves consideration as
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a measure for settlement of disputes between Japanese

companies or between··Japanese and American companies.

Mediation by the PIPA features its specialization in

disputes over intellectual property rights and bases its

procedure and rule on the following basic principles:

a. providing a procedure easy to follow;

b. Providing no· binding. force or no sanction in the event, of

failure of mediation.

c. providinga·procedure ensuring the protection of rights

and ,maintenance of secrets of both parties.

d. providing a measure open to both Member companies and

non~Member companies.

Based on these basic principles ,the PIPA formulates

its Mediation Rule. For example, Article 2 provides that both

parties concerned may select arbitrators from the PIPA's

Arbitration Panel consisting 'of at least 10 specialists in

various aspects of issues surrounding . intellectual property

rights.

Thus, thePIPA 's Arbitration Rule is sufficient to

handle actual disputes over intellectual property rights, in

the light of which both Japanese and American companies,

particularly Member companies, need to reconsider the utility

value of mediation by the PIPA as a measure for settlement of

disputes particularly over intellectual properties. Depending

On the resulting development, the PIPA might as well consider

making necessary arrangements. •.

(4) Future Necessary Improvements in ADR

Now that it has been proved that ADR has a

as a measure for settlement of over.: :.::: +:, .
intellectual property rights and that a great number of

companies, though having no current use of ADR, consider

future use of ADR, it is desired that the above-mentioned

problems currently surrounding ADR should be solved. Its

future necessary improvements .are described' below.
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1) Consent on using ADR

It is an inevitable fact that a prerequisite to ADRis

a mutual consent between both parties concerned in disputes to

that effect. Facilitating such consent will probably provide

the greatest future improvement in ADR. A first conceivable

method to this end is to add a clause providing ADR in advance

in any agreement that may be concluded between parties

concerned in disputes. Actually, this method is beginning to

come into wide use to produce increasing effects. In the

absence of such an agreement, on the other hand, it is indeed

difficult for the both parties concerned to have immediate use

of ADR, but it would seem even in this situation that a mutual

consent on ADR might be facilitated through intercession by

any competent third party. One such third party imaginable

is, for example, a courc of justice. In faGt, it is far from

unusual that the US Federal Court, when receiving Cl-lleged suit

for patent infringement, functions as an ADR agency or

intercedes with another ADR agenGY to.reportedly prodJlce

favorable effects. Another effective method is to authorize

ADR agencies to accept applications for ADR from either one

party •• concerned and urge . the other. party concerned to consent

to such applications. The effectiveness of . this method is

direGtly proportional to the reliability and authority of the

ADR agencies. One movement toward materialization of this

method can be seen in the recent news that an international

arbitration agency with such authority will be inaugurated in

the World IntelleGtJlal Property Organization (WIPO) in.October

this year. Indeed, the future activities of this new body are

expected to draw much attention.

2) ReliCl-bilityof APR

The • findings of the questionnaires suggest· that·· there
..........•.................

not yet adeqJlate public ofADR itself. To meet

this difficJllt s Ltiuat.i.on, it is necessary t.o practice more

aggressive propagandCl- of ADRagencies available and ADR

procedures. Certainly, the reliability of ADRwill not ·be

enhanced until such propaganda promotes ADR, which, in turn,

proves its act.ua.l, achievement in arbitration or mediation.
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3) Exploitation. of Advantages ofADR

It is desired that ADR agencies should make a further

study of the advantages of ADR over trial, thereby developing

a. system to provide various forms. ofADR forselec.tion by

users depending on the features of disputes concerned and

presenting a guideline, for sucn selection

agencies are given some room for consideration as to how to

distinguish between arbitration and mediation. Judging from

the fact arbitration has the advantages of secrecy and

rapidity but is subject to risks involved in its first trial

system, ADR might as well have a process of first executing

mediation with no binding force and then shifting to

arbitration as needs dictate. Conversely, ADR might be more

effective in some cases if arbitration were executed first and

then followed by mediation before the review of its results.

What is more important is to enhance the reliability of

arbitrators or mediators on the staff of ADR agencies so that

they may form a Panel appealing to the general public. Such

Panel members will have to include authoritative experts in

the fields of intellectual property rights and various

technologies and specialists of large experience in

arbitration or mediation.

(5) Conclusion

As has been described above, ADR has .a significance as

a measure for settlement of disputes over intellectual

property rights while Japanese companies entertain little

expectations of using ADR. It is desired, therefore, that ADR

agencies with full adaptability should be formed from

authoritative experts in legal and technical matters and

a mutual consent between both"...... ......•......

parties concerned to use ADR with due consideration for the

facilitation of a mutual consent on ADR, the enhancement of

the reliability of ADR, and the development of a system to

exploit the advantages of ADR.



Attached· documents:

(1) Findings of questionnaires (Questions 1 to 17)
(2) Charts and. diagrams (Questions 6 and 12 to 17)

(3) Forms of questionnaires

Reference:
"survey Report on Arbitration system from Viewpoint of
Disputes over Intellectual property Rights", (May, 1991), the

Japan Federation of Mechanical.Indust:ry, Intellectual>Property

Institute (ju:(idical.found<l.tion)

"A Study of Arbitration . system. Concerning Industrial property
Rights", the Secretariat of the Association of Patent

Attorneys,..patent voi , 46, No. 11(1993)
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Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

June 9, 1994

Alternatiye Dispute Resolution

Dear Sir /Madain,

Alternative dispute resolutioh(ADR} outsi.de'of a court setting

to resolve disputes in intellectual property rights becomes more

popular both in Japan and the U.S. We, the Fourth.C.ommittee of

PIPA Japanese Group, would like to investigate the current

trends in ADR with respect to how the PIPAmeinbers use ADR and

how the meinbers feel about ADR. To, a ccomp.Li.an this, we request

that you complete. the ehc10sedquestionniiire iind return it to

us.

The results of our investigation will. be made available to the

meinbers and a Japan/US panel discussion will be held at the 25th

International Conference.

In this questionnaire, "Arbitration" means the submission by two

contesting parties of their disagreement to an impartial

arbitrator agreeing that his rUling in the dispute will be

binding. and final. "Mediatipn" mearis .t.he settlement of a

dispute between two parties by the interventioh of a third

who acts and attemptstb reconcile

differences.

In the questionniiire,if a

check theappropriate'box.

to answer, please leave it

of this questionnaire will

data.

multiple choice is provided, please

If for any reiison you are reluctant

blank. Plea'senote that the results

only be published as statistical

We thank you for your cooperation.

Fourth Committee
PIPA Japanese Group
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QUESTIONNAIRE

Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

D nonferrous metals
D shipbuilding
D power-driven machines

D plastics
D petrochemicals
D pharmaceuticals
Dcosme t Lcs

D iron & steel
D automobiles
D precision "machines
Dm~tals-machines

D other metal-machines

D(

"D general chemicals
D organic chemicals
Drubber
D petroleum

"D fibers
Dfood
llother chemicals

Q1: What is your main business?

Electric Machines-Appliances
D general electric machines-appliances
D computers
D telecommunications
D household appliances
D musical instruments/acoustics
D measurements
D electric cables
D electronic parts
D other electric machines-devices

( )

Machine-Metal

Chemical

Other

For questions Q2-Q5,please a.nswer for the cases of both
domestic ahd international disputes.

Q2: (a) About how many disputes regarding intellectual property
including receiving warnings, litigations and contractual
disputes were.youinvolved in last year?

domestic international
D D over 101

D D 51 - 100

D D 11 - 50

D D 1 - 10

D D none



Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

(b) About how many of the above cases have you resolved or did
you want to resolve by negotiation ?

domestic
ooooo

international
o
oo
ou

over 101
51 - 100
11 -r 50
1 - 10
none

(c) About.how many of the above cases ended up being litigated?

(d) About how many of the abQve cases have you resolved or did
you want to resolve by ADR ?

Q3: (a) About how many disputes' in intellectual property
including receiving warnings, litigations and contractual
disputes have you.beeninvolve(j indurirlg·the .last ten(lO)
years ?

domestic
nnoo
n

domesticuo
o
no

domestic
ooo
o
n

internationalo ...
oou
o

international
no
n
n
n

international
ooonu

over 101
51 - 100
11 - 50
1 -10
none

over 101·
51 - 100
11 - 50
1 - 10
nOne

over 101
51 - 100
11 - 50
1- 10
none

(bl· About how marlY Qfthe above cases haye Y0l.l resolyedor did
you want to resolve 'bynegotiation?

domestic
ou

internationa.1
on

over 101
51 - 100
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Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

D
D
D

D
D
D

11 - 50
1 -10
none

(c) About how many of the above cases ended up being litigiited ?

(d) About how many of the above cases haveyollresolved or did
you want to resolve by ADR ?

domestic
D
D
D
D
D

domestic
D
D
D
D
D

international
D
D
D
D
D

international
D
D
D
D
D

over 101
51 ~ 100
11-- 50
1 - 10
none

over 101
51- 100
11 - 50
1- 10
none

Q4: Do you have a dispute resolution cli3.llsesll'chas an
arbitration clause in your agreements regarding intellectual
property ?

Q5: (a) For how many disputes have you usedADRtoreacha·
resolution ?

If you answer fOrbbth domestic: and international 'none·' please
answer the next question then move ontoQ 12.'

domestic
D
D
D

domestic
D
D
D
D
D

international
D
D
D

international
D
D
D
D
D

all/most of
case by case
none

over 101
51 - 100
11 - 50
1 - 10
none

-,

..

What the reason you have never used ADR ?
(
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Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese GroUp

(blAbbut how many times have you usedADRbecause of an ADR
clause in an agreement ?

domestic
D
D
D
D
D

international
D
D
D
D
D

over 101
51 - 100
11 - 50
1 - 10
none

Q6: Why have you used ADR ?
DADR clause in contract
Dconciliation by court or third party
Dthe other party's desire because his rights were in dispute
Dyour desire because,the other party's rights were in dispute
Dthe other party's desire because your rights were in dispute
Dyour desire pecause,your rights were in disPllte

·0 othe r.. ( ) .

Q7: Wl1at tYpe of.ADRhave you
DArbitration (
D other (

(

used
)

)

and in. ho",ma.ny. c:ca,ses ?
DMediation (

)

l
Dknow-how
Dtrademark

)

)

)

Q8: What as<J()ciation/oJ:"ganizat16n have you used for ADR and. in
how many cases ?, ' . .

D AAA (American A.rbitra.tion As soc i.at; ion l (
D ICC (Internat:L6hai

uCha.mber

of Commerce) (
D JCA(Japan Commercial Arbitration Associati.on (
D court ( .
Dother (

(

Q9: What kind of intellectual property dispute have you resolved
by ADR ?

Dpatent
Dcopyright
oother

(

Q10: If you have ever resolved an intellectual property dispute

)

)

)

DJapan
DAsia ex.cept Japan
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odependsonever want to

know

o fast· resolutionoflexibility in resolutionoyou nominate arbitrator
disputeresolutibn proceeds

)

yes
no
don't

mediation
uo
D

Lmpr ovement; s

oinexpensive feeso easy to keep secrecyosimple procedureocontinue business whileoother (ono merit

What do you think are the demeritsofA[)R ?o expensive 0 complex procedureo requirement of agreement between the partiesodifficulties in choosing arbitrator
o less fairness/trust Dn.o prac;tical resolutionoresolution is vague 0 no appeal allowedotakes time before injunctionodifficulties in reaching in-house conclusionono authority to resolve patentability in Japanoother (ono demerits

Qll: If you have ever resolved an intellectual property dispute
by ADR, were you satisfied with the resolution ofADR ?osatisfied )onot satisfied )oneither)

Q12: Do you think ADR is necessary, especially arbitration and
mediation, in order to resolve disputes in intellectual property
rights? . .

Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

Q13: What do you think are the merits of ADR ?

Q14:

arbitration
n
oo

Q15: Do you intend to use ADR to resolve intellectual property
disputes in the future ?

Dyesonot now

frequently ?ocourt conciliates ADR more oftenoOne of the parties can request the ADR association to
propose to the other party the use of ADRoADR association opens the names of arbitrators or its
nomination process



Questionnaire-PIPA Japanese Group

Dneed more publicity
Dother (
Ddo not know

Q17: What do you predict for the future usage ofADR to resolve
intellectual property disputes ?

D widely used D widely used in tbe U. s.
Dnot so used

Thank you.
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Findings of Questionnaires
wherein each nnmber corresponds tn that of answerers.

Q1.

bnslness Japan U. S.

Machine-Metal 9 1
Electric Machines-Appliances 1 8 5

. Chemical 3 7 1 2
Other 1

.
4.. ... . ..

total 6 5 2 2

Q 2.
Ca) Cb)

Japan U. S.
range nnnn_.. .......... _____u_n_ ...........

dam. Int. dam. In t.

over 101 1 0 0 1
51 - 100 1 2 0 0
11 - 50 1 2 1 0 8 2

1 - 10 4 3 3 7 1 2 1 5
none 8 1 6 2 4

Japan U. S.
range _n _ n ............. ____ ............ ------- ....

dam. Int. dam. In t.

over 101 1 0 0 0
51 - 100 1 1 0 0
11 - 50 1 0 1 0 7 3

1 - 10 4 3 3 5 1 3 1 4
none 1 0 1 9 2 5

Cc) Cd)

Q 3.
Ca) ( b )

Japan U. S. Japan U. S.
range ... _nnn. ...... __n n __ n .......n_.n _ ._ • range - ........... ------ ..... _n _nn ......nn ____

dam. Int. dam. Int. dam. Int. dam. Int.

over 101 8 6 6 3 over 101 8 6 5 2
51 - 100 8 4 5 4 51 - 100 8 4 4 3
11 - 50 2 6 1 7 7 9 11 - 50 2 2 1 5 8 9

1 - 10 2 0 2 9 2 5 1 - 10 . 2 3 2 9 3 7.
nline 3 9 2 1 I none 4 1··1 2 1

....

.

Japan U. S.
range ........... ------ .... .....n_n_._n __......

dam. Int. dam. Int.

over 101 - - 0 0
51 - 100 0 0 0 0
11 - 50 0 0 0 1

1 - 10 1 5 2 2 1 7 9
none 5 0 4 3 5 1 2

Japan U. S.
range n ...........__ • ___ .... ....hn_ n .. ...... n

dam. Int. dam. In t.

over 101 - : - 0 0
51 - 100 0 0 0 0
11 - 50 0 0 1 0

1 - 10 0 1 1 2 5
none 6 5 i 6 4 9 1 7

Cc ) Cd )

Japan U. S.
range nnn_....... ______ •• ....... _n_ ...........

dam. Int. dam. Int.

over 101 - - 0 0
51 - 100 0 0 1 1
11 - 50 3 5 7 3

1 - 10 3 8 3 1 1 1 1 4
none 2 4 2 9 3 4

Japan U. S.
range ... _n __ n ......... ____ ........ _--.--...... ---

dam. Int. dam. Int.

over 101 ~:~ 0 0
51 - 100 0 0
11 - 50

~ i ~ ~ .
0

1 - 10 1 8
none 6 4 5 9 1 4
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Q 4.

Japan U. S.
ADR clause nun_nn .......... ....... _.n n ___nun

dom. inI. dom. inI.

all/most of 5 2 3 0 1
case by case 2 2 2 8 2 1 1 8
none 3 8 1 4 1 3

Q 5.
( a ) (b)

type of . Jpn. U. S.
. ADR ,

Arbil. 3 '1 0
medial. 7 6
other 0 3

Q 7.

Japan U. S.
range ___ nn_n_._.......... .......................

dom. inI. dom. in I.

over 101 0 0 0 0
51 - 100 0 0 0 0
11 - 50 0 0 0 0

1 10:'" n o 7 5~ v v

none .. 9 6 3 2
3

6 2

.
Wby bave you used ADR ? Jpn, U. S.

ADR clause in contract I 3 6
conciliation by court or 3rd party 5 3
the other's desire on his rights 2 2
your desire on the other's rights 0 4
the other's desire on ,Your rights 0 1
your desire on your rights 0 0
other I 0 1

Japan U. S.
range ..... _ •• ___ n __ n __ n_ n __ n .................

dom. in I. dom. in I.
.

over 101 0 0 0 0
51 - 100 0 0 0 0
11 - 50 0 0 1 1, - 1 ,n o
~

noue

Q 6.

Q 8. Q 9. Q 1 O.

organ. Jpn. U. S.
.

AAA 1 7
ICC 2 2
JCA 0 1
court 4 .2
other 3 4

Property Jpn, U. S.

patent 9 +
know-how 0 4
copy- 0 1

. right
, trade- 0 " 0

mark
other 0 4

the other
.st de'<s na- Jpn. u: S.
ti onal i tv

Japan 3 3
U. So 5 ..., 9
Europe 2 2
Asia 0 1
other ' ....,.

0, 0

1 1 . Q 1 2.

Were you satisfied ? Jpn, U. S.

satisfied 2 4
not satisfied 2 4
neither 4 4

. ..

,

necessity Japan U.'S.
of ....................... ........... ...........

ADR arb. med. arb. med.

yes ... 4 5 4 3 6 6
no

..
3 5 1 2 1 1

don't know 1 7 :, 1 7 4 5
.
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Q 1 3.

merits of ADR . Jpn. u. S.

inexpensive fees . 4 4 7
fast resotnllon 3 1 1 1 I
easy to keep secrecy 2 1 8
flexibility in resolution . 3 3 1 4
simple procedure 2 1 6
you nomInate arbitrator 9 5
continue business while dispute resolution proceeds 8 4
other 4 3
no merit 2 0 I

Q 1 4.

. demerits of ADR

expensive
complex procedure
requirement of agieement between the parties
diffIculties In choosing arb i trator
less fairness/trust
no practical resolutIon

'resolution is vague
nn appeal allowed
takes lime before injunction
difficulties in reachlng1n-house conclusion
no au thcr Itv to resolve pa t entab il l ry in Japan
other ..
no demerits ..:

Q 1 5.

Do you intend to use ADR In future ? Jpn, u. S.

yes 2 1 1
depends 4 4 1 1
not now 17 . 0

•• never want to 2 0. .

Q 1 6.
.

What Improvements should be made for more frequently use ? Jpn, U.S.

court conciliates ADR more often 2 0 6
ADR association proposes to the other party the use of ADR 7 1

..... open the names ef'.arbt.tr.at urs O.L Lts..ncat nation ProCeSS 27. 1
need more publicity 3 1 . 4
do not know 6 5
other 7 .. 5

Q 1 7.

What do you predict for the future usage ? Jpn. U. s.
widely used 2 0 5
wldety used in the U. S. 2 1 6
not so used 1 7 9
no answer 7 2
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6

4

2

o

06 Whyhaveyou used ADR?

us

A DR coli c i I i- tho o t h - you r do- tho o t h - you r do - o the r

clause at ion by e r • s do- sir e on e r • 5 de - sir e on
C 0 u r t o r sir e on tho sir e on

t h i r d his r j 9 h t 5 other's you r

par t y ( i gh t s r i gh t s
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1 2

Q 12

d o n "t know

i a t i o n i n cessa y

no

-662-

ink

D 0 yo u t h ink arb it ra t ion is ne c e.s.s.ar y ?

Do yo

J P

yes

J P

o

o

30

10

20

30

20

50

40

10

40
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Q 15 Do you intendto use ADR to resolve intellectual

pro pe r ty dis put e sin the f u t u r e ?

40

30

20

10

o
JR

yes not now neve r want to

Q 17

25

20

15

10

5

o

What do you predict for the future usage of ADR to

resolve intellectual property disputes?

J P

widely used widely used

in the U.S.
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BAIRD AND TBI STANDARD or EATIBW1IILITY

Crai; E. Larson
Senior Supervisin; Counsel
Bausch , Lomb Incorporated
Rochester, New York

My son is fond of reading books called, "Choose Your own
Adventure." Let me give you an example of how this literary
qenre works. After readin; a few pages introducing the
characters and the settinq, the reader may find the main
character--let's pretend he's a young vikinq slave called
Torfinn--standing in a Nordic harbor gazing at the good ship
Osprev. Torfinn has escaped from his ma5t.r~ and noW has a
choice--will he set sail for that rich land lying to the west
called Iceland? •• or will he set sail for farther points, throuqh
fierce gales and ice mountains floating on the .ea, to mysterious
lands that may lie beyond? "If you advise Torfinn to cross the
ocean turn to page 80," the book instru.cts. "If you advise him
to voyage to Iceland turn to page 69." Thus the reader picks his
way through the book, making choices from time to time as he
reads along.

My son's favorite literary form inspires my presentation tOday.
You can choose your own adventure, form your own opinions, draw
your own conclusions.

Let me first introduce the prota;onist of our adventure: a
decision by the u.s. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in
In re Baird, 29 USPQ2d 1550 (1994). Baird was.an appeal from the
U.s. Patent and Trademark Office involving a patent applioation
claiminq a "flash fusible toner." The toner is distinguished by
its binder resin--a polyester that is the reaction product of
bisphenol A and one of three dicarboxylic acids. The Examiner
had rejected the claims as obvious over a patent to Knapp. Knapp
showed developer compositions distinquished by a polyester that
was the reaction product of a olass of diphenol compoundS
encompassing bisphenol A and a olass of dicarboxylic acids
encompassin; the three recited in Baird's claim. The Patent and
Trademark Office Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences upheld
the Examiner's rejection •

.'WhileKnapp'sformula"defininq1:he'c1ass 'of dicarboxylic acids ,.
f'lmbraced many more, Knapp listed 20 typical acids. Knapp's list
(of 20 included the three acids recited in Baird's claim.



,)."

"" . -:~....

JUdge Lourie's opinion in Baird indicated that Knapp's clasrrJt'y.
diphenol compounds numbered in the millions. Moreover, JUdge
Lourie noted, "the diphenols that Knapp specifioally discloses to
be 'typical,' 'preferred,' and 'optimum"are different from and
more complex than bisphenol A." This, in the opinion of the CAFe
panel deciding Baird, meant 1:ha1: "Knapp does not teach or fairly
suggest the selection of bisphenol AI" "a disclosure of millions
of compounds does not render Obvious a claim to three compounde,
particularly when 1:ha1: disclosure indicates a preference ~eading

away from the claimed compounds."

Having introduced our protagonist, let me now introduce the
antagonist cf our adventure, the Patent and Trademark Office.
Baird was decided on January 19, 1994. In the April 19 Official
Galett, Commissioner Lehman instructed Patent and Trademark
Office examiners to ignore it:

In the opinion of the co~~issicner of Patents and
Trademarks, Baird was wrongly decided by the Court bscause
an improier standard of patentability under 3~ USC 103 was
applied n assessing the obviousness question before the
Court.

The dramatic tension between our antagonist and our protagonist
reveals the central theme of our adventure: the U.S. standard of
patentability. What is it? Is it too high, too low, or just
about right? Who thinks so and why?
How can we decide who's right? Now, on to our "scenes a fair.""

ITEM

ITEM

In December 1993, Commissioner Lehman ordered
reexamination of a multimedia searoh and retrieval
patent in response to significant industry oonoern
expressed about the patentability of the olaimed
sUbject matter.

In an interview published in the January 17, 1994,
issue of Chemical and Engineering News, Commissioner
Lehman stated:

I think that when you have billion-dollar
judgments against major corporations in patent
infringement cases it shOUld be a warning sign
that something is wrong in the .ystem•••• In
addition, patents are easier to get now and are
more often upheld than they used to be. That

~b~:J!€hr!s~~l~~f~~tfe~rJIf~~~;~~l!t~liii€i~~-i~4C:'~t~".1'&•........

obviousness, in some cases. This is partioularly
alleged to be a problem in computer software. w.
may be issuing patents on things that a lot of
people would say are not really nonobvious
inventions.
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ITEM

ITEK

ITEM

ITEM

On January 19 Baird was decided.

At hearings held on February 10-11 in Arlinqton,
Virginia on patenting of software-related technology,
the Patent and Trademark Office asked witnesses to
comment on whether software should be subject to
different standards of novelty and obviousness than are
used for other technologies.

On April 19 Commissioner Lehman publishes a notice
in the Official Gazette instructing examiners to ignore
BAit-g.

on April 29 the Patent and Trademark office
inVited pUblic comment on whether a more rigorous
standard of non-obviousness is needed in both patent
prosecution and patent enforcement, referring to a
recent debate on whether US patent policy is being
effectively served by the current standard of non
obviousness under 35 USC" 103. critics are said to
contend that patents are being granted on inventions
that the industry views as being trivial. simple, or
straightforward. Public hearings were scheduled in
July to consider tRe effect of the current non
obviousness standard applied by the agency and the
courts upon promoting the progress of science and the
useful arts.

At a May 5 hearing by the House Subcommittee on
Intellectual property and JUdicial Administration on
legislation to liberalize the conditions ot
patentability of processes using or making novel and
nonobvious products, witnesses trom IBM and Dow
Chemical told the panel that enactment of the bill
would allow patent owners with product claims to
"recapture vast areas of technology formerly free and
available to the public." However, the bill was
endorsed by the Patent and Trademark Office and by
representatives from the biotech and pharmaceutical
industries.

ITEM

ITEM

At the Spring meeting of the ABA Intellectual
Property Law section, Judge Ellis from the U.S.
District Court of the Eastern District ot Virginia
asserted that the "clear and convincing" burden of
proving obviousness and .highHti,.g~,!;j,oncO$ts~il!L"

"..~~"~ "~"".":~:~:~r~g~~g~~~a~;:~~~~/~:w::~~~aii~I;~ti~:di:Ellis
partially due to a trivializing of nonobvio~sne•• and
that the Patent and Trademark Office's filter for
improvidently issued patents is becoming more porous,
concluding that something must be done to reinvigorate
the nonobviousness standard.
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ITO

ITO

ITO

ITO

On May 18 Commissioner Lehman ordered the
reexamination of a software patent issued two years aqo
on a method for inserting advertisements into a
computer proqram.

On JUly 20 witnesses at the Patent and Trademark
Office hearing on the current standard for evaluating
the non-obviousness of inventions testified that a more
rigorous standard is not needed, a1thou~h many called
for more consistent and accurate applioation of the
current standard by the Office during examination.

An article in the July 1994, issue of the ADA
Journal states, "A reversal in the tide of federal
patent decisions has made filing a patent suit almost a
no-los. proposition."

In a letter to the editor published in the
September 1994, issue of the Journal of the Patent ond
Trodemark Office Socie~, Paul Morgan note. the
following:

The economic reality is that more than 185fooo
u.s. patent applioations are filed per year, and
no one, not even large companies, can afford to
spend more than a small amount of time on normal
patent applications without impactin~ the research
and development on which these applioations are
based. 185,000 patent applications per year @
$10,000 is $1.85 billion merely in preparation and
filing costs. That is not inclUding prosecution
costs, issuance costs, maintenance fees, or the
much greater costs of obtaining and maintaining
foreiqn equivalent patents. Most importantly,
only a very small, and usually unknown in advance,
portion of patent applications will ultimately
provide any olear or direot eoonomic advantage or
return to the owner. Estimates of 4' have been
made. Less than 0.003' of the 185,000 will ever
be actually litigated. Thus, normal patent
applications simply cannot cost more than a small
fraction of the R&D they represent without
deterring that R&D. Many small entities, even
with their 50' PTO fee SUbsidies taxed frOm large
entitie., are already hard pressed by current
patenting costs.
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Mr. Morgan also note. a recent survey of members of
Association of Chief Patent Counsels by Lawrence
Kastriner that found that 98% find impeding patents
others they think are invalid at least once a year
79t several tim•• a year: 88% consider the current
re.xaaination procedures unsatisfactory and only 7%
likely to advise using reexamination in response to a
patent considered invalid; and 90t would favor a bett.•~
poat-grant opposition prooedure.

What do you think? Is the standard of patentability too low in
the United Stat.s? How can we tell whether it is or not?
your own aclventure.

Aa a yeung Viking slave (or an old patent attorneyj, your life
all work and no play. But you are determined to esoape and
regain your freedoa. Plan your escape route carefully. There
are many deadly surprises awaiting you. But if you succeed, you
aay attain a. life of glory and honor. Good ,luckl
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